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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

SINCE the first edition of this work was published, a pro-

fessed reply to it has appeared entitled, " The Unity of the
Episcopate considered" &c. I may appear to some called
upon to take some notice of this reply. Therefore, though in
my opinion the second and enlarged edition of my book,
which was nearly concluded before I saw Mr. Thompson's, is
the best answer to him, I will here make some few more

specific remarks upon his work.

In the first place its moral tone and temper are such, that
I feel great regret at being on opposite sides of the argu-
ment with its author. -

But, secondly, I cannot consider it in any respect an an-

swer to my book. The author himself tells us : "The object'

of these pages is not to adduce facts, or to reason from them,

but simply to state principles, and to shew their natural

connexion with a certain great primary Idea:" p. 124.

Now the object of my book is precisely what he disclaims,

to adduce facts and to reason from them, and by them to
shew that certain principles which are now set forth, and

a certain great primary Idea, which is now made the basis
of the whole Christian Church, were not held in ancient

times, nor so long as the East and West were united in

Communion. The proper refutation of my book would be
to shew by this same unquestionable evidence of facts, that
these principles, and especially this great primary Idea, were
held from the beginning of the Church, and formed part of
the divine deposit of the Faith. My work is simply histori-
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cal, grounded upon the acts and witness of the Church, and
upon the lives and writings of her Saints. My challenge
was plain and straightforward : viz., the claim which you
make is modern, unsupported, nay denied by the whole his-
tory of the Church clown to the separation of the East and
West, The proper answer to it is equally plain and straight-
forward, viz., this claim is the ancient original claim, and
these are the documents on which it rests.

I can assure Mr. Thompson that I anxiously look for such
a reply: and that, if it is not made, I shall be compelled to
believe that it cannot be made.

But Mr. Thompson's reply consists in vigorously asserting
and reasserting, and asserting over and over again the very

primary Idea which is in dispute, without any proof of itsu

truth. Had he proved it, he would, in my opinion, have
done a great work : he would have settled the controversy

for all sincere persons. But to assert it proves nothing.
r

In general, however, the author keeps most faithfully to
his purpose "not to adduce facts, or to reason from them, but

simply to state principles, and to shew their natural con-

nexion with a certain great primary Idea."
The great primary Idea is, in Mr. Thompson's own re-

peated statements, this.
Christ " gave the one Episcopate to one, i. e. to St. Peter:

Pie gave it to him alone, 'whole and entire, and then He made*

the rest partakers of it in union with St. Peter, each receiv-

ing it whole and entire in union with him, who alone of all
possessed it in himself, wholly, and in its fulness. The Epi-
scopate which He gave first to Peter alone He conferred

not another, or a similar Episcopate, but the same-on the
whole Apostolic body, with Peter at its head; not on that
body, as well as on Peter, (for then there would have been
two sovereign powers,) but on the body of which Peter was
the head-in other words the root and source:" p. 25.
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And again: "It is not that the rest were taken into joint
government with Peter, so as simply to be co-rulers, co-

_ ̂  *

adjutors with him :" p. 25."

" Peter was complete in himself; the rest without him
*

would have been incomplete, as is a body without its head.

In all things else they were his equals, that only thing ex-
cepted, which he was to them and not they to him. One only
could be that which Peter was-the centre of the system, the

keystone of the arch:" p. 31.
tf The keys were given to Peter personally; but they were

given because of the character and office with which he was

invested, viz., the headship of the Church. In this character
it was that the keys were given. They were given to the
unity which began in him, and was centred in him. He

was no longer a common person, or an individual Apostle,

but, the chief organ, or head, of a body-the origin and bond
of corporate oneness :" p. 37.

-

fc The Church was built on Peter singly, but on the rest

of the Apostles, not singly, but as consolidated with that
foundation which Christ laid in His chief Apostle. It is one

solid mass of which Peter is the first-laid stone, and not the

first laid only, but that on which the structure rests, and out of
which it springs-the stone which is imperishable, and which

cannot be moved out of its place "" p. 40.

" On it Christ placed His Church, and on the rest only

as they were in solid union with it:" p. 40.
" Peter represents the unity of that Body, and is him-

self the ordained head and source of it. He represents that
which also consists in, and depends upon, him. He is the

centre of unity, and its origin. Unity begins from him, not

merely in matter of time, but in its essence:" p. 48.

The " ultimate form" of the "unity and universality of the
Church" "is in Peter:" p. 49. "

" As the unity of each particular Church exists in,
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and depends upon, its Bishop, so the unity of the Universal
Church exists in, and depends upon, St. Peter, or his sue-
cessor:" p. 49.

"Bach (Apostle) had what Peter had, with this only differ-m

ence, that Peter had of himself, what they had by being in
union with Peter :" p. 25.

" The mission of the Apostles was extraordinary in them,
and (except in the case of Peter] was to terminate with their
lives:" p. 23.

" The unity of the Episcopate, as originating in one, viz.,
Peter, and existing in him alone, or in the whole Episcopal

ody with its head;" p. 59.
"The Catholic doctrine is-that Christ conferred the Epi-

scopate, i, e. the full and universal power of governing the
Church, upon the Apostles. He conferred it upon them, as I
have said, not individually, but corporately, not separately,
but collectively, and in inseparable union with Peter:" p. 60.

"The jurisdiction which the other Apostles possessed,
they possessed by union with Peter, but the jurisdiction which
Peter possessed he possessed in himself. The jurisdiction of
the rest depended upon their union with Peter, not Peter's

jurisdiction upon his union with them ;" p. 66.

" When the Apostles founded Churches, they did not com-
municate to those whom they placed over them that Uni-
versal mission which they themselves had received, but con-
ferred upon them a restricted and limited power. And

moreover, in conferring it, they did it not of their single
independent authority, but in virtue of their corporate union
with one as their head, viz., Peter:" p. 67.

"The Church seems to have been possessed from the
first with the simple primary Idea, that the Apostolic body
in indissoluble union with Peter, as its head, composed the

one Episcopate, and was the source of all authority and
jurisdiction :" p. 96.
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" The whole Church is in him (the Pope,) as each particular

Church is in its Bishop;" p. 97, note.

t( What is this Apostolic or Episcopal body which is thus

supreme? It is, as I have shewn, the Bishops of the
Church in union with Peter as their head/ it is their union

with their head, which constitutes their corporate exist-

ence :" p. 135.
" The Pope is not simply a member of that body, but he is

that which gives to the body its eorporate existence, and con-

stitutes it a whole :" p. 136.

" The Episcopate is one; it was given to one, viz., Peter,
by Christ Himself; the rest had part in it by union with Peter;

they had part in the whole by union with him to whom the

whole was given. Now, one of the attributes of the Episco-
pate is infallibility; hence Peter, who received it as a whole,

received also in himself the power of infallible judgment.
But to Peter were added the rest of the Apostles, who, in

virtue of their extraordinary powers, were all personally
infallible judges in matters of faith. Yet they were so, not

separately, but only in union with Peter. Peter had singly
that and all other attributes, of which they also had fall pos-

session as united with him. But as has been shewn" (i. e.

asserted) " in the case of sovereignty and universal jurisdic-
tion, no Bishop, or union of Bishops, succeeded to the ex-

traordinary powers of any Apostle or number of Apostles.

It is only in their corporate capacity that the Bishops of
the Church succeed to the Apostolic college, and to those

attributes which are inseparable from the one Episcopate ;
but the Pope, as successor of St. Peter, possessing all the

personal prerogatives of the head of the Apostolic body, pos-
sesses in himself the fulness of the Episcopate, and with it the

inseparable attribute of infallibility;" pp, 144, 145.
" As Christ, when about to establish His Church, set up

unity in one, viz., Peter, so when He associated the other Apo~
-
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sties in this unity, and in the fulness of the Episcopate, He
did not take away from Peter any part of that which He had

already conferred upon him. By associating them with him,

He did not make him divide amongst them that which he
already possessed as a whole; but as he already possessed

in himself the unity and fulness of the Episcopate, so he con-

tinued to possess it, as well as the supreme power which resides
in that unity :" p. 107.

Mr. Thompson's great primary Idea is contained in that

part of these quotations which is in italics: and it would

seem as if constant repetition were intended to have the

effect of proof. Now I admit that the Idea is simple enough

to understand, and, moreover, of such immense importance
that the truth or falsehood of it will decide the whole con-

troversy between the Roman and other Communions. But
on what proof does it rest ?

The proof, I presume, in Mr. Thompson's mind, though

implied in his book rather than stated, is the passage of

Matt. xvi. 18, 19. On the ground of this passage alone in

Scripture can he assert that Christ "gave the one Episcopate
to one, i. e. to St. Peter: He gave it to him alone, whole

and entire, and then He made the rest partakers of it in

union with St. Peter, each receiving it whole and entire in
union with him, who alone of all possessed it in himself,

wholly, and in its fulness :" p. 25. And the time at which
Christ made the rest partakers of it of course can only be
that marked in John xx. 21-3.

Now every part of Scripture, specially of our Lord's own

words, is full of inscrutable depth and meaning, and, if it is

to be admitted as a Canon of Scripture interpretation, thai;
whatever is said of Peter in the New Testament is said of

the Bishop of Rome, as his single successor, and if, besides,

our Lord did confer in these words the Episcopate on Peter
alone, whole and entire, and then made the rest partakers of
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it in union with St. Peter, so that His words would convey

the Idea, that Peter alone of all possessed it in himself
wholly and in its fulness, then, if both those premises are

true, I might draw some such conclusion from them as Mr.
Thompson does.

But, in the first place, it will be seen at great length in
my book, that the greatest Fathers of the Church, St. Au-

gustine, St. Cyril, and St. Chrysostome, did not suppose

the Bishop of Rome to be intended at all, any more than
any other Bishop, in this passage: nor in that of John,
" Feed My sheep." St. Leo is the great author of this opinion,

and the succeeding Popes after him ; and in medieval times
it was received generally in the West : but from the first
time that this Idea and its consequences were presented to
the Eastern mind, down to the present hour, it has by the

voice of its greatest Saints and Patriarchs, and the acts of
Ecumenical Councils, firmly and consistently denied it. I
mean it has maintained that the same power of the keys

was bestowed upon the Apostles and their successors, as upon

Peter and his successors : not by virtue of their union with
f Christ, their

sole Head.

I conceive therefore that the first premiss is not proven,
viz., that it is a Canon of Scripture interpretation that what-
ever is said of Peter in the New Testament is said of the

Bishop of Rome as his single successor.
Neither is the second premiss proven, for these words of

our Lord do not convey any such Idea as Mr. Thompson
draws from them. And here I cannot sufficiently wonder

at the oversight which he makes. He supposes that the
words, " Thou art Peter, and upon this Rock I will build

My Church; and the gates of hell shall not prevail against

it. And I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of
heaven : and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth, shall be
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bound in heaven, and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth*

shall be loosed in heaven," are not a promise of a power to

be hereafter bestowed, but a power then and there actually

bestowed. Whereas the power here promised to Peter, as to
his brother Apostles in Matt, xviii. 18, was first conferred

on all the Apostles together, by our Lord in the evening of

the Resurrection. So that, following most strictly our Lord's

words, we find that Peter never for one instant possessed the

Episcopate by himself: or before the rest of the Apostles.
The fulfilment of the promise made in Matt. xvi. to the

Church represented by her first Apostle Peter, and in Matt.
xviii. to the same Church in the person of all her Apostles,*

was given to all the Apostles together as described in John

xx. 21-3. Peter received his Apostolic powers in the same

and no other words as the rest of the Apostles : in receiving
them he was no wise distinguished from them. Those words

conveyed the power of jurisdiction as well as orders, which
together make up the Episcopal character. " As My Father

hath sent Me, even so send I you. And when He had said
this, He breathed on them and saith unto them, Receive ye

the Holy Ghost: whosesoever sins ye remit, they are re-
mitted unto them : and whosesoever sins ye retain, they are

retained." The Idea which Mr. Thompson has so elabo-
rately and repeatedly expressed is, as regards these passages
of Scripture, a pure fiction. It has absolutely no founda-

tion. The Idea which he so pointedly rejects is the very one

which our Lord's words convey: viz., that He bestowed the

whole Episcopate on the Twelve as co-rulers, and in their

persons on the whole undivided Episcopate of His Church,
under Himself their sole Head: the breath of His mouth

was their commission : His Spirit dwelling in them is the

pledge of its continuance to the end. They hold it by cor-
porate union not with Peter, that is, any more than with
each other, but with Him. Before this commission on the
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evening of the Resurrection the Episcopate did not exist-it
had been promised to Peter, it had been promised to the
Apostles: but the dispensation itself did not allow of its
being given before our Lord rose from the dead. In the

promise He had said-I will build-I will give-what ye shall
bind shall be bound,-what ye shall loose shall be loosed.
In the fulfilment He said, whosesoever sins ye remit they are
remitted: whosesoever sins ye retain, they are retained, av

rivo)v a<f>r/T-ra<? afjiaprtas a<pt¬vrat avrols* av rtvcov /cpaTfjTe,

. Let Mr. Thompson, or any one else, shew when
Peter ever received the Episcopate whole and complete in
himself.

As regards holy Scripture therefore Mr. Thompson's pri-
mary Idea is a mere baseless assertion. As to antiquity,
the immense preponderance of its testimony is likewise

against it. In vain does Mr. Thompson try to torture a
passage or two of St. Cyprian and of St. Augustine into
his view: in vain, by resting exclusively on one or two ex-
pressions of St. Optatus and others, and putting out of sight

all that on the other side the Church did and spoke, does he

try to give it the witness of antiquity. I do not ask any
body to believe my assertion ; let him bear this primary

Idea in his mind, and then see if the history of the Church

down to the very division of the East and West will endure

it. Mr. Thompson supposes that all who are not in the
Roman Communion are smitten with blindness, and cannot

enter into the true idea of unity. Being a convert of a few
months standing he informs us what is a the Catholic faith"

on that point. It may surprise him to learn that I began
this inquiry with assuming that the Ultra-montane Idea
was true, and that I have been beaten out of it step

by step by the sheer and irresistible strength of facts:
so that no one Idea seems to me so thoroughly contra-

dicted by the whole history of the Church down to the
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reception of the false Decretals, as that very primary Idea
which he asserts.

It is indeed my full conviction, for which the grounds will

be seen in the last chapter of my book, that the Pope's Uni-

versal Bishopric, and all the exaggeration of power attendant
on it, were introduced into Western Europe under cover of
a fraud, viz., under the pretended authority of those early
Roman Pontiffs whose letters were forged in the false Decre-

tals. When five hundred years later these Decretals were
found to be supposititious, the system which had grown up

under their shelter was too deeply rooted to be changed :

the Bishops of Rome having once enjoyed a real plenitude of

power would not be contented with that moderate portion
which they possessed in the time of the Ecumenical Councils.

They would have all or nothing, and the consequence has been

the permanent estrangement of the East from the West, and a
most grievous dislocation of the West itself. But how the de-

nial of a claim, which really rests upon a fraud, can be a valid
ground for imputing schism, I cannot conceive. That which
the East and we have rejected, is, not the Pope's Primacy as

it was understood and practised in the time of the Seven

Ecumenical Councils, but the Universal Bishopric of which

Nicholas I. laid the foundations, Gregory VII. reared the
structure, and Innocent III. completed the building. God
forbid that I should assert or believe that those illustrious

Pontiffs were conscious of the fraud: I doubt not that they
believed that the work to which they set themselves was a

holy work, the work of God: but it is not the less true that
Nicholas I. and the succeeding Pontiffs made use of the

false Decretals to build up their spiritual monarchy, and that
the new principles contained in them became the basis of

Gratian's Decretum, and consequently of the Church's dis-
cipline in the West.

But, when this fraud was discovered, the defenders of the
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Pope's unlimited power, the great school of St. Ignatius

Loyola, set themselves with unexampled energy, skill, and

unity of purpose, to build up the breach. Theirs are those
very clever, but arbitrary, divisions which Mr. Thompson
assumes to be " the Catholic Faith :" i. e. the separation of

the Bishop's power into that of orders, and that of juris-

diction, allowing that all Bishops are equal as to the first,
but restricting the last to the Pope: the asserting that St.

Peter's power was ordinary, but that of the Apostles extra-
ordinary : that St. Peter had a successor to all his power, but
the Apostles none to theirs: that the Bishops are successors
of the Apostles only as to orders, not as to jurisdiction : that

^f

the Pope's jurisdiction comes from Christ immediately, but
that of other Bishops from the Pope: that the Apostles were

equal to each other in all points but one, viz., that the exercise

of all their powers depended upon union with Peter, which
totally destroyed their equality.

These and such like are very clever, but wholly arbitrary,
and moreover e$-post-facto defences of the plenitude of

Papal power, which was really introduced by the belief of
Western Europe in the authenticity of the false Decretals.
It will be seen in the latter part of my book that Bossuet

and Van Espen reject in the strongest terms propositions

which Mr. Thompson considers part of the Catholic belief.
Mr. Thompson's great primary Idea, therefore, however

often repeated, is based on no warranty of Scripture, but
even condemned by the words and nM>de in which Scripture

describes the institution of the Apostolate and Episcopate.

How contrary it is to antiquity my whole book will shew.
But, thirdly, it destroys, as I conceive, the unity of the

Apostolate, and of the Episcopate. If St. Peter " alone of
all possessed the Episcopate in himself, wholly and in its

fulness/' p. 25 j if " he is the ordained head and source of
the Body," and " represents that which also consists in and
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depends upon him;" if "unity begins in him not merely
in matter of time but in its essence/' p. 48; if "the unity
of the Episcopate exists in Peter alone, or in the whole

Episcopal body with its head" p. 59; if "the jurisdiction
which the other Apostles possessed, they possessed by union4

with Peter: but the jurisdiction which Peter possessed, he
possessed in himself," p. 66; if " it was the union of the

Apostles with their head, i. e. Peter, which constituted their

corporate existence," p. 135, and if, accordingly, the Pope
"is not simply a member of that body, but he is that which

gives to the body its corporate existence, and constitutes it
a whole," then it is quite evident that this is not " Episco-

patus unus cujus a siugulis in solidum pars teuetur." St.
Peter's power extinguished that of the other Apostles, as4

those of his successor extinguish the power of all other

Bishops. St. Peter, according to the power here attributed
to him, could depose the eleven, and elect another eleven:

4

or the Pope depose the whole of his brother Bishops, and
choose a fresh Episcopate. Venerable Brethren they may
be called, but in point of fact, as Van Espeii shewsa, they

would be simply Vicars; and St. Peter first, and the Pope
after him, the sole Bishop of the Church, the " Universalis

Episcopus" in the very sense which St. Gregory reprobated
as antichristian. Mr. Thompson's view "of the Catholic

Faith" is this, that if a thousand Bishops sat in a General
Council on disputed points of faith or discipline, and nine

hundred and ninety-nine gave their decision on one side,

and the Pope, being the thousandth, on the other, the Pope's
decision would be that of the Church, and all Catholics would

be bound to receive it as such: and in case the nine hundred

and ninety-nine held out, the Pope might proceed to depose

them, and name others in their stead. For the " ultimate
form" of unity, and all the powers of the Episcopate, reside

a See below, di. vi. § 8.
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in him singly: and they, however many, without him are
" not a body at alla:" but he without them possesses the
gift of infallibility, the ultimate expression of the Church's
divine power.

Now it is very conceivable that our Lord might have ap-
pointed such a government of His Church as this: I do not
find the Idea at all hard, as Mr. Thompson seems to sup-

pose it; our Lord might have willed to leave a spiritual
monarch on earth as His representative, with officers de-

pendent on him, and owing all their powers to their cor-

porate union with him: causing the ultimate form of unity
to reside in the monarch himself, as His vicar, and all power

of jurisdiction to flow from his person. All this is very con-
ceivable, but is it true? Is it the spiritual government of

which we see the institution in holy Scripture: and the

working in the holy Church Catholic ? Is it that " Episco-
patus unus cujus a singulis in solidum pars tenetur?" That

government of which St. Cyrilb wrote to a brother Patriarch,

" One is the solicitude of Bishops, though we be divided by
space?" Of which Pope St. Gregory wrote, " Surely Peter,

the first of the Apostles, is a member of the holy Universal
Church; Paul, Andrew, John, what else are they but the

heads of particular communities? and yet all are members
under one Head." Who said likewise to a brother Patri-

arch, " I beg your Holiness to call me no more Universal

Pope, because whatever is given to another more than

reason requires is so much taken away from yourself. . . .
For if your Holiness call me Universal Pope, you deny that
you are yourself what you admit me to be, Universal. But*

this God forbid." Is it that government of which even in

1054 Pope St. Leo IX. wrote, that his predecessors, " con-

sidering that the chief of the Apostles himself is not found
* See the assertion of Desirant, b Tom. vi. Epist 205. D. pla yap

quoted by Van Espen, infra, p. 437. TJ rwv fepcW (ppovrls Kal ei
Mr. Thompson, however, goes far be-
yond him.

b
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called Universal Apostle, utterly rejected that proud name
(of Universal,) by which their equality of rank seemed to be
taken away from all Prelates throughout the world, in that a

claim was made for one upon the whole*?"

And this brings me to another point. The equality of the
Episcopate, the 'par dignitas* of Pope Leo IX., is utterly

destroyed by Mr. Thompson's theory. It is utterly futile to
divide the Episcopate into two parts, orders and jurisdiction,
allow all Bishops to be equal as to the first, but one only to

hold the second, and term this still, "unus Episcopatus, cujua
a singulis in solidum pars tenetur." It may be a government

of wonderful power from its concentration, and under which
^

wonderful deeds have been done, but it is no longer one in

which funus Episcopatus/ 'par dignitas* is held by a 'col-
legium/ as St. Cyprian says to the Pope. Nor that of which
he wrote: " No one of us sets himself up to be a Bishop of

Bishops, or by fear of his tyranny compels his colleagues to
the necessity of obedience, since every Bishop according to
his recognised liberty and power possesses a free choice,

m »re be judged by another than he himself can
judge another. But let us all await the judgment of our
Lord Jesus Christ, who singly and alone has the power both
of setting us up in the government of His Church, and of
judging our proceedings." Powerful words, which have re-
ceived the approval of St. Augustine. The Papal govern-
ment, on the contrary, is a most highly centralized absolute
monarchy.

Now the sovereignty of the Church as instituted by our
Lord lies in that one Episcopate which He instituted on the
night of His resurrection : a body bound together in corporate
unity with its Head, who is Christ Himself: the first member-

of this body, primus inter pares, Peter was, but not its head,

C if Quo videbatur par dignitas sub- duni uni ex toto arrogaretur."-Man si
trahi cunctis per orbem prsesulibus, xix. 640, C.
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except indeed in that derived and imperfect sense in which
the Primate of a particular Church is said to be its head.
The very fault with which I should charge Mr. Thompson is,
that he makes the Pope the Head of the Church in the sense
in which Christ alone is her Head. I reject, as much as he

can, the notion of each Bishop by himself being sovereign:
I cannot but wonder that he should put such a meaning

upon me, which was contrary to the tenor of my whole book.

But I reject equally the notion, that one single Apostle, or
one single Bishop, ever was, or is, sovereign, and possesses,
or possessed, the whole Episcopate complete in himself.
What Peter possessed, I would give to Peter's successor,
because the Church did so; but this is a power which Peter

cannot be shewn ever to have possessed: which destroys the

equality and parity of his brother Apostles: as it destroys
the unity and parity of the Episcopate- I entirely agree

*

with Mohler's thoughtful words, that " Peter set forth his

position by his actsd," and what follows from this is, that
such as Peter was in the Apostolic college, Peter's suc-

cessor was to be in the Episcopal. The same author says,

" Whether the Primacy of a Church belongs to the essence
of the Catholic Church was very long doubtful to me : I

was even decided to deny it: since the organic binding
together of all parts in a whole, which the Idea of the

Catholic Church demands downright, and is itself, seemed

to be fully attained by the unity of the Episcopate, as it was
up to this point developed: on the other side it strikes the

eye at once that the history of the first three hundred years

is very sparing in materials which make all doubt utterly
impossible6." He goes on to view St. Peter's Primacy, deve-

loped in the Acts of the Apostles, as foreshadowing that of
his successor, in the whole Church : a beautiful and philo-

d " Petrus beurkundete faktisch seine Stellung." Einheit in der Kirche, § 67.
e Ib., § 69.

1)2
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sophic view, which I readily accept. But the controversy
in point is not this. It is whether that Primate, having at
a certain point in the Church's history changed his Primacy
into a Monarchy on the strength of forged documents, which
change produced on two separate occasions a grievous rent
in the Church, every Christian is bound to submit to that

Monarchy, on pain of being guilty of schism, because the
Church once allowed and accepted that Primacy.

These remarks are sufficient, I think, to shew, that Mr,i

Thompson's great primary Idea is baseless, and that his

theory on the unity of the Episcopate in fact destroys that

unity, by merging it in the monarchy of a single Bishop:
it is, to use a similitude which he has taken up, as if the

defender of the unity of the Godhead should destroy the
distinction of Persons : whereas the one Godhead is that

wherein the three Persons are One : and the one Episcopate

is that wherein all Bishops are One.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

THE writer of the following pages is more and more con-

vinced that the whole question between the Roman Church

and ourselves, as well as the Eastern Church, turns upon
^

the Papal Supremacy, as at present claimed, being of divine

right or not. If it be, then have we nothing else to do, on
-

peril of salvation, but submit ourselves to the authority of
Rome : and better it were to do so before we meet the

attack, which is close at hand, of an enemy who bears equal
"

hatred to ourselves and to Rome; the predicted Lawless

One, the Logos, reason, or private judgment of apostate

humanity rising up against the Divine Logos, incarnate in

His Church. If it be not, then may we take courage ; for

the position of the Church of England being tenable, all the

evils within her pale, which we are now so deeply feeling,

will, by God's blessing, be gradually overcome. As to prac-

tical abuses in her, who will venture to say they are so great

as in the Roman Church of the tenth century, when the

First See was filled successively by the lovers of abandoned

women, who made and deposed Popes at their will? Our

cause being good, all that we have to deplore of actual evil
should lead to more earnest intercession, more continued

striving after that love which breathes itself forth in unity,

but should not shake the confidence of any obedient heart
mother's title. When the Donatists made the crimes

B
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of individuals an excuse for breaking unity, St. Augustine
reminded them, that the crimes of the chaff do not prejudice

the wheat, but that both must grow together till the Lord

of the harvest send forth His angels to make the separation.

The writer will not conceal that he took up this inquiry^

for the purpose of satisfying his own mind. Had he found
the Councils and Fathers of the Church before the division-

of the East and West bearing witness to the Roman supre-

macy, as at present claimed, instead of against it, he should

have felt bound to obey them. As a Priest of the Church

Catholic in England, he desires to hold, and to the best of
his ability will teach, all doctrine which the undivided

Church always held. He finds by reference to those *au-
thorities which could not be deceived, and cannot be adul-

*

terated, that while they unanimously held the Roman pri-

macy, and the patriarchal system, of which the Roman

pontiff stood at the head, they as unanimously did not

hold, nor even contemplate, that supremacy or monarchy

which alone Rome will now accept as the price of her com-

. munion. They not only do not recognise it, but their words

and their actions most manifestly contradict it. This is, in

one word, his justification of his mother from the sin c

Schism, If true, it is sufficient: if untrue, he knows ofH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

no other.

But should any opponent think these pages worthy of a
reply, the writer warns him, at the outset, that he must in

fairness discard that old disingenuous trick of using testi-
monies of the Fathers to the primacy of the Roman See in

the episcopal and patriarchal system, in order to prove the

full papal supremacy, as now claimed, in a system which is

nearly come to pure monarchy. By this method, because
the Fathers recognise the Bishop of Rome as successor of
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St. Peter, they are counted witnesses to that absolute power

now claimed by the Roman pontiff, though they recognise
other Bishops, in just the same sense, to be successors of the

holy Apostles; or though they call every Bishop's See the

See of Peter, as the great type and example of the episco-
pate. What such an one has to establish in order to justify

the Roman Church, and to prove that the English and the
Eastern are in Schism, is, that Roman doctrine, as stated

by Bellarmine, which is really the key-stone of the whole
system, that "Bishops succeed not properly to the Apostles,"Beiiarmin

^ i "/ i. j T?rt»v* de Rom.

" for they have no part of the true apostolic authority," but ?«VJ^1.4. zD ; 4. &<k j

that " all ordinary jurisdiction of Bishops descends imme- L 9*
diatfely from the Pope/' and that " the Pope has, full and
entire, that power which Christ left on the earth for the good

of the Church." Let this be proved on the testimony of the

Eastern and Western Church, and if it be true, nothing can

be more easy than to prove it, as the contradictory of it is

attempted to be proved in the following pages, and all con-
troversy will be at an end. We claim that it should be

proved, for even De Maistre, who has put forward this theory

with the least compromise, declares, " There is nothing new DC Maistre,
du Pape,

in the Church, and never will she believe save what she^v.i.ch.i.

has always believed/'

B 2





THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND CLEARED FROM

THE CHARGE OF SCHISM.

CHAPTER I.

SECT. I.

THE course of events, for some time past, has been such CHAP.
as to force upon the most faithful sons of the Church of 

I.

-n-iii " T " /» " -I'-ii 11 introduc-

ing! and the consideration of questions which they would tion. Ne-
rather have left alone, as long ago settled; for the nature considering
of these questions is such, not to speak of their intricacy
and painfulness, as almost to compel the student to place Schism.
himself, as it were, ab extra to that community, which he
would rather regard with the unreasoning and unhesitating
instinct of filial affection. One of these questions, perhaps
the first which directly meets and encounters him, is the
charge of Schism brought against the Church of England
on account of the events of the sixteenth century, and her
actual state of separation from the Latin communion, which
has been their result. Time was, and that not long since,
when it might have been thought a sort of treason for one
who ministers at the altars of the Church of England, and
receives by her instrumentality the gift of Life, so much as
to entertain the thought, whether there was a flaw in the
commission of his spiritual mother, a flaw which, reducing
her to the condition of a sect, would invalidate his own
sonship. And certainly the treatment of such a question
must be most painful to any one, who desires to be obe-
dient and dutiful, and therefore to be at peace. How can
it be otherwise, when, instead of eating his daily portion
of food in his Father's house, he is called upon to search
and inquire whether indeed he have found that house at
all, and be not rather a fugitive or an outcast from it.
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CHAP, Such, however, is the hard necessity which is come upon
us. Let no one imagine that it is our choice to speak on
such subjects. We are in the case of a beleaguered soldier
in an enemy's country; he may not think of peace; he
must maintain his post or die; his part is not aggression,
but defence : the matter at issue is the preservation of all
that he holds dear, or extermination. The question of
schism is a question of salvation.

ut over and above the general course of events which
forces us to reconsider this question, circumstances have
taken place in the past year (1845) which we may boldly
pronounce to be without a parallel in the history of the
Church in England since she became divided from the Latin
communion. Those who have followed with anxious sym-
pathy that great restorative movement which, for twelve
years, has agitated her bosom,-those who have felt with an
ever increasing conviction, as time went on, and the different
parties consolidated and unfolded themselves, that it was at
the bottom a contest for the ancient faith delivered to the

saints, for dogmatic truth, for a visible Church, in whom, as
in a great sacrament, was lodged the presence of the Lord,
communicating Himself by a thousand acts of spiritual
efficacy, against the monstrous and shapeless latitudinarian-
ism of the day; against the unnumbered and even unsus-
pected heresies which have infected the whole atmosphere"

that we breathe; against, in fine, the individual will of fallen
man, under cover of which the coming Antichrist is mar-
shalling interests the most opposite, and passions the most
contradictory; and further, those not few nor inconsider-
able, I believe, who, by God's grace, owe to the teaching of
one man in particular a debt they never can repay,-the
recovery, perchance, of themselves from some form of error
which he has taught them to discern, or the building them
up in a faith whose fair proportions he first discovered to
them,-these will feel with deeper sorrow than I can express
the urgency of the occasion to which I allude. For how,
indeed, could the question, whether the Church of England
be fallen into Schism, or continue to be, as from the laver
of their regeneration they have been taught to believe, a
member of that one sacred Body iu which Christ incarnate
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dwells,-how could this question be so forced upon their SECT.
minds, as by the fact that her Champion, whom they had L-
hitherto felt to be invincible, who had seemed her heaven-
sent defender, with the talisman of victory in his hands, of
whom they were even tempted to think "

Si Pergama dextra
Defendi possent, etiam hac defensa fuissent,

that he, who, fighting her battles, never met with his equal,
unsubdued by any foe from without, has surrendered to his
own doubts and fears; self-conquered, has laid down her
arms, and has gone over to the camp opposed. Henceforth
she has ranged against her those powers of genius and that
sanctity of life, to which so many of her children looked as
to a certain omen of her Catholicity. They felt that she
who bore such children, must needs be the spouse of God.
It is no wonder that many others, of no mean name among
us, and whom we could ill afford to spare, have had their
doubts and disquietudes determined by such a fact as this.
For the first time, I repeat, in the history of the Church of
England, have earnest and zealous children of hers, who
desired nothing but their own salvation and the salvation of

others, found no rest for the sole of their feet within her
communion. Men who set out with the most single-minded
purpose of defending her cause, nay, of winning back to her
bosom alienated multitudes, of building her up in a beauty
and a glory which she has not yet seen, and one, especially,
who has been the soul of that great movement to restore
her,-these have now, after years of hard fighting spent in
her service, quitted her, and proclaim that all who value
their salvation must quit her likewise.

These are some of the special circumstances which force A state of
upon the most reluctant the question of Schism. It was the
privilege of other days to feed in the quiet pastures of truth. k1ss.°f.aUr ° * 

. Christian

We have to seek the path to Heaven through the wilderness privileges
of controversy, where too often "the highways are unoc-
cupied, and the travellers walk through byways." But it
is a question which cannot be put off or thrust aside. No
instructed Christian, who has any true faith or love, can
bear the thought that he is out of the one fold of Christ.
The question cannot be put off, for it will brood upon him
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CHAP. in jjis daily devotions and labours; a doubt as to the justice.A*

of his cause will paralyse all his exertions. It cannot be
thrust aside; for the imputation of heresy on another has
no tendency to answer the charge of schism against oneself.
It must be met openly, honestly, and without shrinking.
The charge of Schism touches immediately the Christian's
conscience, for this reason, that, if true, it takes away from
his prayers, his motives, his actions, his sufferings, that one
quality which is acceptable to Almighty God. Here it is
most true, that " all, which is not of faith, is sin:" he who
does not believe, at least, that he is a member of the one
Church, whatever outward acts he may perform, cannot
please his Judge. In the words of one who himself gave
his goods to feed the poor, and shed his blood for the testi-

S.Cyprian mony of Jesus, "if such men were even killed for confes-
Ecc. 12.' sion of the Christian name, not even by their blood is this

stain washed out. Inexpiable and heavy is the sin of dis-
cord, and is purged by no suffering. He cannot be a martyr
who is not in the Church ; he can never attain to the king-
dom, who leaves her with whom the kingdom shall be."
" A man of such sort may indeed be killed, crowned he
cannot be." Therefore the charge of Schism, when once
brought before the reflecting mind, cannot be turned aside,
it must be met and answered : if it is not answered, at least
to the conviction of the individual, it leaves upon the whole
of his obedience the stain of insincerity, which is fatal. In
this respect it is more pressing and imperious, more fatal,
even than that of heresy. I observe this, because, in the
comments I have seen on the painful departures of friends
from among us, and in exhortations not to follow them, it
has not seemed to be always recognised. When men leave
us on the ground that we are in schism, surely all censure of
them, and all defence of ourselves, is beside the mark, which
does not meet and rebut this particular accusation. Under
this no man can rest: it is useless, it is sinful, to ask him to

rest, unless you can remove the imputation. To talk of
" disappointment, or a morbid desire of distinction, or im-
patience under deficiencies, want of discipline, or sympathy
in spiritual superiors," and such-like causes, as being those
which have impelled a man to the most painful sacrifices,
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and "in the middle of his days to begin life again," is surely SECT.
I

both untrue as regards the individual, and futile as to pre '- 
venting others doing like him, when the ground of schism,
among others, is alleged by himself, and is felt to lie at the
bottom. Could we prove that the Church of England is
clear both of enunciating heresy in her formularies, and of
allowing it within her pale, it would in no respect answer
this charge of Schism against her, except so far as the a priori
presumption, that she who is clear of the one would be clear
of the other also. But it would remain to be met and

answered specifically. .
Moreover, I must confess that this is a point on which Subject not

I/* ..,.., . .. n , " v M to be treat- 
, tor one, cannot write in the spirit ot a controversialist. ed contro-

I must state, to the best of my poor ability, and to the versially-
utmost reach of my limited discernment, not only the truth,
but the whole truth. I cannot keep back points which
tell against us. Gibbon charges Thomassin with telling
one half the truth, and Bingham the other half, in their
books upon the ancient discipline of the Church. Whether
this be true or not, I cannot, in my small degree, do like-
wise. I have found Bishop Beveridge, in his defence of
the 37th Article, quote, in several instances, part of a para-
graph from ancient Fathers, because it told for him, and
omit the other part, because it told against him. And, in *
considering the celibacy of the clergy, it is usual to find
Protestant writers enlarging on the fact, that St. Peter was
married; and that the Greek Church has always allowed
its parish priests to be married; while they keep out of
view that St. Peter's marriage preceded his call, and that
the Eastern Church never allowed those who were already
in holy orders to marry, but only to keep those wives whicl i
they had taken as laymen. Or again, in deference to the
circumstances of the English Church, writers conceal the
fact, that the whole Church of the East and West, on the
authority, as to the first point, of the express Word of God
itself, has never allowed a person who married twice, or
who married a widow, to be in holy orders at all. I have
observed Bingham, when he treats of celibacy, alluding Bk. 4. c. 5.
triumphantly to the biography of St. Cyprian, by Pontius,
to prove that an ancient saint, martyr, and bishop, of the
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CHAP, third century, was a married man; but taking care to leave
p * out the express notice of Pontius, that, from his conversion,

he lived in continence. Those who wish to see on the

Roman side another sort of unfairness alluded to in the

Advertisement may look to the 6th Chapter of the 1st Book
of De Maistre, on the Pope, where they will find a host of
quotations to prove the Supremacy, which only prove at the
outside the Primacy; and by far the greater number of them
might be paralleled by like expressions which are addressed
to other Bishops, but of which fact no mention is made.
They are assumed in a sort of triumphant strain to prove
the point in question, while, to the student of antiquity,
their weakness, or, sometimes, their irrelevancy, only proves

I the reverse. This sort of disingenuousness is so common
1*1 on both sides, that it may be said to be the besetting sin of

controversialists. If, however, there be any question in
which perfect candour is requisite, it is surely this of Schism.
Would it not be a most miserable success to be able to

deceive oneself, or others, as to whether one is or is not
within the covenant of salvation? The special pleader in

ur 'ly UK; most unhappy of nil mim ; for IK*
deprives himself of the greatest of blessings. He seems to
win his cause, while he most thoroughly loses it; for if
a man be indeed out of the ark of Christ's Church, what

benefit can one possibly render him equal to that of bringing
m write, then, with the strongest sense of

rr

making admissions, if truth require them, which seem to
tell on the other side, and which have accordingly been
shrunk from, or slurred over, bv our defenders in former+ *H
times.

Formula- And this leads to another consideration. The charge of
English Schism against the Church of England is, that by rejecting

the Papal authority in the sixteenth century, she lost the
pealed to as blessing of Catholic communion, and ceased to belong tothe Law ° .
in this mat- that One Body to which salvation is promised. Now, in
ter but the

decision such a matter, the Church of England must be judged by
undivided principles which have been, from the first, and are still,
church. recognised by all Christendom. Whatever obedience we

may owe, in virtue of our personal subscription, to articles
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or other formularies, drawn up in the sixteenth century, it SECT.
is obvious they can decide nothing here. What I mean will : 
be best shewn by an example. Suppose a person were to
take the 6th Article, and set upon it a meaning, not at all
uncommonly attributed to it in these days, viz., that the
Church of England therein declares, that Holy Scripture is
the sole standard of faith; and that every man must decide
for himself, what is, or is not, contained in Holy Scripture;
and that he, searching Holy Scripture for the purpose, can
find nothing whatever said about the Papal authority;-it
is obvious, that such a mode of arguing would be utterly
inadequate either to terminate controversy, or, one would
think, to quiet any troubled conscience: for, whether or no
this be the meaning of the 6th Article, the whole Greek and
Latin Church would reject with horror such propositions as
the first two put together, as being subversive of the very
existence of a Church, and of all dogmatic authority. It is
a valid argument enough to an individual to say, You have
signed such and such documents, and are bound by them:
but if he is in doubt whether the documents themselves

be tenable, they cannot be taken to prove themselves. The
decision of a province of the Church in the sixteenth cen-
tury cannot be quoted to prove that that decision is right,
for it is the very thing called in question. It is the Refor-
mation itself which is put on trial; it cannot appeal to itself
as a witness; it must be content to bring its cause before a
Law, whose authority all will admit,-and that Law, need
I say, must be antiquity, and the consent of the undivided
Church. And the Church of England, it must be admitted,
has not shrunk from this appeal. Her often-quoted canon
enjoins her ministers, in that part of their duty wherein
most is left to their private judgment, "to teach nothing
which they wish to be held and believed religiously by the
people, save what is agreeable to the doctrine of the Old or
New Testament, and what the Catholic Fathers and ancient
Bishops, have collected out of that very doctrine." Thus she
spoke in the year 1571, and even if all that she has said and
done be not in harmony with this Canon, it proves at least %
that she made, at the very commencement of her separate
course, a most confident appeal to Tradition; an appeal,
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CHAP, which is itself a most positive enunciation of the Tradi-
' tionary Principle. It states this with little less plainness

than the contemporary Canon of the Council of Trent. "
also admit Holy Scripture in that sense which holy Mother
Church has held and holds, whose office it is to judge of the
true sense and interpretation of the Holy Scriptures, nor will
I ever interpret it, save according to the unanimous agree-
ment of the Fathers/' It is obvious, that the very existence
of the Church of God depends on the faithful fulfilment ofj*

this rule. She had then passed through fifteen centuries of
a chequered, but superhuman, and most marvellous exist-
ence. Her continuous life implies a continuity of principles,
ruling her from the beginning; and any controversy which
affects her well-being, as does that concerning the integrity
or loss of a great member, must be judged according to
those principles. The present position of the Church of
England, as regards her isolation, may be merely a pro-
visional one, I firmly believe that such is the fact; but if
she is to claim the allegiance of her children as a part of the
Catholic Church, it must be proved that such her position is
tenable upon the principles which directed that Church when
undivided. In short, I propose to meet honestly this impu-
tation of schism by an appeal to the authority of the Eastern
and Western Church : an authority, which no Roman Catho-
lic can slight or refuse.

SECT. II.

State of the LET us go back to the first period at which the universal
Catholic Church, emerging from the fires of persecution, is found act-
£ the-i * ingr as one body. United, indeed, it had ever been from theCouncil of ° * ....

Mcea. day of Pentecost, in charity, in doctrine, in sacraments, in
communion. The Christian people, scattered throughout the
wide precincts of the Roman empire, and speaking its various
tongues, was one in heart and spirit - "A peculiar people,"
like none other: the Bread which they ate, and the Cup
which they drank, made them One living Body. But so
long as the Church was engaged in a fierce and unrelenting
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conflict with the Paganism and despotism of the empire, she SECT.
could hardly exhibit to the \vorld her complete outward :-
organization. So, although in the intervals of persecution
important provincial councils had been held, and though it
was felt to be necessary for discipline that local synods

wi :e every year, yet not until the year
325, at the Council of Nicea, does the whole Church meet
in representation; the immediate cause of that assemblage
being a heresy so malignant as to threaten her existence,
and which could be repressed by no less energetic means.

m^fc^ V ^~

ence, throwing light upon the centuries preceding, and esta-
blishing irremovable landmarks for those ensuing, at which
we have full means for judging what her constitution and
government were. As the decrees of the three hundred and
eighteen Fathers established for ever the true doctrine con-
cerning the Eternal Son, so do they offer an imperishable
and unambiguous witness concerning the discipline and
hierarchy of the Church. W v

now; what was lawful and compatible with Christian Son-
ship and privileges then, is so now.

M "-^rf- "" - -"- -"-
respect for

in the name of that Church, do I quote the words of one of the Nicene
the greatest of St. Peter's successors, words the like of which lsclPine-
are again and again to be found in his writings, and in those
of the Popes his predecessors and successors from St. Syl-
vester to St. Gregory the Great. "Nor let any number of S.Leon.
Priests, however greater, dare either to compare or to prefer edit. Bahe-* *

themselves to those three hundred and eighteen Bishops, in- rim.
asmuch as God has consecrated the Nicene Council with so

great a privilege that, whether by fewer or by more ecclesi-
astical judgments be passed, whatever differ from their ap-
pointment be utterly devoid of all authority." And again,
" Those holy and venerable Fathers who, after condemning
together with his impiety the sacrilegious Arius, passed in
the city of Nicea laws of Ecclesiastical Canons which are
to last even to the end of the world, live in their appointments
both with us and through the whole world: and, if any en-
croachment be any where made contrary to their determina-
tion; it is immediately annulled: in order that the general
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CHAP, arrangements made for perpetual use be varied by no change:
--: nor things fixed for the common advantage be drawn to private

interest: and that, by the maintenance of those limits which
the Fathers have appointed, no one may intrude on another's
right: but each according to his ability spread himself forth
in charity within his proper and legitimate boundaries." I
call that holy Father and Pope, who lives with God, to wit-
ness, knowing that he would apply this first of all to the
First See, as indeed he has expressly done, writing to the

114. most numerous Ecumenical Council itself: " As to the mainte-
r 2

nance of the statutes of the holy Fathers, which were fixed
at the Synod of Nicea by inviolable decrees, I remind your
holiness to take care, that the rights of Churches as they were
ordered by those three hundred and eighteen Fathers through
Divine inspiration may continue. Let not shameless ambi-
tion lust after any thing which is not its own: nor any one
seek increase to himself by diminution of another. For how-
ever haughty vanity may lift itself up upon assents which have
been extorted, and imagine that its own longings are to be
established under the name of Councils, whatever differeth

from the Canons of the aforesaid Fathers will be null and void.
And your'holiness, by reading the writings in which I have
repelled the attempts of the Prelate of Constantinople, will
be able to learn, how reverently the Apostolic See follows their
rules, and that by the Lord's help I am the guardian of theH ̂̂ ^^^^H
Catholic Faith and the Constitutions of the Fathers." And

.119, in another place, " Whatever differs from their (the Nieene
Fathers) rules and appointment, will never be able to obtainr

the consent of the Apostolic See."
Supremacy What then is the view they present us with ? We find thef L 1 ^^

Episcopate Bishops throughout the whole world recognised, without so
much as a doubt, to be the successors of the Apostles, in-

ledged. vested with the plenitude of that royal Priesthood which the
Son of God had set up on the earth in His own Person, and
from that Person had communicated to His chosen disciples,
and so possessed of whatever authority was necessary to
govern the Church. Thus spoke a fresh and unbroken tra-
dition, so universal and so unquestionable that no other
voice was heard beside. Thus the Episcopal power may be
safely recognised as of divine appointment: in truth it is
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F*

scarcely possible to have stronger evidence than we have of SECT.
this. One of the most learned of those who are opposed to --
us on the charge of Schism, thus sums up the decisions " of
all the Fathers and all the Councils of the first ages." " The Thomassir
Bishou represents Christ, and stands in His nlace on earth.

As therefore the Priesthood of Christ embraces all sacerdotal ?Jjf
authority and complete power to feed the flock, so that while
we may indeed distinguish and define the various powers in-
cluded in that fulness and perfection, yet it is a great crime
to dissever and rend them in any way from each other, just
as we distinguish without dividing the attributes and per-
fections of the Godhead itself; so the Episcopate in its own
nature contains the fulness of the Priesthood, and the per-
fection of the Pastoral office. For Christ received the per-
fection of the Priesthood from His Father, when He was
sent by Him. Moreover the perfection of the Priesthood, or
both the Episcopal powers, (i.e. the Sacerdotal and the Pas-
toral,) He gave at once to His Apostles when He sent them,
as He Himself was sent by the Father. Lastly, that same
perfection they transmitted to Bishops, sending them as they
themselves were sent by Christ." "Whence Bishops are
Fathers by the most noble participation of divine Fathership
which is on earth; so that here that expression of St. Paul
is true-'From whom every Fathership in heaven and earth
is named/ For no greater Fathership is there on the earth
than the Apostolical and the Episcopal." He proceeds:
"The Episcopate alone is a divine royalty and a spiritual
sovereignty: which appears evidently in this, that a Bishop
has never been, and will never be, consecrated, without at
the same time giving to him a diocese, like a little kingdom,
to govern or to conquer. Priests and Deacons are, and al-
ways have been, made, to whom neither subjects nor juris-
diction have at first been given. But the Bishop, embracing
all the fulness of the Royal Priesthood of Jesus Christ, being
His vicegerent on earth, being even clothed with the autho-
rity and the person of Him Who is the first Principle in the
Godhead, cannot receive the consecration which makes him
Bishop without receiving at the same time the jurisdiction
and the sovereignty which is inseparable from his character.
* And this is the eminence of the Episcopal dignity over the
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CHAP. Sacerdotal, that the Sacerdotal neither includes nor demands
I

any jurisdiction in itself, as being imperfect, and subject to
the Bishop, at whose bidding it should be ruled, and move
in accordance with his movements, not start forward out of
its place; as the Canons have long ordered. But the Epis-
copal dignity, as supreme, and in its own nature perfect,
necessarily embraces jurisdiction, nor exists without it, any
more than the royal dignity, to which the holy Fathers every-
where compare the Episcopal dignity, can be conceived with-
out sovereignty/ " And here, as before, he has been quoting
that book of Petrus Aurelius, which was stamped, if I mis-
take not, with the approval of the whole Gallican clergy in
the seventeenth century. -

Metropoli- And this power of the royal priesthood was complete in
tem. 

yS~ 
every individual Bishop, who was within his Diocese the
spouse of the Church, the successor of the Apostles and of
Peter, the centre of unity; able, moreover, to communicate
this authority to others, and to become the source of a long
line of spiritual descendants. But hitherto we have con-
sidered the Bishop only in relation to that of which he is
the centre and ruler, his Diocese: the Diocese itself is but
a part of one vast organized body; the Bishop only a mem-
ber of one undivided Episcopate. Accordingly we find, to-
gether with the apostolical authority admitted to be lodged
in the person of each Bishop, a necessity inherent in the
unity of Christ's body, that this authority should only be
exercised according to a general law. Thus it was in the
apostolic college, the type of the Episcopate: the power of
each several Apostle was derived immediately from Christ
his Head, but was to be exercised in communion with his

brethren. As, then, there is the relation of the Bishop to
his Diocese on the one hand, so there is on the other his
relation to his Metropolitan and the fellow-Bishops of his
province : the one corrects and counterbalances the other.
Nor does the system of connection and subordination stop
here: but in a higher sphere the Metropolitans have a Pri-
mate: so that while the unity and government of the Church
lie in its whole Episcopate, yet a preponderating influence is
exercised by certain Sees, viz. by Rome in the West, and by
Alexandria and Antioch in the East. Under these leading
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ishops are a great number of Metropolitans; and others, SECT.
again, like the Bishops of Cyprus, or of Africa, and, pro-
bably, of Britain, have their own Metropolitan, but are not the Catho-1 " TTT*

subordinate to either of the three great Sees. Next to these, ieral"
rank the Bishops of Ephesus, Cesarea, and Heraclea, who
preside respectively over the provinces of Asia, Cappadocia,
and Thrace, and were afterwards called Exarchs. And the
source of this preponderating influence is to be traced to the
fact that the Apostles laid hold of the principal cities, and
founded Churches in them, which became centres of light to
their several provinces, and naturally exercised a parental
authority over their children. The three great Bishops,
though not yet called Patriarchs, or even Archbishops, seem
to have exercised all the power of Patriarchs. No general
Council would be binding without their presence in person,
or by deputy, or their subsequent ratification. Moreover,
among these, the Bishop of Rome, as successor of St. Peter,
has a decided pre-eminence. What the extent of that pre-
eminence was, had not yet been defined; but it is very
apparent, and acknowledged in the East as well as in
the West. It does not seem, indeed, that his authority
differed in kind, but only in degree, from that of his bre-
thren, especially those of Alexandria and Antioch. The
Apostolical Canons, more ancient than the Council of Nicea, Canons of
and representing the whole East, say:-"The Bishops ofsties. P°"
every nation must acknowledge him who is first among
them, and account him as their head, and do nothing of
consequence without his consent; but each may do those
things only which concern his own parish, (i. e> diocese,)
and the country places which belong to it. But neither
let him (who is the first) do anything without the con-
sent of all, for so there will be unanimity, and God will
be glorified through the Lord Jesus Christ." Canon 34.
The 35th Canon says, "Let not a Bishop dare to ordain
beyond his own limits in cities and places not subject to
him. But if he be convicted of doing so without the con-
sent of those persons who have authority over such cities
and places, let him be deposed, and those also, whom he
has ordained." The 37th, "Let there be a meeting of the
[Bishops twice a year, and let them examine amongst thcm-

<
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CHAP, selves the decrees concerning religion, and settle the eccle-
: siastical controversies which have occurred." If we add that

OfAntioch. there is not in all these Canons, nor in those of Antioch,
which re-enacted, and enlarged upon, the above regulations,
a word respecting any authority of the See of Rome as an
exception to this system, we have a sufficiently definite view,
on this main point, of the early constitution of the Eastern

Of Nicea. Church, So likewise the Council of Nicea mentions the Sees

of Alexandria, Antioch, and Rome in precisely similar terms :
""Let the ancient customs be maintained, which are in

Egypt and Libya, and Pentapolis; according to which the
ishop of Alexandria has authority over all those places.

For this is also customary to the Bishop of Rome. In like
manner in Antioch^ and in the other provinces, the privi-
leges are to be preserved to the Churches. And as a
general rule this is m a

Metropolitan, the Great
Council declares that he should not be a Bishop. If, how-
ever, two or three out of private contention, resist the general
vote of all, being reasonable, and according to the Ecclesi-
astical Canon, let the vote of the greater number prevail."
In this Canon, (the 6th,) as in a mirror, the whole system of
the ancient Church may be discerned. Not only the rights
of the three great Metropolitans, but those of all others are
therein recognised and confirmed. While a particular point
in the administration of the great Egyptian Patriarchate,
which might have seemed an infringement of the general
rights of Metropolitans, is allowed by a reference to the
similar practice in the proper Roman Patriarchate: viz. that
the Bishop of Alexandria, and not the Metropolitans under
him, should have the power to consecrate Bishops in the
three provinces of his Patriarchate, for the Bishop of Rome
does the same in his, i. e. in the suburbicana provinces, or

8 What the suburbican provinces the latter, that the suburbican provinces
"were we learn almost with certainty are the same which were under the juris-
from a passage of history. The Em- diction of the Vicarius of Rome. At
pc-ror Valentinian, in 371, allowed the least it is plain that one cannot under-
antipope Ursinus to go where he would stand all the West by this term without
save to Rome or the suburbican pro- a strange absurdity, for the favour
vinces. " Baronius gives the rescripts which Valentinian granted to Ursinus
which were addressed as well to the would have been to banish him from

Prefect Ampelius, as to Maximin, Vica- all his empire." Tillemont, Hist Ecc.
rius of Rome: and it appears clearly 8. 398.
enough from what Valentinian writes to
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in Italy, south of the province of Milan, in Sicily, and the SECT.
Islands. There is then a Primacy involved in the way in

..... -ii -ii i Roman

which Rome is here mentioned, but assuredly no more than Primacy.
a Primacy: and the privileges (7rpecr/3eia) of all the Churches
are put on the same foundation as those of the First: " Let
the ancient customs prevail." This precedence or preroga-
tive of Home, to whatever extent it reached, was certainly,
notwithstanding the famous 28th Canon of Chalcedon, not
either claimed or granted, more especially in the West, merely
because Home was the imperial city. It was explicitly claimed
by the Bishop of Rome himself, and as freely conceded by
others to him, as in a special sense successor of St. Peter.
From the earliest times that the Church comes before us as

an organized body, the germ at least of this pre-eminence is
observable. From the very first, the Roman Pontiff seems
possessed himself, as from a living tradition which had tho-
roughly penetrated the local Roman Church, with a con-
sciousness of some peculiar influence he was to exercise on
the whole Church. This consciousness does not shew itself

here and there in the line of Roman Pontiffs, but one and
all, whatever their individual characters might be, seem to
have imbibed it from the atmosphere which thev breathed.v

St. Victor, and St. Stephen, St. Innocent, St. Leo the Great,
and St. Gregory, are quite of one niind here. That they
were the successors of St. Peter, who himself sat and ruled
and spoke in their person, was as strongly felt, and as con-
sistently declared, by those Pontiffs who preceded the time
of Constantine, and who had continually to pay with their
blood the price of that high pre-eminence, as by those who
followed the conversion of the empire, when the honour of
their post was not accompanied by so much danger, I am
speaking now, be it remembered, of the feeling which pos-
sessed them. The feeling of their brother Bishops concern-
ing them may have been less definite, as was natural: but,
at least, even those who most opposed any arbitrary stretch
of authority on their part, as St. Cyprian, fully admitted that
they sat in the See of Peter, and ordinarily treated them
with the greatest deference. This is written so very legibly "
upon the records of antiquity, that I am persuaded any one,
who is even very slightly acquainted with them, cannot with

c2
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CHAP. sincerity dispute it. I cannot think Mr. Newman has the
I.

Testimo- least overstated the fact, but I do not accept his conclusion,
nies to it when he says, " Faint they (the ante-Nicene Testimonies to
quoted by
Mr. New-the authority of the Holy See) may be one by one, but at
man, least they are various, and are drawn from many times and

countries, and thereby serve to illustrate each other, and
form a body of proof. Thus, St. Clement, in the name of
the Church of Rome, writes a letter to the Corinthians, when
they were without a Bishop. St. Ignatius, of Antioch, ad-
dresses the Roman Church, and it only out of the Churches
to which he writes, as f the Church which has the first seat

in the place of the country of the Romans/ St. Polycarp, of
Smyrna, betakes himself to the Bishop of Rome on the ques-
tion of Easter/' (he went, it appears, to Rome, and the
Pope, St. Anicetus, and he, not being able to agree as to
the rule of keeping Easter, agreed to retain their several
customs; a fact which is as much opposed to the present
notion of the Roman Supremacy, as any fact can well be.)
" The heretic, Marcion, excommunicated in Pontus, betakes
himself to Rome. Soter, Bishop of Rome, sends alms, ac-
cording to tlu: custom oi' hi* Church, 1o the Churches
throughout the empire, and, in the words of Eusebius,
c affectionately exhorted those who came to Rome, as a
father his children/ The Montanists, from Phrygia, come
to Rome to gain the countenance of its Bishop. Praxeas,
from Africa, attempts the like, and for a while is successful.
St. Victor, Bishop of Rome, threatens to excommunicate
the Asian Churches. St. Irenseus speaks of Rome, as 'the
greatest Church, the most ancient, the most conspicuous,
and founded and established by Peter and Paul/ appeals to
its tradition, not in contrast, indeed, but in preference to
that of other Churches, and declares that ' in this Church
every Church-that is, the faithful from every side, must
meet/ or f agree together, propter potiorem principalitatem*
CO Church, happy in its position/ says Tertullian, 'into
which the Apostles poured out, together with their blood,
their whole doctrine/ The Presbyters of St. Dionysius,
Bishop of Alexandria, complain of his doctrine to St. Dio-
nysius, of Rome; the latter expostulates with him, and he
explains. The Emperor Aurcliaii leaves ' to the Bishops of
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Italy and of Rome' the decision, whether or not Paul, of SECT.
. .11

Samosata, shall be dispossessed of the see-house at Antioch. "-
St. Cyprian speaks of Rome as 'the See of Peter, and the
principal Church, whence the unity of the Priesthood took
its rise, whose faith has been commended by the
Apostles, to whom faithlessness can have no access/ St.
Stephen refuses to receive St. Cyprian's deputation, and
separates himself from various Churches of the East. For-
tunatus and Felix, deposed by St. Cyprian, have recourse
to Rome. Basilides, deposed in Spain, betakes himself to"Deveiop-
Rome, and gains the ear of St. Stephen/5 p. 22'

Of some of these instances I shall have more to say, but Danger of
I may say at once, that the fact that heretics, or other un-
quiet persons, when found out and condemned in their own
country, fled where they were not known, and strove to in-
terest the power of the First Bishop in their behalf, by
offering him a field for the exercise of his authority, is one
which I think may be pressed too far, and is not at all
strong enough to support the gigantic fabric of the Supre-
macy. Their doing so, and his permitting it, were con-
stantly objected to the Bishop of Rome as abuses, as in
the time of St. Augustine, and long before, by the African
Church, and by St. Hilary of Aries to Pope Leo, and,
even in the ninth century, by Hincmar of Rheims, to Pope
Nicholas. But, though I said these facts were not over-
stated as far as the mere letter, yet are they stated very un-
fairly, unless it is said that the like reference was continually
made not only to the great Sees of the East, of which Con-
stantinople could probably shew as many, but to Primates
of the West also, as to the Archbishop of Carthage, whose
interference, as well as that of Pope Stephen, was sought
both by the Bishops of Gaul in the case of Marcian of Aries,
and by the Bishops of Spain in the case of Basilides.

And further, it must be observed that the extent of this Essential
authority, in the Chief See, had not been defined ; but, what- Hmiit of
ever it was, it did not interfere with the divine right of the theEpiaco
Bishops to govern each in his own Diocese. They derived 

P

their authority by transmission from the Apostles, as the
Bishop of Rome from St. Peter ; the one was as much re- "
cognised as the other. They were not his delegates, but his
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CHAP, brethren. Frater and Co-episcopus they style him, as he
: styles them, for hundreds of years after the Council of Nicea;

owing him, indeed, and willingly rendering him the greatest
deference, but never so much as imagining that their au-
thority was derived from him. This fact, too, lies upon the
face of all antiquity, and is almost too notorious to need
proof. If, however, any be wanted, it is found in the names
which Bishops bore both then, and for a long time after-
wards, and in their mode of election and their jurisdiction.

Thomassin, For their names : " It must first be confessed," says a very
ch.4. 'DC learned Roman Catholic, who, in his humility, shrunk from
discipline6 ^e Cardinalate offered to him for his services to the papal
de I'Egiise. See, " that the name of Pope, of Apostle, of Apostolic Pre-

late, of Apostolic See, was still common to all Bishops, even
during the three centuries which elapsed from the reign of
Clovis to the empire of Charlemagne;" and he adds pre-
sently : " These august names are not like those vain and
superficial titles with which the pride of men feeds itself;
they are the solid marks of a power entirely from Heaven,
and of a holiness altogether Divine." Indeed, the view
which every where prevailed was that so admirably expressed

St.Cypr. by St. Cyprian: " Episcopatus unus est, civ) us a singulis in
Oxf. Tr! solidum pars tenetur." "The Episcopate is one; it is a
Oxf.Fieury, whole in which each enjoys full possession." Or, " Each
93. n. i. individual Bishop has an equal share in it as joint-tenant."
Moehierou "The meaning of this." savs Dean Moehler, "in legal Ian-
Unity, §63. . , 

& ' 
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guage is, when many become bail for such and such a mat-
ter, so that each individual answers for the whole, and not
merely for the portion coming to him according to the num-
ber of the sureties; so that in case one or other of the sure-
ties become even insolvent, his obligation likewise falls to the

DeConcon, remainder." Or, as De Marca says, "As the body of the1*1 c 1

Church is one, divided into very many members through the
whole world, so is there in it a single Episcopate, which is
diffused every where by the concord of many Bishops: if
these be considered as a Body, they hold the entire Epi-
scopate as joint-tenants. Yet a certain portion of the flock

i \ is assigned to every Bishop, to guide and govern it indivi-
dually, according however to that charity and communion
which is due to the whole Body, lest, if unity be deserted,
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that Bishop who departs from the Body should dry up like SECT.
a stream which turns aside from its fountain, and wither
like a branch cut off from the trunk and root." St. Isidore,

of Seville, says: " Since also the other Apostles received a Quoted by
""""i A i-i """ rt i i "ii"r»j_ i T Thomassin,
like fellowship of honour and power with reter, who also ut
were scattered throughout the whole world, and preached the
Gospel; whom, at their departure, the Bishops succeeded,
who are established throughout the whole world in the seats
of the Apostles." St. Basil, congratulating St. Ambrose on
his succession to the Episcopate, says : " Come then, O man S. Basil.

. Ep. 197.

of God, since not from men did you receive or were taught
the Gospel of Christ, but the Lord Himself hath transferred
you from among the judges of the earth to the seat of the Apo-
stles, fight the good fight, heal the sicknesses of the people,"
&c. But Pope Symmachus, says Thomassin, (A.D. 498-514,)
has expressed the equality and unity of the Episcopate and
Apostolate between the Pope and all Bishops, by the highest
and most sacred similitude which it is possible to conceive.
"For inasmuch as after the likeness of the Trinity, whose Quoted by

, " T . .1 i ,T ,! T - - ,T Thomassin,
power is one and indivisible, the priesthood is one in the Mansi viii.
hands of various prelates, how suits it that the statutes of the '
more ancient be broken by their successors ?" He is speak-
ing of his own predecessors, but his words cannot be limited
to them. We are told by the same author: " Pope Hor-
misdas (A.D. 514-523) prescribed, aud all the Bishops of the
East subscribed, after the Patriarch John of Constantinople, a
formulary of faith and of Catholic Communion, where, among
other remarkable points, this is worthy of particular atten-
tion : - that as

thrones of the Apostolate, and all the Sees of the Episcopate,
spread through all the earth, are but one Apostolic See, in-
separable from the See of Peter." This is the view of St. Witnessed
A,. -, -, . . i . ... by St. Au- ugustme, expressed again and again in his writings, es- Mstine,
pecially when he is explaining those remarkable words of g"]^
our Lord to St. Peter, on which Roman Catholics ground Stciiryso

... tome, aud
the scriptural proof of his Supremacy, "For it is evident St. Jerome.
that Peter, in many places of the Scriptures, represents the
Church, (personam gestet Ecclesia,) chiefly in that place 70G,
where it is said, ' I give unto thee the keys of the kingdom i
of Heaven. Whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth, shall be
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CHAP, bound in Heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth,
:- shall be loosed in Heaven/ What! did Peter receive those

keys, and Paul not receive them ? Did Peter receive them,
and John and James not receive them, and the rest of the
Apostles ? Or are not those keys in the Church, where sins
are daily remitted ? But since in meaning hinted, but not
expressed, (in significatione,) Peter was representing the
Church, what was given to him singly, was given to the
Church. So, then, Peter bore the figure of the Church: the

Origenin Church is the body of Christ/1 So Origen: "Bat if youIM/itt torn

i2vvoi. 3.' think that the whole Church is built by God upon Peter
p' ° alone, what would you say about John the Son of Thunder,

or each of the Apostles ? Or shall we venture to say that the
gates of hell shall not prevail against Peter specially, but
shall prevail against the rest of the Apostles, and the perfect ?
Does not what is said take place in the case of all and each
of them, { The gates of hell shall not prevail against it/ and
' upon this Rock I will build My Church ?' Are then the keys
of the kingdom of Heaven given by the Lord to Peter alone,
and shall none other of the blessed receive them ? But if the

expression, - I will give to thee the keys of the kingdom of
Heaven3 is shared also by others, why not both all which goes
before, and all which follows after, said as if to Peter ? For
in this place indeed it seems to be said to Peter, ' What
thou shalt bind on earth, shall be bound in Heaven/ and the*

rest: but, in the place in John, the Saviour giving the Holy
Spirit to the disciples by breathing on them, says, ' Receive

the Holy Ghost/ and the rest/'
. Basil. 2. So again, " The spiritual ruler/' says St. Basil, " is nothing

else but he who represents the person of the Saviour, being
made both a mediator of God and men, and making an obla-
tion to God of the salvation of those who obey him. And
this we are taught by Christ Himself, who appoints Peter
after Himself shepherd of His Church. For, saith He,
' Peter, lovest thou Me more than these ? feed My sheep/
While He grants the same power to all pastors and teachers
in succession. And the proof of this is, that all bind and

, loose equally as he does," So St. Chrysostome : " But when

5H& I speak of Paul, I mean not only him, but also Peter, and
James, and John, and all their choir. For as in a lyre there
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are different strings, but one harmony, so, too, in the choir SECT.
of the Apostles, there were different persons, but one teach -
ing; since one, too, was the Musician, even the Holy Spirit,
who moved their souls. And Paul signifying this, said:
(Whether, therefore, it were they or I, so we preach/" How
little, on the one hand, the pre-eminence of St. Peter's see
derogated from the apostolicity of other Bishops, or, on the
other hand, their distinct descent and jurisdiction hindered
them from paying due deference to the Chief See, is apparent
likewise in these words of St. Jerome: "But, you say, the s. Jerome,
Church is founded upon Peter; although in another place, vaiiarsi.' '
this self-same thing takes place upon all the Apostles, and all
receive the keys of the kingdom of Heaven, and the strength
of the Church is consolidated equally upon them : nevertheless,
for this reason, out of the twelve one is selected, that, by the
appointment of a head, the occasion of Schism may be taken
away." Thomassin doubts whether at the Council of Nicea,
or even at that of Antioch, sixteen years afterwards, the name
even of Archbishop was yet in use; the highest title used in
those two Councils being that of Metropolitan. St. Epi-
phanius quotes a letter of Arius to Alexander, of Alexandria,
in which he only gives him the quality of Pope and Bishop,
but nowhere that of Archbishop.

So much for the equality of the names of Bishops in the Election
fourth century, which recognises the essential equality and diction of"
unity of their office. The laws in force respecting their Blsh°P3-
consecration and jurisdiction are as decisive. Every Bishop,
after being elected by the Clergy and people, and the assem-
bled provincial Bishops, was consecrated by the Metropolitan
of his province, except, indeed, in the Patriarchate of Alex-
andria, and of Rome, where the Primate, as we have seen,
and not the Metropolitans under him, consecrated all Bishops.
Where a Metropolitan had no immediate superior, in case of
a vacancy, the Bishops of his own province consecrated him,
as in the case of Carthage. Whatever might be the par-
ticular privileges of Patriarchs and Metropolitans, as a general
rule, no one Bishop had direct jurisdiction in the Diocese
of another. The Bishops of the great Sees, specially Rome,
Alexandria, and Antioch, announced their accession to each
other, together with a profession of the orthodox faith. But
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CHAP, as for any jurisdiction emanating from Rome to the great
Bishops of the East, such a thing was never even imagined. -^^^-

Witness Take a proof of this from the mouth of a Pope in the fourth£ "D

Ik Julius, century, on whose mind it is plain that the theory of Bel-
larmine, and the later Roman Church, had never dawned.

S. Athanas. St. Julius, writing to the Eusebian Bishops, says, " Even

against supposing that Athanasius was in the position of a criminal
OxTr'r. * after the Council" (of Tyre, which deposed him), "this ap-

pointment" (of Gregory the Arian, intruded on Alexandria),
" ought not to have been made thus illegally and contrary to
the Canon of the Church: but the Bishops of the province
ought to have ordained one in that very Church, of that very
priesthood, that very clergy, and the Canons received from
the Apostles ought not thus to be set aside. Had this
offence been committed against any one of you, would you
not have exclaimed against it, and demanded justice as for
the transgression of the Canons ? Dearly beloved, we speak
honestly, as in the presence of God, and declare that this
proceeding was neither pious, nor lawful, nor ecclesiastical."
Let us even rest the whole question on this important point,
for it is absolutely necessary to the Papal theory; and I do
not think any vestige of such a doctrine can be found in the
first eight centuries. At least, let it be shewn; for, to assert
it in the face of Canons which imply, nay, set forth pal-
pably a system the very reverse of it, is merely begging the

influence of whole question. That in cases of difficulty, or disputed sue-
7^" I f\f

Rome in a cession, or heresy, or schism, the voice of the Bishop of
caseofdis- Rome would have great weight, is, indeed, indisputable.
puted sue- m ° 

. .
cession. When the ship of the Church was in distress, whom should

we expect to see at the rudder but St. Peter? Thus St.
Jerome, himself baptized at Home, naturally looks to Rome

Develop- in this difficulty. Mr, Newman says: "The divisions at
279nt' P Antioch had thrown the Catholic Church into a remarkable

position; there were two Bishops in the See, one in con-
nexion with the East, and the other with Egypt arid the
West,-with which, then, was Catholic Communion? St.
Jerome has no doubt upon the subject. Writing to St.
Damasus, he says: ' Since the East tears into pieces the
Lord's coat, and foxes lay waste the vineyard of Christy so
that among broken cisterns, which hold no water, it is difficult
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to understand where the sealed fountain and the garden inclosed SECT
is, therefore by me is the chair of St. Peter to be consulted, -
and that faith which is praised by the Apostle's mouth,
thence now seeking food for my soul where of old I received the
robe of Christ Whilst the bad children have wasted
their goods, the inheritance of the Fathers is preserved uncor-
rupt among you alone. There the earth from its fertile bosom
returns the pure seed of the Lord a hundred fold: here the
grain buried in the furrows degenerates into darnell and tares.
At present the Sun of Righteousness rises in the West; but in
the East that fallen Lucifer hath placed his throne above the
stars. You are the light of the world: you the salt of the
earth: you the vessels of gold and silver; but here the vessels
of earth or wood await the iron rod and the eternal flame.' The words^^^^^^^^^^^^^H " f i " W"

Therefore, though your greatness terrifies me, yet your kind- ^ leftlm
ness invites me. From the Priest the sacrifice claims salva-

tion; from the Shepherd the sheep claims protection. Let
us speak without offence : I court not the Roman height: I
speak with the successor of the Fisherman, and the disciple
of the Cross. I, who follow none as my chief but Christ, am
associated in communion with thy blessedness; that is, with
the See of Peter. On that rock the Church is built I kno\v.

Whoso shall eat the Lamb outside that house is profane.
.... I know not Vitalis (the Apollinarian) ; Meletius I re-
ject ; I am ignorant of Paulinus. Whoso gathereth not
with thee, scattereth; that is, he who is not of Christ is of
Antichrist."

Considering all the circumstances of the case, no one can Points
wonder at St. Jerome's application. When it is remembered
that the Roman See, up to that time, save for the fall of Jer<>nie'37 r * statement

Liberius, had been free from all suspicion of heresy, and
that the Arian controversy was the one in question, and that
he himself, of full manhood, had been baptized, and had lived
at Rome, the force of his language is hardly surprising. In-
deed he calls himself in this letter " a man of Rome;" and in
this and the following he appeals to Damasus, as if he were
his own Bishop, as well as Bishop of Rome. Undoubtedly
this modifies the force of his words: that is, as soon as you
look at the particular circumstances under which they were
written, the very expressions which seemed most effective
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CHAP, lose their edge. No student of antiquity can doubt that all
* the West-and St. Jerome was a Western colonised as it

were in an unknown land-looked to the See of Peter as

the main pillar of the Church's faith and discipline. This
is the feeling his words express : but could there be a greater
unfairness than to apply their bare letter to a state of things
totally changed ? or to consider expressions proving the pri-
macy of Rome, as claimed in the fourth century, to prove
equally a supremacy as claimed in the nineteenth, which is
as different from the former as one thine: can well be from

^^ 
another.

Language But further, how much St. Jerome's western education
of St. Basil j .. .. Aa^. i i " " T i i
on the other and. connections influenced his mind, may be seen also" -i

81 e' from this. St. Basil the Great at this very time supported
St. Meletius in the See of Antioch with the whole weight of
his authority. If St. Jerome had no doubt that Catholic
Communion was on the side of that claimant of the See of

Antioch who was recognised by the Pope, St. Basil was not
at all of the same mind. Writing to Peter of Alexandria in

S.Basil, the year 377, he savs, "Dorotheas on his return related totr o^*^1
p* ' 

me the conversation which he had had with your Excellency
in presence of the most reverend Bishop Damasus (of Rome);
and he grieved me by saying that our most religious bre-
thren and fellow-ministers Meletius and Eusebius (of Samo-
sata) were reckoned amongst the Arians, whose orthodoxy
if nothing else recommended, the war at least waged against
them by the Arians gives no slight proof of their uprightness
to those who form a right judgment of things/' But to
this very Eusebius he had written the year before, in refer-
ence it would seem to this rejection of Meletius and Euse-
bius at Borne, and the same year as St. Jerome's application

Ep. 239. to Damasus, " You have already yourself fallen in with the
news of the West, as the brother Dorotheus related all to
you. And, as he is setting out again, what sort of letters
ought to be given to him ? For perhaps he will accompany
the good Sanctissimus, who is very zealous, and going about
the whole East, getting subscriptions and letters from all the
more distinguished. For myself, then, I do not see what
one should send by him, or how agree with those who send:
but if you should find shortly any coming to me, have the
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goodness to instruct me as to this. It occurs to me to use SECT.
Diomed's language, ---

Why should we gifts to proud Achilles send ?
Or strive with prayers his haughty soul to hend ?

For indeed haughty tempers, treated with attention, are
wont to shew more than their usual arrogance. And if the
Lord should be gracious unto us, what other support do we
need? But if the wrath of God remain upon us, what help
can we find in Western pride ? They who neither know, nor
endure to learn, the truth: but, pre-occupied with false sus-
picions, are doing now just what they did before in the case
of Marcellus, quarrelling with those who give them report of
the truth, and giving their own support to heresy. For I
myself, without concert with any, was minded to write to oAr&v r$, /

their leader: nothing indeed about ecclesiastical matters, K°Pv9aiv-
except so much as to hint, that they neither know the
truth of what is going on among us, nor accept the way
by which they might learn it; but generally, about the
duty of not attacking those who are humbled by tempta-
tions, and of not taking pride for dignity, a sin which of
itself is sufficient to make enmity with God." A great
advocate of Papal authority says of St. Basil here: " He is
altogether to be censured as accusing for this reason the
Pontiff Damasus, and all the Western Church, as likewise
the Pontiff Julius on account of Marcellus, as if they were
guilty of committing a crime, establishing heresy, and being
ignorant of the truth/' For which he assigns this reason,
that " Basil's vision was distorted by anger," and that " Basil,
being prone to anger through frequent fasting, as students
are, thus cried out." On which passage of Christian Wolf, Bossuett,
quoted by Bossuet, he exclaims: "We easily despise Wolf thod'. No".
passing his decree on such a man: but we cannot think it65-
of slight importance what, by the admission of Wolf, Basil
thought. Nor does it here matter whether Basil blamed them
with reason or not. But at least it was clear that the con-

firming of heresy was roundly and flatly, without any excuse,
without any attempt to modify, imputed by Basil to two
decrees of Roman Pontiffs De Fide."

A year earlier writing to Dorotheus about a projected visit
of his brother, St. Gregory of Nyssa, to Rome, he had said,
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CHAP. " For my part I do not see who are to accompany him, andI.

--^- I know that he is entirely without experience in ecclesiasti-
cal matters: and, while he would be sure to meet with re-
spect and to be valued by a considerate person, I know not
what advantage could arise to the whole Church from the
intercourse of such a person, who has no mean adulation in
his nature, with one high and lifted up, sitting on I know not
how lofty a seat, and so not able to catch the voice of those who
tell him the truth on the ground"

Inference Surely these words give us in the most unsuspicious form
from tins

language. St. Basil's tone of mind about the Roman See. It is quite
impossible that a saint, for instance, of the medieval or later
Roman Church, a St. Bernard, or St. Francis de Sales, could
have written thus. It is plain that he did not so much as
conceive the present doctrine of the Roman Supremacy. It
was not an idea presented to his mind and rejected, but one
which literally had never crossed it. What Mr. Newman
says of writers of St. Basil's age respecting the theology of
Luther and Calvin is true of Basil himself respecting the

Church of Roman Supremacy. He is "as unconscious of its existence
the Fathers, .� . ,
p. 285. as oi modern chemistry or astronomy." There could be only

one reason for this, as for the other, that it had not yet ap-
peared in the Church. His words, and all his tone of think-
ing, are a complete but indirect denial of the notion, that he
was bound to accept the decision of the Bishop of Rome in
doctrine, or in a case of disputed succession, as conclusive.

instances Compare, then, further, the words of St. Jerome to Pope
Damasus with those of St. Basil to St. Athanasius on the

same subject of this distracted Church of Antioch : on the
Bishops of one hand a Western monk, soiourning in the East, but bap-
the greater . ., i * i " i " "
Sees. tized at Rome, a Roman in heart and feeling, and intimate

with its Bishop: on the other hand the Exarch of Cesarea,
only inferior in rank to the Patriarchs of Alexandria and
Antioch. Which uses the stronger and more deferential
language ? St. Jerome to the Bishop of Rome, or St. Basil

Witness of to the Bishop of Alexandria ? " For the rest of the East
ft. Basil.

Ep. 66. 
* 

perhaps you have need of the co-operation of a greater num-
ber, and must wait for the Westerns. But that the Church
of Antioch be well ordered manifestly depends on your
piety: to manage some, to quiet others, and to restore
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strength to the Church by agreement. For you yourself SECT.
know better than any one can tell you, that, like the most : 
skilful physicians, you must begin the cure with the most
vital parts. And what can be more vital than Antioch to
the Churches of the whole world ? If this could be restored

"

by concord, nothing prevents but that as a strong and healthy
head it should procure soundness to the whole body. For in
truth the weaknesses of that city need your wisdom and
evangelical sympathy. For it is not only cut in twain by
heretics, but distracted too by those who pretend that they
are of one mind with each other. To make these parties
one, and bring them into the harmony of one body, belongs
to Him alone who by His unspeakable power invests the dry
bones with nerves and flesh again. Yet the Lord ever works

great things by instruments worthy of Him. Here, too, then
again I trust that there is a fitting sphere for the services of
one so high-minded, in allaying popular disturbances, putting
a stop to parties having their several Bishops, bringing all to
mutual subjection in love, and restoring its ancient strength
to the Church." Had a Western Bishop applied the above
expressions about Antioch to Rome, or those concerning
Athanasius to a Roman Bishop, he could not have escaped
being quoted in proof of the Roman Supremacy. " The Mr. New-
presbyters of St. Dionysius, Bishop of Alexandria, complain I
of his doctrine to St. Dionysius of Rome, the latter expos-
tulates with him, and he explains." "Why" savs Pope Of Pope* Qf T 1*

Julius, in his letter to the Eusebians preserved for us by ' U1US'
St. Athanasius, "was nothing said to us concerning the
Church of the Alexandrians in particular? Are you igno-
rant thatj the custom has been for word to be written first
to us, and then for a just sentence to be passed from this
place." The note under Mr. Newman's editorship says, " in Lib. of Fa-
A i " j-i A * AI ^ D JT T> e thers, vol.
the passage in the text the prerogative of the Roman see is 13. p, 55.
limited, as Constant observes, to the instance of Alexandria;
and we actually find in the third century a complaint lodged
against its Bishop Dionysius with the Pope," If this be
the case, the fact, will hardly go to prove the present Papal
Supremacy. But, surely, its proper interpretation is, that
notjmerelyj;he^Patriarchs, but Bishops generally, were wont
to inspect each other's conduct, appeal to the Canons,
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CHAR specially those of Nicea, as a rule above them all, which I
- '- - find St. Leo and other Popes perpetually doing, intercede in

cases of apparent injustice to persons, and assume even a
severer tone of censure, if the matter related to errors of
doctrine. Thus this same Dionysius of Alexandria, when
appealed to in the case of Paul of Samosata, Bishop of

OfSt.Dio- Antioch, "wrote to Antioch, esteeming the leader of error " « / GJ

Alexandria, not worthy even of being named : nor did he address him at
Euseb.llist. an but the whole Diocese :" a course of proceeding which in* " VWm . 1

ordinary circumstances would have been a violation of all
Ecclesiastical rule. But here the faith was in danger. Only
just before St. Julius had said in the letter above quoted,
" Supposing, as you assert, that some offence rested upon
those persons," (St. Athanasius and Bishops from other parts
of the Church,) "the case ought to have been conducted
against them not after this manner, but, according to the
Canon of the Church, word should have been written of it to
us ally that so a just sentence might proceed from all. For the
sufferers were Bishops and Churches of no ordinary note,
but those which the Apostles themselves had governed in
their own persons." Just so, as in the case above, the
Exarch of Cesarea entreats the Patriarch of Alexandria,
himself holding the second See, to interfere and terminate
the distractions of the third See. Just so St. Athanasius

himself, hearing that certain monks of Cappadocia were
angry with St. Basil for refraining, through consideration of
circumstances, from calling the Holy Spirit God, writes to

OfstAtha- the Priest Palladius, thus. "As you have told me about
nasius. 
« .,. the monks at Cesarea, which I also learnt from our belovedS. Athana- t 

3

sii, Ep. ad Dianius, that they were grieving and resisting our b
Basil the Bishop, I thank you for the information: but I
have pointed out the fitting course to them, to be obedient,
as children to their father, and not to resist what he ap-
proves. For, if he were suspected of not holding the truth,
they would do well to resist him: but if they feel confident,
as we all feel, that he is the pride of the Church, fighting for
the truth, and instructing those who have need, they should
not resist such an one, but rather accept his good conscience.
For, from what the beloved Dianius told me, they seem
grieved without reason. For he himself, as I arn sure, be-
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conies weak to the weak that he may gain the weak; but SECT.
let our friends, looking at the end his truth has in view, and - :
the discretion he uses, glorify the Lord, who has given to
Cappadocia such a Bishop as every country wishes to have.
Just so Basil, writing to congratulate Peter of Alexandria
on his succeeding St. Athanasius, begs him, " to inform me S. Basil.

Ep. 133.
constantly of your affairs, and to undertake the care of the
universal brotherhood with the same tenderness and the same

zeal, which that most blessed man shewed to all that love
God in truth/'

" Soter, Bishop of Rome," says Mr. Newman again, " sends Euseb.ffist.
alms, according to the custom of his Church, to the Churches
throughout the empire, and in the words of Eusebius c affec-*

tionately exhorted those who came to Rome, as a father his
children/" As Basil savs. "This dignity- in which I now S.Basil.* "^

am, makes all my adopted children/' And St. Gregory of
Nazianzum savs of St. Athanasius, " Having gone through sofy Nazi~* j o o o anzene. %*""""* ^. A * ̂ - "

the whole suite of sacred offices, to pass over intervening s. Greg.
events, he is entrusted with the presidency over the people,
which is the same as saying with the rule of the whole world. *" 389»
And I cannot say whether he received the priesthood as the
reward of his virtue, or to be the source and life of the '

Church. For She, fainting through thirst of the truth, was
like Ishmael to be refreshed, or like Elijah to be revived,
when the earth in the drought was cooled by the stream,
and from her exhaustion to be brought back to life/' And
St. Basil says to the same great saint, "Send to me the S.Basil.

- ... Ep 82
letters of the Bishops-which I will not give them before
I receive their answers: otherwise * let me bear the blame Gen. 43. 9.

for ever/ Surely this was subject for no greater fear to
him who originally said it to his father, than now to me
who say it to you my Spiritual Father." I allege these
passages, which might be multiplied without end, only to
shew how very weak a foundation such things are whereon to
build the Supremacy. " St. Basil's actions/'says Tillemont, ofTiiie-
" shew him to us I say not as a particular Bishop, or a mereTillemont,
Metropolitan, or as Exarch or Patriarch of several Provinces,
but as a saint who enjoyed the Episcopate in full possession
without wronging the authority of his brethren: who did not
limit his charity to his jurisdiction, but regarding himself as
successor of the Apostles, as Bishop of all the Churches, ex-

D
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CHAP, tended his cares everywhere where the name of Jesus Christ
- 

' 

- extended, and considered all Christians as his own people,
since he carried them all in his heart." This is just what"p

may be said of St. Cyprian, St. Athanasius, St. Chrysostome,
and other great Bishops, and of course of the Bishops of

Of St. Basil, Rome. So St. Basil says to Peter of Alexandria: "It was
I B266 W^ reason? an(l like a spiritual brother taught true love by

the Lord, that you censured me for not informing you of all
things both small and great which take place here- For it
is your duty to take care of what goes on here, as it is mine to
refer our affairs to your love" So St. Chrysostome makes
it part of the praise of St. Eustathius of Antioch that not

Of st.Chry- only in his own Diocese " did he use this foresight, but sent
sostome. a]}roa(i in %[\ directions men to instruct, exhort, converse,
S.Chrys, . 

3 J *

torn. 2.C07, defend the approach against the enemy." (the Arians.) "For
well had he been instructed by the grace of the Spirit, that
it is the duty of one set over a Church not only to provide
for that which has been entrusted to him by the Spirit, but
for the whole Church throughout the world. And this he
learnt from the sacred prayers. For if, said he, we should
offer prayers for the Catholic Church from one end of the
earth to the other, much more must we shew our vigilance
for the whole of it, and care alike for all Churches, and be

Of St.Gre- solicitous for all/' And of St. Cyprian St. Gregory of Na-
aozene. zianzum says : " he becomes a Pastor, and the best and most
8. Greg. approved of Pastors : for he presides not only over the
21. §12." Church of Carthage, nor over that Africa which from him
om' ' 'and through him is renowned till now, but also over all the

West, I may almost say, the Eastern and Southern and
Northern coast." Now is it fair to apply instances thus
arising and expressions thus occurring of a general super-
vision by the Roman Pontiff to prove his Supremacy, while
parallel instances in the case of other Bishops are put out
of sight ? If a writer, with all the stores of antiquity, and
all the labours of modern Roman controversialists, open
before him, and having to render an account of a great
change in his own opinions, can produce no stronger indi-
cations of the Papal Supremacy from the ante-Nicene period

" than these, what is the conclusion to which every man must
come who goes by the facts of history ?

ut to recur to the point of jurisdiction at the time of the
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Nicene Council. It is beyond question, both from the acts SECT.
of that Council, and from the Apostolic Canons, which repre- *--

i«i i Tji-T » « Episcopal
sent the Eastern Church in the second and third centuries, Jurisdic-j »

that, whatever the pre-eminence of Rome might consist in, ln'
there was no claim whatever to ratify the election of Bishops
out of the Roman Patriarchate, then comprising Italy, south
of Milan, and Sicily. Even differences, any where arising,
were to be settled in Provincial Councils. " It is necessary Thomassin,

* "l 1* 1

to know, that, up to the Council of Nicea, all ecclesiastical £h"
affairs had been terminated in the Councils of each Province;

and there had been but very few occasions in which it had
been necessary to convoke an assembly of several Provinces.
The Council of Nicea, even, only speaks of Provincial Coun-
cils, and orders that all things should be settled therein/*
" Th ttr " s e Marca Archbisho of

i

Paris, ¬-the order of Episcopal jurisdiction, it is necessary # 
Concord.

before-hand to lay down that the Church in the beginning |
suited herself to the civil arrangement of the Roman Empire,
and therefore appointed Bishops in the chief cities of each
country, but assigned the first place and the confirmation of
every thing to the Bishop of the Metropolis of the Province,
with the Council of his colleagues. Thus Episcopal ordina-
tions and Ecclesiastical judgments took place by the Council
of each province with the authority of the Metropolitan, so
that it was not allowed to appeal from the judgment passed
in a Provincial Council 

" That supreme authority of Provincial Councils in passing
judgment did not prevent the communication of Bishops of
different provinces, who gave each other mutual assistance
against the enemies of the Church. But in those ancient
times was especially conspicuous the remarkable and pre-
eminent care of the Roman Church in decreeing remedies
against schisms and heresies in conjunction with other Pro-
vincial Synods. . . .

"That custom, which assigned to the Councils of each
several Province the supreme power of ordaining or deposing

ishops, was committed to writing and confirmed by the Fifth
Canon of the Nicene Council to this effect: ' Respecting
those who have been deprived of Communion, whether of the
clergy, or of the laity, by the Bishops of each Province, let
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CHAP, judgment prevail according to the Canon which declares that
L those who have been rejected by some be not received by

others. ... It was agreed that Councils should be held
twice every year in each Province, that such questions might
be examined in a general assembly of all the Bishops of the
Province/ This Canon confirms the authority of each Pro-
vince in judging by definitive decree Ecclesiastical causes
which regard the clergy or laity; and by consequence the
same right is established as to the correction and deposition
of Bishops, though that case is not stated in the Canon in
express words. Certainly there can be no doubt that this
is the meaning of the Canon, that in this general law should
be comprehended judgments against Bishops, inasmuch as
the Nicene Council no where else mentions them. Besides

this argument there is the plain and express authority of
the second Ecumenical Council, and also of the Council of
Africa, and of Pope Innocent the First, who declare that
they consider Episcopal judgments to be embraced in that
Nicene Canon. In fact the second Canon of the Ecumenical

Council of Constantinople bears plain witness that the ad-
ministration and government of the Churches was committed
to every Province respectively by this Nicene Canon. Now
under the word administration the Fathers of Constantinople
comprehend judgments against Bishops as much as other
points of Ecclesiastical policy arid government."

" The sentence of the Council of Africa is most plain in **-

approval of what I have written: it is easy to collect from
the words of the Fathers of that Council, that they were of
the same mind with Cyprian, since they use almost the same
words in a similar cause. For they say in their letter to
Pope Ccelestine: f The Nicene decrees have most plainly
committed both the clergy of inferior rank and the Bishops
themselves to their own Metropolitans. For they have or-"

dained with great wisdom and justice that all matters should
be terminated in the places where they arise, and that the
grace of the Holy Spirit would not be wanting to each
several Province/ "

See Cou- " Innocent the First in his letter to Victricius Bishop of
t Kom!; Rouen supports the same interpretation . . . ch. iii. ( But if

, 749. anv causes or contentions arise among the clergy, either of
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superior or inferior rank, my sentence is, that according to SECT
the Nicene Council the judgment be terminated by the
assembling of all the Bishops of that Province. Nor let any
one be allowed, (without prejudice, however, to the Roman*

Church, reverence to which in all causes should be ob-

served,) to leave those Priests who in that Province by divine
permission govern the Church of God, and to fly to other
Provinces/ " " j " r' *

" The same truth may be collected from the Canons of the .

Council of Antioch, which was held in the year 341, and
whose authority was received in the Council of Chalcedon,
and then in the whole Church. For that Council, being
desirous entirely to remove the difficulties which very often

ur 'ed in the carrying out of the Nicene Council as to the
deposition of Bishops, uses words which plainly shew that
the definitive judgment belongs to the Council of each several
Province. On this supreme authority rests the fifteenth"

Canon, which declares that a sentence passed by the voices
of all the Bishops of a Province cannot be rescinded by other
Bishops. (If any Bishop accused of certain crimes be con-
demned by all the Bishops of the same Province, and all
with one accord pass the same decree against him, let him
not be judged again by others, but let the accordant sentence
of the Bishops of the Province stand good/" . . . He then
quotes the 14th Canon, adding, " These Antiochene Canons
prove abundantly that the trials of Bishops were wont of old
to take place by the supreme authority of the Bishops of the
Province, even though on account of a diversity of judgment
it were necessary to call in several Bishops of a neighbouring
Province. This was not done in order that any appeal or
revision might be entertained against the first judgment, in-
asmuch as that was not yet passed, but rather was allowed,

to stand over after each several person had given his sen-
tence. So that the extraordinary assembly took place in order
that the first decree might be passed, for the revision of*

which there was no place."
The following are instances which bear out the very im-

nortant assertions of Thomassin. and De Marca.
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CHAP.
L

SECT. III.

Witness of AND first, the testimony and conduct of St. Cyprian will
the seif-n exhibit the self-government of the Church's several pro-

government vinces, as well as illustrate the Roman Primacy, to which
of the se-

verai pro- Mr. Newman claims him as a witness. And such he is be-

to the yond doubt.xIn his fifty-fifth letter, which begins, "Cyprian
brother Cornelius, greeting;" he complains bitterly to

1. Appeal that Pope that Felicissimus and his party " dare to set sail,
of Felicis-
simus. and to carry a letter from schismatical and profane persons

to the See of Peter, and to the principal Church, whence the
unity of the priesthood took its rise; nor consider that they
are B Romans whose faith had been praised by the preach-
ing of the Apostle, to whom faithlessness can have no access."
This Mr. Newman considers a pretty strong testimony in
his (e cumulative argument" for the authority of Rome. It
would be as well, however, to go on a little further, and see
what was the cause of St. Cyprian's vehement indignation.
It was, that Felicissimus ventured to appeal to Pope Corne-
lius, when his cause had already been heard and settled by
St. Cyprian, at Carthage. " But what was the cause of their
coming and announcing that a pseudo-Bishop had been
made against the Bishops? For, either they are satisfied
with what they have done, and persevere in their crime,^or,
if they are dissatisfied, and give way, they know whither
they may return. For, since it has been determined by all
of us, and is both equitable and just, that the cause of every
one be heard there where the crime has been committed,
and to every shepherd a portion of the flock is allotted, which
each one rules and governs, as he is to give an account of his
doings to the Lord, it is certainly behoving that those over
whom we preside should not run about, nor break the
close harmony of Bishops with their deceitful and fallacious
rashness, but should plead their cause where they may find
both accusers and witnesses of their crime; unless to a few
desperate and abandoned men the authority of the Bishops
seated in Africa seem less, who have already judged concern-
ing them, and have lately condemned, by the weight of their
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sentence, their conscience, bound by many snares of crimes. SECT.
3 ' J J in.

Their cause has been already heard, their sentence already
pronounced: nor is it becoming to the judgment of priests
to be reprehended by the levity of a fickle and inconstant
mind, when the Lord teaches and says, e Let your conversa-
tion be yea, yea; nay, nay/ " Let any candid person say,
whether he who so wrote to one whom he acknowledged as
the successor of St. Peter, could have imagined that there
was a Divine right in that successor to re-hear not only this,
but all other causes; to reverse all previous judgments of
his Brethren by his single authority; nay, more, to confer on
all those Brethren their jurisdiction " by the grace of the
Apostolic See 

Another letter of St. Cyprian to another Pope, St. Stephen, 2. Depo-
will set forth both his view of the Primacy, and of the Epis- Sltlon ° "cian.

copal relation to it. He wishes St. Stephen to write a letter
to the people of Aries, by which their actual Bishop Mar-
cian, who had joined himself to the schismatic Novatian,
might be excommunicated, and another substituted for him.
This alone shews how great the authority of the Bishop
of Rome in such an emergency was. But the tone of his
language is worth considering* It is just such incidents as
these which are made use of by Roman Catholic controver-
sialists in late times to justify the full extent of Papal power
now claimed. ¬-Cyprian to his Brother Stephen, greeting. Epist. 67.
Faustinus, our colleague at Lyons, dearest Brother, hath ane0\reia-
more than once written to me, signifying what I know has tensi-
certainly been reported to you also, both by him and by the
rest of our Brother-Bishops in that Province, that Marcian

b Of a passage in this letter, De one refers to the original, one finds
Maistre says (Du Pape, liv. i. ch. 6): that St. Cyprian is actually speaking of
" Resuming the order of the most himself, and of the consequences of
marked testimonies which present any where setting up in a See a schis-
themselves to me on the general ques- matical Bishop against the true one.
tion, I find, first, St. Cyprian declare, After this, who will trust De Maistre's
in the middle of the third century, that facts without testing them ? The truth
heresies and schisms only existed in is, he had taken the quotation at second
the Church because all eyes were not hand, and never looked to see to whom
turned towards the Priest of God, to- it was applied. It suited the Pope so
wards the Pontiff who judges in the admirably that it must have been meant
Church In the place of Jesus Christ." for him. But I recommend no one to
A pretty strong testimony, indeed, and change their faith upon the authority
one which would go far to convince of quotations which they do not test.
me of the fact. Pity it is, that when
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CHAP, of Aries, has joined himself to Novatian, and has departed
" from the unity of the Catholic Church, and from the agree-

ment of our body and priesthood .... This matter it is our
duty to provide against and remedy, most dear Brother,
we, who considering the divine clemency, and holding the
balance of the Church's government, so exhibit to sinners
our vigorous censure as not to deny the medicine of Divine
goodness and mercy to the restoration of the fallen and the
healing of the wounded. Wherefore it behoves you to write
a very explicit letter to our fellow Bishops in the Gauls,
that they may not any longer suffer our order (collegia nostro)
to be insulted by Marcian, obstinate, haughty, the enemy
both of piety to God, and of his brethren's salvation 
For, therefore, most dear brother, is the numerous body of
Priests joined together in mutual concord, and the bond of
unity, that if any one of our order attempt to make a heresy,
and to sever and lay waste the flock of Christ, the rest may
fly to the rescue, and, like useful and merciful shepherds,
collect the Lord's sheep into a flock For, although
we are many shepherds, yet we feed one flock; and we
ought to collect and cherish all those sheep which Christ
sought with His own blood and passion For we must

Anteces- preserve the glorious honour of our predecessors, the blessed
sorum nos- Martyrs, Cornelius and Lucius/' (the last Popes,) " whose trorum.

memory we indeed honour, but which you much more, most
Vicarius et dear Brother, who are become their successor, ought to dis-
successor. tinguish and preserve by your weight and authority. For

they being full of the spirit of God, and made glorious
Martyrs, determined that reconciliation was to be granted to
the lapsed, and set down in their letters, that, after a course
of penitence, the advantage of communion and peace was
not to be refused them. Which thing we all have every-
where entirely determined. For there could not be in us a
difference of judgment in whom there is one spirit/' Now,
might it not be stated, that St. Cyprian wrote to Pope
Stephen, to request him to depose Marcian, Bishop of Aries?
But how much is the inference from this fact modified by
the language of Cyprian himself? It is just such a letter
as an Eastern Primate would have written to the Patriarch

of Alexandria, or of Antioch, to request his interference at
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a dangerous juncture. It bears witness, not to the present SECT.
Papal, but to the Patriarchal, system. It tallies exactly -
with the spirit of him who wrote elsewhere, to the lapsed,
" Our Lord, whose precepts and warnings we are bound to StCyp. Ep.
observe, regulating the honour of the Bishop, and the con- ^w-f ^^ A_

stitution of His Church, speaks in the Gospel, and says to
Peter, ' I say unto thee that thou art Peter/ &c. Thence,
according to the change of times and successions, the ordi-
nation of Bishops and the constitution of the Church has
descended, so that the Church is established upon the Bishops,
and every act of the Church is directed by the samey its govern-
ors. This being established by divine law," &c. It is
evident that, if the See of Peter, so often referred to by St.
Cyprian, means the local See of Rome, it also means the See
of every Bishop who holds that office, whereof Peter is the
great type, example, and source.

But it was reserved for a more celebrated controversy 3. Contro-
fully to bring out St. Cyprian's view of the relation of the baptization
Bishop of Rome to the rest of the Episcopal body: I mean, 

of heretlc9-

of course, the controversy whether heretics should be ad-
mitted into the Church by rebaptization or by the impo-
sition of hands. I most fully believe, be it observed, that
Cyprian acknowledged the Roman Primacy, that he ad-
mitted certain high prerogatives to be lodged in the Roman
Pontiff, as St. Peter's successor, which did not belong to
any other Bishop. It is this very thing which makes his
conduct the more remarkable. He took a very strong view
on one side of the controversy in question: and St. Stephen
took an equally strong one on the other. St. Stephen, we
all know, turned out to be right. That fervent Pontiff, it
may be remarked, when St. Cyprian would not give up his
view, seemed inclined to treat him much as St. Gregory the
Seventh did a refractory Emperor, or St. Innocent the Third,
the dastard tyrant John. This may be very satisfactory to
the modern defenders of Papal omnipotence, but St. Cyprian's
conduct is not so at all. St. Cyprian called a Council of
Bishops of the Provinces of Carthage and Numidia; they
attended to the number of seventy-one, and decided that
heretics should be rebaptized. St. Cyprian informs the
Pope of the decision of himself and his colleagues. After
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CHAP, saying that they had found it necessary to hold a Council,
he proceeds-" But I thought I ought to write to you and
confer with your gravity and wisdom concerning that espe-
cially which most belongs to the authority of the priesthood,
and to the unity alike and dignity of the Catholic Church
derived from the ordering of a Divine disposition. . . . .
This, most dear Brother, we have brought to your know-
ledge on account both of the honour we share with you, and
of our single-hearted affection, believing that what is both
religious and true is acceptable to you also according to your
true religion and faith. But we know that some are un-
willing to give up an opinion they have once imbibed, nor
easily change their mind; but, without interruption to the
bonds of peace and concord with their colleagues, retain
certain peculiarities which have once grown into usage
among themselves." (Such is the manner in which St.
Cyprian mentions a judgment deliberately expressed by a
Pope on a matter of high discipline, which involved a point
of faith.) "In which matter we too do violence and give
the law to no one, inasmuch as every Bishop has the free

if his own will in the administration ofi

give an account of his acts to the Lord.3 St. Stephen
received this decision of the African Council so ill, that he

would not even see the Bishops who brought it, nor allow
the faithful to offer them common hospitality. So important
in his eyes was the matter in dispute. St. Cyprian reports
his answer in a letter to his Brother-Bishop Pompeius, in

Ep.74. which he says, "Although we have fully embraced all that
is to be said concerning the baptizing of heretics, in the
letters of which we have sent to you copies, most dear
Brother, yet, because you desired to be informed what an-
swer our Brother Stephen sent me to our letters, I send you
a copy of his rescript, after reading which you will more and
m >re mark his error, who attempts to assert the cause of
heretics against Christians and against the Church of God.
For amongst other either proud or impertinent or incon-
sistent remarks, which he has written rashly and improvi-
dently, &c But what blindness of mind is it, what
perverseness to refuse to recognise the unity of the faith
coming from God the Father and the tradition of Jesus
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Christ our Lord and God But since no heresy at all. SECT.
in.

nor indeed any schism, can possess outside (the Body) the '-
sanctification of saving Baptism, why has the harsh obstinacy
of our Brother Stephen burst forth to such a degree?" &c.
. . . . " Does he give honour to God, who, the friend of
heretics and the enemy of Christians, deems the Priests of
God, maintaining the truth of Christ and the unity of the
Church, worthy of excommunication ?" St. Stephen had
inflicted this on the African Prelates, until they should give
up their judgment on the point in question "
ought the custom, which has crept in among certain persons,
to hinder truth from prevailing and conquering. For custom
without truth is but old error/7 . . . . " But it is hurried

away by presumption and contumacy that a person rather
defends his own perverseness and falsity than accedes to the
right and truth of another. Which thing the blessed Apostle
Paul foreseeing, writes to Timothy and warns, that a Bishop
must not be quarrelsome, nor contentious, but gentle and
teachable. Now he is teachable, who is mild and gentle to
learn patiently. For a Bishop ought not only to teach, but
also to learn, because he teaches better who daily improves
and profits by learning better," Even as I copy this lan-
guage used concerning a Pope by a great Bishop and Martyr
of the third century, who elsewhere writes, " That our Lord De Unit.
built His Church upon Peter being one, and though He gave xr.C§ 3.X"
to all the Apostles an equal power, yet in order to manifest
unity He has by His own authority so placed the source of
the same unity as to begin from one;" I feel the contrast to
be almost overpowering with the tone in which the first
Patriarch of the Latin Church, however good his cause
might be, would now venture to address the Supreme Pontiff.
Towards the conclusion of this letter he says, instead of
admitting that the Pope's judgment terminated the matter
" This now the Priests of God ought to do, preserving the
Divine precepts, so that if in anything truth has been shaken
and tottered, we may return to the fountain-head of the
Lord, and to the Evangelical and Apostolical tradition, and
that the rule of our acting may spring thence, whence its
order and origin arose."

After receiving the Pope's rescript, and his excommimi-
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CHAP, cation, St. Cyprian convoked another Council of the three
"-- Provinces of Africa, Numidia, and Mauritania, which was

held at Carthage on the 1st of Sept. 256. It was attended
by eighty-five Bishops, among whom were fifteen Confessors,
beside Priests and Deacons, and a great part of the people.

Op.St.Cypr. St. Cyprian opened it, observing: " It remains for us each
Baiuz. to deliver our sentiments on this matter, judging no one,

nor removing any one, if he be of a different opinion, from
the right of Communion. For no one of us sets himself up to
be a Bishop of Bishops, or by fear of his tyranny compels his
colleagues to the necessity of obedience, since every Bishop ac-
cording to his recognised liberty and power possesses a free
choice, and can no more be judged by another than he himself
can judge another. But let us all await the judgment of our
Lord Jesus Christy who singly and alone has the power both of
setting us up in the government of His Church, and of judging
our proceedings" The Bishops delivered their judgments
seriatim, finishing with St. Cyprian, and unanimously ratified
what they had agreed upon before, that heretics should be
admitted into the Church by Baptism, and not merely by the
imposition of hands; and thus an African Council of the
third century treated a judgment of the Pope, and his sen-
tence of excommunication until they altered their practice.

Comment But theso last words of St. Cyprian arc so remarkable in
of St. Au-

gustine. themselves, and have such a bearing on the present Papal
claims, that they deserve further notice. Now, lest we should
imagine that St. Cyprian was hurried away by the ardour of
his defence of a favourite doctrine, and his sense of the

Pope's severity, into unjustifiable expressions concerning the
rights of Bishops, it so happens that we possess the comment
of the greatest of the Fathers on these very words. St. Au-
gustine, writing 140 years after, and fully agreeing with the
judgment of Pope Stephen, as had the whole Church finally,

Tom. 9. p. quotes the whole passage. "' It remains for us each to de-
110.

liver our sentiments on this matter, judging no one, nor re-
moving any one, if he be of a different opinion, from the
right of Communion/ There he not only permits me with-
out loss of Communion further to seek the truth, but even to

be of a different judgment. Tor no one of us/ saith he,
f sets himself up to be a Bishop of Bishops, or by fear of his
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tyranny compels his colleagues to the necessity of obedi- SECT,
ehce/ What can be more gentle ? What more humble ? -
Certainly no authority deters us from seeking what is the
truth: ' since/ he says, 

' 
every Bishop according to his re-

cognised liberty and power possesses a free choice, and can
no more be judged by another than he himself can judge
another:' certainly, I imagine, in those questions which
have not yet been thoroughly and completely settled. For
he knew how great and mysterious a sacrament the whole
Church was then with various reasonings considering, and
he left open a freedom of inquiry, that the truth might by
search be laid open I cannot by any means be induced
to believe that Cyprian, a Catholic Bishop, a Catholic Martyr,
and the greater he was the more in every respect humbling
himself, that he might find grace before God, did, especially
in a holy Council of his colleagues, utter with his mouth
other than what he carried in his heart, particularly as he
adds-' But let us all await the judgment of our Lord Jesus
Christ, who singly and alone has the power both of setting
us up in the government of His Church, and of judging our
proceedings/ Under appeal then to so great a judgment,
expecting to hear the truth from his colleagues, should he
offer them the first example of falsehood ? God avert such
a madness from any Christian, how much more from Cyprian.
We possess then a free power of inquiry, admitted us by
Cyprian's own most gentle and true language."

Who can conclude otherwise than that St. Augustine in
the year 400, as St. Cyprian in the year 256, was utterly
ignorant of any such power as is now claimed for the See of
Rome, under cover of that original Primacy to which both
these great saints have borne indubitable witness? For the
words of St. Cyprian, attested and approved by St. Augtis-.
tine, contain the most explicit denial of that power lodged
in the See of Rome as distinct from an Ecumenical Council,
by which alone, if at all, the Church of England has been
declared schismatical and excommunicate.

These are Bishops of the West speaking, but the East
also must give its voice. St. Diorivsius of Alexandria, and^»

many other Eastern Prelates, among the rest Firmilian, st.I *

Metropolitan of Cesarea, in Cappadocia, supported St. Cyprian Uan-
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CHAP, on the question of rebaptization. The latter had been in-
" formed of St. Stephen's strong judgment and decided pro-

ceedings in the matter, who had threatened to separate the
Bishops of the East also from his communion, if they did
not comply with his rule. Firmilian wrote a long letter to
Cyprian, which contains very remarkable expressions. He
alludes in it more than once to the Primacy of St. Peter,

S- Gyp. Ep. and to that of Stephen as descending from him. "But what
is the error, and how great the blindness of him (i, e. the
Pope) who says, remission of sins can be given in the meet-
ings of heretics, nor remains in the foundation of the one
Church which was once fixed by Christ upon the rock, may
be hence understood, because to Peter alone Christ said,
Whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in

heaven, and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be
loosed in heaven; and again, in the Gospel, when on the
Apostles alone Christ breathed and said, Receive the Holy
Ghost: whose sins ye remit they are remitted, and whose
ye retain, they are retained. Therefore the power of remitting
sins was given to the Apostles and the Churches which they,
being sent by Christ, set up, and to the Bishops who have suc-
ceeded them by ordination in their stead. . . . And here I
am justly indignant at this so open and manifest folly of
Stephen, because, glorying as he does in the rank of his
Episcopate, and maintaining that he holds the succession of
Peter, upon whom the foundations of the Church were laid,
he introduces many other rocks, and sets up new buildings
of many Churches, while he affirms, on his own authority,
that Baptism is in them Nor does he perceive that
the truth of the Christian rock is clouded over by him, and
in a manner abolished, who thus betrays and deserts unity.
.... You Africans can say against Stephen, that, when
the truth became known to you, you relinquished an erro-
neous custom. But we join custom also to truth, and to
the custom of the Romans oppose a custom indeed, but that
of truth, holding from the beginning this which has been
delivered down from Christ, and from the Apostles." He
had said before, " One may know that those who are at
Rome do not in all things observe what has been delivered
down from the beginning, and vainly allege the authority 01
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the Apostles, even by this, that in celebrating Easter, and in SECT.
many other sacred rites, one may see there are among them :-
certain variations; nor are all things there kept as they are
kept at Jerusalem; just as in very many other provinces
also, according to the diversity of places and names, there
are variations; nor yet on this account have the peace and
unity of the Catholic Church ever been departed from.
Which now Stephen has dared to do, breaking peace to-
wards you, which his predecessors always kept with you, in
reciprocal love and honour; casting, too, shameful reproach
(infamans) on the blessed Apostles, Peter and Paul, as if
they had handed this down/' &c. The letter concludes with
an apostrophe to Stephen, which only a regard to truth
induces me to quote, so painful is its vehemence, though it'
proves ex abundanti the point we are upon : "And Stephen
is not ashamed to assert this, that remission of sins can be
given through those who are themselves in all their sins. . .
Tut thou art worse than all heretics; for whilst many, ac-
knowledging their error, come to thee thence to receive the
true light of the Church, thou assistest the errors of those
so coming. . . Nor understandest that their souls will be
demanded at thy hand, when the day of judgment is come,
who to the thirsting hast denied the Church's draught, and
hast been the cause of death to those who would live. And

moreover thou art indignant ! See with what ignorance
thou venturest to censure those who strive for the truth

against falsehood. For who had most right to be angry at
another; he who supports the enemies of God, or he who
argues for the truth of the Church against him who supports
God's enemies ? except that it is evident that the ignorant
are also passionate and wrathful, whilst, through lack of
wisdom and discourse, they readily betake themselves to
passion, so that it is of none other than thee that Holy
Scripture says, (The passionate man prepares quarfels, and
the wrathful man heaps up sins;' for what quarrels and dis-
sensions hast thou caused through the Churches of the
whole world! But how great a sin hast thou heaped upon
thyself, when thou didst cut thyself off from so many flocks ,-
for thou hast destroyed thyself. Do not be deceived. Since he
is the true schismatic who has made himself an apostate from
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[ A P. the communion of the Church's oneness; for whilst thou dost
fancy that all can be excommunicated by thee, thou hast excom-
municated thyself alone from all This salutary advice of
the Apostle how diligently hath Stephen fulfilled ! preserving
humility of feeling and lenity, in his first rank, (primo in
loco.) For what could be more humble or gentle, than to
have disagreed with so many Bishops throughout the whole
world, breaking peace with one and the other on various
grounds of discord, now with the Eastern, as we are sure
you are aware, now with you in the South ; episcopal depu-
ties from whom he received with such patience and mild-
ness, that he did not even admit them to an interview;

m

that he charged the whole brotherhood, that no one should
receive them into his house?" &c.

In another place we have preserved to us the opinion of
St. pio- St. Dionysius of Alexandria on St. Stephen's mode of acting
nysms, ith the Eastern Churches. And this opinion is the more

1 important because this same eminent Bishop is quoted by
!r. Newman as a witness to the Papal Supremacy, in that

he explained to Dionysius, Bishop of Rome, certain points on
which he was accused. Writing, then, to Philemon, a Priest
of the Roman Church, he says, as Eusebius has preserved

Euseb. 1. 7. for us his words : " This too I have learnt, that not the Bishops
*a Africa alone have now introduced this custom, but lon

Launoy. agO a}so jn fa^ times of the Bishops our predecessors, in the
most populous Churches, and in Councils of the Brethren at
Iconium, and Synada, and in many places, this was deter-
mined on : to overturn whose resolutions, and so to throw
them into strife and contention, I do not venture. For thou
shalt not remove, saith He, thy neighbour's landmark, which
thy fathers have set."

Here I think it is pretty plain, 1st, that St. Dionysius dis-
approve* of St. Stephen's conduct : 2ndly, that he acknow-
ledged no power in his See different in kind from that of
other Sees : 3rdly, that he sets forth indirectly the original
Episcopal constitution of the Church.

The words of St. Basil the Great convey the same impres-
sion. In his Canonical letter to St. Amphilochius, which
has ever been of authority in the Eastern Church, he says,
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"It seemed good to the ancients, Cyprian, I mean, and our SECT.
Firmilian, to subject all these to the same decision, the C? T) *

Cathari, and Encratitse, and Hydroparastatse: because the torn. 3. p.
beginning of the separation took place through a schism, and
they who revolted from the Church had no longer the grace
of the Holy Spirit upon them. For His communication
failed them by the succession being cut off. For the first
seceders indeed had ordination from the Fathers, and by the
imposition of their hands possessed the spiritual gift: but
those who broke away, becoming laymen, had authority nei-
ther to baptize, nor to ordain, being no longer able to convey
the grace of the Holy Spirit to others, from which they had
fallen themselves. Wherefore they (the Fathers) bade those
who came from them to the Church, as being baptized by
laymen, to be purified by the free Baptism of the Church.

ut since some in Asia have altogether decided, as a matter
of dispensation to a great number, that their Baptism be re-
ceived, let it be received. But we must know the drift ofI

that bad act of the Encratitse : for, in order to bar their way
back to the Church, they attempted, later, to occupy the
ground with their own Baptism : by which they have also
broken their own custom. I judge therefore, since there is
nothing distinctly decided about them, that we ought to
reject their Baptism, and if any one has received it from
them, baptize him at his reception into the Church. If
however this should stand in the way of the general dis-
pensation, we should again comply with the custom, and oiWo/«'a.
follow the Fathers who have admitted this mode of dealing
by dispensation in our matters. For I fear, lest, while we
desire to make them shrink from baptizing, we may hinder
those who are in the way to salvation through the severity of
our rule. But if they keep our Baptism, let us not regard
that. For we are bound not to acknowledge this in them,
but to be scrupulous in our servitude to the canons."

It is clear, I suppose, first, that St. Basil did not censure
St. Cyprian or St. Firmilian for their conduct in this matter :
secondly, that he never so much as imagined that the decree
of Pope St. Stephen could settle the question by authority:
thirdly, that he held it to be a subject matter in which the

authority, i.e. Bishops in Council, might dispense;
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CHAP, fourthly, that he held the Canon, i.e. the regulation of
Bishops in Councils, to be a supreme authority to which all
Christian men owe not merely observance, but, it is his own
word, scrupulous servitude.

Concerning this remarkable history Tillemont says that
Pope St. Sixtus, therefore called by Pontius that " good and
peace-loving Priest," probably restored communion between

Tillemont his own See and that of Carthage. " As for the terms on
i<3 n f*f* 4

I6o! * which this peace was made, there is much appearance that it
was as St, Dionysius and St. Cyprian demanded, that is, that
each Bishop was left to act according to his discretion and
light, until God should discover the truth in a more clear
and authentic manner." Which is as much as to say that
the Bishop of Rome's decision, in opposition to that of other
great Prelates, was not a clear and authentic manner. Fleury

Liv. 7. sec. observes : " It is not known what was then the issue of this
32

dispute. It is certain that it still continued under Pope
St. Sixtus, successor of St. Stephen: this is seen by the
letters that St. Dionysius of Alexandria wrote him; and it
does not appear that St. Cyprian or Firmilian changed their
mind. Still St. Cyprian is counted among the most illus-
trious martyrs, even in the Roman Church, which names him
in the Canon of the Mass, in preference to Pope St. Stephen;
and the Greeks, in their Menologium, honour the memory
of Firmilian. With reason, since we shall see him preside
over the first Council of Antioch, against Paul of Samosata;
and the Fathers of the second Council, writing to the Pope,
name Firmilian, of happy memory, as they do Dionysius of
Alexandria. Why the error of St. Cyprian and St. Firmilian
hurt not their sanctity is, that they always preserved on
their part the unity of the Church, and charity, and that
they maintained in good faith a bad cause, which they be-
lieved good, and upon which there had not yet been a decision
received by unanimous consent of the whole Church. Thus
St. Augustine speaks of it, not counting as a final decision
the decree of Pope St. Stephen, though true in its matter, and
clothed with all the force that he could give it. No one of the
ancients has accused these holy Bishops of obstinacy for not
having obeyed this decree. The decision of Pope St. Stephen
respecting the baptism of heretics has prevailed, because it
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was the most ancient and the most universal, and conse- SECT.

quently the best. ... At length this question was entirely - '-
set at rest by the authority of the universal Council, that is
to say, at the latest, at the Council of Nicea." Most fair
and just : St. Cyprian and St. Firmilian may have innocently
erred in such a matter ; but what of the way in which they
treated the Pope ? Could they be ignorant of the constitu-
tion of that Church of which they were Primates, Saints,
and one a Martyr? If his decision was final, must they
not have known it ? If his primacy involved their obedience,
must they not have rendered it? But if they were his de-
puties, as the present Roman claim would have it, who can
express their rashness ? Had they been right, and the Pope
wrong, according to the present tenets of the Latin Church,
obedience had been better than sacrifice. In truth, they
would have anticipated the noble submission of the Arch-
bishop of Cambrai, and yielded at once to the chair of St.
Peter, whatever had been their conviction as to the truth of
their views; but the Archbishop of Carthage, the sternest
defender of Ecclesiastical unity and discipline which even the
Church of the Fathers produced, knew not that he had any
such duty towards the See of St. Peter; and St. Dionysius
of Alexandria at the time, as well as St. Basil of Cesarea
one hundred and twenty years later, knew it as little.

Nay, and St. Augustine knew it not either. It was no judgment
more the belief in his day, than in St. Cyprian's. The Do-
uatists alleged against him in the question of Baptism the *!lis00 ^ r tion,

authority of Cyprian in this great Council of Carthage. This
leads him to make a very important statement - " You are Tom. 9. 97.

wont to object against us Cyprian's letters, Cyprian's judg-
ment, Cyprian's Council : why do you assume the authority
of Cyprian for your schism, and reject his example for the
peace of the Church ? But who is ignorant that canonical
holy Scripture, as well of the Old as of the New Testament,
is contained in its own certain limits, and is so preferred to
all subsequent letters of Bishops, that no doubt or discussion
at all can be held concerning it, as to whether that be true
or right, which is acknowledged to be found written in it: "
but that the letters of Bishops which either have been or are
written after the confirmation of the Canon, may be repre-

E 2
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CHAP, hended both by the reasoning, peraclventure more full of
- wisdom, of some one in that matter more skilled, and bv theI/

weightier authority and more learned judgment of other
isliops and by Councils, if Imply tliriv has been in them

any deviation from the truth ; and that Councils themselves,
holden in particular regions or provinces, yield beyond all
question to the authority of plenary Councils, which are
made out of the whole Christian world: and that former

plenary Councils themselves are often corrected by subse-
quent ones, when by some practical experience what has
been hidden is laid open, and what lay concealed is recog-
nised, without any puffing up of sacrilegious pride, without
any haughty exhibition of arrogance, without any strife of livid
envy, with holy humility, with Catholic peace, with Christian
charity." Here, where, in a dignus vindice nodus, we should
have expected some mention of the Chief See, and St. Peter's
rights, all is referred to the voice of Bishops in Council,
that See, in which, according to Bellarmine, the plenitude
of all the power resides which Christ left in His Church, is
not even spoken of. He proceeds-" Wherefore holy Cypriau,
the more exalted, the more humble," (in a matter for which
he was excommunicated by the Pope, and in which, if the
present Papal theory be true, his conduct was to the last
degree insolent and unjustifiable,) " who so loved the example
of Peter as to say,-' Shewing, indeed, an instance to us of
concord and patience, that we should not pertinaciously love
our own opinion, but should rather count for our own any
useful and sound suggestions, which at times are made by
our brethren and colleagues, if they be true and lawful :y he
sufficiently shews that he would most readily have corrected
his judgment, had any one pointed out to him that the

m"^^^^r

out" (from the Church) "in the same manner that it could not
be lost when they went out: on which point we have already
said much. Nor should we ourselves venture to make any
such assertion, were we not supported by the unanimous
authority of the whole Church: to which he too, without
doubt, would yield, if the truth of this question had at that
period been thoroughly sifted, and declared, and established
by a plenary Council. For if he praises and extols Peter for
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having with patience and harmony suffered correction from ^
. Ill

a single younger colleague, how much more readily would !
he himself, with the Council of his province, have yielded to
the authority of the whole world; when the truth was laid
open ? because, indeed, so holy and so peaceful a soul might
most readily agree to one person55 (i.e. the Pope), "speaking_

and proving the truth : and this, perhaps, was really the*

fact, but we know not. For not all which at that time was

transacted between Bishops could be committed to posterity
and writing, nor do we know all which was so committed.
For how could that matter, involved in so many clouds of
altercations, be brought to the clear consideration and ratifi-
cation of a plenary Council, unless first for a long time
throughout all the regions of the world it had been thoroughly
tried, and made manifest by many discussions and con-
ferences of Bishops on the one side and on the other ? But
wholesome peace produces this, that when obscure questions
have been long under inquiry, and, through the difficulty of
ascertaining them, beget various judgments in brotherly dis-
cussion, until the pure truth be arrived at, the bond of unity
holds, lest in the part cut off the incurable wound of error
should remain/'' He considers Pope Stephen here, even
when he was right, as one of many brethren, who had a right
to be deferentially heard, but no more. In fact his contro-
versy with the Donatists has led him in a great number of
passages to speak of this dispute between St. Stephen and
St. Cyprian. Now it is remarkable, 1st. that in not one of
these does he censure St. Cyprian for not having obeyed the
judgment of St. Stephen: 2nd. in not one does he intimate
that a letter from the Bishop of Borne ought to be obeyed :
3rd. he does continually excuse St. Cyprian for having been
wrong in a poiut which was afterwards settled against him
by a plenary Council: this, and not his resistance to the
Pope, as has been most falsely stated, being " that spot of
his most pure breast which he covered with the fervour of
his charity :" this that which "if there was any thing in him s. Aug.,
to be amended, the Father purged witli the pruning-hook of £>m* 2'247
his passion." 4th. He as continually attributes to a plenary *
Council the power of settling such disputed points, asserting
that St. Cyprian would have yielded to it the obedience
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CHAP, which he refused to St. Stephen. I select two passages out
' of many quoted by Launoy. To the Donatist Bishop Gau-

dentius he writes, " Answer me if you can this short ques-
tion. While Cyprian was rebaptizing those who came from
the heretics, being Bishop of the Church of Carthage, Stephen
being Bishop of the Church of Rome received heretics in the
same baptism which they had had given them out of the
Church, and both, pursuing this different practice, remained
in Catholic unity/' He here plainly assigns no more autho-
rity to Stephen than to Cyprian. In another he sums up his

Tom.9.670, opinion thus. "Wherefore rendering due reverence, and
G " 9. 162. . . .

' * paying meet honour, so far as in me lies, to the peace-loving
Bishop and glorious Martyr Cyprian, I yet venture to say,
not on the strength of my own judgment, but on that of the* 

universal Church, strengthened and confirmed by the autho-
rity of a plenary Council, that he formed an opinion con-
cerning the rebaptizing of schismatics and heretics contrary
to that which truth afterwards brought to light." I do not
think that stronger and clearer evidence respecting St. Au-
gustine's view as to the power of the Roman See, both de

jure and de facto, can be desired than this matter presents.
And how can the Church government under which St. Au-
gustine lived and died render schismatical and exclude from
the pale of salvation those who now maintain it ?

So, in another place, arguing with these same Donatists,
he distinctly considers the case of the judgment of the

Tom. 2.96. Roman Pontiff being erroneous. " The Donatists" says he,
*' chose with a double purpose, to plead their cause with " mm
Caecilian before the Churches across the sea; being doubly
prepared, that if they could by any skilfulness of false accu-
sation have overcome him, they might to the full satiate their
desire : but if they failed in this, might continue in the same
perversity, but still as if they would have to allege, that they
had suffered in having bad judges: this is what all evil
suitors cry, though they have been overcome by the plainest
truths: as if it might not be answered them and most justly

Judgment retorted,-Let us suppose that these Bishops who judged at
CouncTral Rome," (Pope Melchiades and a Council of Gallic and Italian
after the Bishops,) " were not fair judges; there still remained a pie-
judgment, nary Council of the universal Church, where the cause might
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have been tried even with those very judges, so that had they SECT.
been convicted of false judgment their decision might be re-
versed."

ay, it appears, the cause of the Donatists, after being
decided by Pope Melchiades, was reheard, and that, not
by a plenary Council, but by other Bishops of the West,
deputed by Constantine. "Know," says St. Augustine, Tom.2.229.
"that your first ancestors carried the cause of Csecilianus
before the Emperor Constantine. Demand this of us, let
us prove it to you, and if we prove it not, do with us what
you can. But because Constantine dared not to judge in
the cause of a Bishop, he delegated the discussion and ter-
minating of it to Bishops. This took place in the city of
Rome under the presidency of Melchiades, Bishop of that
Church, with many of his colleagues. They having pro-
nounced Csecilianus innocent, and condemned Donatus, who
had made the schi m

the Emperor, and murmured against the judgment of the
Bishops in which they had been beaten. For how can the
guilty party praise the judge by whose sentence he has been
beaten ? Yet a second time the most indulgent Emperor
assigned other Bishops as judges, at Aries, in Gaul, and
from them your party appealed to the Emperor himself,
until he too heard the cause, and pronounced Csecilianus
innocent, and them false accusers." Did he who wrote these

words mean to censure Constantine for granting a second
hearing after the judgment of Pope Melchiades ?

" Basilides," says Mr. Newman, " deposed in Spain, be- 4. Case of
takes himself to Rome, and gains the ear of St. Stephen."
This, however, is only half the case. It comes to the know-
ledge of St. Cyprian that he has done so. Let us take
Fleury's account. "As Basilides and Martial still endea-Fleury, liv.
voured to force themselves back upon their Sees, Felix and
Sabinus, their legitimate successors, went to Carthage with
letters from the Churches of Leon, Asturia, and Merida, and
from another Felix, Bishop of Sarragossa, known in Africa
as attached to the faith, and a defender of the truth. These
letters were read in a Council of thirty-six Bishops, at the
head of whom was St. Cyprian, who answered in the name
of all by a letter addressed to the Priest Felix, and to the
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CHTAP. faithful people of Leon and Astoria, and to the Deacon
- Loelius, with the people of Merida." In this letter he says,

Ep. 68. S.
Cypriani. " Wherefore, according to Divine tradition, and Apostolic ob-

servance, that is to be kept and observed, which is observed
by us also, and generally throughout all the Provinces, that in
order rightly to celebrate ordinations, the nearest Bishops of
the same Province should meet together with that people for
whom the head is ordained, and the Bishop should be chosen
in the presence of the people, which is most fully acquainted
with the life of every one, and has observed the conduct of
each individual from his conversation. And this we see was

observed by you in the ordination of our colleague Sabinus,
so that, according to the suffrage of the whole brotherhood,
and the judgment of the Bishops, who were either present,
or had sent you letters about him, the Episcopate was con-
ferred upon him, and hands laid upon him in the place of

asilides. Nor can it invalidate a rightful ordination, that
asilides, after the detection of his crimes and the laying

bare his conscience even by his own confession, going to
Rome deceived our colleague Stephen, who was far removed
and ignorant of the thing as it was really done, that he
might make interest for an unjust restoration to that Epi-
scopate from which he had been rightfully deposed. It
comes to this, that the crimes of Basilides have been rather
doubled than wiped away, since to his former sins, the crime
of deceit and circumvention has been added. Nor should he

be so much blamed, who through negligence was over-reached,
as the other execrated, who fraudulently deceived. But if

asilides could over-reach men, God he cannot," &c. If the
appeal of Basilides to Stephen proves the Roman Primacy,
what does the subsequent appeal of the people of Leon,
Asturia, and Mericla, to Carthage, prove? And if the re-
storation of Basilides by Stephen, proves that he possessed
that power, what does the subsequent pronouncing of that
restoration void by Cyprian and his Brother Bishops, without
even first acquainting Stephen, prove?

Summary In truth, all the acts of St. Cyprian's Episcopate, of which
prian's rela-1 have given several in illustration, are an indisputable as-

he surance to the candid mind that he treated the Roman

Pontiff. Pontiff simply as his brother,-his elder brother, indeed,
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holding the first See in Christendom, but, individually, as SECT.
liable to err as himself. And it is equally clear that St. - -
Augustine, a hundred and forty years later, did not censure
him for this. What we have seen, is this. In the matter of

Fortunatus and Felicissimus, Cyprian rejects with vehement
indignation their appeal to Rome: in the case of Marcian
of Aries, having, as well as Pope Stephen, been appealed to
by Paustinus Bishop of Lyons, and his colleagues, he writes
as an equal to Pope Stephen, almost enjoining him what to
do: in the question of rebaptizing heretics, he disregards
St. Stephen's judgment, and the anathema which accompanies
it; and how strong St. Firmilian's language is we need not
repeat, who declares that St. Stephen's excommunication
only cut off himself: in the case of Basilides, he deposes
afresh one whom Stephen had restored.

SECT. IV.

"St. Victor, Bishop of Rome," says Mr. Newman, u threatens Pope St.
to excommunicate the Asian Churches." The fact is unques- the Asian
tionable, as Mr. Newman states it. But the bearing of this Churches-
fact it is impossible to see, without going into the circum-
stances, and taking note how the Asian Churches them-
selves, and how other Bishops, received St. Victor's act.
Let us take then the original account in Eusebius. "About
this time (A.D. 193) no small controversy arose, because the " 

~~ '

Dioceses of all Asia," (i.e. the Province of Ephesus,) "as from
a more ancient tradition, thought they were bound to keep
the fourteenth day after the full moon for the festival of the
Passover which brought salvation, on which the Jews were
ordered to sacrifice the lamb. As if it were necessary abso-
lutely on this day, whichever day of the week it might fall
upon, to terminate the fast. Whereas it was not the custom
of the Churches throughout all the rest of the world to keep
it in this manner, they following a custom which has pre-
vailed even to this time from Apostolical tradition, that the
fast should not terminate on any other day but that of the
resurrection of our Saviour. So then Synods aiul meetings
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CHAP, of Bishops took place. And all with one accord by their
'- letters set forth the Ecclesiastical rule to all countries, that

the mystery of the Lord's resurrection from the dead should
be celebrated on none other but the Lord's day, and that 011
this alone we should observe the termination of the Paschal

fast. There is extant still a writing of the Bishops then as-
sembled in Palestine, over whom presided Theophilus, Bishop
of the Diocese of Csesarea, and Narcissus of that of Jerusalem.
And of the Synod at Rome in like manner another, about the
same question, bearing the name of the Bishop Victor. And
of the Bishops in Poiitus, over whom Palmas as the most
ancient was set. And of the Dioceses of Gaul, whereof Ire-
nseus had the care. And further of those in Osrhoene and

the cities there. And, separately, one of Bacchyllus, Bishop
of the Church of the Corinthians, and of a great many others,
who, giving the same opinion and judgment, put forth one
sentence. And these came to one decision, that which we
have mentioned."

Here then is a most unsuspicious description of the
Church's Constitution in action, from a writer of the fourth
century. And, independent of his own authority, St. Victor
had on his side a very strong case, in the unanimity of so
many parts of the world. What follows ? " But the Bishops
of Asia, who persisted that they ought to maintain the
ancient custom delivered down to them, were presided over
by Polycrates : who himself in the letter which he wrote to
Victor and the Church of the Romans, thus sets forth the
tradition which had come to him. "We then celebrate the

genuine day, neither adding thereto, nor taking away there-
from. For in Asia two great luminaries (o-rol^eia) have gone
to their rest, which shall rise again on the day of the Lord's
advent, when He cometh with glory from heaven, and shall
raise up all the saints : namely, Philip, one of the twelve
Apostles, who rests in Hierapolis ; and two of his daughters,
virgins, who attained old age: and another daughter of his,
who was inspired by the Holy Spirit, and rests in Ephesus :
moreover, John who reclined on the Lord's bosom, who be-
came a Priest wearing the circlet, and a martyr, and doctor.
He rests in Ephesus. Moreover Polycarp, both Bishop and
Martyr in Smyrna; and Thraseas, Bishop and Martyr of
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Eumenia, who rests in Smyrna. Why should I mention SECT.
Sagaris, Bishop and Martyr, who rests in Laodicea; and the -
blessed Papirius, and Melito the Eunuch, who did all things
by inspiration of the Holy Spirit, who lies in Sardis, waiting
for the visitation from heaven, when he shall rise from the
dead. All these kept the fourteenth day for the Passover,
according to the Gospel, varying nothing, but following ac-
cording to the rule of faith. And I, Polycrates, that am the
least of you all, according to the tradition of my kinsmen,
sundry of whom I follow. Seven of my kinsmen were

ishops, and I the eighth, and my kinsmen always kept
for the day that on which the people avoided leaven. I
then, brethren, having been the Lord's disciple sixty-fiveJ

years, and having conferred with my brethren throughout
the world, and having studied all holy Scripture, am not
alarmed at what I am threatened with. For those greater
than I have said, we must obey God rather than men." He
proceeds to speak respecting all the Bishops present with
him and concurring in opinion, thus: " I might have spoken
of the Bishops present with me, whom you called upon me
to convoke, and whom I convoked accordingly: whose names
were I to write they would be a great number. And they,
having seen me, humble as I am, agreed with my letter,
knowing that I do not disgrace my gray hairs, but have
always lived under the law of the Lord Jesus Christ."

Thus the answer of the Archbishop of Ephesus to St. Vic-
tor in the second century is precisely similar in tone to that
of the Archbishop of Carthage in the third to St. Stephen.
Could Polycrates have acknowledged in the Roman See any
authority different in kind from that of other Bishops, such
as the Supremacy ? Could he have said distinctly to the
power which could cut him off from the Church of God
and the covenant of salvation, " having conferred with my
brethren throughout the world, and having studied all holy
Scripture, I am not alarmed at what I am threatened
with:" i. e. excommunication from Rome. Eusebius pro-
ceeds, " Thereupon Victor, Bishop of the Roman city, en-
deavours to cut off from the common unity the Dioceses of
all Asia in a body, together with the neighbouring Churches,
as heterodox, and proscribes them by letter, proclaiming all
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CHAP, the brethren in those parts to be utterly separated from
-communion. However these measures did not please all

the Bishops. They exhort him therefore on the other side
to pursue peace and unity and love towards his neighbours.
Their writings too are extant, very severely censuring Victor.
Among whom also Irenaeus, writing in the person of the
brethren over whom he presided in Gaul, maintains indeed
that the mystery of the Lord's resurrection should be cele-
brated only on the Lord's day, but he charges Victor in be-
coming terms, at great length, not to cut off whole Churches
of God, which keep the tradition of ancient custom, and
he sums up thus: ' For not only concerning the day is
there a dispute, but also respecting the sort of fast. For
some consider they ought to fast one day, some two, some
more; some measure out forty continuous hours for their
day. And there is this variation in the observance notv

merely in our time, but long before in the time of our pre-
decessors, who, as it seems, not always governing with strict
accuracy, handed down to those after them the custom which
had grown up naturally, or from the peculiar habit of the
place. But none the less all these kept at peace, as we do
now, with each other. And the diversity of the fast sets off
the harmony of the faith/ He then adds a narration which
I will insert as belonging to the subject, to this effect. 'Like-
wise the elders before Soter, who presided over the Church
which you now direct, Anicetus, I mean, and Pius, Hyginus
and Telesphorus and Xystus, neither kept it thus themselves,
nor permitted those with them to keep it: but, not the less,
though they kept it not themselves thus, they preserved peace
with those who came to them from the dioceses where it was

thus kept. Yet to maintain the observance among those who
observed it differently, shewed the greater opposition. Yet
never were any cast out on account of this matter. But the
elders before you, who kept it not themselves, sent the Eu-
charist to those from the Dioceses who kept it. And when
the blessed Polycarp sojourned in Rome in the time of Ani-
cetus, they had some slight points of controversy with each
other which were soon settled, but about this main point they
would not persist in strife: for neither could Anicetus per-
suade Polycarp not to keep it, as having always kept it so
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with John the disciple of our Lord, and the other Apostles SECT.
" TV

with whom he had lived, nor could Polycarp persuade Ani -- : -
cetus to keep it after his way, alleging that he was bound
to maintain the custom of the elders before him. Such being
the state of matters they communicated with each other :
and in the church Anicetus yielded the celebration of the
Eucharist to Polycarp out of respect, and they departed from
each other in peace, enjoying the peace of the whole Church,
both of those who kept it one way, and of those who kept it
the other/ This is what Irenseus says, bearing out his name,
and a peace-maker in temper, exhorting and mediating for
the peace of the Church, He also wrote not to Victor alone,
but to very many other rulers of Churches to the like effect
respecting the question moved.

"But the Bishops in Palestine whom we have just men-
tioned, Narcissus, and Theophilus, and with them Cassius,

ishop of the Church in Tyre, and Clarus of that in Ptole-
mais, and those assembled with them, have spoken at great
length concerning the tradition which had come down to
them by succession from the Apostles concerning Easter, and
they sum up thus at the end of their letter. ' Endeavour to
send copies of our letter to every Church, that we may not
be charged with those who easily lead astray their own souls.
But we declare to you that they in Alexandria celebrate the
same day as we do : for letters go from us to them, and
from them to us, so that we keep the holy day with one
accord at the same time/"

I suppose that the actions of St. Irenseus towards the Apo- Acts of St.
stolic See of the West are a comment upon his words re-
specting it : and that when he calls Rome, as Mr, Newman words
quotes, "the greatest Church, the most ancient, the mostV

conspicuous, and founded and established by Peter and
Paul/* appeals to its tradition not in contrast indeed, but in
preference to that of other Churches, and declares that " in
this Church, every Church, that is, the faithful from every
side must meet/' or " 

agree together propter potiorem prin-
cipalitatem" he really means what he says, and what his
actions indicate, that the Bishop of Rome was first among
his brethren : and he does not mean a totally different
thing, which his words are quoted to prove, namely, that the
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CHAP. Bishop of Rome stood in the same relation to him and to all
--: the other Bishops of the world as he himself stood in to his

own presbyters at Lyons. If he did mean this latter thing,
he selected the strangest words to express it, and he exem-
plified it by the strangest actions which I can well conceive.
But what excuse to allege for Poly crates, who absolutely re-
fused to listen to the Bishop of Rome's decision, or for the
other Bishops throughout the world who met aud discussed
the matter in virtue of their own authority, and gave their
judgment, as binding upon their people, by the same autho-
rity, and requested, as the Bishops of Palestine, that copies of
their letters might be sent everywhere, instead of looking to
a sentence from Rome, I cannot imagine : unless it be what
Mr. Newman suggests that " all authority necessarily leads
to resistance." P. 24. In that point of view, certainly, the
first four centuries supply the strongest sort of " cumulative
argument" to the Roman Supremacy, for they are nothing
else but a perpetual denial of it: only that the idea does not
seem to have presented itself to the great Councils and
writers of that time.

Testimony But the truth of the matter is that Irenseus, in the very
ams. passage quoted by Mr. Newman to prove the authority of

Rome, is a most unambiguous witness on our side, viz., that
Rome was indeed a great and Apostolical Church, but not pos-
sessed of any authority different in kind from other Churches,
especially Apostolical Sees. To manifest this, it needs but

s. irensei to quote the passage in full. " All who wish to see the truth
lib. 3. cap. may look back in every Church on the tradition of the Apo-

sties made manifest through the whole world : and we can
give the catalogue of those who were set up by the Apostles
as Bishops in the Churches, and of their successors to our
times, who neither taught nor knew any such thing as these
in their madness imagine. For had the Apostles known
secret mysteries, which they taught to the perfect separately
and unknown to the rest, they would have communicated
them especially to those, to whom they committed even the
Churches themselves. For they desired that those whom
they left for their successors, committing to them their very
own place of rule, should be exceedingly perfect and blame-
less in all things : on whose upright conduct great advantage
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would follow, while the most grievous calamity would attend SECT,
their fall. But, since it would be very long in such a
volume as my present to enumerate the successions of all
the Churches, by pointing out the tradition received from
the Apostles, and the faith declared to men, which through
the succession of its Bishops reaches even to our times in
the Church, the greatest, most ancient, and known to all,
founded and set up at Rome, by the two most glorious Apo-
stles Peter and Paul, we confound all such as in any manner,
either through their self will, or vain glory, or through
blindness and bad intention, make private conventicles. For
to this Church on account of its superior rank, (or origin,)
it is necessary that every Church should assemble, that is,
the faithful on every side, in which the tradition from the
Apostles has been ever preserved by those who are on every
side. So then the blessed Apostles" (not Peter alone)
" having founded and built the Church, put into the hands
of Linus the office of Bishop."

This whole passage is elucidated by the contemporary Testimony
passage of Tertullian to which Mr. Newman has referred, nau.ertu "
and which, quoted in full, bears witness for the Episcopal,
and against the Papal system. " Come now, thou that wilt Tertullian

j.1. 'i_ L. \. i-j. A.I T. « de pnesc.
exercise thy curiosity to better purpose in the business of hseret. 36,
thy salvation, go through the Apostolic Churches, in which Oxf'
the very Sees of the Apostles, at this very day, preside over
their own places ; in which their own authentic writings are
read, speaking with the voice of each, and making the face
of each present to the eye. Is Achaia near to thee? Thou
hast Corinth. If thou art not far from Macedonia, thou
hast Philippi, thou hast the Thessalonians. If thou canst
travel into Asia, thou hast Ephesus, But if thou art near to
Italy, thou hast Rome, where we also have an authority close at
hand. What a happy Church is that, on which the Apostles
poured out all their doctrine with their blood; where Peter
had a like passion with the Lord, where Paul hath for his
crown the same death with John ; where the Apostle John
was plunged into boiling oil, and suffered nothing, and was %

afterwards banished to an island." - " If these things be so,
so that the truth be adjudged to belong to us, as many as
walk according to this rule, which the Churches have handed
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CHAP, down from the Apostles, the Apostles from Christ, Christ
: from God, the reasonableness of our proposition is manifest,

which determineth that heretics are not to be allowed to

enter upon an appeal to the Scriptures, whom we prove, with-
out the Scriptures, to have no concern with the Scriptures."
As to what he savs of Rome being an authority close at "/ O "/

hand, he means that Africa had no Apostolic Church, but
had received the Gospel from Italy: so in another place he

TertuiUan says, " What the Romans, dose at hand, trumpet forth, to
fldv M*irc *

4. 5, quoted whom both Peter and Paul left the Gospel, sealed moreover
Ter°t*p. with their own blood." .
4'°* Here we may state that the Paschal controversy was only
Testimony settled at the Nicene Council. The Emperor Constantine, in
peror Con- one of his circular letters to the Churches on that occasion,
stantme. preserved for us by Eusebius, says. " Since by the generalEusebius, r . J ' J ' 

f 
J to

de vita prosperity I have experienced how great is the goodness of
19.18,1*9. Almighty God towards me, I have made this before all other

things the scope of my actions, that the most blessed nations
of the Catholic Church may preserve one faith, and sincere
love, and concordant worship of Almighty God, But since_

this matter could not otherwise take firm and stedfast order,
without discussion being had of all that belonged to our most
holy worship in an assembly of all or at least the greater
number of Bishops, therefore having collected together the
greater number I also was present as one of you, for I will
not deny that in which I most rejoice, that I am your fellow-
servant : all points therefore met with the fitting inquiry
until that the decision which was agreeable to the Judge of
all was brought forth into light in the harmony of unity, so
that no ground for diversity of opinion or doubtfulness of
faith was any more left. Where, too, after inquiry concern-
ing the most holy day of the Passover, it seemed good by
common consent that all men everywhere should observe it
on the same day.-And since it is a fitting order which all
the Churches of the West and of the South and of the4

Northern parts of the world observe, and some of the East-
ern ; for which reason all were then of opinion that this was
right: I too engaged that it would be agreeable to your
prudence, that what is kept with one concordant judgment
in the cit of the Romans, and Italy, and Africa, in all
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Egypt, the Spains, the Gauls, the Britains, Libya, all Greece, SECT.
the dioceses of Asia, Pontus, and Cilicia, may be willingly :
accepted by your prudence also, when you consider that not
only the number of the Churches in the above-mentioned
countries is the greater, but that this it is most pious for all
in common to agree upon, which likewise strict reason seems
to demand:" &c.

I presume that the actions and the words of Constantine
agree together in making the supreme power of the Church
to reside in the concordant voice of her Bishops. He who
convoked the Nicene Council thus bears witness to the prin-
ciples which governed it, and the whole Church, at the period
of its assembling. " .

The same Constantine writes to the Proconsul Anulinus

to grant immunity from public offices to all clerks within
the province intrusted to him " who give their ministry to Euseb., lib
this holy religion in the Catholic Church, over which Caeci- qilotCed by
lianus" (Bishop of Carthage) "presides." Just as the Council Laun°y-
of Nicea in its Synodal Epistle to the Church of Alexandria
writes that certain persons should do nothing " without the
consent of the Bishops of the Catholic and Apostolic Church
who are under Alexander," (Bishop of Alexandria.) Expres-
sions which, taken as Mr. Newman chooses to take certain
words of Ambrosiaster speaking of the " Church being God's On De
house, whose ruler at this time is Damasus," in an absolute p. $4
instead of a relative sense, would prove the supremacy of the
Bishops of Carthage and Alexandria.

" The Emperor Aurelian leaves * to the Bishops of Italy Case of
and of Rome' the decision whether or not Paul of Samosata m"Q£ a mosata.

shall be dispossessed of the See-house at Antiocb." It was
very natural that he should do so, as from their very distance
they were more likely to be impartial judges than any in the
East. But let us see what testimony to the Papal authority
the course of the proceedings themselves taken against Paul
of Samosata renders, for what the Church did is more im-

portant than the decision of a heathen Emperor. Eusebius Eusebius,
writes, " Xystus, having presided over the Church of the p!!^'
Romans eleven years, is succeeded by Dionysius, of the same
name with him of Alexandria. And at the same time, Deme- '

tiianus of Antioch being dead, Paul of Samosata succeeds to
F
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CHAP, the Episcopate. But as he held low and grovelling doctrines
: respecting Christ contrary to the teaching of the Church,, as

if He were in nature a mere man, Dionysius of Alexandria
being invited as to a Council, alleging at once his old age
and weak health, delayed coming, but gave by letter his judg-
ment on the question. But the other Pastors of the Churches
hastened all to Antioch from different quarters, as against
one who laid waste the flock of Christ. The most eminent

of these were, Firmilian Bishop of Cesarea in Cappadocia;
Gregory and Athenodorus, brothers, Bishops of the Churches
in Pontus: also Helenas of the Diocese of Tarsus, and Nico-
mas of Iconium, Moreover Hymenaeus of the Church in
Jerusalem, and Theotecnus of the adjoining Cesarea, and
Maximus the eminent Bishop of the brethren at Bostra.
Numberless others also, together with presbyters and deacons,
might be mentioned as then assembled for the same cause
in the afore-mentioned city, but of these the above were the
most conspicuous. All, then, assembling many various times,
discussions and questionings were mooted at each Council,"

wherein the party of the Samosatene endeavoured still to
conceal and veil the points on which he was wrong, while
the others were zealous to lay bare and drag forth to the
light his heresy and blasphemy against Christ. Meantime
Dionysius dies in the twelfth year of the reign of Gallienus,
having held the bishopric of Alexandria seventeen years, and
is succeeded by Maximus. But Gallienus, after a reign of
fifteen whole years, is succeeded by Claudius, who after two
years is followed by Aurelian, In whose time a Council of
the greatest number of Bishops was assembled, and the
leader of the heresy at Antioch was convicted and distinctly
condemned by all of error, and driven out from the whole
Catholic Church. The person who chiefly convicted and re-
futed his evasions was Malchion, an able man, who was also

head of the Hellenic Sophistical school at Antioch, and for
his pre-eminent orthodoxy in the faith of Christ was honoured
with the presbyterate in the Church there; this man held a
disputation with him in the presence of short-hand writers,
which is still extant, and was alone able to convict that dis-
ingenuous and deceitful one. So then the assembled Pastors,
writing a letter in their joint names to Dionysius Bishop of
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the Romans, and to Maximus Bishop of Alexandria, send it SECT.
" iv

abroad to all the Provinces : thus they make their zeal known -
to all, as well as Paul's perverse heresy, and the way in which
they had convicted and questioned him. Moreover they re-
lated the whole life and conversation of the man. For which

reason it will be well to give here at large their expressions
in order to record them. The letter;

c To Dionysius, and Maximus, and all our fellow-ministers
throughout the world, Bishops, Presbyters, and Deacons, and
to the whole Catholic Church beneath the heavens, Helenus,
and Hymenseus, and Theophilus, and Theotecnus, and Maxi-
mus, Proclus, Nicomas, and (Elian, and Paul, and Bolanus,
and Protogenes, and Hierax, and Eutychius, and Theodoras,
and Malchion, and Lucius, and all the rest that with us in-
habit the neighbouring cities and nations, Bishops, and Pres-
byters, and Deacons, and the Churches of God, send greeting
in the Lord to the beloved brethren/ They then insert a full
account concerning Paul of Samosata, concluding, ' We have
therefore been compelled to cut off this man that set himself*

against God and would not yield, and to appoint in his place
another Bishop for the Catholic Church, by the providence of
God, as we are persuaded, namely Domnus, son of the blessed
Demetrian, who formerly with distinction presided before this
man over the same Diocese, and is adorned with all the quali-
ties that befit a Bishop, and we have made this known to you,
in order that you may write to him, and receive letters of
Communion from him. But let this man write to Artemas,
and those who are of the mind of Artemas communicate

with him/ And so much for this account. So then upon
Paul falling at once from the right faith and his bishopric,
Domnus, as I have said, succeeded to the ministry of the
Church of Antioch. But inasmuch as Paul would by no
means give up the See-house, the Emperor Aurelian being
appealed to gave a most just decision, ordering the house to
be given to those to whom the Bishops in Italy and the city 0Ts fo ol ^^^m- ^^f

of the Romans should appoint it," i. e. the Bishops of the!S""7**'A J. * * \.Ta\ia.v

Provinces of Milan and of Rome, assembled in Council, not *<*"
the Pope as distinct from them.

Thus the Bishop of the third See is deposed by a CouncilTOS ¬TTL-

of his own and the neighbouring Provinces, and though the ffTt\\oi
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CHAP. Bishop of the second See was invited to attend, the Bishop
- of the first, doubtless on account of his distance, is not ap-

plied to. No more complete case of Eastern self-government
can be found than this, of which Mr. Newman has quoted
one isolated and comparatively immaterial point in behalf of
the present Papal Supremacy. It took place about fifty years
before the Council of Nicea, and thus we see that the rule
which in the fifth century the Popes wished to have recog-
nised3 that a Patriarch should not be deposed without the
co-operation of the first See, was not originally observed.
But, further, in the middle of the fourth century this rule

De Marca, was not known. " We must remark/' says De Marca,A r*

lib. 7. c. 4! " that the Orientals considered it thoroughly illegal that
Western Bishops, even in a plenary Council, should attempt
to reconsider judgments passed in Oriental Synods, because
it was plain that by such proceeding the authority of these
Synods would be infringed. And thus it is scarcely credi-
ble that they were minded to admit the authority of the
single Roman Pontiff to be greater than their own, espe-
cially as they had lately made a schism against him, and
excommunicated him, as being the head of those who had
ruined the laws of the Church, e as the head and chief of

the bad, inasmuch as he first opened the door of commu-
nion to criminal and condemned persons, and made a way
for others to break the divine laws/

"For the Orientals in those times (A.D. 341) contended
for this as a certain and undoubted rule of Ecclesiastical dis-

cipline, that matters judged in the East could not be recon-
sidered in the West, nor vice versa. For thus the Council
of Antioch affirmed in its letter to Pope Julius, in which the
Bishops quote the case of the condemnation of Paul of Sa-
mosata decreed by the Oriental Bishops, which the West
received, and confirmed by its assent, without fresh exami-
nation : as likewise the East received and confirmed by its
approbation the condemnation of Novatus passed by a West-
ern Synod. But Pope Julius, in his answer to this letter of
the Council of Antioch, does not absolutely deny that the
authority of Eastern Councils is supreme, but merely dwells
on the case of Athanasius, and exposes the judgment passed
against him in the Council of Tyre, He asserts the nullity
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of this, because charges against Athanasius and his Presby- SECT.
ter Macarius were received in their absence by delegated '-
judges, the acknowledged enemies of Athanasius, and chal-
lenged by him: it followed that this judgment was not im-
partial, but of one side, and consequently ought not to be
executed, so that in receiving Athanasius to his Communion
he had done nothing contrary to the Canon, inasmuch as
the sentence of excommunication was null. He further

pressed on points belonging to the case, namely, that the
falsehood of the accusation was proved on the authority
of the acts; that a great many Eastern Bishops had not
withheld Athanasius from their Communion, though sen-
tence of condemnation had been passed against him: that
moreover the Eastern Bishops were unwilling to meet,
though they had by their legates consented that Pope
Julius should summon all Bishops to Rome to consider the
case of Athanasius. In fine, he says that no attempt was
made against the statutes of the Nicene Council by a sub-
sequent Synod reconsidering what another had determined.
Herein he alludes to the Synod of Alexandria, at which a
hundred Bishops were present, and Arius was condemned,
.whose cause was considered entirely anew at the Nicene
Council.

" But we must observe that Julius does not assert that

he had restored Athanasius and the other Bishops to their
Churches, for this was the main point, reserved to the cog-
nisance of the Synod which Julius had convoked at the in-
stance of the Eastern Legates, though the Orientals after-
wards denied that they had thus empowered the Legates."

Thus it would appear that the Eastern Bishops in the
middle of the fourth century relied on the case of Paul of
Samosata to prove not that the Pope alone, but that the
Pope with the whole West, had no right to revise a sentence
of an Eastern Council. Mr. Newman on the other hand

sees a proof of the Papal Supremacy in the Emperor of the
day ordering it to be left to the arbitration of "the Bishops
of Italy and of Rome" who should possess the See-house.

" The heretic Marcion, excommunicated in Pontus, be- Case of
A i i " IP , T» » -r» 11 - i j.i - " ^ Marcion.
takes himselt to Rome. Bellarmme quotes this instance
to prove the Supremacy of the Roman Pontiff by the right
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CHAP, of appeal exercised to him, much in the same way as Mr. New-
- man. " In the year of Christ 142, under the Pontificate of

De Rom. . .

Pont.,iib,2. rius the rirst, Marcion, excommunicated by his own Bishop
c' ' in Pontus, came to Rome, that he might be absolved by the

Roman Church, as Epiphanius relates, Hseres. 42." Now
that they both quote this instance is not a little remarkable,
considering what St. Epiphanius does say. " Marcion was of

Pontus, born of a father a Bishop of the Catholic Communion.
Afterwards falling in love with a certain virgin, and inducing
her by his deceits to consent, he cast down her as well as
himself from the hope of the heavenly life. On account of
this deed of shame he was expelled from the Church by his
own father, a particularly religious man, burning with the*

love of truth, and excellent in the administration of the Epi-
scopal office. Much and long as Marcion had entreated
him, and requested to be put on penance, he could not pre-
vail on his father by any supplications. In truth that excel-
lent aged Bishop had suffered the greatest pain through this
matter, because his son had not only fallen, but inflicted
ignominy and shame on himself. So then when Marcion
saw that he could not by any arts gain what he wanted, not
enduring the reproaches and derision of his own country-
men, he withdrew from the town, and betook himself to
Rome after the death of Pope Hyginus, who was the ninth
presiding over the Church from the Apostles Peter and Paul.
As soon as Marcion arrived there, he went to the Elders, who
had been taught by the disciples of the Apostles, and were
yet living, and besought them without effect that he might
be received into Communion. Wherefore stung with envy,
because he had not obtained the chief place there, nor even
entrance into the Church, he was induced to fly for refuge to
the heresy of the impostor Cerdon." Then, after describing
some conversation of Marcion with the chief Roman Clergy,
Epiphanius adds: " Wherefore addressing them openly he
said, Why have you refused to receive me? They replied,
We cannot do this without the permission of your excellent
father: since one is our faith, and one the agreement of our
minds; we cannot oppose our excellent fellow-minister, your
father. But the other bursting out in greater wrath, and
stung with pride and envy, contrived a schism, and set up a
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heresy of his own, and, said he, I will rend asunder your SECT.
Church, and introduce into it a lasting schism." '--

The point of discipline to which the Roman Clergy in the
middle of the second century thus expressly avowed that
their own See, like every other, was subject, is contained in
the 5th Nicene Canon, quoted above. Also in the 53rd
Canon of the Council of Eliberis, A.D. 305 : and in the 16th
Canon of the Council of Aries, A.D. 314, and in the 16th
Canon of Sardica. It was acted upon universally through-
out the Church, from the Bishop of highest rank to the low-
est : it sets forth in a striking manner, as the Roman Clergy
observed, the unity of Christ's body. When the Roman
Bishop in the case of Apiarius attempted to infringe it, he
met with the most decided resistance from St. Aurelius,

St. Augustine, and the Council of Africa. It is a Canon
evidently necessary for the peace of the whole Church, and
bearing witness to the essential unity and equality of the
Episcopate : I am sorry to add, what truth compels, that its
violation by the Roman See in after times, and specially
during the middle ages, bitterly though fruitlessly com-
plained of by contemporary Bishops, as Hincmar of Rheims
and Ivo of Chartres, has been a great instrument of tyranny
and corruption, but a great means at the same time of erect-
ing a spiritual monarchy.

Here it is sufficient to ask, which is the stronger proof,
the flight of the profligate Marcion to Rome in behalf of the
Supremacy, or the answer of the Roman clergy in denial
of it?

Such are the illustrations afforded by the preceding Summary
. i T i i T . -| of the

centuries to what I have stated was the unquestioned con- Nicene Pe-" j
stitution of the Catholic Church at the time of the Council no

of Nicea; viz. that while the three great Sees of Rome,
Alexandria, and Antioch exercised a powerful but entirely
paternal influence on their colleagues, that of Rome having
the undoubted Primacy, not derived from the gift of Coun-
cils nor merely from the rank of the imperial city, but from
immemorial tradition as the See of St. Peter; yet, at the
same time, the fulness of the priesthood, and with it all
power to govern the Church, were acknowledged to reside in *^

the whole Episcopal Body. " The Bishop," says Thomassin, 2. sect. 5.
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CHAP, quoting with approbation a Greek writer, as representing the
:- doctrine of the early Fathers, and of the universal Church

since, "is the complete image in the Church on earth of
Him who in the holy Trinity alone bears the name of
Father, as being the first principle without principle, and
the fruitful source of the other Persons, and of all the divine
perfections. . . . The Bishop communicates the Priesthood,
as He who is without principle in the Godhead, and is there-
fore called Father." And as the Bishop was supreme in his
own Diocese, so, in what concerned the Province, was the
Metropolitan with his Council of Suffragans. The same 6th
Canon of Nicea which ratifies the rights, derived from im-
memorial custom, of the three chief Bishops or Metropolitans,

See De the Roman, the Alexandrine, the Antiochene, proceeds in
Marca De .

, Concor,, general words to confirm the privileges of all the rest. " In
1 

£* ' like manner, with regard to Antioch, and in the other Pro-
vinces" (i. e. not comprehended under the three great Sees
above mentioned) "let the privileges be preserved to the
Churches. And as a general rule this is manifest, that if
any one be made a Bishop without the consent of the
Metropolitan, the great Council declares that he should not
be a Bishop." The Apostolic Canons, which at least ex-
press the character of the Eastern Church up to the Nicene
Council, fully exhibit this order of things. The Nicene
Council, whose provisions of discipline in St. Leo's words are
to last till the end of the world makes it the law of the

Church for ever. The great Council of Antioch in 341
further elucidates and defines it: the Provincial Councils of

Aiicy ra, Neocaesarea, Gangra, and Laodicea, whose Canons,
with those of Antioch, were taken into the Code of the
Church Catholic at the Council of Chalcedon, are so many
illustrations of it. The conduct and words of St.Polycarp, St.
Polycrates, St. Irena&us, Tertullian, the Emperor Coiistaiitine,
St. Cyprian, St. Firmilian, Eusebius, the Eastern Bishops in
the case of Paul of Samosata, Origen, St. Basil, St. Athana-
sius, St. Augustine, St. Gregory of Nazianzum, Pope St.
Julius, St. Dionysius of Alexandria, St. Chrysostome, which
I have instanced, and an innumerable multitude of other
cases, exhibit it in full life and vigour j while, on the other
side, there is absolutely nothing to allege.
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CHAPTER II.

SECT. I.

THE history of the Church during the three hundred SECT.
ars following the Nicene Council is but a develonment of O- V-r J.J-U ^^f \*f ̂m *--*.\^ I * JfrVtf r^' V* v IV *M XH^ ^/ A VX hS I 4 i VV J. i V VJ -*-

" mi IT i i " " Completion
this constitution. The problem was,, how to combine in the of the Pa-* i I

harmonious action of One organized Body those Apostolical system.
powers which belonged to every Bishop as joint-tenant of
the one Episcopate. The Patriarchal system was the result.
As the Church increased in extent, her rulers would increase
in number. This multiplication, which would tend so much
to augment the centrifugal force, was met by increased
energy in the centripetal: the pOAver of the Patriarchs, and
especially of the Bishop of Rome, grew. It is impossible,
in my present limits, to follow this out, but I propose to
give a few specimens, as before, in illustration.

In so vast a system of interlaced and concurrent powers
as the Church of Christ presented, differences would con-
tinually arise; and in so profound a subject-matter as the
Christian revelation, heresies would be continually starting
up: to arrange the former, and to expel or subjugate the
latter, the Bishops, says Thomassin, having already more
than once appealed to the Christian Emperors for the calling
of great Councils, saw the danger of suffering the Imperial
authority to intervene in Ecclesiastical causes, and sought to
establish a new jurisprudence on this head. "The Council Liv.l.cb.3.
of Antioch (A.D. 341), and that of Sardica (A.D. 347), which
were held almost at the same time,-the one in the East, the
other in the West,-set about this in a very different manner,
aiming, however, at the same end. The Council of Antioch
ordered that Bishops, Priests, and Deacons, who should have
been condemned by a Provincial Council, might recur to a
larger Council of Bishops j" (Archbishop De Marca explains
this somewhat differently;) " but that if they carried their
complaints before the Emperor they could never be re-estab-
lished in their dignity." " One must in good faith admit,
that this regulation had much conformity with what had
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CHAP. been practised in the first ages of obscurity and persecution,
II.

for it was in the same way that extraordinary Councils had
Beginning
of the been held, such as were those of Antioch against Paul of
Power of
hearing Samosata, Bishop of that great city. It was the Metropo-
Episcopal litans and Bishops of the neighbourhood who assembled withcauses on

appeal. those of the Province where the flame of a great dissension
had been kindled. The Council of Sardica, urged by the
same desire to break through the custom which was intro-
ducing itself, of having recourse to the Emperor for judg-
ment of spiritual causes of the Church, bethought itself of
another means, which was not less conformable to the
practice of the preceding centuries, and which had, beside
that, much foundation in the Holy Scriptures. For Jesus
Christ, having given the Primacy, and the rank of Head, to
St. Peter, above the other Apostles, and having given suc-
cessors as well to the Apostles, to wit, all the Bishops, as to
St. Peter, to wit, the Roman Pontiffs; moreover, having
willed that His Church should remain for ever one by the
union of all Bishops with their Head, it is manifest, that if
the Bishops of a Province could not agree in their Provincial
Council, and if the Bishops of several Provinces had disputes
between each other, the most natural way to finish these
differences was to introduce the authority of the Head, and
of him whom Jesus Christ has established as the centre of

unity of His universal Church/1
Accordingly, at the Council of Sardica, attended by St.

Athanasius, then in exile, and about a hundred Western
ishops, after the secession of the Eastern or Arian portion,

Fieury,Hv. Hosius proposed, " If two Bishops of the same Province have
12.29. ^*^*
Cone. Sard. a disagreement, neither of the two shall take for arbitrator a
Can. 3, 4,7. ishop of another Province : if a Bishop, having been con-

demned, feels so assured of his right, that he is willing to be
judged anew in a Council, let us honour, if you think it good,
the memory of the Apostle SI. Peter: let those who have
examined the cause, write to Julius, Bishop of Rome; if he

"thinks proper to order a fresh trial, let him name judges;
if he does not think that there is reason to renew the matter,

let what he orders be kept to. The Council approved this
proposition. The Bishop Gaudentius added, that, during
this appeal, no Bishop should be ordained in place of him
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who had been deposed, until the Bishop of Rome had judged SECT.
his cause." -

" To make the preceding Canon clearer, Hosius said,
'When a Bishop, deposed by the Council of the Province,
shall have appealed and had recourse to the Bishop of Rome,
if he judge proper that the matter be examined afresh, he
shall write to the Bishops of the neighbouring Province to be
the judges of it; and if the deposed Bishop persuade the
Bishop of Rome to send a Priest from his own person, he
shall be able to do it, and to send commissioners to judge by
his authority, together with the Bishops; but if he believes
that the Bishops are sufficient to settle the matter, he will
do what his wisdom suggests to him/ The judgment which
Pope Julius, together with the Council of Rome, had given
in favour of Athanasius and the other persecuted Bishops,
seems to have given cause to this Canon, and we have seen
that this Pope complained that they had judged St. Atha-
nasius without writing to him about it."

"To this Council," says Archbishop de Marca, "is owing DC Marca,
the first origin of the right of the supreme Pontiff, as to the m,. 7. e.
canonical judgments of Bishops, Although, if we look closer § 6~8"
into the matter, and do not go beyond the words of the
Canons, it will be plain that nothing is there laid down
against the supreme authority of Provincial Councils con-
firmed by the Nicene Canon." He then draws a distinction
between appeal and revision. "The former transfers the
entire cognisance of the cause to the superior judge, who
discusses and decides the question in his own tribunal. But
a revision leaves the definitive judgment to the former juris-
diction, on the condition that new judges be added to the
former." "But the right sought in that Council for the
Roman Bishop is utterly different from the right of appeal,
inasmuch as nothing more is granted to him than the power
to decree the revision of a cause. That is, the Council ap-
points that if a condemned Bishop appeals to the Roman
Pontiff, it should be in his power to reject the appeal, by
which the sentence of the Provincial Bishops will be con-
firmed, or to admit it. In which case the Roman Bishop is
bound to send back the entire case to the Bishops of the
Province, and their neighbours, for them to take cognisance
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CHAP, of the cause in the presence of the delegate of the supreme
-- Pontiff, if he think good to send one. Moreover, the force

of an appeal is, to suspend in the interim the previous sen-
tence. Which is otherwise in a revision. For that retreat

to the Apostolical See did not prevent the sentence of depo-
sition being in the meanwhile committed to execution.

ut the words of the Canon prove that the institution of
this right was new. If it please you, says Hosius Bishop of
Corduba, who presided over the Council, let us honour the
memory of the Apostle St. Peter. He says not, that the
ancient tradition was to be confirmed, as was wont to be
done in matters which only require the renewal or expla-
nation of an ancient right."

This last observation is of great importance.
DeConcor., " But as to excommunicated priests and laymen/' says De
14 12°' Marca elsewhere, (c no alteration was made, because their

causes were not of such weight as that the Roman Pontiff
could be appealed to, as neither in the East were they
allowed appeal to the Patriarchs, as is plain from the Canons
of Nicea, the sixth of Antioch, and the ninth of Chalcedon."

Such is the modest commencement of that power of
hearing Episcopal causes on appeal, which has been the in-
strument of obtaining the wonderful authority concentratedF

for a long series of ages in the See of Rome. However con-
formable to the practice of preceding centuries, as Thomassin
says, this may have been, this power is here certainly granted
by the Council, not considered as inherent in the See of Rome.
And this one fact is fatal to the present claim of the Su-
premacy. To use De Maistre's favourite analogy, it is as
though the States General or Parliament conferred his royal
powers on the Sovereign who convoked them, and whose
assent alone made their enactments law. Accordingly, like
the whole course of proceedings in these early Councils, it
is incompatible with the notion of the Pope being the
monarch in the Church. We may safely say, history offers
not a more wonderful contrast in a power bearing the same
name, than that here conferred on Pope Julius in 347, and
that exercised by Pope Pius the Seventh in 1802. On the
bursting out of the French revolution, out of a hundred and
thirty-six Bishops more than a hundred and thirty remained
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faithful to God and the Church: some offered the testimony SECT.
of their blood; the rest became Confessors in all lands for :-
Christ's sake, in poverty, contempt, and banishment. After
ten years, the civil governor, who had lately professed him-
self a Mahometan, proposes to the Pope to re-establish the
Church, but on condition of himself nominating to the
Sees, and those not the ancient Sees of the country, but a
selection from them, to the number of eighty. Thereupon
the Pope requires those eighty Bishops and Confessors who

ur ived, and whom he acknowledged to be not only
blameless, but martyrs for the name of Christ, to resign into
his hands their Episcopal powers. Of his own single au-
thority he abolishes the ancient Sees of the eldest daughter
of the Western Church, constitutes that number of new Sees

which the civil power permits, and treats as schismatics those
few Bishops who disobey his requisition. I do not presume"

to express any blame of Pope Pius ; I simply mention a fact.
But it seems to me, certainly, that those who would entirely
recognise the power and precedence exercised by Pope
Julius, are not necessarily schismatics because they refuse
to admit a power not merely greater in degree, but different
in kind, and to set the High Priesthood of the Church be-
neath the feet of one, though it be the First of her Pontiffs.

The restrictions under which, according to the Council of
Sardica, the Pope could cause a matter to be reheard, are
specific. Much larger power is assigned in the fourth Gene-
ral Council, that of Chalcedon, to the See of Constantinople,
in the ninth Canon, which says, " If any Bishop or Clergy-
man has a controversy against the Bishop of the Province
himself (i. e. the Metropolitan), let him have recourse to the
Exarch of the Diocese, or to the throne of the Imperial city
of Constantinople, and plead his cause before him."

But, between these two Councils of Nicea, A.D. 325, and Two great
Chalcedon, 451, the whole Patriarchal system of the Church of the Pa-
had sprung up, and covered the provinces of the Roman system!
Empire with as it were a finely reticulated net. The system
may be said to be built ou two principles, recognised and
enforced in the Apostolic Canons, and consistently carried
out, from the Bishop of the poorest country town up to the
primatial See of Rome. These principles are, " the authority
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CHAP, of the Metropolitan over his Bishops in important and extra-
--'-r- ordinary affairs, and the supreme authority of Bishops in the
Thomassin, J ' r r 

J r

part i. liv. ordinary government of their particular bishoprics. With
§2. " this distinction, that the Metropolitan even cannot arrange

important and extraordinary affairs but with the counsel of
his suffragans, whilst every Bishop conducts all the common
and ordinary affairs of his Diocese without being obliged to
take the advice of his Metropolitan." This latter principle,
it will be seen, expresses the essential equality and unity of
the High Priesthood vested in Bishops by descent from the
Apostles, to which St. Cyprian bears such constant witness,
so that it may be said to be the one spirit which animates
all his government: while the former, leaving this quite in-
violate, builds together the whole Church in one vast living
structure. For as the Bishops of the Province have their
Metropolitan, and their spring and autumn Councils under
him, so the Metropolitan stands in a like relation to his
Exarch or Patriarch; and of the five great Patriarchs of
Rome, Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem,
who are found at the Council of Chalcedon to preside over
the Church Catholic, that of Rome has the unquestioned
Primacy, and is seen at the centre, sustaining and aiiimat-

idem, ut ing the whole. " The most important of all the powers, of
supra. Metropolitans, Exarchs, and Patriarchs, was the election of

ishops, the confirmation and consecration of Bishops elected.
For all the other degrees of authority were founded on this O v

one, which rendered the Metropolitan the Father, Master,
and Judge of all his suffragans." "And so that famous
Canon of the Council of Nicea, (the 6th,) which seems in
appearance only to confirm the ancient right of the first
three Metropolitans of the world to ordain the Bishops of
all the Provinces of their dependence, establishes in effect all
the rights and all the powers of the Metropolitans, because
it establishes the foundation on which they all rest. ' If any
one be made a Bishop contrary to the sentence of his Metro-
politan, the great Synod declares that he should not be a
Bishop/ Nothing is juster than to found the right of a holy
and paternal rule on the right of generation. For by ordina-
tion the Bishops engender not children indeed, but Fathers,
to the Church." This system continued unimpaired in the
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whole Church, at least to the time of the great division. It SECT.
offers, I think, an unanswerable refutation to what must be "
considered the strongest argument of the Roman Catholics
for the Supremacy, that there could be no unity in the
Church without it, as a living organized body; history says,
there was unity, with five co-ordinate Patriarchs, and an
Episcopate twice as numerous as that of the present Latin
Communion. In the Latin Church itself this system was
only gradually overshadowed by another system which
sprang from the excessive development of one of its pails;
in the Greek and Russian Church, it continues down to this
day; whatever Ecclesiastical constitution we still have our-
selves, is a part of this system. And by reference to, and
under cover of this, which if not strictly of divine right, as
is the High Priesthood of Bishops, approaches very nearly
indeed to it, and was the effluence of the Spirit of God
ruling and guiding the Church of the Fathers, we must
justify ourselves from the damning blot of schism. We can-
not, dare not, do this upon principles such as " the right of
private judgment"-" The Bible alone is the religion of Pro-
testants,"-and the like, which lead directly, and by most
certain consequence, to dissent, heresy, and anarchy. God
forbid that they who profess to be members of the One holy
Catholic Church should, urged by any unhappiness of their
provisional and strange position, take up Satanic and Anti-
christian arms. No! if we may not hope for that system
under which Augustine and Chrysostome laboured and wit-
nessed, we will have nothing to do with those who destroy
dogmatic faith altogether, and break up the visible unity of
the Church of Christ into a multitude of atoms. Quot

homines, tot voluntates. We cannot so relapse into worse
than a second heathenism, and with the unity of Pentecost
offered us, deliberately choose the confusion of Babel.

SECT. II.

UT over and above his natural eminence in the Church,
which I have attempted to describe, a concurrence of events
in the fourth century tended to give a still greater moral
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CHAP, weight to the voice of the Bishop of Rome. While the
; other great Sees of the Church were vexed with heresy or

crease of schism, his, save in one short period of shame, was provi-» /j 

theURoman dentially exempted from both. The same century witnessed
See founded Csecilianus of Carthage, judged and supported by Pope Mel-
thodoxy. chiades, while the Donatist schism all that century long rent

Africa in twain; and St. Athanasius, of Alexandria, when
driven from his See, and persecuted by the whole East, re-
ceived and justified by Pope Julius; and St. John Chrysostome,
too good by far for a corrupt capital and a degenerate court,
in life protected, and in death restored, by Pope Innocent.
We have seen St. Jerome appeal to Pope Damasus, to know
which of three competitors for the Patriarchal throne of
Antioch was the right Bishop. But it is impossible to de-
scribe the confusion and violence which the Arian heresy,
and the cognate heresies concerning the Person of our Lord,
wrought throughout the Church and Empire. It may be said
that the whole period of fifty-six years between the First and
Second Ecumenical Councils was one long struggle, amid
the throes of which the Catholic faith and the constitution

of the Catholic Church alike took form and consistence.

That detestable heresy, which seemed at one time by the
aid of the civil power to have pushed the Church to the very
verge of destruction, which banished her first and her second
Bishop, and possessed the See of her third, in the end only
served to bring out and develop the unity of her faith and
of her Communion. Through this whole struggle, save at
one unhappy moment when Liberius fell, the Roman Pontiff
was beheld immovable, supporting with his whole authority
the true faith, and moulding the whole West together, in his
defence of Athanasius, to resist that fatal influence which
tyrannised over the East. The natural and deserved resultm

was a great extension of his power and influence. Still it
cannot be doubted in whose hands the real government of
the Church at this time lay. The defence, and the oppres-
sion, of Athanasius and the Catholic faith, were alike at-
tempted by the assembling of great Councils of Bishops,
The growing distinction between the two great divisions of
the Church, the East and the West, likewise becomes at this
time more apparent. While the West willingly ranges itself
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under St. Peter's See, and even acknowledges in it a Primacy SECT.
over the whole Church, the East is much more concerned to :-
maintain its own independence and self-government. Thus
on the one hand the Council of Sardica, intended to be Ecu-
menical, but reduced by the departure of the Easterns to the
rank of a Western Council, addresses Pope Julius in the
most magnificent terms of honour. " Thou, therefore, most Mansi, 3.

40. w

beloved Brother, though separated in body hast been present "^B-

in the union of mind and will, and honourable and necessary
was the excuse assigned for thy absence, lest schismatic*
wolves should steal or treacherously plunder, or heretical
dogs yell with rabid fury in their madness, or at least that
serpent the devil spread the poison of his blasphemies. For
this will ajipear best and most highly fitting, if the Priests (i. e.
Bishops] of the Lord out of every Province make reference to adcaput,i * 1 pc;t *i i]

the heady that is, the See of Peter the Apostle" Thirty years petriApo-
later, in 378, a Council of all the Bishops of Italy, assembled stcli sedem*
at Rome, besought the Emperors Gratian and Valentinian
to issue a general edict, of which they suggested the terms,
in order that Bishops might not for the future be compelled
to approach the Emperor on every occasion. And at this
Synod's entreaty a decree was passed by the Emperors, that
Pope Damasus, with a Council of five or seven Bishops,
should judge accusations at Rome, and that the accused
should be compelled by the Prsefecti Prsetorio, the Procon-
suls, or Vicarii, to quit those Churches, from which they
were deposed, or to present themselves to the judgment of
the Roman Pontiff. If the accused were in distant pro-
vinces, the whole cognisance of the cause should belong to
the Metropolitan. But if the accused be a Metropolitan, he
must of necessity go to Rome to be judged, or take those
Bishops for judges whom the Pope assigns. If the Metropo-
litans should happen to be suspected by the accused, they
may at their option appeal to the Roman Pontiff, or to a
Council of fifteen neighbouring Bishops. The Emperors
likewise decree that whatever has been decided by the Ro- See the

"n-/** i 1-1 " 111-1 Council's

man rontiir, or by the iudges nominated bv him. or by the petition, ^"^ **
Metropolitan, or likewise by the Council of fifteen Bishops,
is to be final, and not to be on any pretext reconsidered. rescript'8

On the other hand the Eastern mind is discerned in the 627-9.

G
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CHAP, letter of the Emperor Constantius to the Council of Rimini,
ll "

" ! called by St. Athanasius universal, comprising four hundred
Bishops from Illyria, Italy, Africa, Spain, Gaul, and Great
Britain, and attended by the Legates of Pope Liberius:

Mansi, 3. st Reason " savs he, " does not allow any decree to be passed
297 C .

in your Council concerning Eastern Bishops. You will be
therefore bound to consider those points only which your
gravity knows to pertain to you. . . It behoves you to decree
nothing against the Easterns, or if you will pass any decree
against them in their absence, your usurpation will be null
and void. For that decree cannot be valid, to which force

and effect are refused at present by our commands."
Jndepen- But to set the real and original independence and self-
seif-°govern- government of the East in the clearest light we need not
went of the appeal to the words of an Emperor under the influence ofJCMvBv*

heretics, however truly those words convey the Eastern
mind: we have but to relate the conduct, decrees, and let-A

ters of the Second Ecumenical Council. The two great
defenders of the faith in the East had been taken to their

rest, St. Athanasius in 373, St. Basil in 379. From the
beginning to the end of their Episcopate they had laboured,
prayed, and suffered for the recovery of the Eastern Church
out of the confusion and violence wrought by the Arians.
But they were not allowed to see on earth the fruit of their
toils and sorrows. Yet it may be that what was denied to
their labours in the body, was granted to their intercessions
before God. He who had permitted the family of the great
Constantine to be infected with the taint of Arianism, who
suffered the apostate Julian and the heretic Valens to exert
all their force and fraud against the true faith, raised up in
due time the Catholic Emperors Gratian and Theodosius,
finally to overthrow that fearful heresy, which had only
flourished through support of the civil power. One of the
first results of the death of Valens in 378 was the restora-

tion of the banished Bishops by Gratian. Among these
St. Meletius returned to Antioch, and was received with

universal joy. But Paulinus, the Bishop supported by
Rome and Egypt, continued his division. He had re-
mained unmolested at Antioch during the banishment of
Meletius, on account, it would seem, of the small number
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of his adherents. Mele- SECT.
II.

tius as Bishop, and enjoyed the Communion of the East,
saye Egypt, wished that he and Paulinus, in order to ter-
minate the schism, should govern conjointly, and the sur-
vivor be sole Bishop. St. Meletius, with the utmost cha-
rity, made the offer, but Paulinus would not accede to it.
In the meantime Meletius acted as Bishop of Antioch, and*

consecrated Diodorus to be Bishop of Tarsus, John of Apa-
mea, and Stephen of Germanicia, and others. These pro-
motions would have given unmixed satisfaction save that the
schism of Antioch, spreading itself through the rest of the
East, caused new Bishops to be appointed in many cities
where there were already Bishops who chose to communi-
cate with Paulinus rather than Meletius.

In the autumn of 379 St. Meletius presided at a great
Council of the East held at Antioch, which received a letter

of Pope Damasus, and confirmed it with their signatures.
Of course St. Meletius was most desirous to be in Commu-

nion with the West; he who was ready to forego his own
right in order to have peace with his rival Paulinus, was not
likely to disregard the intercommunion of the different mem-
bers of Christ's Body. But there is not the slightest appear-
ance of subjection to a superior power in his conduct.

The Emperor Theodosius, on the 28th Feb., 380, pub-
lished a law recognising for Catholics those only who held
the faith of Pope Damasus and of Peter of Alexandria. On
the 10th Jan., 381, he ordered that all the Churches held by
the heretics should be taken from them and given to the
Catholics. But who was the Catholic Bishop of Antioch?

eletius and Paulinus were both orthodox: the former had

most of the people, and the East, in his Communion; the
latter Rome and Alexandria. The former with extreme

moderation renewed the offer to Paulinus of governing the
Church conjointly with him on the condition that the sur-
vivor should be sole Bishop. But Paulinus would not ac-
cept the offer; so the general Sapor, who was entrusted with
the execution of the imperial decree, gave the Churches to
St. Meletius, and left Paulinus to govern those which had
been separated since the banishment of St. Eustathius in
330.

G 2
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CHAP. At last, however, Paulinus consented that the survivor
II

: of himself and Meletius should govern the whole body of the
faithful at Antioch. But it does not appear that the Bishops
of the East generally consented to this arrangement.

Tiilemont, " After this agreement St, Meletius wrote to the Westerns
art. 15. torn. *° a§k afresh for their Communion : doubtless they did not
8. p. 3/1, refuse it him, though we have not positive proofs of this. Butfrom whom J y y r j. j j

the preced- \ve find that thev wrote to Theodosius begging him to con-
ing aCCOUnt � - 

* 
,, "* JT i " i T* T

is mainly firm the agreement made between Meletius and Paulmus,
irawn. aild to employ his authority for causing that, when one of the

two died, the Churches should be put into the hands of the
survivor, without any one attempting to make a successor/5
" Whatever agreement was made between Paulinus and
Flavian "it seems that minds still continued estranged, as
well between the Christians of Antioch, as even between

In the mean time the Emperor Theodosius was earnestly
desirous to deliver the Eastern Church throughout its whole
extent from heresy. What course then did he pursue ? Did
lie use his influence with Gratian, and his own imperial
power, to call an Ecumenical Council of the East and West ?
Or did he appeal to the Bishop of Rome to declare by Apo-
stolical authority the true faith, and to arrange the schism
which had so long divided Antioch between Meletius and
Paulinus, and to appoint a new Bishop to the vacant See of
Constantinople. Much as the West desired to have an
Ecumenical Council sit at Alexandria, or at Rome, as the
wish is expressed by St. Ambrose, the Emperor pursued
neither of these two courses. He called a full Council of

the East, and of the East alone, to sit at Constantinople,
in the summer of 381. Neither the Pope nor the West in
general, had any participation in this Council. Cardinalo

Orsi, 1st. Orsi, the Roman historian, says: "Besides St. Gregory of"V 1Q^3 <-* v

CCt ' * Nyssa, and St. Peter of Sebaste, there were also at Constan-
tinople on account of the Synod many other Bishops re-
markable, either for the holiness of their life, or for their
zeal for the faith, or for their learning, or for the eminence
of their Sees, as St. Amphilochius of Iconium, Helladius of
Cesarea in Cappadocia, Optimus of Antioch m Pisidia, Dio-
dorus of Tarsus, St, Pelagius of Laodicea, St. Eulogius of
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Edessa, Acacius of Berea, Isidorus of Cyrus, St. Cyril of Jeru- SECT
salem, Gelasius of Cesarea in Palestine, Vitus of Carres, - -

Dionysius of Diospolis, Abram of Batnes, and Antiochus of
Samosata, all three Confessors, Bosphorus of Colonia, and
Otreius of Melitina, and various others whose names appear
with honour in history. g So that perhaps there has not been
a Council, in which has been found a greater number
of Confessors and of Saints. But above all St. Meletius was

pre-eminent, both for the dignity of his See, and for the
excellency of his virtue. There was among them, says Gre-
gory of Nazianzum, speaking of the Bishops who were pre-
sent at this Synod, a man of great piety, of simple frank
manners, full of God, of quiet bearing, firm at once and
prudent. And who knows not the Bishop of Antioch- of
whom I speak ? In whom the name well agreed with the
person, and the person with the name, both his name and
manners being equally flavoured with honey. And having
exposed himself to many violent tempests, and being exer-
cised in many noble combats for the Holy Spirit, he had
cleansed the stain contracted by him in permitting himself
to be promoted by strangers. . . .

" Theodosius had found it more easy to repress in the
East the fury of the heretics, than the rivalry of the Catho-
lics, and to put down external wars against the Church, than
intestine discord. The three principal Churches of the
Eastern empire, that of Antioch, that of Constantinople, and
that of Alexandria, were in confusion and disorder. TheA

first through the two parties of Paulinus and Meletius; the
second through the illegitimate ordination of Maximus; the
third through the opposition made by some to that of Tirno-
theus, who had succeeded his brother Peter, just before dead,
with the common consent of all the Bishops of Egypt. And
yet such was the power and authority of his opponents, that,
as the flame could not be extinguished by the authority of
the Council then sitting, the Fathers of the Synod of Aqui-
leia, suggested to the Emperor to grant, that for this and
other matters another, and that Ecumenical, might be held
at Alexandria. So the Emperor Theodosius, anxious to
remedy such disorders, and to give a Bishop to the city of
Constantinople, and to confirm the Nicenc faith, and to

*
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CHAP, bring back the heretics to the profession of the said faith,
:- and to the unity of the Church, called the Bishops of the

East and of Egypt to Constantinople for the celebration of
the Synod to the number of 150. And as the good prince
did not despair of the conversion of the Macedonians, he
invited them too to the Council, and they came to the
number of 36, chiefly from the Hellespont, among whom

M

first place."
W^^

Bishops had a right to interfere in the internal regulation of
the Eastern Churches, it was on an occasion like this. For

they had throughout taken the side of Paulinus, at Antioch,
and besides it hardly seemed compatible with the unity and
coherence of the parts of Christ's Body that difficulties re-
specting the three great Sees of the East should be settled
without their concurrence. What they said about it we will
see hereafter. At present to proceed.

Orsijlst. "The head, the director, and the guide of this sacred
64,66.' assembly so long as he lived, was St. Meletius, and after his

death St. Gregory, and lastly, after his resignation, Nectarius.
The matter, with which the Fathers judged they ought to
begin their sessions, was that of providing the said city of
Constantinople with a legitimate Bishop. The inquiry into
the ordination of Maximus could not cost them much diffi-

culty. They easily perceived and set forth the indignity of
it, and stamped it as an insolent and impertinent attempt,
and declared that he neither was nor had ever been Bishop,
nor could those promoted by him be received as being in any
order of the clergy, and they nullified all the acts of his pre-
tended Episcopate. The usurper driven out, it was further
not difficult to make up their minds as to the person who
was to fill this See, and the pastor suitable to be given to
this flock. All was the work of the industry, labour, suffer-
ings, unwearied diligence, and excellence, of Gregory of
Nazianzum. He had as it were raised up from the dust and
from its ashes that Church, had re-established that throne
on the ruins of Arianism, and with danger of his own life
called back from their dispersion, and rescued from the jaws
of wolves the wandering sheep, and drawn together anew
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and enlarged the fold. Who could dispute his claims, or SECT.
" " ii

equal him either in holiness of life, or in fervour for the '-
faith, or in eminence of doctrine, or in power of eloquence?
But if the Fathers found no difficulty in the choice of the
person, they experienced a very great one in overcoming his
repugnance, and prevailing on his modesty. And they deter-
mined not to let themselves be moved by his cries, nor
softened by his tears and groans, in order not to fail in their
duty, to crown his merits, and to provide in the best way for
the good of the Church. St. Meletius, being come to Con-
stantinople principally for this purpose, availed himself of
the authority, which the profound veneration and old friend-
ship that St. Gregory entertained for him, gave him over
his spirit, to subdue his resistance. And it was he who
tied the knot of this spiritual marriage, blessed it, and
crowned it: while the other Fathers and specially St. Gre-
gory of Nyssa, applauded this great solemnity with their
eloquent discourses. -

"But the exultation of such a festival was too soon inter-

rupted, and turned into sorrow, by the death of St. Meletius,
whom God appeared to have brought to Constantinople to
present him here a spectacle to the world, and that all
nations might admire in his person a perfect model of Epis-
copal dignity, and be witnesses of his piety, his zeal, his
candour, his wisdom and modesty, his love of peace, and of
the Church's unity. Of which specially Gregory of Nazian-
zum gives most ample testimony, saying that he died full of
years and merit, and was carried away by troops of angels,
after having given many charges to his friends, which had
only peace for their object." The whole East mourned over
his death: his body was carried in triumphal procession with
torches lighted and psalms sung from Constantinople to
Antioch, being borne within the walls of cities, by special
law of the Emperor, contrary to the custom of the Romans.
Such in his life and in his death was St. Meletius, whose
intercession before God St. Chrysostome, his disciple and s. Chrys.
spiritual son, publicly invoked in his sermon beside his £m*
tomb five years after his death: whom a triple banishment
suffered in the cause of the Holy Trinity could not induce
St. Jerome to speak of with respect: whom Pope Damasus
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CHAP, and the Roman Church almost to the last slighted and
II. .

* avowed, refusing him their Communion and accepting
his rival. y

Rejected, however, as he had been at Rome, reluctantly,
if it all, received by her, and that not singly, but in con-
junction with Pauliuus, he was undisputed president at
Constantinople of that great Council which arranged thei

affairs of the Eastern Church without Rome's participation.
His death was the beginning of trouble. In vain St. Gre-
gory, now become president, exhorted the younger Bishops
not to elect a successor to him, but to recognise Paulinus to
be Bishop of both parties. In vain Gregory offered to re-
sign his own See, if they would not listen to him \ they
chose rather that he should resign it, than themselves
receive Paulinus, as it were from the hands of Rome and the

West, as Bishop of Antioch. He has left us, in his poems,
a long address which he made to them, beseeching them for
the sake of peace, and the reunion of the West, which was
now, as it were, strange to them, to suffer Paulinus for his

Poems on few remaining years to be sole Bishop, " This/1 he says,
L1685.0* "can be the only deliverance from evils. For either, which is

most to be wished, we shall gain that which is foreign, (for
the West, as I see, is now foreign to us,) or, at least, har-
mony for the city/' (i. e. Antioch,) " so great a people and
so long worn down." He ridicules their argument against
him. " Consider what fine reasoning this was. Our affairs
must correspond with the course of the sun, taking their
beginning from that quarter, where God shone forth to us in
a covering of flesh. What then ? Let us learn not to look
at the sky's revolutions : but consider that the flesh of Christ»

is the first-fruits of all our race. But if He rose in the

quarter, one may say, where there was the greatest audacity,
as there likely easily to be put to death, whence His resurrec-
tion, and then our salvation, ought not those who think thus,
to yield to such, as I said, who had formed a wise judgment ?"
Here the point was, not whether the Pope was supremeb,but

b Yet we have "been told lately, " The facts of the case, and to obtain a deci-
party of Meletius never for a moment sion in their favour The dispute
denied the Supremacy of the Pope, but between Paulinus and Meletius was at
on the contrary moved heaven and length amicably terminated; and it
earth to acquaint him with the real was not till after this that St. Meletius
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whether the East, by allowing Paulinus, after the death of SECT.
Meletius, to be Bishop of Antioch, might not seem to con- !-
cede some precedence in the West which it seems they were
very unwilling to allow. St. Gregory says in express words
that it was the jealousy between the East and West which
made the schism at Antioch so dangerous. " It is. he says, On his Life11 ^ifiO
rather a division of doctrine than of countries and climates

which makes East and West. For these are united, if not
at their extreme, yet at least at their intermediate parts, but
there is nothing by which their inhabitants once severed are
bound; nor is piety the cause, (anger, a ready liar, invents
this,) but contention for the Bishops' seats," This jealousy
proved too strong for all the efforts of the " peace-loving
man. y The Eastern Bishops, either at this Council, or when
they returned home, elected Flavian to succeed Meletius at
Antioch. Presently the Egyptian Bishops, with their Patri-
arch Timotheus, arrived : and they began to express their
disapproval of Gregory's own appointment. This afforded
him the opportunity he desired for insisting on resigning
his own See. He was at length allowed to do so. For his
successor the Bishops and the Emperor made a remarkable
choice of an old man, unbaptized, of decent and gentle
character indeed, but who did not redeem the strangeness
of his election, like St. Ambrose, by the apostolic vigour and
divine purity of his subsequent life. Such as he was, how-
ever, the Council elected Nectarius, and he became their
president. Certainly, whatever spirit animated the Eastern
Bishops, they shewed that they were determined to manage
their own affairs, and elect their own Patriarchs, without
interference from the West.

But they did far more than this. They executed, of them-

was called to the Council of Constanti- joyed throughout. But there is a way
nople, at which time he was in full of stating the facts of history, which,
Communion with Rome.*'-Dublin Re- without asserting a literal untruth, con-
view, Dec. 1844, p. 644. As if Mele- veys a most untruthful impression. A
tius was received at Constantinople as candid person would be greatly em-
Bishop of Antioch,because some agree- barrassed to discover anything but dis-
ment had been made between him and proof of the Papal Supremacy in the
Paulinus, which Home bad recognised. whole affair of the schism of Antioch :
11(3 sat as President of the great Coun- but when we come to consider the elec-
cil of the East in Antioch in 379, when tion and maintenance of Flavian in spite
the Pope did not acknowledge him, and of Rome, it is really too audaciously
the Communion and recognition of the counting upon our ignorance to luc
Catholics in the three Exarchates of such language.
Thrace, Asia, and Pontns, he had en-
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CHAP, selves, the highest function of the Church Catholic: they
'-- added important articles, not indeed to the meaning, but to

the elucidation, of the Nicene Creed. "In relation to the In-

carnation of our Saviour Christ the Nicene Creed only said:
He came down from heaven, was incarnate and made man,
suffered, and rose again the third day, and ascended into
heaven, and shall come to judge the quick and the dead."

Fieiuy,i8. But the Creed of Constantinople said thus: "Who camef*

' down from heaven, and was incarnate by the Holy Ghost
of the Virgin Mary, and was made man. He was crucified
also for us under Pontius Pilate: He suffered and was

buried; and He rose again the third day according to
the Scriptures. He ascended into heaven: He sitteth on
the right hand of the Father, and He shall come again with
glory to judge both the quick and dead; Whose kingdom
shall have no end/' The Nicene Creed only said, "We
believe also in the Holy Ghost/7 without mentioning the
Church. But the Creed of Constantinople was to this effect,
" We believe likewise in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and giver
of life, Who proceedeth from the Father, Who with the
Father and the Son together is worshipped and glorified;
Who spake by the Prophets: we believe one Catholic and
Apostolic Church: we acknowledge one Baptism for the re-
mission of sins: we look for the resurrection of the dead,
and the life of the world to come. Amen/' Although the
truths contained in the articles added to the Nicene Creed

by the Council of Constantinople were held implicitly before,
yet the fact of their expression and insertion into the Creed
is of the highest importance, as it betokens the highest au-
thority in the Church. It is the Creed of the Council of
Constantinople which has since been recited, under the name
of the Nicene Creed, at the celebration of the holy Mysteries,
by the Greek, the Roman, and the English Churches, with
the addition, after many centuries, in the West, of the words
'and from the Son/ which addition by the Pope's authority,
without the consent of the East, has ever since been alleged
as a ground of the great division.

Canons of The Canons of discipline which the Council past are these :
discipline. "Canon I. The Bishops who, by the grace of God, as-

sembled in Constantinople, from different Provinces, in pur-
suance of the summons of the most religious Emperor Tlieo-
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dosius, have decreed as follows. That the faith of the 318 SECT.
Fathers who assembled at Nicea in Bithynia, is not to be '--
made void, but shall continue established:" they proceed to
anathematise certain heresies.

Canon 2. The Bishops must not go beyond their Dioceses,
and enter upon Churches without their borders, nor bring
confusion into the Churches; but, according to the Canons,
the Bishop of Alexandria must have the sole administration
of the affairs of Egypt, and the Bishops of the East" (i. e. An-
tioch) " must administer the East only, the privileges, which
were assigned to the Church of Antioch by the Canons made
at Nicea, being preserved; and the Bishops of the Asian
Diocese must administer the affairs of the Asian only, and
those of the Pontic Diocese the affairs of the Pontic only;
and those of Thrace, the affairs of Thrace only. Moreover
Bishops may not without being called go beyond the bounds
of their Diocese for the purpose of ordaining, or any other
Ecclesiastical function. The above-written Canon respect-
ing the Dioceses being observed, it is plain that the Synod
of each Province must administer the affairs of the Province,

to what was decreed at Nicea. But the Churches of-^^^H-

Gocl which are among the Barbarians must be administered
according to the customs of the Fathers which have prevailed.

Canon 3. The Bishop of Constantinople shall have the
Primacy of honour after the Bishop of Borne, because that
Constantinople is new Rome.

Canon 4. With respect to Maximus the Cynic and the
disorder which took place in Constantinople on his account,
it is decreed that Maximus neither was nor is a Bishop, and
that those who have been ordained by him are not in any
rank whatever of the Clergy j and all things which have been
done either about him or by him are made void."

Here Fleury observes, " In this (the second Canon) we rieury, 18.
find the whole plan of the Eastern Church: first of all§7'0xf'Tl
the two Patriarchs, as they have since been called, viz., of
Alexandria and Antioch, whose privileges were very different:
the Bishop of Alexandria had the government of all the
Churches of Egypt, including Libya and Pentapolis; the
Bishop of Antioch only enjoyed certain privileges; but the
Ecclesiastical government of the Diocese of the East, of which
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CHAP. Antioch was the capital, is attributed in general to all the
Bishops of the East, amongst whom there were several Me-
tropolitans. The chief Bishops of the three other great
Dioceses of Asia, Pontus, and Thrace, afterwards assumed the
name of Exarchs; the Bishop of Ephesus was Exarch of
Asia; the Bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia, of Pontus; and
the Bishop of Heraclea had had the Exarchy of Thrace, but
at that time it was swallowed up by Constantinople.
ever in all this the Council of Constantinople, in the same
spirit as that of Nicea, professed to establish no new thing,
but only to confirm ancient customs. All the order of the
Ecclesiastical hierarchy was regulated and confirmed by
ancient tradition. This Canon, which gives to the Councils

m^^~- ^

seems to take away the power of appealing to the Pope
anted by the Council of Sardica, and to restore the ancient

right/'-
May we not rather say that it could hardly take away

what had never existed, for the Council of Sardica resulted
W

then received in the East, nor even, as we shall see presently,
by the African Bishops in St. Augustine's time.

Tiliemont, Tillemont is more guarded than Fleury here: he says,
" The Council seems likewise to reject, whether design-
edly or inadvertently, what had been ordained by the
Council of Sardica in favour of Rome. But as assuredly
it did not affect to prevent either Ecumenical Councils, or
even general Councils of the East, from judging of matters
brought before them, so I do not know if one may conclude
absolutely that they intended to forbid appeals to Rome.
It regulates proceedings between Diocese and Diocese, but
not what might concern superior tribunals."

With the light, however, that we have besides as to the
views and principles professed by the Eastern Bishops at
this Council, there can be little doubt that their very object
was to forbid appeal to Rome. Accordingly De Marca says,

DeConcor., " This Canon assigns to the complete Synod of each Diocese
i K i p 

. .c. . Patriarchate) the supreme authority to rule and ad-
minister all Ecclesiastical matters of the Provinces contained

iu that Diocese, under the direction, however, of the Primate
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or Exarch of the Diocese." Elsewhere he says that the three SECT.
. .IT.

latter Dioceses, " the Pontic, Asian, and Thracian, which
i i ^ " -n v - i * xi. " " v A- 

Lib-6.20.1

obeyed their own Exarchs, were assigned to the jurisdiction
of the Bishop of Constantinople, to constitute the Council of
the Patriarchate of Constantinople, according to the 28th
Canon of the Council of Chalcedon. And so as those Synods
of Dioceses were subject each to their own Patriarch, their
authority must have been entirely supreme, nor could it be that
they depended on any other jurisdiction whatsoever"

And again, " this Canon decrees how Canonical judgments, Lib. 7. c. 5
either in the deposition of Bishops, or in other causes inci-
dentally arising, are to be settled among the Easterns, But
the order which it prescribes in these matters is full of pru-
dence, and tempered with wonderful consideration. For first
the rights of the Provinces, and the privileges of the most
illustrious Churches, are preserved by that Canon accord-
ing to the Nicene Canons. Next, new remedies are provided
for condemned Bishops, far more convenient and easy than
those which the Council of Antioch had devised, on the
suffrages of the judges being divided, or than approaching
the Emperor to obtain a new Council. For in that Council
the limits of jurisdictions are appointed according to the
division of the Dioceses of the Empire : and the authority of
each several Diocese in all judgments passed on discipline is de-
creed to be supreme" . .. " I find all these regulations greatly
in behalf of the Church's dignity, who was delivered by the
authority of this Canon from asking of the Emperor Councils
for the purpose of judging the complaints of deposed Bishops,
so that Diocesan Synods were turned into ordinary Synods,
having been before extraordinary, and not to be convoked
without the Emperor's letters. Indeed as these Canons
established a new form of exterior polity in the Church,
though the change was for the better, the Council asked
a confirmation of such an innovation from the Emperor
Theodosius, as appears from its Synodical letter, but not from
the Roman Council, though it sent likewise to it another Sy-
nodical letter"

"The third Canon/' says Fleury, "is the most remarkable Liv.i8.§7.
Canon of the whole Council, and whether this was a new
honour granted to the Bishop of Constantinople, or whether
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CHAP, he was already in possession of it, the consequences were of
' great importance; and instead of a mere dignity it soon

became a very extensive jurisdiction."
Strong Remarkable enough it is that when, in the Council of"f -f*

F stern Chalcedon, appeal was made to this third Canon, the Pope
St. Leo declared that it had never been notified to Rome.4

As in the mean time it had taken effect throughout the
whole East, as in this very Council Nectarius, as soon as
he is elected, presides instead of Timothy of Alexandria, it
puts in a strong point of view the real self-government of
the Eastern Church at this time: for the giving the Bishop
of Constantinople precedence over Alexandria and Antioch
was a proceeding which affected the whole Church, and so
far altered its original order; one in which certainly the
West might claim to have a voice.

Tillemont goes on: " It would be very difficult to justify
St. Leo, if he meant that the Roman Church had never
known that the Bishop of Constantinople took the second
place in the Church, and the first in the East, since his
legates, whose conduct he entirely approves, had just them-
selves authorised it as a thing beyond dispute, and Eusebius
of Dorylseum maintained that St. Leo himself had approved
it. 9 The simple fact is, that, exceedingly unwilling as the
Bishops of Rome were to sanction it, from this time, 381,
to say the least, the Bishop of Constantinople appears uni-
formly as first Bishop of the East. The Popes for a long
time evidently feared that he would not stop there, but at-
tempt to take from them the Primacy of the whole Church.

Now before summing up the striking points of this Council
let us see how it was received by the West.

Council of Two months after it a Council was held at Aquileia, pre-
Aquileia. sided over by St. Valerian, and St. Ambrose. The latter,

refuting in it two Arianising Bishops, says incidentally:
s. Ambros. " Because in former times a Council was held in this manner,
2 788

that the Orientals should hold a Council for the parts of the
East, and the Occidentals in the West; we, being in the
West, have assembled at the city of Aquileia, according to
the Emperor's injunction. Moreover, the Prefect of Italy
has also written, that, if the Orientals chose to meet us, they
might do so: but because they are acquainted with this
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custom, that for the Easterns a Council should be held in SECT.
II

the East, for the Westerns, in the West, they determined - -
not to come." This Council expresses a desire that an
Ecumenical Council should be held in Alexandria. The

West afterwards wished this Council to be held at Rome.

In this same year 381, there was another Council in Italy, at Council in
which St. Ambrose presided, and we have an important letter a}'
written by him in its name to the Emperor Theodosius. News
had been brought of what had been done at Constantinople.
He complains that a successor to Meletius had been ap-
pointed, contrary to right and Ecclesiastical order : that
this was done by the consent and advice of Nectarius, whose
own appointment lay open to heavy objections, on account of
the prior consecration of Maximus, Moreover that Gregory
likewise claimed the priesthood of the Church of Constan-
tinople contrary to the tradition of the Fathers. He pro-
ceeds, "It was our judgment therefore that nothing should s.Ambros.
be ordered without due consideration in that Council which 'p' 3'

it seemed that the Bishops of the whole world were required
to attend. But at this very time what are they, who avoided
a general Council, said to have done at Constantinople ? For
knowing that Maximus had come into these parts to plead
his cause in a Council: (which, even if a Council had not
been proclaimed, would have been according to the law and
custom of our ancestors : as both Athanasius of holy memory
and but lately Peter, Bishops of the Church of Alexandria,
and most of the Orientals, did, who seem to have had recourse
to the judgment of the Eoman Church, of Italy, and of the
whole West:) knowing, as I said, that he was willing to try
his cause against those who denied his being a Bishop,
certainly they ought to have awaited our sentence also upon
him. We do not assume to ourselves the prerogative of ex-
amining such things, but we ought to have a share in their
examination" Then complaining that Maximus had been
rejected, he proceeds : " Inasmuch as we learn that Nectarius

has just been ordained at Constantinople, we see not that our
Communion with the Eastern countries remains firm. Nor

do we see how this can be maintained, unless either he who
was first ordained, (Maximus) be restored to Constantinople,
or at least a Council of ourselves and the Orientals be held in
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CHAP, the city of Rome respecting the ordination of the two. For,
- may it please your Majesty, it does not seem too much to

ask that they should undergo the consideration of the Prelate
of the Roman Church, and of the neighbouring and Italian
Bishops, when they so far waited for the judgment of As-
cholius alone as to invite him to Constantinople from the

Siquiduni Western parts, (i. e. Thessalonica.) If there was considers
tion for this single one, how much more should there be for so

quanto many. As for ourselves, having received instructions from
uiagispluri- 9 .
bus reser- the most blessed Prince, the brother of your Piety, to write
vandmu "TVT-I. ".LIJ_JLI-J i.
est? to your gracious Majesty, we require that the judgment may

be common, and the consent unanimous, where the Com-
munion is one."

Here St. Ambrose, complaining of a violation of the
Canons, demands that, in a case of so much moment to

the welfare of the whole Body of Christ, as the appointment
of the Bishops of Constantinople and Antioch, when the
succession was disputed, the Easterns should not decide by

West. St.

Basil the Great, we shall find hereafter, says just the same,"

as to the holding of a joint Council, but that was on a matter
of faith. Does he so much as hint that there was a sovereign
authority at Rome whom they were bound to obey ? Does he
not expressly exclude such a notion, in terms indeed which
shew that he never so much as imagined it, where he says,
" We (i, e. the Westerns) do not assume to ourselves the pre-
rogative of examining such things, but we ought to have a
share in their determination." And perhaps still more in that
reference to Ascholius, " If there was consideration for this
single one, how much more should there be for so many"
the " so many" being the Bishop of Rome and the Western
Bishops. How much easier had it been to say, " Your

Majesty knows that in such cases the voice of the Bishop of
Rome must be heard : that the decision of the Apostolic See
is decisive and final." On the contrary he lays the decision
upon the consent of numbers, and the harmony of the East
and West. It would be impossible to state more exactly that
very constitution of the Church Catholic which we claim at
present. He tells us, too, quite incidentally, why St. Atha-
nasius resorted to the West, a fact so much relied on by
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Roman Controversialists, i. e. as recognising that a final SECT.
decision, in disputed matters, lay in general agreement. -

But what was the reply to the request of St. Ambrose
and the Italian Bishops, moderate as it was ? " Theodosius Floury-1&
answered this letter, and undeceived the Bishops of Italy,
by informing them what Maximus was, and how different his
ordination was from that of Nectarius. He represented to
them, that these affairs, and that of Flavian's, ought to be
judged in the East, where all the parties were present, and
that there was no reason to oblige those of the East to come
into the West, This appears by the second letter of St.
Ambrose, (14th,) and of the Bishops of Italy, in which they
return thanks to the Emperor for having reconciled the
Churches of the East and West, and removed the misunder-

standing which had divided them. They excuse themselves
for their writing to him, by pleading the desire which they
had for a reunion, and of putting an end to the complaints
of the Eastern Bishops, who thought themselves neglected/'
(i. e. by the Western Church.) " For, said they, we did not
require a Council for our own interest, since all the West
is at peace." They sa}r, likewise, "We put together ours.
objections, not to pass sentence, but to inform yon : as those '
who sought for a judgment, not who sent you one of their
own/' Tillemont says likewise, " As the Bishops of the Tillemont,
Vicariate of Italy in particular had written several times to 

10'10(J"

Theodosius, this prince wrote back to them that the reasons
they had alleged were not sufficient to assemble an Ecume-
nical Council, that the affairs of Nectarius and Flavian were
in the East, and all the parties there present, and so ought
to be judged there without carrying the matter to the West,
and changing by innovations the bounds which their fathers
had placed: that this was not a reasonable request: that as-
suredly the Prelates of the East had some cause to be offended
at it, and even that whatever judgment was passed in the
absence of the parties would always leave place for fresh
difficulties. That for the affair of Maximus they had shewn
a little too much warmth against the Easterns, or too much
readiness in believing the falsehoods palmed upon them/'

But the letter of the Italian Bishops had further results,
which the Cardinal Orsi shall set forth to us. " Theodosius, 82. 

'

H
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CHAP, having received the letter of the Synod of Aquileia, and heard
the complaints of the Western Bishops against the resolu-
tion taken at Constantinople to give Meletius a successor
contrary to the right of Paulinus to succeed him alone in the
government of the whole flock, and contrary to the opinion
of Timothy and the other Bishops of Egypt, and having re-
ceived the request made to him for permission to hold, for
the re-establishment of concord, an Ecumenical Council at
Alexandria; did not delay to call together the Bishops of his
empire at Constantinople in order to hear their opinion re-
specting these matters. But, while they were assembled
there, the letters of the Western Bishops reached them, in-
viting them to remove to Rome, to attend a great Council
which was preparing there. And Gratian too must have
written to them, or to Theodosius himself, since we find that
the Orientals were invited at one time by the letters of the
Occidentals, at another time by the letters of Gratian. But
the Bishops assembled at Constantinople refused, says the
historian (i. e, Theodoret) too partial to their side, and biassed
strongly in favour of Flavian, to undertake such a journey,
whence they did not expect to draw any advantage. How-
ever they wrote a letter to inform them fully of the storm
that had been some time ago raised against the Churches,
pretty plainly marking their past neglect: and moregver
they introduced a short exposition of Apostolical doctrine
both against the errors which attacked the Trinity, and
against those which had arisen respecting the Incarnation

ib., 18. 83. of the Word." A little further he says : " It is plain from
this letter that the present Synod was for the greater part
composed of those same Bishops who had held the pre-
ceding Council the year before in the same city of Con-
stantinople." They write thus:

Letter to " To our most honoured lords and pious brethren and
fellow-ministers, Damasus (of Rome,) Ambrose (of Milan,)

ritton (of Treves,) Valerianus (of Aquileia,) Ascholius (of
Thessalonica,) Anemius (of Sirmium,) Basilius, and the other
holy Bishops assembled in the great city of Rome, the holy
Synod of orthodox Bishops assembled in the great city of
Constantinople, greeting in the Lord. It is surely superflu-
ous to inform your Piety, as if it were in ignorance, and to
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relate the multitude of sufferings brought upon us by the SECT.
tyranny of the Arian faction. For on the one hand we do :-
not think that your Piety considers our affairs as so trifling a
matter, as to need information about what demanded sym-
pathy. Nor on the other hand were the storms that raged
around us so slight as to be unnoticed. Add to which, so
recent is the time of persecution, that its remembrance is
still fresh not only to the sufferers, but to those who through
love make the situation of those sufferers their own/' . . .

" We have need of long quiet, and much time and toil for the
restoration of the Churches, just as after a long sickness,
that by gradual treatment we may thoroughly cure the body
of the Church, and bring it back to its ancient soundness of
piety." " Since however it is a proof of your brotherly
love that, assembling a Synod by God's will at Rome, you
have invited us too as your own members through the letters
of the most religious Emperor, so that, though we were con-
demned to bear tribulation alone, yet, in the present agree-
ment of the Emperors in the cause of piety, you may not
reign without us, but we also, according to the Apostle's ex-
pression, may reign together with you, we could indeed have
wished, if possible, that, all together leaving our Churches,
we might yield either to our desire or to the necessity of the
case. For who will give us the wings of a dove, that we may
flee away and be at rest beside you? But since this course
would entirely strip the Churches just at the beginning of
their recovery, and the thing altogether was impossible to the
greater number; for we had assembled at Constantinople in
consequence of your letters of last year after the Synod
at Aquileia sent to the most religious Emperor Theodosius,
being only prepared for going as far as Constantinople, and
having the consent of the Bishops remaining in the Pro-
vinces only to this Synod, but not"suspecting the necessity
of a more distant journey, nor indeed having heard anything
about it before we were come to Constantinople. Besides
this, the time appointed was very short, not allowing of
preparation for a longer journey, nor of communicating
with the Bishops of our Communion who remain in the Pro-
vinces, and of receiving their consent. Since these and
many other reasons prevented the going of the greater

H 2
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CHAR number, as tlie next best thing we have done this, for the
IL .

:- settling of affairs and the shewing of our love to you, we have
besought the most reverend and excellent brethren, our
fellow-ministers, the Bishops Cyriacus, Eusebius, and Prisci-
anus, cheerfully to go to you, through whom we shew to you
our desire of peace and unity, and declare our zeal for the
sound faith." Then follows a statement of their faith as to

the Trinity and the Incarnation. They proceed. " This
then is a summary of the faith which we have set forth
without shrinking. About which you will be still more gra-
tified, if you have the goodness to read the volume drawn up
at Antioch by the Synod there assembled, and that last year
put forth in Constantinople by the Ecumenical Synod : in
which we have at greater length confessed our faith, and have
subscribed an anathema of the newly-invented heresies. But
as to the management of particular matters in the Churches,
both an ancient fundamental principle, as ye know, hath pre-
vailed, and the rule of the holy Fathers at Nicea, that in
each Province those of the Province," i. e. the Bishops,
" and if they be willing, their neighbours also, should make
the elections according as they judge meet. In accordance
with which ye know both that the rest of the Churches are
administered by us. and that Priests of the most distin- */ '

guished Churches have been appointed. Whence in the, so
to say, newly-founded Church of Constantinople, which by
the mercy of God we have snatched as it were out of the jaws
of the lion, from subjection to the blasphemy of the heretics,
we have elected Bishop the most reverend and pious Nec-
tarius, in an Ecumenical Council, with common agreement,
in the sight both of the most religious Emperor Theodosius,
and with the consent of all the Clergy and the whole city.
And those," the Bishops, "both of the Province and of the
Diocese6 of the East, being canonically assembled, the whole
accordant Church as with one voice honouring the man, have

m ^^^

the most ancient and truly Apostolical Church of Antioch in
Syria, where first the venerable name of Christian became

d Observe, this Council so called by cese, in the language of this time,
the Greeks before it was received by means the several Provinces compre-
the West. bended in a Patriarchate. It was the

e it must be remembered that Dio- civil term.
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known: which legitimate election the whole Synod hath SECT.
received." (And this notwithstanding the Bishop Paulinas, -
who was received by Rome and the West, had survived St.
Meletius, and was then alive. So that they would not, even
when such an opportunity occurred, accept the Bishop in
Communion with Rome-a fact on the one side, which I
suppose may weigh against those words of St. Jerome on the
other, " I know not Vitalis; Meletius I reject; I ara igno-
rant of Paulinus." It seems that though the test of Commu-
nion with Rome satisfied St. Jerome, it did not satisfy an
Ecumenical Council.) " But of the Church in Jerusalem, the
mother of all Churches, we declare that the most reverend and
religious Cyril is Bishop, both as long since canonically
elected by those of his Province, and as having struggled
much against the Arians in different places. Whom, as
being lawfully and canonically established by us, we invite
your Piety also to congratulate, through spiritual love, and
the fear of the Lord, which represses all human affection,
and accounts the edification of the Churches more precious
than sympathy with, or favour of, individuals. For thus, by
agreement in the word of faith, and by the establishment of
Christian love in us, we shall cease to say what the Apostle
has condemned - I am of Paul, and I of Apollos, and I of
Cephas. For all being shewn to be Christ's, who in us is not
divided, by the help of God we shall keep the body of the
Church unrent, and shall stand with confidence before the
tribunal of the Lord."

Assuredly Gieseler is fully borne out by original documents
in saying that the Council of 381, whereof here the Council
of 382 is the spokesman, " arranged without any reference to Gieseler
the West the affairs of the Oriental Church, and was even p^. 20;.
quite openly on the side of the party of Meletius, rejected by

Westerns; just so the interference attempted by the
Italian Bishops in the matter of Maximus, the counter-

ishop of Constantinople, remained quite disregarded."
But wre have yet to hear the Roman account of the great

Synod held at Rome to which the Bishops above were in-
vited and refused to go. Cardinal Orsi says : " In this in- Orsi, 1st.

Eec. 18 83.

terval of time was held the great Council of Rome, to which,
as has been stated above, the Bishops of the East too had
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CHAP, been invited: of whom, however, a great part, assembled at
:- Constantinople, had excused themselves from undertaking

that journey by the letter which they sent by three of their
colleagues with the character of Legates. Other Bishops,
however, of the Eastern empire did not fail to attend, as St.
Epiphanius, from the island of Cyprus, and Paulinus from
the Diocese of the East, recognised in the West for the

ishop of Antioch : and St. Jerome joined them in their
passage through Constantinople, probably called to Rome by
St. Damasus, for the purpose of consulting him, as one well
informed, through the long sojourn he had made in those
regions, of the state of affairs, and of the dissensions and
disputes of the East. It is believed that there also came
Timothy of Alexandria with the other Bishops both of Egypt
and Arabia. W

were present the Bishops of the two chief cities of Illyria,
Anemius of Sirmium in the Western division, and Ascholius
of Thessalonica in the Eastern : St. Ambrose of Milan, me-

tropolis of Italy, and Britton of Treves in the Gauls. So
that this Council might perhaps have passed for Ecumenical,
had the deputies of that of Constantinople been charged to
give their consent, and not rather to oppose whatever might
be determined in it unfavourable to the Easterns, which was
perhaps the principal object of this great assembly. How
little the Bishops of the East were disposed to see the ordi-
nations of Nectarius and Flavian carried before the judgment
of another Synod, however numerous or authoritative, the
Fathers might well understand not only from the synodical
letter of those of Constantinople, but besides from a letter of
the Emperor Theodosius. As this has been lost we may un-

S.Ambros. derstand it by that which St. Ambrose had written back to
Ep. 14. ...
quoted him in his own name and that of the other Bishops of Italy,
above. 

]etter of tjie Emperor contained the answer to that
written to him by the Synod of Italy, to complain of the
ordination of Flavian, as Bishop of Antioch, against the right
of Paulinus singly to succeed St. Meletius ; and of Nectarius
as Bishop of Constantinople in place of Maximus believed by
them to have been unjustly expelled from that See; and to
demand of him permission to assemble in an Ecumenical
Council, to restore concord between the Bishops of the two
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empires. Theodosius seems to have taken the side of the SECT.
Orientals, both in not approving that matters of such a nature :-
should be judged of contrary to the injunction of the Canons
out of Provincial Synods, or of the great Dioceses of the
East, and respecting the ordination of Nectarius in place of
Maximus, unworthy usurper of the Episcopal dignity. With
respect to this second point the Bishops of Italy had with-
drawn their opposition, confessing that they had been taken
in by the falsehoods of the Cynic, as they might besides have
heard from St. Damasus or St. Ascholius the circumstancesm

of his sacrilegious ordination. But, so far as the demand
made by the Synod to examine therein the causes of the Ori-
entals, they had claimed in that not to have overpassed the
limits set by the holy Fathers, and to have followed the ex-
ample of St. Athanasius, who was, they say, a pillar of the
Catholic faith. We may infer that the sentiments of the
other Fathers in the Roman Council were not different from

theirs; for though we have not its acts, nevertheless it is
believed that it was there resolved to continue to communi-

cate with Paulinus as the only Bishop of Antioch, and to
have no intercourse with Flavian, nor with Diodorus of
Tarsus, nor with Acacius of Beroea, as chief authors of his
election j that the ordination of Nectarius was allowed there,
as they were induced to pass over its defects by the urgency
of not putting fresh obstacles in the way of the concord
so much desired, at a time in which the Bishop of Con-
stantinople had reached such a degree of power, that on
him depended in great part the regulation of great affairs
belonging to the Church through the whole extent of the
Eastern Empire."

Here then is the whole East, in the year 381, long before Result from
j_-i i " . ., -,-,. , /» -r» -**""* the above
the schism, announcing to the .bishops or Home, M ^m

Treves, Aquileia, Thessalonica, Sirmium, and the West, the
election of its Patriarchs, and exercising as an ancient incon-
testable right that liberty of self-government, according to
the Canons, for continuing to do which very thing, and for
nothing else, the Latin Church accounts both the Greek and
English Church schismatic. And this right of self-government
is admitted by the Synod of Rome itself in the case of Nec-
tarius freely, the objection to him being not that he was
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CHAP, elected without the Pope's authority, but that Maximus had
*- a previous claim on his See. The Westerns were indeed so

far committed to support Paulinus, that they could not give
him up; and undoubtedly the election of Flavian by the
Easterns could only be excused by their determination not
to seem to admit that the West had any superior authority
to their own. St. Gregory of Nazianzum plainly says that
such was their motive, while he disapproves of the course
pursued for other reasons. St. Ambrose, on the other side,
as distinctly says, that the Westerns assumed no prerogative
of examining these great causes, but ought to have a share
in their examination, where there had been some great in-
formality. Now granting that the Eastern Church, as its
own rituals to this day declare, always acknowledged St.
Peter's Primacy, and that his Primacy was inherited by the

[shop of Uon;e, i! is uppuivnt ;it once that it never received,
nay, most strongly abhorred the slightest appearance of, that
system of centralization of all power in Rome, which St. Leo
seems to have had before his eyes. Its most holy and illus-
trious Fathers never submitted to this domination. That is

saying little. So far as I can see of their mind, I believe
they ignored it. I know not how else St. Basil could have
spoken of the Pope, and of Western pride, in such terms.

N

INI^^^^^

letius and the Eastern Bishops. I know not how after his
voluntary cession he could have presently acknowledged

ectarius. N

Sebaste, the great Basil's brothers after the flesh, and in-
heritors of his spirit, and St. Amphilochius of Iconium, his
much loved friend, and St. Cyril of Jerusalem, could have
sat in this Council of 381. I confess that I cannot under-

stand the drift of plain words, if the Synodical letter of the
Council of 382, happily preserved to us by Theodoret, be not
written as from equals to equals: and then the fact that this
letter was admitted by the Roman Council is conclusive.
Yet Bellarmine will have it that Bishops, who so wrote and
so acted, received their jurisdiction from Home: and, \vhat
is far more important, if they did not, the present Papal
theory falls to the ground.
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But now I must very briefly sum up the remarkable events SECT.
which I have been lately reviewing. v ^-"

1st. A Council is held by the Emperor Theodosius at Con- Summary
f <^P A

stantinople, neither called nor acceded to by the Pope, nei- Ecumenical
ther attended by him nor any Western Bishop, except St. Council.
Ascholius, whom they summoned as an Eastern.

2nd. This Council is presided over, first by Meletius, as
Bishop of Antioch, whom Rome after a long rejection
scarcely, if at all, endured, preferring his competitor Pau-
linus; secondly, after his death by Gregory, a Bishop of
Constantinople, whom the authority of Meletius chiefly had
placed in that See; thirdly, after the voluntary cession of
this Bishop, by his successor Nectarius, likewise elected by
the Bishops there present, and the Emperor, under very
unusual circumstances, inasmuch as he was actually un-
baptized.

3rdly. This Council chooses rather to perpetuate a schism
in the great Church of Antioch, than to accept Paulinus, an
aged man, for Bishop of the whole flock, lest it should seem
therein to defer to the authority of the West.

4thly. This Council, of its own authority, adds most im-
portant articles to elucidate the Nicene Creed, and its Creed
becomes henceforth the heirloom of the Church Catholic,

and the symbol of the unity of East and West.
5thly. It not only passes Canons of discipline expressing

the whole plan of the Eastern Church, and setting forth its
government by its own Provincial and Patriarchal Synods,
but it alters in an important point what had been the un-
questioned hierarchical order of the Church Catholic up to
that time, and gives to the Bishop of Constantinople, the
See most jealous of the power of Rome, the second place in
the ecclesiastical rank, which ha(J hitherto been enjoyed by
the Bishop of Alexandria, the most attached of all the East
to the Bishop of Rome.

Gthly. This Council is received as Ecumenical by the
Popes, and the whole Church of East and West. That great
Council of Rome, held the next year, in a sort of opposition
to it, has so passed away that its acts can only be inferred;
the Council of Constantinople, complained of by the Synod
of Aquileia, and the Bishops of Italy, and admitted for the
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CHAP, sake of peace by the Synod of Rome, is the second great
: Council of the universal Church, though it was composed of

Eastern Bishops alone. I am aware that Pope Leo said the
Roman Church had never received its Canons of discipline.

De Marca, «It is not to be concealed," says Archbishop de Marca,
&c. lib. s. "that the Canons of the Second Council were never carriedo o c

* s to the Roman Church, nor received by it, as Leo in his letter
to Anatolius bears witness/' Therefore Canons, regulating
the government of the whole East, were in force without the
Pope's authority. Now put side by side with these facts
that other fact, that for many hundred years the conduct of
the Roman Church rests upon the Idea that the Pope is the
source of jurisdiction to all Bishops, their common Father,
and the root of their authority, the sole vice-gerent of our

. Lord and Saviour, and the Roman Church the mother and
mistress of all Churches.

Proof of I know not what facts could prove the Eastern self-govern-
seif-govern- nient, or what facts could disprove the present Roman Su-
ment. 

premacy, so far as regards the authority of the fourth cen-
tury, if these do not. The resistance offered by the African
Church to the progress of Papal power in the time of St. Au-
gustine is slight compared to the positive assertion of equality,
so vigorously carried out into action, by the Ecumenical
Council of 381.

Subsequent Respecting Flavian, made Patriarch of Antioch by the
Flavian, above Council, I shall add the following chapter of Theo-
Thepdoret, doret. " In Antioch the great Meletius was succeeded in

the Episcopate by Flavian, who with Diodorus had under-
gone there many conflicts for the salvation of the flock.
Paulinus indeed wished to take the headship of the Church.
But the assembly of Priests" (i. e. the Council of Constantin-
ople) " refused, saying that it fitted not that one, who had not
accepted the offer of- Meletius, should after his death take
his seat: that, on the other hand, he who had been dis-
tinguished by so many labours, and exposed himself most of
all to danger for the flock, ought to become their pastor.
This set the Romans and Egyptians for a very long time in
enmity with the East, For neither was the enmity termi-
nated with the death of Paulinus (A.D. 388). For when
after him Evagrius took his Seat, they continued hostile to
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the great Flavian, and this though Evagrius had been or- SECT,
dained contrary to Ecclesiastical rule. For Paulinus alone -
ordained him, transgressing many Canons at once. These
do not permit a dying Bishop to ordain his successor, and
they require all the Bishops of the Province to be called to-
gether. And again they forbid that a Bishop should be con-i

secrated without three Bishops. But nevertheless choosing
to consider none of these things, they" (i. e. Home and Egypt)
" accepted the Communion of Evagrius, and attempted to gain
the hearing of the Emperor against Flavian, who, being often
troubled by them, called him to Constantinople, and bade
him go to Rome. But Flavian, alleging the winter, and pro-
mising at the beginning of spring to fulfil his command, re-
turned to his country. But when the Bishops of Rome, not
only the admirable Damasus, but his successor Siricius, and his
again, Anastasius, earnestly pressed the pious Emperor, saying
that he overthrew the tyrants who rose against himself, while
he left alone in their tyranny those who made bold against the
laws of Christ, he again sent after Flavian, and urged him to
go to Rome. Then the most judicious Flavian, with com-
mendable freedom, said : If, O Emperor, any accuse my faith
as not being orthodox, or assert that my life is unworthy of
the priesthood, I will take my accusers themselves for judges,
and accept the judgment which they give. But if it be this
Seat and Primacy for which they are contending, I will nei-
ther plead nor resist those who wish to take it, but I will
yield of myself, and give up my office. Therefore, O Em-
peror, give the throne of Antioch to whomsoever thou wilt.
The Emperor, in admiration of this courage and wisdom,
bade him return to his country, and feed the Church com-
mitted to him. After a long time the Emperor, having
again gone to Rome, had to suffer again the same accusations
from the Bishops for not putting down the tyranny of
Flavian. In answer he bade them declare what sort of

tyranny it was, saying, I am Flavian, and stand to plead his
cause. Upon their replying that they could not plead with
an emperor, he exhorted them for the future to join the
Churches together in harmony, to give up their enmity, and
quench their senseless rivalry. That Paulinus had been long
dead, and Evagrius not lawfully ordained, and the Churches
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CHAP, of the East maintained Flavian in his Episcopate: but besides
--:- the East, the whole Diocese of Asia, and of Pontus, and of

Thrace also, were in Communion and connection with him:
nay, all Illyria recognised him to be first of the Bishops of
the East. The Bishops of the West, yielding to these repre-
sentations, engaged to give up their enmity, and to receive
the deputies who should be sent to them. The divine Flavian,
learning this, sent to Rome certain distinguished Bishops, as
well as Presbvters and Deacons of Antioch: at the head of+j *

all was Acacins, Bishop of Beroea in Syria, renowned every-
where over sea and land. He with the rest came to Rome,

A.D. 398, and terminated the long enmity of seventeen years, and ob-
tained peace for the Churches, The Egyptians, learning
this, gave up their enmity, and accepted union. At this time
Innocent presided over the Church of the Romans, being
successor to Anastasius : he was a man of sagacity and pru-
dence : and over the Church of Alexandria, Theophilus,
whom I have mentioned before."

St. Chry- This happy peace is said to have been the first fruits of
dain°ede °F" St. Chrysostome's Episcopate, who was himself the spiritual
Reader and child of these two great Bishops Meletius and Flavian, hav-
Fnest out 1-111 IT*-
of Comma- ing been ordained Reader by the one, and Priest by the other,
nion with i , i . . * i * i - * * I*1UOI1 W1U1 t . - p ! ! 1 1 J <_ T> 
Rome. when neither of them was acknowledged at Rome.

Thus the line of Paulinus and Evagrius, exclusively recog-
nised at Home, did not hand on the succession, and Atticus,
Patriarch of Constantinople, writing to St, Cyril to persuade
him to replace in the Diptychs the name of St. Chrysostome,

S. Cyril, observes that no injury had arisen from " Paulmus and Eva-
f the schism in the Church of Antioch,

203. D. being after their death for the peace and harmony of nations
inscribed in the Diptychs."

So the unjust condemnation of St. Chrysostome by Theo-
philus leads to the suspension of Communion between the
Church of Rome on the one side, and the Churches of An-
tioch, Constantinople, and Alexandria, on the other. At
length Atticus at Constantinople, and Alexander at Antioch,
restore the name of St. Chrysostome to its due honour, and
re-establish Communion with the West. But the Bishops of
Alexandria and their Patriarchate do not yield so soon. Not^ .

only does Theophilus die out of Communion with Rome, on
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account of his unjust persecution of that Saint, but St. Cyril SECT.
succeeds not merely to his office but to his principles like- - :
wise. For at least five years after his accession to the Patri-
archal rank he prefers being out of Communion with Rome
before seeming to cast any reflection upon the conduct of
his uncle Theophilus.

Now the conduct of all the three great Eastern Bishops is inference
decisive at least as to their having no notion whatever of an conduct of
Ecclesiastical monarch fixed at Rome. Yet this is in the

fifth century, of which, and of the fourth, Mr. Newman tells and St.i vn

us that "the simple question is, whether their clear light Deveiop-
may be fairly taken to illuminate the dim notices of the pre- ̂e9nt> p'
ceding." If the illustrious president of the third Ecumeni-
cal Council, "the Doctor of the world," as he is still termed
in the East, chose rather to be out of Communion with Rome
for five years, than to give up a certain view respecting the
conduct of St. John Ckrysostome, would he have ever pur- H
chased her Communion at the price of admitting that his
own jurisdiction over the Patriarchate of Alexandria was
derived from her? Yet St. Cyril is a Doctor of the Churchw

Catholic in the eyes of Rome, and those who now defend the
Ecclesiastical Constitution under which St. Cyril lived, are
termed by her schismatic Greeks, or English rebels.

Concerning the Patriarch Theophilus Tillemont in his life Tiiicmont,
... .11. 495

has the following passage : " What is certain is that he died

separated from the Communion of the Romau Church, hav-
ing deserved this just excommunication by what he had done
against St. John Chrysostome. Charged with this fearful
weight he went to render account of his actions to the jus-
tice of God, which perhaps was in his case the more rigour-
ous, because, if he did any good, he seems to have been
recompensed in this world, both by the credit he enjoyed
during his life, and by the esteem which men shewed for
him after his death. I do not speak of Atticus," (Patriarch of
Constantinople,) " who, writing to St. Cyril, calls Theophilus
his holy father and a man equal to the Apostles. He was
cited in the Council of Ephesus with the title of most holy
Bishop. The Eastern Bishops of the same Council declare
that they desire to tread in the steps, and ever to follow the
doctrine, of Athanasius, of John, of Theophilus, and of the
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CHAP, other illustrious masters of the Church: and. writing to
II .

- - - - St. Cyril, they cite the blessed Theophilus as our common
father, Alypius, a priest of Constantinople, praises St. Cyril
for having imitated and equalled his uncle, the blessed Theo-
philus. Paul, Bishop of Emesse, having set forth before the
people of Alexandria the faith of the Incarnation, ' Here,
says he, is what the blessed Athanasius, and the great Theo-
philus, the pillars of the Church, have taught us/ The peo-
ple in answer called him son of Theophilus and of Athana-
sius. Theodoret, though very zealous for the memory of
St. Chrysostome, does not fail to write to Dioscorus, to em-
ploy for defence of the faith against heretics the writings of
the blessed Theophilus and Cyril : and in fact he cites Theo-
philus in his third dialogue, though he does not call him
saint, or blessed, as he does the rest. St. Proterius of Alexan-
dria calls him his most happy father and bishop, and cannot
endure that it should be said of a man so watchful, so beloved "

of God, so full of the knowledge of the Scriptures, that he
failed through want of care and diligence to mark Easter on
its true day. He is quoted also in the fifth Council with
the title of saint and of blessed memory. The Council of
Myra in Lycia in 458 extols the labours of Theophilus and
of St. Cyril of holy memory, and calls them princes of the
orthodox and genuine faith, Vincent of Lerins among the
Latins calls him St. Theophilus, a prelate illustrious by his
faith, his life, and his knowledge. St. Leo himself, bound
as he was to support the conduct of the Roman Church iu
respect to him, fails not to put him with St. Athanasius and
St. Cyril among the most excellent pastors that the Church
of Alexandria had had, and to call him a Bishop of holy
memory. He also quotes his writings among those of the
saints, without giving him, however, the title of saint, as
others. Pope Gelasius also approves the writings of the
blessed Theophilus/3 St. Leo's words respecting him are,

s.Leon.Ep. "that Church which at the very commencement of the Gos-
102 "

pel had for its founder the blessed Mark, disciple of the most
blessed Apostle Peter, in all things agreeing with the teach-
ing of his master, and which afterwards, in times nearer to
our own age, had for most excellent prelates Athanasius,
Theophilus, and last of all Cyril."
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I give these two narratives for the purpose of asking two SECT.
II.

questions.
1st. Did Theodoret, that same Bishop who appealed to Result from

Pope St. Leo against the outrageous violence of Dioscorus, 1S"-

and in his letter to the Papal Legate Renatus stated that his
" most holy throne has the first place over the Churches
throughout the universe on many grounds/' or did the Em- tom.4.°Ep.
peror Theodosius, or Flavian Patriarch of Autioch, or Atti- ̂ '^/j1^7'
cus Patriarch of Constantinople, or Theophilus Patriarch of'the faith
Alexandria, or his nephew and successor St. Cyril, did all lies.'
these hold either the Roman Supremacy, or that Communion
with Rome under all circumstances, that is, if she broke the
Canon, was necessary to salvation ?

2nd. Did the many authorities, who, after his death men-
tion with such high praise, or rank among the saints, Theo-
philus, who died excommunicated by the Roman Church,
hold the consequences of that excommunication in itself to
be so severe as they are now represented to us ? In other
words, did they hold that excommunication by the Roman
Church differed in the nature of its authority from that by
the Alexandrine, or the Antiochene, or the Constantiuopo-
litan ?

SECT. III.

" THE writers of the fourth and fifth centuries," says Testimony
Mr. Newman " fearlessl assert or frankl allow that the *

prerogatives of Rome were derived from Apostolic times, ^^P"^
and that because it was the See of St. Peter." I confess t(> Peter

not as a

that these words set me upon the search, and that I have particular
found such testimonies in abundance; but then they are top£he tj
invariably to the Bishop of Rome as holding the first See, not
as Episcopus Episcoporum : they dear ivitness to t/ie Patri- therein the
archal system, not to the Papal. For instance, all lovers of
truth would be obliged to Mr. Newman to point out, in all the
works of St. Augustine, a single passage which is sufficiently
distinct and specific to justify the Papal claims, nay, which
does not consider the Pope the first Bishop, and no more. It
is little to sav I have searched for such in vain. But in a
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CHAP. Western Father, whose extant writings are so voluminous,
- and whose personal history is almost a history of the Church

during the nearly forty years of his Episcopate, and who
continually gives judgment on all matters concerning the
Church's government and constitution, it would seem im-
possible but that such a testimony should be found, if a
thing so wondrous as is the Papal power then existed. On
the contrary, St. Augustine, continually explaining those
often cited passages of Scripture, on which mediaeval and
later Roman writers ground the Papal prerogatives, that is,
Thou art Peter, &c., Feed My sheep, &c., says specifically,
that Peter represents the Church. One of these passages

s. Aug., I have already quoted. Take another. " And I say unto
1097. B. thee, because thou hast said to Me; thou hast spoken, now

hear; thou hast given a confession, receive a blessing;
therefore, and I say unto thee, that thou art Peter; because
I am the Rock, thou art Peter; for neither from Peter is
the Rock, but from the Rock, Peter; because not from the
Christian is Christ, but from Christ the Christian. And
upon this Rock I will build My Church; not upon Peter,

But I will build My Church, / will build thee, who in this
answer representest the Church" Again, in a passage which
conveys that old view of Cyprian, that every Bishop's chair

Tom. iv. is the chair of St. Peter. " For as some things are said
which would seem to belong personally to the Apostle Peter,
yet cannot be clearly understood unless when they are
referred to the Church, which he is admitted, in figure, to
have represented, on account of the Primacy which he held
among the disciples, - as is, - I will give to thee the keys of
the kingdom of Heaven ; - and if there be any such like.

Tom. 3. 2. Again, "One bad man represents the body of the bad: as

quoted" in Peter represents the body of the good, nay, the body of the
Oxf. Ter- church, but in the person of the good. W
tullian, ' r °

P 499. type of the Church the Lord would not say unto him, I will
give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven : what-
soever thou shalt loose on earth, shall be loosed in heaven,
and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth, shall be bound in
heaven. If this be said only to Peter, the Church does not
do this. But if it is wrought in the Church also, that what
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are bound on earth are bound in heaven, what loosed on SECT.
earth, loosed in heaven, because, when the Church excom- - :
municates, the excommunicate is bound in heaven, where
he is reconciled by the Church, the reconciled is loosed in
heaven, if this is wrought in the Church, Peter, when he
received the keys, signified the holy Church."

Again : "The Gospel iust read is of the Lord Christ who Tom. 5.
A i r\ A 1 f*

walked upon the waters of the sea, and of the Apostle Peter, peterthe
who, walking there, through fear lost his footing, arid sinking §2*
from want of faith rose again by his confession. It teaches Cbrist the

Rock

us to consider the sea the present world, but the Apostle
Peter the type of the one only Church. For this Peter, first in
the order of the Apostles, most ready in the love of Christ,
often answers singly for all. He it was, at the question of
the Lord Jesus Christ, whom men said He was, when the
disciples gave in answer the various opinions of men, and the
Lord again inquired and said, But whom say ye that I am,
Peter it was who answered, Thou art Christ, the Sou of the
living God. One for many he gave the answer, being the
oneness in the many. Then the Lord said unto him, Blessed
art thou, Simon Bar-Jona, because flesh and blood hath not
revealed it unto thee, but My Father which is in heaven.
Then He added, And I say unto thee. As if He would say,
because thou hast said unto Me, Thou art Christ the Son of
the living God, I also say unto thee, thou art Peter. Simon
he was called before: but this name of Peter was given him
by the Lord, and that in figure, to signify the Church. For
because Christ is the Rock, Peter is the Christian people.
For the Rock (Petra) is the chief name. Therefore Peter
is from Petra, not Petra from Peter: as Christ is not called
from the Christian, but the Christian from Christ. Thou art
therefore, saith He, Peter, and upon this Rock which thou
hast confessed, upon this Rock which thou hast recognised,
saying, Thou art Christ the Son of the living God, I will
build My Church : that is, upon Myself the Son of the living
God, I will build My Church. Upon Me I will build thee,
not Me upon thee.

Is it for nothing, I would ask here, that God directed
Augustine, so largely endowed by His grace among the
Saints and Fathers of His Church, thus pointedly to exclude

i
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CHAP, that very interpretation on which late Roman writers build?
Is it not a great witness and beacon-light of the truth that
he speaks so often so uniformly and so decisively on this
passage, seeing in it the deepest spiritual meaning, and that
a meaning opposed to the one set on it by modern Rome ?

He proceeds, "For men, wishing to be built on men, said,
I am of Paul, and I of Apollos, and I of Cephas, that is,
Peter. And others, who would not be built upon Peter, but
upon the Rock, said, I am of Christ. But when the Apostle
Paul found that he was selected and Christ despised, Is
Christ, saith he, divided? Was Paul crucified for you? Or
were ye baptized in the name of Paul? As not in the name
of Paul, so neither in that of Peter, but in That of Christ,
that Peter might be built upon the Rock, not the Rock upon
Peter." . . . . " Let us, contemplating this member of the
Church, distinguish what is of Gocl, what of ourselves. For
then shall we not be shaken, then shall we be founded on
the Rock, be firm and stable against winds, rains, and
streams, that is, the temptations of the present world. But

retera look on that Peter, who loas then our type. One moment he
4- f

afferent has faith; another moment he is shaken: one moment he
classes of confesses the Immortal: at another fears His death. Where-
Constians.

fore, as the Church of Christ hath strong ones, so too hath
she weak : she can neither be without the strong, nor with-
out the weak. "Whence the Apostle Paul saith, we that are
strong ought to bear the burdens of the weak. In that Peter
said, ' Thou art Christ the Son of the living God,' he is a
type of the strong: in that he trembles and totters, and will
not have Christ suffer, fearing death, not recognising the
Life, he is a type of the Church's weak ones. So that in
that one Apostle, that is, Peter, first and chief in the order
of the Apostles, in whom the Church was figured, there was
to be a type of both kinds, the strong and the weak : because
without both the Church exists not."

Again, commenting on the 43rd verse of the 119th Psalm,
Tom. 4. " Take not the word of Thy truth utterly out of my mouth-
1310. D. j|e says^ out of h^ mouth, because the unity of the Body

speaketh, among whose members they also are reckoned,
who for a moment through denial have failed, but repenting
have afterwards recovered their life, or even, renewing their
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confession, carried off the palm of martyrdom which they SECT.
* ill

had lost. Not therefore utterly .... was the word of truth -'-
taken out of the mouth of Peter, in whom was the type of
the Church, because though for a moment he denied through
the confusion of fear, yet by weeping he was restored, and
by confessing afterwards crowned. So then the whole Body
of Christ speaketh, that is, the universality of the holy
Church, in which whole Body, whether, though very many
denied, yet stedfast ones remained, who contended .even to
death for the truth, or because, even out of those who had

denied, many were restored, the word of truth was not taken
utterly out of his mouth. But for what he says, Take not
away, we must understand, Suffer not to be taken away, as we
say in praying, Lead us not into temptation. And the Lord
Himself said to Peter, I have prayed for thee that thy faith
fail not, that is, that the word of truth be not taken utterly
out of thy mouth."

And elsewhere on the words, When tliou art converted, Tom. 5.930.
A

strengthen thy brethren, " Clearly hath he strengthened us 
'

by his Apostolate, by his martyrdom, by his letters."
Again, "No where should the bowels of mercy so prevail Tom.6.200.

"R V
as in the Catholic Church, so that, like a true mother, she
neither proudly insult her children when in sin, nor be hard
to pardon them when corrected. For not without reason out
of all the Apostles doth Peter represent this Catholic Church:
for to this Church were the keys of the kingdom of heaven The keys .* *_ . "

given, when thev were given to Peter. And when it is said ?«.�«* 
ie 

** ** *-* Y_.'11U M 11

to him, it is said to all, Lovest thou Me? Feed My sheep.
Therefore the Catholic Church ought willingly to pardon
her children when corrected and confirmed in piety, inas-
much as we see that pardon was granted to Peter himself
representing her, both when he lost courage upon the sea,
and when with carnal feeling he drew back the Lord from
His Passion, and when he cu*t off the servant's ear with the
sword, and when he thrice denied the Lord Himself, and ' * "/

when he afterwards fell into a superstitious dissimulation;
and so he was corrected, and strengthened, and carried on
even to the glory of the Lord's Passion." And thus, he
proceeds, "The Catholic Church received into her maternal Peter the
b I \T I"^(*^ rf^lT t*i^ osom" the Bishops who had Arianized, "as it were Peter turning

, o penitents.
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CHAP. after the tears of his denial admonished by the crowing
II.

of the cock, or as it were the same after his evil dissimulation4

corrected by Paul's voice."
Tom. 5. 240. Again : " For Peter himself, to whom He entrusted His
F.

sheep as to another self, He willed to make one with Him-
self, that so He might entrust His sheep to him; that He
m -- -^

that is, tiie Church; and that, as man and wife, they might
Tom. 5. be two in one flesh." Again : " The Lord Jesus chose
1194. E.

out His disciples before His Passion, as ye know, whom
He named Apostles. Amongst these, Peter alone almost

Meruit. everywhere was thought worthy to represent the whole
Church. On account of that very representing of the
whole Church, which he alone bore, he was thought worthy
to hear, I will give to thee the keys of the kingdom of

The keys heaven. For these keys not one man but the unity of the
not given
to Peter Church received. Here, therefore, the eminence of Peter is
alone but
to the set forth, because he represented the very universality and
Church. unity of the Church, when it was said to him, I give to thee,

what was given to all. For that you may know that the
Church has received the keys of the kingdom of God, hear
what in another place the Lord says to all His Apostles:
Receive the Holy Ghost. And presently : Whose oever sins
ye remit, they are remitted to him; whosesoever ye retain,
they are retained. This belongs to the keys concerning
which it was said, What ye loose on earth, shall be loosed in
heaven; and what ye bind on earth, shall be bound in
heaven. But this He said to Peter. That you may know
that Peter then represented the whole Church, hear what is

Tom. 5. said to him," &c, " For deservedly, after His resurrection,1195. E.

And the the Lord delivered His sheep to Peter himself to feed ; for he
commission
to feed the was not the only one among the disciples who was thought
sheep. worthy to feed the Lord's sheep. But when Christ speaks to

one, unity is commended; and to Peter above all, because
Tom. 3. Peter is the first among the Apostles." Again, " Therefore
pars 2. G07.
E. 608. D. to Peter, whom He wished to make a good shepherd, He ^-^ "
quoted by
Laimoy. saith, not in the person of that individual Peter but as in

M This

He saith once, this twice, this a third time so as even to
cause him sorrow :" and er on, " Understand then
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the Lord Jesus Christ is both Door and Shepherd : Door by SECT.
TTI

opening Himself, Shepherd by entering through Himself. -
And indeed, Brethren, in that He is a Shepherd He hath
bestowed this on His members : for both Peter is a shepherd,
and Paul a shepherd, and the other Apostles are shepherds,
and good Bishops are shepherds." Again : " As in the Apo- Tom. 3.
sties, the number itself being twelve, that is, four divisions 800. G.
into three/' - (he seems to mean, that there was a mystical

m^^ ""-

unity in the number three,)-"and all being asked, Peter
alone answered, Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living
God. And it is said to him, I will give to thee the keys of
the kingdom of heaven, as if he alone had received the power

binding and loosing; the case really being, that he singly
said that in the name of all, and received this together with all,
as representing unity itself; therefore one in the name of all,
because unity is in all" Lastly, commenting on the follow-
ing words of the last chapter of St. John's Gospel, " If I will4

that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee? follow thou
Me :" he is led to explain the two states of life which the
Apostles Peter and John represent. It is a view so deep
and spiritual, so beautiful and striking, that, besides its bear-
ing on the subject we have in hand, it well deserves con-
templation for its own sake.

" This doth the Church that is blessed by hope in this s. Aug.
calamitous life: which Church the Apostle Peter in virtue ̂T-^824*.2*
of the Primacy of his Apostolate represented, being the type Peter the
of its universality. For, as to his own proper person, by Jif^of ^ th-
nature he was a single man. by grace a single Christian, by if01?1* of° 

. . , fruition to

more abundant grace a single, but at the same time the come.
first, Apostle. But when it was said to him, I will give to
thee, &c., he represented the whole Church, which in this
world is shaken by divers temptations, as it were storms,
streams, tempests, and falleth not because it is founded upon
the Hock, whence Peter received his name. For the Rock
(Petra) is not called from Peter, but Peter from the Rock,
as Christ is not called from the Christian, but the Christian
from Christ. For therefore saith the Lord, upon this Rock
I will build My Church, because Peter had said, Thou art
Christ, the Son of the living God. Therefore saith He,
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CHAP, upon this Bock which thou hast confessed I will build My
:- Church. For the Rock was Christ, upon which foundation

Peter too himself is built. For other foundation can no

man lay beside that which is laid, which is Christ Jesus.
The Church therefore which is founded on Christ, received
from Him in Peter's person the keys of the kingdom of
heaven, that is, the power of binding and loosing sins. For
what the Church is properly in Christ, that is Peter typically
in the Rock: by which type Christ is understood to be the
Rock, Peter the Church. This Church therefore, which
Peter typified, so long as She dwells among evils, by loving
and following Christ is delivered from those evils. But She
follows Him the more in those who contend for the truth

even unto death. Yet it is said to her as a whole, Follow
Me, for which whole Christ suffered: concerning whom the
same Peter saith, Christ suffered for us leaving to us an

example that we may follow His footsteps. See wherefore
it was said to him, Follow thou Me. But there is another
deathless life, which dwelleth not in evils: there shall we see
face to face what here is seen as in a glass darkly when great
advance is made in the vision of the truth. Two lives are

there therefore which the Church knoweth to be from God

declared and recommended to her, of which the one con-
sisteth in faith, the other in sight; one is in the time of our
pilgrimage, the other in the eternity of our dwelling place;
one in labour, the other in rest; one in journey, the other in
home; one in the work of a«tion, the other in the reward
of contemplation; one escheweth evil, and doeth good, the
other hath no evil which to eschew, but a great good to enjoy;
one fighteth with the enemy, the other reigneth without an
enemy; one is brave in adversity, the other feeleth no ad-
versity ; one setteth a rein on carnal lusts, the other is en-
wrapt in spiritual delights; one is anxious through solicitude
to conquer, the other secure in the tranquillity of victory;
one receiveth help in temptations, the other without any
temptation hath its joy in the helper Himself; one sue-
coureth the indigent, the other is there where it findeth no
indigence; one pardoneth another's sins in order to have its
own pardoned, the other neither suffereth Avhat has need of
pardon, nor doeth what it asks to be pardoned; one is
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scourged by evils that it may not be puffed up in blessings, SECT.
the other in so great a sea of grace is free from all evil, :-
so that without any temptation of pride it adheres to its
supreme good; one discerneth good and evil, the other seeth
only good: one therefore is good, but as yet wretched, the
other better, and blessed. The former is typified by the
Apostle Peter, the other by John. Here the former con-
tinueth unto the end of this world, and there findeth its
own end: the latter is put off for its completion till after the
end of this world, but in the world to come hath no end.
Therefore is it said to one, Follow Me : but to the other, If
I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee ? Follow
thou Me. For what means this ? as far as I feel, as far as

I understand, it meaneth, Follow thou Me by bearing like
Me temporal evils, let him tarry until I come to bestow
eternal goods. Which may be said more plainly thus, Let
perfect action follow Me moulded by the example of My
passion: let contemplation that is begun tarry till I come,
to be perfected when I have come. But let no one separate
those distinguished Apostles: for in that whereof Peter was
a type, both were, and in that whereof John was a type, both
were to be. Typically, the one followed, the other tarried:
but by faith both endured the present evils of this our
misery, both waited for the future goods of that blessedness.
Nor they alone, but the universal holy Church, the Bride of
Christ, doeth this, She that is to be delivered out of those
temptations, She that is to be preserved in that happiness.
Which two lives Peter and John typified respectively: but
in this life both temporally walked through faith, as both
through sight shall eternally enjoy the other. Therefore for
all saints inseparably belonging to the Body of Christ Peter
the first of the Apostles received the keys of the kingdom of
heaven for binding and loosing sins, in order to guidance
through this most stormy life; and for the same all saints
in order to the unbroken repose of that most secret life did
John the Evangelist recline on the bosom of Christ. Since
it is neither the former alone but the whole Church which
bindeth and looseth sins: nor did the latter for himself alone

imbibe from the fountain head of the Lord's bosom those

sublime truths which by his preaching he was to give forth
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CHAP, again, concerning God the Word in the beginning with
'- God, and the rest concerning the Godhead of Christ, and

the Trinity and Unity of the whole Godhead, truths which
in that kingdom shall be contemplated face to face, but
now, until the Lord's coming, are to be seen in a glass
darkly: but rather the Lord Himself diffused through the
whole world that very Gospel to be imbibed by all His own,
each according to their several capacity."

In after times reviewing his earlier works he observes,
1.32. that in a book written in his presbyterate " I said in a cer-

tain place concerning the Apostle Peter that the Church is
founded on him as on a rock: which meaning is also sung ^^^^ ^^^^
by the mouth of many in the verses of the blessed Ambrose,
where he says of the cock, ' At his song the rock of the
Church himself wipes away his crime/ But I know that I
have afterwards in very many places so expounded the Lord's
saying, f Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build My
Church/ as to be understood of Him whom Peter confessed,
saying, Thou art Christ, the Son of the living God. And so
Peter, named from this Rock, would typify the person of the
Church, which is built upon this Rock, and hath received
the keys of the kingdom of heaven. For it was not said to
him, Thou art the Rock (Petra), but, Thou art Peter (a stone).

ut Christ was the Rock, whom Simon confessing, as tho
whole Church confesses Him, was called Peter. But of these

two meanings let the reader choose the more probable."
Which is the view this great Father preferred is evident

from his frequent exposition of it. But he is throughout
one and consistent in interpreting the Rock, the giving of
the Keys, the words, I have prayed for thee that thy faith
fail not, and the commission to feed the sheep and the
lambs. Throughout them all he considers Peter the type
of the whole Church, never taking him as distinct from his
brother Apostles, but expressly rejecting that notion, when
it occurs. So entirely is this the case that he takes the
special promise in Matt. xvi. 16, made to Peter, as made to

Tom. 3. 2. the Church herself. Thus, "Where remission of sins is,

quoted by there is the Church. How the Church? For to her was
Launo. eys of the kingdom of

heaven." &c.
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"It is asked" says Bossuet. "in what sense was Peter the SECT.
. in.

figure of the Church? As a naked sis:n? or as a certain De£, lib. 8.
part of the Church? or as her superior? We answer withc.19.
readiness that Christ was pleased that the Church should be See Mr.
figured in Peter as in the Chief. But that he represented assertmgn
the Church in such a sense as to include her whole power t r
and authority as inherent in, and present to, himself, which
is peculiar to an Universal Council, no Saint whatever, not
Augustine, not any other of the holy Fathers, imagined."

It may likewise be observed, that while on the one hand Sum of St.
.-.,., " ", i " i * " i T Augustine's

amid the spiritual meanings so deep and wide-spreading testimony
given to these most remarkable passages of Scripture there on t ie
is a total silence as to the office and function of the Bishop alleged to

* prove the
of Rome in the whole Church being shadowred out by these Supremacy.
expressions to Peter, on the other hand there runs through
this oft-repeated exposition an indirect but specific denial of
the present Roman doctrine, that all spiritual jurisdiction
throughout the whole Church is derived from the See of

Rome. Thus the negative and affirmative argument from
St. Augustine is equally strong. It is indeed the doctrine
of all antiquity that the power of the keys, which involves
jurisdiction, is inherent in the Episcopal character, as well "
as the sacerdotal power, and is part of the inheritance re-
ceived by all Bishops from Christ through the Apostles.

I may remark here, that St. Leo the Great does apply the
passages concerning the Rock and feeding the sheep both to
St. Peter personally, as distinct from the other Apostles, and
to the Roman Pontiffs, as his successors, distinct from all

other Bishops. St. Augustine's different application is the
more remarkable.

SECT. IV.

THE strongest expressions respecting the power of the Reference
Roman See, which I have been able to find in the works o:A
St. Augustine, are contained not in his proper works, but in j:
two letters of Pope St. Innocent, written in answer to the
svnodical letters of the Council of Milevi.-" who thought fit * /
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CHAP, likewise to communicate their judgment to the Pope St. In-
noceiit in order to join the Apostolical authority to their

Fleury23, . 
*

80. Oxf. Tr. own. Their own words are, - "What we have done, Sir
to and Brother, we have thought good to intimate to your holytorn. 2.618. * . .

B. charity, that the authority of the Apostolical See may also
be added to what we, in our mediocrity, have ordered, to
protect the salvation of many, and also to correct the per-
versity of some." They were writing concerning a point
nearly touching the common faith, i. e., in condemnation of

s. Aug., Pelagius. The Pope, in his answer, praises them, that " inA ;> /JOt A ' X f

F. inquiring concerning these matters, which it behoves to be
treated with all care by Priests, and especially by a true,-

just, and Catholic Council, observing the precedents of an-
cient tradition, and mindful of Ecclesiastical discipline, you
have confirmed the strength of our religion not less now in
consulting us, than by sound reason before you pronounced
sentence, inasmuch as you approved of reference being made to
our judgment) knowing what is due to the Apostolic See, since
all we who are placed in this position desire to follow the
Apostle himself, from whom the very Episcopate, and all the
authority of this title sprung. Following whom we know as
well how to condemn the evil as to approve the good: as, for
instance, that guarding, according to the duty of Priests, the
institutions of the Fathers, ye resolve that those regulations
should not be trodden under foot, which thev with no human' */

but divine voice decreed : viz., that whatever was being carried
on, although in the most distant and remote Provinces, should
not be terminated before it was brought to the knowledge of
this See: by the full authority of which the just sentence
should be confirmed, and that thence all other Churches
miyht derive what they should order; whom they should
absolve ," whom, as being bemired with ineffaceable pollution,
the stream, that is worthy only of pure bodies, should avoid;
so that as from their parent source all waters should flow,
and through the different regions of the whole world the
pure streams of the fountain well forth uncorrupted" And
in like manner to the Bishops of Numidia, at the same Coun-

Tom.2.639. cil. " Ye do, therefore, diligently and becomingly consult
B- the secrets of the Apostolical honour, (that honour, I mean,

on which beside those things that are without, the care of
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all the Churches aAvaits,) as to what judgment is to be passed SECT.
on doubtful matters, following in sooth the direction of the :-
ancient rule, which you know, as well as I, has ever been
observed in the whole world. But this I pass by, for I am
sure your prudence is aware of it: for how could you by
your actions have confirmed this, save as knowing that
throughout all Provinces answers are ever emanating as from
the Apostolic fountain to inquirers? Especially, so often as
a matter of faith is under inquiry, I conceive that all our"m

Brethren and fellow-Bishops ought not to refer, save to Peter,
that is, the source of their own name and honour, just as
your affection hath now referred, for what may benefit all
Churches in common, throughout the whole world. For the
inventors of evils must necessarily become more cautious,
when they see that at the reference of a double Synod they
have been severed from Ecclesiastical communion by our
sentence/1

There is certainly an indefiniteness about these expres-
sions, which may be made to embrace any thing; but they
do not fairly mean more than that supervision of the faith
which belonged to the office of the first of the Patriarchs.
Moreover, they come from a Pope ; in St. Augustine's mouth,
they would have much more force. They shew us, besides,
what a tendency there was in the power of the Patriarch
continually to increase, as being the centre of appeal to so
many, not only Bishops, but Metropolitans. Nay, at this
very time, within less than a century, a rival power had
grown up in the East, in the See of Constantinople, which,
from a simple bishopric, under the Exarch of Heraclea,
had begun to push aside the Patriarchs of Alexandria and
Antioch ; and, by virtue of the Imperial residence at or
near Constantinople, to exercise as great an influence
through the whole East, as Rome did in the West. If this
happened where there was no Apostolic See to build upon,
but simply the privileges of the royal city, how much more
in the case of Rome, which stood alone in the West the
single object of common reverence; for, "who knows not,"
says this same Pope Innocent, " or observes not, that what innocent I

. . Eoist 95
has been delivered by Peter, the chief of the Apostles, to the adDecen-
Roman Church, and is kept until now, ought to be retained Uum- Cou"
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CHAP, by all; nor ought any thing to be brought in or superinduced
- -^- thereon, which hath no authority, or seemeth to derive its
slant, Epist. ....
Rom. Pont, precedents elsewhere? Especially since it is manifest, that
translated over all Italy, the Gauls, Spain, Africa, and Sicily, and the
tuiHan er interjacent islands, no one formed Churches except those
P. 470. whom the venerable Apostle Peter or his successors made

Priests. ,0r let them find documents that any other Apostle
be found to have been, or have taught, in these Provinces. If
not, they ought to follow that which the Roman Church
keeps, from whom they undoubtedly had their origin ; lest,*

while they eagerly follow foreign statements, they seem to
neglect the fountain-head of their institution." The admis-
sion that another Apostle's teaching, had it existed, might
have been legitimately appealed to in favour of varying cus-
toms, is remarkable. We see, likewise, that the Pope, on
the Patriarchal theory, was the common father of the whole
West, in which however the British Isles are not men-
tioned.

De Marca, explaining the above three passages of St. In-
DeMarca, nocent, says. "The right which he claims for his See. he
f\ p *

lib. 7.nc. 12. derives entirely from the Canons of the Nicene Council/' not
those of Sardica. "The sixth Nicene Canon preserved to
the Roman Church the privileges of which it was then in
possession, in like manner as to the Churches of Alexandria
and Antioch, and the others of high dignity. But it does
not explain in what those privileges consisted, nor to what
Provinces they extended. Moreover it ascribes all to custom,
which at such a distance of time can with difficulty be
traced, because new Canons have entirely changed the an-
cient form. Thence it is that we have much labour at pre-
sent to discover those rights. However, we may affirm that
the two Italian Dioceses" (i. e. that of Rome in ten Provinces,
and that of Milan in seven), " entirely obeyed during those
times the ordinances of the Apostolic See, inasmuch as they
constituted its Patriarchal Synod, as I have elsewhere shewn.
But the other Provinces of the West were bound to send re-

ports to it, as to the See in which dwelt the chiefship of the
Apostolic See, and whence the faith had been disseminated
into the Provinces. The faith then had, as it were, been
formed in the womb of Rome. But the Churches of the
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other Provinces of the West were like colonies depending on SECT,
t IV

that city. In which they resembled the Italian Churches/' -
"That subjection of Western Provinces not belonging to

the Patriarchal Synod of Rome, consisted not merely in a
certain reverence and obedience to the Apostolic See, but
chiefly in that they were bound to report to the Roman
Pontiffs on the more difficult and doubtful questions which
arose. In this the supreme Pontiff exercised a certain im-
perial right, which proves his supreme authority; for they
are mistaken who look for it in the appeals of Bishops, which
were not received in the ancient Church.

"But the better to understand the particularity of that
right of report, we must remark that the term was derived
from the civil law; where we read that the chief magistrates
of Provinces made reports to the sovereign, when the arising
of a doubtful point required it. . . But in the Church there

'were two kinds of causes in which the use of reports was ne-
cessary : that is, so often as there was question of points of
controverted faith, or of any point of doubtful discipline not
yet defined with sufficient clearness in the Canons. . . . That
right of the Apostolic See to receive reports from Councils,
Innocent ascribes to the Canons, and to ancient custom/1 to
the Canons in the second of the above extracts, and to an-
cient tradition and the Canons in the first.

The Bishops of Rome from the earliest times, by a right This right
i- i, i. j-u r* M-UJ.-U i. " it " o of receiving

not bestowed by any Council, but inherent in their bee, as reports not
that of the Apostle Peter, exercised a supervision of faith and
discipline over the whole West. This was the special func-
tion of their Primacy : by this they were the centre of unity

West. Thus they were connected with the Bishops
of Africa, Spain, Gaul, Britain, and Illyricum, who did not
form part of their original Patriarchal Synod, but who were
accustomed to make reports to them, and receive decisions
from them, on the majore* causce, defined above by De Marca
to comprise points of controverted faith, or points of doubt-
ful discipline.

From the time of Pope Siricius (A.D. 385) downwards we
possess a regular series of letters addressed by the Popes to
the most distant Bishops of the West: and in the first of
these letters they refer to the practice of consulting them,
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CHAP, and receiving decisions from them, as very ancient. Thus
IL St, Innocent says to Victricius, Bishop of Rouen : <f If anv

Ep?staRom. causes or contentious arise between Clergy, as well in the
Pont. 749. greater as in the minor orders, let the strife be arranged,

according to the Nicene Council, by assembling the Bishops
of that Province: (5th Canon:) nor let any one be allowed,
without prejudice however to the Roman Church, reverence
to which in all causes ought to be maintained, to leave those
Priests (Bishops) who in that Province by divine will govern
the Church of God, and to betake himself to other Provinces.

Which if perchance any one should presume to do, let him
be removed from his rank in the Clergy, and judged by all4

guilty of the wrongs done. If the greater causes intervene,
let reference, after the judgment of the Bishops, be made to the
Apostolic See, as the Council orders, and as blessed custom
requires" " ..,.-,. i

The sixth Canon of the Niceiic Council orders this, be-
cause it requires the privileges of the Churches to be main-
tained, and this had been from the earliest times the special
privilege of the Roman Church in the West, like to that ex-
ercised by the See of St. Mark in Egypt, and by the See of
the Apostle Peter in the East.

The power of judging Episcopal causes on appeal was, as
we have seen, bestowed upon the Roman Bishop by Councils,
or decrees of the imperial power : not so this power of issu-
ing decisions on doubtful points of faith and discipline.
This was the proper power of his Apostolate and Primacy:
in virtue of this he received the decrees of Provincial or

General Councils, and transmitted them to the Bishops of
the AVest, or even, if they were contrary to the Canons or the
Faith, refused his consent to them, as St. Leo did to the
second Council of Ephesus. A very great and important
power, the germ no doubt of much that the Papacy became
after the time of Pope Nicholas I., a power, likewise, which,
duly exercised, was of great moment to the well-being of the
Church, even an instrument in God's hands for keeping her
one kingdom of faith and love, for preventing her dissolution
into as many Satrapies as she has Bishops, for preserving in
the several nations, her component parts, a lively sense of her
being one organized and proportioned body, needing unity
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of will, due growth, and cohesion of members: but at the SECT.
same time a limited and exceptional power, not without its
parallel in the East, not overriding custom and tradition, its
own basis, and by no means involving the authority of a
monarch : in fine, the exhortation or correction of an elder

rother, not the command of a Father.
From the above letter, says De Marca, "a very remark- De Marca,

able rule is deduced, that it was not the intention of the ̂  7
Roman Bishops in giving answers after consultation to pre-
scribe new laws by these answers, or introduce new statutes,
but only to recall the minds of Christians to the observance
of the Canons and of ancient tradition. { Not/ savs Inno- Constant. * r*

cent, f that new precepts be enjoined, but that we desire what p* '
has been neglected through the negligence of certain persons
be observed by all, being, however, things of Apostolic usage,
and ruled by the appointment of the Fathers/ Hence it is
that Leo I. somewhere writes that his decrees and those of

his predecessors, were drawn from the discipline of the
Canons : ' promulged/ he says, * from the rules of the

Canons/ .

"Those answers, however, are not to be so taken, as if they
were in the place merely of simple advice, but as decisions
drawn from the Canon or tradition, to the observance of
which the Bishops were bound. For this reason Siricius
charges Himerius to take care that his answers be carried
to the Bishops of the Province of Tarragona, and also to those
living in the other four Provinces of Spain, namely in that
of Carthagena, now of Toledo, that of Andalusia, Lusitania,
and Gallicia. f We now/ says Siricius, ' more and more in- Constant.

POT

cite the mind of your brotherhood to preserve the Canons, p"
and to hold the decretal Constitutions, that you cause to be
brought to the knowledge of all our Bishops our answers to
your consultations/"

The two African Synods, therefore, of Carthage and of
Milcvi, A.D. 416, at which latter St. Augustine was present,
having passed a decree censuring the Pelagian heresy, made
a report of it to the Bishop of Rome, as being one of the
major** causes, concerning, that is, a point of faith. And
St. Innocent returned the answer above quoted, in terms,
says St. Augustine, becoming the Apostolic See: and two
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CHAP, great Provincial Councils having thus spoken, and their
-- judgment having being confirmed by the Apostolic See, all

the authority that was needed for crushing an incipient
heresy had been exercised. Accordingly St. Augustine ob-

Tom.5.645. serves in a sermon, "Refute gainsayers and bring opponents
to us; for already two Councils on this matter have been
sent to the Apostolical See; replies from whence have also
been received. The cause is terminated: would that the

error may presently terminate likewise."
One other greater authority there was in the Church, that

Tom. 10. of a General Council, but elsewhere he had said, "Was there4Ul- F

need of a Council being called together that an error plainly
destructive might be condemned ? As if no heresy were ever
condemned without the calling together of a Council; the
fact being that very few are found which entailed such a
necessity in order to condemn them, and that there are
many, nay, incomparably more, which deserved to be cen-
sured and condemned in the place where they sprung up,
and might thence be made known through the rest of the
world for avoidance. But their pride, which exalts itself so
much against God, that it would glory not in Him, but in its
free-will, is seen to catch at this glory likewise, that a Coun-
cil of the East and West be assembled on their account."

St. Augustine, then, speaks of such a Council as having a
superior authority to the Pope. Now it so happens that
though no such Council was called on account of the Pelagian
heresy, yet that the Third Ecumenical Council, fifteen years
after this, did ratify the Papal judgment. In their relation

Mansi 4. to Pope Celestine they say, " The account of what was done
1337 15 *

at the deposition of the impious Pelagians, and Celestians,
Celestine, Pelagius, Julian, Persidius, Florus, Marcellinus,
Orentius, and those of the same mind with them, having
been read in the Holy Council, we likewise judged that the
decree passed against them by your Piety should be ratified
and confirmed. And we all are of one mind with you, hold-
ing them for deposed,"

In another place St. Augustine contemplates the possibility
of Pope Zosimus, the successor of St. Innocent, having
supported the heretic Pelagius, instead of condemning him.
In fact the Pelagians falsely asserted that Zosimus had
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supported him. "But if, which God forbid, such a judg- SECT.
ment had then been pronounced in the Roman Church con-

.... lorn. 10.

cerning Celestius or Pelagius, that those their opinions, which 434, E. *.-
fcrrcd. to bv

Pope Innocent had condemned in them and with them, Launoy.
should have been declared to be sound tenets, it would have

followed from this rather that the brand of surrendering the
truth was to be impressed on the Roman Clergy/* Again,
speaking of the virulent calumnies of a Donatist:

" What need, then, is there, that I should answer the accnsa- Tom. o.

tions he has brought against Bishops of the Roman Church, quoted by
whom he has pursued with incredible calumnies ? Marcelli- Laun°7-
nus, and his Presbyters, Melchiades, Marcellus,and Silvester," Hypothet-
(all Popes,) " are accused by him of surrendering the divine
writings, and of offering incense/'-Then further on. " Truly fijtal to,0 ' ° 

_ . themselves

it is no slight consolation nor one little glorious to any one not to ther^K *» .1

of us, if we are accused by the Church's foes together with
the Church herself. Her defence, however, does not consist
in the defence of those individuals whom they by name
assault with their false accusations. Assuredly of whatever
character were Marcelli nus, Marcellus, Silvester, Melchi-
ades/5 (Bishops of Rome,) "Mensurius, Csecilianus," (Bi-
shops of Carthage,) " and others against whom they object
what they please in behalf of their dissension, no hurt arises
to the Catholic Church spread throughout the whole world.
If they be innocent, \ve in no degree share their crown : if
they be guilty, we in no degree share their guilt. If they
were good, in the threshing of the Catholic floor as grain
they have been winnowed: if they were bad, in the thresh-
ing of the Catholic floor as straw they have been crushed."

Here, as Launoy observes, there is no division of Roman Force of
Pontiffs into private Doctors who mav err, and public who x * * f

may not, or into those who teach the whole Church, and
those who do not, or into those who pronounce ex cathedra,
and those who do not, but it is said absolutelv, the Church's "^ *

defence does not consist in the defence of Marcellinus, Mar-
cellus, Silvester, and Melchiades, Bishops of Rome, any more
than in that of Mensurius and Csecilianus, Bishops of Car-
thage. Had Augustine considered the decision of the Roman
Pontiff to be the voice of the Church Catholic, and that
Pontiff the Vicar of Christ in a sense in which no other

K
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CHAP. Bishop was, would it have been respectful, would it have
been compatible with common sense, to speak thus ? But
if he looked upon that Bishop as the occupant indeed of the
single Apostolical See of the West, and the first of all his
brethren and colleagues W
still only an individual Bishop, he might blamelessly, he
would naturally, so speak. What Roman Catholic would so
speak now of the Pope? This is the difference between
Primacy and Supremacy ; between being guardian and de-
fender of the Church's Canons, and her Head; between Peter
and Christ.

Contrast of But if an erroneous decision of a Roman Pontiff in a
his Ian- /" -n " i " 11 i i " i "
guagere- matter of laitn would only result in his personal condernna-
Generaf * tion, as St. Augustine declared in the case of Zosimus, did
Council. ke use similar language in respect to a plenary Council?

On the contrary, to this he attributes the supreme and final
authority which he never supposes to reside in the See of
Ilome. I have pointed out this above in the case of rebap-
tizing heretics. In another place after setting forth certain

Tom.9.202, difficult questions respecting Baptism he continues, "But
byLaunoy, our safe course is, not to touch with any rash judgment on

points the consideration of which has been entered upon by
no Catholic Provincial Council, and terminated by no Plenary
Council: but with the confidence of security to assert that
which has been confirmed by the consent of the universal
Church under the government of our Lord God and Saviour
Jesus Christ."

We cannot better arrive at St. Augustine's opinion than
by contrasting his language respecting the occupants of the
See of Rome with that concerning an Ecumenical Council.

ut the words of the Church's greatest Doctor are more than
borne out by the legislative acts of that vast Communion, con-
taining six Provinces, and four hundred and sixty Bishops,
which his spirit directed and animated.

SECT. V.

IN the latter years of St. Augustine's life, between 418
and 426, the important question, as to whether appeals from
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the African Clergy and Bishops to the Roman See should be SECT.
allowed, was settled. It will be necessary to state the case T '. 7 

^ * Appeals

fully on account of the strong light it throws on the then from Africa
existing government of the Church, its testimony to the Roman

TJ *"flP

Nicene Canons as a real and living system a hundred years 
onl '

after they were passed, and the maxims and principles which
the African Church, of which St. Augnstine was then the
soul, avowed in its relations with the Apostolical See of the
West, which latter indeed are such as of themselves almost
to decide the question of Schism between the Eastern and""

English Church on the one side, and the Roman on the
other. " .- A -LI

it (418) that the Tillemont,v ' 
_ T. 13. art

affair of Apiarius, Priest of Sicca in the Proconsular Pro- 292.
vince, began: whose ordination, deposition, and appeal,
caused great troubles, not only to Sicca, but even to all
Africa. Nothing is known of his ordination : but it is
plain, that, having committed diverse faults, he was deposed
and excommunicated by Urbanus, Bishop of Sicca, a pupil
of St. Augustine. So far as one can judge, Urbanus
himself committed some informality in this excommuni-
cation. . .....

"Apiarius appealed from him to the Pope, although that
was forbidden by several Councils of Africa, and by that
even of this year j although no Ecclesiastical constitution au-
thorized these sorts of appeals; and although the Council of

icea had ordered, that the affairs of Ecclesiastics should be

terminated in their own Province, not granting them any
other appeal. Nevertheless Baroriius with much probability
believes,that Zosimus not only received the appeal, but even
restored Apiarius to Communion and the Priesthood: and
that it was partly for this that he sent Faustinus into Africa,
to justify himself there, says an author of this day, because
the Africans complained that in receiving Apiarius he vio-
lated the rules of Ecclesiastical discipline, which do not allow See above ^*

a Bishop to admit to Communion those who have been sepa- 
the case of

ion.

rated from it by their own Bishop. There are some who
believe that he claimed the right to take cognisance of the WlAU *J\J VUrJ^W V/Ww

affair of Apiarius, as a neighbouring Bishop, according to a
Canon of the Council of Sardica, though assuredly there is

K2
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CHAP, no colour for maintaining that this Canon gave him that
II.

'- right. It is certain that he sent into Africa this Faustinus,
M " . . . Philip and

Asellius, Roman Priests, were also sent into Africa by
Zosimus with Faustinas : they also had the rank of this
Pope's Legates. * 

"" , "

" These three Legates were sent to carry to the Bishops
of Africa the letters of Zosimus, and to treat with them of
divers matters according to the orders that the Pope had
given them, partly in writing, partly by word of mouth.
They had instructions addressed to them, of which we have
only a part, by which Zosimus charged them with four
matters, of which they had to treat with the Bishops of
Africa, viz., that Bishops might appeal to the Bishop of
Rome: that they should not go so often to the Court: that
Priests and Deacons inconsiderately excommunicated by their
Bishops should be tried afresh by the neighbouring Bishops:
and that the Bishop Urbanus should be separated from Com-
munion, or even summoned to Rome, if he did not amend
what he had done amiss; a demand which Zosimus made on
the strength of the accusations brought by Apiarius against
this Prelate. The first and the third articles he grounded on
the Canons of the Council of Sardica, which he quoted under
the name of the Council of Nicea.

- " These Legates having arrived in Africa, as it seems, about
the end of the year, a Council was doubtless assembled, of
which nevertheless there is no record extant: but it is suf-

ficiently marked in that of the 25th May, 419. St. Alypius
speaks of it, and witnesses clearly enough that he was present
himself. Novatus of Stefa was doubtless there also. The

same must be said of Aurelius of Carthage, and what passed
there is evidence enough of it. What we know of it is, that
there were great contentions which lasted long, and filled
very long notes, without however inflicting a wound on
charity. These, perhaps, are the preceding Acts, and facts
shortly previous, of which the Council in the following year
speaks. The Bishops judicially demanded of the Legates,
according to usual rule, what they were charged to treat of
with them. These set forth their commission at first by
word of mouth, and when they were pressed to shew it
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written, they produced the instructions of which we have SECT.
spoken, which were read and inserted in the journals of the
Council. The Bishops were doubtless surprised to see as-
cribed to the Council of Nicea Canons which they did not
find in any Greek copy, any more than in the Latin, though
many were consulted, and of which it seems they had no
knowledge : for we have already remarked that the Council

Wll at this time in Africa. It cannot

be doubted that this was one subject of the contentions
which arose. ' At length, however, the Bishops of Africa
notified this year to Pope Zosimus by the letter of their"

Council that they consented to observe the Canons in ques-
tion, supposing them to be of the Council of Nicea: and* .

that, until a more exact search into the genuine Canons of
this Council should have been made: that is to say, that
they consented that Bishops might appeal to the Pope, and
Ecclesiastics to the neighbouring Bishops of their Province.
For the Canon of Sardica does not mean that they might
appeal out of their Province."

In the mean time Pope Zosimus dies, and is succeeded by
Boniface. Tillemont continues : " As to the affair of Apia-
rius and the rest, on account of which Zosimus had sent

Faustinus, Aurelius perhaps would not terminate them in
418, in order to be able to assemble the whole Council of
Africa. This Council was in fact held on the 25th May,
419, at Carthage in the sacristy of the Basilica of Faust us.
Aurelius attended it with Valentinus of Baia, Primate of
Numidia, Faustinus the Pope's Legate, the deputies of the
different Provinces of Africa, that is to sav, the two Numi-
dias, Byzacena, Mauritania of Stefa, Cesariensis, Tripolitana,
and further the Bishops of the Proconsularis, which made in
all 217 Bishops/' ... : '

" Aurelius then caused to be read by the notary the in-
structions of Pope Zosimus to his Legates : and after the first
Canon had been read, which he produced to shew that alli f\ 4

ishops can appeal to Rome/* " Alypius, Bishop of Tagaste, 404.
Legate of the Province of Numidia, said, About this we have
already written back in the former letter also of our Council,
and we declare that we will maintain what has been ordered

in the Nicene Council. As yet however i am struck by
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CHAP, this, that when we inspect the Greek copies of this Nicene
'- Council, we by no means find, I know not how, these ex-

pressions there. Wherefore we beseech your Reverence, holy
Pope Aurelius, that as an authentic copy of this Nicene
Council is said to be in the city of Constantinople, you would
have the goodness to send some persons with the writings of
his Holiness : and not only to our holy Brother the Bishop of
Constantinople, but also to the venerable Priests of Alex-
andria and Antioch, that they may send us this Council with
the subscription of their letter, for all doubt for the future
to be removed: because we by no means find it as our
Brother Faustinus quotes. We declare, however, that we
will keep these regulations for a short time, as I said before,
until the complete copies come. We must also write and re-
quest Boniface, the venerable Bishop of the Roman Church,
that he also would be good enough to send persons to the
above-mentioned Churches, that they may produce the same
copies of the aforesaid Nicene Council according as he has
quoted. But for the present let us insert in our Acts such
copies of the above Nicene Council as we possess."

Tiilemont, Tillemont continues, abstracting the Council: " Faustinus
13 art. 293. .

* expressed that he took this proposal as an injury done to the
Roman Church, to doubt of the Canons she quoted: and
that they should content themselves at most with writing
about it to the Pope, to pray him to examine himself the
genuineness of these Canons, and to observe what he should
judge proper: that to act otherwise, was to wound charity,
and put division between the Churches. As the Africans
were very sincerely desirous of union and peace, Aurelius,
not to embitter matters, would make no answer to this pro-
position, and contented himself with replying, that they
would write about the whole to the Pope," whom he calls,
" 

our holy Brother and fellow-Priest Boniface."
Considering what St. Alypius had said, and the doubts of

the whole African Council as to the Canons quoted being
those of Nicea, and that Faustinus was perfectly well aware
all the time that the Canons really were those of Sardica,
and could with a word have put an end to all discussion on
the matter, it is no wonder he did not particularly desire to
have reference made to the Eastern Patriarchs. As the
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African Bishops afterwards express a vigorous opinion about SECT.
his conduct, one is happily not called upon here to charac- -
terize it; yet I cannot forbear saying, that he seems like a
shadow projected forwards of a Legate a latere in the 14th
century. *

" Next was read the second Canon produced by Zosi- Tiliemont.
mus, touching the appeals of Ecclesiastics to neighbouring

ishops." ; . "";../
" When it was read. Augustine of the Church of Hippo MarA C\**

Regiensis, Legate of the Province of Numidia, said, ' Thisi

too we declare that we will keep, reserving to ourselves a
more diligent inquiry into the Nicene Council/ The Bishop
Aurelius said, f If this also is agreed upon generally by your
charity, confirm it by an answer/ The whole Council said,

N Jo-

cundus, Bishop of the Church of Suffetula, Legate of the
Byzacene Province, said, f What is ordered in the Nicene
Council can in no respect be broken by any body/"

" Faustinus shewed less approval of this remark of Jo- Tiliemont,
cundus, and of that of St. Alypius, who had at first used the
same expression, than of that of St. Augustine, and again
demanded that the matter should be referred to the Pope.
The whole Council, without stopping for that, ordered the
Creed and Canons of Nicea to be read and inserted in the

Acts, as Csecilianus had brought them, and the other regu-
lations which had been made since: that Aurelius should

write to the Bishops of Antioch, Alexandria, and Constanti-
nople, for the genuine Canons of Nicea: that if those which
Faustinus alleged were found there, they should be kept
absolutely, and that if they should not be found there, a
Council should be assembled to deliberate what was to be

done."

After this the affair of Apiarius " was terminated by Tiliemont,
«� j_ TT- TV 1. TT T_ J.T ^ L. 13. art. 21*5.
common agreement. His .bishop, Urbanus, was the first
to correct, without opposition, what there might have been
defective in his procedure against this Priest. And presently
Apiarius, having asked pardon for all his faults, was restored
to Communion, and to the Priesthood, at the request of
Faustinus. However, as it was necessary to provide for the
peace and security of the Church for the future, as well as
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CHAP, for the present, and as it was to be feared that disorders
n. . T

might still be seen equal to or even greater than those which
had been seen, it was thought proper to remove Apiarius
from the Church of Sicca, which he had scandalised by his
irregularities, by giving him a letter of Communion to ex-
ercise the Priesthood where he would and could be received,
and Apiarins having requested that letter, it was given him*

immediately. Such was the mean which it was thoughtv

might be observed between the sentence which condemned
Apiarius, and that of Zosimus who had received him to
Communion. *-"".-.

Letter to . « Matters then being so terminated, the Council in a body,
face. that is to say, Aurelius, Valentinus, and the other 217

Bishops wrote to Boniface to give him an account of the
whole." I think any thing short of an exact translation of
parts of this letter would be doing injustice to the importance
of the case, for the very fairest summary fails to render the
precise tone of the original. It runs thus :

Mansi, 4. " To the most blessed Lord and honourable Brother Boni-

dex Eccie- face, Aurelius, Valentinus, Primate of the Province of
siae Africa- Numiduu and the rest who were present to the number ofriL*. lC>'i. ^

217 from the whole Council of Africa."

After a summary of the events already mentioned they
proceed to say, that in the Pope's instructions to his Legates
four things were contained: " The first concerning the
appeals of Bishops to the Priest of the Roman Church:
the second, that Bishops should not be too ready to attend
the Court: the third, of the trying the causes of Presbyters
and Deacons before the neighbouring Bishops, if they have
been wrongly excommunicated by their own: the fourth,
about the excommunication of the Bishop Urban, or even
the summoning him to Rome, if he did not correct what
seemed to require it. Of all which things about the first
and third, viz. that Bishops be allowed to appeal to Rome,
and that the causes of Clergy be terminated by the Bishops
of their own Provinces, we took care to intimate last year
by our letter also to the same Zosimus, Bishop of venerable
memory, that we would for a short time permit these rules to
be observed without any injury to him, until we had searched
the statutes of the Nicene Council. And now we request ot
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your Holiness to cause these rules to be kept by us, as they SECT
were passed or appointed at Nicea by the Fathers: and -1-
to cause the rules which they brought in their instructions to
be carried out in your own Provinces, to tvit:" here follow the ibi apud

V08.

7th and 17th Sardican Canons. They proceed: " These we
have at all events inserted in the Acts until the arrival of the
most authentic copies of the Nicene Council: and should they
be there contained, (as the brethren sent to us from the
Apostolical See have alleged in their instructions,) and be
even kept according to that rule by you in Italy, we could by
no means be compelled either to endure such treatment as we
are unwilling to mention, or could suffer what is unbearable.
But we trust, by the mercy of our Lord God, while your
Holiness presides over the Roman Church, that we shall riot
have to suffer that pride: and that a course of proceeding
will be maintained towards us, which, even without our

speaking, ought to be kept with fraternal charity: a
course of proceeding which, according to the wisdom and
justice which the Most High has given you, you yourself
see ought to be maintained, if perchance the Canons of the
Nicene Council run otherwise. For though we have read

very many copies, yet we never find in the Latin copies of
the Nicene Council the quotations made in the above-men-
tioned instructions: nevertheless as we could not find them

here in any Greek copy, we the more desire they should be
brought us from the Oriental Churches, where it is said
authentic copies of the same decrees may be found.
Wherefore we also beseech your Reverence to be good
enough yourself to write to the Priests of those parts, that
is, of the Church of Antioch, Alexandria, and Constantinople,
and to others also, if your Holiness please: that these same
Canons appointed by our Fathers in the city of Nicea may
reach us, you specially by the help of the Lord conferring
this benefit on all the Western Churches. For who cau

doubt that the copies, brought from so many different
places and noble Churches of Greece, which are compared,
and agree, are the most authentic copies of the Nicene
Council which met in Greece. Until this be done, the
quotations made to us in the above-mentioned instruction,
concerning the appeals of Bishops to the Priest of the
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CHAP. Roman Church, and concerning the terminating the causes
:- of Clergy by the Bishops of their own Provinces, "we declare

that we will maintain, till the copies are tested: and we
trust your Blessedness will by the will of God help us in
this. The rest which was done or confirmed in our Council,
as our above-mentioned Brethren, our fellow-Bishop Fausti-
nus, and fellow-Priests Philip and Asellius carry with them,
they will, if you please, notify to your Holiness:" and by
another hand: " may our Lord preserve thee to us many
years, most blessed Brother. Subscribed also by Alypius,
Augustine, Possidius, Marinus, and the other 217 Bishops."

The Roman Church has often had reason to thank the

diplomatic skill of its Legates : on this occasion Faustinus,
by maintaining that the Sardican Canons were those of
Nicea, caused the important innovations in question to be
admitted during an interim which lasted seven years. But,
be it observed, no sort of right inherent in the See of Rome
to hear Episcopal appeals is alleged by its Legate: and the
ex *» A. I ~M-

to the Nicene decrees, as the sole authority on which such a
privilege was even asserted, specially excludes such a notion.
On the return of their messenger from Constantinople and
Alexandria, it is discovered that the Canons to which the
Pope appealed in favour of his claim were not to be found
among those of Nicea, but were in fact those of Sardica.
The affair was a long time pending. Pope Boniface died,

Tiliemont, and Celestine succeeded him. " It was apparently in 426
' that the Council of Africa wrote to Pope Celestine on the
question of appeals." . . " Apiarius, who had been the occasion
of the commencement of this celebrated dispute, was so like-
wise of its termination. He had been restored to the Priest-

hood in 419 by the instrumentality of Faustinus Bishop of Po-
tenza, Legate of Pope Zosimus, on condition of quitting the
Church of Sicca, and retiring to another. It seems that he
went to Tabraca, a celebrated city of the Proconsularis, where
he conducted himself in such a way that the inhabitants
were obliged to accuse him of enormous crimes, and he was
deprived of Communion. Instead of acquitting himself he-

went off to Rome pretending to have appealed to the Pope,
which he could not prove when he Vished it. Nevertheless
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Celestine believed it, and thereupon restorsd him to Com- SECT.
. v

munion. This Pope writing presently to Africa by the :-
Priest Leo stated that he had been rejoiced at the arrival
of Apiarius, whom, it seems, he had not yet examined. But
not content with that, after having heard him, without
hearing his accusers, and after having restored him, he
wrote afresh to express the joy which he had in finding him
innocent, and sent him back to Africa with the same Faus- ^

tinus, to have him admitted there to Communion. At the
arrival of Faustinus the Bishops assembled from all Africa
to Carthage, and there held an universal Council." What
they did their own language will best state.

The Bishops wrote a synodical letter to Pope Celestine, of Letter to
which not merely the substance, but the exact words and tine.
tone, are so important, that I think it necessary to render it
literally, as exhibiting the very attitude and demeanour of
the great African Church, with its 460 Bishops, towards the
Roman Pontiff. " -i - * ' " - - *

" To the beloved Lord and honourable Brother Celestine, Codex Ec-
Aurelius, Palatinus, Antonius, Totus, Servus-Dei, Terentius, canse
Fortunatus, Martinus, Januarius, Optatus, Celtitius, Donatus, *fs± g
Theasius, Vincentius, Fortunatianus, and the rest, who were
present at the universal African Council of Carthage.T

"We could wish that, like as your Holiness intimated to
us, in your letter sent by our fellow-Priest Leo, your pleasure
at the arrival of Apiarius, so we also could send to you these
writings with pleasure respecting his clearing of himself.
Then in truth both our own satisfaction, and yours of late
would be more reasonable ; nor would that lately expressed

you concerning the hearing of him then to come, as
well as that already past, seem hasty and inconsiderate.
Upon the arrival, then, of our holy Brother and fellow-

ishop Faustinus, we assembled a Council, and believed that
he was sent with that man, in order that, as he (Apiarius)
had before been restored to the Presbyterate by his assist-
ance, so now he might with his exertions be cleared of the
very gi'eat crimes charged against him by the inhabitants
of Tabraca. But the due course of examination in our

Council discovered in him such great and monstrous crimes
as to overbear even Faustinus, who acted rather as an advo-
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CHAP, cate than as a judge, and to prevail against what was more
:- the zeal of a defender, than the justice of an inquirer. For

first he vehemently opposed the whole assembly, inflicting on
us many injuries, under pretence of asserting the privi-
leges of the Roman Church, and demanding that Apiarius
should be received into Communion by us, on the ground
that your Holiness, believing him to have appealed, though
unable to prove it, had restored him to Communion. But
this we by no means allowed, as you will also better see by
reading the Acts. After however a most laborious inquiry
carried on for three days, during which in the greatest
affliction we took cognizance of various charges against him,

..'God the just Judge, strong and long-suffering, cut short
Moras. by a sudden stroke both the shuffling of our fellow-

Bishop Faustinus, and the evasions of Apiarius himself, by
which he was endeavouring to veil his foul enormities. For
his strong and shameless obstinacy was overcome, by which
he endeavoured to cover, through an impudent denial, the
mire of his lusts, and God so wrought upon his conscience,
and published, even to the eyes of men, the secret crimes
which He was already condemning in that man's heart, a
very sty of wickedness, that, after his false denial, he sud-
denly burst forth into a confession of all the crimes he was
charged with, and at length convicted himself of his own
accord of all infamies beyond belief, and changed to groans
even the hope we had entertained, believing and desiring
that he might be cleared from such shameful blots, except
indeed that it was so far a relief to our sorrow, that
he had delivered us from the labour of a longer inquiry,
and by confession had applied some sort of remedy to his
own wounds, though, Sir and Brother, it was unwilling,
and done with a struggling conscience. Premising, therefore,
our due regards to you, we-earnestly conjure you, that for
the future you do not readily admit to a hearing persons
coming hence, nor choose to receive to your Communion
those who have been excommunicated by us, because your
Reverence will readily perceive that this has been prescribed
even by the Nicene decree. For though this seems to be there
forbidden in respect of the inferior Clergy, or the Laity, how
much more did it will this to be observed in the case of Bishops,
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lest those who had been suspended from Communion in SECT.
. . . .v

their own Province might seem to be restored to Communion
hastily or unfitly by your Holiness. Let your Holiness re-
ject, as is worthy of you, that unprincipled taking shelter
with you of Presbyters likewise, and 'the inferior Clergy, improba re
both because by no ordinance of the Fathers hath the Church
of Africa been deprived of this authority, and the Nicene
decrees have most plainly committed not only the Clergy
of inferior rank, but the Bishops themselves, to their own
Metropolitans. -, For they have ordained with great wisdom
and justice, that all matters should be terminated in the
places where they arise; and did not think that the grace of
the Holy Spirit would be wanting to any Province, for the
Priests of Christ (i. e. Bishops) wisely to discern, and firmly
to maintain, the right: especially since whosoever thinks him-
self wronged by any judgment may appeal to the Council
of his Province, or even to a general Council" (of Africa) :
" unless it be imagined that God can inspire a single individual
with justice, and refuse it to an innumerable multitude of
Priests (Bishops] assembled in Council. And how shall we
be able to rely on a sentence passed beyond the sea, since it
will not be possible to send thither the necessary witnesses,
whether from the weakness of sex, or advanced age, or any
other impediment ? For that your Holiness should send any
on your part we can find ordained by no Council of Fathers. Atuaesanc-
Because with regard to what you have sent us by the same tere.
our brother-Bishop Faustinus, as being contained in thei

Nicene Council, we can find nothing of the kind in the
more authentic copies of that Council, which we have
received from the holy Cyril our brother, Bishop of the
Alexandrine Church, and from the venerable Atticus the
Prelate of Constantinople, and which we formerly sent by"

Innocent the Presbyter, and Marcellus the Sub-deacon,
through whom we received them, to Boniface the Bishop
your predecessor of venerable memory. Moreover whoever
desires you to delegate any of your Clergy to execute your
orders, do not comply, lest it seem that we are introduc-
ing the pride of secular dominion into the Church of Christ,
which exhibiteth to all that desire to see God the light
of simplicity and the splendour of humility. For, now that

\
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CHAP, the miserable Apiarius has been removed out of the Church
of Christ for his horrible crimes, we feel confident respecting
our brother Faustinus, that, through the uprightness and
moderation of your Holiness, Africa, without violating bro-
therly charity, will by no means have to en.iure him any
longer. Sir and Brother, may our Lord long preserve your
Holiness to pray for us." - "

Inference Here some most important points are at once apparent,
above his- viz., that the Pope grounded the right of hearing appeals
tory"- whether from Presbyters or Bishops, not on the inherent

privilege of his See, but on the Sardican Canons, which he
quoted as if they were the Nicene. Roman writers justify
this by asserting that the Nicene and Sardican Canons were
bound up together: but Archbishop de Marca says that the
Nicene Canons were always numbered in the heading as 20,
which alone would prevent the 21 Sardican Canons being

De Ooncor., counted with them. " Perhaps then we shall be nearer the
§ i. " ' " truth if we say that Zosimus was in some measure compelled

to praise the Sardican Canons under the name of the Nicene
Council, because Innocent the First had plainly said that the
Church used no other Canons except the Nicene, in judg-
ments of Ecclesiastical causes, as also because the Africans

knew of no Sardican Council save that held by the Arians,
as Augustine in his 163rd (44th) letter testifies. Therefore
it was necessary for Zosimus to ascribe these Canons to the
Nicene Council, to meet the opposition of the Africans."
Whether this trenches upon the veracity of Zosimus, I leave
for others to say, but at all events he grounds the innovation
he was introducing on the gift of a Council: now what
Councils give they may take away. Secondly, that the Afri-
can Bishops, while they would have yielded obedience to the
Nicene Canons, absolutely refuse it to the Pope's demand,
unsupported by them, nay, whatever colour of right it might
gather from the Sardican Canons. Thirdly, the African
Bishops here positively assert that the Nicene Canons, which
Pope Leo tells us are to last till the end of the world, sub-
ject the Bishops themselves to their respective Metropoli-

De Marca, tans. " From this account, which is drawn from the Acts,
lib. 7.°c!Ci5r.''we collect that the Canons of Sardica were unknown to
*" Africa and the other Provinces, except Italy, up to the time
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of Pope Zosimus: besides, that appeals of Bishops to the SECT.
Apostolic See had not been practised, and that they were -
contrary to the Canons of the Nicene Council." And
fourthly, the African Bishops, so far from imagining a pri-
vilege to be lodged in the Roman See of directing Legates
a latere to different Churches, distinctly state that they can
find no Council in which that has been ordered, (the only"

authority, therefore, which could order it,) and that they*

will not permit it. ' ' " ;

These four points amount to nothing less than cutting
avyay the whole ground of antiquity, and, much more, of
divine right, from under those distinctive Papal claims which
followed the reception of the false Decretals, and the time of
Pope Nicholas the First (A.D. 858-867.)

Compare for instance with the foregoing history, with the Contrast of
deposition of Paul of Samosata, or with the whole practice of claims.
the Church for many centuries, the dictum of St. Innocentw

the Third. "For not by human but rather by divine power Quoted by
is the spiritual marriage dissolved, when by the authority of
the Iloman Pontiff, who is admitted to be the Vicar of Jesus l1 7-c<
Christ, a Bishop is removed from his Church by translation,
deposition, or cession. And therefore these three things
afore-stated are reserved to the Roman Pontiff alone not so

much by appointment of the Canons, as by divine institu-
tion." An assertion which, De Marca states, has caused DeConcor.,1*1 ~~ 1

Roman Canonists to consider the deposition of Bishops a § {. ' °"
closed subject, on which they could not enter.

ossuet's judgment on this passage of history is well worth
transcribing. " Why did holy and consummately learned Bossuet,
men esteem even the claims of the holy Pontiffs Zosimus Diss. No.'
and Celestine to be novelties? Why did they appeal to the
Nicene Canons? Why did 'some sooner, some later, some
in one, some in another point, as occasion offered/ " (he is here
censuring an Ultramontane opponent's imprudent admis-
sion,) " recognise the Pope's authority ? Had it ever been a
principle in their minds that his will, by Christ's institution,
was to be their law, without exception, why then did they
think it necessary for Roman Pontiffs to allege the Canons,
which at their pleasure might be annulled? The truth is,
they knew nothing of these divine commands and rules"
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CHAP. But as to the whole case of Apiarius I confess it was
;-7not without astonishment that I first read this passageImportance r D
of this case of history; so exactly had the African Bishops, in 426,
to the cause -i . -, . , -,-. ., « t, ~, . , �
oftheEng- when the greatest lather of the Church was one of
hshchurch. them, anticipated and pleaded the cause of the English

Church, in 1534. It is precisely the same claim made in
both instances, viz. that these two laws should be observed,
on which the stability of the government of the whole
Church Catholic rests j as Thomassin remarks :-first, that
the action of the Bishop in his own Diocese, in matters
proper to that Diocese, should not be interfered with ;
secondly, that the action of the Metropolitan with his Suf-
fragans in matters belonging to his Province should be left
equally free. Who ever accused the African Bishops, and
St. Augustine, of schism, for maintaining a right which had
come down to them from all antiquity, was possessed and
acted on all over the Church, was specifically enacted at the
greatest Ecumenical Council, and recognised in every Pro-
vincial Council held up to that time? This was all that the
Church of England claimed; she based her claim on the
unvarying practice of the whole Churcli during, at least,

chilling- .the first six centuries. I repeat, it is not a case of doubt,
quoted by °^ conflicting testimony, in words elsewhere quoted, "of
Mr. New- p0pes against Popes, Councils against Councils, some Fathers
man, De- r to r * & '
velop- against others, the same Fathers against themselves, a con-
ie 

sent of Fathers of one age against a consent of Fathers of
another age, the Church of one age against the Church of
another age." It is the Church of the Martyrs, the Church
of the Fathers, of Athariasius, Basil, Gregory, and Chrysos-
tome, Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine, and Gregory the Great,
bearing one unbiassed indisputable witness, attested in a
hundred Councils, denied in none, for the Patriarchal system,
and against a power assumed by one Bishop, though the
greatest, most venerable, and most illustrious in his own
See, to interfere, dispense with, suspend, or abrogate, the
authority of the Bishop in his Diocese, and of the Metro-
politan in his Council; to exercise singly, by himself, powers
which belong only to an Ecumenical Council, and to annul
the enactments of at least the first four Ecumenical Councils.
Had an advocate been instructed to draw out the abstract
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case of the English Church, he could not have described it SECT
. . . v.

more exactly than the African Bishops in stating their own.
True, indeed, it is, that the African Bishops were maintain-
ing a right which not only had never been interrupted, but
was universal ; while the English Bishops resumed a power
which had been surrendered, not only by them, but by all
the "West of Europe, for many hundred years. Accordingly,
the African Bishops did not suffer even a temporary sus-
pension of Communion with Rome, for having both con-
demned afresh Apiarius, wh m
explicitly refused permission to the Pope to interfere in the
ordinary government of their Dioceses; while the English
Church has ever since been accused of schism by the rest
of the Latin Communion. I do not think it makes at all

in favour of the Papal Supremacy that the liberties which
the African Church under St. Aurelius and St. Augustine so
nobly maintained, grounding them at once on the inherent
rights of Bishops, and on the authority of the Nicene decrees,
were in process of time wrested from them by the Popes, pro-
bably when they were enfeebled by the irruption of the Van-^

dais, and were in greater need of transmarine assistance. I
cannot imagine how a divine right can be constructed out of
a series of successful encroachments.

SECT. VL

IN the year 402, St. Augustine wrote a letter to the Catho- St. Augus-
lics, commonly called his treatise " on the Unity of the
Church." The bearing of this book on the controversy re- Church-'

specting schism between ourselves and the Roman Catholics
is very remarkable. The Saint refers triumphantly to most
express passages from the Law, the Prophets, the Psalms,
our Lord's own teaching, and that of His Apostles, bearing
witness to the catholicity of the Church, an " Ecclesia toto

terrarum orbe diffusa." He challenges his adversaries, the
Donatists, to produce a single passage, which either restricted
the Church to the confines of Africa, or declared that it
would perish from the rest of the world, and be restored out
of Africa. His test seems decisive against the Donatists,

L
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CHAP, and against all those who in after times have restricted the
II

Church to one Province, or have declared the Roman Church

to be so corrupt that it is not a part of the true Church.
For if it be not, then the promises of Christ have failed,
inasmuch as, the Eastern Church being liable, in the minds
of such persons, to the same charges of corruption as the
Latin, it would follow that there is actually no Catholic
Church upon earth. But while it annihilates the position
of the Donatists, and of the Puritan or Evangelical faction
in these present times, it leaves unassailed that of Andrewes
and Ken. St. Augustine every where appeals to the Church
spread throughout the whole world, as being, by virtue of
that fact, the one Communion in which alone there was sal-
vation, and this upon the testimony of the Holy Scriptures

Tom. a 372. only. " To salvation itself, and eternal life, no one arrives,
save he who has Christ for his head. But no one can have

Christ for his head, except he be in His Body, which is the
Church, which like the Head itself we ought to recognise in
the Holy Canonical Scriptures, nor to seek after it in the
various reports, opinions, doings, sayings, and sights of men."
But in the whole book there is not one word about the

Roman See, or the necessity of Communion with it, save as
it forms part of the one universal Church. It is not named
by itself any more than Alexandria, or Antioch. Any one
will see the force of this fact who has but looked into the

writings of late Roman Catholic authors. He will see how
unwearied they are in setting forth the necessity of the action
of the Roman See; how they consider it, and rightly, the
centre of their system; how they are ever crying, like De
Maistre, "W is no true

Christianity." The contrast in St. Augustine is the more
remarkable. Compare with this the authority, which, in
another book, he gives for receiving the holy Scriptures.

Tom. 3. " In the Canonical Scriptures let him follow the authority of
majority of Catholic Churches, amongst which are certainly

out in Oxf. those which were thought worthy to receive Apostolical SeesTertullian. e * r
and letters. He will therefore pursue this method in the
Canonical Scriptures; he will prefer those which are received
by all Catholic Churches to those which some do not receive.
In the case of those which are not received by all, he will
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prefer those which the more numerous and more impor- SECT.
. . . vi.

tant receive to those which the feAver and less authoritative L--

Churches hold. But should he find some held by the greater
number, others by the more important, although this will
scarcely happen, still I consider that such are to be held of
equal authority." And elsewhere he speaks of "the Chris- Tom.2.843.
tian Society, which through the Sees of the Apostles and the ° e ing-

successions of Bishops is diffused through the world with a ham-

certain propagation." And the test to which he would bring
his Donatist opponent is. that " letters should be sent to Tom. 2.

109 H

those Churches, which we equally admitted had been already
at that time founded on the authority of Apostles," not to
the See of Rome only. Now the Creed of the Council of
Trent says, " I acknowledge one holy, catholic, and Apostolic
Roman Church, the mother and mistress of all Churches :
and I promise and vow true obedience to the Roman Pontiff,
successor of the blessed Peter, Prince of the Apostles, and
Vicar of Jesus Christ." This is distinct and unambiguous :
just as much so is St. Augustine's "orbis terrarum." "For Tom.
this the whole world says to them (the Donatists,) an argu-
ment most briefly stated, but most powerful by its truth.
The case is, the African Bishops had a contest between
themselves; if they could not arrange between themselves
the dissension which had arisen, so that the wrong side
should either be reduced to concord, or deprived, and they
who had the good cause remain in the Communion of the
whole world through the bond of unity, there was certainly
this resource left, that the Bishops beyond the sea, where the
largest part of the Catholic Church is spread, should judge
concerning the dissensions of their African colleagues," &c.
No doubt the Bishop of Rome was one, and the most
eminent, of these Bishops beyond the sea; but St. Augus-
tine refers the decision of the Donatist controversy not to
him specially, but to the Bishops generally. This is the
very principle, for which the Eastern Church for a thousand
years, and the English Church for three hundred, have con-
tended against the Church of Rome, I know not whether
what St. Augustine says or what he does not say is strongest
against the present Roman claim; but I think his silence in
his book "De Unitate Ecclesise" absolutely convincing to

L 2
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CHAP, any candid mind. Let us hold for an infallible truth his
II

- : - dogma, " Securus judicat orbis terraruin;" but the Latin
Communion is not the " orbis terrarum." In truth, the

Papal Supremacy at once cut the Church in half; the West,
where the Pope's was the only Apostolical See, unanimously
held with him ; the East, with its four Patriarchs, as unani-
mously refused his claim, as a new thing which they had

Du Pape, never received. Even De Maistre observes, " It is very
4. ' essential to observe that never was there a question about

dogmas between us at the beginning of the great and fatal
division." j* " " y)

Sermons on Again, St. Augustine has five sermons on the day of the
SS. Peter Apostles Peter and Paul; he enlarges, as we might expect,
and Paul. 

on their labours and martyrdom; on the wonderful change
of life which grace produced in them, the one thrice denying,
and then thrice loving; the other, a blasphemer and perse-
cutor, and then in labours more abundant than all. He
speaks of their being joined in their death, the first Apostle
and the last, in the service and witness of Him, who is the
First and the Last; of their bodies, with those of other
martyrs, lying at Rome. But not one allusion is there in
all these to the Roman Pontiff; not a word as to his being
the heir of a power not committed to the other Apostles.
On the contrary, on the very occasion of St. Peter's festival,

Tom. 5. he does say, " What was commended to Peter, - what was
1199. D.

1202! F." enjoined to Peter, not Peter alone, but also the other Apo-
stles heard, held, preserved, and most of all the partner of
his death and of his day, the Apostle Paul. They heard
that, and transmitted it for our hearing : we feed you, we
are fed together with you." " Therefore hath the Lord com-
mended His sheep to us, because He commended them to
Peter/* Thus Peter's commission is viewed not as excluding,
but including, that of all the rest ; not as distinguished from,
but typical of, theirs. Yet at this very time Roman Catholics
would have us believe that the successor of Peter communi-

cated to all Bishops their power to feed the Lord's flock ;
and that such a wonderful power and commission is passed
sub silentio by the Fathers.

Witness of The very same principles which the Great Voice of the
St. Vincent

of Lerins. Western Church proclaims in Africa, St. Vincent of Lerins
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repeats from Gaul. Take the summary of his famous Com- SECT.
monitorium by Alb an Butler. ¬< He layeth down this rule, :-
or fundamental principle, in which he found, by a diligent
inquiry, all Catholic Pastors and the ancient Fathers to
agree, that such doctrine is truly Catholic as hath been
believed in all places, at all times, and by all the faithful.
By this test of universality, antiquity, and consent, he saith
all controverted points in belief must be tried. He sheweth,
that whilst Novatian, Photinus, Sabellius, Donatus, Arius,

Eunomius, Jovinian, Pelagius, Coelestius, and Nestorius ex-
pound the divine oracles different ways, to avoid the per-
plexity of errors we must interpret the Holy Scriptures by
the tradition of the Catholic Church, as the clue to conduct
us in the truth. For this tradition, derived from the Apo-
stles, manifesteth the true meaning of the Holy Scripture,
and all novelty in faith is a certain mark of heresy; and in
religion nothing is more to be dreaded than itching ears
after new teachers. He saith, ' They who have made bold
with one article of faith will proceed on to others; and
what will be the consequence of this reforming of religion,
but only that these refiners will never have done, till they
have reformed it quite away ?* He elegantly expatiates on
the divine charge given to the Church, to maintain in-
violable the sacred depositum of faith. He takes notice
that heretics quote the Sacred Writings at every word, and
that in the works of Paulus Samosatenus, Priscillian, Euno-
mius, Jovinian, and other like pests of Christendom, almost
every page is painted and laid on thick with Scripture texts,
which Tertullian also remarks. But in this, saith St. Vin-
cent, heretics are like those poisoners or quacks, who put off
their destructive potions under inscriptions of good drugs,
and under the title of infallible cures. They imitate the
father of lies, who quoted Scripture against the Son of God,
when he tempted Him. The Saint adds, that if a doubt
arise in interpreting the meaning of the Scriptures in any
point of faith, we must summon in the holy Fathers, who
have lived and died in the Faith and Communion of the

Catholic Church, and by this test we shall prove the false
doctrine to be novel. For that only must we look upon as
indubitably certain and unalterable, which all, or the major
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CHAP, part of these Fathers have delivered, like the harmonious
II.

- consent of a General Council. But if any one among them,
be he ever so holy, ever so learned, holds any thing besides,
or in opposition to the rest, that is to be placed in the rank
of singular and private opinions, and never to be looked
upon as the public, general, authoritative doctrine of the
Church. After a point has been decided in a General
Council, the definition is irrefragable. These general prin-
ciples, by which all heresies are easily confounded, St. Yin-

Lives of the cent explains with equal elegance and perspicuity." "The
24* ' y same rules are laid down by Tertullian in his book of Pre-

scriptions, by St. Irenaeus, and other Fathers."
But not a word is there here of the authority of the See

of Rome deciding of itself what is, and what is not, error;
or of its Communion of itself being a touchstone of what is,
and what is not, the Catholic Church. These are necessary
parts of the Papal Supremacy; instead of which St. Vincent
holds universal consent. ' , - . .

»

From the East St. Basil re-echoes the same test. To the

Pontic Bishops, who had been set against him, he says :
Agreement " The fair thing would be to judge of me not from one ori" C! "D * 1

Ep/204. " two who do not walk uprightly in the truth, but from the
Mr. New- multitude of Bishops throughout the world, connected witlmans trans i o >

lation save me through the grace of the Lord. Make inquiry of Pisi-one sen-

tence. dians, Lycaonians, Isauriaus, Phrygians of both Provinces,
Armenians your neighbours, Macedonians, Acheans, Illy-
riaiis, Gauls, Spaniards, the whole of Italy, Sicilians, Afri-
cans, the healthy part of Egypt, whatever is left of Syria ;
all of whom send letters to me, and in turn receive them
from me. From the letters they send hither, and from those*

sent back to them, you may learn that we are of one spirit,
of one mind. Whoso, then* shuns Communion with me, it
cannot escape your accuracy, cuts himself off from the whole
Church."

Bossueton Now let us hear Bossuet speaking of St. Vincent's rule._"_ __ ^ _ ^ ^^^f

cent's rule. " These things then are understood not by this or by that
refi ?hri? Doctor, but by all Catholics with one voice, that the au-
c. 5. thority of the Church Catholic agreeing is most certain,

irrefragable, and perspicuous. Christians must rest on that
agreement, as a most firm and divine foundation; from
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whom nothing else is required but that in the Apostles' SECT
Creed, that believing in the Holy Spirit they also believe -
the holy Catholic Church; and claim for her the most
certain authority and judgment of the Holy Spirit, by which
they are led captive to obedience. Which entirely proves
that this indefectible power both lies and is believed to lie
in consent itself; and this clear and manifest voice dwells
altogether in the agreement of the Churches; in which we
see clearly, on the testimony of the same Vincent of Lerins,
that not a part of the Church, but universality itself, is
heard : ' For we follow/ saith he, ' the whole in this way,
if we confess that to be the one true faith which the whole

Church throughout the world confesses/ And a little after,
' What doth the Catholic Christian, if any part hath cut
itself off from the Communion of the universal faith ? What

surely, but prefer the soundness of the whole body to that
pestilent and corrupted member

"Thence floweth unto General Councils that certain and

invincible authority which we recognise in them. For it is
on no other principle that Unity and Consent have force in
Councils, or in the assembled Church, than because they
have equal force in the Church spread through the whole
world. For the Council itself hath force, because it repre-
sents the whole Church; nor is the Church assembled in
order that Unity and Consent may have force, but it is
therefore assembled, that the Unity which in itself has force
in the Church, every where spread abroad, may be more
clearly demonstrated in the same Church assembled, by

ishops, the Doctors of the Churches, as being the proper
witnesses thereunto.

" Hence, therefore, is perceived a double method of recog-
nising Catholic truth; the first, from the consent of the
Church every where spread abroad; the second, from the
consent of the Church united in Ecumenical or General

Councils; both which methods I must set forth in detail, to
shew more clearly that this infallible and irresistible autho-
rity resides in the whole body of the Church."

He then proceeds to shew that the tvpe or form of all M., lib. 7
c. 6.

Ecumenical Councils was taken from the first Council held

at Jerusalem by the Apostles. He notes these particulars:
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CHAP. Fi^ there was a great dissension, the cause of it: then,
Bossuet on *^at ^ie c^e^ Church, in which Peter sat, was then at Jeru-
the Council salem : whence it became a maxim, that Councils should not
of Jerusa-

lem. be regularly held without Peter and his Successors and the
First Church in which he sits. Thirdly, it was as universal
as could be. Fourthly, all were assembled together. Fifthly, * *
the question was stated, next deliberated on, lastly decided
by common sentence ; which all became rules for future
Councils. Sixthly, the discussion is thus stated in the Acts,
" when there had been much disputing." Seventhly, the
deliberation is opened by Peter, whence it became a custom
that the President of the Council should first give sentence.
Eighthly, Paul and Barnabas gave their testimony, in con-
firmation of Peter's sentence; and James expressly begins
with Peter's words-"Simon hath declared," whence the
custom that the rest gave their voice at the instance of the"

President. Ninthly, "They do not, however, so proceed as if
they were altogether bound by the authority of the first sen-
tence, but themselves give judgment; and James says,'I give
sentence/ Then he proposes what additions seemed good
to the principal question, and gives sentence also concerning
them." Tenthly, " The decree was then drawn up in the
common name, and adding the authority of the Holy Spirit,
* It seemed good unto us being assembled with one accord/
and f It seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to us;' there*

then lies the force, ' to the Holy Ghost and to us :* not,
what seemed good to Peter precisely, but, to us; and led by
the Spirit, not Peter alone, but the unity itself of the holy
Council. Whence, too, Christ said that concerning the
Spirit whom He was about to send: 'But when He, the
Spirit of truth, is come, He shall teach you all truth:' you,
saith He, the Pastors of the Churches, and the Masters of
the rest. Hence the Spirit is always added to the Church
and the holy congregation. * I believe in the Holy Ghost,
the holy Catholic Church \* and with reason therefore, and
carefully, was the maxim which we have mentioned laid down
of old by our Doctors: ' The strength of Councils resides
not in the Roman Pontiff alone, but chiefly in the Holy
Spirit and in the Catholic Church/

" Eleventhly : when the matter had been judged by com-
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mon sentence, nothing was afterwards reconsidered, nor any SECT.
new dissension left to any one; but the decree was carried :-
to the Churches, and the people are taught to keep the
decrees which were decreed, in the Greek 'judged/ by the
Apostles and Elders which were at Jerusalem.i

" This we Catholics urge with common consent against
heretics who decline the commands and authority of Coun-
cils : which would indeed have no force, unless together with
the authority we also prove the form, and place the force
itself of the decree, not in Peter alone, but in Unity, and in
the consent of the Apostles and the Pastors of the Church/7

I need only observe on this passage of Bossuet, that the
leadership, which in this Council he assigns to St. Peter, is
certainly not discernible in the original, where the authoritym

of St. James is at least as conspicuous as that of St. Peter.
In another place he says, " In Ecclesiastical Acts we do ib., lib. 8.

indeed find that the Catholic Church is affirmed by Chief0' '
Pontiffs and Councils to be represented by Ecumenical Sy-
nods, which contain all its virtue and power, which we are
wont to mean by the word - represent/ But this we do
not read of the Roman Pontiff, as either affirmed by the
Pontiffs themselves, or by Ecumenical Councils, or any
where in Ecclesiastical Acts."

CHAP. Ill

SECT. L

BUT it will certainly be doing injustice to the case, if we The witness
do not look more specially at the sentiments of the Greek Fathers.
Fathers, as to the light in which they regarded the Roman
See. In taking the testimony of the West, I have selected
that most favourable to Roman authority. But it must not

W

favour of Rome than it does speak, this would be of no force
to prove a divine tradition, and so to bind the conscience,
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CHAP, unless the East assented. Now I know not how we can

- enter into the inner mind of the East in the fourth century,
i. Witness" with more certainty of not being deceived, than by takingf c- -D .. » o y J o

the letters of that great Saint who seems to have caught the
mantle of Athanasius as he left the earth, and to have com-
pleted in his short Episcopate of eight years that defence of
the Eastern Church from Arianism, which her former cham-
pion had conducted for nearly half a century. From his de-
parture to the present day the name of St. Basil, respected
through the whole world, has been embalmed in the love and
veneration of the East. He, with one or two others, is their
especial Doctor, their living Guide. Now his correspondence
represents his principles and convictions in the most unsus-
picious form. And the circumstances in which he lived lead
him to expressions bearing very strongly, though quite casu-
ally, on the question of the Roman Supremacy. Had he
lived in times of peace and quiet, there would probably have
been merely complete silence on such a subject, leaving just
room for that adventurous theory of later Roman writers,
that the whole East, though governed by its own Bishops,
Primates, and Patriarchs, yet having its first two Patriarchal
Sees instituted by St. Peter, acknowledged sub silentio the
grant of its jurisdiction from Rome: and that this most im-
portant fact lies underneath, and unnoticed by, all the
Canons of Councils, and the acts of Bishops and Fathers,
which are quite opposed to it. Now there is something that
no mere quotations, which must at the utmost be very short,
can convey, viz., the tone, feeling, or atmosphere in which a
writer lives. He who reads St. Basil's letters for himself will*

rise from their perusal quite satisfied, that the bold theory
just mentioned is a pure imagination, invented to turn aside
the inexorable records of antiquity. I will proceed to point
out some grounds for this assertion, besides those quotations
already made from St. Basil. The Arian heresy was, in his
Episcopate, making its last desperate effort, by the imperial
favour, to subjugate the Church. A most profligate political
party were everywhere using the strong arm of power to cast
out the orthodox Bishops, and intrude Arianizers in their
stead. Twice did Basil brave martyrdom, and through his
dauntless bearin alone failed to receive its crown. He met
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and foiled the miserable Valens with, if possible, yet greater SECT.
energy than Ambrose overcame the great Theodosius. For - - - -
years of his life, as Bishop, he was in continual expectation
of being hurried into exile, at any hour, and with the most
unseemly violence. Such was the treatment which he saw
his most illustrious friends and fellow-Bishops receive. This
was the state of things in the East. But a tone of mind
less tempted to subtle disquisition, and a more favourable
disposition of the imperial power, suffered the West to en-
joy a state of comparative calm. To the West, accordingly,
and the authority of its Bishops, St. Basil looked, humanly ]
speaking, for an alleviation of that frightful state of things
which he saw around him. Thus to the great Athanasius he
writes in the year 371. > "For myself, I have been long of Letter to
opinion, according to my imperfect understanding of ecclesi-
astical matters, that there was but one way of succouring |- ^lj
our Churches, viz., the co-operation of the Bishops of the Mr. New-ITlATl's

West. If they would but shew, as regards our part of Chris- transia-
tendom, the zeal which they manifested in the case of one or church of
two heretics among themselves, there would be some chance
of benefit to our common interests ; the civil power would be
persuaded by the argument derived from their number, and the
laity in each place would follow their lead without hesitation"
To the same Athanasius he writes a little afterwards. " Time. Ep. 69.rp * i

as it advances, is ever strengthening that opinion which I sanie.
have long had about your Excellency. Individual events
only tend to increase it. For most other men have enough
to do to look after what is under their own charge : whereas
this is not sufficient for you : who have as great solicitude for
all the Churches, as for that, the burden of which in parti-
cular has been laid upon you by our common Lord. This
may be said, since you are incessant in conversing, admo-
nishing, writing letters, sending persons in all directions with
the best suggestions. - And wishing to contribute something
to this matter myself, I thought it would be a most suitable
beginning to recur to your perfection, as to the supreme
Head, and to take you for counsellor and leader. - And to me
it seemed fitting to write to the Bishop of Rome, requesting
him to visit by letter these parts, and give his opinion. For
inasmuch as it is difficult for ami deputies to come thence with
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CHAP, the joint authority of a Synod, he might act of his own autho-
:- rity in the matter, and choose out men able to bear the

fatigues of the journey, and likewise by gentleness and firm-
ness to admonish the perverted among us. But for this end
they must speak to the point, and with discretion, bringing,
moreover, with them all that has been done after the Synod
of Ariminum, to annul the violent acts which then took
place. And this must be done secretly, so that they should
come quietly by sea, and take by surprise the enemies of
peace/'

Letter to Another letter, though without inscription, bears inter-
masus. a" nal evidence of being written to Damasus, Bishop of Rome.
Ep. 70. It runs thus: " To renew the laws of ancient love, and

restore again to vigour the peace enjoyed by our fathers,
the heavenly and saving gift of Christ, which through lapse
of time has withered away, for us is necessary and service-
able, as I am sure it will be delightful to your Christ-
loving disposition. For what could be more pleasing than
to see those who are dissevered by so great a space of
country joined by the union of love into the harmony of
members in the Body of Christ ? Almost the whole East,
most excellent Father, (I mean by East the region from
Illyria to Egypt,) is shaken by a violent storm and surge,
from that heresy, the seeds of which were long ago sown by
Arius the enemy of the truth, but which has now burst forth
into full luxuriance of growth, and like a bitter root gives
forth the fruit of death. But it has been long prevailing,
because the orthodox Bishops in the several Dioceses have
been expelled by false accusations and violence, whilst power
is put into the hands of those who lead captive the souls
of the simpler sort. The only deliverance I expect from
this is a visitation by letter from your tender compassion.
Your exceeding affection in past time has soothed us with
hope, and our spirits revived for a short time at a more
cheerful report, that we should be in some way visited by
you. But deceived in this hope, and enduring no longer, I
betake myself to solicit you by letter to rise up to our de-
fence, and to send persons like-minded, who shall reunite
the disagreed, or bring the Churches of God to friendship
with each other, or at least point out to you more evidently
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the authors of the confusion. And thus you too may see for SECT.
the future with whom you ought to have Communion, As* '-
suredly I ask nothing new, but what has been customary both to
other blessed men of old, beloved of God, and especially to you"
(i. e. the Bishops of Rome.) "For I know from traditional
records, as I learn from questioning our Fathers from the letters
still preserved by us, that the most blessed Bishop Dionysius,
conspicuous among you for his orthodoxy, and other virtues,
visited by letter our Church of Cesarea, and by letter encouraged
our fathers^ and sent persons who ransomed brethren from
captivity. But things now are in a more difficult and cheer-
less state, and so require greater attention. For it is not the
destruction of earthly buildings, but the ruin of Churches,
that we lament. Nor is it bodily slavery, but the captivity
of souls, which we behold in daily operation by the cham-
pions of heresy. So that if ye rise not up presently to our
help, in a short time ye will find none to whom to hold out
the hand, for all will be reduced under the power of the
heresy." Here St. Basil, using the strongest arguments
which come to his mind to induce the Pope of the day to
assist him with his authority and that of thfe Western
Bishops, reminds him that the friendly visitation he was
ur ;ing was an usual thing with holy men, specially those
who occupied the See of Rome, and that about a hundred
and ten years before one of his predecessors had visited
St. Basil's own Church by letter. This, of course, was the
latest instance he could find. But, according to the Papal
theory, St. Basil was all the while deriving from that
very Pope Damasus the whole right of jurisdiction which he
possessed over the Diocese of Cesarea. Yet he says not a
word of the Pope's duty as the common Father of Christen-
dom : not a word about his personal decision, as distinct
from the Bishops whom he headed, being of the utmost
importance, and claiming obedience as a right in the name
of St. Peter. Nay, in another letter, he says to his friend
Eusebius of Samosata, " the Presbyter Evagrius, who went to Ep. 138.
the West with the blessed Eusebius, has now returned from bins of Sa
Rome, asking of me a letter conceived in the exact terms mosata-
which they have written, (for he brought back my writing
which had not satisfied the more particular persons there,)
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CHAP, and for us to send at once a deputation, of men of credit,
:- that they may have a fair pretext for visiting us" What!

the Pope require a fair pretext for visiting the Church of
Cesarea, or the East, a prey to the most frightful heresy:
a fair pretext for visiting Bishops who were his own deputies,
as we are now told, and answerable to him for the exercise
of their powers! " The sovereign, as De Maistre so often
puts it, himself requests that a specious opportunity may
be afforded him of inquiring how his own viceroys conduct
themselves. On the contrary, the visitation which St. Basil
asks for was a token of Christian love and solicitude whicl i

Bishops were wont to shew to each other, and the Bishop
of Rome, as the most distinguished, more than all. And if
there be any difference in the tone in which he addresses his
brethren of Rome and Alexandria, it is that he addresses the
latter with the greater respect. Let those, who wish to feel
in its full force the difference between the Patriarchal andf

the Papal systems, compare the tone of St. Basil to Pope
Damasus with that of St. Bernard to Pope Eugenius. In
the next year, 372, we find a letter composed in the name

Ep. 92. of the chief Bishops of the East. It is addressed thus : " To

^?1" our most religi°us and holy Brethren and Fellow-ministers
Italy and the concordant Bishops of Italy and Gaul, Meletius, Euse-

bius, Basil, Bassus," &c. After giving a deplorable picture
of the Church's condition in the East it goes on, " Permit not

half of the world to be swallowed up by error. Allow not
the Faith to be quenched among those where it first shone
forth. Assuredly you have no need to learn from us, but
the Holy Spirit will Himself suggest to you, how you may
assist us, and shew your sympathy with the afflicted. But
all speed must be used to save the remnant: and many
brethren must come, so that the comers may make up with us
a numerous tffi

formation, not only from the dignity of
depute them, but from their own number. Now these must set
forth again the faith written by our Fathers at Nicea," &c,
Had the Bishop of Rome's authority by itself tended to settle
the question, this observation had been quite unnecessary:
but in truth among " the concordant Bishops of Italy and
Gaul, our Fellow-ministers/' the Pope is in no respect dis-
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tinguished. It is plain that the government of the Church, SECT.
when this letter was written, was really episcopal, not monar- :-

chical. Another letter of four years later date gives just
the same impression, and points out exactly what sort of help
the East asked from the West It was not the decision of a

superior authority, which was never so much as imagined.
The letter is addressed simply " to the Westerns." It says, Ep. 242.1 -

"Brought to the extremity of misery" we do not give up erns.
hope in God: but ca>t about us on every side for help.
Whence, too, we now look to you, roost excellent Brethren,
whom in the time of afflictions we have often expected to
appear to our succour, but deceived in our hope, said to our-
selves, ' I looked for some to have pity on me, but there was
no man, neither found I any to comfort me/ How then is
it that no consolatory letter, no visitation of brethren, nothing
else of what is due to us by the law of charity, has taken
place? We beseech you, now at length, to stretch forth
your hand to the Churches through the East which are
already stricken to the earth, and to send those who shall
remind us of the rewards that are laid up for the endurance
of sufferings for Christ's sake. For it is natural that the
word of those to whom men are accustomed has not so much
effect as a strange voice to console, especially when it comes
from men, who, through the grace of God, are every where
most honourably known, such as report declares you to all
men to be, with whom the Faith has continued unwounded,
inasmuch as you have preserved the Apostolical deposit in-
violable. It is not so with us," &c. In another letter,
likewise a to the Westerns/' in the year 377, St. Basil says
much the same thing. Those who openly profess the Arian
heresy do not so much hurt us, he observes, as concealed
enemies: "whom we call upon your diligence to publish to Ep. 263.
all the Churches of the East, in order that, either, walk-
ing uprightly they may be with us sincerely, or, remaining
in their perversity, keep the hurt among themselves, and so
not be able, through freedom of communication, to spread
their own disease among their neighbours. Now these per-
sons must be mentioned by name, that you, too, may know
those who work confusion among us, and make them known
to our Churches." Here was exactly a point for the Apo-
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CHAP, stolical power of St. Peter's successors to intervene, but
in

'-- besides that he is not mentioned in the whole letter, any
more than in the one last quoted, St. Basil goes on : " For

our language is suspected by the many, as if we acted to
them in a mean and narrow spirit through certain private
grudges. But you, inasmuch as you are far removed from
them in space, have so much the more credit with the people,
besides that the grace of God co-operates with you, to succour
those who are quite overborne. But if, further, a great number
of you with one voice pass the same decrees, it is plain that the
number of those who join in the decree will cause its reception
to be undisputed by all" He ends thus: " These are the
things we wish you to attend to. This might be done, if
you would write to all the Churches throughout the East,
that such as thus pervert sound doctrine may be received
to Communion if they correct themselves. But if they choose
contentiously to persist in their innovations, they must be
cut off from the Church. And we know very well that we
ought to sit together in Synod with your prudence, and to take
common counsel in these points; but since the time does not
allow this, and delay is hurtful, inasmuch as their mischief
has taken root, we could not do otherwise than send these
brethren, to inform you of any points passed over in the
letter, and to move your Piety to provide the wished-for
assistance to the Churches of God."

not St. Basil in his day a witness, whose testimony
coming to us indirectly cannot be turned aside, to the
episcopal constitution of the Church, and against the mo-
narchical ? And are those who contend for that constitution

now, as one which cannot be infringed because it is of divine
appointment, impugners of visible unity ? If there is one
thing more than another which St. Basil inculcates, it is
visible unity; which he recognises as existing in the system
under which he lived. Thus in another long letter wherein
he appeals to the West to succour the East, and in which
there is not one word of the Bishop of Rome individually,

Ep. 243, he writes, "to the truly-religious and most dear Brethren
shopsof an(l Fellow-ministers of one mind, the Bishops throughout 1 v A J J fc 

. . . _ _ _ i . -_ _ J _ I . . - h -4-

Gaul and Gaui and Italy, Basil, Bishop of Cesarea in Cappadocia. "
Our Lord Jesus Christ having deigned to name the whole
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Church of God His own Body, and made us severally mem- SECT.
bers of each other, hath granted us all likewise t$ be nearly -!
connected with all, according to the harmony of the mem-
bers. Wherefore, however far apart we are in our dwellings,
yet, as conjoined in the Body, we are near each other. But
since the head cannot ̂ay to the feet, I have no need of you,
surely neither will you have the heart to put us away, but
will sympathize as warmly with the afflictions, to which we
have been given up for our sins, as we rejoice with you in
the glory of that peace, which the Lord has granted you.fl

Now on other occasions we have called upon your love to
assist and sympathize with us : but assuredly, because our
punishment was not filled up, you were not allowed to rise
up to our help. What we most desire is, that the Emperor
himself of your world should be informed, through your
Piety, of our confusion. If this be difficult, at least send
some to visit and console the afflicted, that they may put
before your eyes the sufferings of the East, which it is im-
possible for your ears to receive, because no words can be
found vividly expressing to you our state."

Newman, " and Church of
-..-. the Fathers,
Minor, were so p> 90.

great in Basil's day, that a spectator might have foretold
the total overthrow of the Church. So violent a convulsion

never has been experienced in Christendom since; it would
almost seem as if the powers of evil, foreseeing what the
kingdom of the Saints would be, when once heathen per-
secutions ceased, were making a final effort to destroy it.
In Asia Minor the Church was almost f without form and

void:' religious interests were reduced, as it were, to a state
of chaos, and Basil seems to have been the principle of truth
and order, divinely formed, divinely raised up, for harmo-
nizing the discordant elements, and bringing them to unity
of faith and love.9' Such being the case, it is remarkable
that Basil did not apply to the Bishop of Rome, as able
personally by a doctrinal decision to declare what the truth
was, and to abate this disorder, as being one whose voice all
were bound to hear. We have a great authority for declaring
that Christendom has never since experienced such a convul-
sion, and yet the Exarch of Pontus, who was dashed to arid fro
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¬ITTT P' **s Sur8e> an(l looked every where for help, saw not in the
- See of Rome the " iiltimate form of unity," nor in its occu-

pant the single Vicegerent of Christ ; but he addressed him
simply as a great Bishop; the highest title he ever gives

Quoted him is " leader of the Westerns" in a passage where he talks
29. of writing to him privately not to take a pride for dignity."

In truth he addressed him with just the same deference, and
no more, as he addressed the Bishops of Alexandria and
Antioch: and when Rome decided that Paulinus was the

true Bishop of Antioch, he kept firm to Meletius. Thus in
a letter to the Count Terentius, whom the party of Paulinns

Ep. 214. were endeavouring to gain, he says: " Again, another reportf 11 1

Count6 reached us that you were staying at Antioch, and joining in
administration of government with the supreme powers.

Beside this we also heard, that the brethren of the party of
Paulinus are setting on foot negotiations with you respecting
union with us : by us I mean the party of the man of God,
Meletius the Bishop, I hear, moreover, that they are now
carrying about letters from the Western Bishops committing
the Bishopric of Antioch to them, and passing by Meletius, that
most admirable Bishop of the true Church of God. And
I do not wonder at this. For they (the Westerns) are
entirely ignorant of matters here : and thovse who seem to
know about them," (the friends of Paulinus,) " give them an
account more in the spirit of party than with strict regard to
truth. Not but what they may reasonably either not know
the truth, or conceal from themselves the cause why the
most blessed Bishop Athanasius came to write to Paulinus.
But as your Excellency has there those who can narrate to
you accurately what passed between the two Bishops, in the
reign of Jovianus, we beg you to be fully instructed by them.
But as we accuse no one, but desire to have love towards all,

and especially to them who are of the household of faith, we
congratulate those who have received the letters from Rome.
And if they contain any honourable and weighty testimony
to them, we pray this may be true, and confirmed by the
facts themselves. I cannot, however, on this account ever
persuade myself either not to know Meletius, or to forget
the Church which is under him, or to think the questions of
small importance, about which the division originally took
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place, and of little weight in their bearing upon sound faith. SECT.
For my part I shall never submit to withdraw my opinion, - '- -
because some one has received a letter from men. and makes

much of himself upon it: no, not even though it came from
heaven itself, if the person did not agree with the sound word
of faith, can I receive him to the Communion of holy things.39
He concludes thus : " I wish that your Excellency should be
persuaded of this, that both you, and every one, who, like
you, has a regard for the truth, and does not slight those
who are fighting for the holy cause, ought to wait for those
who are set over the Churches, whom I call the pillars and
support of the truth and of the Church, to take the first
steps in this reunion and peace. And I reverence them the
more, the farther they are banished, since their exile is put

" upon them for a punishment/' Presently he gives an account
of this same matter to Meletius himself. " After I returned, Ep. 216.
having contracted great weakness from the violent rains and X° *5? *,° ° Patriarch

my dispirits, I received immediately letters from the East,
stating that Paulinus' friends had had certain letters from
the West, conceived as if theu were the credentials of a &<rvep whs J V +/ */

sovereign power, and that his partisans were very proud of it, ffvv-
and exulted in the letters, moreover, were putting forth their
faith, and on these terms were ready to join with the Church
that stands by us. Besides this I was told, that they had
seduced to their side that most excellent man Terentius, to

whom I wrote at once, repressing that his inclination, as far
as was in my power, and informing him of their deceit."
Such is the way in which St. Basil receives what seems
something like an attempt on the part of Pope Damasus
to decide by authority the question between Meletius and
Paulinus. And the Eastern Bishops were generally of
St. Basil's mind, for Meletius having died while President of
the Ecumenical Council of Constantinople, they, as we have
seen, would not take Paulinus in his place, but elected Fla-
vian. I have not fallen upon passages more favourable to
Rome in St. Basil's writings: otherwise I should consider it

a matter of good faith to insert them. But indeed, when a
particular view is so clearly developed in a considerable
number of letters, it is very unlikely that a contradictory one
is to be found in other writings of his.

M
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CHAP From these it is clear I think that St. Basil regarded the
II. Bishop of Rome as a great and influential ishop, the

Summary
of St. leader of the Westerns/'-that he paid him such deference
sil's con-
duct to- as he shewed to the Bishop of Alexandria or Antioch: but
wards there is not any reason to conclude from his writings or his
Rome.

actions, rather there is great reason to disbelieve, that he
thought the Roman Bishop possessed of any peculiar control
whether over the Church generally, or the East specially,
either in matters of faith or of discipline. He looked to the
West for aid because the West had been comparatively free
from the violence of Arian misrule : but that aid he con-

sidered would come from the number of its Bishops assembled
in Council, and he says expressly that the East and West
ought to sit together for this purpose. In the matter of
Meletius and Paulinus he is not the least swayed by the
whole authority of Rome and the West, as well as Alexan-
dria, being against Meletius, The strong expressions about

Western pride" shew how little St. asil imagined a
monarch in St. Peter's chair. But the notion of any
jurisdiction from Rome emanating to himself or his brother
Prelates of the East is so very foreign to St, Basil's mind,
that it seems, when one has been somewhat embued with his
spirit, almost absurd.

From St. Basil let us turn to his best-loved friend.

SECT. II.

2. St. Gre- St. Gregory of Nazianzum I do not think any thing
of can be found which in any way implies that he thought anazianzum

authority was lodged in the Bishop of Rome at all distinct . . .
in kind from that of other Bishops. Certainly his own con-
duct in accepting the See of Constantinople from the hand
of St. Meletius, and his other actions at that period, do not
intimate such a belief. Almost the only passage I can find
sufficiently bearing on the subject to quote is that in his poem
on his life. He is comparing Rome and Constantinople.
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te Nature which has not given two Suns, has given two Homes, SECT.
to be luminaries of the whole world, the old and the new -
power, so far differing from each other inasmuch as the one Nazianz. 2.

704

shines over the East, the other over the West, but they Parallel be-
present a beauty equally matched. ut as to the faith oftween

i i Rome and

these, the one for a long time and still at present runs to the Constant!-
mark, binding together all the West in the word of salvation, nope>
worshipping the whole harmony of God/* (i. e. the Trinity,)
" 

as becomes her who presides over the wholes. But the other
formerly stood upright, but now 110 longer, her I mean who
was mine, and then not mine, but she lay in the depths qf
perdition/* No Roman writer would compare the metro-
polis of Christendom, as such, with any other city. His
words in fact represent exactly the same sense as that third
Canon of the Council over which he presided, giving the

ishop of Constantinople the second rank after the Bishop
of Rome. Of course it would be ridiculous to compare the
Pope with any Bishop of his Communion at present. The
difference between them is immeasurable. In another place
he says to the Novatians, " Receive you not (to penitence) S. Greg.
even the great Peter, because at the passion of the Saviour quoted by
he experienced a weakness to which man is liable ? But Mouravieff-
Jesus received him, and by the triple question and confession
healed the triple denial/* It would have been much to the
point to have added, that they excluded by their heresy from
repentance him to whom Christ gave the sole commission to
feed His sheep.

But St. Gregory does not seem to have attributed to St. His view of
Peter himself in the Apostolic choir any thing like that
superiority which is now claimed for his successor over

ishops. In one of his orations, after many praises of hu-
mility and unity, he says, "Would you have me offer you Jb., i. 501.
another example of good order, worthy of praiste, and of is.
present mention, as well as conveying admonition ? See
you, out of Christ's disciples, though all were exalted, and

This passage is thus quoted by which presides over the whole world,
Bellarmine in proof that the Roman always to maintain incorrupt faith in
Church cannot err: " S. Greg. Na- God."* De Rom. Pont, lib. 4. cap. 4.
zianzen says, * Old Rome from ancient That parallel between Rome and Con-
times holdeth the right faith, and al- stantinople, which affects the whole ar-
ways keeps it, as it becomes the city, gument at issue, is studiously left out
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CHAP, worthy of especial choice, yet one is called the rock, and is
:- entrusted with the foundation of the Church, while another

is the most loved, and reclines on the bosom of Jesus, and
the rest bear this preference. And when He was to ascend
into the mountain, to assume His shining Body, and exhibit
His Godhead, and lay open Him that was concealed in the
flesh, who ascend with Him? for not all are witnesses of the
marvel. Peter and James, and John, who both are before
the rest, and are so accounted. And who were present with
Him in His agony, when He retired for a while before His
passion and prayed ? The same again. This preference was
shewn by Christ. Yet how great was otherwise their good
order and arrangement! Peter asks one question, and Philipf

another, Jude a third, Thomas a fourth, some one else a
fifth, and neither all the same, nor each one all, but every
man by turn, and one by one. What each needed, you may
say. But how think you of this ? Philip wishes to ask some-
thing, and is not bold enough alone, but takes with him
Andrew also. Peter desires to ask something, and beckons
to John to ask for him. Where here is ill-temper, or love
of rule? How could they better shew themselves disciples of
Christ, the meek and lowly of heart, the servant for the sake
of us His own servants; Who ascribed all the glory to His
Father in all things, that He might give us an example of
good order and moderation." Now Peter could only trans-
mit what he inherited : if the first among brethren was to
found a line of monarchs, St. Gregory's example was not
only thrown away, but quite mis-placed. In truth, how-
ever, such an idea was unknown in his dav. * ^

SECT. III.

3. S. Atha- FROM the great Athanasius, who, if any other man, was
nasius. under obligations to the See of Rome, I gather that while he

did indeed consider the Bishop of Rome as possessor of an
Apostolic See, he did not attribute to him any power dif-
ferent in kind from that of other Bishops. Thus in his
letter to the Bishops of Africa lie observes, "It suffices what
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has been written by our beloved fellow-minister Dam as us SECT.
. i ill

Bishop of Great Rome, arid so many other Bishops assembled
" i-i- i 11 111 " 11 . Athanas

with him, and not the less what has been written by the torn. J. 821
other Councils holden in Gaul and in Italy concerning the
sound faith, which Christ gave to us, and the Apostles pro- 

vieff>

claimed, and the Fathers, who assembled in Nicea from all
our world, handed down." Here we may note the title given
to Damasus, " our beloved fellow-minister/' and the equal
authority given to other Synods, with that of Rome, and the
appeal, so constant in the fourth and fifth centuries, to the
Nicene Council as the supreme rule of faith and discipline.
Elsewhere, giving a catalogue of orthodox Bishops whosei

subscriptions might be a test against heresy, he names them
thus, " Such as the great Confessor Hosius, and Maximinus 'A.m. i.

278 C

of Gaul (Treves), or his successor, or Philogonius and Eus-
tathius from the East (Antioch), or Julius and Liberius,
Bishops of Rome, or Cyriacus of My si a, or Pistus and Aris-
taeus, Bishops from Greece, or Silvester and Protogeries from
Dacia, or Leontius and Eupsychius, Bishops of Cappadocia,
or Csecilianus of Africa, or Eustorgius of Italy, or Capito of
Sicily, or Macarius of Jerusalem, or Alexander of Constanti-
nople, or Peederos of Heraclea, or the great Meletius, and
Basil and Longiauus," &c. I presume that had Athanasius
considered the Bishop of Rome to be what we are now told
he is, he would not have merely named him thus. Again,
describing the commencement of that attack on Liberius,
Bishop of Rome, which ended in his lapse after two years'
banishment, he says, " Neither did they from the beginning Tom. i.
spare Liberius, Bishop of Rome, but extended their madness
even to his people, nor reverenced it because it is an Aposto-
lical throne, nor regarded Rome because it is the metropolis
of Romania, nor remembered that in their letters before
they had named them (the Bishops of Rome) Apostolical
men." Presently he says that the eunuch, the Emperor's
instrument in this, "forgot that he was before a Bishop, and Tom. i.

with great threats went away with his presents." It would
have had tenfold force to say, ' nor reverenced him as head of

the universal Church, as common Father of Christendom/
But any such pretension was quite unknown to Athanasius.
On the contrary in another place he suvs. "The Fathers ofTmn- i.* * * ' 373. E.

Mouravieff.
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C P' Pe°P^eJ an(^ *he teachers of the faith, are taken away, and
the impious are intruded into the Churches. Who, when
he saw that Liberius, Bishop of Rome, was banished, and
the great Hosius, the Father of Bishops, was so suffering,
or so many Bishops from Spain and other parts banished,"
&c. Thus he names the Bishop of Corduba, even in con-

Tom. i. nection with Liberius, Father of Bishops. So again he calls
* ' Hosius Father of the "Western Bishops who came to the

Council of Sardica; elsewhere he introduces the Arians
Tom. 1. saying to the Emperor Constantius, " We have done every
369. A. Oxf.

Tr., quoted thing, we have banished the Bishop of the Romans, and
vieff. °Ura" before him a very great number of other Bishops, and have

filled every place with alarm. But these strong measures
of yours are as nothing to us, nor is our success at all more
secure, so long as Hosius remains. While he is in his own
place, the rest also continue in their Churches, for he is able
by his arguments and his faith to persuade all men against
us. He is the president of Councils, and his letters are
every where attended to. He it was who put forth the
Nicene Confession, and proclaimed every where that the
Ariaris were heretics." In accordance with this we find the

signatures of the Bishops at the Council of Sardica, in the
Tom. i. works of St. Athanasius, headed by Hosius thus ; " Hosius

from Spain, Julius of Rome bv the Presbvters Archidamusi W W

and Philoxenus, Protogenes of Sardica," and the rest: he,
and not the Pope's Legates, presiding there. Again, he speaks

Tom. i. of him thus : " Of the great Hosius. who answers to his name,
322 D .

Oxf. fr., that Confessor of an happy old age, it is superfluous for me
to speak, for I suppose it is known unto all men that they
caused him also to be banished ; for he is not an obscure
person, but of all men the most illustrious, and more than
this, When was there a Council held, in which he did not
take the lead, and convince every one by his orthodoxy ?
Where is there a Church that does not possess some glorious
monuments of his patronage ?" It need not surprise us then
that he presided not only at the great Council of Sardica,
but at the Nicene Council itself, as St. Athanasius states

above: and that his name is put there before those of the
Legates of St. Silvester, Bishop of Rome. Nor is there any
authority for saying that he acted as Legate of St. Silvester
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himself, save that of an author of small repute who lived one SECT.
" " ill

hundred and seventy years later, while the mode in which !-
St. Athanasius mentions him seems to exclude this notion :

for if it was merely as Legate of the Pope that he presided at
Nicea or Sardica, he could hardly be said " to put forth the
Nicene Confession," and the words "When was there a
Council held in which he did not take the lead," would

convey a false impression, for a Legate is only of importance
as representing the person for whom he sits. The truth, I
suppose, is, that according to the Roman theory the Pope
must preside at every Ecumenical Council, and as it is
beyond question that the Emperor Constantine convoked
the Council of Nicea, and that the name of Hosius of Cor-
duba. who sent the Emperor's letters of convocation to the Vid. Euseb.TJT * 4- 1 A £

ishops, is at the head of all the subscriptions, there was
no help for it but maintaining that Hosius presided as the
Roman Bishop's Legate.

But, supposing that Hosius presided at the Council of Dilemma
Sardica in the quality of first Papal Legate, and not as the was Papal
most distinguished Bishop in the Church, the personal friend
of Constantine, and his family, we have a result more than
ever disproving the present doctrine of the Papal Supremacy.
It is that Hosius proposed to the Fathers there assembled in
respect to causes of Bishops : " Let us honour, if you think
it good, the memory of the Apostle St. Peter; let those who
have examined the cause write to Julius, Bishop of Rome;
if he thinks proper to order a fresh trial, let him name
judges; if he does not think there is reason to renew the
matter, let what he orders be kept to." Now I think it has
been fairly said, " If our Saviour had made the See of Rome Collier,Ecc.TT * 4- V\\r "1

the seat of the spiritual monarchy, put the government ofp. 73!
the universal Church into the hands of that Bishop, and
made him the supreme judge of all controversy, it had been
a weak, not to say a disrespectful, motion in Hosius, to
desire the Council, that out of regard to St. Peter's memory,
they would allow an appeal to the Pope in the case of
a single Bishop, Such a request as this destroys the sup-
position of a divine right, and is utterly inconsistent with
the pretences of the universal pastorship. And if Hosius
should have overshot himself to this degree, which is most
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CHAP. unlikely, we may imagine the Council would have been more
modest, and more just too, than to have pretended an autho-
rity of granting the Pope any part of that right which was
so incontestably his own before; as being a branch of that
sovereignty which was handed down to him from St. Peter.

ut this right of receiving appeals, in some cases, as slender
a privilege as it is in comparison of a divine Supremacy, yet
the Popes were Avell satisfied with the favour, as appears by
the sixth Council of Carthage, where Zosimus, to justify his
receiving appeals from transmarine Churches, insists upon
this concession in the case of Apiarius, and endeavours to
pass it upon the African Fathers for a Canon of the Council
of Nice."

He adds that Pope Julius, instead of disowning what
Hosius had done, valued himself, as did his successors, upon
the concession above mentioned.

Letter of The letter of the same Pope Julius to the Eusebiau Bishops,T> T 1 *

to the 1US works of St. Athanasius, supplies us with a Papal
Eusebian

Bishops. testimony to the belief in the Patriarchate of Antioch at the
middle of the fourth century concerning the rights of Bishops.

s. Athaii. if you really believe/' says he, " that all Bishops have
against* the same and equal authority, and you do not, as you assert,

account of them according to the magnitude of their cities,
he that is entrusted with a small city ought to abide in the
place committed to him."

Now these Bishops of the East had written to Pope Julius,
according to Sozomen, that " the Church of the Romans is
indeed honourable among all, as having been the school of
the Apostles, and the metropolis of piety from the beginning:
not but that the original teachers of the Faith came to it
from the East. f
the second place, being as they were eminent for virtue and
firmness of mind, inasmuch as they did not grasp at more than
their due by means of the greatness and populousness of their
Church. And they bring accusations against Julius for
having communicated with Athanasius and the rest, and
complained that their Synod (of Tyre) was insulted, and
its decision annulled : and censured what had been done

as unjust and contrary to Ecclesiastical rule. Having made
these censures, and declared that they had been greatly
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wronged, they offered peace and Communion to Julius, if he SECT.
would receive the deposition of those whom they had ex- 1-
pelled, and the establishment of those whom they had elected
in their stead: but if he resisted their decree, they threat-
ened a contrary course. For they maintained that the Priests
throughout the East, their predecessors, had made no resist-
ance, when Novation was expelled from the Roman Church."
(This was a mistake: for great resistance had been made :
" his condemnation by a celebrated Council of Rome had Tiiiemont,
only been received in the East with much difficulty, and 3] 452-4.
after several Councils held in each Province:" but it only
strengthens the argument for Eastern independence.) " But Sozomen,IT 14" *

as to their conduct in reference to the decrees of the Council 3. 8.

of Nicea, they did not even make him any answer, stating
that they had many necessary reasons wherewith to defend
what had been done, but that it was superfluous at that time
to clear themselves on these points, as they were suspected
of general injustice throughout."

Doubtless these Bishops were part of that cruel Arian The letter
faction which was tyrannising throughout the East, but I juiiuf most
do not see that this lessens the force of their testimony to?£verset"

J the present
the existing constitution of the Church. But let such as Papalcl Aim

wish further to see what this was, read the whole of that
most moderate and dignified letter of Pope Julius, from
which I have above quoted. In it he justifies to these
Bishops his conduct towards the eminent Saint, Athanasius,
whom they persecuted. They were indignant because, after
they had most illegally deposed him, in a Synod of their own
at Tyre, Julius had heard his cause, and given him his
Communion. It was obvious for Julius to reply that he
had done so as Head of the Church, in virtue of his Su-
premacy : that the Bishop of Alexandria was responsible to
him for the due conduct of his See, as were all other Bishops :
that, if wrong, by him he was to be punished; if right,
by him to be upheld. Their strenuous declaration of inde-
pendence, their refusal even to take the second place, would
surely provoke him to this, had such a power been acknow-
ledged to reside in his See, or been exercised by his prede-
cessors. On the contrary, throughout a long letter there is
no assumption of the kind. The Canon of the Church is
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CHAP again and again appealed to as the supreme authority. ToIII.

meet the charge of reversing a decree of the Council of Tyre
not any peculiar authority of the Bishop of Rome is alleged,

Sect.22. but the agreement "of the Bishops of the great Council of
Nicea, not without the will of God, that the decisions of
one Council should be examined in another." This was

just before the Council of Sardica, which allowed to Julius
a certain limited right of hearing appeals: and it is the
more remarkable, that being the case, that he claims no
such right in virtue of his Primacy. The utmost privilege he
does claim is in respect " to the Church of the Alexandrians

See above, in particular/' and has been already explained by me above :p. 31.
and that, after he had said that Bishops should be proceeded
against according to the Canon of the Church, word being
written to all their brethren, and a just sentence pro-
ceeding from all. Thus, in the middle of the fourth cen-
tury, Julius of Home, and Athanasius of Alexandria, and
the Bishops of the Antiochene Patriarchate, are really
agreed in the main about the constitution of the Church.

Constitu-
tion of the The conduct of Athanasius, at a particular juncture, in
Church in the year 362, exhibits the then constitution of the Church
362 as in-
stanced in in full action. " The accession of Julian was followed by a
St. Atha-
nasius. general restoration of the banished Bishops; and all eyes

throughout Christendom were at once turned towards Alex-
andria, as the Church, which, by its sufferings and its indo-
mitable spii'it, had claim to be the arbiter of doctrine, and
the guarantee of peace to the Catholic world. Athanasius,
as the story goes, was, on the death of his persecutor, sud-
denly found on his Episcopal throne in one of the Churches
of Alexandria; a legend happily expressive of the unwearied
activity and almost ubiquity of that extraordinary man, who,
while a price was set on his head, mingled unperceived in
the proceedings at Seleucia and Ariminum, and directed the
movements of his fellow-labourers by his writings, when he
was debarred the exercise of his dexterity in debate and his
persuasive energy in private conversation. He was soon
joined by his fellow-exile, Ensebius of Vercellae; Lucifer, who
had journeyed with the latter from the upper Thebaid, on
his return for the West, having left him for Antioch on busi-
ness, which will presently be explained. Meanwhile, no time
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was lost in holding a Council at Alexandria (A.D. 362). on SECT..
.in

the general state of the Church/' The question how to treat :-
the Arianising Bishops, was one "of great difficulty:" it is
almost needless to observe that it could only be settled by
the supreme authority in the Church. And it was settled, as
Mr. Newman informs us, at this Council of Alexandria. By Newman's
this influence of Athanasius, " a decree was passed, that such the Anans,

ishops, as had communicated with the Arians through weak- P'|7G'882'383.^
ness or surprise, should be recognised in their respective
Sees, on their signing the Nicene formularies; but that those,
who had publicly defended the heresy, should only be ad-
mitted to lay Communion." And "their magnanimous de-
cision was forthwith adopted by Councils held at Rome, in
Spain, Gaul, and Achaia." Now the whole volume, from
which I quote this, is an indirect indeed, but therefore un-
suspicious, testimony against the present Roman Supremacy,
inasmuch as it exhibits the Church Catholic, not in one in-

stance, but during a struggle of fifty years, the most terrible
she has ever undergone, acting throughout according to her
Episcopal and Patriarchal constitution; in which the Bishop
of Rome has indeed great influence, but neither that extent
nor that kind of influence which he now claims, while the
other Prelates of great Sees are seen also in the possession
of a precisely similar influence to his, and, more especially,
acting as co-ordinate, and assessors with him. The decree
of the Alexandrine Council, then, is only one instance of this
among a multitude. But I have a letter of Athanasius con-
cerning it to quote for this reason. Mr. Newman alleges in
behalf of the Supremacy, that St. Damasus writes to the
Eastern Bishops, calling them " most honoured Sons." The On Deve-w^ A.

letter is supposed to have been written in 373, and I cannot ̂ "73" '
but observe that the Bishops composing the second Ecume-
nical Council in 381 seem by their synodical letter, which
I have quoted already in full, to have a very small sense of
the parental authority lodged in Pope Damasus, telling him
plainly that the government of the Eastern Churches from
Apostolic tradition belongs to them, and not to him : and,
moreover, acting very decidedly upon their words. But how
little this appellation of Sons, addressed by a Patriarchal
throne to Bishops, proves what Mr. Newman wants it for,
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CHAP, may be seen by the following letter of Athanasius to the
---- - - Bishop Rufinianus. " To the Lord, my Sou. and most dear
Athan

tom. i. 963. fellow-minister, Rufinianus, Athanasius sendeth greeting in
Bisho?his *^e ̂ ord. You indeed write what is becoming a well-beloved
Son- Son to his Father. At least as you drew near me by your

letter, I grasped you in my arms, O Rufinianus, most dear
to me of all. And I, though I could write to you at the
beginning and middle and end of my letter as a Son, yet
checked myself, that it might not seem a public commenda-
tion and testimony. For you are my letter, as it is written,
known and read in my heart. - Thus therefore believe, and
be thus affected, yes, believe : I beg and entreat you to write :
for thus you give me not a little but a great delight. But
since excellently, and according to Ecclesiastical order, - for
this again is as becomes your piety, - you have consulted
me concerning the case of those who have been drawn away
by violence, yet not corrupted by heretical belief, and wish
me to write to you what was decreed concerning them in the
Councils, and every where : know, my most dear Lord, that
immediately, on the cessation of violence, there was a Couu-* *

cil held of the Bishops present from foreign parts : there was
also one held by our fellow-ministers in Greece : and no less
by those in Spain and Gaul : and that was agreed upon
which was agreed upon here and every where, that those who
had fallen and been leaders in the impiety, should be re-
ceived to repentance, but not allowed their place in the
Clergy: while those who did not encourage the impiety,
but were drawn aside by constraint and violence, should be
treated compassionately, and even retain their rank in the
Clergy : especially because they have given a reasonable
excuse, and it seemed good that a dispensation should be

Mansi,tom. exercised in their case." "This," says the Seventh Ecume-
n*cal Council, at which this letter was read, " is not the voice

A- of the holy Athanasius alone, but also of Councils, because
the same Father says, that both the Romans, and the Bishops
of Greece, received it." And presently, " the most holy
Patriarch Tarasius said, the decision of our Father Athanasius
instructs us, that the most reverend Bishops are to be re-
ceived, if there be 110 other cause against them."

Thus, in this difficult case, how the Arianising Bishops
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were'to be treated, was settled by the Synods of the several SECT.
Provinces to which they belonged. Pope Liberius in his ----f^r\ f 4-

13th letter speaks of the Alexandrine and Greek decision Epist. Pon-j * ly ~o

as influencing him, "who have to weigh all circumstances p. 448om'
with moderation." The decision of Athanasius is quoted
four hundred years later at an Ecumenical Council as autho-
ritative. Thus the supreme power of dispensing in the case
of Bishops is exercised by Athanasius, as afterwards by
St. Cyril, in virtue of his See, and without any reference
to Rome. And St. Basil tells the Neocsesareans, if he ever*

received any that were secretly Arians upon their profession
of orthodoxy, he did it, "not suffering myself to form a s. Basil.
judgment entirely on my own responsibility concerning t0m. 3.306.
them, but following the decrees passed concerning themD-
by our Fathers. For I received a letter from the blessed
Father Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria, which I have in
my hands, and shew to those who ask it, in which he plainly
declared, that if any one were minded to come over from the
Arian heresy, and confess the faith of Nicea, such an one
should be received without hesitation: and he cited to me

as joining in this decree all the Bishops both of Macedonia
and Achaia : and I conceived it necessary to follow so great
a man, OIK account of the authority of those who passed the
law," &c. "This Council" (of Alexandria) "may pass," THiemont.
says Tillemont, " for one of the most important which has
ever been held."

But there is a very striking passage in the history of Pope Passage in
Liberius, which seems to belong properly to the testimony pujjj,
of Athanasius, I mean his interrogatory before the Em- rius-
peror Constantius, when he refused to betray the cause of
that persecuted Saint. If Pope Liberius afterwards sullied,
at least for a time, the glory of his confession, yet is it diffi-
cult to find a nobler passage of Ecclesiastical history than his
contempt of the Emperor's threats and seductions. I shall
give much of it, in the words of Theodoret, because it so
happens that the defender of the Church's Catholic consti-
tution in the nineteenth century can hardly desire a more
favourable statement of his cause than that supplied by Pope
Liberius in the fourth. If ever the light of that century
shines clearly, it is here. "I desire," says the Bishop of
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CHAP. Cyrus, "to insert in my history the bold conduct of the
- -^- illustrious Liberius in behalf of the truth, and the admirable
Ecci. Hist language which he held with Constantius. For it has been
referred1^ Comm^ted to writing by pious men of that day, as being fit
by Launoy. to encourage and inspire with zeal the lovers of divine things.

It was he who directed the Church of the Romans after

Julius, the successor of Silvester,
"The Emperor Constantius said, We have thought you

fitting, as being a Christian, and Bishop of our city, to be
sent for, and we charge you to reject Communion with the
flagitious folly of the impious Athanasius. For the wholeT

world hath approved of this course, and hath judged him to
be severed from Ecclesiastical Communion by the decrees of
a Council, The Bishop Liberius answered, Ecclesiastical
judgments, O Emperor, ought to be conducted with great
equity. If therefore it seems good to your piety, order a
court of judgment to be assembled. And if Athanasius be
found worthy of condemnation, then, according to the course
marked out by Ecclesiastical practice, sentence will be passed
against him. For we cannot condemn a man whom we have
not judged. Constantius the Emperor said. The whole world
has given sentence concerning his impiety, and how from the
beginning he lays hold of any circumstances to elude detec-
tion. The Bishop Liberius answered, Those who subscribed
were not eye-witnesses of the facts, but did it through desire
of distinction, or through fear of being dishonoured by you.
The Emperor, What mean you by this desire of distinction,
or fear of dishonour? Liberius, Those who love not the
glory of God, having more regard to your presents, con-
demned, without judging him, a person whom they had not
seen, which is foreign to the practice of Christians. The
Emperor, But he was in person judged in the Synod held
at Tyre, and in this Synod all the Bishops of the world con-
demned him. Liberius, He has never been judged in
person, &c. The Bishop Epictetus said, O Emperor, it is
not in behalf of the faith, nor of Ecclesiastical judgments,
that Liberius is now speaking, but that he may make his
boast to the Senators of Rome that he has out argued the
Emperor. The Emperor said to Liberius, What portion of
the world are you, that you alone make cause with an impious
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man, and break up the peace of the empire and the whole SECT.
world ? Liberius, The cause of the faith is not diminished :
because I am alone, for in old times three alone were found
to resist the command. The Eunuch Eusebius replied; You
make our Emperor a Nebuchadnezzar. Liberius said, No:
but you condemn without reason a man whom we have not
judged. But for my part I request that an universal subscrip-
tion first take place, to confirm the faith set forth at Nicea : in
order that, when our brethren have been called back from
their banishment, and restored to their own places, should
those who now create disturbances in the Churches be seen

agreeing with the Apostolic faith, we may then all meet at
Alexandria, where are both the accused and the accusers,

and their supporter, and having taken inquiry about these
matters may pass a concordant sentence on them. The Bi-
shop Epictetus observed : The public posts would not be suffi-
cient for the passage of the Bishops. Liberius, Ecclesiasti-
cal affairs do not need the public posts. The Churches can
afford to convey their own Bishops as far as the sea. The
Emperor, What has already taken form cannot be undone.
For the sentence of the greater number of Bishops ought to
prevail. You are the only one who claims the friendship of
that impious man. Liberius said, O Emperor, we have
never heard of a judge alleging impiety against an accused
person in his absence, as if he were carrying on a private
quarrel with a man. The Emperor, He has injured all
together : but no one like me : &c.-Liberius, O Emperor,
make not Bishops instruments to avenge your wrath. For
the hands of Ecclesiastics ought to have leisure from all but

blessing. Wherefore, if you think good, order the Bishops
to be recalled to their several posts. And if they be seen to
accord with him who now defends the orthodox faith set forth

at Nicea, then let them assemble together, and consider for
the peace of the world, that it may not be proved that one
who has committed no fault has been censured. The Em-

peror, One thing is wanted. My pleasure is to send you
back to Rome when you have embraced Communion with the
Churches. Consent therefore to peace, and subscribe and
return to Rome. Liberius, I have already bidden farewell
to my Brethren at Rome. For the laws of the Church are of

\
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CHAP, more importance than dwelling in Rome. The Emperor,
in.

:- You have then a delay of three days for consideration,
whether you will subscribe and return to Rome, or make up
your mind where you wish to be transported. Liberius,
The space of three days or months does not change one's
mind. Send me therefore where you will. And the Em-
peror, having two days after called Liberius, when he would
not change his mind, sentenced him to be banished to Beroea
in Thrace. When Liberius was gone out, the Emperor sent
him 500 pieces of money for his expenses. Liberius said to
the bearer, Return, give them to the Emperor. For he
wants them to give to his soldiers. So too the Empress sent
him the same. Liberius said, Take them back to the Em-\

peror, for he needs them for the pay of his armies. But if
the Emperor does not want them, let him give them to
Auxentius and Epictetus : for this is what they want. And
when he would not take it from them, the Eunuch Eusebius
offers him others. But Liberius said to him, You have deso-
lated the Churches of the world, and then offer me an
alms as a condemned criminal. Go, and first become a

Christian. And after three days he was banished refusing
to take anything.

" So the glorious champion of the truth went to Thrace
as he was enjoined. But after two years Constantius came
to Rome. Now the wives of persons in office and high rank
besought their husbands to supplicate Coustantius to restore
the shepherd to his flock, declaring that otherwise they
would leave their husbands, and fly to that great pastor.
These answered, that they feared the Emperor's wrath. For
to us that are men he will not perhaps make any allowance;
but if you request him, he will surely have consideration,
and either yield your request, or, if not, send you away with-
out hurt. Those admirable women, accepting this advice,
approached the Emperor in their accustomed magnificence,
in order that, seeing them by their dress to be of great dis-
tinction, he might receive them with respect and lenity.
And so approaching him they besought him to pity so great
a city deprived of its shepherd, and exposed to the inroads
of wolves. The Emperor replied that the city did not need
any other shepherd, but had one that was able to take care
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of it. For after the great Liberius one of his deacons had SECT.
been elected, named Felix, who kept indeed himself the '
whole faith set forth at Nicea, but freely communicated with
those who were corrupting it. But no Roman would go into
the house of prayer when he was in it. And these ladies told
the Emperor this. Induced by which he ordered, that that
most excellent man should return, and that both in common
should direct the Church. When this letter was read in

the Circus, the people shouted out, that the Emperor's
sentence was just, for that the spectators were divided into
two parties, taking their names from their colours, and one
might govern the one, and the other the other. Thus they
turned to ridicule the Emperor's letter, and uttered with one
voice, one God, one Christ, one Bishop. For I have thought
it fitting to set down their very words. After these cries,
replete with piety and justice, of that Christ-loving people,
the admirable Liberius returned, but Felix retired and dwelt
in another eitv/**

Now to the distinct and decisive testimony of this nar- inferencef +Ti *

rative I know not what can be added. The Emperor, not narrative,
wishing to offend Liberius, but to bend him to his purpose,
treats him as a single Bishop, though that of the chief city.
Liberius does not demur to this. When the Emperor says,
how large a portion of the world are you, that you alone take
up the cause of this impious man, Liberius does not reply,
as it would have been natural for him to reply, had he known
it, I am the Head of the universal Church, the one Vicar of
Christ, without whom other Bishops can do nothing. On
the contrary he accepts the Emperor's word, and answers,
The cause of the faith is not diminished by my loneliness,
for of old time three alone were found to resist the king's
command. Again, the ladies of Rome request the Emperor
to take pity on so great a city deprived of its shepherd, not
to take pity on the whole Church deprived of the superin-
tendence of its Head. Both the reply of Liberius, and the
request of the ladies, would have had tenfold force, had it
been such as I have supposed. But in truth the Emperor's
taunt would have been absurd, a How large a portion of the

| world are you/' &c. Moreover, all that Pope Liberius requests
is, that a Council of Bishops should assemble and settle the

N 2
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matter of Athanasius, and that, not at Rome but at
Alexandria. It would be hard to state in more decisive

terms than this Pope does, that the supreme power in the
Church resides in her assembled Bishops : and besides, the
way in which he defends Athanasius proves, in accordance, .
as I have noted, with the letter of St. Julius, that the Bishop
of Rome, not however alone, but at the head of the Western

Bishops, received the appeal of Athanasius because all Eccle-
siastical rule had in his case been grossly violated, not be-
cause the See of Rome at that time claimed a power of re-
hearing causes once validly settled by an Episcopal judg-
rnent in Council. "

Summary Thus the writings and conduct of that great Saint, who
ofSt.Atha-
iiasius. was persecuted in the East, but supported by the courage of

successive Bishops of Rome, and righted first by their Pro-
vincial Council, and then by the great Western Council of
Sardica, are no more in favour of the present Roman Supre-

in the Church, than those of St. Basil, the Saint whom«

Rome slighted and discouraged. , St. Athanasius, occupying "
that Eastern throne which was closest connected with Rome,

himself beholden to her in no ordinary degree, calls her the
metropolis of Romania, esteems her Bishop, like himself,
possessor of an Apostolical throne, numbers him among other
orthodox Bishops, placing some before and some after him,
a small thing in itself, but utterly irreconcilable with such a
position as Roman Catholics now assign to him, and, finally,
acts himself on the most important occasions as a co-ordinate
and independent authority.

SECT. IV.

4.st.ciiry- Now as I mentioned at length St. Augustine's interpreta-
sostome. tion of those passages in Holy Writ, which are now put for-

ward as warranting the special claims of the Roman See, I
think it desirable to compare with his the interpretation
given by the great Fathers St. Chrysostome and St. Cyril of
these same passages. Not only is this highly valuable in
itself, but it will throw collaterally great light on the consti-
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tution of the Church, and enable us the better to estimate SECT.
IV

their actions, inasmuch as they were not only Doctors but !-
possessors of Patriarchal thrones. Their doctrinal and di-
dactic teaching and their official acts corroborate each other.
A single phrase may be perverted, or estimated at too much
or too little; but a connected and consistent view of doc-
trine, and a series of acts, form a whole of which it is difficult
to resist the weight, or colour the testimony.

St. Chrysostome in a great many places refers to St. Peter's
personal Primacy, Thus in the election of Matthias. e( 'And Tom. 9. 23.

"R "F 24 P

in those days Peter rose up in the midst of the disciples and 25. B, 26.
said/ As one eager, and as entrusted by Christ with the ̂ . D" f0 ' "* . Primacy of
flock, and as the first of the choir, he ever first begins to St. Peter.

i ' 
, A j .1 r n 4. j_r > i Election^of

speak. 'And the number of names together was, he says, Matthias.
* about a hundred and twenty. Men and brethren, this Scrip-
ture must needs have been fulfilled, which the Holy Ghost
spake before/ Why then did he not singly ask of Christ to
give him some one in the place of Judas ? And why do they
not make the election of themselves ? Peter had now im-

proved. We may thus answer this. Why they did not
simply but by revelation ask for one to fill up their band,
for this we will assign two reasons: the first, that they were
engaged about other things: the second, that this was the
greatest proof of Christ's presence with them. For being
absent He made the election as He would have done if

present. And this was no small matter of consolation.
But observe Peter doing this with common consent: no-
thing of authority; nothing with dominion. And he did
not say simply thus : Instead of Judas we elect this man :
but, consoling them about what had past, see how he
manages his discourse. For what had happened, had caused
no small distress. And do not wonder at this. For if

many at present twist about this fact, what may we expect
that they said ? Men and brethren, he says : if the Lord
called them brethren, how much more he. This is why he
declares this in the presence of all. Behold a Church's
dignity and angelical order. No one was there torn froai
the Body: there was neither male nor female. Such would
I have the Churches be now. . . . * Wherefore/ saith he, ' of

these men that have conipaniecl with us all the time/ . . .
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CHAP. "\Yliy does he communicate this to them? That the matter
-- may not be contested, nor they fall into strife. For if this

had happened to them, (the Apostles contending who should
be first,) much more would it to the others. And this he
always avoids. Therefore he said at the beginning, Men
and brethren, we must choose one of us. He commits the
judgment to the multitude, both to invest with respect those
who were chosen, and to escape himself odium from the
rest. ... 'To be a witness with us of His resurrection/ Why?
that the choir might not be lopped of its number. "What
then. Might not Peter himself have elected? Certainly.

' But he does not so, that he might not seem partial. More-
over he had not as yet received the Spirit. - And they ap-
pointed,' he saith, ' two, Joseph that is called Barsabas, and
Matthias/ He did not appoint them, but all. But he intro-
duced the matter, shewing that it was not even his own, but
from above according to prophecy. So that he was an inter-
preter, not a master." On which words Bossuet says of

Bossuet's an opponent: ff He dreams that it was Chrysostome's mean-
tion of this. *ng that Peter could have done the whole matter of his own
Def. jn>. 8. right, even without consulting his brethren, which is far from
C* 17* "

the mind of Chrysostome, and from those times. Chrysos-
tome's meaning was, that Peter, the chief of the sacred band,
might, as he had first spoken about the election, at the same
time have selected and marked out some one, in whom the
rest would then have readily agreed, which is indeed to be
the first, not the only one, selecting. But Peter did not do
this. He said indefinitely, one of them must be ordained to
be a witness with us of Christ's resurrection. Chrysostome
therefore marks the moderation of Peter in being unwilling
to pre-occupy the judgments of others. But if they mean
what never entered into Chrysostome's thoughts, that Peter
even singly might have arranged the whole matter authori-
tatively, what then will follow ? Surely that Peter's suc-
cessor, separately from the Church even when assembled,
may do something, designate for instance a certain Bishop,
but not therefore be able to decree these points of supreme
importance, which concern the faith, and schism, and uni-
versal reformation, on which the question turns."

Further ou the Saint proceeds. "Observe the modera-
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tion of James. He received the Bishopric of Jerusalem, and SECT.
IV

yet he says nothing then. Observe too the great humility 
of the other disciples, ho\v they yield him place, and no
longer dispute with each other."-" He (Peter) first acted
the teacher. He said not, We are sufficient: so free was

he from all vain-glory. And he looked to one thing only :
although indeed he had not an authority equal to that
all. But these things passed thus with reason on account -^^^^r

of the virtue of the man : and because the task of govern-
ment was then not a matter of honour but of solicitude for a <nv.
the governed. . ,. They were a hundred and twenty, and he
asks one out of the whole number. Justly. He first acts
with authority in the matter, as being himself put in charge
of all. For to him Christ said, And thou, when thou art
converted, strengthen thy brethren." D **

Elsewhere he says, "After so great an evil (of denying Tom. 2.309.
Christ) He restored him to his former honour, and put into
his hands the presidency of the universal Church." Preach-
ing before his Bishop Flavian at Antioch he says, "He too Tom.3. 70.
received this name Peter not from wonders and signs, bnt
from zeal and earnest affection. For it was not because he

^^^^ r

raised the dead, nor because he made the lame man upright,
that he was so called; but, because he shewed forth a true
faith together with his confession, he inherited this name,
Thou art Peter, and upon this Rock I will build My Church. The RockT^ *

Why? not because he did miracles, but because he said,
Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God. Thou seest TJ* B!8h°P7 

... of Antioch,

that his very being called Peter took its beginning not from being out
i- -1-Ui.r 14. i T> i. " T i ofCommu-

working miracles, but from ardent zeal. ±>ut, since 1 have nion with
mentioned Peter, another Peter occurs to me, our common
Father and Teacher, who being his successor in virtue has
also inherited his seat." (Singular enough it is that, at the . .
moment the Saint said this, Flavian was not the Bishop of
Antioch who enjoyed the Communion of Rome, but was sup-
ported by the East against Paulinus.) " For this, too, is one
of the privileges of our city, that it received at the begin-
ning for its teacher the first of the Apostles. For fitting it
was that the city, AY Inch, before the whole world, encircled her
brows with the name of Christian, should receive as Pastor
the first of the Apostles, But, though we received him for
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°m teac^er> we ^ not keep h*m to t^e en<^ but yielded
him to imperial Rome: or rather we kept him to the end.
For we have not indeed the body of Peter, but we keep the
faith of Peter as himself: and having the faith of Peter, we
have Peter himself."

If the Saint at this time knew and believed the doctrine

that the first of the Apostles had not only left his body to
Rome, but the Monarchy of the universal Church, this is at
least a remarkable mode of speaking.

Further, I cannot find that he considered the person of
De Rom. Peter to be the Rock, (which Bellarmine says is the opinion
i. c. 10. ' of Catholics generally, of the whole Church and of the Greek

and Latin Fathers,) but his confession of the Godhead and
The Rock Manhood. Thus, " Having said to Peter, Blessed art thou,

con

fession. Simon Bar-Jonas, and having promised to lay the found a-
Tom. 10. tions of the Church upon his confession, not lone: after He
6o7. C. A ' D

says, Get thee behind Me, Satan."
Again, in a passage to be noted for another reason,

Tom. 7. "Christ, wishing to repress this, (Peter's confidence,) per-
mitted his denial. For when he would not listen either to

Him or to the Prophet, - for for this very purpose He had
cited the Prophet, that he might not contradict - but when
he would not bear the treatment of words, He teaches him
by deeds. For to shew that He therefore permitted it, that
He might correct this in him, hear what He says, ' But I

have prayed for thee that thy faith fail not/ For this he
spake severely touching him, and shewing that his fall was
worse than that of the rest, and needing more help. For
there were two chares, that he contradicted, and that he
put himself before the rest, or rather a third, that he ascribed
all to himself. To cure this, then, He permitted the fall,
and therefore, leaving the rest, He turns to him. For He
saith, ' Simon, Simon, behold Satan hath desired to sift you
as wheat/ that is, to confound, to disturb, to tempt: 'but I
have prayed for thee that thy faith fail not/ And wherefore,
if he desired all, said He not for all, I prayed ? Is it not plain
that it is for the reason I mentioned above? To touch him,
and shew him that his fall was worse than that of the rest,
He addresses him. And wherefore said He not, I have not

permitted, hut, I prayed ? Being about to suffer, He speaks
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humblv, to shew the humanity. For He who built the Church SECT.
. iv.

upon his confession, and so fortified it that unnumbered !
dangers and deaths should not gain the victory over it: He,
who save to him the kevs of the heavens, and made him mj f

Lord of such power, and needed not prayer for this,-for He
did not then say, I prayed, but, with authority, I will build
My Church, and I will give to thee the keys of heaven-how
needed He prayer to fix the agitated mind of one man ?
Wherefore, then, spake He thus ? for the cause that I have
mentioned, and on account of their weakness, for they had
not yet the fitting opinion about Him. How then denied
he? He said not, that thou mayest not deny, but that thy
faith fail not, that it perish not utterly."

Again, when, in one of his most elaborate works, the com- interpveta-
i tti. ~\r ii-u i A J.-L "*. IP i tionofMatt.

mentary on bt. Matthew, he comes to the passage itself, and IG. IG.
speaks of it in detail, not only does he make the Rock to be
St. Peter's confession, but his argument leads him to dwell
in an especial manner on the fact that it was St. Peter's ex-
pressed faith in the Godhead and Manhood, our Lord's true
and incommunicable Sonship and Consubstantiality with the
Father, which drew down so peculiar a blessing. "What
then vsaith Peter, the mouth-piece of the Apostles ? He that Tom. 7.r 4 C* T71 £ 4 "7

is ever ardent, the leader of the band of the Apostles, when ̂ >t 54$' "
all are asked, answers himself/' . . . "If he had not con-
fessed Him genuine Son and born of the Father Himself,
this had not been matter of revelation : since before him

they who were in the vessel after the storm which they saw
had said, c Truly He is Son of God/ and were not blessed,
although they had spoken the truth. For they did not con-
fess such a Sonship as Peter, but thought Him to be really
a Son, one out of many, distinguished indeed beyond the
many, but not of His Very Substance. And Nathanael too
said, ' Rabbi, Thou art the Son of God, Thou art the King
of Israel/ yet not only is he not blessed, but, as having
spoken something much beneath the truth, is censured by
Him. At least tHe added, f Because I said unto thee, I saw
thee under the fig-tree, believest thou ? thou shalt see greater
things than these.' Why then is Peter blessed? Because he
confessed Him to be genuine Son." ..." What then saith
Christ ? ' Thou art Simon, Son of Jonas; thou shalt be called
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CHAP. Cephas/ For since thou hast proclaimed My Father, saith
'--- He, I too name him that begat thee: all but saying, that as

thou art Son of Jonas, so am I of My Father : since it was
superfluous to say, thou art Son of Jonas. But since he
had called Him Son of God, to shew that He is Son of God
in the sense in which the other is son of Jonas, of the same
substance with his father, therefore He added this, ' And I

_ *

say unto thee, thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will
build My Church/ that is, upon the faith of his confession.
Hence He shews that many were about to believe, and raises
his spirit, and makes him a shepherd." ..." For what
belongs to God alone, to loose sins, and to render the
Church immoveable in such an assault of waves, and to
make a fisherman more solid than any rock, when the whole
world was at war with him, these are what He promises to
give him : as the Father addressing Jeremiah said, f I have
made thee - an iron pillar and brasen walls/ but him to one
nation, whereas the other to the whole world. Willingly
would I ask those who wish to diminish the dignity of the
Son, which are the greatest gifts, those which the Father
gave to Peter, or those which the Son ? For He bestowed
on Peter the revelation of the Son, but the Son disseminated

that of the Father and of Himself through the whole world,
and put into the hands of a mortal man power over all things
in heaven, when He gave him the keys : Who extended the
Church through the whole world, and shewed it to be firmer
than the heaven."

Again, assigning as above a reason why the Lord said to
Tom. 3. Peter, I have praved for thee, " I, He savs, restrained him,
ft" Fi JT * ' ' v * '

inter reta- knowing that ye cannot bear the temptation. For the ex-
tionofLuke pression. 'that thy faith fail not/ shews that had He per-22. 82 .** L

mitted it, his faith would have failed. But if Peter, the ... .
fervent lover of Christ, who exposed his life for Him times
numberless, even starting forth before the company of Apo-
stles, and blessed by his Master, and therefore called Peter,
because he had a firm unchangeable faith, if he would have
been carried away, and given up his confession, had Christ
permitted the devil to tempt him as much as he wished,
what other shall be able to stand without His assistance?"

It is certainly time to quote these interpretations of the
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great Fathers, when we are told that the words "I have SECT.
. iv

praved for thee that thy faith fail not." mean an express - - ! -
i Contrast

covenant from our Lord to the Bishop of Home, as occupant between
of the See of Peter, that, though all the rest of the Church tome's in-
should fail, his faith should yet stand. And in like manner ̂Jd the late
that the passage in Matthew is the charter by which supreme Roman one.
power to rule the Church is put into the Roman Pontiff's
hands, and that in John, Feed My sheep, is in such sense
a commission to feed the whole Church that all other shep-
herds receive their commission through him : so that, even
their orders being valid, they cannot have legitimate juris-
diction, save from that one Pontiff's hands. Since the time
of Bellarmine this interpretation has been more and more
received in the Roman Communion, though opposed from
time to time by men of great learning and ability, who could
not but feel that the golden Canon of St. Vincent, Anti-
quity, Universality and Consent, was directly against it.
Assuredly had such been the ancientlv and universally re- J J *

ccived meaning, I could have accepted it, just as I would
most readily accept the doctrine it is meant to assert, were
it not that antiquity knows nothing of that doctrine. Those
who feel that St. Vincent's Canon tells with an almost an-

nihilating force against certain doctrines which they wish to
hold, may give it up : I, for one, where it can be applied,
think it convincing: and this matter of the Roman Supre-
macy is just one to which that induction can be applied to
an unusual extent.

Now let the language of St. Chrysostome on these various
passages be fairly weighed. No thought, assuredly, had he,
continually alluding, as he does, to St. Peter's Primacy,
dwelling upon it, and speaking of it largely and generously,
that, while this was to last for ever, and be wondrouslvv

developed into a great centralising power in the heart of
the Church, on the other hand the Apostolic powers of his
brethren were not to continue, (as Bellarmine asserts, and
as the Roman theory and practice exhibit,) but be absorbed
in the authority of their chief. Does he say, for instance,
that Peter has the whole world committed to him ? This is

true, but then it is not exclusivelv of his brethren, but in * v -*

conjunction with them. Bellarmine will quote him for the
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CHAP, first point, but omit the second. For instance, the followingL*

is the comment of St. Chrysostome on the third of the pas-
Tom. 8. sages in question. "Jesus saith unto Simon Peter, Simon,
525. D.
627.B. son of Jonas, lovest thou Me more than these? He saith
T * ' unto Him. Yea, Lord. Thou knowest that I love Thee. HeInterpreta- .

tionofJohn saith unto him, Feed My sheep. And why then, passing by
the rest, does He converse with him on these things? He was
the chosen of the Apostles, and the mouth-piece of the dis-
ciples, and the head of the band. Therefore also Paul once
went up to see him rather than the rest. It was besides to
shew him that for the future he must be bold, as the denial
was done away with, that He puts into his hands the pre-
sidency over the brethren. And He does not mention the
denial, nor reproach him with what had past: but He says,
if thou lovest Me, rule the brethren, and shew now that
warm affection which on all occasions thou hast shewn, and
in which thou didst exult, and that life which thou didst

M And

a little further on. " But if any one asks, how then did
James receive the throne of Jerusalem, I would reply that
He elected Peter not to be teacher of this throne, but of the
whole world." But presently the same is said of John, witl
Peter: " but since they were about to receive the charge q
the whole world, they were not for the future to be joined
together: for this would have been a great loss to the
world." Thus then St. Peter's being the chosen Apostle,
the mouth-piece and head of the band, having the presidency
over the brethren put into his hands, and being made teacher
of the whole world, does not exclude the other Apostles like-
wise from receiving the charge of the whole world. In exact
accordance with this St. Cyril of Alexandria calls all the
Apostles doctors of the whole world. For speaking of the
confession made by St. Thomas, My Lord and my God, he

Agreement says, " To him who so believed and was thus disposed at the
torn! 4?n> en(i °f the Gospel He says, go and make disciples all nations.
1109. D. But if He bids one who thought thus to make disciples all

nations, and appoints him Ecumenical Doctor, He Avilleth that
we should have no other faith."

Surely Holy Scripture impresses on us the same view: for
while in Matt. xvi. 19 the power to bind and to loose is
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promised to St. Peter: I will give: whatsoever thou shalt SECT.
bind, whatsoever thou shalt loose &c., in Matt, xviii, 18 this
promise is repeated to all the Apostles. Still both these are
promises. But in John xx. 21 and 23, this power is actually
conveyed not to Peter by himself, but to all together. "As
My Father sent Me, even so send I you." " Whose sins ye
remit they are remitted: whose ye retain, they are retained."
And this after He had said, breathing on them, " Receive ye
the Holy Ghost." As it was in conjunction with his brethren
that St. Peter was made a Priest to offer the pure and un-
bloody sacrifice of the Body and Blood of Christ, when the
Lord said, " This do in remembrance of Me:" so in con-
junction with his brethren did he receive the power of
binding and loosing sins, which belongs to that most awful
Priesthood. Thus St. Chrysostorue commenting on the
passage of John xx. 21 and 23, takes it as a grant to the
whole Priesthood of the Church.

"For great is the dignitv of Priests : 'Whose sins/ saith He. Tom. a.
. . 517. C. 5J8.

'ye remit, they are remitted.' Wherefore also Paul said, 'Obey
them that have the rule over you. and submit yourselves John 20. 21J ' J 

a grant to

and hold them very highly in honour/ For thou carest for the whole
thine own matters, and if thou disposest these well, \vilt have °° '*

no account to give of the rest. But the Priest, though he
order well his own life, yet, if he take not careful charge of
thine, or of all about him, will depart into hell with the
wicked. And oftentimes, not having been betrayed by his
own actions, he is ruined by yours, if he has not well per-
formed all which belongs to himself. Knowing therefore
the greatness of the danger shew for them great good-will.
Which Paul intimated in his words, ' for they watch over
your souls,' and that not simply, but as 'those that must
give an account/ . . . Think what Christ says concerning
the Jews : ' the Scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses'

seat : all therefore that they say unto you to do, do ye/
But now we may not say * The Priests sit in Moses* seat,

. but in that of Christ/ For His office of teaching have they '
inherited. Wherefore also Paul saith, f We are ambassadors
for Christ, as if God besought you through us/ . . . But why
say I Priests ? Neither Angel nor Archangel can do any-
thing in what is given of God : but the Father and the Son
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CHAP, and the Holy Spirit dispenseth all: the Priest lendeth his
--!- tongue and stretcheth forth his hand."

In another passage he says to the same effect,
Tom. 1. " For the Priesthood is performed indeed upon the earth,88*^ T£ SST

B, ' but holdeth the rank of things done in heaven. And with
great reason. For neither man, nor Anel, nor Archanel,
nor any other created power, but the Paraclete Himself, hath
arranged this service : and taught those who are yet in the

The Real flesh to represent the ministry of Angels. . . For when thou
l^rcscncc us

stated by seest the Lord sacrificed, and lying, and the Priest stand-
" 

*n» over ^ie sacrifice an(l Pra}ring> and all men empur-
pled with that precious Blood, dost thou think thyself
to be still among men, and to stand upon the earth f . . ,
For if any one would consider, how great a thing it is
for one being a man, still encompassed with flesh and blood,
to be able to draw nigh That Blessed and Pure Nature,
then would he plainly see how great an honour the grace
of the Spirit hath conferred upon Priests. For by their
instrumentality both these things are done, and other things
not at all inferior to these, both in respect of their dignity

The Chris- and our salvation. For those who dwell on the earth and
tian Priest- - ,1 i i , , -. .,1 ,, j . . , .. /»
hood. sojourn there have been entrusted with the administration or

things in heaven, and have received a power which neither
to Angels nor Archangels hath God given. For not unto them
is said : * Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth, shall be bound
in heaven, and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be
loosed in heaven.' For they who rule on earth have indeed
the power of binding, but the body alone. While this chain
reacheth to the soul itself, and extendeth through the hea-
vens. Arid what acts Priests do below, these God ratifies
above: and the Lord confirmeth the sentence of His ser-

vants. For what else hath He given them, but all power in
heaven. For, saith He, f whose sins ye remit, they are re-
mitted, and whose ye retain, they are retained.' For what
power can there be greater than this? The Father hath
given all judgment unto the Son: but I behold them invested
with all this by the Son. For unto this government they
have been advanced, as if they were already translated into
the heavens, and had surpassed the nature of man, and had
been set free from our affections. Again, were a king to
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communicate to any of his officers this honour, that he might SECT.
imprison whom he would and release them, such an one 

:--

would be admired and looked up to by all. "While he that Superiority
T ,1 i p o j ±v -4. l, 4. 4.1 of spiritual
hath received from God an authority so much greater than to temporal
this, as heaven is more precious than earth, and souls than
bodies, seems to some men to have received so small an
honour, that it can be imagined that one so entrusted should
even despise the gift. A\vay with such madness. For it is
manifest madness to despise so great a power, without
wlwch we can obtain neither salvation nor the promised
blessings. For if no one can enter into the kingdom of
heaven except he be born again of water and of the Spirit,
and he that eateth not the Flesh of the Lord and drinketh

His Blood is cast out of eternal life, and if all these are

clone by nothing else but only by those holy hands-those
of the Priest I mean-how can any one without these be
able either to escape hell-fire, or gain the rewards which are
laid up ? For it is these, I say, these, who are entrusted
with spiritual travails, and have committed to them the
birth through Baptism. Through these we put on Christ,
and are buried together with the Son of God, become mem-
bers of that blessed Head, So that with justice may they be
to us not only more terrible than governors or kings, but also
more honourable than fathers. For these begat us from blood
and the will of the flesh, but the others are causes to us of the
birth from God, of that blessed regeneration, of the true
liberty, and of the adoption by grace. The priest of the Jews Superiority
had authority to deliver from bodily leprosy, or rather, by no to Jewish
means to deliver, but to approve those who had been delivered,1Jnesthood-
and you know how the office of Priest was then sought after;
but these have received authority concerning, not the leprosy
of the body, but the uncleanness of the soul, and not to ap-
prove it when removed, but utterly to remove it. So that
such as despise them, are involved in greater crime, and
worthy of greater punishment, than Dathan and his company.
For if these claimed a power which did not belong to them,
yet at least they had a wonderful conception of it; and
shewed this by seeking it earnestly. Whereas the others,
when this office hath been more highly honoured, and hath
received so great an increase, have dared to do contrary wise
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CHAP, indeed to them, but ranch worse than them. For it is not
ill

'-- so great an act of contempt to desire au honour which does
not belong to one, as to despise blessings so great: but this
latter is as much greater than the other, as the difference
between contempt and admiration. What soul then can be
so miserable as to despise blessings so great I cannot say,
unless it be one smitten with a goad from the demon. But
to return whence I had digressed. Not in punishing only,
but also in doing good, God hath given a greater power to
Priests than to natural parents; and the difference between the
two is so great, as is that of the present and the future life :

Authority for these beget us unto this, but those unto that. And these
hood above cannot keep off even bodily death from their children, nor4. 1 ^*

natural repel the assault of disease : but those have often saved the
parents. soul, both in sickness, and at the point to perish, procuring

to some a milder punishment, and not permitting others to
fall into it at all: not only by teaching and warning, but
also by the help of their prayers. For they have power to
pardon sins not only when they regenerate us, but such also
as are committed after this: for, saith he, fis anyone sick
among you, let him call the elders of the Church, and let
them pray over him, anointing him with oil in the name of
the Lord, and the prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the
Lord shall raise him up, and if he have committed sins, they
shall be remitted to him/ Moreover, natural parents, if
their children have offended persons great and powerful in
the world, can give them no help: whereas Priests have re-
conciled not governors or kings, but God Himself, who had
been often enraged against them. Will any one then still
after this venture to condemn us of folly? For I conceive
that the minds of hearers should be affected by so much
reverence through what has been said, that they would im-
pute folly and audacity no longer to those who shrink from,
but to those who of themselves approach and endeavour to
gain, this honour. For if men who are entrusted with the
command of cities, should they be not very prudent and
watchful, have ruined those cities, and moreover destroyed
themselves; how much power, both of his own and of that from
above, seemeth it to you that he needeth, who hath received
the bride of Christ to adorn, in order that he may not sin?"
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Here it is certainly hard not to observe what mercy St. SECT.
. .iv.

Chrysostome would have shewn to those miserable heresies, 
denying the Christian Priesthood, and regeneration in Bap-
tism, and the Lord's sacrifice in the Eucharist, and the for-
giveness of sins after Baptism laid up in the Church, which
Luther, Calvin, and the rest of their fellows have bequeathed
to the distracted sect-ridden West. It is plain what opinion
all those who accept the teaching of the Fathers must have
concerning the teaching of those just mentioned. Something
more, however, is tolerably plain. Here is the whole Church Contrast
i -i j . . , � , , with the
described as exercising her most awtul powers, regenerating modem
souls by Baptism, feeding them with the Body and Blood of cl^"l"
Christ, reconciling them to God by prayer, and remitting exclusive7 ° 

f j r j > o Junsdic-

their sins ; things which require not only Orders, but Juris- tion.
diction. And the whole of this great authority is declared
to be vested in the Priesthood of the Church by virtue of the
promise in Matt, xviii. 18, and the fulfilment of the promise
in John xx. 21 - 23. ..Whatever power was then commit-
ted to the Apostles, is viewed as transmitted from them to
their successors. What would have been St. Chrysostonie's
reply supposing one had said to him, Yes, it is true indeed
that these powers are given to Priests through the sacrament
of Orders, and are so given by Bishops ; yet can neither
Bishops bestow them, nor Priests receive them, so as to con-
vey the blessings attached to them, unless they receive their
Mission and Jurisdiction from the Bishop of Rome? The
Bishop Meletius who ordained you Reader, and Deacon, the Reader in
Bishop Flavian who ordained you Priest, did both those acts fagyg,
in virtue of their Mission from the Roman Pontiff. Perhaps r or o.
St. Chrysostome would have been satisfied with the mere ques-
tion of fact, and stated, that both Meletius and Flavian, when
they ordained him, were out of Communion with Rome, and
instead of deriving Jurisdiction from Rome, actually exer-
cised their episcopal powers in spite of all the opposition
which Rome could give, and finally handed down their suc-
cession to the Church after them. Certain, however, it is,
that no vestige can be found in St. Chrysostome's writings
of the notion that the Bishop who inherited St. Peter's See
was the sole fountain of that grace which St. Peter himself
just received iu conjunction with the other Apostles. And
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this being the case, such passages as the above turn the
whole authority of this great Saint against this modern
notion about Jurisdiction.

In another place he makes the following application of
n xxi. 15. "'Peter, if thou lovest Me/ saith He, 'feed<49. B. ' m

John21. My sheep;' and by asking him thrice, He asserts that this
proof of love. But this is said not only to Priests, but

also to each of us, who are entrusted with even a little flock.
Do not despise it because it is little, for My Father, saith
He, is well-pleased in them. Each one of us hath a sheep/''
(i.e. his Vwn soul,) "this let him lead to the fitting pastures."

Matt. 16. In another passage of great power and eloquence, which
to a//the but for its length I should quote in full, he illustrates the
Apostles. m^^Ac, «TT^r^n 4-1^0 T?^~ir T x,,;n v^;i/i iv/T^ nu^v.^ and the

gates of hell shall not prevail against it," by a vivid detail of
the superhuman triumphs which the Church up to his time
had wrought: that is, he views the promise specially made to
Peter as made to him in the person of the Church, not as dis-
tinct from his brethren. This idea is so spread over the
whole passage, that it is difficult to convey it adequately save

Tom. i. by the whole. How did Christ effect His promise? "By
578. B." The the means of eleven men, without letters, uninstructed, in-

eloquent, of no note, poor, without a country, without store
E-to 579- of wealth, without bodily strength, or brilliant reputation, or

ancestral splendour, or power of words, or skill in persuasion,
or pre-eminence in knowledge, but fishermen, tent-makers,
foreigners. For they did not even speak the language of
those whom they convinced, but a strange tongue different
from all others, the Hebrew : and by means of them He built
this Church which extends from one end of the earth to the

other." " This they were able to do, naked and unshod, and
with a single coat making the circuit of the whole world, for
they had, to fight with and succour them, the invincible power
of Him who said, * Upon this Rock I will build My Church,
and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it/ "

Agreement The comment, then, of St. Chrysostome on these three
sostomeami passages of Scripture agrees in the main with that of St.Au-*

gustine, the East with the West. The former makes the* ' * * ̂ ^ " *-' A A ̂ A-A ^f~V

as to the Rock to be the confession of Christ's Godhead and manhood,
See of

Home. as the latter savs that Peter receives the keys as represent-
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ing the Church. But the remarkable thing is that both are SECT.
. . iv.

entirely silent as to any reference to the See of Rome in '--
particular. Deep meanings indeed they see in these texts,
but not the Roman Supremacy. They speak with the clear
unhesitating voice of antiquity that the keys, the power to
bind and to loose, and the commission to feed the sheep,
were all lodged in the Church's Episcopate, not in one of her
rulers, but in her whole Apostolic hierarchy.

But indeed, having most carefully sought, I have been un-
able to find any testimony of St. Chrysostome to the trans-
mission of St. Peter's Primacy over the whole Church to the
Bishop of Rome; unless the passage above respecting Antioch
and Rome may be considered such. Yet there is a conjunc-
ture in that great Saint's life, in which, had he acknowledged
any powers to be lodged in the Bishop of Rome beyond
those of a Patriarch, the first Bishop of the West, he would
surely have expressed it. I mean his letter to Pope St. In- His letter
nocent, detailing the unjust persecution which he had suf- innocent. 

'

fered. In this, which was written just after his first and
before his second expulsion, he complains of violated Canons,
describing how Theophilus of Alexandria, being summoned
by the Emperor to Constantinople, had come not alone but
with a band of partizans ready to commit all sorts of vio-
lence. The Saint, when requested by the Emperor to come
to him, and hear the accusations made against Theophilus,
says, " We, both knowing the laws of our fathers, and out of See 5th and

j v j. J.T. T " i n .f Gth Canon

respect and honour to the man, having moreover letters trom
him, which pointed out that causes should not be drawn beyond
the countries to which they belonged, but that the affairs of
each Province should be transacted therein, would not accept
the office of judge, but with much earnestness begged to be
excused." Here we have the Patriarchs of Constantinople
and Alexandria, in the "clear light of the fifth century,"
exactly agreeing with St. Aurelius, St. Augustine, and the
whole Council of Africa, in their statement of the Church's
constitution. Again, " It is not fitting that one in Egypt
should judge those in Thrace, and he, a person under accu-
sation, an enemy and foe. But nevertheless, without any
respect to this, and eager to accomplish what was on his
mind, though we declared that we were ready to answer his

o 9
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CHAP, charges before a hundred or a thousand Bishops, and to shew
i 1JL- that we were innocent, as we are, he would not agree: butAppeals to ; ' °
a Council while we were absent, and appealed to a Council, and sought
Canon of for judgment, and declined not a hearing but open enmity,

1UIC * he both received accusers, and absolved those whom I had
deprived of Communion, and received complaints from those
very persons who were not yet cleared themselves, and caused
depositions to be made, all which things were contrary to

yf the Canons . . . Dragged through the
middle of the city by the officer, and hurried away by vio-
lence, I was taken and cast into a ship, and sailed by night,

Tom. 3. having appealed to a Synod for a just hearing" Again, "For
520! if this custom is to grow into use, and those, who will, be

allowed to burst into the Dioceses of others at such distances,

and to cast men out at their pleasure, to take upon their
own authority what measures they choose, be assured that
all will be ruined, and implacable war overrun the whole
world, all men being engaged in hostilities. That then so
great a confusion may not seize on the whole world, be so
good as to write that proceedings so lawless, in our absence,
one side only heard, though we did not decline pleading,
have no force, as they have none by their own nature. And
that they who have thus transgressed, when convicted, be
subjected to the punishment of the Ecclesiastical laws. And
let us, who have neither been condemned nor proved guilty,
nor set on our trial, enjoy continually the advantage of your
letters and your affection, and that of all the rest," (i.e. other

Duplicates Western Bishops,) " which we used to enjoy." He sends/* 1 " 1

to the duplicates of this letter to Venerius, Bishop of Milan, and
Bishops of Chromatius of Aquileia. The Bishop of Home, then, isMilan and . . .

Aquileia. begged to disapprove of these proceedings, but so likewise,
and in the same words, are the other two great Primates of
Italy: and reference is made throughout to a supreme Eccle-
siastical authority, which is, the Canon of the Church: and
the second Bishop of the world, thus treated, appeals not to
the See of Rome simply as a superior tribunal, but to a
Council.

Beiiar- Now what is Bellarmiue's account of the document I have
tadon oT°" Just quoted? It appears as his seventh proof out of the
this letter. Greek Fathers that the Roman Pontiff succeeds Peter in
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the monarchy of the Church. " St. John Chrysostome in SECT.
his first letter to Pope Innocent says, - I beseech you to
write that proceedings so lawless may not have force: but pont, lib.^"^ O "I **

that they who have acted lawlessly may be subject to then"0^d£y
punishment of the Church's laws/ &c. Theophilus, Bishop
of Alexandria, in a Council of many Bishops, had deposed
Chrysostome from the Bishopric of Constantinople. Chry-
sostome writes to the Roman Pontiff that he by his own
authority should decree that the sentence of Theophilus was
null, and should punish Theophilus himself. Therefore Chry-
sostome recognises Pope Innocent as supreme judge even
of the Greeks." That is, he proves the Roman Pontiff's
monarchy by the expressions of a letter, duplicates of which
he omits to say were sent to the Bishops of Milan and
Aquileia.

Another letter written by the Saint in the third year of Tom. 3.
his exile is just of the same tone as the former. He thanks
St. Innocent for having done all that he could, though it had
not availed to check outrage- Nor does Pope Innocent's
own language to the Saint suggest any relation but that
of one Bishop to another. The greeting runs, "To his Tom. 3.

522
beloved brother John - Innocent." "You," says he, " the si inno-
teacher and pastor of so many nations, need not to be reminded re"
that the most excellent are ever tried in many ways as to
whether they will continue firm and patient, and yield to no
labour or trouble."

ut in a letter " to the Presbvters and Deacons and all Tom. 3
524.

the Clergy of the Church of Constantinople, who are under
the Bishop John," Innocent says, after reviewing the un-
lawful proceedings against him, " As to the observance of
Canons we declare that those should be followed, which were
set forth at Nicea, which alone the Catholic Church ought to
execute and acknowledge" " For it were better even that
right proceedings should be condemned, than that things
done against the Canons, most honoured brethren, should
have force. But what can we do against such things at the
present time ? The revision of a Council is necessary, which
we said long ago ought to be assembled. For this alone can
lay the commotions of such hurricanes: which that we may
obtain it is well in the mean time to remit the cure to the
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CHAP. will of the great God, and of His Christ our Lord. , . . We
- too have much in our thoughts how an Ecumenical Council

may be assembled : that by the will of God these tumultuary
movements mav be arrested."m

Palladius the Bishop, disciple of St. Chrysostome, in his
S. Chrys., life of him, tells us that " the blessed Pope Innocent sent
H-.10, re- *n answer letters of Communion to both (Chrysostome and
iTimt0by Theophilus,) annulling the judgment which seemed to have
Testimony been passed bv Theophilus, and declaring that another un-ofPalladms. , 

* 
T

exceptionable Council ot Westerns and Easterns ought to be
assembled, from which first the friends and then the enemies

of the parties should retire." And to Theophilus himself
Popeinno- the Pope writes, " Brother Theophilus, we acknowledge both
cent's letter .-" -i i , i T i , * » ^
to the Pat ri- *«ee and brother John to be in our Communion, as in our

we made known our mind: and now, not altering
our first purpose, we write to thee again the same, and so
often as thou sendest. For except a fitting judgment follow
upon such acts of mockery, it is impossible that we should
"without reason decline John's Communion. So that if thou

art confident in the judgment, meet the Council assembling
according to Christ, and there set forth thy accusations
according to the Canons of Nicea, for other Canon the Church
of the Romans receiveth not: and so thou wilt have unde-
niable security." Here we may observe that the Pope
appeals to the Canons of Nicea, declaring them to be of
universal and permanent authority, on the very same point
on which we appeal to them, i. e. the rights of Metropolitans
and Bishops. The holy Pope, it appears, took all possible
means to obtain this Council from tlie Emperors Arcadius
and Honoring; but, before he could succeed. St.Chrvsostomef *

died; and so the Council intended to have been held at

Thessalonica never took place.
Conclusion In this whole affair what is done and said on both sides

illustrates both the previously quoted writings of St. Chry-
sostome, and the existing constitution of the Church, and
proves that it was Episcopal, and that it was not Papal. The

ishop of the second See is intruded on and outraged by the
ishop of the third, in violation of the Canons: he appeals

to a Council: at the same time he requests the three Pri-
mates of Italy, in the same words, to shew their disapproval
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of proceedings intrinsically null. The Bishops of Rome, SECT.
Milan, and Aquileia, do disapprove of the act of Theophilus : '--

nevertheless the former writes to the Clergy of Constanti-
nople that a Council is necessary: he expressly disowns the
power of being able to settle such disorders. To Theophilus
he writes in the same terms, and he sets himself to obtain
this Council. Can a more complete picture of that Church
government, which we demand, be set forth? The Popes
of the fourth and fifth centuries, it seems, never imagined
that the Canons of the Nicene Council were to be changed
into a totally different discipline. !

St. Chrysostome has further a passage about Rome Passage of
. . St Chry-

which is worth transcribing; for sometimes, as we have sostome
just seen, as much is proved by what is not said, as by
what is said. Speaking then of St. Paul, he writes:
" Rather if we listen to him here, we shall surely see s. ^

him there; if not standing near him, yet we shall see A.
him surely shining near to the King's throne, where the
Cherubim ascribe glory, where the Seraphim spread their
winers. There with Peter shall we behold Paul-him that is

the leader and director of the choir of the saints,-and shall
enjoy his true love. For if, being here, he so loved men,
that having the choice fto depart and be with Christ/ he
chose to be here, much more there will he shew warmer
affection. Rome likewise for this do I love, although
having reason otherwise to praise her, both for her size, and
her antiquity, and her beauty, and her multitude, and her
power, and her wealth, and her victories in war. But
passing by all these things, for this I count her blessed;
because, when alive, he (Paul) wrote to them, and loved them
so much, and went and conversed with them, and there
finished his life. Wherefore the city is on that account Eminence
more remarkable than for all other things together, and like the
a great and strong body, it has two shining eyes, the bodies
of these saints. Not so bright is the heaven when the sun Paul and

/> i -n T Peter-

sends forth his beams, as is the city of the Romans sending
forth everywhere over the world these two lights. Thence
shall Paul, thence shall Peter, be caught up. Think, and
tremble, what a sight shall Rome behold, when Paul sud-
denly riseth from that resting place with Peter, and is
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CHAP, carried up to meet the Lord. What a rose doth Rome offer
in

'- to Christ! with what two garlands is that city crowned !
with what golden fetters is she girdled; what fountains does
she possess ! Therefore do I admire that city; not for the
multitude of its gold, nor for its columns, nor for its other
splendours, but for these the pillars of the Church," Had
St. Chrysostome felt like a Roman Catholic could he have
stopped there? Loving Rome for possessing the blessed and
priceless bodies of the two Apostles, could he have failed
to mention the sovereignty of the universal Church, which
together with his body Peter had left enshrined at Rome?

d it not have seemed to him by far the greatest marvel
at Rome, as it has to a late eloquent partisan, that Provi-

Lacorciaire, dence has placed " in the middle of the world, to be there
Saint Siege, the chief of a religion without its like, and of a society spread

everywhere, a man without defence, an old man who will be
the more threatened, the more the increase of the Church
in the world shall augment the jealousy of princes, and the
hatred of his enemies." " This vicar of God, this supreme
Pontiff of the Catholic Church, this Father of kings and of
nations, this successor of the fisherman Peter, he lives, he
raises among men his brow, charged with a triple crown,
and the sacred weight of eighteen centuries: the ambassa-
dors of nations are at his court: he sends forth his ministers

to every creature, and even to places which have not yet a
name. When from the windows of his palace he gazes
abroad, his sight discovers the most illustrious horizon in
the world, the earth trodden by the Romans, the city they
had built with the spoils of the universe, the centre of things
under their two principal forms, matter and spirit: where
all nations have passed : all glories have come: all cultivated
imaginations have at least made a pilgrimage from far:
Rome, the tomb of Martyrs and Apostles, the home of all
recollections. And when the Pontiff stretches forth his

arms to bless it, together with the world which is inseparable
from it, he can bear a witness to himself which no sovereign
shall ever bear, that he has neither built, nor conquered, nor
received his city, but that he is its inmost and enduring life,
that he is in it like the blood in the heart of man, and that
right can go no further than this, a continuous generation
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which would make the parricide a suicide." Such feelings SECT.
IV.

as these are what any Churchman must habitually entertain, -
who looks on the Roman Pontiff as at once the governing"

power and the life of the Church. Could, then, St. Chrysos-
tome have beheld in Rome the Church's heart, whence her
life-blood courses over the whole body, and have seen no
reason to love her for that ? or have stated that she was more

remarkable for possessing even the bodies of the blessed
Apostles than for all other things together? What Roman
Catholic would so speak now? The power of the Roman
Pontiff in the Latin Communion is actually such, that La-
corclaire's words respecting the city of Rome apply to that
whole Church; to destroy that power would be to destroy
the Church herself; the parricide would be a suicide. But
how can this dogma be imposed upon us as necessary to sal-
vation, if St. Augustine, St.Chrysostome, and the Church of
their day knew it not? or let it be shewn us, how any meu
who did know it, could either have written as they write, or
have been silent as they are silent.

SECT. v.

LET us now take the commentary of another great lurai- 5. Witness/» ti. f-^ *"

nary of the Eastern Church in the fifth century on the pas- 
° 3n'

sages of Scripture which are made to support the peculiar
privileges of the Bishop of Rome. St. Cyril, Bishop of Alex-
andria from 412 to 444, says, " For this reason the divine s. Cyril.| rm > " j

word tells us that Peter, the chosen among the holy Apo- torn. 6.W7.
sties, was blessed. For when the Saviour, being: in the

..... to to by Mou-
parts of Cesarea Philippi, inquired, whom do men say that ravieff.
the Son of man is, and what report concerning Him hath Matt. 16.
gone through the land of the Jews, or the cities bordering the faith of
on Judea, discarding the puerile and unseemly opinions of e*ar*
the vulgar, with great wisdom and understanding he cried
out, saying, Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God,
and speedily received the recompense of his true conception
concerning Him, Christ saying, Blessed art thou, Simon
Bar-jonas, because flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto
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G nfP* ̂ iee' ̂ ut ̂  Bather which is in heaven. And I say unto
:- thee, tliat thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build

My Church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against
it. Calling, I imagine, nothing else the rock, in allusion to his
name, but the immoveable and most stable faith of the disciple,
on which the Church of Christ is founded and fixed withoutA

danger of falling, and remains for ever inexpugnable to the
very gates of hell." ~ " - .

S.Cyril, in Again, " But why say we that they are named foundationsIf t^q j l\ A

Oral. 2. 'of the earth? For the foundation and immoveable support
(^quoted3' of a11 is Christ, who upholds all, and binds together all that
by Moura- js built on Him solidlv. For on Him are we all built, a
vieff. m 

* 
^

TheApo- spiritual house, jointed together through the Spirit unto aL 1 ^*

datfoiwof h^y temple, His dwelling-place. For He dwelleth in our
the earth. hearts through faith. But Apostles and Evangelists, who

were eye-witnesses and ministers of the word, and have
become a confirmation of faith, may be considered the next
adjoining foundations and nearer to Him than we. For,
when we have resolved that it is our duty to follow their
traditions, we shall maintain our faith in Christ straight and
unperverted. For, in a certain place, when the divine Peter
wisely and unblamably confessing his faith in Him said,
Thou art Christ the Son of the living God, it was said by
Him, Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build My
Church, calling, I imagine, the unshaken faith of the dis-
ciple the rock. And it is said too in a certain place by the
voice of the Psalmist, Her foundations are upon the holy
hills. Well may we liken to the holy hills the holy Apostles
and Evangelists, whose knowledge is firmly fixed like a foun-
dation to those coming after them, not permitting those who
have been inclosed in their net to fall away to a reprobate
faith/1

Christ the Again on the words of Isaiah. 'His place of defence shall
Rock. .

s.Cvrii. in be the munitions of rocks/ xxxiii. 16. He says, " It is surely
sai., lib. 3. probable that in these words our Lord Jesus Christ is like-

tom. 3 ; r

tom. 2 460. wise named to us as the Ilock. In whom the Church, as it
A. quoted � , , « , . -1,1
in o.xf. were a cave or fold ot sheep, is understood as possessing a
ertu iian. ̂ rm ^ imrnoveable mansion in well-being:. For thou art &

Peter, saith the Saviour, and upon this rock I will build
My Church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against
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it. To him then, saith he, that dwelleth in this rock, bread SECT.V

shall be given, and the water of faith supplied ; for to them '--
that dwell in the Church Christ the Bread of life is given,
from God the Father, and the faithful water of holy Baptism,
making, that is, faithful and stable those that are thought O' J ' ^
worthy of it. For the grace of holy Baptism is given to
those that are cleansed through holy Baptism/'

Yet more remarkable is the comment of the great Doctor John 21.
of the Incarnation on the twenty-first chapter of St. John, mystery.
that rich treasure-house of divine mysteries. On the wordsv ;ti ui i t^iei

" Feed My sheep," &c., he says, "Peter came to Him before Apostolate
the rest, as it seems, not caring for the passage in the boat, tom.*"."
through his incomparably fervent and admirable love towards 1118-20.
Christ. So he is the first to start forth and draw the net.

For he was one ever ready, stimulated by an ardent zeal both
in acting and speaking. Thus he was the first to confess the
faith, when the Saviour in the parts of Cesarea Philippi in-
quired of them, Whom do men say that I, the Sou of man,
am ? For when the rest said, Some say Elias, some Jeremias,
or one of the Prophets: as Christ asked them again, and
said, But whom say ye that I am? He, that is the leader
and set before the rest, again stands forward in advance of
the others, and says, Thou art the Christ, the Son of the
living God. Likewise when the baud of soldiers came to-
gether with the servants of the Jews to carry Jesus to the
rulers, all the rest left Him and fled, as it is written, but
Peter with his sword struck off the ear of Malchus. For he

thought it his duty in every manner to defend his own
Master, even though he made the attempt in a manner alto-
gether displeasing to Him. When he comes, therefore, Christ
asks him more severely than the rest, if he loves more than
them, and this three times. Peter assents, and confesses
that he loves Him, calling Himself to witness of his inward
disposition. At each of his confessions separately he is told
to take care of the rational sheep. Now, inasmuch as I affirm
that we ought to search out the secret meaning of these
things, I conceive that they were not written without pur-
pose, but the word is again in the throes of child-birth, and
there is surely some secret mystery in the sense of what is
before us. For mav not some one sav with reason, why asked* »
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CHAP. JJe the question of Simon alone, though the other disciples
were standing by? And what is the meaning of 'feed My
sheep/ and the like ? We say then that St. Peter had been
already elected to the divine Apostolate together with the
other disciples : for our Lord Jesus Christ Himself named
them Apostles, as it is written. But the plot of the Jews
having taken place, and he in the mean time committed a
certain fault, for St. Peter overwhelmed with terror thrice

denied the Lord, Christ, makes good what had happened,
and demands in various terms the triple confession, setting
this as it were against that, and providing a correction equi-

- valent to the faults. For one may grant that the sinning in
word, and the force of a crime lying in the tongue alone,
might in the same mode be wiped away. But He bids him
say if he loves Him even more than the rest. For in truth,
as one who had met with greater forbearance, and received
the remission of his offence from a more bountiful hand,
might he not with reason gather up in himself a greater love
than that of the rest, and answer his benefactor with a
supreme affection ? For all the holy disciples shared in the
crime of being put to flight, when the cruelty of the Jews
inspired them with intolerable fear, and the savage soldiers,
who came to seize Jesus, threatened them with a horrible
death : but the offence of Peter in the triple denial was over
and above this peculiarly his own. Therefore, as having
received a fuller remission than the rest, he is required to
say if he loves Him more. It is according to the Saviour's
word, to whom much is forgiven, he loveth much. Again,
the Churches are hence instructed thrice to demand confes-

sion in Christ from those who, approaching holy Baptism,
make their choice to love Him. Whilst the study of this pas-
sage would instruct teachers, that by no other means can
they please the Chief Shepherd of all, that is, Christ, save by
making the health of the reasonable sheep, and their contin-
uance in well being, the subject of their care. Such an one
was divine Paul, being weak with the weak, and naming as
the boast of his Apostolate, his joy and crown, those who
through him had believed, and had made their choice to be
of good report by the splendour of their deeds. For well he
knew that this was the plain fruit of perfect love in Christ.
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This may be seen by plain and clear reasoning. For if He SECT.
died for us, how should He but esteem the safety and life of :-
us all worthy of the utmost care? And if they, who sin
against the brethren, and hurt their weak conscience, really
sin against Christ, how is it not true to say, that such as
train the minds of those already believing, and of those who
expect to be called, unto this, and who by all manner of
assistance are zealous to preserve their firmness in the faith,
shew piety to the person of the Lord Himself? Therefore by
the triple confession of blessed Peter, the offence of triple
denial was done away. But by the Lord's saying, Feed My
sheep, a renewal, as it were, of the Apostolate already con-
ferred upon him is understood to take place, wiping away the
intervening reproach of his falls, and effacing the littleness of
human infirmity " " '

Add to this his account of the giving of the Apostolic
Commission in these words, "As My Father sent Me, even S. Cyril.,f 4.

so send I you." " In these words our Lord Jesus Christ 1093. E.
elected the guides and teachers of the world, and the stew- The com-
ards of His divine mysteries, whom He bids forthwith to theApostiea
shine like lights, and to illumine not merely the land of the "
Jews according to the measure of the legal command stretch-t)octors
ing from Dan to Beersheba, as it is written, but rather all that
is beneath the sun, and those that are in all countries
scattered, and there dwelling. Truly therefore doth Paul
say, that no one taketh this honour to himself, but he that
is called of God. For our Lord Jesus Christ called unto

the most glorious Apostolate before all others His own disci-
ples, and fixed the earth that was all but shaken and en-
tirely falling, revealing, as God, her foundations, and those
that were able to bear her up. Wherefore He said by the
voice of the Psalmist concerning the earth and the Apo-
stles, f I bear up the pillars of it.3 For the blessed disciples
became as it were the pillars and foundation of the truth :
whom indeed He also says that He sends, as His Father sent
Him, at once shewing the dignity of the Apostolate, and the
incomparable glory of the power given to them : and at the
same time, as it seems, pointing out to them the principle of
the Apostolic institute. For if He thought that He should
so send His own disciples, as the Father sent Him, how must
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CIrnP" n0^ those^ who were to be their imitators, see for what pur-
pose the Father sent the Son ?" i. e. he proceeds, to call sin-

^ _. ̂ *

ners everywhere to repentance.
Now it follows from this th ishops of

Rome descended from St. Peter, so truly the other Bishops de-
scended from the other Apostles : and that, as, notwithstand-
ing St. Peter's, personal Primacy, they were all constituted
Doctors and Teachers of the whole world, and the fulness of
Christ** power deposited in them all together, so, notwith-
standing St. Peter's Primacy inherited by his own See, the
fulness of Christ's power continued still in the bosom of the

s. Chrys., \vhole Episcopate : as St.Chrysostome says. " Wha m
torn. 9. 36. "

K. quoted ' Peter standing up with the eleven, lifted up his voice and
\ieff. °Uia" sa-id unto them?' They uttered one voice and he was the

mouth-piece of all" Such is the one view found in the whole
ancient Church concerning her constitution and government.
Her Doctors as little imagined the absorption of all power
in one See, as the Apostolate confined to the single per-
son of St. Peter, What claims the Roman Church now ?

simply this, that those most awful words, "As My Father
sent Me, even so send I you," were said to St. Peter and to
his heirs alone. I make bold to say that the glorious Apostle
would as little have accepted such an isolation, as the eleven
have allowed it.

Bishops Now St. Cyril in a great many places sets forth the Apo-
ce of the sties as Doctors of the whole world, and the Rulers of the

Apostle?. Church Catholic : and no less does he consider these func-
tions as continued in the Bishops their successors generally,i

and not restricted to one Bishop the successor of one the
chief Apostle. The Patriarch Dan, he says, signifying a

S. Cyril, Judge, f f may set forth in his own person the glorious and
Glaphyror. -IT- /» * "" i 4 n i ^ /» ^i
in Gen., lib. renowned choir of the holy Apostles, who are set tor trie^* _*Vh 1

SL * government of believers, and have been by Christ Himself
P. 2i«. appointed to judge. For divine Paul saith, ' Know ye not

that we shall judge Angels, how much more things that per-
tain to this life.' Now according to the Scriptures there is
one Judge and Legislator Christ. But if the Apostles are
ambassadors for Christ, and the word of reconciliation is
placed in them, it is nothing strange, if they be considered
Judges according to their likeness unto Christ. In a certain
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place the great Isaias hath cried out to us, setting forth SECT.
clearly both the godlike kingdom of Christ Himself, and this '--
same preaching of the holy Apostles : 'Behold a King shall isa. 32, i.
reign in righteousness, and princes shall rule in judgment/

' For in old time they that came out of the tribe of Judah
reigned at Jerusalem, but they that attended on the holy
tabernacle, and were appointed to the priesthood, were set to
judge. ' For the priest's lips should keep knowledge, and Judgment,
they should seek the law at his mouth/ But when the
shadow of the law was as it were contracted, and the spiritual
and true worship introduced by Christ, the world needed
more illustrious judges, and the divine disciples were called
in to this, and took the place of the teachers according to
the law. Therefore unto the mother of the Jews, Jerusalem f

I mean, was it said of God by the mouth of the Psalmist,
- Instead of thy fathers thou shalt have children / that is,
thy children exercising judgment have taken the place of
the fathers : but unto our Lord Jesus Christ, < Thou shalt
make them rulers over all the earth/ Which any one may
see accomplished. For we have had for governors, and re-
ceived for Ecumenical Judges, the holy disciples, by whose
teaching the very mystery of Christ is spoken, since these
are both dispensers of the saving word, and directors of
practice/' Again,

" The divine disciples have become dispensers of our Savi- Giaphyr.* T 1 *1

our's mysteries, and took not to themselves this honour: for \n ev" * "
they came not to this of their own vocation, but were rather PJJ82" p** * o4y.

appointed to the Apostolate, and were set to offer as priests '
the message of salvation, that is, the Gospel of Christ, to
those that are in all the world. For He distinguishes those
who should initiate into His mysteries in these words, Go
and make disciples all nations. So then yielding with great
willingness to the orders of their Lord, they illuminate
the world, having themselves for instructor their God and
Father in heaven, and making others partakers of the
grace." Again,

" He appointed the holy Apostles as it were builders and Tom. i.
spiritual artizans of the Church of the Gentiles, saying, Go Adoratkme,
and make disciples," &c. This indeed is beyond all doubt, &Cm-
but then he does not restrict this office to the twelve Apo- -
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CHAP, sties, viewing it as continued only in the single successor of
in

----St. Peter, but considers all Bishops as invested with the
Tom, i. like charge. Thus, " In Christ they (the Apostles) have

become Fathers of many nations, and of a countless seed,*t f f

as Abraham in Isaac. But we shall make this application
not merely to the holy Apostles of old, but also to those who
have succeeded them in the office of the Priesthood, and in
the government of Churches, or indeed to every holy and

In Joan., good man." Again, on St. John, x. 1, " He teaches that the
4. 637. D. * preservation of their dignity shall be given to those only who
643. A. 

are caue(j by fjira £0 tjie ruling Of the people. Therefore
He calls Himself the door, as introducing of His own proper
will the man of understanding and piety to the leading of
the reasonable flocks. But thief and robber He calls him

that gets up by some other way, that by force and tyranny
thinks that he can take the honour not given unto him, such

, as were some concerning whom He speaks by one of the
Prophets, f They have set up kings, but not by Me; they
have governed, but not by My Spirit/ By these words He
signifies, that if they have a pleasure in ruling the people,
they must, believing and receiving the divine message, run
to this through Him, that they may have an untroubled and
firmly fixed government, as was the case both with the holy
Apostles, and with the teachers of the holy Churches after
them, by whom the door-keeper opens, that is, either the
Angel that is appointed to preside over the Churches, and
to co-operate with them that exercise the Priest's office unto
the good of the people, or, again, the Saviour Himself who
is at once the door, and the Lord of the door." And fur-
ther on he says,

" They who receive the government by the gift of God,
and through Christ come unto this, with great authority and
grace shall rule over the most sacred fold."

Tom.2. Again, commenting on Is. xxxiii. 21, "Look upon Sion,
the city of our solemnities," he says, " For we have the

Church of Christ as it were a city the type of that above,
and there shall be in it rivers and broad and spacious
streams. By these he signifies the holy Evangelists, the
Apostles, those who from age to age govern the Churches,
who like the stream of a river water the minds of believers,
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bedewing them with the words of God, and infusing into SECT.
. v

them abundant consolation, that is, by the Holy Spirit. But '- 
all these rivers and streams receive one that is above all,
that is, Christ, of whom it is written, The rivers of the
flood thereof make glad the city of God."

Again, on the words, "There shall be upon every high Tom. 2.
mountain and npon every high hill rivers and streams of
"waters in the day of the great slaughter, when the towers
fall," Is. xxx. 25, he says, " This, too, you must understand
spiritually, for hills and mountains he calls the holy Evan-
gelists and Apostles, and all the rest who after them have
been put in charge of the holy Churches, and have been
priestly ministers of the divine mysteries, who mind no
earthly thing, but are as it were lifted up on high. For it
is written that 'the mighty ones of God have been raised Ps. 46. 9.

LXX
greatly above the earth:' and they pour forth the divine
and heavenly word out of their mind as from a fountain,
being first enriched themselves with grace from above. And
this water is abundant, for many are the mountains, and as"^

many the hills, and the stream from them is sweet, and on
all sides exuberant."

Now St. Bernard said expressly to a Pope, concerning
St. Peter. " He could not give to thee that which he had s. Bernard.

de Con,,

not. What he had, that he gave, the care, as I have said, lib. 2. c.6.
over the Churches." And Pope St. Sixtus, A.D. 433, " The 426. D.
blessed Apostle Peter handed down to his successors that Epist. s.

-»«- " Xysti ad
which he received. The same, but no more. Most important, joannem
therefore, are these passages to shew how St. Cyril conceived num\ c<m-
the holy Apostles as put in common charge of the whole stant'1260>
world: St. Peter is not their head, but Christ: and St.

Peter's successor cannot be more, of divine right, in the Epi-
scopal college, than the author and origin of his Primacy iii
the Apostolic. Now St. Cyril, writing, at the head of his
patriarchal Council, a letter of excommunication to Nes-
torius, says, "Equality of honour maketh not unity of Tom. 6.
natures. Peter, at least, and John, were of equal rank with A.
each other in that they were Apostles and holy disciples :
but the two are not one person." And it is remarkable
that, in his mention of the college of Apostles, their essen-
tial parity is much more insisted on than Peter's Primacy: "
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but that this latter made him anything more than a brother
to them, or gave him a jurisdiction and power which they had
not, is nowhere imagined. In truth that honour and power,
which are now claimed for the Bishop of Rome, are every-
where given to Christ, and to Him alone, in accordance with
the doctrine of the Greek Church to this present hour.
Thus on Isaiah liv. 11, Behold I prepare unto thee a car-

Tom. 2. buncle for a stone, (LXX,) he says, " He speaks concerning
A. 768. c." a city which is all but seen, the magnificent and most beauti-

ful Church of the Gentiles: and this, he says, shall appear
adorned with the most precious stones. I will make, He
saith, thy stone a carbuncle. By these words he seemeth
to wish to signify Jesus, whom the holy Scripture declareth
to be placed for the foundations of Sion, on whom if any
man believe he shall not be ashamed. Here he names Him
a carbuncle." . . . " So then the carbuncle is set for a stone,
and for an immoveable foundation of the holy city. But on
it the stones of sapphire, denoting perhaps the troop of the
holy Apostles. For these are nearer unto Christ, and are
become as it were foundations after Him of the universal

Church. Thus saith David in the seventeenth Psalm, ' The
springs of waters were seen, and the foundations of the round
world were discovered at Thy chiding, O Lord, at the blast-
ing of the breath of Thy displeasure/ For when those of
Israel were rebuked, and overborne by the breath of the
divine wrath, because they had been mad against Christ, the
springs of the waters were seen, that is, purification by holy
Baptism, and the foundations of the round world were dis-
covered, this is again, the divine disciples, the Apostles and
Evangelists.'' . . . " And so much concerning the com-

' manders of the city, which the discourse portrays to us :
but about the inhabitants of it wrhat does he say? f and all
thy children shall be taught of God.'"

The Apo- Again, St. Cyril agrees with the Fathers generally in con-
sties in . . . . .

theirPriest- sidering the Apostles as in their Priesthood taking the place
thepiaceof °f the Levitical hierarchy. Who then is the antitype of

ieviti- ^aron ? Here what he says and what he does not say iscal Hier- » ^ g

archy. equally remarkable. On a passage of Numbers in which
Aaron and his sons were set over the sanctuary, he says,
" see ̂ ie raystery °f Christ as yet in shadows, and shin-
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ing beforehand in types. . . . Now at that time the type was SECT.
V.

observed in Melchisedec, but in the times of Moses it is
observed again in Aaron, wrho signifies by his own person
Christ, the Priest of Priests, who directeth and is set over
the holy tabernacle, that is, the Church, the holy of holies,

oblation is due from"^B-

us: for it is written, c All that are round about Him shall Ps. 76.11.
bring presents/ "

And, further on upon the passage, "Bring the tribe of Numb. 3.6
Levi near, and present them before Aaron the Priest, that 45"^*
they may minister unto him. And they shall keep his
charge, and the charge of the whole congregation, before
the tabernacle of the congregation, to do the service of the
tabernacle. And they shall keep all the instruments of the
tabernacle of the congregation, and the charge of the chil-
dren of Israel to do the service of the tabernacle. And

thou shalt give the Levites unto Aaron and to his sous :
they are wholly given unto him out of the children of Israel.
And thou shalt appoint Aaron and his sons, and they shall
wait on their priests' office ; and the stranger that cometh
nigh shall be put to death/' St. Cyril says, " So then the

Levites are assigned as in a certain way fellow-workers and
assistants to the priests. For they shall keep his charge,
that is, Aaron's, and all the vessels of the tabernacle of wit-
ness, and the charges of the sons of Israel. And this is
the limit of their co-operation. But over the tabernacle He
setteth Aaron and his sons with him. For they shall wait,
he saith, on their priests' office, and on all the things of the

ai^ and those within the veil, that is, the more secret and
mystical, and all which they are wont to do who attend upon
the divine altar. Now the type points manifestly to Christ,
Whom the Father hath set over His own house, whose house ptv'

Aaron the

are we. And they who are joined in the priesthood with type of
Aaron may signify with propriety the sacred and admirable
choir of the holy Apostles, fellow-workers as it were, and
fellow-ministers with Christ. For they became fellow-workers
with God, dispensers and stewards of the mysteries of God,
and also ministers, through whom we have believed. But
if any one chooses to look closely into the order of the
Church, he would justly admire its fore-shadowing in the

p 2
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CHAP. law. For unto the Bishops, as those whose office it is to
- - '- - - govern, and indeed to those who hold the lesser rank, thatAaron the .
type of the is, Presbyters, the altar is entrusted, and the things withinTrS * T_

Priests of the veil, to whom it might well be said, they shall wait on
Presbters. [Y priesthood : but to the Deacons this, they shall keep

the charges of the tabernacle, and all its vessels, and the
charges of the people." In another place he says, " Eleazar

128. B. ° i
prefigures to us the one and only true High-Priest, that is,

Cyril, Let- Christ." Again, what is further remarkable, he says, "Thej 4-4-1 *^

Monks, God of all appointed a long robe to be made for Aaron,
pa"' 2 'p. "wrought out in divers colours: a dress this befitting the
183. D. High Priesthood alone, and assigned to it. Now on the

breast of the High-Priest were hanging certain stones in
number twelve, in the midst of which were placed again
two other stones, Manifestation and Truth. Now by these
the choir of the holy Apostles was darkly shewn, which
girdles around Emmanuel, who is Manifestation and Truth :
for He hath manifested to us the truth, removing the worship
which was in shadows and types." According to St. Cyril,
therefore, Aaron and his sons are a type of Christ and the
Apostles, and again, of the Bishop and his Presbyters: but
of that analogy so often drawn out in later times by the
defenders of Ecclesiastical monarchy between the Jewish
High-Priest, and the Pope, St, Cyril is profoundly silent,
as are all the Fathers of his age. That the Christian Church
is a continuation of the Jewish, carrying on the old forms,
but turning them into substance, "not after the law of a
carnal commandment, but after the power of an endless
life," which from the High-Priest streams over to all His
members, this we firmly believe: this St. Cyril has carried
out in detail in one of his works, but this leads not to the
Papal, but to the Episcopal, constitution of the Church.

St. Cyril's Further, the actions of St. Cyril come in fully to corrobo-
roboratehis ra^e ̂ s doctrine. When in the year 412 he succeeded his
teaching, uncle Theophilus as Patriarch of Alexandria, that whole

Patriarchate, as well as those of Antioch and Constantinople,
had been for nearly eight years out of Communion with Rome,
in consequence of the persecution of St. John Chrysostome.
Pope St. Innocent had nobly defended his cause, but he was
unable to prevent the whole East taking a contrary course,
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and he accordingly removed them from his Communion. But SECT.
did they in consequence yield? Did they acknowledge such 
an authority in the Bishop of Rome, even at the head of his
Council, or of the whole West, that what he ruled to be right
was right: and that, if they disobeyed him, and in conse-
quence were excluded from his Communion, they endangered
their salvation? If we may judge from their actions no such
notion ever occurred to their minds. Rather than replace
the name of St. John Chrysostome in the Diptychs they suf-
fered the East and West to be divided for years. Alexander
of Antioch was the first who in the year 414 placed St. Chry-
sostome's name in the roll of Bishops, and restored Commu-
nion with Rome. After some little time Atticus of Constan-

tinople did the same, and we have a letter of his to St. Cyril, S. Cyril.,j rt

excusing himself for this course, as done unwillingly, and to 201-3.*
gain many persons at Constantinople, as well as to restore
peace throughout the world. It is plain from the writer's
tone that he had no notion of any superior authority in
Rome : he speaks of the Canon, as what both he and St. Cyril
alike respected. Still more remarkable is St. Cyril's answer His letter
from its bold uncompromising tone. By the act of Atticus
he was left alone with his Patriarchate in opposition to Rome.
Yet he speaks even contemptuously of the little gain Atticus
would derive from his conduct. " Carefully viewing and con- s. Cyril.,
sidering with myself if they who have done this," (i. e. replaced A. 206* c.
St. Chrysostome's name in the Diptychs,) "are following the 206-B- D-
decisions of the Fathers of Nicea, and directing the mind's
eye a little towards that great Council, I behold the whole
assembly of those holy Fathers as if by their looks refusing,
and with all their power preventing me from agreeing with
this." Here was the Canon of the Church, and the Council
of Nicea, as St. Cyril thought, on one side, and the autho-
rity of Rome and the West on the other. We see to which
he considered himself bound. Further on he says, " wnom

then to save, or to bring back to your assemblies, do you
place out of the Church's boundaries all Egypt, Augustalis,
Thebais, Libya, and Pentapolis, and grieve so many Churches ?
To gain nobody: for the grace of the Saviour hath already
gained all. And I ascribe the labour in this to the instruc-
tions of your Piety. Do not then impute to yourself those
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CHAP, who are divided out of a contentious disposition, and who do
not receive the just judgment passed on him. For does your
Piety think that we are so remiss as not zealously to en-
deavour to make ourselves acquainted both with your good
reputation, and how the flocks of the Saviour are directed?
For one is the solicitude of Priests, though we be divided in
position." (These remarkable words may be considered an
expression of St. Cyprian's famous sentence, " The Episco-
pate is one, of which each enjoys full possession.") "But
not to seem tedious on this matter, or opposed to the wishes
of your Piety, grant that there are some very few seditious,
who still hold out in behalf of his wickedness. As many
Churches are there on mv side, who maintain that the deci-*> *

sion in his case should hold good." Thus trying to persuade
Atticus to continue his resistance to Ilome he says, " Grant

that a few are displeased at this : permit me to say openly,
we desire indeed the salvation of all, but if any one out of
his own ignorance separates, and resists the laws of the
Church, what is that man's loss?" "We may say with
Paul to those that resist, We beseech you in Christ's behalf,
be ye reconciled with God. But the disobedient let us leave
to the power of God, saying, We have healed Babylon, and
she was not cured. We left her because her judgment has
drawn nigh to heaven. It is not seemly, then, that because
of the contradiction of some men, if some there be, the laws

I
of the Church should be as it were shaken from their foun-

dations, when a layman is ranked with those who have hadw

the priestly dignity, and put in equal honour. For let not
some men call this an ecumenical peace, but rather a con-
cision." Unwillingly, and when his two other colleagues had
for some time given way, did St. Cyril replace St. Chrysos-
tome's name in the Diptychs, and so re-enter into Com-
m inion with the West. This is believed to have been in the

year 418, six years after his accession. In the mean time,
according to modern Roman maxims, he put his own salva-
tion, and that of all those committed to his charge, into

Inference peril. Now that St. Cyril may have been wrong on a& o i

Cyril's con- question of fact, as St. John Chrysostome's condemnation, I
duct- can well imagine, as St. Cyprian was wrong on the question

of Baptism. But that a Patriarch of Alexandria, Saiut and
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Doctor, was ignorant of the Church's constitution, or acted SECT.
in defiance of it for years, and expressed no contrition when - :
he retraced his course, this I cannot believe. The simple
truth is, which is as plain as the day in the whole matter, that
St. Cyril felt himself as completely and independently the
head of the Alexandrine Patriarchate, as St. Innocent was of
the Roman; and that he had no superior but the Canon of
the Church, and an Ecumenical Council. And the conduct
of the Patriarchs of Constantinople and Antioch, and of the
Emperors who supported all three, proves the same.

It is curious to put beside this narrative Mr, Newman's
approving quotation from Bellarmine. " All Catholics agree Mr.
. . that the Pope, when determining anything in a doubtful veiop.
matter, whether by himself, or with his own particular "G5ntj p-
Council, whether it is possible for him to err or not, is to be
obeyed by all the faithful."

If any one chooses to take the final yielding of Alexander
of Antioch, Atticus of Constantinople, and St. Cyril of Alex-
andria, in a question of fact, for an " actual exemplification On Deve-
of the monarchical principle in the fourth" (here the fifth)
" century," of which Mr. Newman speaks, I think he must
be very hard driven by a theory, besides having the most
unlimited confidence in his power of arranging the facts of
history.

Twelve years later St. Cyril shewed by his conduct towards Conduct of
i . " i /» A i * " At i i" " i. St. Cyril in

an heretical successor or Atticus, that his care was not con- the case of

fined to the limits of his own Patriarchate, ample as was its Nestorius-
extent, or almost sovereign his authority therein : but that
in truth "the solicitude of Priests is one, though they be
divided in space." After in vain endeavouring by private
remonstrances to check the heresy of Nestorius, Bishop of
Constantinople, he wrote to St. Celestine of Rome, informing
him both of what he had done, and of the sayings and pro-
ceedings of Nestorius. In this letter he observes : " I con- s. Cyril.,
fess I was minded to shew him, by a letter from my Council, E
that, if he says such things, and is so minded, we cannot P- 37- B-
communicate with him : this indeed I have not done, but to Pope
considering that it is our duty to lend a hand to those that Celestme-
slip, and to raise them up as brothers that have fallen, I ex-
horted him by letters to abstain from such evil words : but I

\
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CHAP, did no good." Thus St. Cyril says it was open for him to
:- have cut off Nes'iorius from his Communion, though a Patri-

arch like himself, without first writing to Rome : however,
considering the extreme danger of the crisis, from the position
of Nestorius, and the great importance of united action when
the criminal was so powerful, he thought it best to inform

P. 36 c. D. Celestine of everything. He had already said, " But since
God demands from us watchfulness in these matters, and the
ancient customs of the Churches persuade us to communicate
them to your Holiness, I cannot but write, signifying this, that
Satan is throwing all into confusion," &c. "And I have
written nothing concerning him that is now at Constanti-
nople, ruling the Church there, either to your Holiness, or to
any other of our fellow-ministers, believing that rashness in

Ib., p. 39. A. such things is not without censure." He concludes : "We
therefore that are entrusted with the dispensation of the
word, and the securitv of the faith, what shall we answer in*

the day of judgment if we keep silence in such a case? Yet
we do not confidently shut ourselves out from his Communion
before making known these matters to your Piety. Where-
fore have the goodness to set forth your sentence, whether
we should communicate with him, or boldly reject him on
the ground that with one so minded and so teaching no one
communicates. But the view of your Piety in this case
should be made known by letter to the most pious and re-
ligious Bishops of Macedonia, and to all those in the East.
For we shall give them an opportunity which they desire,
that we may all stand with one soul and one mind, and con-
tend for the right Faith which is assaulted."

St, Cyril's letter indicates that he was writing to a person
of the like rank with himself, but who from his position at
the head of the whole West was of even greater influence,
and whose consent in such a proceeding was proportionably
necessary; i. e. the idea of his letter is the Patriarchal, and
is not the Papal.

On receiving St. Cyril's account, besides the homilies of
Nestorius himself, Pope Celestine held a Council, the result

letter to of which he writes to St. Cyril, warmly approving the course
S ('vril
tom. 6. 

* 

he had taken, and he concludes his letter thus :
" Wherefore joining the authority of our See to your own.
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and using with authority our stead and place, execute this SECT.
sentence with strict severity : namely, that unless within ten ---
days, to be numbered from the receipt of this our admo-
nition, he anathematises in express words his wicked doc-
trine, and promises that he will hold for the future that
faith concerning the generation of Christ our God, which
both the Roman Church, and that of your Holiness, and the
universal Christian religion preaches, your Holiness shall
immediately provide for that Church : and he shall understand
that he is entirely severed from our body, as one who has
rejected all treatment of his physicians, and madly spreading
like a pestilent disease through the whole body of the Church,
has endeavoured to overwhelm in utter destruction as well

himself as all that are intrusted to him. We have written in

the same terms likewise to our holy brethren and fellow-
Bishops, John" (of Antioch), "Rufus" (of Thessalonica),
"Juvenal" (of Jerusalem), "and Flavian" (of Philippi) : "in
order that our sentence, or rather the divine sentence of Christ

our Lord, concerning him, may be made known to more."
The sentence thus solemnly promulgated by the Pope, the Suspension

First Patriarch, at the head of his Council, accepted by the tence!Sen"
third Patriarch, at the head of his Council, committed to him
for execution, and duly delivered to the criminal, became after-
wards a dead letter, simply through the convocation of the
third Ecumenical Council, by the Emperor Theodosius the
younger. The cause of Nestorius, as I shall afterwards shew,
was heard there de novo, as if no papal sentence had been is-
sued against him : St. Cyril in person, and St. Celestine by his
legates, Arcadius and Projectus, Bishops, and Philip, Presby-
ter, taking a main part in the whole proceeding. No man can
doubt where the sovereign power of the Church lay in 431.

How little St. Cyril imagined that Pope Celestine's autho-
rity absorbed or originated his own, we may see by a letter
in which he notifies the above sentence to the monks at

Constantinople. It is addressed thus : " To the most pious s. Cyril.,
and religious fathers of monasteries in Constantinople, Cyril £
and the holy Synod assembled at Alexandria send greeting P-80. D.
in the Lord." Then after expressing a wish that Nestorius Monks ofmm ".

" had chosen the faith handed down of old to the Churches

from the holy Apostles and Evangelists, who became the
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CHAP, lawful stewards of the mysteries of Christ, and were ap-
III. ...

'-- pointed to minister as Priests His Gospel to those that are
in the whole earth," he proceeds, " Since he has continued
in the same sentiments, or even worse, adding even blas-
phemy to blasphemy, and introducing altogether strange
and foreign dogmas, which the holy Catholic Church hath
not at all known, we have thought fit to admonish him with
a third letter, namely this, which is sent forth from us, and
from our most holy and religious brother and fellow-minister
Celestine, Bishop of Great Romeh," &c.

Letter to His letter to John, Patriarch of Antioch, sets forth theJohn of

Autioch. reason he had for applying to Rome, and exhibits incident-
ally the relation of the Patriarchs to each other, for whichv '

reason I give it entire,
S. Cvril,V " Your Piety has surely learnt from many sources the pre-
torn. 0.

Epist., sent state of the holy Church of Constantinople, in what con-
p. 42-4. fusion it has been thrown, and how many even of the very

good and upright have been debarred from Communion, en-
during no slight disturbance in the matter of the Faith itself,
in consequence of words spoken in the very Church by the
most reverend Bishop Nestorius, whom I have by letter ad-
vised to abstain from such unhappy and perverted inquiries,
and to follow the Faith of our fathers. But he took me for an

enemy in writing this, and was so far from listening to one
who wrote thus to him in affection, as to think that with

such a mind and such words he could pre-occupy even the ears
of the Romans. For certain strange things has he written,
arranged in a long letter, to my Lord the most reverend the
Bishop of the Church of the Romans, Celestine. Moreover
he has inserted in his own writings against those who are

k An expression is quoted by Ro- and Patriarch Cclestinus, him of the
man Catho ics in favour of the Papal great city of Rome."-Tom. 6. 384. E.
Supremacy which occurs in a homily It is evident from the ungrammatical
ascribed to St. Cyril. The homily is state of the sentence that no reliance
found in one manuscript only, and can be placed on the exact collocation
bears a remarkable similitude to an- of the words. In the homily of which
other which is contained in the acts of I suspect this to be another copy, at
the Council of Ephesus, and was un- the parallel place, the appeal runs,
doubtedly delivered by the Saint. The " Receive as witness the honourable
sentence as it stands is strikingly uu- and holy Archbishop of Great Rome,
grammatical, and runs thus: " In Celestine."- Tom. 6. 358.15. Whether
proof that these things are really so, St Cyril considered the Pope ' Arch-
let us produce a witness worthy of bishop of the whole world' may be
credit, tie most holy, and Archbishop judged by his letter to Atticus above
of the whole world, the both Father quoted.
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opposed in belief to himself, that they do not shudder to SECT.
call the holy Virgin Mother of God. He has besides sent :-
quaternions of his own commentaries, which the most reve-
rend Bishops who were then in the great city of Rome read,
and after holding many Councils, cried out against him,
plainly declaring that he had invented a most dangerous
heresy, which had been invented by none in former times.

" Since then I was constrained upon his writing these
things thither, to set forth all that had happened, and also
to send copies of the letters I had written to him, the be-
loved deacon Poseidonius, a clerk of the Alexandrine Church,
was obliged to travel thither. Whereupon, after his com-
mentaries had been read in the Council, especially his letters,
in which there is no opportunity of misrepresentation, inas-
much as they bear his own subscription, the holy Council of
the Romans has given a plain decision, and has also written
to your Piety in terms which all must comply with who hold to Value of
Communion with all the West. For they have also written

copies to Rufus, the most reverend Bishop of Thessalonica, nioii.
and to some others of the reverend Bishops of Macedonia,
who always agree with their decisions. They have no less
written to Juvenal, most reverend Bishop of the Church of

ise, (Jerusalem.) It is the duty therefore of your Piety to
consider what is expedient. For we shall follow the judg-
ment given by it (the Council), fearing to lose the Communion
of so many, and they not indignant at any light matter, nor
thus moved or passing judgment on small things, but in
behalf of the Faith itself, and the Churches that are every-
where in disturbance, and for the edification of the people.
Salute the brotherhood with you: that with me salutes you
in the Lord."

To Juvenal of Jerusalem St. Cyril writes in like terms,
adding: "Since then the above-mentioned most pious and S. Cyril.,^~^ 4- £?

reverend Bishop of the Church of the Romans, Celestine, has KPjst.,"
written openly concerning him, and has sent to me the letters^ p-GG- E-
I thought that I should forward these, and invite by letter Juvenal of
to a holy zeal your Piety that is of itself alive and vigorous : 

erusa em* T " 1

in order that with one spirit and accordant earnestness we
may gird ourselves for the defence of the love of Christ, and
save the flocks that are in danger, and raise up so illustrious
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CHAP. a Church: being, that is, all of one mind with each other,
! - and writing both to him and to the flocks according to the

form set forth."

Lastly, in his celebrated letter of excommunication to
Nestorius, St. Cyril thus delivers his sentence. It is ad-
dressed,

S. Cyril., " To the most pious and reverend our fellow-minister Nes-
tf" torius, Cyril and the Council assembled at Alexandria out of

P- 68- the Egyptian Diocese (Patriarchate), greeting in the Lord."
Sentence of " Therefore, together with the holy Council assembled in

es onus. 
grea£ j{,orne under the presidency of our most holy and
reverend brother and fellow-minister the Bishop Celestine,
we notify to you by this third letter, charging you to abstain
from such stupid and perverted dogmas as you hold and
teach, and to choose the right Faith which has been delivered
down to the Churches from the beginning, through the holy
Apostles and Evangelists, who have been eye-witnesses and
ministers of the word. And if your Piety does not so, ac-
cording to the time set forth in the letter of the above-men-*

tioned our most holy and reverend brother and fellow-
minister, Celestine, Bishop of the Church of the Romans,
know that you will have no portion or place with us, or rank- 

among God's Priests and Bishops. For we may not over-
look Churches thrown into such confusion, and populations
scandalized, and the right Faith set aside, and flocks scattered
by you who were bound to save them, had you been with us
a lover of the right doctrine, following on the steps of the
holy Fathers' piety. But with all, both laymen and clerks,
who have been separated by your Reverence on account of the
Faith, or deposed, we all are in Communion. For it is not
just that those who are of a right mind should be injured by
your decision, in that, doing well, they have contradicted
you. For this very thing you mentioned in your letter
written to the most holy Celestine of great Rome, our fellow-
Bishop. But it will not be sufficient for your Reverence
merely to agree to the symbol of the Faith which was once set
forth through the Holy Spirit, by the great and holy Council
which formerly assembled at Nicea. For though professing
to agree with the words, you have put not a correct but a
distorted meaning and interpretation upon them. But you
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must in express words solemnly declare that you anathema- SECT.
tise these your foul and profane opinions, and will hold and 

V.

teach as we all do, the Bishops and Doctors, and
people in the West and the East. And both the holy Council
at Rome hath agreed, and we all, with the letters written
to your Reverence by the Church of the Alexandrians, as
being correct and blameless. And we have subjoined to
these our letters what you must hold and teach, and from
what abstain. For this is the Faith of the Catholic and Apo-
stolic Church, with which all orthodox Bishops both of the
W

This sentence, however, was, as I have said, entirely sus-
pended by the convocation of an Ecumenical Council. That
Council was held, and Nestorius therein legitimately con-
demned. Yet John of Antioch, with his Bishops, through
jealousy as it would seem of St. Cyril, though present at
Ephesus part of the time, separated himself from the Council,
and held iu fact another Council against it. In consequence
he and his Patriarchate became separated from Rome, Alex-
andria, and Constantinople for about two years. The fol-
lowing letter expresses their reconciliation.

" To our most holy and reverend brethren and fellow- S. Cyril.,
ministers Sixtus" (of Rome), "Cyril" (of Alexandria), >f and Epist,p.99.

John of
y- L --/* Antioch's

who are with me, greeting in the Lord. letter to the
other Pa-

" To excel in the right Faith, and so to teach the people triarchs.
placed under their hand, should be the study and aim of all
who have received the Priesthood, and been entrusted with
the divine ministry of the Episcopate by Christ the Saviour
of us all. This being so, in the past year by a decree of the
most pious and Christian Emperors a holy Council of most
religious Bishops was convened to the metropolis of the
Ephcsians, on the matter of N They having sat
together with the Legates sent by Celestine of blessed
memory, who was Bishop of the holy Church of the Romans,
deposed the above-mentioned Nestorius, as teaching a pro-
fane doctrine, and having given offence to many, and not
walking straight in the Faith. We also, who attended
thither, and then found this done, were grieved at it. For

I this cause a difference having arisen between us and the
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CHAP, holy Council, and much having been done and said in the
in. .

:- meantime, we returned to our own Churches and cities,
not then agreeing with the holy Synod in subscription to
the vote of deposition passed against Nestorius, but the
Churches being set at variance. Since, then, all should
have most care for their being united, by the removal of all
variance between them, and as the most pious and Christian
Emperors have decreed that this should be, and have there-
fore sent the most excellent tribune and notary Aristolaus,
it has been agreed for the removal of all contention, and
that peace may be given to the Churches of God, that we
too should agree to this sentence of the holy Council, passed
against Nestorius, and should hold him for deposed, and
should anathematise his blasphemous doctrines, inasmuch
as the Churches with us have ever held the right and pure
faith, as hath your Holiness, and ever guard this and hand»

it down to the people. We also agree to the ordination of
the most holy and reverend Bishop of the holy Church of
Constantinople, Maximianus, and we are in Communion
with all the most reverend Bishops throughout the world,
as many as hold and keep the orthodox and blameless Faith."

Thus jealously did John of Antioch, at the head of the
Bishops of his Patriarchate, maintain his independence, even
in the face of the other three great divisions of the Church.

interference I must now give two instances in which St. Cyril inter-
of St. cvnl fere(j in the ordinary government of his brother Patriarchs, m the Fa- J G y

triarchate inasmuch as it is upon certain cases, precisely similar, of the
Roman Pontiffs interference with the East, that the proof
of his universal Supremacy is built. Thus a complaint against
St. Dionysius of Alexandria, made to St. Dionysius of Rome,
is mentioned by Mr. Newman, The importance of the fact
will depend entirely on whether the Roman Pontiff claimed
and exercised such an interference as his single privilege.*

The truth is that all the Patriarchs did as much.

It seems this same John of Antioch, whose reconciliation
to the great body of the Church we have just seen, gave
offence to Maximus, a Deacon of Antioch, because he con-
tinued his Communion to certain favourers of Nestorius,
without requiring of them an express abjuration of his
heresy. This was done by John out of regard to the peace
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of the Church, and he informed St. Cyril of his motive by SECT
his Deacons Cassius and Ammonius. Thereupon Maximus -
conceived that he ought to withdraw from Communion with
his Patriarch. St. Cyril writes to him thus : " I learnt from S. Cyril.,*/ j. f*

the beloved monk Paul, that your Piety shuns up to this p. 192!
present time Communion with the most reverend John,
because certain persons in the Church of Antioch either
still hold N have held them, but
have now perhaps given them up. Consider, then, in your
equity whether they, who are said to assemble, hold Nes-
torius's sentiments openly and shamelessly, and communicate
them to others, or, though they had once a hardened con-
science, now meet to repent of the errors by which they
were carried away, yet are perhaps ashamed to confess their
fault. Such is often the case with those who have been

deceived. But if you know that they now agree with the
right Faith, forget the past. For we would rather see them
denying, than with shameless mind defending, the wicked-
ness of Nestorius. But that we may not seem to love strife,
let us embrace the most reverend John's Communion, making
allowance for him, and as a matter of indulgence not press-
ing matters to the utmost against those who repent. For
the matter requires, as I said, great indulgence."

This indulgence is no other than the supreme power of dis- o<Wo/Ja.
pensation exercised by St. Cyril.

The other case is more important, involving as it did the Establish-
establishment of a fifth Patriarchate. Archbishop de Marca ^^"^ merit of a 

^ta-r

fifth Patri-

tells it thus: " The Bishop of ^Elia3, that is, Jerusalem, had archate.
De Con-

obtained the fourth rank by the seventh Canon of the Nicene cord., &c.,
Council: but the metropolitical rights over Palestine had lib. 3. c. 13.§9.

been preserved to the Bishop of Caesarea, Juvenal Bishop
of Jerusalem endeavoured to gain for his See by a decision
of the Council of Ephesus Patriarchal authority over the
three Palestines, which he would have severed from the
Church of Antioch : but he was defeated. However by a
rescript of Thcodosius the administration of the Palestines,
Phoenicia, and Arabia, was entrusted to him, as is clear from
the Council of Chalcedon, by whose decree concord was
established between the Patriarchs of Antioch and Jeru-

salem. Proclus, Bishop of Constantinople, and Cyril of
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CHAP. Alexandria, had given their consent to the rescript of Theo-
- : - dosius, and received the Bishop of Jerusalem into their Com-

munion under the title of Archbishop, and administrator of
the Palestines. Gennadius a Priest and Archimandrite

was deeply offended at this, for the violation of the seventh
Nicene Canon, and so abstained from the Communion of
Proclus." On this occasion St. Cyril wrote to him as follows :

S. Cyril., "I do not now learn, but have long known, the earnest piety
tom. 6. 191. Qf yOur Reverence, who is minded to live with such closeInterference » *

with the observance, and greatly do I praise it. But an indulgentP**o+ pi o i*/"* ii v
ate of allowance sometimes forces men a little out of the strict
f^ * . "

nopie. " Path °f right, for a greater gain. Just as a crew, under
pressure of a storm, when the ship is in danger, in their dis-
tress throw part of the freight overboard to save the rest.
So we, in practical matters, when it is not in u
preserve the abstract right, pass over some things, not to
suffer the loss of all. This I write upon learning that your
Piety has taken offence against our most holy and reverend
brother and fellow-minister the Bishop Proclus, for haying
received into his Communion the Bishop of yElise; whom the
laws of the Church do not recognise as set over Palestine:
but his own empty vain-glory, which will have a sad result,
spurs on to the unbounded desire of this matter. Let not
then your Piety avoid Communion with the most holy and
reverend Bishop Proclus: for I have acted jointly with his
Holiness in the matter, and it is a point of dispensation, which
no wise man has ever rejected."

St. Proclus St. Proclus and St. Cyril act completely as supreme au-
rii act as thorities in this matter, which both altered a Nicene Canon,

auEties. and established a fifth Patriarchal Chair. They do not
first ask the consent of the Roman Patriarch. It is the

more remarkable because St. Cyril had formerly written
to St. Leo, when Archdeacon of Rome, reprehending the
ambition of Juvenal in this very matter. And, two years
after the Council of Chalcedon had finally ratified the new

S. Leo, Ep. Patriarchate, St. Leo wrote to Maximus of Antioch : u Let it

' be sufficient to pronounce as a general rule, that if any thing
has either been attempted, or seems for a time to be extorted,
by any one, in any Council, against the statutes of the Ni-
cene Canons, it can inflict no prejudice on those inviolable
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decrees: and it will be easier that the compacts made by any SECT.
agreements be annulled, than that the rules of the afore :-
m mtioned Canons be in any respect corrupted." In this
case, however, as in the case of the second rank of the Patri-
arch of Constantinople, his resistance was vain: the Bishop
of Jerusalem exercised the power of a Patriarch, from that
time forward.

Again, when some persons were trying to force John of Another inSi" ATI Of* OI

Antioch publicly to censure the name of Theodore of Mop- general
suestia, St. Cyril writes to St. Proclus on the subject, and
recommends that by a common letter they should state, as £ th.e
a matter of dispensation, and for the peace of the Church, B 

.

that the name itself of Theodore should not be mentioned.

Instances, therefore, of this kind, which prove the general
superintendence over the Church exercised by the Patriarchs,
do not, when brought forward in the case of the Bishop of
Rome, in the least prove his Supremacy as now claimed.^^ ^

On the whole I may ask whether it is possible to set forth
more distinctly than do these several documents that very
constitution of the Church Catholic, for which the Church of
England, amid all her isolation, is a witness.

SECT. VI.

To resume, then, both the testimony of St. Cyril, and of
the other great Fathers of the East and West.

The Papal claim has in late ages been grounded on certain Scriptures
palmary passages of Holy Writ, viz., Matt. xvi. 15 - 19 ;.the Boman
Luke xxii. 31-2; and John xxi. 15-17. "We are met," See-
says Mr. Newman, u by certain announcements in Scripture, On Deve-
more or less obscure, and needing a comment, and claimed p. 171-2. 

i i_ j j " j. j i - A !

by the Papal See as having their fulfilment in itself." These
are "not precepts merely, but prophecies and promises, pro-
mises to be accomplished by Him who made them, prophecies
to be interpreted by the event, - by the history that is of the
fourth and fifth centuries, though they had a partial fulfilment
even in the preceding period, and a still more noble deve-
lopment in the middle ages/* With regard to the develop-

Q
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CHAP, ment in the middle ages of this doctrine there can be no
in .

r= - *- doubt, that is. as to the West, though never in the East.What the &
preroga- which alone vitiates Mr. Newman's inference: but as to the
Rome are fourth and fifth centuries, having through fourteen pages
fourth and collected instances of the high esteem which was felt for the
fifth centu- Apostolical See of Rome, from the Council of Nicea down-
nes allow. r . . .

wards, which instances, being chiefly the words 01 ropes in
support of their own See, yet exactly fit into arid agree with
the Patriarchal and Episcopal system, and do not at all bear
out or exemplify the Papal, Mr. Newman is bold enough to

On Deve- say at the end, " More ample testimony for the Papal Su-
premacy is scarcely necessary than what is contained in these
passages: the simple question is, whether the clear light of
the fourth and fifth centuries may be fairly taken to illumi-
nate the dim notices of the preceding.^ He had already

ib.,p. 23. said, " The writers of the fourth and fifth centuries fearlessly
assert, or frankly allow, that the prerogatives of Rome were
derived from Apostolic times, and that because it was the See
of St. Peter." The prerogatives of Rome which his argument
requires are the pure Ecclesiastical monarchy of the present
day: those which the writers of the fourth and fifth centuries
fearlessly assert or frankly allow, differ not merely in degree
but in kind. For my part " the clear light of the fourth and

, fifth centuries" is that which I wish to follow. I am ready
to take St. Augustine and St. Chrysostome, and the Church
of their day, as my rule not in one thing but in all things,
not with an easy volatile eclecticism, which chooses what
flatters the taste of the individual, and discards the rest, but
with loyal affection and implicit confidence, as the undoubted
manifestation of the Holy Spirit. And so I interrogate the

1. AS to fourth and fifth centuries, and first as to the meaning of the

sages of8" af°resaid remarkable passages of Scripture. They do not
Scripture. gjve a doubtful sound. I find the chief Doctors of the East

and West seeing in them mysteries, and enlarging on those
mysteries: speaking as men who knew that there were in
Scripture unfathomable depths. No affinity have those
Doctors of the world with the shallowness of modern schools,
crying, with a profane application, (he that runneth may
read "/ their lives no less than their words, their stern self-

discipline, their watchings and fastings, shewed, how they
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felt they had to deal with a length and depth and breadth SECT.
... vi

and height, which transcended their intelligence, and stretched
into eternity. I ask St. Augustine, St. Chrysostome, and mate great
St. Cyril, that is, I ask the East and the West, Antioch and
Constantinople, Egypt and Africa, what these passages mean. Tulers-

r * pv r * JT o lence as to

They reply with one voice, that they see in them great gifts the See of
bestowed on the Church and its rulers, but they are silent as
to the See of Rome. It never comes into their thoughts to
observe that they do, or do not, relate to the Roman Bishop
in particular, except, indeed, that they give incidentally such
an interpretation of them as pointedly excludes that notion.
Let us see what the Fathers ought to say, what the Councils
ought to prove, what the whole Church of the East and West
ought to allow, in order to establish Mr. Newman's thesis.
St. Bernard has said it in unmistakeable language: it was Contrast of
the doctrine of his time in the West. He says to Pope nar<Fs lan-
Eugenius, who had been his own monk, " Come let us in-
quire yet more diligently who you are, that is, what person c- 8-. He
you for a time sustain in the Church of God. Who are you ? what is
A great Priest, the supreme Pontiff. You are chief of the the Papal
Bishops, heir of the Apostles, in primacy Abel, in govern- clrf"
ment Noah, in patriarchate Abraham, in order Melchisedec, Fathers do
in dignity Aaron, in authority Moses, in judgment Samuel,
in power Peter, in unction Christ. You are he to whom the.
keys are delivered, to whom the sheep are entrusted. Others
indeed there are who keep the door of heaven, and are shep-
herds of flocks, but you have inherited both names above the
rest, as in a more glorious, so in a different way. They have
each their several flocks assigned to them, while to you
singly all are entrusted as one flock. And not only of the
sheep, but of all the shepherds, you are the only shepherd.
Ask you whence I prove this ? By the word of the Lord.
For to whom I say, not of Bishops but even of Apostles,
were all the sheep entrusted so absolutely and without dis-
tinction? Peter, if thoulovest Me, feed My sheep. Which
sheep ? The people of this or that city, or region, or specified
empire? My sheep, He saith. To whom is it not plain
that He did not designate some, but assign all ? Nothing is
excepted where nothing is distinguished. And perhaps the
rest of his fellow-disciples were present, when, by committing

Q 2
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CHAP, them to one. He commended unity to all in one flock and
HI,' 

" one shepherd, according to that, My dove, my beautiful, my. o, y* 9 mi

perfect, is but one. Where is unity there is perfection. The
other numbers have not perfection but division, in receding
from unity. Hence it is that others received each their own
people, knowing the sacrament. Finally James, who seemed
to be a pillar of the Church, was contented with Jerusalem
alone, yielding to Peter the whole. But well was he there
placed to raise up seed to his dead Brother, where that

rother was slain. For he was called the brother of the

Lord. Moreover, when the brother of the Lord gives way,
what other would intrude himself on the prerogative of
Peter? " ' - "

*

" Therefore, according to your Canons, others have been
called to a part of your solicitude, but you to the fulness of
power. The power of others is confined within certain limits ;
yours is extended even over those who have received power
over others. Can you not, if fitting cause exist, shut heaven
to a Bishop, depose him from the Episcopate, even deliver
him to Satan? Therefore does your privilege stand to you
unshaken as well in the kej^s which are given you, as in the
sheep which are entrusted to you. Hear another thing which
no less confirms to you your prerogative. The disciples were
in the ship, and the Lord appeared on the shore, and, what
was cause of greater delight, in His risen Body. Peter,
knowing that it is the Lord, casts himself into the sea, and
thus came to Him, whilst the rest arrived in the ship. "What
meaneth that? It is a sign of the one only Priesthood of
Peter, by which he received not one ship only, as the rest
each their own, but the world itself for his government.
For the sea is the world, the ships Churches. Thence it
is, that, on another occasion, walking, like the Lord, on|the
waters, he marked himself out as the single Vicar of Christ,
who should rule over not one people, but all. Since the

Rev. 17.15. < many waters' are 
' 
many peoples.5 Thus while every one of

the rest has his own ship, to thee the one most great ship is
entrusted, the Universal Church herself, made out of all
Churches, diffused through the whole world."

I have given this passage entire on account of the admir-
able manner in which it condenses and sets forth the genuine
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Papal Idea: and, because it does so. it stands in the most SEoyr.
. " " VI

marked contrast with the testimony of the centuries I have
TTI 11 i T " i " i Had this

been considering. Had such been the divinely constituted claim ex-
government of the Church, the first six centuries would have ̂ 
borne witness to it. I assert that they have borne the most $2?**-^» rortn in trie

complete, manifold, and clearly expressed witness against it. documents
of the first

We have seen it in the case of the passages of Scripture six centu-
under discussion. But when I turn, besides, to other writ- nes.
ings and the lives and actions both of these saints and
others, such as St. Basil, St. Augustine, St. Cyril, and, more-
over, that " keen visioned seer" tossed to and fro through
the earth from Alexandria to Treves in his fifty years5 con-
fessorship for Christ, but whose glory now it is that the
Athanasian faith is the faith of all Christians, I find them 2. As to the

using expressions concerning the Bishop of Rome and the ̂  0113
See of Rome, such as neither good reasoners, nor holy men, °fB -C tit ticrs»

nor mere observers and narrators of events, could possibly
have used, had the Bishop of Rome been in their eyes pos-
sessed of a power different in kind from that of all other
Bishops, much less, if he had committed to him the fulness
of power wherewith to rule the universal Church of Christ.
And this observation is no less true of St. Athanasius, who
was most deeply beholden to the See of Rome, than of St.
Basil, who, during his conflict with Arianism " met from Church of
Rome with nothing but disappointment, or rather slight and ̂ 

want of sympathy :" no less true of St. Augustine in Africa,
whose doctrine the Church of Rome especially claims to
follow, than of St. Chrysostome, who was ordained by a
Bishop not in Communion with Rome, and brought up in a
school most opposed to her, and possessed of a See, which
was, as his predecessor St. Gregory observed, the light of the
East, as Rome was that of the West.

Nor can it be said that the same power was then visible Difference
n germ, which afterwards so splendidly and marvellously v

developed into an august and consistent whole. The power Petri
A o r Yicarms

of the Roman Pontiff in the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries Christi;
4- i j-ja? A i " /" i- " ,1 -jji former the,

stood on a different basis from his power in the middle ages, symbol of
The difference perhaps may be summed up by saying that in of

the former he was Vicarius Petri, in the latter Vicarius timcs-
Christi : in the former he had a more or less defined
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CHAP. Primacy; he was the first among brethren: in the latter he
--'- laid claim to a complete Supremacy; he was exalted as a

Monarch above his < A Primate is one Idea: a

Monarch is another. be the great tour de force
of Roman writers to prove the second by the first. Now
granting that Mr. Newman's examples set forth the Primacy,
which I admit, do not the counter examples annihilate the
Supremacy which he vaunts ? Is not the light of the fourth
and fifth centuries., aye, and of the sixth, very clear indeed?
Let his proofs of the Supremacy antecedent to the times of
Pope St. Gregory be produced. I repeat, let a single sen-
tence, not however torn from its context, but candidly and
fairly considered by the light of that context, by other
writings and actions of the time, be produced from the

" writings of St. Athanasius, St. Basil, St. Gregory of Naziari-
N St. Augus-

tine, St. Cyril of Alexandria, yes, or even from the ' homine
Romano' St. Jerome himself, which acknowledges the pre-
sent Papal Idea: that is, that the Bishop of Rome is the
common Father of Christendom: that, in virtue of his suc-
cession from St. Peter, he has a power distinct and different in
kind from that of his " brother-bishops and fellow-ministers/'
specially the great Bishops of Alexandria, Antioch, and the
See of Jerusalem: that his decisions in doctrine or discipline
are final, and bind the whole Church; that the government
of the Church lies in him, and not in the whole Episcopate,
or, as Bellarmine expresses it, that "the Pope has, full and
entire, that power which Christ left on earth for the good of
the Church." I do not believe that one such sentence can

be produced : while on the other side all the actions and
the writings of these great Fathers bear witness to their
belief that the Bishops throughout the Church have in-
herited, equally with the Roman Bishop, the power of the
Apostles.

General We may, therefore, sum up the view entertained by the
f f Vi

Fathers. great Doctors of the fourth and fifth centuries as to the
c A relation of the Roman Pontiff to his brother Bishops in St.
D. Aug., r

tom. 10.412. Augustine s beautiful words to Pope Boniface :-"To sit on 
^^-f ^^^^ ^^_ rHHHM-^B_ ^_ ^^_ ^_

B. quoted , i i i n i i i " A
in Fieury, our watch-towers and guard the flock belongs in common to

' r* * all of us who have Episcopal functions, although the hill on
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which you stand is more conspicuous than the rest/' My SECT.
object in these remarks throughout has been to shew, that a '--
denial of either of these truths is a violation of the Church's

divine constitution. The Papacy has greatly obscured the
essential equality of Bishops; its opponents have avenged
themselves by explaining away the unquestionable Primacy

ur

CHAPTER IV.

SECT. I.

*

WHAT this Primacy was, and how it was exercised at a Roman
A " * A " " /" A -i /"u i T "n j i. Primacy at

most important crisis ot the Church, 1 will now endeavour to the Third
shew. Five vears, A.D. 431. after the decision of the African Councl1-v

ishops about appeals, the third Ecumenical Council as-
sembled at Ephesus, in the church of great St. Mary, " the Mansi4.17 ° 

. -IOOT ri 1237. C.

holy Gospel being placed on the throne in the middle, and
representing to us Christ Himself Who was present." This
was the rule observed in other Ecumenical Councils, and they
who with the eyes of faith discerned their risen Lord in the
midst of them, were little tempted to assign His place to one
of their own number. As to the bearing of this Council's
Acts upon the present question, I prefer that here as in
other cases another should speak, and he the most illustrious
Prelate of France in modern times. " In the third general Bossuet's
Council of Ephesus, and in those which follow, our whole Def;Un
argument will appear in clearer light, its Acts being in our ̂^V
hands ; and there existing very many judgments of Roman -13-
Pontiffs on matters of faith, set forth with the whole authority Judgments
of their See, which were afterwards re-considered in general Pontiffs
Councils, and only approved after examination, than which considered"
nothing can be more opposed to the opinion of infallibility.
And as to the Council of Ephesus, the thing is clear. The
innovation of Nestorius, Bishop of Constantinople, is known;
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how he divided into two the person of Christ. Pope St.
Celestine, watchful, according to his office, over the affairs
of the Church, had charged the blessed Cyril, Bishop of
Alexandria, to send him a certain report of the doctrine of
Nestorius, already in bad repute. Cyril declares this in his
letter to Nestorius; and so he writes to Celestine a complete
account, and sets forth the doctrines of Nestorius and his

own: he sends him two letters from himself to Nestorius,
who [likewise, by his own letters and explanations, endea-
voured to draw Celestine to his side. Thus the holy Pontiff,
having been most fully informed by letters from both sides,
is thus inquired of by Cyril. (We have not confidently
abstained from Communion with him (Nestorius) before in-
forming you of this; condescend, therefore, to unfold your
judgment, that we may clearly know whether we ought to
communicate with him who cherishes such erroneous doc-

trine/ And he adds, that his judgment should be written*

to the other Bishops also, f that all with one mind may hold
firm in one sentence/ Here is the Apostolic See mani-
festly consulted by so great a man, presiding over the
second, or at least the third, Patriarchal See, and its judg-
ment awaited; and nothing remained but that Celestine,
being duly consulted, should perform his Apostolic office.
But how he did this, the Acts elsewhere adduced haveV

shewn.

" In those Acts he not only approves the letters and
doctrine of Cyril, but disapproves too the perverse dogma
of Nestorius, and that distinctly, because he was unwill-
ing to call the blessed Virgin Mother of God: and he
decrees that he should be deprived of the Episcopate and
Communion, unless, within ten days from the date of the
announcing of the sentence, he openly rejects this faith-
less innovation, which endeavours to separate what Scrip-
ture joineth together, that is, the Person of Christ. Here
is the doctrine of Nestorius expressly disapproved, and a
sentence of the Roman Pontiff on a matter of Faith most

clearly pronounced under threat of deposition and excom-
munication : then, that nothing be wanting, the holy Pope
commits his authority to Cyril to carry into execution that
sentence, ' associating/ he saith to Cyril, ' the authority of
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our See, and using our person, and place, with power/ So SECT
to Cyril; so to Nestorius himself; so to the Clergy of Con '---
stantinople; so to John of Antioch, then the Bishop of the
third or fourth Patriarchal See; so to Juvenal, Bishop of
the Holy City, whom the Council of Nice had ordered to be
especially honoured : so he writes to the other Bishops also,
that the sentence given may be duly and in order made
known to all. Cyril proceeds to execute his office, and per-
forms all that he had been commanded. He promulgates
and executes the decrees of Celestine; declares to Nes-

torius, that after the ten days prescribed and set forth by
Celestine, he would have no portion, intercourse, or place
with the Priesthood. Nothing evidently is wanting to the
Apostolical authority being most fully exercised; but whether
the sentence put forward with such authority, after a great
dissension had arisen and mention been made of an Ecu-

menical Council, was held to be final, the succeeding Acts
will demonstrate. :

"We have often said-we shall often say-that it is the
constitution of the Church only in extraordinary cases and
dissensions to recur, of necessity, to an Ecumenical Council.
But in the usual order even the most important questions
on the faith, when they arise, are terminated by the consent
of the Church being added to the decree of the Roman
Pontiff. This is clearly manifest from the cause of Nes-
torius. We confess plainly that the sentence of Celestine
would have been sufficient, as Cyril hoped, to repress the
new heresy, had not great commotions arisen, and the matter
seemed of such a nature as to be referred to an Ecumenical

Council. But Nestorius, Bishop of the royal city, possessed '
such influence, had deceived men's minds with such an ap-
pearance of piety, had gained so many Bishops, and enjoyed
such favour with the younger Theodosius and the great men,
that he could easily throw everything into commotion; and
thus there was need of an Ecumenical Council, the question
being most important, and the person of the highest dig-
nity; because many Bishops, amongst these almost all of the
East, that is, of the Patriarchate of Antioch, and the Pa-
triarch John himself, were ill disposed to Cyril, and seemed
to favour Nestorius;, because men's feelings were divided,
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CHAP, and the whole empire of the East seemed to fluctuate be-
iv .

tween Cvril and Nestorius. Such was the need of anv

Ecumenical Council.

"To this must be added the prayers of the pious and
orthodox; here were most pious monks, who had suffered
much from Nestorius for the orthodox faith, and the expres-
sion, (Mother of God/ supplicating the Emperor 'for a
sacred and Ecumenical Council to assemble, by the presence
of which Christ should unite the most holy Church, bring* c

back the people to one, and restore to their place the Priestsf

who preached the pure faith, before that impious doctrine
(of Nestorius) crept wider/ And again, 'We have asked
you to call together an Ecumenical Council, which can most
fully consolidate and restore what is tottering or even over-
thrown/ Here, after the judgment of the Roman Pontiff,
a firm and complete settling of the tottering state of things
is sought for by the pious in an Ecumenical Council.

" The Emperor, moved by these and other reasons, wrote
to Cyril,-' It is our will that the holy doctrine be discussed
and examined in a sacred Synod, and that be ratified which
appeareth agreeable to the right faith, whether the wrong
party be pardoned by the Fathers or no/

" Here we see three things: first, after the judgment of
St. Celestine, another is still required, that of the Council;
secondly, that these two things would rest with the Fathers,
to judge of doctrine and of persons; thirdly, that the judg-
ment of the Council would be decisive and final.

" He adds,' those who everywhere preside over the Priest-
hood, and through whom we ourselves are and shall be pro-
fessing the truth, must be judges of this matter/ See on
whose faith we rest. See in whose judgment is the final and
irreversible authority.

Sentence of " Both the Emperor affirmed, and the Bishops confessed,
- C«el?is that this was done accordin to the Ecclesiastical Canons.tine tin (i

Cyril sus- ̂ nd so all, and Celestine himself, prepared themselves for
the Council. Cyril does no more, though named by Celes-
tine to execute the pontifical decree. Nestorius remained
in his original rank ; the sentence of the universal Council
is awaited; and the Emperor had expressly decreed, 'that
before the assembling and common sentence of the most
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holy Council, no change should be made in any matter at SECT.
all, on any private authority/ Rightly, and in order; for
this was demanded by the majesty of an universal Council.
Wherefore, both Cyril obeyed and the Bishops rested. And
it was established, that although the sentence of the Roman
Pontiff on matters of Faith, and on persons judged for viola-
tion of the Faith, had been passed and promulged, all was
suspended, while the authority of the universal Council was
awaited. This we have seen acted on by the Emperor,
acquiesced in by the Bishops and the Pope himself. The
succeeding Acts will declare that it was approved in the
Ecumenical Council itself. ^ .

" Having gone over what preceded the Council, we re- Course of
view the acts of the Council itself, and begin with the first
course of proceeding. After, therefore, the Bishops and 
Nestorius himself were come to Ephesus, the universal 

Faith-

Council began, Cyril being president, and representing
Celestine, as being appointed by the Pontiff himself to exe-
cute his sentence. . In the first course of proceeding this
was done. ' First, the above-mentioned letter of the Em-
peror was read, that an Ecumenical Council should be held,
and all proceedings in the mean time be suspended: this
letter, I say, was read, and placed on the Acts, and it was
approved by the Fathers, that all the decrees of Celestine
in the matter of Nestorius had been suspended until the
holy Council should give its sentence. You will ask if it
was the will of the Council merely that the Emperor should
be allowed to prohibit, in the interim, effect being given to
the sentence of the Apostolic See. Not so, according to the
Acts; but rather, by the intervention of a General Council's
authority, (the convocation of which, according to the dis-
cipline of those times, was left to the Emperor,) the Coun-
cil itself understood that all proceedings were of course
suspended, and depended on the sentence of the Council.
Wherefore, though the decree of the Pontiff had been pro- Nestorius
mulged and notified, and the ten days had long been past, as a Bishop
Nestorius was held by the Council itself to be a Bishop, and
called by the name of most religious Bishop, and by that
name, too, thrice cited and summoned to take his seat with
the other Bishops in the holy Council; for this expression,
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CHAP, 'to take his seat/ is distinctly written; and it is added, 'in
:- order to answer to what was charged against him/ Tor it

was their full purpose that he should recognise, in whatever
way, the Ecumenical Council, as he would then afterwards
be, beyond doubt, answerable to it; but he refused to come,
and chose to have his doors besieged with an armed force,
that no one might approach him.

"Thereupon, as the Emperor commanded, and the Canons
required, the rule of Eaith was set forth, and the Nicene
Creed read, as the standard to which all should be referred,

Letters an(^ then the letters of Cyril and Nestorius were examined
both of in order. The letter of Cyril was first brought before theCyril and m .
of Nestorius iudgment of the Council. That letter, I mean, concerning * , t/ CJ f * *-f

the Faith, to Nestorius, so expressly approved by Pope Celes-
tine, of which he had declared to Cyril, ' We see that you
hold and maintain all that we hold and maintain/ -which,

by the decree against Nestorius, published to all Churches,
he had approved, and wished to be considered as a canonical
monition against Nestorius: that letter, I repeat, was ex-
amined, at the proposition of Cyril himself, in these words :
r I am persuaded that I have in nothing departed from the
orthodox Faith, or the Nicene Creed; wherefore I beseech
your Holiness to set forth openly whether I have written
this correctly, blamelessly, and in accordance with that holy
Council/

" And are there those who say that questions concerning
the Faith, once judged by the Roman Pontiff on his Aposto-
lical authority, are examined in general Councils, in order to
understand their contents, but not to decide on their sub-
stance, as being still a matter of question ? Let them hear
Cyril, the President of the Council; let them attend to what
he proposes for the inquiry of the Council: and though he
were conscious of no error in himself, yet, not to trust him-
self, he asked for the sentence of the Council in these words :
'whether I have written correctly and blamelessly, or not/
This Cyril, the chief of the Council, proposes for their con-
sideration. Who ever even heard it whispered, that, after a
final and irreversible judgment of the Church on a matter
of Faith, any such inquiry or question was made ? It was
never so done, for that would be to doubt about the Faith
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itself, when declared and discussed. But this was done SECT.
I

after the judgment of Pope Celestine : neither Cyril, nor -
any one else, thought of any other course: that, therefore,
was not a final and irreversible judgment.

"In answer to this question, the Fathers in order give
their judgment,-'that the Nicene Creed, and the letter of
Cyril, in all things agree and harmonise/ Here is inquiry
and examination, and then judgment. The Acts speak for
themselves : we say not here a word.

" Next that letter of Nestorius was produced, which
Celestine had pronounced blasphemous and impious. It is
read : then at the instance of Cyril it is examined, ' whether
this, too, be agreeable to the Faith set forth "by the holy
Council of the Nicene Fathers, or not/ It is precisely the
same form according to which Cyril's letter was examined.
The Fathers, in order, give judgment that it disagreed from
the Nicene Creed, and was, therefore, censurable. The
letter of Nestorius is disapproved in the same manner, by
the same rule, by which that of Cyril was approved. Here,
twice in the same proceeding of the Council of Ephesus,
a judgment of the Roman Pontiff concerning the Catholic
Faith, uttered and published, is re-considered. What he
had approved, and what he had disapproved, is equally ex-
amined, and, only after examination, confirmed.

" Now these were the proceedings on Faith in the first Course of
sitting of the Council of Ephesus, We proceed to review
what concerns the person of Nestorius, in the same sitting.
First, the letter of Celestine to Cyril is read and placed on
the Acts; that, I mean, in which he gave sentence con-
cerning Nestorius: on which sentence, as the Fathers were
shortly, after full consideration, to pass their judgment, for
the present it was only to be placed among the Acts. In
the letter of Celestine there was no special doctrine : it
only contained an approval of Cyril's doctrine and letter,
and a disapproval of those of Nestorius; concerning which
letters of Cyril and Nestorius the judgment of the holy
Council was already past, so that it would be superfluous
to add anything to them.

" But for the same reason, the other letter of Cyril being
read,-that, I mean, which executed the sentence of Celes-
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CHAP. tine,-nothing special was done concerning that letter, but
IV.

it was only ordered to be placed on the Acts.
" After these preliminaries judgment was to be pro-

nounced on the person of Nestorius. Inquiry was made,
whether what Celestine had written to Nestorius, and what
Cyril had done in execution, had been notified to Nestorius;
it was certified that it had been notified, and that he had

remained still in his opinion: and that the days had elapsed,
both which were first fixed by St. Celestine, and afterwards
by the Emperor, convoking the Council. Next, for accu-
mulation of proof, testimonies of the Fathers are compared
with the explanations of Nestorius: the huge discrepancy
shews Nestorius to be an innovator, and therefore a heretic.
A decree is made in these words. The holy Council de-

Mansi 4. clares,-' Since the most impious Nestorius has neither been
1212. C, a
few words willing to obey our citation, nor to admit the Bishops deputed
omitted.

Nestorius by us, we have necessarily proceeded to the examination of
deposed by what he has impiously taught: finding, therefore, partly
ci iVcsh
judgment from his own letters, partly from his discourses, that he holds
of the
Council. and preaches impiety,-compelled by the holy Canons, and

by the letters of our most holy Father, and fellow-minister,
Celestine, Bishop of the Roman Church,-we have come to
this sentence; " Our Lord Jesus Christ, by this most holy
Council, declareth Nestorius to be deprived of his dignity of
Bishop/" You see the Canons joined with the letters of
Celestine. Terms, indeed, of high honour, which tend to
set forth the majesty of the Apostolic See. You see the
Council carry out what Celestine decreed, and thus com-
pelled it comes to a painful judgment, but that a new one,
and put forth in its own terms in the name of Christ; and
after, by legitimate inquiry, it was evident that all had been
done rightly and in order.

" Finally, the sentence pronounced by the Council is
written to the most impious Nestorius : ' The holy Council
to Nestorius, another Judas: know thou hast been deposed
by the holy Council/ So he, who before the inquiry of the
holy Council was called the most religious Bishop, after this
inquiry is presently set forth as most impious, as another
Judas, and as deposed by an irrevocable sentence from his
Episcopal seat: and the sentence is promulged.
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"Thus a most weighty matter is completed by the most SECT.
weighty agreement; that same which we have asserted gives -
validity to everything in the Church : and the order of the
judgment is plain in itself. That is, sentence is put forth by
Celestine: it is suspended by the convocation of a General
Council: it is heard and examined: it is corroborated by a
new and irrevocable judgment, united with the authority of
the whole Church. This the Fathers declare in their report
to the Emperor : - We have removed Nestorius from his See, Mansi 4.

and canonically deprived him: highly extolling Celestine,
ishop of Great Rome, who before our sentence had con-

demned the heretical doctrines of Nestorius, and had antici-
pated us in giving judgment against him/ This is that unity,
this that agreement, which gives invincible and irresistible
force to Ecclesiastical judgments.

" So everything is in harmony, and our judgment is sup-
ported. For in that the holy Council approves and executes
the judgment of the Apostolical See, on a matter of Faith
and on a person, it does, indeed, recognise the legitimate
power and Primacy of the said See. In that it does not
approve of its judgment, until after legitimate hearing and
renewed inquiry, it instructs us that the Roman Pontiff is,
indeed, superior to all Bishops, but is inferior only to a
General Council, even in matters of Faith, Which was to be\

proved.
"In the mean time, the Bishops Arcadius and Projectus, Arrival of

and the Presbyter Philip, had been chosen by Celestine to Legates?
be present at the Council of Ephesus, with a special com-
mission from the Apostolic See, and the whole Council of
the West. So they come from Rome to Ephesus, and
appear at the holy Council, and here the second procedure
commences.

"Wolf, of Louvain, amongst other records of antiquity,
has put forth the charge of Celestine to his Legates, and
his instructions, as Celestine himself calls them. In these
he charged them, to defend the dignity of the Apostolic See;
' not to mix themselves with the dissensions of the Bishops,
whose judges they should be/ in conjunction, that is, with
the Council: ' to confer on proceedings with Cyril, as being
faithful/ We shall now review what they did, in compliance
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CHAP, with these orders : and by this we shall easily shew that our
IV

- cause is confirmed.

" First they bring forward the letter of St. Celestine to
the Council, in which the charge committed to his Legates is
thus expressed :-' We have directed our holy brethren and
fellow-priests to be present at the proceedings, and to exe-
cute what we have ordained/ Hence it is evident that

the Council of Ephesus was employed in executing the Apo-
stolical judgment. But of what sort this execution is,
whether it be, as they will have it, mere obedience, or by a
legitimate hearing of the Council itself, and then by a
certain and infallible judgment, the ^^ ensuing proceedings
will shew.

"After reading the letter of Celestine, the Legates, in
Mansi 4. pursuance, say to the Bishops;-'Let your Holiness con-
1288. D.

sider the form of the letters of the holy and venerable Pope
Celestine the Bishop, who hath exhorted your Holiness, not
as instructing those who are ignorant, but as reminding
those who are aware: in order that you may command to be

IT -pas completely and finally settled according to the Canon of our
[ common Faith, and the utility of the Catholic Church, what
" he has before determined, and has now the goodness to re-

BO.I.
mind you of/ This is the advantage of a Council; after
whose sentence there is no new discussion, or new judgment,
but merely execution. And this the Legates request to be
commanded by the Council, in which they recognise that
supreme authority.

" Firmus, Bishop of Csesarea, in Cappadocia, answers for
the Council; - 'The Apostolical and holy See of the Bishop
Celestine hath prescribed the sentence and rule for the
present matter/ The Greek words are, ' hath first set forth

the sentence and rule, or type/ which expression is after-
wards rendered, ' form/ We will not quarrel about words ;
let us hear the same Firmus accurately explaining what
the thing is: - 'We/ says he, 'have charged to be executed
this form respecting Nestorius, passing against him a Cano-
nical and Apostolic judgment / that is, in the first pro-
cedure, in which, after examination and deliberation, we
have seen the decree of Celestine confirmed. Thus a

Council Fi
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legitimate hearing and inquiry, and not as a simple func- SECT.
tionary, but after giving a canonical and apostolical judg '-
ment. Let the Pope's decree, as is due to the authority of
so great a See, be the form, the rule; which same, after
convocation of a Council, only receives full authority from
the common judgment.

"It behoved, also, that the Legates, sent to the Council
on a special mission, should understand whether the pro-
ceedings against Nestorius had been pursued according to
the requisition of the Canons, and due respect to the Apo-
stolic See. This we have already often said. AVherefore,
with reason, they require the Acts to be communicated,
f that we too/ say they, 'may confirm them/ The pro-
ceedings themselves will declare what that confirmation
means.

" After that, at the request of the Legates, the Acts against
Nestorius were given them, they thus report about them
at the third procedure :-< We have found all things judged
canonically, and according to the Church's discipline/ There-
fore judgments of the Apostolic See are canonically, and,
according to the Church's discipline, re-considered, after
deliberation, in a General Council, and judgment passed
upon them.

" After the Legates had approved the Acts against Nes- what con
torius communicated to them, they request that all which firmatioumeans.

had been read and done at Ephesus from the beginning,
should be read afresh in public Session, ' in order/ they
say, 'that obeying the form of the most holy Pope Celes-
tine, who hath committed this care to us, we may be enabled
to confirm the judgment also of your Holiness/ After these
all had been read afresh, and the Legates agreed to them,
Cyril proposes to the holy Council, ' That the Legates, by
their signature, as was customary, should make plain and
manifest their canonical agreement with the Council/ To

this question of Cyril the Council thus answers, and decrees
that the Legates, by their subscription, confirm the Acts;
by which place" this confirmation, spoken of by the Council,
is clearly nothing else but to make their assent plain aud
manifest, as Cyril proposed. This true and genuine sense
of confirmation we have often brought forward, and shall

R
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CHAP, often again; and now congratulate ourselves that it is so
clearly set before us by the holy Council of Ephesus. -"- -^

Not St. "But of what importance it was that the decrees of
Arcadius, Ephesus should be confirmed by the authority of the Legates

of the Apostolic See, as says Project us, one of the Legates,
Legates ^s seen frOm hence : because, although Cyril, having beenfrom Koine ' ' D J * .

to the named the executor of the Pope's sentence, had executed it
in the Council, yet he had not been expressly delegated to
the Council, of which Celestine had yet no thought, when
he entrusted Cyril to represent him. But Arcadius, Pro-
jectus, and Philip, being expressly sent by Celestine to the
Council, confirmed the Acts of the Council, in virtue of
their special commission, and put forth in clear view by all

. manner and testimony the consent of all Churches with
the chief Church, that of Rome.

They repre- t- Add to this, that the Legates, sent by special com-
"vvhoieWest. mission to the Council of Ephesus, bore the sentence, not

only of the Apostolic See, but also of the whole West, whence
the Presbyter Philip, one of the Legates, after all had been
read afresh, and approved by common consent, thus sums

Mansi4. up . < Therefore the sentence against Nestorius is established
1296. E.

according to the decree of all Churches : for the Priests
of the Eastern and Western Church are present in this
sacerdotal assembly either in person or by their Legates/

nce it is clear how the decrees of the Churches

themselves mutually confirm each other; for all those things
have force of confirmation, which declare the consent and
unity of all Churches, inasmuch as the strength of Eccle-
siastical decrees itself consists in unity and mutual agree-
ment. So that, in putting forth an exposition of the Faith,
the East and the West, and the Apostolic See and Synodi-
cal assemblies, mutually confirm each other; whence, too,
we read that acclamation to Celestine, in the Council of

Mansi4. Ephesus :-f This is a iust -judgment. To Celestine another
1*>oo p 1 v v °

Paul, to Cyril another Paul, to Celestine guardian of the
Faith, to Celestine of one mind with the Council, to Celestine
all the Council renders thanks. One Celestine, one Cyril:
one Faith of the Council, one Faith of the whole world/

" These acclamations, then, of Catholic unity being heard,
Philip, the Legate, thus answers:-'We return thanks to
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your holy and venerable Council, because, by your holy SECT.
voices, as holy members, you have joined yourselves to a ----
holy head; for your Blessedness is not ignorant that the
blessed Peter is the head of the whole Faith, or even of the
Apostles.' This, therefore, is the supreme authority-the"

supreme power-that the members be joined with each
other, and to the Roman Pontiff, as their head. Because
the force of an Ecclesiastical judgment is made invincible
by consent.

"Finally, Celestine himself, after the conclusion of the
whole matter, sends a letter to the holy Council of Ephesus,
which he thus begins; ' At length we must rejoice at the Mansi5.
conclusion of evils/ The learned reader understands where "

he recognises the conclusion; that is, after the condemnation
of Nestorius by the infallible authority of an Ecumenical
Council, viz., of the whole Catholic Church. He proceeds :
'We see, that you, with us, have executed this matter so
faithfully transacted/ All decree, and all execute, that is,
by giving a common judgment. Whence Celestine adds,
*We have been informed of a just deposition, and a still
juster exaltation :' the deposition of Nestorius, begun, in-
deed, by the Roman See, but brought to a conclusion by the
sentence of the Council; to a full and complete settlement,
as we have seen above : the exaltation of Maximianus, who
was substituted in place of Nestorius immediately after
the Ephesine decrees : this is the conclusion of the question.
Even Celestine himself recognises this conclusion to lie
not in his own examination and judgment, but in that of
an Ecumenical Council.

"And this was done in that Council in which it is ad-

mitted that the authority of the Apostolic See was most
clearly set forth, not only by words, but by deeds, of any
since the birth of Christ. At least the Holy Council gives
credence to Philip uttering these true and magnificent enco-
miums, concerning the dignity of the Apostolic See, and
( Peter the head and pillar of the Faith, and foundation of
the Catholic Church, and by Christ's authority administering
the keys, who to this very time lives ever, and exercises
judgment, in his successors/ This he says, after having seen
all the Acts of the Council itself, which we have mentioned,

R 2
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CHAP, so that we may indeed understand, that all these privilegesV __

- - - of Peter and the Apostolic See entirely agree with the de-
crees of the Council, and the judgment entered into afresh,
and deliberation upon matter of Faith held after the Apo-
stolic See/' m

PopeCeies- The letter of Pope Celestine, received with all honour astine's letter . .

to the that ot the nrst JBishop in the world, recognises likewise the
Fleury,26 authority of his brethren. It began thus: "The assembly

s visible display of the presence of the Holy
Mansi4. Ghost. He who cannot lie has said, £ Where two or three
1283

are gathered together in My name, there am I in the midst
^ of them :' much more will He be present in so large a crowd

of holy men; for the Council is indeed holy in a peculiar
sense, - it claims veneration as the representative of that
most holy Synod of Apostles which we read of. Their
Master, whom they were commanded to preach, never for-
sakes them. It was He who taught them, it was He who
instructed them, what they should teach others; and He
has assured the world -that in the person of His Apostles
they hear Him. This charge of teaching has descended
equally upon all Bishops. We are all engaged in it by an
hereditary right; all we, who, having come in their stead,
preach the name of our Lord to all the countries of the
world, according to what was said to them, ' Go ye and
teach all nations/ You are to observe, my brethren, that
the order we have received is a general order, and that He
intended that we should all execute it, when He charged
them with it as a duty devolving equally upon all. We
ought all to enter into the labours of those whom we have
all succeeded in dignity."

u Thus Pope Celestine acknowledged that it was Christ
Himself who established Bishops in the persons of the Apo-
sties, as the teachers of His Church: he places himself in
their rank, and declares that they ought all to concur for the
preservation of the sacred deposit of Apostolical doctrine."*

The importance of this testimony will be felt by those who
remember that Bellarmine specifically denies that the govern-
ment of the Church resides in the whole body of the Episco-
pate ; and that in this he is at least borne out by the last
three centuries of Roman practice.
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Bossuet proceeds to remark as follows:-"From this doc- SETCT.
trine of St. Celestine we draw many conclusions: first, this,

Ut sup. ch.
that Bishops in the Apostles were appointed teachers by 14.

Christ Himself, not at all by Peter, or Peter's successors.
Nor does a Pontiff, seated in so eminent a place, think it
unworthy to mix himself with the rest of the Bishops. - We
all/ he says, ' in the stead of the Apostles preach the name
of the Lord: we all have succeeded them in honour/

"

Whence it is the more evident that authority to teach was
transmitted from Christ, as well to Celestine himself, as to
the rest of the Bishops. Hence that the deposit of sacred
doctrine is committed to all, the defence of which lies with
all; and so the Faith is to be settled by common care and
consent; nor will the protection of Christ, the true Master,
be wanting to the masters of Churches. This Celestine
lays down equally respecting himself and all Bishops, suc-
cessors of the Apostles. Then what agrees with it: that as
the Apostles, assembled on the question concerning legal
rites, put forth their sentence as being at once that of the
Holy Spirit and their own, so too shall it be in other most
important controversies; and the Council of the Apostles
will live again in the Councils of Bishops. Which indeed
shews us, that authority and the settlement of the question
lie not in the sentence of Peter alone, or of Peter's succes-
sors, but in the agreement of all.

" Nor, therefore, does Celestine infringe on his own
Primacy in reckoning himself with the other successors of
the Apostles; for as the other Bishops were made succes-
sors to the other Apostles, so he, being made by Christ suc-
cessor to Peter their chief, everywhere takes precedence of-

all by authority of Peter, as we read set forth and acted on
in the same Council.

" Thus in the third holy General Council, and in those
first ages, we both prove against heretics, that the power of
the Apostolical See everywhere takes precedence and leads
all, and, what is of the most importance, in the name of
Peter, and so as instituted by Christ. Not less do we shew
to Catholics, that the final and infallible force of an Eccle-
siastical judgment is seated there, where to the authority of
Peter, that is, of the Pope, is added the authority and agree-
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CHAP. ment of Bishops also, who are throughout the whole world
IV.

in the stead of Apostles; which alone the Church of France
demands,"-and, we may add, the Church of England.

Again; compare the spirit of St. Celestine's words with
the spirit that dictated the following to De Maistre, whom
we might leave alone, if he were not the exponent of a
theory now in the greatest vogue in the Roman Church;
a theory, indeed, which those must accept, who leave us,
without any chance of modification; for it is not Bossuet's
m ellarmine's, which is acted on

Du Pape, and taught now. " I do not affect to cast the least doubt
1 * 1 K O* 

upon the infallibility of a General Council. I merely say,
that it only holds this high privilege from its head, to whom
the promises have been made. We know well that the gates
of hell shall not prevail against the Church. But why? On
account of Peter, on whom she is founded. Take away this
foundation, how would she be infallible, since she exists no

longer ? Unless I ana, deceived, in order to be something,
one must first exist."

Id., liv. 1. Again: ¬t We see that for two centuries and a half reli-ch. 4.

gion has done very well without them (General Councils),
and I do not think that any one thinks of them, in spite of
the extraordinary needs of the Church, for which the Pope
will provide much better than a General Council, if only
people knew hoAv to avail themselves of his power/1

Eighth It must not be forgotten that this same Council of Ephesus,
Canon of
the Coun . which allows none but heretics to refuse to the blessed Virgin
ciL the title and the honour of ' Mother of God/ confirms by its

eighth Canon, or at least, its decision, the Episcopal and Patri-
archal system, and bears the strongest testimony against the

Ham- Roman. It runs thus : "The most beloved of God and our
mond's
Transla-fellow-Bishop Rheginus, and Zeno and Evagrius, the most
tion. Mansi4. 1469. religious Bishops of the Province of Cyprus, have declared

unto us an innovation which has been introduced contrary to
the laws of the Church, and the Canons of the holy Fathers,
and which affects the liberty of all. Wherefore since evils
which affect the community require more attention, inas-
much as they cause greater hurt; and especially since the
Bishop of Antioch has not so much as followed an ancient
custom in performing ordinations in Cyprus, as those most
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religious persons who have come to the holy Synod have SECT.
informed us, by writing and by word of month; we declare :-
that they, who preside over the holy Churches which are in
Cyprus, shall preserve, without gainsaying or opposition,
their right of performing by themselves the ordinations of
the most religious Bishops, according to the Canons of the
holy Fathers and the ancient custom. The same rule shall
be observed in all the other Dioceses, and in the Provinces

everywhere, so that none of the most religious Bishops shall
invade any other Province, which has not heretofore from
the beginning been under the hands of himself or his pre-
decessors. But if any one has so invaded a Province, and
brought it by force under himself, he shall restore it, that
the Canons of the Fathers may not be transgressed, nor the
pride of secular dominion be privily introduced under the
appearance of a sacred office, nor we lose by little the free-
dom which our Lord Jesus Christ, the deliverer of all men,
has given us by His own blood. The holy and Ecumenical
Synod has therefore decreed, that the rights which have
heretofore, and from the beginning, belonged to each Pro-
vince, shall be preserved to it pure and without restraint,
according to the custom which has prevailed of old, each
Metropolitan having permission to take a copy of the things
now transacted for his own security. But if any one shall
introduce any regulation contrary to what has been now
defined, the whole Holy and Ecumenical Synod has decreed
that it shall be of no effect."

It must be allowed that De Maistre has very good reasons
for disliking General Councils.

As to the application of this Canon Archbishop De Marca Application
says: " It is clear that the regulation was made not only canon by
against the Patriarch of Antioch, but also against the other
Patriarchs, that they should not presume to take more power

C V O

in their Dioceses, than is allowed them by the Canon and by &lib.Lc.&
ancient custom. The word Diocese signifies, as I have said,
the Countries and Provinces put under Patriarchs. In which
sense it is plainly to be received here, because the Canon
puts Provinces under Dioceses. 'But let this/ it says, ' be

observed in the other Dioceses, and in all the Provinces/
For which reason Theodoret in his collection of Canons,
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CHAP, under the first head, has marked that Canon of the Council
of Ephesus to prove that Patriarchs are not allowed to invade
the Provinces." De Marca elsewhere quotes Theodoret's

And by words. " Concerning the rank assigned to the Patriarchs by
the Canons. And that no one of them is allowed to steal*

away a Province belonging to another as to ordination and
administration. But that also those already stolen away
should be restored to the parties wronged. See the 6th and
7th Canons of the Council of Nicea, The 3rd and 4th of

the Council of Constantinople. The 7th of the Council
of Ephesus."

Thus a great Father of the fifth century makes the very
same application of these Canons of Ecumenical Councils
which I have made, and quotes them without hesitation as
the supreme law of the Church, which the Roman Patriarch
had no more licence to transgress than his Eastern Col-
leagues.

SECT. II.

important NINE years after this Council St. Leo the Great became
ofStLeo. Pope, whose long and able Pontificate will afford us the best

means of judging what the legitimate power of the Roman
See was, and how it tended to the preservation and unity of
the whole Church. He lived at an important crisis, when
the barbarous tribes of the North were about to burst over

the Empire and the Church; the system of which, had it
not been consolidated by himself, his immediate predecessors^
and successors, might have been dissolved and broken up
into fragments.

I will first shew, by a few quotations, that St. Leo had no
slight sense of his own duty and dignity among his brother
Bishops. We will then see how his actions, and the way in
Avhich they were received by others, supported his words.

In a sermon on the anniversary of his consecration, after
noticing with pleasure the number of Bishops present, he

S.Leo,tom. continues, "Nor, as I trust, is the most blessed Apostle
a" 

Peter, in his kind condescendence and faithful love, absent
from this assembly, nor does he disregard your devotion,
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reverence for whom has drawn you together. And so he SECT.
at once rejoices at your affection, and welcomes the observ-
ance of the Lord's Institution in those who share his honour;

approving that most orderly charity of the whole Church,
which in Peter's See receives Peter, and slackens not in love
to so great a shepherd, even in the person of so unworthy
an heir." On a like occasion,-" Although, then, beloved, Tom. i. p.
our partaking in that gift be a great subject for common
joy, yet it were a better and more excellent course of re-
joicing, if ye rest not in the consideration of our humility:
more profitable and more worthy by far it is to raise the
mind's eye unto the contemplation of the most blessed
Apostle Peter's glory, and to celebrate this day chiefly in
the honour of him, who was watered with streams so copious
from the very Fountain of all graces, that while nothing has
passed to others without his participation, yet he received
many special privileges of his own. The Word made flesh
already dwelt in us, and Christ had given up Himself whole
to restore the race of man. Wisdom had left notl

ordered; power left nothing difficult. Elements were obey-
ing, spirits ministering, angels serving; it was impossible
that Mystery could fail of its effect, in which the Unity and
the Trinity of the Godhead itself was at once working. And Peculiar
yet out of the whole world Peter alone is chosen to preside over Of Peter in
the calling of all the Gentiles, and over all the Apostles, and ̂̂ MM.
the collected Fathers of the Church: so that though there be
among the people of God many priests and many shepherds, yet
Peter rules all by personal commission, whom Christ also rules
by sovereign power. Beloved, it is a great and wonde
ticipation of Pits own power which the divine condescendence
gave to this man: and if He willed that other rulers should
enjoy ought together with him, yet never did lie give, save
through him, what He denied not to others. In fine, the Lord
asks all the Apostles what men think of Him; and they
answer in common so long as they set forth the doubtfulness
of human ignorance. But when M hat the disciples think is
required, he who is first in Apostolic dignity is first also in
confession of the Lord. And when he had said, ' Thou art
Christ, the Son of the living God/ Jesus answered him,
'.Blessed art.thou, Siinon Bar-Jona, because flesh and.blood
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CHAP, hath not revealed it to thee, but My Father, which is in
IV. .

:- heaven:' that is, Thou art blessed, because My Father hath y y if

taught thee; nor opinion which is of the earth deceived thee,
but heavenly inspiration instructed thee; and not flesh and
blood hath shewn Me to thee, but He, whose only-begotten
Son I am. And I, saith He, say unto thee, that is, as My
Father hath manifested to thee My Godhead, so I, too, make
known to thee thine own pre-eminence. For thou art Peter;
that is, whilst I am the immutable Rock, I, the corner-stone,
who make both one, I, the foundation beside which no one
can lay another: yet thou also art a rock, because by My vir-
tue thou art established, so that whatever is Mine by sove-

reign power is to thee by participation common with Me. And
upon this rock I will build My Church, and the gates of
hell shall not prevail against it: on this strength, saith He,
I will build an eternal temple, and My Church, which in
its height shall reach the heaven, shall rise upon the firmness
of this faith. This confession the gates of hell shall not
restrain, nor the chains of death fetter; for that voice is the
voice of life. And as it raises those who confess it unto

heavenly places, so it plunges those who deny it into hell.
Wherefore it is said to most blessed Peter, ' I will give to
thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and whatsoever
thou shalt bind on earth, shall be bound in heaven, and
whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in

heaven/ The privilege of this power did indeed pass to the
other Apostles, and the order of this decree reached to all
the rulers of the Church, but not without purpose what is

All the intended for all is put into the hands of one. For there-
^- ^ore *s ̂ ^s entrusted to Peter singly, because all the rulers

vested with Of the Church are invested with the figure of Peter. The
the figure i "
of Peter, privilege, therefore, of Peter remameth, wheresoever judg-

ment is passed according to his equity. Nor can severity
or indulgence be excessive, where nothing is bound, nothing
loosed, save what blessed Peter either bindeth or looseth.
But at the approach of His passion, which would disturb
the firmness of His disciples, the Lord saith, ' Simon, Simon,
behold Satan hath desired to have you, that he may sift you
as wheat ; but I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not,
and when thou art converted, strengthen thy brethren, that
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ye enter not into temptation/ The danger from the tempta- SECT.
tion of fear was common to all the Apostles, and they equally - :
needed the help of divine protection, since the devil desired
to dismay, to make a wreck of all : and yet the Lord takes
care of Peter in particular, and asks specially for the faith
of Peter, as if the state of the rest would be more certain,
if the mind of their Chief were not overcome. So then in

Peter the strength of all is protected, and the help of di-
vine grace is so ordered, that the stability, which through
Christ is given to Peter, through Peter is conveyed to the
Apostles.

" Since, therefore, beloved, we see such a protection Present
v " i j. J j. i~i J " ^1 J " " vernment
divinely granted to us, reasonably and justly do we rejoice Of the
in the merits and dignity of our Chief, rendering thanks to ̂ bcf to*"
the Eternal King, our Redeemer, the Lord Jesus Christ, for him
having given so great a power to him whom He made chief
of the whole Church, that if anything, even in our time, by
us be rightly done and rightly ordered, it is to be ascribed
to his working, to his guidance, unto whom it was said,
f And thou, when thou art converted, strengthen thy bre-
thren :' and to whom the Lord, after His resurrection, in
answer to the triple profession of eternal love, thrice said
with mystical intent, ' Feed My sheep/ And this, beyond a
doubt, the pious shepherd does even now, and fulfils the
charge of his Lord ; strengthening us with his exhortations,
and not ceasing to pray for us, that we may be overcome by
no temptation. But if, as we must believe, he everywhere
discharges this affectionate guardianship to all the people of
God, how much more will he condescend to grant his help
unto us his children, among Avhom on the sacred couch of his
blessed repose he resteth in the same flesh in which he ruled.
To him, therefore, let us ascribe this anniversary day of us
his servant, and this festival, by whose advocacy we have
been thought worthy to share his seat itself, the grace of our
Lord Jesus Christ helping us in all things, Who liveth and
reigneth with God the Father and the Holy Spirit for ever
and ever." I have before me similar passages in abundance ;
ut these are enough to shew how far the teaching of St. Leo, St. Leo's

as to his own office, agreed with, how far went beyond, that be' teaching tocom-

of St. Augustine. The combination of the Patriarch's, and ̂  ot« ^v
still more of the universal Primate's, power with that of the tine's
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Bishop, is a nice point. If this be pushed too far, it issues
in a monarchy; if the other alone be allowed, it converts the
one kingdom of Jesus Christ into an unlimited number of
petty republics. On the one hand there is danger pregnant
to the high priesthood of the Church ; on the other hand, to
the sacrament of unity. The one-sided development of St.
Leo's teaching has produced the Papacy, in which the Bishops,
who represent the Apostles, are no longer the brethren,
coordinate in authority, but the delegates, of St. Peter's
successor: but the one-sided development of St. Cyprian's
teaching would rend into pieces the seamless robe of Christ.4

Yet this need not be so: in the bright days of the Church of
Christ it was not so. Surely the first eight centuries of her

< J <_7 existence are not a dream: and that beautiful image of
St. Augustine not an imagination, but what he saw before
his eyes: " to sit on our watch-towers, and guard the flock,
belongs in common to all of us who have episcopal functions,
although the hill on which you stand is more conspicuous
than the rest."

A Pontiff so deeply and religiously impressed with the
prerogatives of St. Peter's successor was likely to be ener-

The posi- getic in discharging his duties. In truth we behold St. Leoj * ,* £i j

Leo in the se^ on a watch-tower, and directing his gaze over the whole
Church. Church : over his own West more especially, but over the

East too, if need be. He can judge Alexandria, Antioch,
and Constantinople, as well as Eugubium, and is as ready+

too. Wherever Canons are broken, ancient custom disre-

garded, encroachments attempted, where Bishops are neg-
lectful, or Metropolitans tyrannical, where heresy is imputed

, to Patriarchs, in short, wherever a stone in the whole sacred
building is being loosened, or threatens to fall, there is he
at hand to repair and restore, to warn, to protect, or to
punish. But still they are brethren, they are equals, they
are fellow-Apostles, with whom he has to act, over whom he
presides. If Peter was reproved by Paul, and yet the glori-
ous Apostles laboured, witnessed, fought together, and to-
gether rest in Roman earth, then may the successors of the
Twelve remonstrate with, nay, reprove and resist the suc-
cessor of the Chief of the Twelve. If he is Vicar of Christ,

so are they. We have already seen examples of this, we
shall find others, without schism.
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It had become the custom of the Roman Pontiffs, at least SECT.

as early as St. Damasus, (366-384,) and St. Siricius, (384 IL
..� ^ \ , "" -r* T A i -r> t Svstem of
398,) to charge some one Prelate, in each Province where appointing
their influence extended, to represent the Roman Church; ops

to report any infractions of discipline, or innovations on the of
Faith; to announce the election and consecration of Bishops. Bishop.#

Thus Anastasius of Thessalonica presided over the ten Me-
tropolitans of Illyricum in Pope Leo's name. The Primate
of Aries represented him in southern Gaul j and others in
Spain; and so on. It is even said, though, I believe, with-
out grounds, that all the Primacies of western Europe were
in their origin derivations thus made from the Primacy of
St. Peter. An authority, which was exercised on the whole
for the good of all, seems to have been generally submitted
to by the Bishops of the different Provinces : doubtless every

ishop felt his hands strengthened in his particular Diocese,
and had an additional security against any infraction of his
rights by his brethren, when he was able to throw himself
back on the unbiassed and impartial authority of the Bishop
of Rome. An authority, however, which in its commence-
ment professed to be the especial guardian of the Canons,
and to protect and maintain all in their proper place, was
very liable to abuse, and had an inherent tendency to in-
crease, and to absorb the power of the local Bishops and
Metropolitans in the indefinite pretensions of the Patriarch.
We have seen the resistance offered to the Pope in the case
of the wretched Apiarius by the African Church, and now
the Church of Gaul furnishes a defender of the rights of
Metropolitans against Pope Leo in one of the holiest and
most Apostolical of its ancient Bishops.

St. Hilary of Aries, of noble birth, of splendid ability, History of
having in the world the highest prospects, was converted to ̂ '^£7
God by the prayers of St. Honoratus. Thereupon he sold
his large possessions, and betowed them on the poor, and
retired to the desert of Lerius. His friend, St. Honoratus,
was shortly after made Bishop of Aries, but he could not
persuade St. Hilary to remain there with him. Within
three years he died, and St. Hilary, who was attending him
in his sickness, hastened, as soon as all was over, to return
to his monastery. But it was in vain: he was pursued,
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CHAP, brought back by force, and ordained, in spite of himself,
Metropolitan of the first See in Gaul, at the age of twenty-
nine years. At forty-eight he died, worn out with the
severe labours and ascetic life he had imposed on himself.
The nineteen years of his Episcopate were devoted to the
most incessant exertions as Bishop and Metropolitan.
Unwearied in energy, unbounded in charity, gifted with
extraordinary eloquence, a severe defender of discipline, yet
winning others to follow where he was ready to go before
himself, he becomes the soul of the three or four Provinces
over which the See of Aries then presided. He is con-
nected in some degree with ourselves, as having probably
held one of the chief places in that great Council of the Gauls
in the year 429, which sent St. Germanus and St. Lupus into
Britain to resist the Pelagians. He belonged to the same
monastery as St.Vincent of Lerins, and at the same time. It
is certain, also, that he was a great friend of St. Germanus,
and often conferred with him. On one of these occasions

great complaints were brought to the two Saints against
Celidonius, Bishop of Besan9on, for having formerly married
a widow, and for having condemned persons to death.
St. Hilary judged Celidonius in a Provincial Council, which
declared that, having been husband of a widow, he could not
keep his Bishopric, and that he ought voluntarily to quit a
dignity which the rules of Scripture permitted him not to
hold. He was accordingly deposed.

Case of Ce- " Celidonius, finding himself deposed, had recourse to
" Rome, where he complained that he had been unjustly con-

Tiiiemont, derailed. It seems that St. Leo, without further examina-tom. 15. ' ,

P. 72. tion, at once admitted him to his Communion, in which he
may have followed what Zosimus and Celestinus did in

Rome: respect of the miserable Apiarius. Priest of Africa. But
maintains * * .
that the I know not what Canon or what rule of the Church justifies

Gaul bad such a proceeding. St. Hilary learnt this at the severest
time of winter. Nevertheless, all the discomforts and dan-

that of gers of this season gave way to the ardour of his zeal and *d. c

overborne faith. He undertook to pass the Alps, and to go on foot
Pope: and to Rome; and this he accomplished, without having even a
Romese- horse either to ride or to carry baggage. Being come to
cretiy. Rome, he first visited the relics of the Apostles and Martyrs.
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Next he waited on St. Leo; and having paid him the great- SECT.
est respect he besought him very humbly to please to order

i __ , /" ,1 " ? j- j. " Celidonius
what respected the state ot the Churches according to im- acquitted
memorial practice. Persons were seen attending at Rome by St-Leo'
on the holy altar who had been juridically and justly deposed
in Gaul: he was obliged to address to him his complaints
of this; and, if they were found correct, besought the Pope
at least to stop by a secret order this violation of the
Canons. If not, he would not trouble him further, not
being come to Rome to bring an action, and make accu-
sations, but to pay to him his respects, to declare to him the
state of things, and to beseech, him to maintain the rules of
discipline. There is reason to believe that St. Hilary main-
tained that St. Leo had no right at all to take cognizance
of this cause as judge, meaning, doubtless, that the Church
of France was in the same condition as that of Africa, and

had the same power to terminate causes which arose there,
without an appeal elsewhere being allowed. St. Leo even
sufficiently assures us that this was St. Hilary's view; and
he takes occasion from it to accuse him of unwillingness to
be subject to St. Peter, and to recognise the Primacy of
the Roman Church : which would prove that all the holy
Bishops of Africa did not recognise it, and give heretics a
great advantage. St. Leo, on the other hand, maintained
not only that the Churches of the Gauls had often consulted
that of Rome in various difficulties-which had nothing to
do with the matter in question-but, also, that they had
often appealed to the Holy See, which had either altered or
confirmed judgments pronounced by them. If we may be
allowed to regard the depositions of St. Leo and St. Hilary
as the claims of different parties, and to examine the matter
to the bottom, according to the light which history sheds on
it, we may say that we do not find that the Gallican Church
had hitherto admitted, up to that time, any appeal to the
Holy See; and that Zosimus, having wished to claim the
right of judging Proculus, Bishop of Marseilles, Proculus
always maintained himself, in spite of all the efforts of this
Pope. Meanwhile, as St. Leo, sufficiently jealous of the
greatness of his See, found himself opposed by St. Hilary
a a point of this importance, it is not surprising that he
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CHAP, was susceptible of the bad impression given him of the con-
duct of this great Saint, as we shall see hereafter. ' I dare
not examine/ says the historian of St. Hilary, f the judg-
ment and the conduct of two men so great, especially now
that God has called them to the possession of His glory,
I confine myself to saying, that Hilary singly opposed this
great number of adversaries; that he was not shaken by
their menaces; that he laid the truth before those who

would listen to it; that he prevailed over those who would
dispute with him; that he yielded not to the powerful; in
short, that he preferred running the risk of losing his life
to admitting to his Communion him whom he had deposed
together with so many great Bishops/

" Had St. Leo only required to have the affair reheard in
the Gauls, agreeable to the Canons of Sardica, the only ones
which the Church had hitherto made in favour of appeals to
the Pope, St. Hilary would, perhaps, have consented; that
is, if he were better acquainted with this Council than they
were in Africa. But it is not apparent that such a rehearing
was mentioned. And, as to suffering the matter to be judged
at Rome, St. Hilary, besides the other reasons which he
might have, considered doubtless with St. Cyprian that the
proofs of the facts on which judgment must be made cannot
be transported thither. So the Gallican Church has always
maintained itself in the right, that appeals made to Rome be
referred back to the spot. Though St. Hilary had protested
that he was not come to engage in any dispute, nevertheless
he did not refuse to take part in a conference, in which St.
Leo heard him, together with Celidonius. Several Bishops
were there. Notes were made of all that was said. St. Leo

says that St. Hilary had nothing reasonable to answer; his
passion carried him away to say things that a layman would
not have dared to utter, and that the Bishops could not
listen to. He adds that this haughty pride touched him
to the quick, and that, nevertheless, he had used no other
remedy than patience, not wishing to sharpen and increase
the wounds which this insolent language caused in the soul
of him who held it: that moreover, having received him at
first as his brother, he only thought of soothing rather than
vexing and paining him; and that indeed he did this to
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himself sufficiently by the confusion into which the weak- SECT.
ness of his answers threw him. It is clear that St. Hi/ary --'-
would not answer on the main point of Celidonius's affair,
because he maintained that St. Leo could not be judge of
it. And we must not be surprised that the Romans found
much insolence in the inflexible firmness with which he

maintained it. Doubtless it was this pretended insolence
which caused him even to be put under guard, which may
surprise us in the case of a Bishop, and in an affair purely
ecclesiastical. Among the insolent and rash expressions of
which St. Leo in general complains, he remarks, in parti-
cular, that St. Hilary had often demanded to be condemned,
if he had condemned Celidonius contrary to the rules of the
Canons. He wished, then, that we should judge others by
the rule which fully justifies St. Hilary. The Saint, seeing
that his reasons were not listened to, would not wait St.

Leo's sentence. He preferred withdrawing secretly, while
this affair was still being examined. So he escaped from his
guards, and, though it was still winter, left Rome, and re-
turned to Aries, perhaps in February (445): so that when they
sought for him to speak further on this matter, it was found
that he was gone. St. Leo failed not to proceed, reversed
the judgment delivered against Celidonius, declared him ab-
solved and acquitted of the accusation of having married a
widow, and restored him to his rank of Bishop, which he had
already done at first, without having examined the affair/'

There were other accusations made against St. Hilary,
into which we need not enter. St. Leo wrote a very severe
letter about him to the Bishops of Gaul: he accused him
"of raising himself against St. Peter, and being unwilling Tillemcnt,
to recognise his Primacy, as if all those who believe that p. si.

a successor of St. Peter passes the bounds of the Canons
were enemies of the Primacy of the Holy See. That would
be to arm against the Popes in favour of heretics a great
number of Fathers, of Saints, and of Councils." The result
wus, that he took away from St. Hilary his rights of Metro-
politan, and conferred them on the lii*hop of Yienne, who
had claims upon thrin. But this measure was so disliked
by the tuffragaiu of Aries, that he restored the See of
Aries to most of its privileges under I'uvennius, the suc-

-
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CHAP, cessor of St. Hilary. However, this matter had even more
-important consequences. We will let the Roman Catholic

Tillemont, historian, as before, describe them. "St. Leo apparently
p. 83. 

* 

feared that the Bishops of the Gauls would not be suffici-
ently submissive to what he had ordered. And though he
had made it a charge against St. Hilary that he had em-
ployed an armed force in affairs of the Church, for all that
he recurred himself to the imperial power against him. He
represented him to the Emperor Valentinian the Third as
one who rebelled both against the authority of the Apostolic
See,and the majesty of the Empire, and obtained of this prince,
who was then at Rome, a celebrated rescript, addressed to the
Patrician Aetius, general of the armies of the Empire, by which,
iinder pretext of maintaining the peace of the Church, he for-
bids undertaking anything whatever without the authority of
the Apostolic See, or resisting its orders, which, says he, had
always been observed inviolably up to Hilarius. He orders
all Bishops to hold as law all thnt the authority of the Pope
establishes, and all magistrates 10 compel by force to appear
before the tribunal of the Bishop of Rome all persons cited
thither, if they refused to go. It may be seen by what
happened about this time to Attic us, Metropolitan of Nico-
polis, in Epirus, how scandalous this employment of force
was, and how opposed, according to St. Leo himself, to the
gentleness of the Church. Valentinian adds, that the sentence
given by St. Leo against St. Hilary had no need of any one
to be executed in the Gauls, since the authority of so great a
Pontiff has a right to give any order to the Churches. He
goes so far as to make it a charge against St. Hilary, to
have deposed and ordained Bishops without consulting the
Pope. He even names him a criminal of State on the score
of his being charged with having employed the force of arms
to establish Bishops, and to place them on a throne where
they had only to preach peace. This law is dated the Gth
of June, 445, and it is this which fixes the time of all this
history. It is undoubtedly very proper, as says Sanmina,
to shew that the Emperors have greatly contributed to
establish the greatness and authority of the Popes. This is
not the place to make other reflections upon it; but we can-
not forbear saying that, in the^mind of those who have any
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love for the liberty of the Church, and any knowledge of its SECT.
discipline, this law will always as little honour him whom it - : -
praises as it will injure him whom it condemns. Pope Hilary
quotes this law, and avails himself of the authority it attri-
butes to the decisions of Rome." It would be presumptuous
to add a word to the judgment of one who has made the
first centuries of the Church his especial study. St. Hilary,
on his return to Aries, made many attempts to reconcile the
Pope to him, but all were fruitless, as he would not give up
the point in dispute. "It seems," says Tillemont, "that he
Continued resolved to do nothing in prejudice of the rights
he believed to belong to his Church, but that, seeing the two
great powers of Church and State united against him, he
remained quiet and silent, occupied only in the work of his
salvation, and that of his people." During the four years he
survived, he redoubled his austerities and good works : he
died in the odour of sanctity; and after his death, " St. Leo, Tillemont,
though still persuaded that he was a presumptuous spirit, ̂9 °*
calls him 'of holy memory/ Yet we have neither proof
nor probability that he had restored him to his Communion,
from which he had cut him oft*." His name occurs in the

Roman Martyrology.
Thus an encroachment, which had failed in Africa, sue- Tendency£ T> f

ceeded through a conjuncture of circumstances, especially "
the intervention of the civil power, in Gaul. Of course itpowerto 1- 1 1U» Vd*l Cl 4 increase

was made the stepping-stone to further advances. This one
specimen may give us a notion how the lawful power of the
Patriarch and the recognised pre-eminence of the one
Apostolic See of the West had a continual tendency to
develop, and won, by degrees, unlimited control over the
original and acknowledged rights of the Bishops and Me-
tropolitans. Still, even in the hands of St. Leo, this was
merely an extraordinary interference. Nor must it be con-* *

sidered without remembering the original liberty of elec-
tion still enjoyed in Gaul as elsewhere. Ravcnnius, the suc-
cessor of this very St. Hilary, was elected and consecrated s. Leo. r.A j\.

by the Bishops of his Province, who then announced it to 
'"

Pope Leo, and received a congratulatory answer. He says
himself to the Bishops of the Province of Vienne, "It is Ep. 10.
not for ourselves that we defend the ordinations of your
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CHAP. Provinces, which perhaps Ililarius may, according to his
: - wont, falsely state to you, to render disaffected the mind of

your Holiness; but it is for you we claim them through
our solicitude." And again: "Decreeing this, that if any
one of our brethren in any Province die, he who is known * J

to be the Metropolitan of that Province, should claim to
himself the ordination of the Priest."

So long as the election and consecration of Bishops and
Metropolitans were thus free and canonical, the greatness
of the central See could never depress and extinguish the
essential equality of the Episcopate. ^
that St. Leo, with all his power and influence, consecrated
no other Bishops than those of Southern Italy, Sicily, and
Sardinia, which were the bounds of his proper Patriarchate ;
there his authority was direct and immediate; but in Africa,
the Gauls, Spain, Illyricum, and the West generally, it was
only properly exercised in matters beyond the range of the
Bishops and Metropolitans. I suppose it is impossible to
define a power which was to correct and restore in emer-
gencies. The Bishops of the Province of Aries afterwards
besought Pope Leo to restore the Primacy to Aries, and

Primacy of render, A.D. 450, this undoubted testimony to the Primacy
stated b of the Roman Church and to the connexion between the

°f of the Metropolitan and the Patriarch :
ib.,Ep. 65. "By the Priest of this Church (Aries) it is certain that

our predecessors, as well as ourselves, have been consecrated
to the High Priesthood by the gift of the Lord; in which,
following antiquity, the predecessors of your Holiness con-
firmed by their published letters this which old custom had
handed down concerning the privileges of the Church of
Aries, (as the records of the Apostolic See doubtless prove;)
believing it to be full of reason and justice, that, as through
the most blessed Peter, Prince of the Apostles, the holy
Roman Church holds Primacy over all the Churches of the
whole world, so also within the Gauls the Church of Aries,
which had been thought worthy to receive for its Priest St.
Trophimus, sent by the Apostles, should claim the right of
ordaining to the High Priesthood." O Q v

The view on which St. Leo acted in these proceedings
against St. Hilary is very plainly set forth in certain of his
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letters. Thus, "To our most beloved Brethren, all the SECT.
ishops throughout the Province of Vienne, Leo Bishop of - - rr -

Rome. . . . The Lord hath willed that the mystery of this St. Leo's
gift (of announcing the Gospel) should belong to the office own

of all the Apostles, on the condition of its being chiefly ̂sho^of0
seated in the most blessed Peter, first of all the Apostles : his own

Patriarch-

and from him, as it were from the head, it is His pleasure ate.
that His gifts should flow into the whole body, that whoever
dares to recede from the rock of Peter may know that he
has no part in the divine mystery. For him hath He
assumed into the participation of His indivisible unity, and
willed that he should be named what He Himself is, saying,
' Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build My Church :'
that the rearing of the eternal temple by the wonderful gift
of the grace of God might consist in the solidity of Peter,
strengthening with this firmness His Church, that neither
the rashness of man might attempt it, nor the gates of hell
prevail against it." . So to his vicar the Bishop of Thessa-
lonica, whom he was erecting into an Exarch over the ten
Metropolitans of Eastern Illyricum: "As my predecessors S. Leo, Ep.
to your predecessors, so have I, following the example of ni
those gone before, committed to your affection my charge of
government; that you imitating our gentleness might re-
lieve the care which we in virtue of our headship, by divine Principal!-t PI*

institution, owe to all Churches, and might, in some degree,
discharge our personal visitation to Provinces far distant
from us ; since you can readily ascertain, by near and con-
venient inspection, what in every matter you might either
by your own zeal arrange, or reserve to our judgment/'
" For we have entrusted your affection to represent us on
this condition, that you are called to a part of our soli-
citude, but not to the fulness of our power ...... But if
in a matter which you believe fit to be considered and de-
cided on with your brethren," (the Bishops of the Province,)
"their sentence differs from yours, let everything be referred
to us on the authority of the Acts, that all doubtfulness may
be removed, and we may decree what pleaseth God. For
to this we direct all our solicitude and care, that the unity
of mutual agreement and the maintenance of discipline be
broken by no dissension, nor neglected by any slothfulness.
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CHAP ..... For the compactness of our unity cannot remain firm,
' unless the bond of charity bind us into an inseparable whole ;

because, fas we have many members in one body, and all
members have not the same office, so we, being many, are
one body in Christ, and every one members one of another/
For it is the joining together which makes one soundness,
and one beauty in the whole body : and this joining to-
gether, as it requires unanimity in the whole body, so espe-
cially demands concord among Priests. For though these

Quibuscum have a like dignity, yet they have not an equal jurisdiction;
diimitas . ., ,,111*11 .,1
sit cum mu- since even among the most blessed Apostles, as there was a

UkenM8 of honour, so was there a certain distinction of
generaiis. power; and the election of all being equal, pre-eminence
Forma. over the rest was given to one. From which type the dis-

tinction between Bishops also has arisen, and it was provided
by an important arrangement that all should not claim to
themselves power over all, but that in every Province there
should be one, whose sentence should be considered the first

among his brethren; and others again seated in the greater
cities should undertake a larger care, through whom the direc-
tion of the Universal Church should converge to the one See
of Peter, and nothing anywhere disagree from its head."

St. Leo's 1 think it fair to admit that the germ of something very
germ of the like the present Papal system, without, however, such a
Konuui wonderful concentration and absorption of all power, is dis-
system, but cernible in these words. I shall give further on Bossuet's
not sup- ^ t 

°

ported by interpretation of their most remarkable expression. But it is
other parts .
of the also certain that such is not the view ot the Church s goverii-

11UCI' rneiit set before us by St. Cyprian, St. Augustine, St. Vincent
of Lerins, and the Fathers generally, especially those of the
Greek Church, nor the one supported by the acts of the
ancient Church. There is a very distinct tone in the teaching
and acts of St. Leo, and the other Popes generally, from that
of the contemporary Bishops and Fathers who had not suc-
ceeded to St. Peter's own See. It consists in dwelling on
the Primacy so strongly, as quite to throw out of view7 the
apostolic powers of other Bishops; whereas these latter dwell
upon the apostolic powers of the Episcopate generally; and,
while they admit St. Peter's Primacy and that of the Roman
See, place the government of the Church in the harmonious
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agreement of all. St. Leo's view, rigorously carried out, as SECT.
it has been by the later Roman Church, substitutes St. Peter -
singly, for St. Peter and his brethren; and this usurpation,"

I repeat, we have to admit afresh, or else be accountedx
heretics and schismatics.

1 Now, as to the government of which St. Leo had the This go-
ideal before him, I must first remark that it was new. He new.
says himself to the Bishop of Thessalonica: " The govern-Ep. 6. cap.2.
ment of Churches in Illyricum, which we commit in our
stead to your affection, following the example of Siricius of
blessed memory, who to your predecessor Anysius of holy
memory then first committed with a certain charge the sup-*

porting of the Churches of that Province, which he desired
to be maintained*in discipline." That is, it was scarcely
sixty years since Pope Siricius had selected the Bishop of
the Metropolis to keep a watch over the maintenance of the
Canons. And now Pope Leo was already requiring the Me-
tropolitans to consecrate no Bishop without first consulting
the Bishop of Thessalonica as his vicar.

Secondly, this proceeding on the part of the Popes was And not
not submitted to generally, even throughout the West. The toin Africa.
" Codex Ecclesue Africanse" is full of prohibitions against
even appealing to <( Bishops beyond the sea," i. e. the Pope.f t

In St. Augustine's time, as we have seen, they positively
forbad the Pope's interference with their internal govern-
ment, and only submitted to it after they had been enfeebled-

by the irruption of the Vandals.
Thus the 28th Canon of the Codex (under the date of

St. Aurelius, the friend of St. Augustine) runs,
" It was also determined that if Presbyters. Deacons, or j 3 y

the other inferior Clerks, complain in their causes of the^

judgments of their own Bishops, let the neighbouring
Bishops, with the consent of their own Bishops, hear them,
and the Bishops thus called in settle between them. But if
they think proper to appeal from these also, let them not ap-
peal to tribunals beyond the sea,0 (i. e. the Pope,) " but to the
Primates of their own Provinces, or to an universal Council,"
(i. e. of Africa,) " as also in the case of Bishops has often been
ordered. But let him who thinks proper to appeal to tri-
bunals beyond the sea be received by no one within Africa
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CHAP to Communion." I cannot refrain from saying that this isIV.

the Anglican oath in the words of St. Augustine.
Imposed Third!}7*, this power was set up very much indeed by help
by aid ofthe civil of the imperial authority. The process, in fact, of central-
power. izing in the Church, ran completely parallel with that in the

State. The law of Gratian and that of Valentinian, above
mentioned, are a strong proof of this. Of course the object
of the emperors was to control the action of the Church
through one Bishop made the chief. ut it is somewhat
remarkable that that Church, which maintains a standing
protest against the interference of the State with spiritual
matters, (a protest for which she is worthy of all respect and
admiration,) should owe to the support of the State, in dif-
ferent periods of her history, very much more of her power
than any other Church. It may be that God rewards the
fearless maintenance of spiritual rights by the grant of that
very temporal power which threatens them with destruction.

Words of Now as we have had St. Jerome in a noted place appeal-
St. Jerome

opposed ing to Rome, and acknowledging her Primacy, let us take
to it. another passage of his which, I think, implicitly denies St.

Leo's view. Arguing then against the pride of the Roman
Deacons, in which city, as they were only seven in number,
the office was in higher estimation than even the Priesthood,

S. Jerome, which was numerous, he observes, " Nor is the Church of
Ep. 146.
Vallarsi. the Roman city to be considered one, and that of the whole

world another. Both the Gauls, and the Britains, and
ar

barous nations, adore one Christ, observe one rule of truth.
If you require authority, the world is greater than the city.
Wherever a Bishop is, be it at Rome, or Eugubium, or Con-
stantinople, or Rhegium, or Alexandria, or Tanse, he is of
the same rank, the same Priesthood. The power of riches,
and the humility of poverty, make a Bishop neither higher
nor lower. But all are successors of the Apostles. But
you say, how is it that at Rome a Priest is ordained upon
the testimony of a Deacon ? Why allege to me the custom of
a single city ? Why defend against the laws of the Church a
fewness of number, which is the source of their pride ?" The
very force of St. Leo's view lies in the exact contradictory of
St. Jerome's words : viz. the city is greater than the world>
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and this alone justifies and bears out the present claim of SECT.
the Roman See, and its attitude both to those within, and to :
those without, its pale.

St. Augustine, commenting on the 45th Psalm, uses Ian- And of St.
guage which remarkably agrees with that of St. Jerome.
It is the more valuable, because he is not arguing contro-
versially, but expounding. He speaks decisively, but uncon-
sciously. He says on the words. " All Thy garments smell of S. Aug. in

* Ps'ilm 44

myrrh, aloes, and cassia, out of the ivory palaces wherein the t0m. 4. P
daughters of kings have made Thee glad in doing Thee
honour," (Vulgate,) "The Churches are the daughters of398-A-
Apostles, the daughters of kings : for he is the King of
kings, they the kings of whom it is written, 'Ye shall sit upon
twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel/ They
preached the word of truth, and begat Churches, not for
themselves, but for Him." . . . " The daughters of kings are
the daughters of Thy Apostles, but (in doing Thee honour/
because they raised up seed unto their Brother." . . " Shew

me at Rome the temple of Romulus so greatly honoured as
I can shew you there the shrine of Peter, But who in
Peter is honoured, save He who died for us? For we are
Christians, not Petrians. And if we be children by the
brother of the Dead, yet are we named by the name of the
Dead. Children through the one, but unto the other.
Behold Rome, behold Carthage, behold other and yet other
cities are daughters of kings, and they have made their King
glad unto his honour, and out of them all one particular Queen
is made." . . " On thy right hand did stand the Queen in a
vesture of gold, wrought about with divers colours. What
is the vesture of this Queen ? Both precious it is, and
wrought with divers colours: these are the mysteries of*

doctrine in all the different languages. One the African,

another the Syrian, a third the Greek, a fourth the Hebrew,
and again others and others : those languages make the
divers colours of this Queen's vesture. But as all the clivers

colours of the vesture agree in unity, so all tongues in one
Faith: in the vesture there may be divers colours,, but not
a rent." . . . " What means, ' Instead of thy fathers thou
shalt have children?' For fathers were sent the Apostles, for
Apostles children are born to thee, Bishops are appointed.
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CHAP. For in this day whence are the Bishops throughout the whole
IV

- world born? The Church herself entitles them Fathers:

herself hath borne them, and herself hath fixed them in
. the seats of the fathers. Therefore think not thyself (the

Church) deserted, because thou seest not Peter, because
thou seest not Paul, because thou seest not those through
whom thou art born: out of thine offspring hath thy father-
hood grown. ' Instead of thy fathers thou hast children,
whom thou shalt make princes over all the earth.' Behold
how wide spread is the temple of the King! in order that
the virgins, who are not brought into the King's temple,
may know that they have no portion in that bridal. ' Instead
of thy fathers thou hast children, whom thou shalt make
princes over all the earth ?' This is the Catholic Church : her
sons are made princes over all the earth : her sons are ap-
pointed for fathers. Let those who are cut oft' recognise
her, come to unity, be brought into the King's temple. His
temple God hath placed everywhere: the foundations of
Prophets and Apostles hath He everywhere established.
The Church hath borne sons, hath set them for her fathers
as princes over all the earth/'

Most truly did St. Augustine, to whom it was given to
smite down the great Donatist schism, behold in the Church
of God an indivisible kingdom, an inseparable unitv-an c 1 v

unity, not Roman, but Catholic ; a kingdom not ruled by one
Bishop in the place of Christ, but by Christ in person, with
the Bishops His assessors, on the thrones of His Apostles,
judging the twelve tribes of Israel.

This go- But fourthly, had this government, as imaged out by
notallowed, St. Leo, been submitted to not only in Gaul, Spain, Africa,
nor even am| Ulyricum. but throughout the West generally all this
attempted, . *

in the East, would still be nothing for its catholicity, and therefore its

binding effect, unless it had been allowed by the East. Now
we have the strongest proof that it never was so allowed.
This interference, and much more the centralization pointed
at, as it never would have been tolerated, so neither was it
attempted, in the Patriarchates of the East. There was far
less danger of the patriarchal power becoming excessive,
when it was possessed by five, who were a check to each
other. St. Leo's influence and authority in the West were
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balanced by the exercise of like influence and authority in SECT.
the East, originally by the Sees of Alexandria and Antioch, "-
and at this and later times still more by that of Constan-
tinople. And though throughout the East the Bishop of .
Rome was reckoned the first of these in rank, yet the
Easterns were governed entirely by their own Patriarchs.
I do not know that a stronger, though quite incidental,
proof of this can be shewn, than occurs in the life of Sviie- Obedience1 * * " j-* c-\ *

sius, Metropolitan of Ptolemais in the Pentapolis. His Pa- to ma Pa-
triarch, Theophilus of Alexandria, ordered him to divide a ̂ n out of
certain Bishopric, which had before been united by his own Cpmmu-r 

. . nion with

authority. Synesius went to the spot, and exerted all his Rome.
influence to carry out the wishes of Theophilus, but in vain,
on account of the attachment of the people to their actual

ishop. They therefore prevail on him to put off the affair
till they had sent a deputy to Theophilus, Synesius in de-
scribing all this to Theophilus. savs, " Nevertheless that which Tiilemont,

. . . . . Ecc. Hist.

you judge proper must without difficulty prevail. For if it 12.543. 
'

was your own judgment which made them think a certain
course right, in changing that judgment you must make
justice change also; and thus all your pleasure must be for
the people the rule of justice and of right. Obedience is
life, and disobedience causes death. " I suppose that words
of such entire deference can hardly be found in the first
eight centuries applied to the Bishop of Rome even by any
Bishop of his proper Patriarchate1 : and, assuredly, if such
can be found, they would be alleged as proofs of his uni-
versal Supremacy. The very way in which this has been
done has been to quote expressions of this nature when
addressed to him, and to omit all mention of the like ex-
pressions addressed to the other Patriarchs. This instance
is the more remarkable, Theophilus being at this time, and
for many years before, as indeed he died, out of Communion
with Rome.

So far from there being any authority delegated by Rome
* However in the Decretals of Gre- injustice justice, by correcting and al-

gory IX., A. D. 121-0, we find it written tering laws." - Dec ret. Greg. IX. bk. i.
of the Pope: " In anything that be tit. 7. cap. 3. p. 203, quoted by Pereira,
wishes his will is instead of reason, Tent. Theol. In the concordat with
nor is there any who can say to him, Napoleon, Pope Pius VII. certainly ex-
why doest thou thus? For he is ercised a power as great as this.
able to dispense- beyond law, to make
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Eastern Patriarchs, there was no appeal from themV 4 ^^^^

1 to Rome, that is to say, in a matter belonging to their par-
ticular government; for as to the general Faith of the Church,
in any peculiar emergency or violation of the usual order of
procedure, or of her supreme Law, the Canon, there was an
appeal, if not lawful, at least exercised, to any of the Pa-
triarchs. Thus Theodoret of Cyrus, unjustly deposed by
Dioscorus of Alexandria in the Latrocinium of Ephesus,

Theodoret flies «to the Apostolic throne" of St. Leo : " for in all things
appeals to . . m 

* * a

Pope Leo. it is becoming that you should have the Primacy. For your
in Epist. throne is adorned with many advantages. It has the sepul-
S. Leonis, J ° r
52. chres of our common Fathers and Teachers of the truth, Peter

and Paul. These have made your throne exceedingly illus-
trious. This is the height of your blessings." Though a
supplicant, he addresses him only as first Bishop of the
Church, not as monarch. It is a virtual denial of the
present Papal authority, because a silence, where it would
have been put forward, had it been known. On the other

Tiiieiront, hand, about the year 443, Athanasius, Bishop of Perrha, in
647-9. the Patriarchate of Antioch, having been judged by his
Athanasius Metropolitan, at the reference of his Patriarch. Domnus,of Perrha L . 

* 
. 

' '

appeals to resigns his Diocese: he returns however, and attempts to
and Stf US execute his functions : being resisted, instead of applying
Cyrllm to his own Patriarch Domnus, he goes to Constantinople,

and by false reports interests in his favour St. Proclus,
Patriarch of that See, and St. Cyril of Alexandria. They
write in his favour to Domnus, who in consequence has his
cause heard again. Proclus makes a sort of excuse to Dom- o

nus for meddling with an affair of the East. He observes
that neither he nor St. Cyril act save as mediators, and that
they pray him to consider their letters only out of regard to
the charity which unites them all together.

Peter ap- Another Bishop of the Patriarchate of Antioch named
Doninusof Peter, considering himself unjustly deprived of his Church,
t QyriL aPP^es to St. Cyril, who writes a letter in his behalf to

Domnus, which sets forth in a tone of reprehension the su-
Tom. 6. premacy of the Canon. He says, " Let therefore your Piety
209 ^ considering that which is approved by the divine Canons,

and that which is seemly for the Church and for those that
are appointed to the sacred service, and moreover besides this
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fi " SECT.
II.

&c. Words which, had they been spoken by a Roman Bishop,
would have been quoted as proving his Supremacy. In like
manner the heretic Eutyches, before the Council of his own
Patriarch, " When his deposition was read, appealed to the Mansi 6.

*" 8l7 Q

holy Synod of the most holy Bishop of Rome, and Alex- p ""

andria, and Jerusalem, and Thessalonica." Nu>v wim wuai/-"- 
* ' Koine,

equity, I ask, is the appeal of Eutyches to the Roman Alexandria,
^ -i ^ i -I A. T> a j Jerusalem,
Council taken to prove the present lioman Supremacy, ana andThessa-"

his appeal to the Council of Alexandria, Jerusalem, andiomca*
Thessalouica, allowed to prove nothing? Or the appeal of
Theodoret, in spite of his own language, alleged for the same
purpose, and such facts as those of these Bishops, Athana-
sius and Peter, on the other side not considered? If these
Bishops, whose cause was suspicious, could appeal to other
Patriarchs, not the Roman, against their own, why could not
St. Chrysostome and St. Flavian, both of Constantinople,
when overborne by the most outrageous violence, appeal to
the West, of which Rome stood at the head, especially as*

their cause in the East stood no chance of being judged ac-
cording to the Canons? Is not the proving the Papal Supre-
macy upon a class of facts which exist equally with regard
to the other Patriarchs, a most gross application of the
" leaden rule" of which Mr. Newman complains ?

Again, St. Isidore of Spain, in the sixth century, says:
" The order of Bishops is fourfold : that is. Patriarchs, Arch- isidorus

. . Hisp , Etv-
bishops, Metropolitans, and Bishops. In Greek a Patriarch moi.'?, 12,1

is called the first of the Fathers, because he holds the first, [ erut
this is, the Apostolic place, and therefore, because he holds SUP- P- 40G
the highest rank, he has such an appellation, as the Roman,
the Autiochcne, and the Alexandrine." Accordingly Gieseler
says; "At the end of this period," (A.D. 451,) the four Patri- Gieseler,
archs of the East " were held in their Patriarchates for eccle- 2. pp. iyi,
siastical centres, to which the other Bishops had to attach U»2.
themselves for maintenance of ecclesiastical unity; and in s the
conjunction with their patriarchal Synod they formed jthe highest* L J?

highest tribunal of appeal in all ecclesiastical matters of the
Patriarchate: whilst, on the other hand, they were treated
as the highest representatives of the Church, who, through
mutual communication with each other, wore to maintain the
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CHAP, unity of the universal Church, and without whose concur-
IV

'-- rence no decrees concerning the whole Church could be
made."

Tom. i. When Gieseler speaks of " the principle of the mutual
|02."'P' independence of the Western and Eastern Church being
Eastern in- firmly held in the East generally," of course it must be
dependence * ° * \ m
and the understood that there can be no independence, strictly so
of the called, in the Church and Body of Christ. Independence w
Canon. annihilates membership and coherence. That which bound

the East and the West, the least Bishop and the greatest,
into one harmonious whole, was the Canon of the Church.
This, and no other supreme authority, I find universally
appealed to by Bishops and Patriarchs, and most of all
by the Popes, from the Council of Nicea to St. Gregory
the Great. I say no other supreme authority, because
General Councils were held for the very purpose of maintain-
ing the Canon of the Church when in peril, or declaring her
Faith, besides that they were an extraordinary, not an or-
dinary, authority. They passed legislative acts, defining, or
expressing afresh, the Canon or the Faith of the Church,
which then every Bishop was bound to maintain, the greatest
not only as much as the least, but more so, in proportion
to the eminence of his See. When this Canon, or this
Faith, seemed to be violated, the Patriarchs remonstrated
with each other, and proceeded in case of necessity to dis-
solve Communion with the offending party. Not only the
Bishop of Rome did this, but the Eastern Patriarchs also,
with quite as much energy and independence. Moreover,
I am fully prepared to admit that the Primacy of the Roman
See, even among the Patriarchs, was a real thing; not a
mere title of honour : but then his very pre-eminence lay

The Bishop in his being called, as First Bishop of the world, to theof Rome's . , .

office in especial maintenance of the Canon, and the Faith, lor
thePCanon. them he could do everything, against them nothing. To

this very end he had the privilege of receiving references as
to doubtful points of faith and discipline : a privilege which
the great Eastern Sees exercised as well as his, and that of
Constantinople over all the East, as, in certain very special
circumstances, the See of Home received references from
the East as well as the West. And so the power of the
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First See was really exerted in difficult conjunctures to SECT.
keep the whole body together. In that he was first, and :-
not second, or third,-1 am quite aware that the Bishop of
Home could do what the Bishop of Alexandria, or of Antioch,
or of Constantinople, or of Jerusalem, could not do. Even
merely as standing at the head of the whole West he counter-
balanced all the four. And certainly it is in this view, as
r epresenting the West, that the Greek Fathers most speak of
him. Not as if authority lay in him singly, but in him and
his Council conjointly: as when St. Cyril speaks to John of
Antioch of his losing the Communion of so many Bishops, if
he did not agree to Pope Celestine's sentence on Nestorius :
sin expression which is most thoroughly opposed to the Papal
Idea. St. Basil's tone throughout is just the same. So-
crates, indeed, and Sozonien, tell us something more. Now
I certainly believe they had before them neither the Papal
Empire of St. Gregory the Seventh, nor the maxims of the
Reformation, and so far they are unbiassed witnesses. Sozo-
men then tells us, that when St. Athanasius, unjustly de-
posed , fled to Rome for justice, together with Paul of Con-
stantinople, Marcellus of Ancyra, and Asclepas of Gaza,
"the Bishop of the Romans, having inquired into the accu- Sox.,Hist

. . 3 c 8
sations against each, when he found them all agreeing with
the doctrine of the Nicene Synod, admitted them to Commu-
nion, as agreeing with him. And inasmuch as the care of all
belonged to him on account of the rank of his See, he restored
to each his Church. And he wrote to the Bishops throughout
the East, (i.e. of Antioch,) censuring them for not having de-
cided rightly about these persons, and for throwing the Churches

ifusion by not abiding by the decrees of N\ And
he bade some few of them appear on a certain day to de-
fend the justice of their decision; or else he threatened that
he would not for the future bear it, if they did not stop
innovating" Thus it is as defender of the Canons that St.
Julius appears : for they, being Bishops in the dependence of
the third See, had excommunicated and deposed the Bishop
of the second, under most unjust circumstances. Neverthe-
less they took very ill what St. Julius said and did, for they
afterwards pronounced a sentence of deposition against him :
so little did they acknowledge his right to interfere. Again,
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CHAP. Pope Julius " wrote to them, accusing them of secretly un-
dermining the doctrine of the Nicene Svnod, and that,, con-

c. 10. trary to the laws of the Church, they had not called him to
their Council. For that it was an hierarchical law to declare

null what ivas done against the sentence of the Bishop of the
Romans" So Socrates says, in reference to the same matter,
that Pope Julius asserted to the Bishops of the East that

Socrates, "they were breaking the Canons in not having called him
Hist. 2. c. . . .

17. to their Council, the ecclesiastical Canon ordering that the
Churches should not make Canons contrary to the sentence of
the Bishop of Rome" Now this seems all very plain, but
then it is grounded on the letter of Pope Julius, which still
exists, one of the most admirable monuments of antiquity ;
and referring to that letter I find Pope Julius says no such
thing ; wrhat he does say I have already in its place set forth
above, and it is not at all in favour of the present Papal
claim. Nor is this all, for the Canon supposed by Socrates
and Sozomen, and which is nowhere to be found in antiquity,

This Canon was not kept in a notable instance sixty-five years before
two notable this matter, and in an equally notable one forty-four years
instances. after ̂ In the year ̂ the Bishops of the East deposed

Paul of Samosata, and then notified his deposition in like
terms to the Bishops of Rome and Alexandria : and in the
year 381 the second Ecumenical Council was held at Constan-
tinople, the whole proceedings of which, as I have above
described them, may be said to have ignored this Canon.
While neither Pope Dionysius in 272, nor Pope Damasus in
381, complained of this, or alleged any such Canon. At
the same time it may certainly be said that in matters con-
cerning the state of the whole Church no law could be passed
without the consent of the Bishop of Rome at the head of the
West. But even this fact is much more marked from the

time of the Council of Chalcedon downwards, than before it.
ut beyond all doubt the Eastern Patriarchates exercised

a complete self-government, in conformity with the Canon of
the Church : and as the deposition of St. Chrysostome by
Theophilus did not prove that Constantinople was subordi-
nate to Alexandria, nor the condemnation of St. Athanasius
at Tyre that Antioch was superior to Alexandria, so neither
did St. Athanasius taking refuge in Italy, and justified first
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by the Council of the Roman Bishop, and then by the great, SECT,
though not Ecumenical, Council of Sardica, prove that the -
East was governed by the West. The Canon in all these
cases had been attacked : the Canon was appealed to:
and the Canon finally prevailed. It was the stedfastness .
of the Roman Bishops in maintaining the Canon that so
greatly increased their influence between the Councils of '
Nicea and Chalcedon. And so, no doubt, when the Patri-
archs of the East were at variance, all would look for support
to him, who was both the first of their number, and stood
alone with the whole West to back him.

And thus again in St. Leo's time a very extraordinary
emergency arose, which still further raised the credit of the
Roman Patriarch. Dioscorus of Alexandria, supporting the
heretic Eutyches, had, by help of the Emperor, deposed
and murdered St. Flavian of Constantinople : Juvenal of
Jerusalem was greatly involved in this transaction. Dios-
corus had then consecrated Anatolius to be the successor

of St. Flavian, and Anatolius had consecrated Maximus to
Antioch, instead of Domnus, who, too, had been irregularly
deposed after St. Flavian. Now, had Dioscorus been other-
wise blameless, his consecrating Anatolius, of his own au-
thority, to Constantinople, and Anatolius then consecrating
Maximus to Antioch, was, as St. Leo observes, an infringe- Ep. IOG.^^ 4 1 \

ment of the Canon of the Church, and so a proceeding that c.
imperilled the unity of the Body: for, though the self-govern-
ment of the East had been so jealously maintained in 381
both by its own Bishops and by the Emperor Theodosius, yet
the Patriarch of Alexandria had no right to eject the Patriarch
of Constantinople, and then consecrate a successor, nor that
successor to consecrate a Patriarch of Antioch. That this

was the particular violation of the Canons of which St. Leo
complained, we have his own testimony. Writing to Anato-
lius he says, "For when your predecessor of blessed memory, ib., c. i
Flavian, had been ejected on account of his defence of the
Catholic truth, not without reason was it believed that your
ordainers seemed to have consecrated one like themselves,
contrary to the constitutions of the holy Canons." In which
words he intimates that had Flavian been ejected for heresy,
as was Paul of Samosata, the presumption would have been

T
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CHAP, the reverse, and then had the successor been ordained ac-
cording to the Canons, and not by an intruding Patriarch,
his own interference would have been unnecessary. Thus writ-

Ep. 104. ing to the Emperor he further says, " Let the aforesaid Bishop
nurn, e. 5. obey ̂  Fathers, consult the interests of peace, and not think

his act of presumption in ordaining a Bishop for the Church
of Antioch, without any precedent, against the precepts of the
Canons, to have been lawful:" and his own particular office
of especial guardian of the Canons, as First Bishop, is then
alluded to: " which proceeding we, through desire for the
restoration of the Faith, and zeal for peace, have forborne
to call in question. Let him therefore abstain from doing
wrong to the rules of the Church, and avoid unlawful ex-
cesses, lest, while venturing on courses opposed to peace, he
cast himself off from the universal Church." So then the

Bishop of Rome might interfere with affairs of the East:
but on what occasion? When the supreme law of the
universal Church, the Canon, to which he himself owed
obedience, was violated. No Pope, perhaps, is so express
in setting forth the Canon as St. Leo : it is not his own
authority in itself, but his authority in defence of the Canon,
which he uniformly exhibits. As it was, the whole East
had been thrown into confusion. A heretic had been ab-

solved; one Patriarch murdered, another deposed; and of
the other two, one was chief agent, and the other not clear,
in these transactions. No wonder that, at the Council of

Chalcedon, the Bishop of Rome appeared at the head of the
West, both to vindicate the Canon and his own violated
rights, for Dioscorus had even deposed him, and as the
restorer of true doctrine, and the deliverer of the Church.

SECT. III.

Bossuet's BUT I must now quote, at considerable length, the argu-
£1 ment of Bossuet, and his statement as to where the sovereign 1 L o ^ *-^

bearing on power [n the Church resides. We have already seen whatthe ques- r ^
tion in he has said respecting the Council of Ephesus; and his

observations on that of Chalcedou and the four succeeding
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Councils are equally important His argument, which was SKCT.
intended for. the justification of the Gallican Church, really '-
reaches to that of the Greek and English Church also; and
it is of the very utmost value, as it rests upon authorities
which are sacrosanct in the eyes of every Catholic-the pro-
ceedings and decrees of Ecumenical Councils. Let it only
be remembered, that I quote no German rationalist, no one
who denies either the doctrine or hierarchy of the Church;
but a Catholic prelate, the most strenuous defender of the
Faith, and one who, in the great assembly of his brethren,
cried out, "If I forget thee, Church of Rome, may I forget Bossuet,

in , j j - A- i Sermon
myself; may my tongue dry, and remain motionless in my sur v Unit6
mouth, if thou art not always the first in my remembrance, dei'Eghse.
if I place thee not at the beginning of all my songs of j

The question then at issue is, whether the Bishop of The real
Rome be the first of the Patriarchs, and first Bishop of the a
whole world, the head of the Apostolic college, and holding
among them the place which Peter held, all which I freely
acknowledge, as the testimony of antiquity ; or whether he
be, further, not only this, but the source of all jurisdiction,
uniting in his single person all those powers which belonged
to Peter and the Apostles collectively : an idea which, how-
ever extravagant, is actually maintained at present in the
Church of Rome, is moreover absolutely necessary to justify
its acts, and to condemn the position of the Greek and
English Church. Bossuet, who fought for the Gallican
liberties, fought for the Anglican likewise.

"Let us now review the Acts of the General Council of

Chalcedon. The previous facts were these. The two natures Gail, lib. 7._ -j p* -g ̂

of Christ were confounded by Eutyches, an Archimandrite Edit

and Abbot of Constantinople, an old man no less obstinate
than out of his senses. He then was condemned by his
own Bishop, St. Flavian of Constantinople, and appealed
to all the Patriarchs, but chiefly to the Roman Pontiff.
Leo writes to Flavian, and ' orders everything to be laid
before him/ Flavian answers and requests of Leo ' that, s. Leo, Ep.
~« i * i " JT i-i -i n .1 26. torn. 1.
making his own the common cause and the order of the p. 737.
holy Churches, he should by his own letters agree with the <"/
deposition which had been canonically passed, and should
strengthen the faith of the Emperor. For the matter only

T2
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CHAP, needs an impulse and assistance from you, which by your
:-agreement will restore all things to peace and quiet/ This

means, it is plain and clear, it has yet few followers, and
those obscure, and of no great name. He ends, ' For so the
heresy which has arisen will be most easily destroyed, by the
cooperation of God, through your letters; and the Council, of
which there are rumours, be given up, that the holy Churches
be not disturbed/ This, too, is in accordance with disci-
pline, for heresies to be immediately suppressed, first by the

ishop's care, then by that of the Apostolic See : nor is it
forthwith necessary that an universal Council be assembled,
and the peace of all Churches troubled."

The reia- Bossuet's words seem to suggest that St. Flavian admitted
"" 

a right in St. Leo to rehear the cause of Eutyches : this is
no means the case. In the letter above quoted, announc-

ing to the Pope the judgment passed on Eutyches, and ad-
dressed " to the most holy and religious Father and fellow-

Tom, i. minister. Leo/' he savs. "I have sent to your Holiness the
751-8

Acts in his case, in which we have deprived him, as one con-
victed of such things, both of the Priesthood, and of the
presidency over his monastery, and of our Communion:
that your Holiness likewise being acquainted with his case may
make manifest his impiety to all the most religious Bishops who
are under your Piety, (i. e. those of the West,) lest through
ignorance of his opinions, of which he has been convicted,
they should be found holding intercourse with him, as with
one of the same views, either by letter or otherwise." The
demeanour of St. Flavian towards St, Leo is that of one

Patriarch, independent in his own sphere, towards another,
not that of a Bishop amenable to a superior.

u After the proceedings had been sent to Leo, he writes
to Flavian, most fully and clearly setting forth the mystery
of the Lord's Incarnation, as he says himself, and as all
Churches bear witness; at the same time he praises the
acts and the faith of Flavian, and condemns Eutyches, m

yet with the grant of indulgence, should he make amends.
This is that noble and divine letter which was afterwards

so warmly celebrated through the whole Church, and which
I wish to be understood so often as I name simply Leo's
letter.
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" And here the question might have been terminated, but SECT.
" " . TIT

for those incidents which induced the Emperor TheodosiusTl TP

the younger to call the Synod of Ephesus. He was the peror calls
same who had appointed the first Council of Ephesus, under a Counci1'
Celestine and Cyril.

"Of this Synod St. Leo writes to Theodosius, at first,
* that the matter was so evident, that for reasonable causes
the calling of a Synod should be abstained from/ And
Flavian likewise seemed to have been against this. But
after the Emperor, with good intentions, had convoked the
Synod, Leo gives his consent, and sends the letter to the which Leo
Synod, in which he praises the Emperor for being willing
to hold an assembly of Bishops, {that by a fuller judgment
all error may be done away with/ He mentions that he
had sent Legates, who, says he, 'in my stead shall be
present at the sacred assembly of your Brotherhood, and
determine, by a joint sentence with you, what shall please
the Lord/

" Here are three points: first, that in questions of Faith
it is not always necessary for an Ecumenical Council to be
assembled. Secondly, that Leo, great Pontiff as he was,
did not decline a judgment, if the cause required it, after
the matter had^been judged by himself. Thirdly, that, if a
Synod were held, it behoved that all error should be done
away with by a fuller judgment, and the question bo termi-
nated by the Apostolic See, by a joint sentence with the
Bishops, in whicli he acknowledges that full force of consent,
so often mentioned by me.

" But after Uioscorus, Bishop of Alexandria, the protector
of Eutyches, hacVdone everything with violence and crime,
and not a Council, but an assembly of robbers downright,
had been held at Ephesus, then, when the Episcopal order
had been divided, and the whole Church thrown into confu-
sion, under the name of the Second Ecumenical Council of
Ephesus, Leo himself admits, that a new General Council Requests of#1 I *

must be held, 'which should cither remove or mitigate all perorafre«h
offences, so that there should no longer be cither any doubt Council.
us to faith, or division in charity.* Therefore he perceived
tliat schisms, and such a fluctuation of minds respecting the
With itself, could not be sufficient! v re moved b\ his ownf * if
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CHAP, judgment. And the Pontiff, no less wise and good than
-- resolute, demanded a fuller, firmer, greater judgment, by

the authority of a General Council, by which, that is, all
doubt might be removed."

It is remarkable likewise that he grounds this demand on
the appeal made by St. Flavian in the Latrocinium: saying

Letter to "that the decrees of the Nicene Canons, ordered bv the
the Empe- . 11-1 i i "
ror, Ep. 44. Priests of the whole world, and which are annexed, make it
OA ' necessary." The Canon annexed is the fourth of the CouncilSt. Leo

grounds his of Sardica: so that Zosimus \vas not the only Pope who
hear an ap- quoted that Council for the Nicene : but the ascription of

such a right to the gift of a Council, and not to the inherent
Canons privilege of his See. is in the mouth of St. Leo full of signi-
quoted as r ° . 

? 
...

the Nicene. ficancy. It is true the words of Hosius, in causing the per-
mission of appeal to be granted, speak plainly enough to all
but the wilfully blind. But it is felt that the grant by a
Council in 347 of the very limited right of revision accorded
to the Roman See at Sardica strikes at the"very heart of theV

Monarchic or Papal Theory, though Pope Zosimus in 419
and Pope Leo in 449 alleged no other ground for it.

Thcodosius Bossuet goes on, " But the Emperor Theodosius would notT/vftlCpQ Ox v> * tir?\7'O i * r

new.Coun- hear of a new Council, so long as he thought that clue order * 1 ^^ ^

01' had been preserved at Ephesus. < For the matter was settled
at Ephesus by the deposition of those who deserved it; and
a decision having been once passed, nothing else can be
determined after it.3 Here the difference between the judg-
ments of Roman Pontiffs and of General Councils is very evi-if

dent; the judgment of the Roman Pontiff being reconsidered
in a Council, whereas after a Council, so long as.it is held a
lawful one, nothing can be reconsidered, nothing heard.

but Mar- " But as Theodosius shortly afterwards died, the Emperor
cum grants ]yjarciari^ UpOn understanding that the Ephesine assembly

had used violence, and acted otherwise against the Canons,
and was therefore refused the name and authority of an
Ecumenical Council by most Bishops, but chiefly by the
Roman Pontiff, could not deny the calling of a new Council
to Leo's request. So the Council of Chalccdon took place,
and all admitted that there were certain dissensions on

matter of Faith so grave, that they can only be settled by the
authority of an Ecumenical Council.
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"All know that more than six hundred Bishops assem- SECT.
in.

bled at Chalcedon. The Bishops Paschasinus and Lucentius -
presided over the holy Council in Leo's stead. Magistrates
were assigned by the Emperor to direct the proceedings,
and restrain disorder; but to leave the question of Faith
and all ecclesiastical matters to the power and judgment of
the Council.

" But in this Council two things make for us: first,

the deposition of Dioscorus; secondly, the sentence of the
Council respecting the approval of Leo's letter.

"With Dioscorus they thus proceeded, when, upon being i. Depo-
cited, he refused to present himself to judgment, and his
crimes were notorious to all. Paschasinus, Legate of the Apo-
stolic See, asks the Fathers,-rWe desire to know what your
Holiness determines:5 the holy Synod replied, 'What the
Canons order/ The Bishop Lucentius said, ' Certain proceed-
ings took place in the holy Council of Ephesus by our most
blessed Father Cyril; look into their form, and assign what
form you determine on/ The Bishop Paschasinus said,e Does
your Piety command us to use Ecclesiastical punishment?
Do you consent V The holy Council said, * We all consent/
.... Julian, Bishop of Hypsepa, said, ' Holy Fathers, listen. Man si 6.
Then, in the city of Ephesus, Dioscorus had power to judge, * '
and by an unjust sentence he deposed the most holy Flavian,
and the most reverend Bishop Eusebius: and he was the
first to give an unjust judgment, and all folloved him through
constraint. Now your Holiness has the authority of the
most holy Archbishop Leo, and all the holy Council, which
is assembled by the'grace of God and the command of our
most pious Emperors, (has the authority). And you have
taken cognisance of all the unjust acts at Ephesus; all the
details have been made apparent to your Holiness. And you
have cited Dioscorus a first, a second, and a third time, and
he has not been willing to obey. We therefore beg your
Holiness, him who holds, or rather you who hold, the place
of the most holy Archbishop Leo, to give sentence against
him: and to pronounce the canonical punishment. For we
all, and the whole Ecumenical Council, give our vote in
accordance with your Holiness/ The Bishop Paschasinus
said,/Again I ask, what is the pleasure of your Blessed-
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CHAP, ness?' Maximus. Bishop of the great city of Antioch,
IV "

~i- said, fWe are conformable to whatever seems good to
your Holiness/

" Thus the initiative, and form, as it was called, was to be

given by the Apostolic See. And so the Legates, after re-
si 6. counting the crimes of Dioscorus, thus pronounced : ' Whcre-

IOGL JOGS', fore Leo, most holy and blessed Archbishop of great and
Elder Home, by us and the present most holy Council, toge-P

ther with the thrice blessed and sacred Apostle Peter, who
is the rock and ground of the Catholic Church, and the
foundation of the orthodox Faith, hath stripped him of the
dignity of Bishop, and severed him from all sacerdotal
rank. Therefore this most holy and great Council voteth
what is in accordance with the Canons upon the aforesaid
Dioscorus. > .

"Anatolius, Bishop of the royal Constantinople, New Rome,
said: ' Being in all things of the same mind with the Apo-
stolic See, I too give my vote for the deposition of Diosco-
rus, who was Bishop of the great city of Alexandria, who
has shewn himself unworthy of all sacerdotal ministration,
because he has in all things disobeyed the Canons of the
holy Fathers, and, being thrice canonically summoned, re-
fused to obey.

i shops of " Maximus, Bishop of the great city of Antioch, said : .. .
Constant]- *I subject him to ecclesiastical sentence, as our most holy

an(^ blessed Archbishop and Father Leo of the royal city
parallel of Elder Rome, bv his representatives . . . and the most holv »
terms. .

and blessed Archbishop of royal New Rome, Anatolius, have
spoken. I also agree with these/

So, through a space of more than thirty pages, the seve-
ral Bishops give their sentence judicially, saying, 'I agree/
' I am of the same mind/ f I declare/ ' I decree/ and
the like: sometimes stating that they follow the two great
Archbishops. Thus Theodorus, Metropolitan of Tarsus,
' "Whence he has been justly condemned by the greatest
Sees, as well of great Rome, as of New Rome, by Leo and
Anatolius, Archbishops of the most holy Churches: with
whom I also agree/

So Eutropius, Bishop of Araclus, says, ' I agree to the
condemnation passed by Leo and Anatolius, most holy and
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*

blessed Archbishops of Old Home and New, and by this holy SECT.
and universal Council/ 

So John of Alindus says, * I too agree with the holy 

III.

Fathers of Old and Ne\v Rome, and the other holy Fathers/
Bossuet continues, " Thus from Peter, the head and source

of Unity, the sentence began, and then became of full force
by common agreement of the Bishops, just as that first
Council of the Apostles is always represented.

"By this is understood the letter of the Emperor Valen-
tiuian to the Emperor Theodosius: f We ought to defend
with all devotion, and preserve in our times uninjured, the
dignity of the veneration due to the blessed Apostle Peter:
so that the most blessed Bishop of the Roman city, to
whom antiquity hath assigned the first place of the Priest-
hood before all, may have power to judge concerning the
Faith and Bishops/ Not, however, alone, but with the con-
dition added by the Emperor, ' That the aforesaid Bishop/
at least in those causes which touch the Faith and the

universal state of the Church, ' may give sentence after
assembling the Priests from the whole world/ That is, by
a common decree, as both Leo himself had demanded, and
as we have seen done in the Council itself.

"With the same view, the Empress Pulcheria writes to
Leo concerning assembling the Bishops, f who/ she says,
* 

a Council being called, shall decree, at your instance, con-
cerning the Catholic confession, and concerning Bishops/

"The Emperors Valentinian and Marcian write the same
to Leo : that, e by the Council to be held/ everything should
be done at his instance : first laying this down, that he
'possessed the first rank in the Episcopate.'

" Hence it is very plainly evident, that, in the usual order, Bossaet.s
both the Pope should have the initiative, and the Bishops remarks on
sitting with him should be judges; and that the force ofthisjudg-
an irreversible decree lies in agreement: the very thing to meu'
which the Empress Pulcheria bears witness, in her letter to
Strategus the Consular, who was ordered to protect the
Council from all violence: f that the holy Council, holding
its sittings with all discipline, without any disturbance and
contention, what has been revealed by the Lord Christ should
be confirmed in common by all/
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CHAP. "Meanwhile, it is evident that proceedings are at the
IV.

:- instance of the Pontiff, yet so that the force of the decree
lies, not in the sole authority of the Pontiff, which no one
then imagined, but in the consent itself and approval of the
Council: and that the Fathers and the Council decree to-

gether, judge together, and the sentence of the Council is
the sentence of the Pope; which, when the consent of the
Churches is added, is then held to be irreversible and final,
which is all I demand."

This the It must not be denied, however, that Bossuet goes beyond
the Bishop the spirit as well as letter of the very documents he is quot--"

in stating so strongly that the Roman Bishop hadB
sided at an the initiative, he does not remark that the Council of Chal-
Lcumemcal *

Council. cedon, being the fourth Ecumenical, was the first at which
the Pope, either in person, or by his Legates, had presided.
For Hosius had presided at Nicea, St. Meletius, St. Gregory,
and Nectarius at Constantinople, St. Cyril at Ephesus, in
his own right, though he also held the proxy of St. Celestine,
and Dioscorus again at the Latrocinium, which was intended
to have been, and would have been, an Ecumenical Council,
but for its uricanonical proceedings. Indeed the extent to
which the present Iloman theory contradicts antiquity can
only be felt by those who read the ancient Acts themselves.
. But further, f( Among all the decrees of Roman Pontiffs

l» loco. on a matter of Faith," say the brothersBallerini, "the letter
of St. Leo to Flavian is most celebrated, in which the whole
controversy of the Incarnation is exactly discussed and de-
fined." Bossuet, then, proves from the Acts of the Council
itself that this very letter was submitted to the judgment of
the several Bishops there assembled: that is, that the most
elaborate doctrinal decision of perhaps the most renowned
Pope was received not as a writing beyond discussion on
account of the authority of the composer, but because it was
examined and found to agree with the decisions of the three
preceding Ecumenical Councils. Providentially the Acts are
so explicit that it is impossible to deny this.

2. Exami- Bossuet continues : " Another important point treated in
Leo's the Council of Chalcedoii, that is, the establishing of the

letter. Faith, and the approval of Leo's letter, is as follows. Already
almost the whole West, and most of the Easterns, with Ana-
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tolius himself, Bishop of Constantinople, had gone so far as SECT.
to confirm by subscription that letter, before the Council -
took place; and in the Council itself the Fathers had often
cried out, f We believe, as Leo : Peter hath spoken by Leo :
we have all subscribed the letter: what has been set forth is

sufficient for the Faith : no other exposition may be made.'
Things went so far, that they would hardly permit a defini-.
tion to be made by the Council. But neither subscriptions
privately made before the Council, nor these vehement cries
of the Fathers in the Council, were thought sufficient to tran-
quillize minds in so unsettled a state of the Church, for fear
that a matter so important might seem determined rather by
outcries than by fair and legitimate discussion. And the
Clergy of Constantinople exclaimed,' It is a few who cry out,
not the whole Council which speaks/ So it was determined,
that the letter of Leo should be lawfully examined by the
Council, and a definition of faith be written by the Synod
itself. So the acts of foregoing Councils being previously
read, the magistrates proposed concerning Leo's letter, ' As Mansi 7. Q.
we see the divine Gospels laid before your Piety, let each one
of the assembled Bishops declare, whether the exposition of
the 318 Fathers at Nicea, and of the 150 who afterwards
assembled in the imperial city, agrees with the letter of the
most reverend Archbishop Leo/

" After the question as to examining the letter of Leo was
put in this form, it will'be, worth while to weigh the sen-
tences, and, as they are called, the votes of the Fathers, in
order to understand from the beginning why they approved
of the letter; why they afterwards defended it with so much
zeal: whv, finally, it was ratified after so exact an examina- + ' */ *

tion of the Council. Anatolius first gives his sentence.
'The letter of the most holy and religious Archbishop Leo Mansi 7.9.
agrees with the creed of our 318 Fathers at Nicea, and of £&£. "
the 150 who afterwards assembled at Constantinople, and
confirmed the same Faith, and with the proceedings at
Ephesus under the most blessed Cyril, who is among the
saints, by the Ecumenical and holy Council, when it con-
demned Nestorius. I therefore agree to it, and willingly
subscribe to it/"

Well may Hossuet say, " These are the words of one plainly
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AP. deliberating, not blindly subscribing out of mere obedience."
Out of many pages of subscriptions of the like character I
select one or two. " John, most reverend Bishop of Se-
bastia in the first Armenia, said,f According to my conception
the meaning of the letter of the most holy Bishop of the
Church of the Romans agrees with the faith of the 318, and
of the 150 afterwards assembled at Constantinople, and with
the exposition of Ephesus at the deposition of the impious
Nestorius, at which the most blessed Cyril presided. And
I subscribe this same letter/

ft Seleucus, most reverend Bishop of Amasea, said : 'We
have found the synodical letter of our most holy Father
Cyril agreeing with the Faith set forth by the 318 holy
Fathers. And in like manner we have found the letter of

our most holy Archbishop Leo agreeing both with the 318,
and with those who were with the most holy Cyril/

" John, most reverend Bishop of Germanicia Augusta on
the Euphrates, said, ' In the Faith of the 318 who formerly
assembled at Nicea, and of the 150 at Constantinople, we
have both been baptized and baptize: and having found
what was set forth and confirmed by the most blessed Cyril
in the former Council of Ephesus, as likewise the letter of
the most holy Archbishop Leo, to accord with this, we have
subscribed it/

" The rest/' says Bossuet, " say to the same effect : ' It

agrees, and I subscribe/ Many plainly and expressly, ' It
agrees, and I therefore subscribe/ Some add, 'It agrees,
and I subscribe, as it is correct/ Others, f I am sure that it
agrees/ Others, 'As it is concordant, and has the same
aim, we embrace it, and subscribe/ Others, 'This is the
Faith we have long held: this we hold : in this we were
baptized : in this we baptize/ Others, and a great part, ' As
I see, as I feel, as I have proved, as I find that it agrees,
I subscribe/ Others, 'As I am persuaded, instructed, in-
formed, that all agrees, I subscribe/ Many set forth their
difficulties, mostly arising from a foreign language; others
from the subject matter, saying, that they had heard the
letter, ' and in very many points were assured it was right :
some few words stood in their way, which seemed to point at
a certain division in the person of Christ/ They add, that
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they had been informed by Paschasinus and the Legates SECT.
ill

'that there is no division, but one Christ; therefore/ they -
say, 'we agree and subscribe/ Others, after mentioning
what Paschasinus and Lucentius had said, thus conclude :

'By this we have been satisfied, and, considering that it
agrees in all things with the holy Fathers, we agree and sub-
scribe/ Where the Illyrian Bishops, and others who before
that examination had expressed their acclamations to the
letter, again cry out, f We all say the same thing, and agree
with this/ So that, indeed, it is evident that, in the Council
itself, and before it, their agreement is based on this, that,
after weighing the matter, they considered, they judged,
they were persuaded, that all agreed with the Fathers, and
perceived that the common Faith of all and each had been set
forth by Leo.

" This was clone at Chalcedoii: but likewise before that Gallic ana

Council our Gallic Bishops, at a Synod held in Gaul, wrote Bishops
thus to Leo himself, concerning receiving his letter: f Many
in that (the letter of Leo to Flavian) with iov and exultation s.Leo.,Ep.

. . " .99
have recognised what their faith was assured of, and are with
i eason delighted that, by tradition from their fathers, they
have always held just what your Apostleship has set forth.
Some, rendered more careful by receiving the admonition of
your Blessedness, congratulate themselves every way on being
instructed, and rejoice that an occasion is given them, in
which they may speak out freely and confidently, and each
one assert what he believes, supported by the authority of
the Apcstolic See/

"The Italian (Bishops) agree, at the instance of Euse
is, BisliOD of Milan, 'for it was evident that that (letter o f

Leo to Flavian) shone with the full simplicity of the Faith; om\ued. some words
was illuminated likewise by statements from the Prophets,
by authorities from the Gospels, and by testimonies of Apo-
stolic teaching, and in every point agreed with what the
holy Ambrose, moved by the Holy Spirit, put in his books
concerning the mystery of the Lord's Incarnation. And
inasmuch as all the statements agree with the Faith of our
ancestors delivered down to us from antiquity, all determined
that, whoever hold impious opinions concerning the mj^stery
of the Lord's Incarnation, are to be visited with fitting con-
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CHAP. detonation, as they themselves agree, according to the sen-
IV.

tence of your authority/
Bossuet's " See here an authoritative sentence in the Roman Pontiff;
deduction

from this and also the agreement of the Bishops to the instance of the
Roman Pontiff, and that granted after inquiry into the
truth. On these terms they gave their approval, and their
subscription, and decreed that a letter, agreeing with the
apprehensions of their common Faith, and found and judged
to be such by them, was of universal authority by the
union of their sentences with the Apostolic See. Which
wonderfully accords with what we have just read in theb L
sentences of the Fathers of Chalcedon.

Bossuet,
Gallia Or- " This is that examination of Leo's letter, synodically
thodoxa. made at Chalcedon, and placed among the Acts;" " nor did
No. GO, 61.

Anatolius and the other Bishops receive it, until they had
deliberated, and found that Leo's letter agreed with the pre-
ceding Councils.

Discre- " But here a singular discussion arises between the emi-
pancy of _. . _ .
Cardinals nent Cardinals Bellarmme and Baromus. The latter, and
Bellarmine
and Ba- with him a large number of our theologians, recognise the
romus. letter of Leo as the Type and Rule of Faith, by which all

Churches were bound: but Bellarmine, alarmed at the
examination which he could not deny, answers thus : ' Leo "/ *

had sent his letter to the Council, not as containing his
final and definitive sentence, but as an instruction, assisted

by which the Bishops might form a better judgment/ But,
most eminent man, allow me to say that Leo, upon the
appeal of Eutyches, and at the demand of Flavian, com-
posed this letter for a summary of the Faith, and sent it
to eveiy Church in all parts, when as yet no one thought
about a Council. Therefore it was not an instruction to the

Council which he provided, but an Apostolic sentence which
he put forth. The fact is that out of this strait there was
no other escape: Baromus will not allow that a letter, con-
firmed by so great an authority of the Apostolic See, should
be attributed to any other power but that which is supreme
and indefectible : Bellarmine will not take that to emanate

from the supreme and indefectible authority, which was sub-
jected to synodical inquiry, and deliberation. What, then,
is the issue of this conflict, unless that it is equally evident
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that the letter was written with the whole authority of the SECT
Ill

Apostolic See, and yet subjected, as usual, to the examination .
of an Universal Council.

(< And in this we follow no other authoi^itv than Leo him-*

self, who speaks thus in his letter to Theodoret : ' What God

had before decreed by our ministry, He confirmed by the
irreversible assent of the whole brotherhood, to shew that

what was first put forth in form by the First See of all, and
then received by the judgment of the whole Christian world,
really proceeded from Himself/ Here is a decree, as Baro-
nius says, but not as Bellarmine says, an instruction : here
is a judgment of the whole world upon a decree of the Apo-j

stolic See. He proceeds. 'For in order that the consent
of other Sees to that which the Lord of all appointed to pre-
side over the rest might not appear flattery, nor any other
adverse suspicion creep in, persons were at first found who
doubted concerning our judgments/ And not only heretics,
but even the Fathers of the Council themselves, as the Acts
bear witness. Here the First See shews a fear of flattery, if
doubt about its judgments were forbidden. Moreover. ' The S. Leo.,
truth itself likewise is both more clearly conspicuous, and p"
more strongly maintained, when after examination confirms
what previous faith had taught/ Here in plain words he
speaks of an examination by the Council, De Fide, not by
himself, as they wretchedly object, but of that Faith which
the decretal letter set forth. And at length that same lette
is issued as the Rule, but confirmed by the assent of the uni-
versal holy Council, or as he had before said, after that it is
confirmed by the irreversible assent of the whole Brotherhood.
Out of this expression of that great Pontiff the Gallican
Clergy drew theirs, that in questions of Faith the judgment
is, what Tertullian calls, not to be altered, what Leo calls,
not to be reconsidered, only when the assent of the Church is
added." Bossuct goes on above,

t< r This certainly no one can be blamed for holding with him Supremo
" rof

and with the Fathers of Chalcedon. The forma is set fort

by the Apostolic See, yet it is to be received with a judg-
meat, and that free, and each Bishop individually is inferior
to the First, yet so that all together pass judgment even on
his decree.
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CHAP. "They conceived no other way of removing all doubt;%-

" :- for, after the conclusion of the Synod, the Emperor thus
proclaims: 'Let then all profane contention cease, for he
is indeed impious and sacrilegious, who, after the sentence
of so many Priests, leaves anything for his own opinion to
consider/ He then prohibits all discussion concerning
religion; for, says he, 'he does an injury to the judgment
of the most religious Council, who endeavours to open
afresh, and publicly discuss, what has been once judged, and
rightly ordered/

" Here in the condemnation of Eutvches is the order ofif

Ecclesiastical judgments in questions of Faith. He is judged
by his proper Bishop Flavian: the cause is reheared, recon-
sidered by the Pope St. Leo;" (let it be remembered that
Eutyches likewise appealed to Alexandria, Jerusalem, and
Thessalonica ; and that his appeal was taken up by Diosco-
rus of Alexandria, whose violent support of him against St.
Flavian in the second Ephesine Council had nearly rent the
Church in pieces ;) " it is decided by a declaration of the Apo-
stolic See: after that declaration follows the examination,

inquiry, judgment of the Fathers or Bishops, in a General
Council: after the declaration has been approved by the
judgment of the Fathers no place is any longer left for
doubt or discussion.

S. Leo., " To the same effect Leo : ' For no longer is any refuge or
Ep'l 

excuse allowable to any, on plea of ignorance, or difficulty
of understanding, inasmuch as for this very purpose the
Council of about six hundred of our brethren and fellow-

Bishops met together hath permitted no skill in reasoning,
no flow of eloquence, to breathe against the Faith built on
a divine foundation. Since, through the endeavours of our
brethren and representatives, by the help of God's grace,
(their devotion in every procedure being most entire,) it hath
been fully and evidently made manifest, not only to the
Priests of Christ, but to princes also, and Christian powers,
and to all ranks of the Clergy and people, that this is the
truly Apostolic and Catholic Faith, flowing from the fountain
of Divine goodness, which as we have received we preach,
and now with the agreement of the whole world defend pure
and clean from all pollution of error/
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"Thus at length supreme and infallible force is given to SECT.
. in.

an Apostolic decree, after that it is strengthened by universal -
i inquiry, examination, discussion, and thereupon consent and
testimony."

"We add a third point, important to our cause, respect-Ch. 18, ibid.
ing the restitution of Theodoret to his See. After, then, by restored b
order of the Bishops, he had openly anathematized Nes-
torius, the most illustrious magistrates said, ( All doubt re- Leo's judg-

ment.

specting Theodoret is now removed : for he hath both an-
athematized Nestorius before you, and has been received
by Leo, most holy Archbishop of old Rome, and has willingly
accepted the definition of Faith set forth by your Piety, and
moreover hath subscribed the epistle of the aforesaid most
holy Archbishop Leo. It remains, therefore, that sentence
be pronounced by your Reverence, that he may recover his
Church, as the most holy Archbishop Leo has judged/ All
the most reverend Bishops cried out, ( Theodoret is worthy of Maud 7.
his See. Leo hath judged after God/ So then the judg-
ment put forth by Leo concerning his restoration to his See
would have profited Theodoret nothing, unless, after the
matter had been brought before the Council, he had both
approved his faith to the Council, and the judgment of Leo
been confirmed by the same Council. This was done in the
presence of the Legates of the Apostolic See, who after-
wards pronounced that sentence on confirming Leo's judg-
ment, which the whole Synod approved."

An additional proof that St. Leo's previous judgment
would have profited Theodoret nothing had it not been con-
firmed by the Council, is to be found in the fact that,
when Theodoret seemed to hesitate expressly to anathematize
Nestorius, the Bishops cried out, " He is a heretic, he is a
Nestorian, cast out the heretic/'

Let any one of candour consider these Acts of the Council inference
of Chalcedon, and then say, which of these two views agrees [[?m storv.
with them, viz., that St. Leo was first Bishop of the Church,
looked up to with great reverence as the special successor
of St. Peter, and representative of the whole West ; or that
he was beside this the only Vicar of Christ, the source and
origin of the Episcopate, from whom his brethren received
their jurisdiction, which is the Papal Idea of the middle

u
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CHAP. ages. For on the truth of this latter view depends the
IV. 

charge, that the Church of England is in schism.
A fourth What follows may perhaps assist our solution of the ques-
point, the
passing of tion. At this very Council of 630 Bishops, the largest ever
the 28th
Canon. held in ancient times, and where the credit of the Roman

Pontiff was so great, a very celebrated Canon was enacted
concerning the rank of the Bishop of Constantinople. The
Pope's Legates attempted, by absenting themselves, to pre-
vent its being enacted, but that only led to its being con-
firmed the next day, in spite of their opposition. The circum-
stances were as follows, and they seem to deserve our most
steadfast consideration, from their bearing upon the great
subject we are considering, the Papal Supremacy.

Fieury,liv. "On the same dav, being the last of October, the fifteenth
29 Oxf. . . .

Tr. See " session was held, at which neither the magistrates nor Legates
42G?D.7" were present: for after the formula of Faith had been agreed

to, and the private business brought before the Council had
been despatched, the Clergy of Constantinople asked the
Legates to join them in discussing an affair concerning their
Church. This they refused, saying, that they had received
no instructions about it. They made the same 'proposal to
the magistrates, and these referred the matter to the Council.
When the magistrates and Legates therefore had retired, the
rest of the Council made a Canon respecting the prerogatives
of the Church of Constantinople." To make the scope of
this clear we must observe, that the See of Constantinople
had been now for at least seventy years the chief See of the
East: at the second Ecumenical Council, held in 381, at
Constantinople, it is declared in the third Canon, that "the
Bishop of Constantinople shall have the Primacy of honour
after the Bishop of Rome, because that Constantinople is
New Rome." It seems that in the interval that Bishop had
not only taken precedence of Alexandria and Antioch, and
reduced under him the Exarchs of Pontus, Thrace, and Asia,
but that his authority was very great throughout all the East.

Theod., lib, Theodoret says, that St. Chrysostom governed twenty-eight
quoted by Provinces, i. e. eleven forming the Pontic, eleven the Ephe- » "*

Tillemont. sine, and six the Thracian, Dioceses. Accordingly, in its
famous 28th Canon, the Council of Chalcedon only con-
firmed an authority to the Bishop of Constantinople, which
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*

he had long enjoyed and often exceeded. It ran thus : "We, SECT.0 J J 
. * in.

following in all things the decisions of the holy Fathers, and -
acknowledging the Canon of the 150 most religious Bishops
which has just been read, do also determine and decree the
same things respecting the privileges of the most holy city
of Constantinople, New Rome. For the Fathers properly
have allowed the privileges to the throne of the Elder Rome, dTroSeSci-
because that was the imperial city. And the 150 most re-

KCLfTl TO.

ligious Bishops, being moved with the same intention, gave
equal privileges to the most holy throne of Netv Rome, judg-
ing with reason, that the city which was honoured with the
sovereignty and senate, and which enjoyed equal privileges
with the Elder royal Rome, should also be magnified like
her in Ecclesiastical matters, being the second after her.
And (we also decree) that the Metropolitans only of the
Pontic, and Asian, and Thracian Dioceses, and, moreover,
the Bishops of the aforesaid Dioceses who are amongst the

arbarians, shall be ordained by the above-mentioned most
holy throne of the most holy Church of Constantinople;
each Metropolitan of the aforesaid Dioceses ordaining the
Bishops of the Province, as has been declared by the divine
Canons; but the Metropolitans themselves of the said Dio-
ceses shall, as has been said, be ordained by the Archbishop
of Constantinople, concordant elections being made accord-
ing to custom, and reported to him."

"The Legates, being informed of what had passed, de-Tfllemont,
manded that the Council should assemble again, and the 3.711."
magistrates be present. On the morrow, therefore, being
Thursday, the 1st November, the twelfth sitting was held. The sittings
The magistrates were' there with the Legates, and the iy counted. 

are various-

ishops of Illyria, and all the rest. After they had taken
their seats, Paschasinus spoke, having asked permission of
the magistrates, and said that he was astonished that so
many things had been done the day before in their absence,
which were contrary to the Canons and the peace of the
Church, for which the Emperor was labouring with so much
application and zeal. He demanded the reading of what had
passed the day before. And Aetius, (Archdeacon of Con-
stantinople,) having said that it was the Legates themselves
who had refused to be present at the deliberation, presented
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the Canon which had been drawn up with the signatures of
the Bishops .... After the signatures had been read, Lucen-
tius said the Bishops had been surprised, and compelled to
sign. This is what St. Leo repeated often in the letter
which he wrote concerning this twenty-eighth Canon, ac-
cusing Anatolius of having extorted the signatures of the
Bishops, or of having surprised them by his artifices. Never-
theless, upon the reproach of Lucentius, all the Bishops cried
out that no one had been forced. They protested again after-
wards, both all in common, and the principal by themselves,
that they had signed it of their full consent. Anatolius also
maintains to St. Leo, that the Bishops took this resolution
of their own accord.

"The Legates continued to oppose the Canon, and shewed
Mansi 7. that they had an express order of the Pope to do so." "The

' ' magistrates said, < Let each side produce the Canons/ Pas-
chasinus thereupon read the sixth Nicene Canon, with the
celebrated heading, 'The Roman Church always held the
Primacy/ as being opposed to the claim of the See of Con-
stantinople. On the other side Aetius read this same Canon
as it is in the original Greek, and then the three Canons of
the second Ecumenical Council. The magistrates then called
on the Bishops of the Pontic and Asian Dioceses who had
subscribed the new Canon, to declare whether their sub-
scription was voluntary. They severally declare that it was.
The Bishops who had not subscribed are then asked the
same question."

Fieury,iiv. Thereupon "the magistrates said, - 'It appears from theOO OA f\ rf

Tr" vide depositions, first of all that the Primacy and precedency of
Mansi 7. honour should be preserved according to the Canons for the

Archbishop of Old Rome, but that the Archbishop of Con-
stantinople ought to enjoy the same privileges, and that he' 

" i has a right to ordain the Metropolitans of the Dioceses of
Asia, Pontus, and Thrace, in the manner following. In

rrjs Ti/w?s. each metropolis, the clergy, the proprietors of lands, and
the gentry, with all the Bishops of the Province, or the
greater part of them, shall issue a decree for the election of
one whom they shall deem worthy of being made a Bishop
of the metropolis. They shall all make a report of it to the
Archbishop of Constantinople, and it shall be at his option
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either to enjoin the Bishop elect to come thither for ordina- SECT.
tion, or to allow him to be ordained in the Province. As to -
the Bishops of particular cities, they shall be ordained by
all, or the greater part, of the corn-provincial Bishops, under
the authority of the Metropolitan, according to the Canons,
the Archbishop of Constantinople taking no part in such
ordination. These are our views, let the Council state theirs/
The Bishops shouted, (This is a just proposal: we all say the
same : we all assent to it, we pray you dismiss us / with other
similar acclamations. Lucentius, the Legate, said,-'The
Apostolic See ought not to be degraded in our presence;
we, therefore, desire that yesterday's proceedings, which
violate the Canons, may be rescinded; otherwise let our op-
position be inserted in the Acts, that we may know what
we are to report to the Pope, (the Apostolic and chief Bishop Mansi.
of the whole Church,) and that he may declare his opinion of
this contempt of his See, and subversion of the Canons/
The magistrates said,-'The whole Council approves of what
we said/ Such was the last Session of the Council of

Chalcedon."

The remarks of Till em on t on this Canon are significant, Significant
j ,, , ., . ee T, ,, , ., , remarks of

and worth transcribing. "It seems, he says, " to recog- Tiliemont,

nise no particular authority in the Church of Rome, save p011^10'
what the Fathers had grantee! it, as the seat of the empire, on the mode
A _i " M " i " t i ^ . . in which

And it attributes in plain words as much to Constantinople the Canon
as to Rome, with the exception of the first place. Never-
theless I do not observe that the Popes took up a thing so
injurious to their dignity, and of so dangerous a consequence
to the whole Church. For what Lupus quotes of St. Leo's
78th (104th) letter, refers rather to Alexandria and to Antioch,
than to Rome. St. Leo is contented to destroy the founda-
tion on which they built the elevation of Constantinople,
maintaining that a thing so entirely ecclesiastical as the
Episcopate ought not to be regulated by the temporal dig-
nity of cities, which, nevertheless, has been almost always
followed iu the establishment of the metropolis, according
to the Council of Nicea.

" St. Leo also complains that the Council of Chalcedon
broke the decrees of the Council of Nicea, the practice of
antiquity, and the rights of Metropolitans. Certainly it was
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CHAP, an odious innovation to see a Bishop made the chief, not of
IV

'- one department but of three; for which no example could
be found save in the authority which the Popes took over
Illyricum, where, however, they did not claim the power to
ordain any Bishop."

St. Leo's Now I suppose any Roman Catholic would observe that
own Ian- ~ . . _ __..

quite this Canon is entirely opposed to the present Papal Iheory:
?he°present ^-e woul(i say that St. Leo and the West for that very reason n L^ ^ ̂  * W

Roman refused to receive it. The opposition, beyond all question,
claims. . .... . "

is such, tliat it is quite impossible to reconcile them. Let
any one, then, read through the 104th letter of St. Leo
to the Emperor Mauricius, the 105th to the Empress Pul-
cheria, and the 106th to Anatolius himself, arid he will see
that St. Leo bases his opposition to it throughout on its
being a violation of the Nicene Canons: there is not a word
in all the three letters about any violation of the rights of
St. Peter. May we not quote, alas ! St. Leo's words, in

s. Leo., these letters, to St. Leo's successor. " He loses his own, who
Ep. 104.

cap. 3. lusts after what is not his due. . . . For the privileges of the
Churches, instituted by the Canons of the holy Fathers, and
fixed by the decrees of the venerable Nicene Synod, cannot
be plucked up by any wickedness, or changed by any innova-
tion. In the faithful execution of which work, by the help
of Christ, I am bound to shew persevering service; since
the dispensation has been entrusted to me, and it tends
to my guilt, if the rules of the Fathers' sanctions, which
were made in the Nicene Council for the government of the
whole Church, by the teaching of God's Spirit, be violated,
which God forbid, by my connivance; and if the desire of
one brother be of more weight with me than the commou
good of the whole house of the Lord." This to the Em-

Ep. 105. peror. To the Empress thus :-" Since no one is allowed to
attempt anything against the statutes of the Fathers' Canons,
which many years ago were based on spiritual decrees in
the city of Nicea; so that if any one desires to decree
anything against them, he will rather lessen himself than
injure them. And if these are kept uninjured, as it behoves,
by all Pontiffs, there will be tranquil peace and firm concord
through all the Churches. There will be no dissensions con-
cernhw the deuree of honours; no contests about ordinations;
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out the usurpation of SECT,
yf charity both men's -

minds and duties will be kept in the due order; and lie will
be truly great, who shall be alien from all ambition, accord-
ing to the Lord's words, c Whosoever will be great among
you, let him be your minister/ " &c. But to Anatolius^i

thus:-"Those holy and venerable Fathers, who in theEp. 108,
Nicene city established laws of ecclesiastical Canons, which cap*
are to last till the end of the world, when the sacrilegious
Arius with his impiety was condemned, live both with us
and in the whole world bv their constitutions : and if any- " * , »

thing anywhere is presumed upon contrary to what they ap-
pointed, it is without delay annulled," &c.

ut what the violation was he likewise states : it is not

any wrong done to his own See personally. He says to the
Empress: " uut what doth the Prelate of the Church of Ep. 105.

cap. 2.
Constantinople desire more than he hath obtained ? Or
what will satisfy him, if the magnificence and glory of so
great a city satisfy him not? It is too proud and immode-
rate to go beyond one's own limits, and, trampling on anti-
quity, to wish to seize on another's right. And, in order
to increase the dignity of one, to impugn the Primacy of so
many Metropolitans ; and to carry a new war of disturbance
into quiet Provinces, settled long ago by the moderation of'

the holy Nicene Council," &c.
To Anatolius himself he says : " I grieve-that you Ep. IOG.

attempt to infringe the most sacred constitutions of the cap' ~~°
Nicene Canons: as if this were a favourable opportunity
presented to you, when the See of Alexandria IE ay lose the
privilege of the second rank, and the Church of Antioch its
possession of the third dignity: so that when these places
have been brought under your jurisdiction, all Metropolitan
Bishops may be deprived of their proper honour. I op-
pose you, that with wiser purpose you may refrain from
throwing into confusion the whole Church. Let not the

rights of provincial Primacies be torn away, nor Metropolitan
ishops be deprived of their privileges in force from old

time. Let no part of that dignity perish to the See of
Alexandria, which it was thought worthy to obtain through
the holy Evangelist Mark, the disciple of blessed Peter;
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*

CHAP, nor, though Dioscorus falls through the obstinacy of his own
- : - impiety, let the splendour of so great a Church be obscured

by another's disgrace. Let also the Church of Antioch, in
which first, at the preaching of the blessed Apostle Peter,
the name of Christian arose, remain in the order of its here-
ditary degree, and being placed in the third rank never sink
below itself/'

What the So then it was not St. Peter's Primacy, nor his own
ami to 

' 
proper authority in the Church, which St. Leo conceived to

whom done. be attac}ie(j by this Canon ; but he refused to be a party to
Ep. 107. « treading under foot the constitution of the Fathers" - to

disturbing " the state of the universal Church, protected of
old by a most wholesome and upright administration." So
the Emperor Marcian, Anatolius, Julian of Cos, beseech Leo
to grant this, without so much as imagining that they are

- injuring his rank by asking it. I see not how it is possible
to avoid the conclusion, that the power of the First See, even
as its most zealous occupant viewed it, was quite different
from that power which was set up in the middle ages.
This is only one of a vast number of proofs which distinguish
the Primacy from the present- Supremacy. And it is the
more valuable, because St. Leo certainly carries his notion of
his own rights as universal Primate further than any Father
of his time. ,1 shall have occasion to make a like remark

presently in the matter of St. Gregory's protest.
Eeason as- But, indeed, such a Canon as this being passed in the

most numerous Ecumenical Synod, in spite of the opposition
the Pope's Legates, speaks for itself. I am well aware

the 28th that St. Leo refused to receive it, but then the reason which
assigned for this refusal must be carefully weighed. His ^ta" ^

words to the Empress Pulcheria are: "That consent of the
ishops which is opposed to the rules of the sacred Canons

established at Nicea, joining with ourselves your Piety's
faith, we declare void, and by the authority of the blessed
Apostle Peter annul it by a declaration which is absolutely
general, viz., that in all Ecclesiastical causes WE OBEY those
laws which the Holy Spirit, by means of the three hundred and
eighteen Prelates, appointed for the peaceable observance of all
Priests, so that even should a far greater number decree any
thing a
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>/ the af( T
f

where the supreme authority of the Niceiie Canons, to which
the English Church appeals, and by which she claims to be
governed, but he absolutely denies to the Church after him
the power of altering these Canons. A more pointed exclu-
sion, however unconscious, of the doctrine of development,
at least as to the Church's constitution, is not to be found.

According to his decision the 28th Canon was not received The West
in the West ; but it nevertheless always prevailed in the the East"

East, and the Popes ultimately conceded the point it eii- 
"amains

acted. And from the hour it was enacted to this it has Tiilemont,j ^

remained the law of the Eastern Church; and the Patri- p. 731.'
archal power, which in the Western Church has developed
into the Papal, has remained attached to the throne of Con-
stantinople in the other great division of Christ's kingdom.

The ninth Canon of Chalcedon also says :-" If a Clergy- Greater
x>wer of

man has any matter against his own Bishop or another, let "i ear ing

him plead his cause before the Council of the Province. appealsgranted to

if either a Bishop or Clergyman have a controversy against nople, than
the Metropolitan of the same Province, let him have recourse at Sardica
either to the Exarch of the Diocese, or to the throne of the

imperial city of Constantinople, and plead his cause before
it," I remark this, because it is a far greater power of hear-
ing appeals granted to the Bishop of Constantinople, than
was granted to the Bishop of Rome a hundred years before
at the Council of Sardica.

ut there is another Canon of the Council of Chalcedon Code of the

which is of the greatest importance in the Papal controversy, 
ancient
church re-

"After Chrysostome," says Archbishop de Marca, "before
the time of the Council of Chalcedon, the Canons of Nicea, in the tirst

Ancyra, Neocsesarea, Gangra, Antioch, Laodicea, and Con- Chalcedon.
stantinople, to the number of a hundred and sixty-five, w
collected into one body by the industry of some Bishop." §

" " " * ut because the Canons comprehended in that col-
lection, although sufficiently recommencled by their own
utility, had not yet been approved all Churches, and
especially by the Western and the Egyptian, it was ordered
by the first Canon of the Council of Chalcedon, thsit they
should have force everywhere. These are the words of the
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CHAP. Canon according to the version of Dionysius Exiguus. * We
'-- decree that the Canons of the holy Fathers which have been

enacted in the several Councils to the present day should
hold good/ The Canons of the Council of Chalcedon were

added to this collection, which, increased by these enact-
ments, was in force with full authority not only through all
the Churches of the East, but also in the West. To this col-
lection of Canons Justinian referred, when in his novell
(131) he assigns the force of law to those Canons, which had
been issued, or likewise confirmed, -by the four Ecumenical
Councils, that is, which had been passed by particular Coun-
cils, but were confirmed by the first Canon of the Council of
Chalcedon/'

The Eccie- These 165 Canons may be read over in a very short time :CT I *| cflf**! I

Constitu- they elucidate and corroborate each other, and they contain

Itseto a complete system of Church government. Any one then 
1 -h' h

forth. 
may satisfy himself of the truth of the assertion I make :
that they not only do not recognise the Papal monarchy, not
only are silent about it, but that they set forth in the clear-
est manner a system of government, the Episcopal and Patri-
archal, which is essentially opposed to it, which by no inge-
nuity however" great, no novel theory however specious, can
possibly be reconciled with it. They are especially valuable
as proving that no power of hearing Episcopal causes by
appeal belonged, inherently at all, or by practice for three
centuries, to the Roman See.

Relation of Finally the Council of Chalcedon addresses the following
the Council ,. nii-.Tij J.OJ.T
to St. Leo. relation or what it had done to Bt. Leo : I

i 6. " The holy, great, and Ecumenical Council, assembled al
Chalcedon, metropolis of the Province of Bithynia, by tlu
grace of God, and the command of our most pious an
Christ-loving Emperors, to Leo, most holy and blessed Arch
bishop of the Church of the Romans.

" Our mouth was filled with laughter and our tongue witl
joy : grace has fitted this prophecy to us, by whom the resto
ration of piety has been accomplished. For what can be highe
matter of concern for joy than the Faith? or motive for brighteI

pleasure than the knowledge of the Lord, which the Saviou
Himself delivered unto us from above for our salvation, whei
He said, Go yc and make disciples all nations, baptizin
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them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the SECT.
L*

Holy Ghost, teaching them to observe all things whatsoever
I have commanded you. This knowledge, descending to us
like a golden chain from the command of Him who -

t, thou hast kept throughout, being set forth to all The Pope
the interpreter of the voice of the blessed Peter, and st. Peter,

f his faith.
f

exhibited the inheritance of the truth to the children of the

Church, not teaching each by himself in a corner, but mak-
ing known the confession of the Faith with one Spirit, with
one accord and agreement. And we were in deliht toe-
ther, feasting as at a royal banquet, on the spritual dainties
which Christ bestowed on us His guests by thy letter, and
we seemed to behold the heavenly bridegroom going in and
out among us. For if, where two or three are gathered to-
gether in His name, there He said He would be in the midst
of them, how intimately shewed He Himself to five hundred
and twenty Priests, who preferred the declaration of their
confession in Him before both their country and their toil?
Amongst whom thou as a head over the members didst preside, and head
in the persons of those who held thy place, shewing thy members.
good-will. And our faithful Emperors, for the maintenance
of order, as Zorobabel did to Joshua, governed the Church
being as it were Jerusalem, and shewed their zeal for the
re-edification of the Faith. vV

"Now the adversary would have been like a wild beast out
of the fold roaring by himself, not able to catch any, had
not he who of late presided over the Alexandrian Church
thrown himself as a prey unto him. For, shocking as were
his former misdeeds, he has cast them into the shade by his
later. For, contrary to all the order of the Canons, he
deposed that blessed and now sainted Flavian, chief shepherd
of Constantinople, who maintained the Apostolic Faith, and
the most religious Bishop Eusebius: while Eutyches, that
was condemned for impiety, he absolved by his tyrannical
decrees. And the rank which had been taken away by thy
Holiness, as from one unworthy of that grace, he gave back :
and, falling like a ranging wild beast on the vine, tore up
the plant which he found the bc.st, and brought in what was
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CHAP cast forth as fruitless: and those who wrere for the shepherd
IV.

he cut off, but set over the sheep such as had been proved
to be wolves: and beside all this, turned his madness even
against the very one entrusted by the Saviour with the guar-
dianship of the vine, thy Holiness we mean, and meditated ex-
communication against him who was zealous to unite the
body of the Church. And when he should have repented
for this, when he should with tears have besought mercy,
he exulted in them as fine deeds, and, while he rejected the
letter of thy Holiness, resisted all affirmation of the truth.i

Now needful it was to have left him in the portion which
he had chosen for himself, but since we profess to be dis-
ciples of the Saviour, who willeth all men to be saved and
to come to the knowledge of the truth, we hastened to shew
this kindness to him in deed: and we called him fraternally
to trial, not as endeavouring to cut him off, but affording
him opportunity of defence for his recovery. And we prayed
that he might appear better than the varied charges of those
who accused him, that we might dissolve our assembly with
joy, and in nothing have an advantage gained against us by
Satan. But this man, having the conviction of his conscience
written in himself, by declining judgment assented to the ac-
cusations. And he refused the three legal citations made to

m Wherefore that sentence, which by his misdeeds he
gave against himself, we with all possible moderation rati-
fied, stripping the wolf of the shepherd's coat: to which he
was long ago convicted of only pretending. Hitherto our
task has been painful : but here the pleasure of good dawned
upon us "We have been delighted to fill the whole world
with good seed at the cost of rooting up one tare* And
as those who have received authority to pluck up and to
plant, we sighed over a single excision, while we carefully

Present strengthened a harvest of blessings. For it was God that
powerof worked in us and Enphemia triumphant in victorv. whothe feamts ' * * * *

attested offered our assembly as a chaplet to her Bridegroom: and
the Church . . 

* 
, 

°

Catholic, receiving the definition ot the laith from us as if it were
her own confession, presented it to her Bridegroom through
the most pious Emperor, and the Christ-loving Empress,
stilling all the tumult of opponents, giving strength to the
confession of the truth, as dear to her, and with hand and
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tongue adding her sentence unto demonstration to the sen- SECT.IIL

tences of all. This is what we have done together with thee,
who wast present in spirit, and resolved to agree with us as
brethren, and wast all but seen in the wisdom of thy Legates.

" We make known to you also that we have decreed
certain other points with a view to good order and the sta-
bility of the Ecclesiastical laws, being persuaded that your
Holiness likewise, when instructed, will receive and confirm
them. For that long prevailing custom which the holy
Church of God at Constantinople had of ordaining Metro-
politans for the Asian, Pontic, and Thracian Dioceses, we
have now ratified by synodical decree, not so much granting
any favour to the See of Constantinople, as providing for
the good order of the Metropolitan cities, because tumults
often spring up in them upon the death of their Bishops,
the clergy and laity being without a head, and throwing into
confusion the ecclesiastical order. And this your Holiness is
aware of, especially in the case of the Ephesians, for which
you have been often troubled. We have likewise confirmed
the Canon of the 150 holy Fathers who assembled at Con-
stantinople in the time of the great Theodosius of pious
memory, which declares that, after your most holy Apostolic
See, that of Constantinople should be privileged, holding the
second rank; being persuaded that, as you shine yourself in
the full light of Apostolic radiance, you have, with habitual
regard, often extended this likewise to the Church of Constan-
tinople, inasmuch as you can afford without grudging to im-
part your own blessings to your kindred. What therefore we
have decreed for the removal of all confusion, and the con-
firmation of ecclesiastical order, have the goodness, most holy
and blessed Father, to embrace, as being your own, pleasing
to you, and conducing to harmony. For the most holy
Bishops Paschasinus and Lucentius, and the most religious
1 Presbyter Boniface, who is with them, the Legates of your
Holiness, have attempted vehemently to resist what has been
so decreed, doubtless with the wish that you should have the
initiative, and with this good forethought, that the successful
issue not only of the Faith, but of good order, should be set
to your account For we, out of regard to the most pious
and Christ-loving Emperors, who are gratified with this, and
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CHAP, to the illustrious Senate, and in a word to the whole imperial
city, have judged well-timed the confirmation of this honour
to it by the Ecumenical Council, and have ratified it with
confidence, as if it had been begun by thy Holiness, who
art ever ready to cherish them: being aware thai every
success of the children is reckoned to the parents who own
them. We therefore entreat that you would honour our
decision with your suffrage likewise : as we have introduced

H ness

fulfi fi For thus both the
pleasure of the pious Emperors will be cared for, who have
confirmed the decision of thy Holiness as law, and the See
of Constantinople will be requited, which has ever shewn all
eagerness to you in the cause of piety, and zealously joined
itself in harmony with you. But that you may know that
we have done nothing out of favour or enmity, but as guided
by the Divine will, we have left the whole force of the Acts to
you that you may approve of us, confirming, and assenting to,
what we have done."

Distinction The strength of the terms in which the Council here
Primacy honours the Pope seems to correspond to the strength of

opposition which it had offered to his wishes in the
Council's matter of the See of Constantinople. Certain at least it is

that, in spite of the deference shewn at the conclusion, St.
Leo and his successors strained every nerve to annul the
predominance thus given to Constantinople in the East, but
without effect. However, the acts and the words of the
Council, put together, seem to combine what some think
only an inconsistence, the recognition of a true and real
Primacy in the Church, with a true and real self-govern-
ment of its several provinces. Both at this time existed.
On the one hand, he who rejects the Primacy of the Pope,
with this letter of the Council of Chalcedon before him,
must be prepared to give up the witness of antiquity, and to
reject the authority of the Catholic Church. On the other
hand, it is much to be observed that the acts and the words

of the Council give no countenance to the present Papal
Theory, for they declare that in whatever sense Rome is first,
in that same sense Constantinople is second. If the Primus
inter pares becomes a monarch, it is not a development,
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but an usurpation. To deny Peter his own place is schism : SECT.
to refuse him that of Christ, is duty. -SL-

OW let us be fair and even-handed. If the great in- Conclusion
fluence and authority exercised at the Council of Chalcedon ̂i
by St. Leo is to be acknowledged as witnessing the Roman tor^-
Primacy, let us also grant that, unless the Acts and the
Canons of the first four Ecumenical Councils are to be

swept away as waste paper before the omnipotence of Papal
prerogative, then the ancient decrees of Nicea, Constanti-
nople, Ephesus, and Chalcedon, offer an insurmountable
barrier to the present claims of Rome. But concerning the
Canons of Nicea, St. Leo, at least, says:-"I hold all ec-S.Leo,Ep.
clesiastical rules to be dissolved, if any part of that sacro-
sanct constitution of the Fathers be violated." St. Gregory
repeats :-" I receive the four Councils of the holy universal S.Greg.
Church as the four books of the Holy Gospel." Mr. New- ioP*'
man says, " that the definition passed at Chalcedon is the On Deve-
Apostolic Truth once delivered to the Saints, is most firmly 3<&ment'p*
to be received from faith in that overruling Providence,
which is by special promise extended over the acts of the
Church." Does it not equally follow that the Church go-
vernment recognised as immemorial, and enforced at Nicea,
Constantinople, Ephesus, and Chalcedon, and the doctrine
which is involved therein^ are likewise to be maintained, and

that none who appeal to them with truth, as practised by
themselves, whatever else they may fall into, can be guilty of
schism ?
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CHAPTER V

SECT. I.

Period THE hundred and thirty years between the death of St.

theCCouncfi r Leo and the accession of St. Gregory were years of trouble,
ot'Chaice- COBfusi0n, and disaster : " the stars fell from heaven, and thedon. ' * *

powers of the heavens were shaken." The Western empire
was overthrown ; barbarians and heretics obtained the mas-
tery in Italy, and generally in the West; there was but one
fixed and central authority to which the eyes of Churchmen
could turn with hope and confidence in the whole West, that
of the Roman Pontiff. *

Gieseier, " In the East from the beginning of the Monophysite con-
§°Ti7.' tentions the Sees of Alexandria and Antioch had become so
State of the powerless, that only the Patriarchs of Constantinople, sup-

ported by the privileges received from the Council of Chal-
afterthe cedOn, could still match themselves with the Roman Hier-beginning *
of the M - archs. But whilst the former were continuallv dependent on
nophysite .. "-.! 

* 
i " i -11,1^1

conten- the imperial humour, and unceasingly pressed by the Greek
controversial spirit, the latter enjoyed the fullest freedom in
Ecclesiastical matters, and the advantage of standing at the
head of the West, less suspectible of contentions on points
of belief, and therefore united. After the extinction of the

Western Roman Empire, (476,) which had never been bur-
densome, often advantageous, to them, the Roman Bishops
became subjects of German princes, who permitted the
hierarchy to act with perfect freedom in the internal affairs
of the Church. So especially acted Theodorick, king of the
Arian Ostrogoths, (493 - 526,) to whom the schism continu-
ing between Rome and Constantinople gave sufficient secu-
rity, that no connections dangerous to the state were to be
feared from the Catholic hierarchy. When, after the death
of the Bishop Anastasius, the new choice was divided be-
tween Symmachus and Laurentius, (498,) he caused himself
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first to be invited by both parties to decide, and then quietly SECT.
permitted that a Roman Council under Symmachus (502) :-
should reject all interference of laymen in the affairs of the
Roman Church,

"Thus were the Roman Bishops hindered in nothing,
rather would it be only advantageous to them with their new
masters, that they firmly resisted the innovations in belief at&

Constantinople, until they won a new victory over them upon
Grecian wavering, under the Emperor Justin. The natural
consequence of this was, that while the Patriarchs of Con-
stantinople sunk in Ecclesiastical esteem through their inde-
cision in these contentions, the Bishops of Rome only con-
firmed their old renown, of being protectors of oppressed
orthodoxy. " 

" "

* " Under these favourable circumstances the Ecclesiastical

pretensions of the Roman Bishops, who now formed the only
centre of Catholic Christendom in the West over against the
Arian conquerors, could without hindrance increase. They
maintained that not only the right of the highest Ecclesiastical
tribunal in the West, but the superintendence of orthodoxy
and the maintenance of the Church's laws in the whole

Church, belonged to them : and they based these pretensions
still, it is true, at times on imperial edicts, and decrees of
Councils, but oftener upon the privileges granted to Peter by
the Lord. After the Synodus Palmaris, convoked by Theo-
dorick to inquire into the accusations raised anew against
Symmachus by the party of Laurentius, had, influenced by
the circumstances, acquitted him without inquiry, Ennodius,
defender of this Council, Bishop of Ticinum in 511, first
gave utterance to the assertion that the Roman Bishop
can be judged by no one. Soon afterwards it was endea-
voured to give also an historical basis to this principle by
forging acts of older Popes: as likewise other falsifications
of older documents in favour of the Roman Chair even now

come before us. Still the Roman Bishops, to whom already
in Italy the name of Pope was given in distinction, chal-
lenged as yet no other sort of respect than the rest of the
Apostolic Sees: they still confessed that they were subordi-
nate to General Councils, and that Bishops were bound to
hear them only in case of a fault incurred, but otherwise
were their equals in rank/'
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CHAP. What I have selected, as bearing on our subject, will illus-
V.

trate this summary of Gieseler. .
Affair of In the year 457 sad excesses took place at Alexandria.
Timothy
the Cat The authority of the Council of Chalcedon was resisted in
settled by
the general Egypt, especially after the death of the Emperor Marcian,
consent of
the Metro- its supporter. The Patriarch Proterius, who had succeeded
poiitans on the deposition of Dioscorus, was martyred in the bap-
and their A Vf -M-

Councils. tistery, and Timothy the Cat set up by a furious party in his
stead. He was the instigator of this murder, and the de-
clared enemy of the Council of Chalcedon: but he had got
possession of the Church of Alexandria. The case therefore
respected what Rome still considered to be the second See of
the Church, as well as concerned the preservation of the true
Faith. In this emergence the Catholic Bishops of Egypt
applied to the Emperor Leo, and to Anatolius, Archbishop
of Constantinople. They beseech the Emperor that he

Man si 7. would " condescend to write to the most holy Archbishop of
528. D.

the Roman city, in order that these events might be made
known to him; likewise to the Bishop of Antioch, and Jeru-
salem, and of the city of Thessalonica, and of Ephesus, and
to such others as he should think good: for that they had
already set their cause by petition before Anatolius, Arch-
bishop of the royal city : in order that their Holiness, taking
certain cognizance of the evils which have been caused to the
Churches and Bishops of the orthodox through Timothy,
may report to your Piety what, in such misdeeds, is decreed
by the rules of the holy Fathers." Of Timothy they say

Mansi 7 that he " anathematizes the supreme Archbishops, that is,
529. C.

Leo of Rome, Anatolius of Constantinople, and Basil of
Antioch." The same Bishops request Anatolius, whom they

Mansi 7 entitle "most religious Father," to "make known their sor-
532. B.

534. D. rows by synodical letters to Leo, most holy Pontiff of the
Roman Church, also to the Bishops of Antioch, Jerusalem,
Thessalonica, and Ephesus, and such others as shall seem
good, since this crime is a common injury, that all the
Bishops of the whole world taking cognizance of the pre-
sumptuous acts of Timothy, and of his innovations against
the holy rules and orthodox religion, may write back by
synodical letters to the Emperor and to your Holiness, ac-
cording to the venerable rules of the Fathers, and give
without delay the proper order to be followed." The Em-
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peror directs Anatolius to hold a Council on the matter, "in SECT.
order that gaining from all their letters a complete know 
ledge on these things," he might restore tranquillity to the "' 22' °'
Egyptian Diocese. Anatolius informs the Emperor that he
had made the matter known to the Pope and the several
Metropolitans, and gives his sentence, " I determine that ib., 538. A.
Timothy is not worthy of the Episcopate." The Emperor
wrote besides to the Metropolitans throughout the world,
beginning with the Pope, directing them to hold Provincial
Councils on the matter. Thirty-six of their answers are
extant, including that of St. Leo, who spoke for the whole
West, and of Anatolius: the rest belong to the chief Metro-9 x O

politans of the East, speaking in the name of their several
ishops, as well as in their own. All approved the Council

of Chalceclon : all rejected the ordination of Timothy. Thus
the matter was settled by common consent.

Bossuet, after referring to this, says : " Let them now call Def.,iib. 9.
Bishops Counsellors of the Roman Pontiff. But the Em- °* '
peror did not ask for Councils from the Bishops, to send to
Pope Leo, but decrees and judgments, to be immediately
executed, . . . Thus in the most important dissensions and
dangers the authority of the Catholic Church, diffused
throughout the world, but actuated ever by one spirit, exer-
cises itself even without a General Council."

It may be added that a dispute concerning the succession Great au-
to what had been from the earliest times the Second See,
was not referred simply to the judgment of the First: nay,
the oppressed Catholic Bishops of Egypt apply to the Pa-
triarch of Constantinople immediately, but to the Pope only
mediately, and through him. And Anatolius occupies that
place, which his predecessors since 381 had held de facto, and
which had been assigned to him de jure by the Council of
Chalcedon in its 28th Canon. His Deacon, Asclepiades, it
appears, carried his letters to the Pope and all the Bishops
who had met at Chalcedon, asking their decision, as did the
Emperor, both respecting Timothy, and the maintenance of
the Council of Chalcedon.

v \
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CHAP
V.

SECT. II.

Schism be- IN the year 482 incidents arose which led to a most
East nd calamitous schism, lasting for thirty-five j^ears, between
West in the the ^Qie ^ast au(j the West. jo^n Talaia was dulytime of *

Acacius. elected Patriarch of Alexandria, but in notifying his elec- * v CT

tion to his brother Patriarchs of Rome, Constantinople,
Antioch, and Jerusalem, it so happened that his letter to
Acacius of Constantinople was not duly delivered, and that
Patriarch, hearing of his election first from other sources,
imagined that a deliberate slight was intended to his own
person, or to his See. It would appear that the Patriarchs
of Constantinople even at this time aspired to the exercise
of very nearly, if not quite, as great power in the East, as
the Patriarch of Rome possessed in the West. Thus Acacius
in his anger set himself against John Talaia, and caused the
heretical Peter Mongus to be recognised by the Emperor
and the East as Patriarch of Alexandria. Through the
same influence Calendion, the legitimate Patriarch of An-
tioch, was expelled, and the heretical Peter the Fuller
substituted. John Talaia fled to Rome for succour. In

vain Pope Felix the Third remonstrated with Acacius,
who, supported by the Emperor Zeno, persisted in the
course he had begun. Thereupon, after repeated admo-

Pope Felix nitions, Pope Felix, at the head of his Council of 77 Italiancondemns T>. _ .
Acacius, .Bishops, pronounced sentence of absolute degradation and

excommunication against Acacius in the following terms:
Mansi 7. « Have therefore thy portion with those whom thou willingly
llO(-O. , 

° *

embracest, according to the present sentence, which we
direct to thee through the defender of thy Church, being
severed from sacerdotal rank, and Catholic Communion,
and likewise from the number of the faithful. Learn that

thou art deprived of the name and office of the sacerdotal
ministry, being condemned by the judgment of the Holy
Spirit, arid the Apostolical authority, and never to be re-
leased from the bond of Anathema.-" At the same time

Peter Mongus of Alexandria, and Peter the Fuller of An-
tioch, were condemned. So that we have the First See at
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the head of its Provincial Council deposing the legitimate SECT.
occupant of the de facto Second See, and disallowing the j :-
occupants of the Third and Fourth See, whom the Second
had established. The decree was carried secretly to Con-
stantinople, for no one dared to deliver it publicly through
fear of the Emperor, and attached by some bold monks to
the robe of Acacius as he was entering Church to celebrate
mass. This action cost the monks their lives. But Acacius who resists,

treated the Pope's decree with summary contempt, in which he East and
was borne out both by the Emperor and the whole East. The ̂ 
most lamentable consequence was, that Communion between
the East and West was broken off from A.D. 484 to 519:

that Acacius induced the Emperor Zeno to impose his
enoticon on all the Bishops of his Empire, by which the

authority of the Council of Chalceclon was set at nought:
and that heresy and disturbances everywhere prevailed.

Now, inexcusable as the conduct of Acacius was, the whole
East seems to have agreed that the act of Pope Felix was a
stretch of authority to which they could not submit. Their
defence was, that nothing but an Ecumenical Council could
depose the Bishop of Constantinople, against whom not
heresy in his own person, but communicating with heretics,
was alleged. On the other hand Pope Gelasius, the successor
of Felix, high as he pushes his Primacy in the documents
which are' extant of his writing on this point, does not ab-
solutely say that he could depose of his own authority the
Bishop of Constantinople without a Council, although, cer-
tainly, his language is much bolder than that of Pope St.
Innocentjin the case of St.Chrysostome ninety years before,
but maintains rather that Acacius was already condemned _tA j*. ̂- -

by the Council of Chalcedon for communicating with Euty- ' *
chean heretics; and that he was simply carrying out the
provisions of that Council, which not only the Apostolic
See might do, but any Pontiff; ({ weighing which things," Mansi 8.
he observes, "according to the tradition of the Fathers, wepopeGela-
are confident that no true Christian is ignorant, that nos|US(Ie-;0 clares that

other See is more bound beyond the rest to execute the he is carry-
. M n , n .. , . , , , -ing out the

appointment of every single Council, which the assent oiprovisioua
the universal Church has approved, than the First See, jjjjj of
which both confirms every Council by its own authority, Chaicedou
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CHAP, and maintains it by its continued government, that is, in
- 

' 
- right of its first rank, which the blessed Apostle Peter

received from the voice of the Lord, and with the no less f

agreement of the Church hath ever held and holds." On
De Cone., which passage De Marca says, " He claims for the First
liH 3 r* 7 to "/* ^Tr

§ 2. ' See the especial execution of the Canons, but of those
Canons which have been already received, and which the
consent of the universal Church hath approved." On the
one hand, therefore, we have the Eastern Church, with a
cause otherwise bad, (for I suppose nothing can be alleged
in favour of Peter Mongus, or Peter the Fuller, or the
Henoticon of Zeno, or the conduct of Acacius as concerns

these,) yet jealously maintaining its own self-government,
. in which it seems quite borne out by the deposition of Paul

of Samosata by the Bishops of the East alone in 272, by
the Acts of the Second Ecumenical Council in 381, and by
the 28th Canon of Chalcedon in 451. I find these historical

facts, not to mention the whole undeniable early government
of the Church, not, to say the least, quite falling in with
that view of the Primacy which I am about to quote f m
Pope Gelasius, although that view itself differs toto coelo
from the claim set up in the middle ages, which is now

Eastern sought to be imposed on all Churches. The Emperor
view of the

Church's Theodosius had declared absolutely to St. Ambrose in the
ment from ma^ter of Maximus, who claimed the See of Constantinople,
the begm- ̂hat the West had nothing to do with the government of the
ning. ° °

East : i. e. that its Patriarchs were in their several spheres
supreme, subject of course to the common laws and Canons
of the Church Catholic : and, so far as I can judge, this
seems to have been the Eastern view from the very beginning
to the present day: but the West not only gradually sub-
mitted to the Patriarchal authority of the Roman Bishop,
(for at first Africa undoubtedly, and probably Britain, not

m

this,) but likewise recognised in St. Peter's See a certain
control over the whole Church, as defender and conservator
f its Canons. It was alleged in behalf of Acacius, that he
had not recognised Peter Mongus as Patriarch of Alexandria

Mansi, without first absolving him. Pope Gelasius replies : " Since
so. 

me yOU }iave not tne " j^ e|tjier Of absolvin or
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receiving properly a person in such a position, it is plain SECT.TT

that he was not acquitted lawfully or regularly,". . ." For, so - - -
long as my sentence against him remains, you having 110
right without [me to undo my sentence, by what power is
he either asserted to have been judged, or by what authority
received?" Although St. Chrysostome near a hundred years
before had governed eight and twenty Provinces as Bishop
of Constantinople, although the Second Ecumenical Coun-
cil had given that Bishop the rank of Second Bishop in
the Church, and the Fourth Ecumenical Council ratified it
afresh, and although Anatolius, at the Council of Chalcedon,
had acted unquestionably as Second Bishop, in the presence
of the Papal Legates, nay, been acknowledged by them as
such, yet Pope Gelasius insists upon calling the Bishop of
Alexandria the Second Bishop, and even insults Acacius by
terming: him a suffragan of Heraclea. He thus states his Mansi,4- +v\ <3

own Primacy : and surely the official statement of a Pope p. 54.
at the* end of the fifth century about his own rights ought PopeGeia-* . S1US states

to be considered as setting them high enough. It is there- his Pri-
fore an additional confirmation, that those who reject a
totally different claim are not guilty of schism. Pope
Gelasius savs, * -*

" No one either could, or ought to expel, or restore, the
Prelate of the Second See, without the consent of the First
See. Unless indeed the whole order of 'things is to be
thrown into disturbance and confusion, and neither the First,
nor the Second, nor the Third See, is to claim observance or
reception according to the ancient statutes of our ancestors ;
and by the removal of the head, all the members, as we see,
are to struggle in wild contest against each other, and that
which was written concerning the people of Israel is to
happen: ' In those days there was no king in Israel; every
man did that which was right in his own eyes/ For with
what reason or consistence are other Sees to meet with de-p

ference, if the ancient and time-honoured reverence is not
paid to the First See of the most blessed Peter, by which the
dignity of all Priests has ever been strengthened and con-
firmed, and for which, by the all-prevailing and peculiar
judgment of the three hundred and eighteen Fathers, its most
ancient honour was maintained "
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CHAP. l/o UD tie S3 rope \jreiasius read the decrees 01 tue

Council according to the copy followed by Dionysius Exi-
s.Leo.,Op. guus, wherein the 6th Canon begins. "The Roman Church
tom. 3.52. always had the Primacy." But then it must not be for-

gotten, that the Council speaks of the three great Sees in
precisely similar language, so that to make a Monarchy out
of the Primacy is utterly to contradict and destroy the
meaning of that Council, Pope Gelasius proceeds, " Inas-
much as they remembered the sentence of the Lord, f Thou
art Peter, &c/ And again to the same, ' Lo, I have prayed
for thee, that thy faith fail not, &c. f and again, f If thou
lovest Me, feed My sheep/ Why then is the Lord's dis-
course so often directed to Peter ? Were not, then, the other
lioty and blessed Apostles endued with similar virtue ? Who

S. Jerome would venture to assert this ? But ' that by the appointment
Jovinian, of a head the occasion of schism might be removed/ and that
1 ' * c> * the body of Christ might be shewn to be of one compactness,

meeting in one head by the most glorious bond of affection,
and that the Church, which should be faithfully believed,
might be one, and one the house of the One Lord and One
Redeemer, in which we should be nourished of One Bread

and of One Cup. Wherefore, as I have said, our ancestors,
those reverend masters of the Churches, and illustrious lumi-
naries of the Christian people, whom the worth of their virtues
raised even to the most glorious victories of confession, and
to the bright crowns of martyrdom, being full of the charity
of Christ, sent to that See, in which Peter the chief of the
Apostles had sat, the commencements of their Priesthood,
looking thence for the greatest confirmation of their own
strength. In order that by this sight it may be evident to
all, that the Church of Christ is really in all respects one and
indissoluble, which, wrought together by the bond of con-
cord, and the wondrous contexture of charitv, is shewn to be ' J *

that robe of Christ single and undivided throughout, which
not even the very soldiers who crucified the Lord dared to
part."

If the Pope means by the above expressions the notifi-
cation of their accession which the Patriarchs and Primates

made to Rome, it must be added, that he too made the like
to them, and that they as little waited for his authority,
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when duly elected, to be consecrated, or to commence their SECT.
functions, as he for theirs. A little further on he says,

" Assuredly there were twelve Apostles of equal merits and
equal dignity. And though all shone equally with spiritual
light, yet Christ willed that one out of them should be the
chief, and directed him by a marvellous dispensation unto
Rome the mistress of the nations, that in the chief or first
city He might place Peter the first and chief."

But as the identity of language used by the Nicene Council Remark
about the three great Sees implies the sameness of their
authority, so here the words first and chief imply second and
like. The Archbishop of Canterbury is the first Peer of
England, but the last created Baron is just as much a Peer
as he. Or again, he is the Primate of England, and mat-
ters beyond the sphere of his suffragans need his ratification,
but the inferior Bishops do not derive their authority from
him : and they have a deliberative voice as well as he. So
in the Apostolic College Peter was "first member of the
universal Church," as Pope St. Gregory observes, but the
Head of all was Christ. That which we resist is not the Pope
being Petri Vicarius, but his being, singly and solely, Christi Distinction
TT* * mi _**" /* i " i i* //* 11 ̂  S-

Vicamm. The restriction of this latter term to him, (for all from
i-l i *

Bishops are so as to Order in that they are Bishops, and eva °aima*
as to Jurisdiction within their own Diocese,) after the first
thousand years of the Christian era, gave an entirely new
meaning to it: and on this Idea the Ecclesiastical legislation
of Gratian's decretals, and the succeeding ones, is built.
But the phraseology of the First, Second, Third, &c. Sees,
here used by Pope Gelasius, and universal in the time of the
seven Ecumenical Councils, is quite opposed to this Idea.
Certainly the Papal authority, as stated by Pope Gelasius in
493, is much greater than that claimed by Pope Julius in his
letter to the Eusebian Bishops in 340,-and this was the
reward of that unshaken orthodoxy which the First See had
maintained in those hundred and fifty years, save the tem-
porary fall of Liberius,-but it is the same in kind. The
Primacy, being itself of divine institution, might yet have
greater or smaller privileges attached to it by the Canons of
Councils, or tacit consent of Bishops, but Primacy and Mo-
narchy are radically different Ideas: so are the Patriarchal
and the Papal Systems.
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CHAP. That in fact Popes Felix and Gelasius were asserting and
--: exercising privileges which had not been originally admitted

as belonging to their See is plain, not only from the resistance
of the East, but from the extant words of Pope Gelasius. He
says in his instructions to Faustus, the Legate of King Theo-
dorick,

Mans5,tom. "They set against us the Canons, not knowing what they

p <w say : aga^ns^ which they betray their opposition by this very
siusattri- thing, that they shrink from obeying the First See. when itIf Vi" ^ *

power of advises them soundly and rightly. It is the Canons them-
appeals to selves which have ordered that appeals from the whole Church
the Caiious. $houid be deferred to the examination of this See. But they

have decreed that no appeal any where should in any case
be made from it, and by this that it should judge of the whole
Church, while it should come itself before no one's judg-
ments, nor have they ordered that judgment should ever
be passed upon its judgment, but appointed that its sen-
tence should not be annulled, but rather its decrees ob-
served."

Here it is most carefully to be remarked that Pope Ge-
lasius, like Pope Leo I. and Pope Zosimus, attributes the
power of hearing appeals, belonging to his See, to the Canons,
those doubtless of Sardica, in other words, to the regulations

His claim made by his brother-Bishops in Councils. As to the claim
itself we have already seen that St. Innocent said something

Pope St. much less than this about eighty years before to St. Aure-
Innocent, t m ° ^ J
rejected by lius, St. Augustine, and the Universal Council of Africa:
Bishops, whereupon they asked him for his authority: authentic

copies of the Nicene Canons -were brought from Alexandria
and Constantinople, and no such thing was found in them :
and when it appeared that the Pope referred to the very
limited privilege of hearing appeals first given to his See by
the Council of Sardica, St. Aurelius, St. Augustine, and the
Universal Council of Africa, positively refused to admit his
right: and what they refused may, I suppose, be refused
with impunity to the end of the world. Further, no such
Canons, as the Pope refers to, can be produced, though the
ancient Canons of the Church, either in the East or West,*

have not perished: but the Canons of the great Council of
Chalcedon can be shewn, which declare that the See of Con-
stantinople is the ultimate tribunal of appeal at least in the
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East. Moreover, as I have quoted above, St. Augustine SECT.
expressly mentions the power of appealing from the judg- :-
ment of Pope Melchiades to an Universal Council: in fact,
appeal was made from him to a provincial Council at Aries,
without protest on his part. In truth it by no means follows
that, because the Primacy is of divine institution, therefore
all the privileges which are claimed under cover of the

- Primacy are likewise of divine institution. It was not schism
to make the distinction in St. Augustine's or St. Cyril's
time, neither is it schism now.

Peace and union were only restored to the Church at the Restoration
accession of the Catholic Emperor Justin, in the year 519, the1 terms"
when the terms of the Pope were complied with, and theofRome*
name of Acacius, as well as of the Patriarchs who had suc-

ceeded to him since the schism, expunged from the diptychs.

SECT. in.

IN the year 499 Pope Symmachus was accused by certain PopcSym-
of his Clergy and Laity to the King Theodorick, who sent a ordered by
ishop as visitor to take charge of the Roman Church, till Jhe°do!'ic,k A ° } to be tried

the matter should be examined bv a Council. This Council
Italian'

the king caused to assemble out of the Provinces of Rome, Council.
Milan, and Aquileia. On their passage to the Council many
of these Bishops saw the king at Ravenna, and asked him
the cause of the Council. " The most pious king replied,
that many horrible stories had been brought to him con-
cerning the conduct of Pope Symmachus, and that it ought
to appear, by judgment in a Council, whether the accusation
of his enemies was true." The above-mentioned Pontiffs

replied, "that the person who was attacked ought himself
to have called the Council, knowing that to his See in the
first place the rank or chiefship of the Apostle Peter, and
then the authority of venerable Councils following out the
Lord9s command, had committed a peculiar poiver in the Singuia-

ent be easily found to shew, that rein.
e of the afore-mentioned See had
if his inferiors. But the most

Ill
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CHAP, letter his consent to the convoking of the Council." So at

- '- - length the Council was held, and Pope Symmachus attended,
and expressed his thanks to the king for the calling of the
Council. Thus all scruple as to the Council's authority
being removed, the Pope then desired that "the visitor,
who had been demanded by a part of the Clergy, or certain
of the Laity, contrary to religion, the statutes of the ancients,
or the rules of our ancestors, should at once give way at the
order of the Bishops/' that all his power should be returned
to him, " and the Prelate of so high a rank be first regularly
restored to his previous condition, and then, not before,
would plead his cause, and, if it so seemed good, answer the
propositions of his accusers." This the Council thought
should be done, but ventured not to decree anything with-
out the knowledge of the king. The king, when applied to,
" ordered that Pope Symmachus before the recovery of his

v patrimony, or the Churches which he had lost, should meet
his opponents : and the Pope even then was unwilling tom

resume the privileges of his authority, and the concessionsA

which, as we justly consider, he had made for the purpose of
clearing his conscience." But the Pope on his way to the
Council was attacked by his opponents, and ran the risk of
his life : whereupon he declined attending any more, and
replied that " he had not insisted on the above-mentioned
Canons, humiliating his dignity through the desire of clearing
himself, nearly at the cost of his life through such perils :
that the king his lord had the right to do what he chose,
but that in the mean time, if he refused to plead, he could
not be compelled by the Canons" The king's reply was,
" That he left it to the Council to prescribe the course of
proceeding in so important a matter: nor had he any con-
cern with Ecclesiastical affairs, save to reverence them, and
that he committed it to the power of the Pontiffs to take
the course they thought most advantageous, whether they
chose to hear the matter before them, or not, provided only
that by the care of the venerable Council peace might be

TheCouncl restored to all Christians in the city of Rome." Where-
acquits him , ~ ., e*r* -n " ** i /» ^ t
without upon the Council says, "Following the commands of God

we have ffiven her ruler to tiaty" Then, alleging the dif-
case. ficult circumstances which had attended their convocation,
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the dignity of the Apostle Peter's See, the impropriety of SECT.
the sheep taking on them to provide against the snares of - :
the wolf, rather than the shepherd, and the consent of almost
all the people to Symmachus, they determine "that Pope Synodus
Symmachus. Prelate of the Apostolic See, attacked by the tertia sub
above chares, be, so far as regards men, discharged and p
free, because the whole matter has been left to the divine z-±/

judgment on account of the hindrances opposed by the A. 250.
above-mentioned causes ; and that, without any crime being
objected to him, he deliver the divine mysteries to the Chris-
tian people in all the Churches which belong to the right of
his See : because we declare that he cannot be bound by the
accusation of his enemies on account of the above-mentioned

causes."

It -is clear, T think, that the Bishops of Italy declined to
judge their head in a private matter, (he is said to have been
accused of adultery,) whatever they might have done in a
case of heresy. But this matter farther drew forth the fol- Remark-
lowing remarkable letter from Avitus, Bishop of Vienne. Of §t.
It is addressed to the Roman Senators Faustus and Sym- Avitu3-
machus. After premising that he could have wished the
calamities of the times had permitted them to come to Rome,
or, at least, that reasons of state did not hinder them from
holding a national Council, but that, as neither of these
courses was possible, all his Gallican brothers had charged Testimony
him to make a representation in their name, he proceeds : Primacy.
"While we were in a state of anxiety and alarm about the Aviti Epi*t
cause of the Roman Church, inasmuch as we felt that our Faustum et
order was endangered by an attack upon its head, as a single
accusation would have smitten us all even without any ills*8- 293-
feeling of the multitude (in each Church), had it struck down tare sta-
the rank of our chief; anxious, I say, as we thus were, cessito\4r-
copies of the form of the sacerdotal decree were brought ustlc?senti~r D entes.

from Italy, which the Prelates of Italy, convened at the
city, had issued concerning Pope Symmachus. And though
the consent of a numerous and venerable Council gives
importance to this decree, yet our judgment is, that, if holy
Pope Symmachus were accused to the secular powers, he
should rather have gathered about him the support of his
fellow-Priests, than have undergone their judgment. Be-
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CHAP, cause, as the ruler of heaven orders us to be subject to
- '- - earthly powers, foretelling us that we shall stand before

kings and princes under whatever accusation it may be, so
Eminen- We cannot easily conceive by what reason or law the superior

is to be judged by his inferiors. For since the Apostle in a
well-known precept exclaims, that an accusation ought not
to be received even against an Elder, what licence for accusa-
tions against the chiefship of the universal Church ought to
be allowed? And the venerable Council, providing against
this itself by a laudable decree, chose to reserve to the
judgment of God a cause which, with reverence to it be it
said, it had almost inconsiderately undertaken to examine :
observing however as briefly as it could, that none of the
crimes objected to the Pope had been proved either to itself,
or to the most illustrious King Theoclorick. Wherefore, as
a Roman senator, and as a Christian Bishop, (so may the
prosperity you desire be granted to your times by the gift
of the God of heaven, so may the dignity, by which you are
conspicuous, maintain to the whole world the honour of the
Roman name amid the shaking of earthly things,) I conjure
you that the state of the Church be not less precious to you
than that of the commonwealth, and that the power which
God has put in your hands be for our advantage too, and
that you bear not less affection in your Church to the See
of Peter, than in your state to the capital of the world. If
you judge the matter with your profound consideration, not
merely is that cause which was examined at Rome to be

TheEpi- contemplated: but as, if in the case of other Priests (i. e.
scopate it- T»' i \ i i " -i "* i " i *
self injured -thsnops) any danger be incurred, it can be repaired; so, i
so/of the'" ^l- P°Pe of the City be put in question, not a single Bishop,
p°Pe' but the Episcopate itself, ivill appear to be in danger. You

are well aware among what storms of heresies, while their
winds sweep around us, we guide the ship of Faith : if, with
us, you dread such dangers, it were well to defend your
pilot by sharing his toil. Otherwise what means of safety
is there, if the crew rage against the master, and way be
given to them at their own hazard in such a crisis ? He who
rules the Lord's fold will render an account how he admi-
nisters the care of the lambs entrusted to him : but it

belongs not to the flock to alarm their own shepherd, but
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to the Judge. Wherefore restore to us, if it be not vet SECT.
" in

restored, concord in our chief." . ^rr-.-1-trine i ivi^

Doubtless in weighing the expressions of the letter the lem concor-
occasion of it must be borne in mind, viz., the first Metro-
politan of the world, and the occupant of St. Peter's See,
had been accused by some of his own Clergy and Laity to
the civil power, who had directed his own suffragan Bishops
to sit in judgment on him. What therefore would have
been a great violation of the Cation in the case of any Me-
tropolitan, was attempted on the person of the first Bishop
of the Church. This may account for the words of St.
Avitus, " inasmuch as we feel that our order was endangered
by an attack upon its head, as a single accusation would have
smitten us all even without any ill feeling of the multitude
(in each Church), had it struck do\vn the rank of our chief/'
Granting this, I confess I have not found any testimony so
plain and so unimpeachable as this, of the same date, A.D.
501, to the great eminence of the Bishop of Rome, and to
his position in the Church; at least according to the view
held of him in the West. I question whether an Eastern
would have said near so much. Receiving therefore the
words of St. Avitus in their full and natural sense, and as
the voice of all the Bishops of Gaul in his day, nothing can
be more satisfactory than to feel, that they bear witness to
the Patriarchal, and not to the Papal, Idea of the Church's
constitution. The Bishop of Rome is " emiuentior" among idea indi-
his " Consacerdotes :" the First of the Bishops, so that what- these 

m

ever touches his person, concerns the whole Episcopate : if woras-
the Bishop of Rome had never demanded more, the unity of
Christendom had not, on his account, been broken.

The Council, which in language so cautious acquitted Pope statement
Symmachus, found both impugners and defenders. Among ° " n

the latter Ennodius, then a Deacon of high repute, after- the Council.
wards Bishop of Ticinum, maintained that though the Bishop
of Rome could send Bishops, as visitors, into the Sees of
accused persons, yet that no power on earth could do the
like to him : " God perchance has willed to terminate the Ennodius,
causes of other men by means of men: but the Prelate of^pjo *
that See He hath reserved without question to His own
judgment. It is His will that the successors of the blessed 2«4. A.
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CHAP. Apostle Peter should owe their innocence to Heaven alone,
-- and should manifest a pure conscience to the inquisition of V^H

most severe Judge." He maintained likewise that " St.
37.18. See Peter has transmitted to his successors as a sort of dowry the*» *" " Q

fulness of his own merits, and the heritage of innocence.
What was granted him in reward for his glorious deeds
belongs likewise to those whose conversation and life are not
less brilliant. Who can doubt that he is holy, who finds
himself exalted to so high a degree of dignity ? If he wants
the advantages acquired by virtue of his own merit, those of
his predecessor are sufficient for him. Jesus Christ either
raiseth thither illustrious persons, or makes illustrious those
who are so raised. And He, who invisibly sustains this
spiritual building, well knows who is fit to serve for visible
foundation to the great fabric of His Church. In fine,
Ennodius has maintained, that the dignity of the Holy See
renders impeccable those who mount it, or rather that God
does not permit to approach there save those whom He has
predestined to be saints. The continued holiness of so many
supreme Pontiffs, predecessors of Symmachus, had inspired
him with such an idea of the supreme Pontificate."

I can well understand this language in the mouth of an
earnest Italian Churchman at the beginning of the sixth
century: and the necessity which was felt amid the continual
flux and reflux of worldly powers to have a sacrosanct and
immoveable authority in the centre of the Church. I can-
not, indeed, say whether Ennodius would have spoken so
confidently of the holiness of St. Peter being an heirloom of
his See, had he lived at the beginning of the eleventh, or of
the sixteenth centurv, instead of the sixth. The remem- *- '

brance of John XII. or of Alexander VI. might have sullied
His defence that glorious dream of sanctity. However that may be, this
the'Pope in defence of the Synod was read before Pope Symmachus and
Council. v,;o Council, and so warmly approved by them as to be in-

serted in the Acts, and ratified with all the authority they
Fieury, 30. could give to it. " The Pope ordered that it should be putr\ f^|

into the number of the Apostolical decrees. The Bishops
next demanded the condemnation of those, who had accused
the Pope, and attacked the Council. But the Pope begged
that his persecutors might be treated more gently, declaring
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that he pardoned them. Nevertheless, to provide against SECT.
" in

such evils, he demanded that the ancient Canons should be '--
observed, according to which the sheep ought not to accuse their
pastor, if he does not err against the Faith, or if he has not
done them any private Avrong. The first of these exceptions
is remarkable, because the Pope there admits that every
Bishop, and himself, can be accused of error against the
Faith." But the seed thus cast into the fertile ground of His opinion
the Apostolical decrees was destined to germinate strongly. ̂  gee fs
Gradually the opinion of Ennodius "that the First See is Jlldsed *7 J f no man

judged by no man," grew into a dogma, which became an
axiom in medieval times. How much the power of the
Roman Pontiff had grown in the 120 years which had elapsed
from the time of Pope Damasus, we may judge from the fact
that a letter exists from a Roman Council in his day, A.D. 378,
to the Emperors Gratian and Valentinian, which stands in
direct and formal contradiction to the dogma of Ennodius.
"Hear also." it says, "another thing which that holy man Mansi,torn.

8 627 A

(Pope Damasus) wishes rather to attribute to your piety than 626. E.
to claim for himself, and not to take from any one, but Yet is

^^i-n cr-/.,7 j i " " contra-

assign to the Emperors, since he does not ask any new prim- dieted by
lege, but follows the precedents of his ancestors, that /7 ^
Bishop, if his cause is not entrusted to a Council, d ^-* ^ -^- *

If before the Imperial Council. For likewise Pope Sylvester, And by the
T 11 n " i j j i- " practice of

when accused by sacrilegious men, pleaded his own cause Pope^yi-
before your ancestor Constaiitine. And similar examples vesten
are at hand out of Scripture : for when the holy Apostle
suffered violence from the prefect, unto Csesar he appealed,
and unto Caesar he was sent." A little before the writer,

supposed to be St. Ambrose, had begged for Pope Damasus,
"that he should not be treated as inferior to those, whom,
though equal in office, he excels in the prerogative of the
Apostolical See :" he means the Bishops, who were exempt
from being tried by civil tribunals.

Now, doubtless, in all this, in the additional power, which Remarks
their own noble and fearless maintenance of the Faith in the "ciaent.
fourth and fifth centuries caused to be attached to the Roman

Pontiffs, and in the very necessity for this which arises out
of the hostile bearing of the powers of the world towards the
Bride of Christ, the continual attempt to jcnake her a slave

v
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CHAP, whom they should honour as a queen, "we see before our
eyes the centralizing process by which the See of St. Peter

man on De- became the head of Christendom :" but what I do not see is,
opmen, ^^ prjviieges^ not from the beginning inherent in that See,

but added to it in the long course of ages, here one, and
there another, by the concurrence or tacit allowance of
Bishops in the West, can come forth as a divine right,*to
which all men, upon pain of their salvation, must yield.
What, not being an original divine gift, was, in process of
time, merely allowed by Bishops, may be resumed by the
same power which conceded it. Most assuredly that privi-
lege, which was conferred by our Lord on St. Peter and his
successors, differs toto ccelo from that infinite and irrespon-
sible power, which we, as things at present stand, have only
the alternative to accept or reject en masse. In other,words,
the Church is not governed according to the Nicene decrees,
and the effects which Popes SS. Leo and Gregory foretold
have followed.

SECT. IV.

PopeAga- IN the year 536 we have one of those rare instances in
petus de- . .

poses An- which the Primacy of Rome is seen acting on the Eastern
Patriarch Church, but in perfect accordance with the Canons and the

Patriarchal system. The Pope Agapetus had been corn-
heresy and pelled by Theodatus, king of the Goths, to proceed to Con-
irregu- . ° 

. 
"*

larity. stantmople, in order that he might, if possible, prevail upon
Justinian not to attempt the recovery of Italy. Not having
wherewith to pay the expenses of his journey, he had been
compelled to borrow money on the sacred vessels of St.
Peter's Church. On arriving at Constantinople he refused
to see the new Patriarch Anthimus, or to receive him to his

"mm
« v

had been translated from the See of Trebisond. Anthimus

refused to appear in the Council that the Pope held at Con-
stantinople to judge him; so he was deposed, and returned
his pallium to the Emperor. M
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stead by the Emperor, with the approbation of all the Clergy SECT.
and the people, and the Pope consecrated him in the church -
of St. Mary. "Pope Agapetus wrote a synodal letter to Fiemy,liv.
Peter, Patriarch of Jerusalem, to acquaint him with what he B2"54'
had done in this Council. 'When we arrived/ said he, 'at
the court of the Emperor, we found the See of Constanti-
nople usurped, contrary to the Canons, by Anthimus Bishop
of Trebisoiid, He even refused to quit the error of Euty-
ches. Therefore, after having waited for his repentance, we
declare him unworthy of the name of Catholic and Bishop,
until he fully receive the doctrine of the Fathers. You
ought likewise to reject the rest whom the Holy See has
condemned. We are astonished that you approved this in-
jury done to the See of Constantinople, instead of inform-
ing us of it; and we have repaired it by the ordination of
Mennas, who is the first of the Eastern Church ordained bv "* */

the hands of our See/ " I find this Pope presently called
by the Easterns, 'Father of Fathers/ 'Archbishop of ancient
Rome/ 'Ecumenical Patriarch/ This latter title is also

given to Mennas. I shall have more to say about it here-
after; but it is remarkable that it was first given, so far
as we have any record, to Dioscorus, by a Bishop in some Gieseler,
complaint made to him at the Latrocinium of Ephesus; 2.° p. 192!
Justinian gives it continually to the Patriarch of Constan-
tinople.

The Pope shortly after dies at Constantinople, and a
Council is held, at which the Patriarch Mennas presides,
the Bishops who had accompanied the defunct Pope taking
rank after him. He writes to the Patriarch Peter of Jeru-

salem, and informs him of the acts of this Council. Peter The Patri-
*1l*f*Jl fit

assembles his Council at Jerusalem : the procedure which Jerusalem_^H.

took place at Constantinople was there found canonical, and ££"
the deposition of Anthimus was confirmed. Here the same sition-
facts which prove the Pope's Primacy refute his Supremacy:
and this is not an isolated incident, but one link in a vast
and uninterrupted chain of evidence.

I find in the laws of the Emperor Justinian just at the Laws of
_ _ c \\ a Justinian

same time, looking at them merely as tacts, a full connrma- pvethe
tion and recognition of the Episcopal and Patriarchal con- [^e°code
stitution of the Church. "We decree/' says he, "that the of Canons

Y 2
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CHAP, holy Canons of the Church, which have been issued or con-
v.

-TV-;-r- firmed bv the four holy Councils .... should have the forceratified at J «

Chaicedon, of law. For we receive the decrees of the aforesaid four
in fi P*^t~/l^

, i. the Councils as the holy Scriptures, and observe their Canons1 v * /*

Rome 2. as laws. And we therefore decree that, according to their
the su- regulations, the most holy Pope of Elder Rome is the first of
preme and ° * » . *

finaljudg- all Priests: but that the most blessed Archbishop of Con-
ment of the . .. i -VT -n in -i i /*, 111
several stantmople, Mew Korne, has the second place after the holy

Apostolic See of Elder Rome : but let it rank before all other

limits. ' & J; J their own Sees/' In the 123rd Novell, forbidding Simony, he says " we

Novell 131. only allow the payments mentioned in the present law to be
°* ' 

" made according to custom by the Bishops at their consecra-
tion. We therefore charge the most blessed Archbishops
and Patriarchs, that is, of elder Rome, and Constantinople,
and Alexandria, and Theopolis, and Jerusalem, since such is
the custom, to give to the Bishops and Clergy at their con-
secration twenty pounds of gold .... but the Metropolitans,
who are consecrated by their own Synod, or by the most
blessed Patriarchs, and all other Bishops, who are conse?
crated either by the Patriarchs, or Metropolitans, to give a
hundred solicli for their enthronement," &c. If any Bishop
has a matter of dispute with one of the same Province, the
Metropolitan with other Bishops of his Council shall in the
first instance judge the cause. If both parties consent not
to his judgment, the Patriarch of the Diocese shall hear
them, and determine according to the Canons and Laws of

Novell 123. the Church, and neither party shall oppose his sentence
If a Bishop has a cause against a Metropolitan, let the Patri-
arch of the Diocese in like manner decide it. In like manner

elsewhere he decrees that no Clerk accused by another Clerk
or Layman be judged in the first instance by the Patriarch,
but before the Bishop of the city where the Clerk dwells,
Then, if he is suspected, before the Metropolitan: and if the
Metropolitan rejects the case, before the Council of the Pro-
vince, in which the Metropolitan with three of the eldest

ishops shall judge the case before the whole Council: but
if this judgment be not acquiesced in, an appeal lies to the
Patriarch, whose decision is final: "for our ancestors ap-
pointed that there should be no appeal against the sentence
of these Prelates." The same is to be done in the case of a
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Bishop accused: for we altogether prohibit that the accu- SECT.
sation be taken before the Patriarch in the first instance,

or that accused persons be sent to another Province. In Codex, lib.
6, at the end, he mentions the same series of Bishops, " *

Metropolitans, Patriarchs of each Diocese. And again:
"Therefore let the most holy Patriarchs of each Diocese Novell 6.V *1

propose these things to the most holy Churches under them, 
pl °gus*

arid make known to the Metropolitans, beloved of God, what
we have ratified. Let these again set it forth in the most

holy Metropolitan Church, and notify it to the Bishops under
them. But let each of these propose it in his own Church,
that no one in our Commonwealth be ignorant of it."
Addressed to Epiphanius, Archbishop of Constantinople, and
copies sent to the Archbishops of Alexandria, Theopolis, and
Jerusalem, and to John and Dominicus, Praetorian Prefects.
In the long edict respecting the writings of Origen addressed
to the Patriarch Mennas, he says, "We have written the
same not only to your Holiness, but also to the most holy
and blessed Pope and Patriarch of Elder Rome, Yigilius, and
to all the rest most holy Bishops and Patriarchs, that is, of
Alexandria, Theopolis, and Jerusalem, that they may give
attention to this matter, and commit these things to execu-
tion." The Roman Primacy is distinctly marked in the
following: " Justinian to John, most holy Archbishop of Codex, lib.

0 ' T . *"fclt-i.8

the good city of Rome, and Patriarch. Rendering honour
to the Apostolic See and your Holiness, and esteeming your

lessedness as a Father, we hasten to bring before the know-
ledge of your Holiness all things which pertain to the state
of the Churches: since it was always our great desire to
maintain the unity of your Apostolic See, and that state of
the holy Churches of God which hitherto prevails, and con-
tinues unshaken without opposition. And therefore we have
hastened both to subject and to unite to the See of your
Holiness all the Priests of the whole region of the East.
At present therefore we have thought it necessary to bring to
the knowledge of your Holiness the points mooted, although
they are clear and undoubted, and according to the doctrine %

of your Apostolic See have ever been firmly maintained and
preached by all Priests. For we do not endure that any
thing which is mooted, pertaining to the state of the
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CHAP. Churches, however clear and indubitable it may be. should* f

* - not also be made known to your Holiness, which is the head
of all the holy Churches. For we hasten in all things to
increase the honour and authority of your See." But it
would be giving a wrong impression of this language to

Codex, lib. conceal that he addressed the like " to Epiphanius most holy"I * *+ 1 7

and blessed Archbishop of this royal city, and Ecumenical
Patriarch. Wishing that your Holiness should be acquainted
with all those things which respect the Ecclesiastical state
&c., that in no manner whatever have we changed, do we
change, or transgress, that state of the Church which by the
help of God has been maintained hitherto, but in all things
preserving the unity of the holy Churches with the most
holy Pope of Old Rome, to whom we have written in similar
terms. For we do not endure that anything which concerns
the Ecclesiastical state be not also referred to his Blessed-

ness, since he is the head of all the most holy Priests of
God: or especially for this, because, so often as heretics
have sprouted up in those regions, they have been repressed
by the sentence and right judgment of that venerable See.

Codex,lib. "The CLurcL of Constantinople is the head of all the
1. tit. 2.25. � 

r

others.

Now as to the motive of Justinian, I fear there is too
Gieseier, much truth in what Gieseler says, that he "honoured, it
2?"". 4C&af is true, the Roman See, but distinguished that of Constan-
§117. tinople not less, and sought in the end to make both mere

tools, in order through them to rule in the Church as he did
in the State." But at any rate his words are a testimony
to the law of the Church in his day: and as he is to be
believed when he acknowledges the Roman Primacy, and
the continued orthodoxy of that See, so likewise is he not
to be distrusted when he declares, that each of the five
Patriarchal Thrones enjoyed the right of deciding without
appeal within their own limits, and when he gives the force
of law to the whole code of the ancient Church, which is
so utterly irreconcileable with the medieval theory of the
Papacy. No argument can be drawn from his use of the
word Head, as he gives it both to Rome, and to Constan-
tinople.
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SEC T
V.

SECT. V.

WE now come to the dark and sad history of Pope Vigi-
lius. And here I am glad that another can speak for me.
Bossuet says: "The Acts of the Second Council of Con- Bossuet,T\ 4-* /^l

stantinople, the fifth general, under Pope Vigilius and the Gail, Uk 7.
Emperor Justinian, will prove that the decrees of the third caP-19>
and fourth Councils were understood in the same sense by
the fifth as we have understood them. And this Council

received the account of them near at hand, and transmitted
it to us."

" The three chapters were the point in question; that is,
respecting Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret's writings
against Cyril, and the letter of Ibas of Edessa to Maris
the Persian. They examined whether that letter had been
approved in the Council of Chalcedon. So much was ad-
mitted that it had been read there, and that Ibas, after
anathematizing Nestorius, had been received by the holy
Council. Some contended that his person only was spared;
others that his letter also was approved. Thus inquiry was
made at the fifth Council how writings on the Faith were

wont to be approved in former Councils. The Acts of the
third and fourth Council, those which we have mentioned
above respecting the letter of St. Cyril and of St. Leo, were set
forth. Then the holy Council declared-' It is plain, from Mansi 9.

337 "F

what has been recited, in what manner the holy Councils are i'he'Co"u
wont to approve what is brought before them. For great cil states

*,..."-- , ? , 11, that the

as was the dignity of those holy men who wrote the letters letter of
recited, yet they did not approve their letters simply or with- w

out inquiry, nor without taking cognizance that they were
in all things agreeable to the exposition and doctrine of amination

which is

the holy Fathers, with which they were compared/ But the admittedI ̂ W ^H W _|-t "_- -A.

Acts proved that this course was not pursued in the case of
the letter of Ibas; they inferred, therefore, most justly, that
that letter had not been approved. So, then, it is certain
from the third and fourth Councils, the fifth so declaring and *
understanding it, that letters approved by the Apostolic See,
such as was that of Cyril, or even proceeding from it, as that
of Leo, were received by the holy Councils not simply, nor
without inquiry."
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CHAP. Pope Vigilius afterwards, when consenting to this Council,"TT

"acknowledges that the letter of St. Leo was not approved
"ui I" 33? 5l' V' 

at the Council of Chalcedon until it had been examined and

found conformable to the Faith of the three preceding Coun-
cils ; and this avowal is the more important in the mouth of
a Pope." " 

" : :

Mansi 9. The words of Pope Visrilius are : " no one can doubt that
4~3 f1

our fathers believed, that they should receive with veneration
the letter of blessed Leo, if they declared it to agree with
the doctrines of the Nicene and Constantinopolitan Councils,
as also with those of blessed Cyril set forth in the first of
Ephesus. And if that letter of so great a Pontiff, shining
with so bright a light of the orthodox Faith, requires to be
approved by these comparisons, how can that letter to Maris
the Persian, which specially rejects the First Council of Ephe-
sus, and declares to be heretical the expressed doctrines of the
blessed Cyril, be believed to be called orthodox by the same
Fathers, condemning as it does those writings, by comparison
with which, as we have said, the doctrine of so great a Pon-
tiff deserved to be commended."

Bossuet, ut " Again, in the same fifth Council the Acts against the
^ letter of Nestorius are read, in which the Fathers of Ephe-

sus plainly pronounce, ' that the letter of Nestorius is in no

respect agreeable to the Faith which was set forth at Nicea.*
So this letter also was rejected, not simply, but, as was equit-
able, after examination; and Ibas condemned, who stated
that Nestorius had been rejected by the Council of Ephesus
without examination and inquiry.

" The holy Fathers proceed to do what the Bishops at
Chalcedon would have done, had they undertaken the exa-
mination of Ibas' letter. They compare the letter with the
Acts of Ephesus and Chalcedon. Which done, the holy

Mansi 9. Council declared-' The comparison made proves, beyond at*\ A "* T"^ ^^c *1 ̂\ I

doubt, that the letter which Ibas is said to have written is,
in all respects, opposed to the definition of'the right Faith,
which the Council of Chalcedon set forth. All the Bishops
cried out, ' We all say this ; the letter is heretical/ Thus,
therefore, is it proved by the fifth Council, that our holy
Fathers in Ecumenical Councils pronounce the letters read,
whether of Catholics or heretics, or even of Roman Pontiffs,
and that on mutter of Faith, to be'orthodox or heretical, ac-
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cording to the same procedure, after legitimate cognizance, SECT.
the truth being inquired into, and then cleared up : and upon -
these premises judgment given.

" What! you will say, with no distinction, and with minds
equally inclined to both parties ? Indeed we have said, and
shall often repeat, that there was a presumption in favour of
the decrees of orthodox Pontiffs; but in Ecumenical Coun-
cils, where judgment is to be passed in matter of Faith, that
they were bound no longer to act upon presumption, but on
the truth clearly and thoroughly ascertained.

" Such were the Acts of the fifth Council. This it learnt

from the third and fourth Councils, and approved; and in
this argument we have brought at once in favour of our opi-
nion the decrees of three Ecumenical Councils, of Ephesus,
of Chalcedon, and the second Constantinopolitan."

The point here taken up by Bossuet, and proved upon Importance
indisputable authority, is of the greatest importance, viz. point.
that the decree of a Roman Pontiff, de fide, and he, perhaps,
the greatest of the whole number, was judged by a General
Council, and only admitted when it was found conformable
to antiquity. It settles, in fact, the whole question, that
the Bishop of Rome is indeed possessed of the First See, and
Primate of all Christendom ; but that he is not the sole

depository of Christ's power in the Church, which is, in
truth, the Papal Idea, laid down by St. Gregory the Seventh,"

and acted upon since. The difference between these two
Ideas is the difference between the Church of the Fa-

"

thers and the present Latin Communion in the matter of
Church government, in which they are wide as the poles
asunder.

The history of Pope Vigilius further confirms the truth of state ot
thin ITS at

what we have said. Bossuet proceeds : " In the same fifth the Fifth

CM ii i? n A A. A. General ouncil the following Acts support our cause. Council.
" The Emperor Justinian desired, that the question con-

cerning the above-mentioned three Chapters should be con-
sidered in the Church. He therefore sent for Pope Vigilius
to Constantinople. There he not long after assembled
a Council. lie and the Orientals thought it of great
moment that these Chapters should be condemned, against
the Ncstorians, who were raising their heads to defend them j
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CHAP. Vigilius. with the Occidentals, feared lest thus occasion
v .

: should be taken to destroy the authority of the Council of
Chalcedon; because it was admitted that Theodoret and
Ibas had been received in that Council, whilst Theodore,
though named, was let go without any mark of censure..M.

Though then both parties easily agreed as to the substance
of the Faith, yet the question had entirely respect to the
Faith, it being feared by the one party lest the Nestorian, by
the other lest the Eutychean, enemies of the Council of
Chalcedon should prevail.

" From this struggle many accusations have been brought
against Vigilius, which have nothing to do with us. I am
persuaded that every thing was done by Vigilius with the
best intent, the Westerns not enduring the condemnation
of the Chapters, and things tending to a schism." The
facts here alluded to, but for obvious reasons avoided by
Bossuet, are as follows, very briefly. Vigilius on the llth*

of April, 548, issues his 'Judicatum' against the three
Chapters, saving the authority of the Council of Chalcedon.
Thereupon the Bishops of Africa, Illyria, and Dalmatia,
with two of his own confidential Deacons, withdraw from

Mansi 9. his Communion. In the year 550 the African Bishops, under
149. A.

Reparatus of Carthage, not only reject the Judicatum, but
anathematize Vigilius himself, and sever him from Catholic
Communion, reserving to him a place for repentance. At
length the Pope publicly withdraws his * Judicatum/ While
the Council is sitting at Constantinople he publishes his

1 * Constitutum/ in which he condemns certain propositions
of Theodore, but spares his person; the same respecting
Theodoret; but with respect to Ibas, he declares that his
letter was pronounced othodox by the Council of Chalcedon.
Bossuet goes on: "however this may be, so much is clear,
that Vigilius, though invited, declined being present at the
Council: that nevertheless the Council was held without

him; that he published a ' Constitutum/ in which he dis-
approved of what Theodore, Theodoret, and Ibas were said
to have written against the Faith; but decreed that their
name should be spared, because they were considered to
have been received by the fourth Council, or to have died
in the Communion of the Church, and to be reserved to the
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judgment of God. Concerning the letter of Ibas, he pub- SECT.
lished the following, that, * understood in the best and most :-"
pious sense/ it was blameless; and concerning the three
Chapters generally, he ordered that after his present decla-
ration Ecclesiastics should move BO further question.

" Such was the decree of Vigilius, issued upon the autho- The Coun-
rity with which he was invested. But the Council, after his decree con-
constitution, both raised a question about the three Chapters,
and decided that question was properly raised concerning
tlie dead, and that the letter of Ibas was manifestly heretical
and Nestorian, and contrary in all things to the Faith of
Chalcedon, and that they were altogether accursed, who de-
fended the impious Theodore of Mopsuestia, or the writings
of Theodorct against Cyril, or the impious letter of Ibas
defending the tenets of Nestorius : and who did not anathe-
matize it, but said it was correct.

" In these latter words they seemed not even to spare
Vigilius, although they did not mention his name. And it
is certain their decree was confirmed by Pelagius the Second,
Gregory the Great, and other Roman Pontiffs These
things prove, that in a matter of the utmost importance,
disturbing the whole Church, and seeming to belong to the
Faith, the decrees of sacred Councils prevail over the decrees
of Pontiffs, and that the letter of Ibas, though defended by
a judgment of the Roman Pontiff, could nevertheless be pro-
scribed as heretical/*

Finally the fifth Ecumenical Council, sitting in spite of Censure of
the Pope, delivers its iudgment on matters which the Pope by the A **

during its sitting had forbidden to be discussed any further,
and which iudgment is contrary to his. It commences by 368-70.J ° * ... . partly ab-
very strongly censuring the Pope for not joining them instracted;
their work of condemning heresy. If our Lord set forth for quoted.
condemnation the man who hid one talent, and kept it un-
diminished, to how much sorer punishment shall he be ex-
posed, who not only neglects himself, but causes scandal and
disturbance to others? " We therefore, to whom is committed
the charge of ruling the Church of the Lord,, fearing the male-
diction which hangs over those who do the work of the Lord
negligently, hasten to preserve the good seed of faith pure
from the tares of impiety."
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CHAP. " The most pious Vigilius, being in this city, has taken
part in all which has been agitated about the three Chapters,
and has several times condemned them by word of mouth
and writing. Afterwards he agreed in writing to come to
the Council, and to examine them there with us, that a
definition might be made by us all agreeable to the right
Faith. The Emperor, according to our agreement, begged
him as well as us to meet, because Priests ought to settle
in common questions of common concern. So that we have

The 
^ been obliged to beseech him to fulfil his promse To

authority this end we reminded him of those great examples of the
Apostles, and of the traditions of our Fathers. For although

but m the grace ofconsent of ^ Holy Spirit was abundant to each one of J r

the Epi- the Apostles, so that they needed not the advice of others
scopal Col-
lege. to determine their course of action, yet would they not

declare any thing about the point in question, whether the
Gentiles should be circumcised, before that they should
assemble together, and each severally by the testimony of
Holy Writ confirm their own words. Wherefore they issued
a sentence in common about it, writing to the Gentiles, ' It
hath seemed good to the Holy Ghost, and to us/ &c.

ut likewise the holy Fathers, who from time to time
have assembled in the four holy Councils, following ancient
examples, have decided in common about heresies and ques-
tions that arose, it being a settled principle, that, in discus-
sions of common interest, the arguments of both sides being
set forth, the light of truth puts to flight the shades of false-
hood, Nor in general discussions about the Faith can the
truth otherwise be manifested, when every man needs the
help of his neighbour, as Solomon says in the Proverbs,
and again in Ecclesiastes, { Two are better than one, because
they have a reward for their labour/ (iv. 9.) But the Lord
Himself says, f If two of you agree/ &c. After then our
having often invited him, and after the Emperor had sent
to him the magistrates, he promised to give by himself his
judgment on the three Chapters. Having heard this answer
we considered what the Apostle said, that each man shall
render account to God for himself: moreover we fear the

judgment, with which those are threatened who scandalize
one of the least, how much more so Christian an Emperor
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and whole nations and Churches. They proceed to declare SECT
their belief in the Faith which 'the Lord Jesus Christ, the 

Y'

true God, handed down to his Holy Apostles, and through
them to the holy Churches, and which the holy Fathers and
Doctors of the Church after them delivered to the nations

entrusted to them/"

Let both the tone and the precise expressions here be
considered, and they will be found in strong opposition to
those exaggerated statements about the Primacy, which are 4- *

to be found in the writings of the Popes from St. Leo down-
wards. But it is as impossible to reconcile the words of the
fifth Council with the theory of an Ecclesiastical monarchy,
as their conduct towards Vigilius with the practice of it.

The Canons following, which anathematize by implica-
tion the Pope, for declaring blameless a letter which they
pronounce accursed, are signed by the Patriarchs of Con-
stantinople, Alexandria, arid Antioch in person, by the
three Bishops representing the Patriarch of Jerusalem,
by the Archbishops of Thessalonica, Cesarea, Ephesus, Car-
thage, &c.

Compare with this history the following remark of De
Maistre, "that Bishops separated from the Pope, and inDuPape,
contradiction with him, are superior to him, is a proposition
to which one does all the honour possible in calling it only
extravagance."

After all this Fleury says : " At last the Pope Vigilius Fieury, liv.
resigned himself to the advice of the Council, and six months MansiV^*
afterwards wrote a letter to the Patriarch Eutychius, \vhere- 413-8-rpi r>

iii he confesses that he has been wanting in charity in di- acknow-
viding from his brethren. He adds, that one ought not to e^ror.S W
be ashamed to retract, when one recognises the truth, and
brings forward the example of St. Augustine. He says, that,
after having better examined the matter of the three Chap-
ters, he finds them worthy of condemnation. ' We recog-
nise for our brethren and colleagues all those who have con-
demned them, and annul by this writing all that has been
done by us or by others for the defence of the three
chapters.'"



POPES EXCOMMUNICATED IN EARLY TIMES

CITA P.
V.

SECT. VI.

N ^^ »

of Rome were at different times deposed or excommunicated
by other Bishops. As in the second century the Eastern
Bishops disregard St. Victor's excommunication respecting
Easter; and in the third St. Finnilian in Asia, and St. Cy-
prian in Africa, disregard St. Stephen's excommunication.
in the matter of rebaptizing heretics; so when the Bishops
of the Patriarchate of Antioch found that Pope Julius had
received to Communion St. Athanasius, and others whom

they had deposed, they proceeded to depose him, with Ho-
Sozomen, sins and the rest. This was in the fourth century. In the
iL ' ' fifth, Dioscorus, at the Latrocinium of Ephesus. attempts 7 y LSI

to excommunicate St. Leo. In the sixth, as we have just
seen, the Bishops of Africa, Illyria, and Dalmatia, all of the
West, separate Pope Vigilius from their Communion, arid the
former afterwards solemnly excommunicate him. It matters
not that in all these cases the Bishops were wrong; I quote
these acts merely to prove that they esteemed the Bishop
of Rome the first of all Bishops indeed, yet subject to the
Canons like themselves, and only of equal rank. For on
the present Papal theory, such an act, as we have seen le

" Pere Lacordaire affirm, would be merely suicidal,-pure in-
sanity. It is in utter contradiction to the notion of an
Ecclesiastical monarchy.

Suspensions In like manner we find portions of the Church, as that of
of Com-
muuion Constantinople, again and again out of Communion with the
wi ah Rome. Roman Pontiff*, but they do not therefore cease to be parts

of the true Church. So Gieseler states that, in consequence
of jealousies about the condemning the three Chapters, the
Archbishops of Aquileia, with their Bishops, were out of Corn-

Tom, i. munion with Rome from A.D. 568 to 698. A reconcilia-
part 2. 410. . , . .

tion takes place, and Communion is renewed. Much more

important and dangerous was that division, by which the
whole East was, as we have seen, separated from the West,
on account of St. Chrysostome's condemnation. Pope Pela-
gius himself, when on his defence either to King Childe-

m
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his Communion through suspicion arising out of the three SECT.
Chapters, does not venture to maintain " that he and the
Roman Pontiffs cannot err, and that such as suspect error Def., lib. 9.
in their decrees are schismatics, but modestly clears him- *
self by issuing a clear profession of his Faith." He quotes to
these Bishops the authority of St. Augustine, who " mindful Mansi 9.
of the Lord's iudgment by which He set the foundation of ^ 

" ' i . " " 716 C

J ° J Pope re-
the Church on the Apostolic Sees, declares that whosoever lagius I.
detaches himself from the authority or Communion of the gustine on
Prelate of those Sees is in schism : and proves that there is
no other Church save that which is solidly rooted on the
Pontiffs of Apostolic Sees." To Valerian he says himself,
"As often as any doubt ariseth to any concerning an Uni- Ib. 732,3.
versal Council, in order to receive account of what they do
not understand-let them recur to the Apostolical Sees.
Whosoever then is divided from the Apostolical Sees, there
is no doubt that he is in schism." St. Augustine, arguing
against his Donatist opponent, alleged the authority of the
See of Rome, yet not differently from that of other Aposto-
lical Sees. " What hath the See of the Roman Church done Tom 9.

to thee, in which Peter sat, in which Anastasius sitteth now ? ° '
or of the Church of Jerusalem, in which James sat, and
where now John sitteth : with which we are joined in Ca-
tholic unity, and from which ye in impious fury have sepa-
rated." In the great division of the East and West, Rome
was the single Apostolic See on one side : on the other were
Jerusalem, Alexandria, Antioch, Ephesus, Thessalonica, Cor-
inth, Aiicyra, Philippi.

It is well known what an unanswerable proof the ancient Testimony/> . v

Oriental Liturgies afford of the true Catholic doctrine of ancient
the Holy Eucharist, viz., that the Eucharistic elements become ̂ es
upon consecration the True, Real, and Proper Bodv and *" forj!-he

r Real Pre-
Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ. Their unanimous consent sence, 2. 

...

on such a point, combined with the fact that the Nestorian papftj
and Monophysite heretics carried this doctrine with them l
out of the Church in the fifth century, and, existing ever 368-70.
since in direct antagonism to the Church, have preserved it
to this day, is a proof of the truth of the doctrine little, it
at all, less strong than our Saviour's own words of institu-
tion recorded in the Gospels and by St. Paul. Now re-
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CHAP, markable enough it is in favour of the preceding argument
-- of this book, that these ancient Liturgies of St. Mark, St.

James, St. Basil, and St. Chrysostome, used, that is, from
time immemorial in the Churches of the Patriarchates of

Alexandria, Antioch, Constantinople, and Jerusalem, contain
prayers for the Patriarch and the Bishop of the Diocese, and
sometimes for the other Metropolitans, but never for the
Bishop of Rome. The Roman Liturgy alone contains prayers
for the Bishop of Rome, as wrell as for the Bishop of the
diocese. Had the Pope of Rome been according to the
Eastern mind the One Chief Ruler of the Church of God,
whose jurisdiction extended over the whole, his name must
have been mentioned first, and that of the Patriarch as sub-
ordinate to him, second, and then that of the Bishop of the
diocese. This will be better seen by observing the order
of the persons prayed for. Thus in the Alexandrine Liturgy

Renaudot, of St. Basil, after a prayer for the "one holy Catholic and^__ i rA '

Apostolic Church which is from one end of the earth to the
other/' for the sovereign, army, and different classes of men,

Prayer for the Liturgy proceeds, under the heading, Prayer for the
of Alex- Pope: " And again let us call upon the Almighty and mer-
andna. ^fu} God, the Father of our Lord and God and Saviour

Jesus Christ, through whom we beseech and supplicate Thee,
O Lover of man, good Lord. Remember, O Lord, our most
holy and blessed High-Priest, Abba N. Preserve, preserve
him to us for many years, and peaceful times, discharging
the holy High-Priesthood entrusted by Thee to him, accord-
ing to Thy holy and blessed will; rightly dividing the word
of truth, and feeding Thy people in holiness and justice :
together with all orthodox Bishops, Presbyters, and Deacons,
with all the fulness of Thy holy, only, Catholic and Apo-

Tom. i. stolic Church." On which words Renaudot says: " the

prayer is plainly for the Patriarch of Alexandria: as like-
wise in the Greek manuscript of the Liturgy of St. Mark :
it would be futile for any one to conjecture that this prayer
belonged to the Roman Pontiff. It was according to ancient
discipline that commemoration of him should be made in
the diptychs of the living, but not that his name should
be recited in the daily masses; as that was only observed
towards the Patriarchs in whose Dioceses the Churches were.
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While the Churches were in union, and a new Roman Pontiff SECT.
VT

wrote publicly letters concerning his ordination, his name :-

" 1 - 1 I- 1 /.IT- The POP6
was recited in the diptychs of the living, as that of his pre-ofKome
decessor in the commemorations of the departed; but as ̂thoseT
this did not take place constantly, that mention was
inscribed in the manuscripts of the Liturgies. That such whichr ° other Patri-
was the rule we conjecture from what afterwards was in archs were
/» A-\ *% "*. i /» i " i i «^TT mentioned.
force among the Copts, and of which we have manifold
proofs.in the Patriarchal history, respecting the commemo-
ration of the name of the Antiochene Patriarchs of that
same Jacobite sect, with which the Alexandrines had the
closest Communion. On a vacation of the See of Autioch

the person elected to it immediately sent Synodical letters
to the Patriarch of Alexandria by two Bishops. These
having been read in the assembly of Egyptian Bishops,
the name of the new Patriarch was inscribed in the dip-
tychs of the living, and recited in the Liturgy : nor was
this done before these letters arrived. Until then the name

of the departed was recited at the altar as of one living.
Certain moreover as this custom is, and established by
various instances, yet no manuscript, so far as I know,
has been seen, which contains a constant mention of the
Patriarch of Antioch in the diptychs, although I have seen

, many. And so, even had the Greek manuscript belonged
to the orthodox Church, which cannot be said of this one,
but which appears certain of that which contains the Liturgy
of Mark, the name of the Roman Pontiff would not be extant
in the diptych." That is, Renaudot argues that the Roman
Pontiff would be named in the Liturgy exactly on the oc-
casions on which other Patriarchs were named, and none
other.

In what Renaudot declares to be the ancient orthodox

Liturgy of St. Mark, a composition of wonderful grandeur
and beauty, which was first published in the West in the
year 1583, from a Cahibrian Greek Monastery, inasmuch
as the Liturgy of Constantinople had for centuries expelled
it from the East, the following prayers occur. First, in the
Ante-Communion office, after a prayer for the Church
Catholic, and another for the Sovereign, follows the bid-
ding of the Deacon, "Prav ye for the Pope, and Bishop " Renaudot,0 * * * * * torn. 1. 122.
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PRAYEK FOR THE RESPECTIVE PATRIARCMIS

CHAP. The Priest says, "O Sovereign Lord God Almighty, Father
! of our Lord and God and Saviour Jesus Christ, we beseech

and supplicate Thee, O Lover of man, O Good, for our most
holy and blessed High-Priest Pope N. and the most reve-
rend Bishop N. Preserve, yea, preserve them to us for many
years in peace, fulfilling the holy High-Priesthood entrusted
to them by Thee, according to Thy holy and blessed will,
rightly dividing the word of truth, with all orthodox Bishops,
Presbyters, Deacons, Sub-deacons, Readers, Singers, and
Laity, with all the fulness of the holy and only Catholic
Church, granting them peace, and health, and salvation."

In the Anaphora, or Canon itself, after the prayers for
Tom. i. the departed, the Priest says, ff The most holy and blessed
The Patrf- P°Pe N., whom Thou hast foreknown to govern Thy holy Ca-
arch in the tholic and Apostolic Church, and our most reverend BishopEastern r r

Liturgies N., preserve, yea, preserve them for many years, for peaceful
the same times, fulfilling Thy holy High-Priesthood entrusted to them
Pope ian Se by Thee> According to Thy holy and blessed will, rightly
Roman. dividing the word of truth. Remember likewise, whereso-

ever they be, orthodox Bishops, Presbyters, Deacons, Sub-
deacons, Readers, Singers, Monks, those vowed to be Vir-
gins, Widows, Laity/5 Thus the Patriarch occupies in the
Eastern Liturgies that very place of the fulness of honour

Roman which the Pope now holds in the Roman Canon. "TheeITll^^ll

therefore, most merciful Eather, through Jesus Christ, Thy
Son, our Lord, we suppliantly beg and beseech, that Thou
wouldst accept and bless these gifts, these offerings, these
holy spotless sacrifices : first of all which we offer Thee for
Thy holy Catholic Church, which be pleased to preserve in
peace, to guard, to unite, and to rule throughout the whole
world, together with Thy servant our Pope N., and our
Prelate N., and all who are orthodox, and worshippers of
the Catholic and Apostolic faith."

«13 So in the Liturgy of St. James, so called, we read, "The
Priest bowing says, ' Wherefore we offer unto Thee, O Lord,
this tremendous and unbloody Sacrifice, for Thy holy places
which Thou hast glorified by the manifestation of Christ
Thy Son; but especially for holy Sion, the mother of all
Churches, and for Thy holy Church diffused through the
whole world/
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"The Deacon. * Bless, Sir. Let us pray and beseech our SECT.
VI

Lord God at this moment of time great, fearful, and holy, :-
for our fathers and rulers who are now set over us, and in

the present life feed and rule the holy Churches of God, the
venerable and blessed, the Lord N. our Patriarch, and the

Lord N. Metropolitan, and the rest of the Metropolitans, and
venerable Bishops/

"The Priest. 'Grant them, O Lord, the richest gifts of
Thy Holy Spirit. Remember, O Lord, our holy Bishops
who rightly dispense to us the word of truth, but especially
the Father of Fathers, our Patriarch, the Lord N., and the
Lord N. our Bishop, with all other orthodox Bishops/ " &c.

Now as these Liturgies are throughout penetrated with The Pope£ T>--!""" 11 ill**" (i OX ItQIBQ
the instinctive reverence, and deep unspeakable rejoicing 01 not men-
those who felt that they were in the awful and tremendous tloncd |>e-r cause uie

Presence of our Lord by the descent of the Holy Ghost on Patriarchs
wore su-

the Eucharistic elements, so do they set forth the Patriarch preme in
as within his Patriarchate the Head and Representative ofspherre- 
the Catholic Church. They make no mention at all of him,
who, we are now told, is the monarch of the Church: iu
praying for the Catholic Church they most unaccountably
do not pray for him "who is set over the whole Chris-Beilarmiae. IT J

tian world, and possesses in its completeness and plenitude
that power which Christ left on earth for the good of the
Church:" but they pray instead for their own Pope, or
Patriarch, the Bishop, and all the orders of the Church
under them. Why is this? Because they looked upon the
government of the Church Catholic as vested first in the
co-ordinate Apostolic, and then iu the equally co-ordinate
Episcopal College, and not iu one Apostle, or his successor,
according to that beautiful prayer of St. Mark's Liturgy,
immediately succeeding the prayer for the Pope of Alex-
andria. "O Sovereign Lord our God, who didst choose Rentudot,

i i * * '-&
out the twelve-branched light of the twelve Apostles, and
didst send them forth to preach through the whole world,
and to teach the Gospel of Thy kingdom, and to heal all
disease and infirmity in the people, and who didst breathe
upon their faces, and saidst to them, Deceive the Holy
Ghost, the Comforter: whose sins ye remit, they arc re-
mitted to them: whose ve retain, tlicv are retained: so too" *"

/ 2
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CHAP, breathe on us Thy servants who stand round, at the begin-
- - - ning of our priestly service. Bishops, Presbyters, Deacons,

Readers, Singers and Laymen, with all the fulness of the
holy Catholic and Apostolic Church."

Cumulative Now all these various facts, from the first Nicene Council,
argument . i " i T i » i i
ofthepre- converge towards one view, for which. 1 think, there is as» *

facts!8 frdi evidence as for most facts of history, - that the Pope, to
the time of St. Gregory the Great, and indeed long after-
wards, was but the first of the Patriarchs, who, in their own
Patriarchates, enjoyed a co-ordinate and equal authority
with his in the West. I suppose De Maistre acknowledges

Du Pape, as much in his own way, when he savs, " The Pope is in- ' * w 9

vested with five very distinct characters ; for he is Bishop
of Rome, Metropolitan of the Suburbican Churches, Primate
of Italy, Patriarch of the West, and, lastly, Sovereign Poii-"

tiff. The Pope has never exercised over the other Patriarch-
ates any powers save those resulting from this last; so that,
except in some affair of high importance, some striking
abuse, or some appeal in the greater causes, the Sovereign
Pontiffs mixed little in the Ecclesiastical administration of

the Eastern Churches. And this was a great misfortune,
not only for them, but for the states where they were esta-

Testimony blished. It may be said that the Greek Church, from itsill *

Maistre to origin, carried in its bosom a germ of division, which only
! completely developed itself at the end of twelve centuries,

of thment ut which always existed under forms less striking, less
Eastern decisive, and so endurable." The confession of one who
Church . . _ .

from the travesties antiquity so outrageously as De Maistre is curious
egmmng. a^. i^st ; - but the truth is that not a single act of authority

done by any Pope up to the time of St. Gregory is found in
history, which is not fully accounted for by his position in
the Patriarchal system, and by his being First Bishop of the 

- ^^^__

Church, and as such especially charged with the mainten-
ance of her Canons. None of them reach the Papal claim,
as it was set forth by St. Gregory VII. Yet surely, if that
full claim be divine, and if those who reject it do so at the
peril of their salvation, it is not too much to claim that such

an authority should run through, and be distinctly visible, in
the times when the East and West were joined in one Com-
munion, as it has run through and completely penetrated
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with itself, the middle ages, at least in the "West. Assuredly SECT.
" vi

had the Papal Monarchy existed in the times of the Ecu- '--
menical Councils it could not have lain hid. It has not

lain hidden in the centuries since it was put forth : the sun
is not hidden in the solar system: nor are the historians of
a state unable to discern where lies its sovereign power.
And documents there were, such as the decretal letters of

the early Popes, which did speak decisively, and imposed
upon the middle ages: but then these are now admitted
to be supposititious; passages, too, there were from sundry"

Fathers, but these too have turned out to be unauthentic.
Had the keen mind of the Angelic Doctor been possessed of
the documents which were not then to be had, but are now
open to inspection, the authentic proceedings of Ecumenical
Councils, the genuine letters of the early Pontiffs, and the
treasures stored up in the Greek Fathers, would he not have
spoken otherwise than he has done concerning the Papal
power? But Roman Catholic writers, in defending the Pa-
pal Monarchy from the remains of antiquity now allowed to
be genuine, instead of being able, clearly and historically,
without subterfuge and ingenious expedients, to prove their
doctrine, are reduced to the predicament which one of their
own Communion thus expresses. {f If the question be con- pnef.inDef.
cerning the Pope's Supremacy, he diligently collects from Sj Q$ "
Councils and the holy Fathers the strongest proofs for the
Pope's Primacy, which Primacy was not in discussion. If
the Papal infallibility be controverted, he writes out those
passages in which the Councils and holy Fathers have ex-
pressed high and reverential feelings about the First See,
though they were not acquainted with its infallibility. Those
who use such a mode of arguing do not find it difficult to
get the patronage of the holy Fathers for their errors. Yet
how easy it is to see that they nefariously abuse their abili-
ties, and violate faith with the public, and religion itself.
Yet thus did Bellarinine, and whatever other adversaries the
Gallican doctrine found."

Others, again, remind one, I am constrained to say, of
that celebrated feat in which a single rider vaults alter-
nately from one horse to another at full speed. He rides
both, but keeps fast to neither, shewing his skill by the
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CHAP, dexterity with which he changes his position. Just so they
- manage the Papal and the Patriarchal power of the Roman

Bishop. When that Bishop is seen in early times to exer-
cise great authority, not standing alone, but at the head of
his Council, or representing all the Bishops of the West, as
in the case of the appeal of St. Athanasius, or of Eutyches,
or of St. Flavian, or at the Council of Chalcedon itself, this*

is put to his credit simply as Head of the Church. And a
similar authority exercised by other Bishops, especially that

Canons of of Constantinople, nay, solemnly committed to him at the
9. and IT; largest Ecumenical Council, is carefully put out of view.

Here the disputant stands on the Papal claim. But when
on the other hand the ancient Canons, as those called of the
Apostles, those of Nicea, Sardica, Constantinople, Carthage,
Ephesus, Chalcedon, and the five Provincial Councils takenf

into the code of the universal Church by this last, exhibit
the several Provinces, or Patriarchates of the Church, form-
ing indeed one body, but self-governed in their several parts,
and having no centralizing power in the whole body; or when
the language of great Doctors and Saints, such as St. Cyprian,
St. Basil, St. Augustine, St. Chrysostome, St. Cyril, Pope
St. Gregory himself, is alleged, as generally ignoring such
a power, or, it may be, resisting what seems anything like
its control, or, as in the last case, expressly disclaiming it,
the reply is, In this view the Pope is regarded as Bishop
or as Patriarch : it leaves untouched the question of his
supreme power. As Patriarch he had nothing to do with
the Eastern smpire : but as Pope all the Eastern Patriarchs
yielded him obedience.

It is hard, certainly, to be convinced by those who take
up such a line as this. Fully aware as I am that it is a
question of salvation, I am not at all persuaded by their
mode of proceeding: nay, I have to struggle against a con-
tinual feeling of bad faith in those who pursue it, which I
am most loath to impute to any. But, if inexorable history
would allow them to be honest, surely they injure their own
cause: as ours has been injured by concealing the original
and legitimate power of the Roman Bishop as occupant of
the first, and that St. Peter's See.

A great exception to the above-mentioned unfair mode
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of dealing is found in Mohier' s profound and admirable SECT.
treatise on unity. But then his admissions are in favour of *
the argument of this book. Thus while Ultra-montane
writers distort all the facts of history to get the Supremacy
out of the first three centuries, he in his summing up, ob-
serves : " From the whole previous discussion it is apparent Mohier,
that the Primacy in the first three centuries, even in the m
last times of them, does not begin to raise its head above its
first deposits, that it still broods without shape, that when
we come to definite proofs where and how it has shewn itself
as such in facts, it must be confessed that it never appears
alone, bid is always only active in conjunction with other
Bishops and Churches, but that it yet begins to take a
peculiar stamp, and as it were only waits for a call to
appear/' .

But he would meet the demand I have made above, thus :

" Whilst the Apostles were scattered abroad, Peter could ibid. § 68.
neither exercise acts of Primacy, nor will any one believe p'
that it would have been necessary, had he been authorized Gradualfc ' 1 A * -£*

to do it. But during the time that Christianity was ground- thePri-n°
ing itself in its several communities, and in which the unity ma(y ac~0 

... . cording to
of all single Churches was occupied in its first formation, the Mohier.
Primacy of one Church and its Bishop could by no means
shew itself. For if we would grasp the Idea of the Primacy,
we must, as said before, represent it as the personified reflex
of the unity of the whole Church : but it was not possible*

that the unity of the collective Church should make itself
an object of reflection, and present a personal image as its
offspring, before unity itself had interpenetrated all. Those
therefore who require unanswerable historical proofs for a
Primacy before that period which we have earlier pointed
out as that in which the unity of the Church came forth
with the fullest consciousness, (the time of Cyprian,) must
be refused, as demanding something unreasonable, inas- ;»

much as according to the law of a true development it is
not possible. As again on the other hand the attempts of
those who would find it so entirely formed before that time,
or the opinion that they have found it, must appear fruitless
and untenable. The Primacy, like every property of Christi-
anity, is to be treated not as a dead notion, but as life, and
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CHAP, as going forth from life.-It was requisite for needs to form
" themselves : but these exnress themselves in historv as facts.

and out of these is the notion first drawn: or, Church
history is, what I have already repeatedly remarked, nothing
else but a Christian development of life. What would the
dead proposition, ' You must have a centre of unity/ even if
spoken by Christ, have done, if no needs, lying in the very
inmost heart of the faithful, had corresponded thereunto ?
Never would it, without that, have forced itself into life.
We have all in favour of this assertion. Christ came not

forth in Judea proclaiming, f I am the Son of the living God/
which proclamation would certainly not have had the least
effect. He waited until, through living with Him, and the
reception of His life into that of His disciples, higher views
had been quickened in them, whose natural expression of
itself then was on the first occasion, ' Thou art the Son of

the living God."'
Besuitfrom Now this is a very ingenious and beautiful view, not
sion. distorting the facts of history, and exhibiting the true con-

ception of the Church, but then it only holds good against
those who deny the Primacy. And it cuts away the Ultra-
montane ground altogether, that is, those principles upon
which the Oriental and the English Church are found
guilty summarily of Schism. For the precise reason of the
separation of the East and West was the attempt to change
the Primacy into a Monarchy : and the exercise of the un-
limited Monarchy, the interfering in every possible way
with the rights of the Crown, the Bishop, and the Metro-
politan, was a main cause of the convulsion of the six-
teenth century.

But this is an anticipation. I return to the testimony ot
St. Gregory the Great.

SECT. VII.

St. Gregory AND, assuredly, if there was any Pontiff who, like St. Leo,
the Great. 111 ,1 . , 111 , i " ^ *.

held the most strong and deeply-rooted convictions as to
the prerogatives of the Roman See, it was St. Gregory.
His voluminous correspondence with Bishops, and the most
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notable persons throughout the world, represents him to us SECT.
VIT

as guarding and superintending the affairs of the whole -
Church from the watch-tower of St. Peter, the loftiest of
all. Let one assertion of his prove this. Writing to Natalis,
Bishop of Salona in Dalmatia, he says. "After the letters of S. Greg.*p i " 1 f*

my predecessor and my own, in the matter of Honoratus the 52.*'
Archdeacon, were sent to your Holiness, in despite of the
sentence of us both, the above-mentioned Honoratus was
deprived of his rank. Had either of the four Patriarchs done
this, so great an act of contumacy could not have been passed
over without the most grievous scandal. However, as your
Brotherhood has since returned to your duty, I take notice
neither of the injury done to me, nor of that to my pre-
decessor." The following words in another letter will eluci-
date his meaning here. " As to what he says, that he (a Lib. 9. 59,

ishop) is subject to the Apostolical See, / know not what
Bishop is not subject to it, if any fault be found in Bishops.
Bat when no fault requires it, all are equal according to the
estimation of humility " And again, writing to his own
Defeusor in Sicily, a part of the Church most under his own
control, u I am informed that, if any one has a cause against Lib. 11.37,

Gicsclcr

any clerks, you throw a slight upon their Bishops, and
cause them to appear in your own court. If this be so, we
expressly order you to presume to do so no more, because
beyond doubt it is very unseemly. For if his own jurisdic-
tion is not preserved to each Bishop, what else results but
that the order of the Church is thrown into confusion by
us, who ought to guard it." Gieseler says, as we have seen
above: " They (the Roman Bishops) maintained, that not Gieseler,
only the right of the highest Ecclesiastical tribunal in the part 2.401.

West belonged to them, but the supervision of orthodoxy,
and maintenance of the Church's laws, in the whole Church ;
and they based these claims, still, it is true, at times, upon.
imperial edicts, and decrees of Councils, but most commonly
upon the privileges granted to Peter by the Lord." And I
suppose if the Primacy of Christendom has any real mean-
ing, it must mean this, that in case of necessity, such as"P

infraction of the Canons, an appeal may be made to it. So
undoubtedly St. Gregory understood his own rights. What
his ordinary jurisdiction was, Fleury thus tells us:-"The Liv.34, 60.
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CHAP. Popes ordained Clergy only for the Roman (local) Church,
but they gave Bishops to the greater part of the Churches of ^^

Liv. 35.19. Italy." " St. Gregory entered into this detail only for the
Churches which specially depended on the Holy See, and for
that reason were named suburbican: that is, those of the

southern part of Italy, where he was sole Archbishop, those
of Sicily, and the other islands, though they had Metropo-
litans. But it will not be found that he exercised the same

immediate power in the Provinces depending on Milan and
Aqnileia, nor in Spain and the Gauls. It is true that in
the Gauls he had his vicar, who was the Bishop of Aries, as
was likewise the Bishop of Thessalonica for Western Illy-p

ricum. The Pope further took care of the Churches of
Africa, that Councils should be held there, and the Canons
maintained; but we do not find that he exercised particular
jurisdiction over any that belonged to the Eastern empire,
that is to say, upon the four Patriarchates of Alexandria,
Antioch, Jerusalem, and Constantinople. He was in Com-
munion and interchange of letters with all these Patriarchs,
without entering into the particular management of the
Churches depending on them, except it were in some extra-
ordinary case. The multitude of St. Gregory's letters gives
us opportunity to remark all these distinctions, in order not
to extend indifferently rights which he only exercised over"

certain Churches."

The See of A letter which I shall first quote will throw light on the[ t*fpr - ir

Alexandria observation both of Gieseler and Fleury above cited. Itj A

och on" contains a view about the Roman See which assigns to it
with that indeed a very high authority, but is quite incompatible with
ot Roma. J ° J y n r

that theory upon which the Popes sought to govern the
Church in the middle ages. It is addressed to Eulogius

S.Greg. Bishop of Alexandria, and runs thus: "Your Holiness,TJ* 1*1 ^*

p" 1X '* who is most agreeable to me, has said much to me in your
letters concerning the Chair of St. Peter chief of the Apo-
stles, declaring that he continues to sit in it himself in the
person of his successors. Indeed I confess myself for my
own part to be unworthy, not merely in the rank of those
who rule, but in the number of those who stand. But I
have willingly received all that was said, because he who
spoke to me concerning Peter's Chair was the person who
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occupied it. And though I no way take pleasure in honour SECT.
peculiar to myself, yet I am greatly delighted that vour Holi VIL

nesses give to yourselves, what you bestow on me. For who
is ignorant that the holy Church is established on the firm-
ness of the Chief of the Apostles, who in his name expressed
the firmness of his mind, being called Peter from the Rock.
Who was told by the voice of the Truth, * To thee will I give
the keys of the kingdom of heaven/ To whom again was
said, ' And thou, when tliou art converted strengthen thy
Brethren/ And again, ' Simon, Son of Jonas, lovest thou
Me ? feed My sheep/ And thus, though the Apostles be
many, yet the See of the Chief of the Apostles, which belongs
to one, though it is in three places, alone prevailed in au-

if his chief ship. For it is he Avho exalted
the See in which he also condescended to take his rest, and
finish the present life. It is he who adorned the See, to
which lie sent the Evangelist, his disciple. It is he who
established the See in which he sat for seven years, though
he was to leave it. Inasmuch then as the See, over which
by divine authority three Bishops now preside, is one man's,
and one; whatever good I hear of you, I lay to my own
account. If you believe any good of me, lay this to the
account of your own desert, because we are one in Him who
saith,f That they all may be one, as Thou, Father, art in Me,
and I in Thee, that they also may be one in us/"

Now certainly it is much to be remarked that at the This view
incompat-

N from i ible with a

the rest and plainly held all together, one in the West, and "^ monarchyKoine.

two in the East, were all the Sees of Peter, all alleged Peter's
authority as their proudest inheritance. But then the same
system which set Koine first, also set in the same sense
Alexandria second, and Antioch third. No words can do
so more plainly than those St. Gregory here uses, and in so
doing he excludes beforehand a system which did not shew
itself till two hundred years after his departure, which, like
his own, did indeed set Rome first, but on an eminence ap-
proached by none. Taking his words, I find it impossible
honestly to reconcile them with such a system : looking at
the matter historically, I find that in fact this system had
not yet appeared. The power which he himself claimed over
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CHAP, tlie four Patriarchs, as well as over every Bishop of the
m, . 

' 
. . Church, was that of vindicating the Canons of the Church

Main pnvi- y .
legeofthe when they were broken. To these indeed every Bishop, of"I "1 * ^

to maintain however humble a See, might appeal, however influential
the Canon. 

^ aggressor might be: to these the highest Bishops did9

appeal, as St. Athanasius, and St. Chrysostome : but then
it was the special privilege of the Bishop of Rome, in virtue
of his Primacy, to insist on their fulfilment. In prosecution
of this duty he could, it is true, require explanation from the
Eastern Patriarchs, and in disputed questions his voice would
rightly be most potential: but thus, and thus only, could he
control the East: and this is simply to admit that he was
the First Bishop, and not the Second or the Third. It was
as defenders of the supreme law of the Church, the Canon,
that the Bishops of Rome up to the time of St. Gregory
won themselves the respect and admiration of Christendom.
While the East was torn to pieces, and the South over-
whelmed, and those who sat at Constantinople and Antioch
too often dishonoured their h;gh dignity by their unsound
Faith, the Bishops of Rome shewed an unrivalled line of
Martyrs, Confessors, and Doctors, the Champions of the
Church's Faith, the Guardians of her laws.

But to admit and maintain this, (for, whatever others may
do, I can never conceal from myself the importance of the
Primacy,) is not enough, unhappily, to obtain the Com-
munion of Rome now. Let us then go on to see more of
St. Gregory's teaching, and observe how he interprets those
three passages of Scripture, on which the peculiar and ex-
clusive Papal claim is now based.

Commenting on the passage of Job xxxix. 28, ( She dwell-

T°40 D et^ *n the rocks^ ke sa3rs> "1° t^ie sacred writings when
His inter- the word Rock occurs in the singular number, who else

won °f but Christ is understood? as Paul bears witness who
chief pas- suith, ' But the Rock was Christ/" Accordingly he appliesCo o"pg fjf W «f » I

Scripture, this to Matt. xvi. 16. " Hence the Mediator of God and
Tom. 3. men Himself says to the Chief of the Apostles, < Thou artK-^-> A * JT *tJO - . - i .

Peter, and upon this Rock I will build My Church/ Him-
self is the Rock, from which Peter received his name, and
npon which He said that He would build His Church."
Then, according to that old view of Chrysostome and Au-
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gustine and the ancient Church generally, it is the Church SECT.
which in Peter received the kevs. Thus. " ' Whom sav ve -

^ J Tom. 1.
that I am ?' To whom immediately Peter answering \
the voice of the whole Church saith, 'Thou art Christ, the Son
of the living God/" And further on, "The Church seeking
her Redeemer would not let her hope rest on the ancient
preachers by themselves, for she says, f It was but a little

that I passed from them, but I found Him whom my soul
loveth/ That is, Him She could not have found, had She
refused to pass by them. With those watchmen the unbe-
lieving stopped, who believed that Christ the Son of God
was some one of them. Therefore the Holy Church by the
voice and faith of Peter passed by the watchmen whom She
found, for She despised taking the Lord of the prophets for
one of the Prophets/' This he expresses in another place,

"' He hath raised up a horn of salvation for us in the Tom. 3.
387 V

house of His servant David/ What is the horn of salvation * *

but the height of Ecclesiastical power ? For what is nowhere The whole
said to those of old is now said to the universal Church, Ceived the"
' Whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth, shall be bound in the kevs.

heaven, and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth, shall be
loosed in heaven/" The same occurs again in a passage
where he introduces the Rock with a remarkable applica-
tion:

"For it is She alone, (the Church,) through whom the Tom. i.
Lord willingly accepts sacrifice j She alone, who intercedeth
with confidence for the erring:. Whence too it was that

the Lord commanded concerning the sacrifice of the lamb,
' In one house shall it be eaten : thou shalt not carry forth
ought of the flesh abroad out of the house/ For in one
house the Lamb is eaten, because in one Catholic Church
the true Host of the Redeemer is immolated. Concerning
whose flesh the divine law forbids that it be carried out,

because it forbids the holy thing being given to dogs. For
it is She alone in whom the good work is done to good
effect, whence too they only who had laboured within the
vineyard received the reward of a penny. It is She alone
who guards those within her bosom by the strong embrace
of charity. Whence also the water of the deluge raised the "
ark aloft, but destroyed all whom it found without the ark.
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CHAP. It is She alone in whom we contemplate heavenly mysteries
under a true aspect. Wherefore also the Lord saith to
Moses, ' There is a place by Me, and thou shalt stand upon
a rock/ And presently, 'I will take away My hand and
thou shalt see My back parts.' For because truth is beheld
out of the Catholic Church alone, the Lord saith, f There is

a place by Me' from which He may be seen. Moses is put
in the rock to contemplate the beauty of God : because if
a man hold not the firmness of faith he doth not recognise
the divine presence. Concerning which firmness the Lord
saith, 'Upon this Rock I will build My Church/"

Again, in the passage John xxi. St. Peter is viewed as re-
Tom. i. presenting the Church. "When fish so great had been
1542. B. 7

Peter "m taken, f Simon Peter went up and drew the net to land/ I
John xxi. l3elieve that your Charity already perceives what it means
the type of * « .

the upo- that Peter draws the net to land. It is that the holy Church
rtolicmin- . - . . . . . -T ,o-
istry. is committed to mm; to him especially is said, ' Simon, son

of Jonas, lovest thou Me? feed My sheep/ What therefore
is afterwards disclosed in words,, is now set forth in deed.

Therefore because the preacher of the Church separates
us from the waves of this world, it is necessarv that Peter*'

should draw to land the net full of fishes. For it is he who

draws the fishes to the security of the shore, because by the
voice of holy preaching he shews to the faithful the stabil-
ity of their eternal country. This he did by words, this by
letters, this he doth daily by the signs of miracles. So often
as through him we are converted to the love of the eternal
rest, so often as we are separated from the tumult of earthly
things, what else is it but that, being put as fish within the
net of faith, we are drawn to the shore." That he meant to

take Peter here as the great type of the Apostolic ministry
is shewn I think by another place:

Tom 3. " It is because the Teacher of the holy Church ought to have
383. D. . , .

these three ornaments of distinguished beauty, that Peter is
taken for all, and is asked a third time whether he loves the

Tom. i. Redeemer." Again, on the words, ' They ran both together,
and the other disciple did outrun Peter, and came first to
the sepulchre, but ventured not to enter in. But Peter
came afterwards and entered in/ (< Brethren, what does this
running signify? Is so minute a description of the Evan-
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relist to be believed to be without hidden meanings? Cer- SECT.
. vii

tainly not. For John would not say that he had gone first, "^m- -v v - ^ " -^^ ^ ""--^w " -^v -"- -" "- v -"- ^- -^--- "^r -"- "^H ^H ^v -^B- "-- i
and had not entered, if he had believed that there was no
hidden meaning in that trepidation of his. What then is
signified by John but the Synagogue ? What by Peter but
the Church/*

Other passages mark that Ecclesiastical power and jurisdic- Jurisdic-*" f fU

tion are lodged in the twelve collectively, and therefore, un- church
less the contrary be said, in the successors of the twelve col-
lectively. On Job xxxviii. 10. 11, < I brake up for it my de- their suc-* r J cessors.

creed place, and set a bar (Yulg.) and doors, and said,
Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further, and here shall thy
proud waves be stayed/ he observes,

" What is signified by doors, but holy preachers : what by Tom. i.
the bar, but the incarnate Lord ? . . . For because those

doors of the holy Church were strengthened by this bar set
behind them, they might indeed be beaten by the waves,

,re

they called doors, because they both give way to the faithful,
and again bar the passage to the faithless. Consider what
a door of the Church was Peter, who received Cornelius

searching after the Faith, who repelled Simon offering a price
for miracles. Saying to the former, ' Of a truth I perceive
that God is no respecter of persons/ he graciously opened the
secrets of the kingdom: saying to the latter, ' Thy money
perish with th.ee/ he bars the passage of the heavenly court
by a sentence of severe condemnation. What are all the
Apostles, but doors of the holy Church, when they hear by
the voice of their Redeemer, ' Receive the Holy Ghost: whose
sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them: and whose ye
retain, they are retained/ As if they were told openly,
Through you they shall enter in to Me, to whom you open
yourselves; and they be repelled, to whom you bar the way."
Again, on the words/The heavens are the works of His hands/
" For the Doctors of the Church are called heavens, because Tom.;?

532. 1]

the Lord presides in their persons, while through them He
pronounces His judgments. For to whom He gave the keys
of the kingdom of heaven, to them He gave the power of
binding and loosing. Through them therefore He judges,
because He binds whatever has been bound bv them. Now
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CHAP, we know that sitting marks the judge: and the Lord Him-"^p- "»"

- self says by the Prophet, ' Heaven is My seat/ If there-
Isaiah 66. fore heaven is t]ie seat Of QO(^ an(j the Lord judges in the

persons of the Rulers of the Church, as sitting is the mark
of a judge, it necessarily follows that the Rulers of the
Church are called heavens."

St. Ore- Assuredly in these two passages St. Gregory views all* A '

mu teach" jurisdiction and power in the Church as vested in the Apo-
n ac- s^]es anj their successors, not in the successors of the chiefcordance *

with the of the Apostles exclusively. In other "words, his teaching is
particular that of St. Augustine and St. Chrysostome, St. Basil, and

Q{ the wh()le six ceilturies which he closes, and
not that of the later Roman Church. With him, moreover,
Christ is the Rock, and the promises made to Peter, are
made to the Church in his person. He does not venture to
restrict these passages to the Roman Pontiffs : it never^^

comes into his mind to build an Ecclesiastical Monarchy
upon them. He makes no attempt to push the power of
St. Peter himself beyond the text of Scripture : with him
St. Peter is indeed the chief of the Apostles, the elder Bro-
ther, the mouth-piece of the band, the type of unity, and of
the Church, but they too are his brethren, they derive no
authority from him, they are Ecumenical Doctoi^s, in the
words of St. Cyril, as well as he. He is not in the place of
Christ to them, but Christ is in the midst of the twelve,

visibly reigning through them, as He is in the Bishops of the
Church universal. St. Gregory does not blink the reproof

Tom. i. of St. Peter by St. Paul. " He yielded himself to consent to
his younger Brother, and in that same matter became the
follower of his junior, that in this too he might have the
pre-eminence : that he who was first in the rank of the Apo-
stolate might be first also in humility/' . . " Which of us, I
pray you, had he done even the least miracle, were he cen-
sured by his younger Brother, would listen with patience to
the words of censure."

In fine, St. Gregory, like those who went before him, con-
sidered the promises made in Matt. xvi. 16, and xviii. 18,
and in John xx. 21-3, as made to the whole Church in the
person of her rulers. And I suppose that if the Canon of
St. Vincent as to the testimony of the Church of the first six
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centuries may be rigorously carried out in any one point, it SECT
is in this, that the supreme power of the Church, which -
includes Jurisdiction and Mission as well as Orders, was held

to be vested in the Apostles, and the Bishops their succes-
sors. As the Council of Trent has at least set forth exactly
the same rule for the interpretation of Scripture as St.
Vincent, I can only account for the late attack upon
his Canon by the strong consciousness which is felt, that
it tells with overwhelming power against an Ecclesiastical
monarchy. . " . ;

I have thought it important to shew that the general
teaching of St. Gregory on the points in discussion was in
harmony with certain more special testimonies to which a
particular incident gave rise. It might be argued, though
I think unfairly, that, whatever the prima facie appearance of V

these testimonies might be, St. Gregory could not have held
such principles as they seem to convey, because those prin-
ciples would be in opposition to his own general conduct
and teaching. But this discrepancy between his general
conduct and teaching and the following particular testimo-
nies does not really exist. He neither acted as, nor claimed
to be, in quality of St. Peter's successor, Supreme Ruler of
the Church, but only her first Bishop. And now for this Contest
"i- . -J i/> i " i i " i ij_ about the
discussion itself; which arose in his time, and served to title Ecu-
draw forth statements on his part most remarkably bearing menical.
on the present claims of the See of Rome. In the year
589, Gregory, Patriarch of Antioch, accused of a grievous
crime, appealed to the Emperor and his Council. He ac-."

cordingly went to Constantinople, and was tried. All the
Patriarchs of the East, in person, or by their deputies,
attended this trial, the Senate likewise, and many Metro-
politans; and the cause having been examined in several
sittings, Gregory was absolved, and the accuser flogged
through the city and banished. At this Council John the
Faster, Patriarch of Constantinople, took the title of Uni-
versal Bishop, as his predecessors are repeatedly styled Ecu-
menical in the laws of Justinian. Immediately the Roman
Pontiff Pelagius heard of it, he sent letters by which, of
St. Peter's authority, he annulled the acts of this Council,
save as to the absolution of Gregory, and ordered his Deacon,

A a
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CHAP, the Nuncio, not to attend the mass with John. But he left
V

:- the contest about the name Ecumenical, or Universal, Bishop
' or Patriarch, to his successor Gregory. We have many

letters of Gregory on the subject, of which I will give ex-
tracts. The Pope foresaw the great danger there was that
the Patriarch of Constantinople would reduce completely
under him the other three Eastern Patriarchs, and perhaps
attempt to gain the Primacy of the whole Church; for this,
among other reasons, neither St. Leo, nor any of his suc-
cessors, had ever allowed in the West the 28th Canon of
Chalcedon, giving him the next place to Rome. And now
this title of Ecumenical, combined with the fact that the
Bishop of that See was, from his position, the intermediary
between all the Bishops of the East and the imperial power,
seemed to point directly to such a consummation. He was
the natural president of a Council continually sitting at Con-
stantinople, which might be said to lead and give the ini-
tiative to the whole East. Accordingly St. Gregory appears
in this matter the great defender of the Patriarchal equili-

Ep. S. brium, " Gregory to Eulogius, Bishop of Alexandria, and
** l ' Anastasius, Bishop of Antioch." ... "As your venerable
Per. Holiness is aware, this name Universal was offered during

the holy Synod of Chalcedon to the Pontiff of the Apo-
Theterm stolic See, a post which by God's providence I fill. ButTT 1 * » "*
Universal /" i j_ i j /»
an injury n° °ne of my predecessors ever consented to use so protane
to all the a Patriarch is called Uni-
Patriarchs.

versal, the name of Patriarch is taken from the rest. But far,
far be this from the mind of a Christian, that any one should

HI ^

brethren may seem to be in any degree diminished. Since,
therefore, we are unwilling to receive this honour when
offered to us, consider how shameful it is that any one has
wished violently to usurp it to himself. Wherefore let your
Holiness in your letters never call any one Universal, lest in

undue honour to another you should deprive yourself
of that which is your due .... Let us, therefore, render
thanks to Him, who, dissolving enmities, hath caused in His
flesh, that in the whole world there should be one flock
and one fold under Himself the one Shepherd For
because he is near of whom it is written, 'He is king over
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all the children of pride/ what I cannot utter without great SECT.
" - vii

grief, our Brother and fellow-Bishop John, despising the -
Apostolic precepts, the rules of the Fathers, endeavours by
this appellation to go before him in pride. . . , So that he
endeavours to claim the whole to himself, and aims by the
pride of this pompous language to subjugate to himself all the
members of Christ, which are joined together to the one sole

>ad, that is, Christ By the favour of the Lord we
must strive with all our strength, and take care lest
one poisonous sentence the living members of Christ's
body be destroyed. For if this is allowed to be said freely,
the honour of all the Patriarchs is denied. And when, per-
chance, he who is termed Universal perishes in error, pre-
sently no Bishop is found to have remained in the state of
truth. Wherefore it is your duty firmly, and without pre-
judice, to preserve the Churches as you received them, and
let this attempt of diabolic usurpation find nothing of its
own in you. Stand firm, stand fearless; presume not ever
either to give or receive letters with this false title of Universal.
Keep from the pollution of this pride all the Bishops subject
to your care, that the whole Church may recognise you for
Patriarchs, not only by good works but by your genuine
authority. But if perchance adversity follow, persisting with
one mind, we are bound to shew, even by dying, that we love
not any special gain of our own to the general loss." So,
likewise to the Bishops of Illyricum he says-"Because as Lib. 9. 68.
the end of this world is approaching, the enemy of the human £h? term'iiivprsil

race hath appeared in anticipation, to have for his precursors, an injury
through this name of pride, those very Priests who ought by tion oftheV m

a good and humble life to resist him; I therefore exhort and
advise that no one of you ever give countenance to this name, destroys

. . . . . , the position
ever agree to it, ever write it, ever receive a writing wherein of other
it is contained, or add his subscription; but, as it behoves ancit°hV
ministers of Almighty God, keep himself clean from such- * Faith.
like poisonous infection, and give no place within him to the
crafty lier-in-wait; since this is done to the injury and dis-
ruption ofthe whole Church, and, as we have said, in contempt
of all of you. For if, as he thinks, one is universal, it remains
that you are not Bishops" To Sabinianus, then his Deacon,

A a 2
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CHAP. afterwards his successor-" For to consent to this nefarious
V. 

name, is nothing else but to lose our faith." " Gregory to
Lib. 5. 19.

Lib! 7. 33* the Emperor Mauritius" " Concerning which matter,
Term Uni- my Lord's affection has enjoined me in his commands, saying
versal an 

^v

anticipa- that scandal ought not to grow between us, for the term of
tion of An-
tichrist. a frivolous name. But I beg your Imperial Piety to con-

sider, that some frivolities are very harmless, some highly
injurious. When Antichrist at his coming calls himself
God, will it not be very frivolous, but yet cause great de-
struction? If we look at the amount of what is said, it

Deum. is but two syllables, if at the weight of iniquity, it is
universal destruction. But I confidently affirm that whoever
calls himself, or desires to be called, Universal Pritst, in his
pride goes before Antichrist; because through pride he prefers
himself to the rest. And he is led into error by no dissimilar
pride, because, like that perverse one, he wishes to appear
Gocl over all men; so, whoever he is who desires to be called
sole Priest, he lifts up himself above all other Priests. But
since the Truth says, 

e every one who exalteth himself shall
be abased/ I know that the more any pride inflates itself,
the sooner it bursts." .

Lib. 5. Ep. " Gregory to the Emperor Mauritius." .... "But since
'20. .

Peter re- ^ *s not my cause, but God's, and since not I only, but the
ceivedthe w}10le Church, is thrown into confusion, since sacred laws,
charge of ^ 

y 7

the whole since venerable Synods, since the very commands even of our
Church but T1T " " -.- 1-11 i " " ^ J.T "
not the Lord Jesus Christ are disturbed by the invention ot this
name Uni-
versal. haughty and pompous language, let the most pious Emperor

lance the wound, &c For to all who know the Gospel
it is manifest, that the charge of the whole Church was entrusted
by the voice of the Lord to the holy Apostle Peter, chief of all
the Apostles. For to him is said, 'Peter, lovest thou Me?
Feed My sheep/ To him is said,' Behold, Satan hath desired
to sift you/ &c. To him is said, ' Thou art Peter/ &c. Lo,
he hath received the keys of the kingdom of heaven, the power
of binding and loosing is given to him, the care of the whole
Church is committed to him, and the Primacy, and yet he is
not called Universal Apostle. And that holy man, my fellow-
Priest, John, endeavours to be called Universal Bishop 
Do I, in this matter, most pious Lord, defend my own cause?
is it a private injury that I pursue? the cause of Almighty
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God, the cause of the Universal Church. Who is he, who, SECT.
in violation of the statutes of the Gospel, in violation of '-
the decrees of Canons, presumes to usurp a new name to
himself? Would that he who desires to be called Universal

may exist himself without diminution to others! .... If, If such an
then, any one claims to himself that name in that Church, the whole
as in the judgment of all good men he has done, the whole
Church (which God forbid !) falls from its place, when hehim*
who is called Universal falls. But far from Christian hearts

be that blasphemous name, in which the honour of all Priests
is taken away, while it is madly arrogated by one to himself!
Certainly, to do honour to the blessed Peter, chief of the
Apostles, this was offered to the Roman Pontiff during the Per.
venerable Synod of Chalcedon. But no one of them ever
consented to use this singular appellation, that all Priests
might not be deprived of their due honour by something
peculiar being given to one. How is it, then, that we seek
not the glory of this name, though offered us, yet another
presumes to claim it, though not offered ?"

Bellarmine, as Launoy has observed, striving to prove the
inerrancy of the Pope, says, " Thirdly it is proved from that De Rom.
passage in the last of John, 'Feed My sheep/ For I have 4. cap. 3."
shewn above, lib. i. ch. 14. 15, 16. that in these words the A/£ll"ent

. n ofBellar-

Pontiff is appointed Pastor and Doctor of the whole Church, minecom-
Hence then the following argument is derived. The Pontiff fhatofSt/
is the Doctor and Pastor of the whole Church : therefore GresoiT-
the whole Church is bound to hear and follow him : there-

fore if he errs> the whole Church will err" So that Bellar-
mine uses in favour of the Pope's inerrancy the self-same
argument, which appeared to Pope St. Gregory so inex- Above,
pressibly shocking, that the thing which it implied was in- p. 358.

vented by the first apostate. Moreover this tends powerfully inc 1G. * * *
to shew, that the system which St. Gregory so strenuously
repudiated, and Bellarmine so strenuously upholds, are one
and the same. Another proof I find in the fact that Du-
randus, Bishop of Mende, in the treatise, which by order
of Clement the Fifth he composed at the Council of Vienne, Quoted by iT* "If* T* p.111-1

A.D. 1307, lays down, that "the Lord Pope should not be Tent. The-;
called Universal Pontiff of the Church, since Gregory forbids
this. p. 63.
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CHAP. John had been succeeded by Cyriacus at Constantinople:
V.

and he "writes further, " Gregory to Anastasius, Bishop of
Lib. 7. 27.

Term Uni- Antioch I thought it not worth while on account of
versal a

/* a profane appellation to delay receiving the synodical letter
appellation of our Brother and fellow-Priest Cyriacus, that I might not
invented by ^the first disturb the unity of the holy Church: nevertheless, I have
Apostate. made a point of admonishing him respecting that same su-

perstitious and haughty appellation, saying that he could
not have peace with me unless he corrected the pride of the
aforesaid expression, which the first apostate invented. But
you should not call this cause of no importance; because, if
we bear this patiently, we corrupt the Faith of the whole
Church. For you know how many, not only heretics, but
even heresiarchs, have come forth from the Church of Con-
stantinople. And, not to speak of the injury done to your
honour, if one Bishop be called Universal, the whole Church
tumbles to pieces, if that one, being universal, fallsk. But far
be such folly, far be such trifling, from my ears. But I trust
in the Almighty Lord, that what He hath promised, He will
quickly perform: every one that exalteth himself shall be
abased." In another most interesting letter he commu-

Lib. 8. so. nicates to the Bishop of Alexandria, that "while the nation
of the English, placed in a corner of the world, was remain-

m

k I cannot but consider St. Gre- longer, and the visible Church dis-
gory's words to contain one of the appears.'1-"The Sovereign Pontiff is
most remarkable prophecies to be the necessary, only, and exclusive
found in history; for this assuming foundation of Christianity. To him
the title and exercising the power of belong the promises, with him disap-
universal Pope has actually led not pears unity, that is, the Church/'-
only to the concentration of all execu- " The supremacy of the Pope being
tive power in the Roman See, but to the capital dogma without which Chris-
the conviction, among its warmest tianity cannot subsist, all the Churches,
partisans, that the whole existence of which reject this dogma, the import-
the Church depends on the single See ance of which they conceal from them-
of Rome. Take the following from De selves, are agreed even without know-
Maistre: "Christianity rests entirely ing it: all the rest is but accessory,
upon the Sovereign Pontiff."-" With- and thence comes their affinity, of
out the Sovereign Pontiff the whole which they know not the cause."-Du
edifice of Christianity is undermined, Pape, Discours Preliminaire; Liv. i.
and only waits, for a complete falling ch. 13; Liv. 4. ch. 5. Could we have
in, the development of certain circum- any stronger witness to the antagonism
stances which shall be put in their 1 full between the Papal and the Patriarchal or
light."-" What remains incontesta ble Episcopal System ? Or can any words
is, that if the Bishops, assembled with- be spoken more opposed in tone than
out the Pope, may call themselves the these to the writings of Fathers and de-
Church, and claim any other power but crees of ancient Councils? Or are they
that of certifying the person of the Pope who say such things wise defenders of
in those infinitely rare moments when the Church or promoters of unity?
it might be doubtful, unity exists no
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ing up to this time in unbelief, worshipping stocks and SECT.
stones, by the help of your prayers I determined, that I ~
ought to send over to it a monk of my monastery, by the
blessing of God, to preach there. After permission from
me, he has been made a Bishop by the Bishops of Ger-
m """ -^r

nation at the end of the world; and even at this present
moment I have received accounts of his safety and labours;
for either he, or those who have gone over with him, are
distinguished among that nation by so great miracles, that
they seem to imitate the powers of Apostles by the signs
which they shew forth. On this last feast of the Lord's
Nativity more than ten thousand English are reported to
have been baptized by this our Brother and fellow-Bishop,*

which I mention that you may know what you are doing
among the people of Alexandria by your voice, and in the
ends of the world by your prayers."-"Your Blessedness PopeGre-
hi . i -i.^11 j_ij_ i 'J.J. gorv desires as also taken pains to tell me, that you no longer write to not'to be
certain persons those proud names, which have sprung from
the root of vanity, and you address me, saying, as you com-
manded, which word command I beg you to remove from my
ears, because I know who I am, and who you are. For in
rank you are my Brother, in character my Father. I did
not, therefore, command, but took pains to point out.what
I thought advantageous. I do not, however, find that your
Blessedness was willing altogether to observe the very thing
I pressed upon you. For I said that you should not write
any such thing either to me or to any one else, and lo! in the
heading of your letter, directed to me, the very person who
forbad it, you set that haughty appellation, calling me Uni-
versal Pope. Which I beg your Holiness, who are most
agreeable to me, to do no more, because whatever is given to
another more than reason requires is so much taken away from
yourself. It is not in appellations, but in character, that I
wish to advance. Nor do I consider that an honour by
which I acknowledge that my brethren lose their own. For
my honour is the honour of the Universal Church. My
honour is the unimpaired vigour of my brethren. Then am
I truly honoured, when the due honour is not denied to
each one in his degree. For if your Holiness calls me Uni-
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CHAP, versal Pope, you deny that you are yourself what you admit
'- - me to he, Universal. But this God forbid. Away with words

which inflate vanity, and wound charity. Indeed, during the
holy Synod of Chalcedon, and by the Fathers subsequently,
your Holiness knows this was offered to my predecessors.
Yet none of them chose ever to use this term ; that, while
in this world they entertained affection for the honour of
all Priests, in the hands of Almighty God they might guard
their own/*'

Whether As to what Gregory says about this title being offered at
Council of Chalcedon, for it is remarkable that he does

of Chaice- no^ say fry fty ̂ ^ during or in it, using per, and in, but not,
Part l. liv. a> Thomassin says, " It authorized at least by its silence the
* c " * title of Ecumenical (Patriarch), which was given to Pope

Leo in several requests there read." It appears these re-
quests really were the complaints of two Alexandrian Deacons

Mansi 6. against Dioscorus. How very different it was to pass over
quoted by" without reprobating a title bestowed in documents which
Gieseier. came before it, from itself conferring that title, is plain at

once. In just the same way it had been given at the Latro-
cinium to Dioscorus, which Thomassin will have to go for

Tom. 5. 477. nothing, but Van Espen says, "It is probable that these
accusers of Dioscorus wished to oppose the fore-named title
to a similar title which had been given to Dioscorus in the
pseudo- Council of Ephesus, the Acts of which had been
already recited at Chalcedon in the first session, where
Olympius Bishop of Evadum in his note for Eutyches had
said, { Our most holy Father and universal Archbishop Dios-
corus of the great city of Alexandria/" However, the title
Ecumenical has been constantly since, and is now, borne by
the Patriarch of Constantinople ; no doubt a very innocent
meaning may be given to it. The remarkable thing is, that
Gregory has pointed out in such precise unmistakeable lan-
guage a certain power and claim, which he inferred, rightly
or Avrongly, would be set up on this title Ecumenical, and
which he pronounces to be a corruption of the whole consti-
tution of the Church.

Perhaps, however, the most remarkable passage remains
yet to be quoted. It is in a letter to the Patriarch John

Lib. 5. 18. himself. "Consider, I pray you, that by this rash presump-
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tion the peace of the whole Church is disturbed, and the SECT.
* vii.

grace, poured out upon all in common, contradicted. And in
Christ the

this, indeed, you yourself will be able to increase just so Head of the
much as you purpose in your own mind; and become 80^
mucli the greater, as you restrain yourself from usurping n0 J J J r ° an invasion

a proud and foolish name. And you profit in the degree of His
. rights and

that you do not study to arrogate to yourself by derogating an imita-
from your brethren. Therefore, most dear Brother, with all °
your heart love humility, by which the harmony of all the
brethren and the unity of the holy universal Church may
be preserved. Surely the Apostle Paul, hearing some say,
f I am of Paul, I of Apollos, I of Cephas/ exclaimed, in ex-
ceeding horror at this rending of the Lord's Body, by which
His members attached themselves, as it were, to other heads,
saying, ' Was Paul crucified for you? or were ye baptized in
the name of Paul?5 If he then rejected the members of the
Lord's Body being subjected to certain heads, as it were,
besides Christ, and that even to Apostles themselves, as
leaders of parts, what will you say to Christ, who is, as you
know, the Head of the Universal Church, in the examination
of the last judgment , - you, who endeavour to subject to yourself,
under the name of Universal, all His members ? Who, I say,
in this perverse name, is set forth for imitation but he, who
despised the legions of angels joined as companions to him-
self, and endeavoured to rise to a height unapproached by
all, that he might seem to be subject to none, and be alone
superior to all. Who also said, ' I will ascend into heaven :
I will exalt my throne above the stars of God : I will sit also
upon the mount of the congregation, on the sides of the
North. I will ascend above the height of the clouds : I will
be like the Most High/

" For what are all your brethren, the Bishops of the Uni-
versal Church, but the stars of heaven ? Whose life and
language together shine amid the sins and errors of men,
as among the shades of night. And while you seek to set
yourself over these by a proud term, and to tread under foot
their name, in comparison with your own, what else do you
say, but * I will ascend into the heaven. I will exalt my
throne above the stars of God?' Are not all the Bishops
clouds, who rain down the words of their preaching, and
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CHAP, shine with the light of good works? And while your
:- Brotherhood despises them, and endeavours to put them

under you, what else do you say but this, which is said by
the old enemy : ' I will ascend above the heights of the
clouds ?* And when I see all these things with sorrow,
and fear the secret judgments of God, my tears increase,
my heart contains not my groans, that that most holy man,
the Lord John, of such abstinence and humility, seduced
by the persuasion of those about him, hath proceeded to
such pride, that in longing after a perverse name, he en-
deavours to be like him, who, desiring in his pride to be as
God, lost even the grace of that likeness to God whichri

had been given him; and so forfeited true blessedness,
Peter, Paul, because he sought false glory. Surely Peter, the first of
John, * the Apostles, is a member of the holy Universal Church; Paul,
members Andrew, John, what else are they but the heads of particular^^^^^^^^^^^^H J

of the communities? and yet all are members under one Head. AndChurch un- 9

dertheOne to comprehend all in one brief expression, the saints before
Head.

the law, the saints under the law, the saints under grace, all
these making up the Body of the Lord, are disposed among
members of the Church, and no one ever wished to be called
Universal. Let, then, your Holiness acknowledge how great
is your pride, who seek to be called by that name, by which
no one has presumed to be called who was really holy.

Per- " Had not, as your Brotherhood knows, during the vener-j

able Council of Chalcedon, the Prelates of this Apostolical
See, whose servant by God's disposition I am, the honour
offered them of being called Universal ? But yet no one
ever chose to be called by such a name; no one claimed to
himself this rash appellation; lest, should he claim to him-
self the glory of singularity in the rank of the High-Priest-
hood, he might seem to have denied it to all his brethren."
Is not the claim of giving jurisdiction to the whole Church
precisely that glory of singularity here by anticipation con-
demned ? . . . "We know that our Creator descended from

the height of His exaltation, to bestow glory on the human
race; and we, that are created out of the lowest things,
glory in the lessening of our brethren." . . . " What therefore,
dearest Brother, will you say in that terrible examination of
the judgment to come, you who covet to be called in the
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world not merely Father but common Father? Beware then of SECT.
the bad suggestion of the wicked: avoid every instigation
to offence. ' Offences indeed must come, but woe to that tkm of the

man by whom the offence cometh/ Lo, by this abominable ̂ on Fa""
expression of pride the Church is cut in two: the hearts of ther-
all the brethren are provoked to offence." . . . "Again it is
written, ' Giving honour one to another/ and you endeavour
to take that honour from all, which you illicitly desire to
usurp for yourself singly." In these striking words one
seems to have that fatal division of the East and West, the
cause of all subsequent calamities, brought before the mind.

St. Leo IX., writing to Michael Cerularius four hundred
and fifty years after the date of this letter, repeats the obser-
vation that this name Universal was offered to St. Leo at

the Council of Chalcedon, adding. "And to whom after Mansi 19.

Jesus Christ could this name be more fitting than to the
successor of Peter ? But the humility of those venerable
Pontiffs, worthy of imitation, considering that the Chief of
the Apostles himself is not found called Universal Apostle,
utterly rejected that proud name, by which their equality q
rank seemed to be taken away from all Prelates throughout the
world, in that a claim ivas made for one upon the whole.

Now had these passages occurred in the writings of some Inference
*. C ' A. -U 11 1 A j-I, i.U_Lt from these

ancient bamt, who was generally opposed to the authority expres-
of the Roman See, had they belonged to a Patriarch ofSlons"
Antioch, or Constantinople, jealous of his own rights, they
would surely have had their weight, as testimonies to a fact,
not mere opinions of the speaker. They would have borne
witness to no such thing as they reprobate having, till then,
been allowed or thought of. Or, had they been isolated
statements, not borne out by contemporaneous or antecedent
documents, but standing alone, uncontradicted indeed, but
unsupported, they would still have told. How, then, are we
to express their weight, or the full assurance of faith which
they give us, as being the deliberate, oft-repeated, official
statements of a Pope, than whom there never was one more
vigorous in defending or in exercising the rights of his See?
As being supported and borne out, and in every possible way
corroborated by the facts of history, the decrees of Councils,
the innumerable testimonies of all parts of the world, the
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CHAP, every-day life of the living, breathing Church for six hundred
- ' 

- years ? In an early work, Mr. Newman had said, " What
' * there is not the shadow of a reason for sain that themans

the Fathers held, what has not the faintest pretensions of being
Pope being a Catholic truth, is this, that St. Peter, and his successors,
universal . i-n-i
Bishop, and were and are universal Bishops; that they have the whole
tion. of Christendom for their own diocese, in a way in which

other Apostles and Bishops had and have not."
Proph. In his last work he has retracted, saying, " Most true, if,

- in order that a doctrine be considered Catholic, it must be

veiopment, formally stated by the Fathers generally from the very
first; but, on the same understanding, the doctrine also of
the Apostolic succession in the Episcopal order has not the
faintest pretensions of being a Catholic truth."

Now these words of Mr. Newman seem to imply that
the expressions of Fathers, or the decrees of Councils, look
towards this presumed Catholic truth, tend to it, and finally
admit it, as a truth which they have been all along implicitly
holding, or unconsciously living upon, and at last recog-

AVhat nised and expressed. On the contrary, to my apprehension,
andFa'there t^iey ̂ 1O^ another view about the See of Rome, and express
say of it. it again and again. It is not a point on which there is

variation or inconsistency among them. I have as clear a
conviction as one can well have that St. Augustine did not
hold the Papal theory. I think the words that I have
quoted from him prove this. Moreover, the Fathers gene-
rally express a view about other Bishops which is utterly
incompatible with this theory as now received, which by no
process of development can be made to agree with it. And
I confess that I am unable to understand the meaning of
words, if this so-called " Catholic truth" of the Pope being
the Universal Bishop, is not distinctly considered in these
passages of St. Gregory, formally repudiated for himself as
well as for others, and the very notion declared to be, in
any case whatsoever, that of the Pope being specially named,
blasphemous and Antichristian. Could heretics say any-
thing of the kind against the doctrine of the Apostolical suc-
cession, out of the first six centuries, they would have an
advantage against the Church, which, thank God, they are
far from possessing.
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And it is of no small importance, that we have here SECT.^^B
VII.

speaking a Pope, one to whom twelve centuries have given -
The bear-

the name of Great, one who, with St. Leo, stands forth outingofst.
of the ancient line of St. Peter's heirs as an especially legis- ^°
lative mind. Every Catholic is bound to take his words this-
without suspicion. Now St. Gregory asserts, as we have
seen, the right of his See to call any Bishop to account,
even the four Patriarchs, in case of a violation of the
Canons; declaring at the same time that, when the Canons
are kept, the meanest Bishop is his equal in the estimation
of humility. Even while arguing against this title he says,
" To all who know the Gospel is manifest that the charge
of the whole Church was entrusted by the voice of the Lord
to the holy Apostle Peter/'-"and yet he is not called
Universal Apostle;" but this title, he asserts, and the theory
implied in it, is devilish, an imitation of Satan, an antici-
pation of Antichrist. What else can we conclude but that
which so many other documents prove, that this Primacy
over the whole Church, the ancient and undoubted privilege
of the Bishop of Rome, was something quite different from
what he is here reprobating ? For St. Gregory, least of all
men, was so blind as to use arguments which might be
retorted with full force against himself. And yet, any one
reading these words of his, and not knowing whence they
came, would suppose they were written by a professed op-
ponent of the present Papal claims. For in these letters Summaryf * 1

St. Gregory acknowledges all the Patriarchs as co-ordinate above let-
with himself, acknowledges our Lord to be sole Head of the ter9'
Church, declares the title of Universal Bishop blasphemous
and Antichristian, expressly on the ground that it is a wrong
done to the Universal Church, to every Bishop and Priest:
" If one is universal, it remains that you are not Bishops j"
declares, moreover, that St. Peter himself is only a member
of the Universal Church, as St. Paul, St. John, St. Andrew,
were other members, the heads of different communities,

and alleges the wish to be called common Father as a crime.
This may be said to be the precise logical contradictory of See also
De Maistre's assertion, that "the Pope" is "the Church" in gon^as * JL
which he assuredly only expresses the Papal Idea. Earely theiwace.
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CHAP, indeed, is it that any controversy, appealing to ancient times,
can have a testimony on all its details so distinct, and speci-
fic, and authoritative as this : and yet it may be said no more
than to crown the testimony of the six centuries going
before it. That during this period the Bishop of Rome
\vas recognised to be first Bishop of the whole Church, of
very great influence, successor of St. Peter, and standing in
the same relation to his brethren the Bishops that St. Peter
stood in to his brother Apostles ; this, on the whole, I believe
to be the testimony of the first six centuries, such as a per-
son, not wilfully blind, and who was not content to take
the witness of a Father when it suited his purpose and
pass it by when it did not, would draw from Ecclesiastical
documents. I have set it forth to the best of my ability, as
well where it seemed to tell against the present position of
the Church of England, as in those many points in which it
supports her.i

Defence of What then is our defence on her part against the charge
of England of schism ? It is simply this. That no one can now be in
arising ience the Communion of Rome -without admitting this very thing

which Pope Gregory declares to be blasphemous and Anti-
christian, and derogatory to the honour of every Priest.
This is the very head and front of our offending, that we
refuse to allow that the Pope is Universal Bishop. If the
charge were, that we refuse to stand in the same relation to
the Pope that St. Augustine of Canterbury stood in to this
very St. Gregory, that we refuse to regard and honour the
successor of St. Gregory with the same honour with which
our Archbishops, as soon as they were seated in the go-
vernment of their Church, and were no longer merely Mis-
sionaries but Primates, regarded the occupant of St. Peter's
See, I think both the separation three hundred years ago,
and the present continuance of it on our part, would, so
far as this question of schism is concerned, be utterly in-
defensible. But this is not the point. It may indeed be,
and frequently is, so stated by unfair opponents. The real
point is, that, during the nine hundred years which elapsed
between 596 and 1534, the power of the Pope, and his
relation to the Bishops in his Communion, had essentially
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altered : had been, in fact, placed upon another basis. That SECT.
VII

from being first Bishop of the Church, and Patriarch, ori- :-
ginally of the ten Provinces under the Vicar of the Prsefec-
tus Prsetorio of Italy, then of France, Spain, Africa, and
the West generally, he had claimed to be the source and
channel of grace to all Bishops, the fountain-head of juris-
diction to the whole world, East as well as West; in fact,
the (Solus Sacerdos/ the ' Universus Episcopus/ contem-
plated by St. Gregory. There is a world-wide difference Ancient
between the ancient signature of the Popes, ' Episcopus ^nature of
Catholics Ecclesise Urbis Romse/ and that of Pope Pius atthep°pes*
the Council of Trent, ' Ego Pius Catholicse Ecclesise Epi-
scopus/ It has been no longer left in the choice of any
to accept his Primacy, without accepting his Monarchy,
which those who profess to follow antiquity must believe
that the Bishops of Nicea, Constantinople, Ephesus, and
Chalcedon, Augustine and Chrysostome, the West and the
East, would have rejected with the horror shewn by St.
Gregory at the first dawning of such an idea. And, whereas
holy Scripture and antiquity present us with one accord-
ant view of the Universal Church governed by St. Peter
and the Apostolic College, and, during the times of the seven
Ecumenical Councils at least, as the Bishop of Rome is
seen to exercise the Primacy of St. Peter, so his brother-
Bishops stand to him as the College of Apostles stood to St.
Peter: instead of this, which is the Church's divine hier-
archy, instituted by Christ Himself, the actual Roman
Church is governed by one Bishop who has an Apostolical
independent power, whilst all the rest, who should be his
brethren, are merely his delegates, receiving from his hand
the investiture of such privileges as they still retain. If St.
Gregory did not mean this by the terms ' Solus Sacerdos/
* Universus Episcopus/ what did he mean ? That the Pope
should be the only Priest who offered sacrifice, or the only
Bishop who ordained, confirmed, &c. is physically impossible.
Nor did the title of the Bishops of Constantinople tend to
this": but to claim to themselves jurisdiction over the co-ordi-
nate Patriarchs of the East, as the Popes have since done
over the Bishops of the whole world. We have no need to
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CHAP, consider what is the amount of this difficulty to Roman
Catholics themselves : the same Providence, which has placed
them under that obedience, has placed us outside of it. Our
cause, indeed, cannot be different now from what it was at
the commencement of the separation. If inherently inde-
fensible then, it is so now. But if then < severe but just/
the lapse of three centuries in our separate state may mate-
rially affect our relative duties. I affirm my conviction, that
it is better to endure almost any degree of usurpation, pro-
vided only it be not Antichristian, than to make a schism :
for the state of schism is a frustration of the purposes of
the Lord's Incarnation; and through this, not only the
English, and the Eastern Church, but the Roman also,
lies fettered and powerless before the might of the world,
and bleeding internally at every pore. How shall a divided
Church meet and overcome the philosophical unbelief of ^^^ ^^"

these last times ? or, the one condition to which victory is
attached being broken, crush the deadliest attack of the old
enemy? But the schism is made; let those answer for it
before Christ's tribunal who made it. Now that it is made,
I see not how a system, which is not a true development
of the ancient Patriarchal constitution, but its antagonist,
according to St. Gregory's words, can be forced upon us,
on pain of our salvation, who have the original succession of
the ancient Bishops of this realm, if any such there be,
and the old Patriarchal constitution, ' sua tantum si bona

norint* I ground our present position simply on the ap-
peal to tradition and the decrees of all the Ecumenical
Councils.
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CHAPTER VI.

SECT. I.

; FOR greatly as the power of the Pope in the West, and The sixth
i " " n JT i i " TIT* i - ,1 Ecumenical
ins influence over the whole Church, had increased in the Council.TJ "I /I

seventh century, and much as the authority of the Eastern 0
Churches had been diminished, first by the prevalence of ^ , , A

1 J r altered, but

the Nestorian and Eutychean heresies, and afterwards by the sameV V J *4_

the rise of the Arabian false Prophet, so that the Sees oftkmasatj "* *-*

Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, were oftentimes in the ofe
power of the infidels, yet does this same century, at its close,
not only present to us the whole Church acting together
under the same constitution which it possessed at the great
Nicene Council, but likewise supplies us with a fact which
had never before occurred, of a Pope condemned and ana-
thematized, and that more than forty years after his death,
as having connived at and favoured the Monothelite heresy,
condemned and anathematized by an Ecumenical Council,
and that condemnation and anathema accepted and repeated
by successive occupants of St. Peter's See. It would seem
as if such a fact had been providentially allowed in that
illustrious line of orthodox Pontiffs, in order to stamp with
the infallible authority of a General Council the doctrine
that the Roman See by itself may, like others, fall, and to
pronounce a judgment of the whole Church against Ultra-
montane pretensions before they had arisen. The fact is of
still more importance, coming so late as it does, when the
power and influence of the Roman See had been so greatly
consolidated, and when its general maintenance both of the
Faith and of the liberty of the Church, standing as it did
singly at the head of the West, and representing it to the
East, had won for it many an advantage over the Eastern
Patriarchs, so often divided among themselves, so often, first
one and then another, involved in heresy, so often yielding
a most dangerous subservience to imperial power. The See
of Athanasius and Cyril had never recovered the blow given

B b
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CHAP, to it by the condemnation of Dioscorus, and the succeeding
YI "" "

'-- divisions. The See of Chrysostome had been too often dis-
graced and weakened by imperial favourites who became
heresiarchs. The See of Antiocli had fallen to more thani

one most unworthy possessor. In the East the Nestorian,
in the South the Monophysite, heresies had paved the way
for the triumph of the false Prophet. Yet, after all this, at
a time when the Oriental Church was greatly weakened, an
Ecumenical Council tries and pronounces judgment on a
Roman Pontiff, a judgment of condemnation, received, con-
fessed, promulgated, and sworn to, by his successors.

Bossuet has set forth these facts with his wonted clear-

ness, and with even more than his wonted decision.
Def. cier. ' "As the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Councils passed judg-
. 2l/&c! * ment on the decisions of Roman Pontiffs, and only approved ^r ^^

Importance of them after inquiry, so the Sixth Council is known to have
of this ' -IT-
Council to done: and that course is common to all Councils. But since

the condemnation of Pone Honorius. together with his letters.

in that Council, yields a peculiar support to our cause, Baro-
nius and Bellarmine leave no stone unturned to make the

Acts of the Sixth Council appear falsified by Greek corrupters
of the copies: the two letters moreover of Leo the Second,
confirming the Council, and condemning Honorius, falsified,
or rather supposititious; and further, that Honorius himself
should seem to have deserved most excellently of the Church.
They add, that even if Honorius erred in the highest degree,
it was of

Church. This is what they say, but their conjectures will
fall to the ground, not through any arguments of mine, but
by merely reading the Acts.

" The following points, then, will be made clear by the
Acts. First, what letters Honorius wrote, for what reasons,
and whether as a private Doctor, Secondly, why the Sixth
Council considered it necessary to condemn those letters
which Roman Pontiffs, successors of Honorius, seem to have
excused. Thirdly, whether the Acts of the Sixth Council, or A/ ' '

the letters of Leo the Second, can be charged as falsified
with at least any probable conjecture.

"We are to remember that the Monothelite heretics,
though thev admitted Two Natures of Christ, vet granted
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only One Will, One Operation, not Two: that, the Church SECT.
being disturbed by this novelty, Sergius, Patriarch of Con- - 
stantinople, endeavoured to cloak the error, and wished both ̂tempts of
words, of One or Two Operations, to be abstained from : quite the Mon<>-* 

. 9 ^ thelite he-
as those Eutycheans, who, confessing that Christ was perfect resyieading
God and perfect man, yet set themselves with the greatest
eagerness against One and Two Natures alike. That Ser-
gius was unsound in much the same way: that he then com-
posed his Ecthesis, or exposition, which was published under
the name of his protector, the Emperor Heraclius, and sup-
pressed equally both terms. That Pyrrhus of Constantin-
ople followed this. That after the death of Heraclius an.
edict was issued by Constans the son of Heraclius to the
same effect; it was called the Typus, and composed by Paul,_ +

Patriarch of Constantinople, successor of Pyrrhus. That
Pope Honorius, so early as the time of Sergius, had been
deceitfully drawn into that dissimulation. As the difficulty
lies in the last point it must be set forth more distinctly.

" In the year 633, then, Cyrus, Patriarch of Alexandria,
was the first of all to issue a decree, and set forth one
theandric operation in Christ. Thus wrote the Synod of
Alexandria, held under him, in its seventh Anathema. Cyrus
put forth this under pretence of peace, as though by that
decree he should be able to reconcile the Eutycheans to the
Church. Sergius, Patriarch of Constantinople, immediately
takes up this doctrine; and no wonder, as he was the secret
promoter of it. But Sophronius, a most holy and learned
man, at that time a monk, but shortly after raised to the
See of Jerusalem, declared his abhorrence of these tenets as
new and impious. Nor would he listen to Sergius support-
ing Cyrus, nor admit any compromise in a matter of Faith,
but he demanded plainly of Sergius, that the expression,
One Operation, in the decrees of the Alexandrine Council,
should be erased. Next, when made Patriarch of Jerusalem,
he issued a Synodical letter, and proved that the force of this
expression led to a confusion of the Two Natures of Christ,
since each Nature must have its own Operation.

"But Sergius, perceiving the attention of Catholics to be
roused, and that they would not admit of One Operation,
though put upon them under the name of peace, after the

B b 2
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CHAP, fashion of heretics betook himself to fraud, and wrote to

- '- - Cyrus to allow the expression neither of One nor Two Opera-
tions, inasmuch as One Operation disturbed some, while Two
were abhorrent from the sentiments of the Fathers. He wrote

a full account to Honorius of these transactions with Sophro-
nius and Cyrus, and his letter is extant in the twelfth action
of the Sixth Council.

" That letter of Sergius was condemned by the Sixth holy
Council as heretical, nor did any one excuse it. Let us see
therefore whether Honorius, who most warmly approved
that letter, can be excused.P

The Pope "There is given in this same twelfth action the first letter
approves /» TT " .L o " " i'ii o " i, "
the doctrine <M rlonomis to bergms, in which he answers oergius, begin-
ofSergius. Jlint}ms:

i ii. " ' We have received the letter of your Fraternity, by which
we learn that certain contentions and new questions about
words have been introchiced by a certain Sophronius, then
a monk, but now, as we hear, made Bishop of Jerusalem,
against our Brother Cyrus, the Prelate of Alexandria, who
sets forth to those converted from heresy One Operation of
our Lord Jesus Christ. Which Sophronius, coming to your
Fraternity, and laying a complaint to you of this kind, being
at great length instructed by you, begged to have your in-
structions distinctly set down for him in writing. Of which
letter sent to the same Sophronius we having received a copy
from you, and having read it, praise your Fraternity, that
with great providence and circumspection you have removed
that novelty of expression, which might give offence to the
ni >re simple/ At the end is written, ( Let your Fraternity
set forth this together with us, as we too set forth that,

Bossuet,ut being of one mind with you/" "Let our opponents declare
sup what this setting forth is: we, according to the custom of

all antiquity, maintain that in that expression is compre-
hended doctrine itself, the Faith itself, in its whole con-
sistence and certitude. But Honorius himself makes a boast

that he sets forth with one mind the same Faith as Sergius
the heretic and heresiarch. So that it is absolutely necessary
either that the letter of Sergius be acquitted, or that of
Honorius condemned.

" We have another letter of Honorius to Sergius inserted
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in the thirteenth action of the Sixth Council. First he SECT.
declares 'that he wrote to Cyrus, Prelate of the Church of - I.

Alexandria, to refute the newly-coined expression of One or 5- 
i 11,

Two Operations:' and again, ' That the newly introduced
expression of One or Two Operations may be removed from
the preaching of the Faith. For what do they who thus
speak conceive, save, according to the expression of One or
Two Natures, so likewise One or Two Operations of Christ
our God? About which holy Scripture writes plainly. But
it is utterly vain to conceive or state that our Lord Jesus
Christ, the Mediator of God and men, is or was of One
or Two Operations/w Of other words of Honorius which

ossuet adds, he says, " granting them to be entirely ortho-
dox, yet it is not easy to distinguish them from very similar
expressions of the Monothelites But we wish to fix
what is certain.

" And first, this is certain, that Honorius gave this answer The Pope
when he was consulted by three Patriarchs. For he declares Vvrong an- o

that he wrote to Cvrus of Alexandria in the same sense as to 5" to all* LUG

Sergius of Constantinople. To these two Patriarchs we must Patriarchs.
add the third/ Sophronius of Jerusalem, who held the right
view about the Two Operations, and was therefore approved
by the Sixth Ecumenical Council, concerning whom Honorius
says in his second letter to Sergius, - We have instructed the
Legates of our afore-mentioned Brother and fellow-Bishop
Sophronius not to preach henceforth the expression of Two
Operations, which they most earnestly promised that he
would do, if also our brother Cvrus would desist from the J *

expression of One Operation/ The Legates of Sophronius
did indeed promise this, but it is known that Sophronius
persevered in the right view, and that his Legates only,
having been most badly instructed by Honorius, whom they
had duly come to consult, promised what was wrong and
injurious to the Faith.

u It is objected, that in the letters of Honorius there is His answer
no mention of any Council held by him, and no declaration decretal
of anathema. There is indeed no mention of a Council, as Ktter-

neither is there in the letter of Celestine to Cyril, nor in
that of Leo to Flavian, nor in that of Innocent in answer to
the African Councils, nor in many others, which nevertheless
\ve esteem as enuine decrc< s of the Apostolic See.
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CHAP. "Doubtless there is no anathema: what then? there is
VI.

--!- none in the Apostolic decree of Jerusalem in Acts xv.;
there is none in the letter of Sophronius, which yet he calls
himself synodical; there is none in very many decretals of
the Apostolic See, even issued de
first letters of Gregory the Second to Leo the Isaurian, nor
in many others, is the sword of anathema drawn at once.
Doctrine, resting on the simple truth, goes first: anathemas
follow against the obstinate. Nor is error only committed
when the truth is condemned, but when falsehood is ap-
proved; and this it is beyond all question that Honorius did,
when he supported Sergius and Cyrus and their perverse
letters. And it is quite certain that Honorius made this
answer, when he was consulted de fide by three Patriarchs,
Sergius, Cyrus, and Sophronius, who sent Legates for the
purpose of being instructed: nor is it less certain that these
decrees of Honorius were carried to the Churches, and spread
through the whole East. Hence were issued Expositions and
Forms, which forbad equally One or Two Operations. Hence
Macarius, Patriarch of Antioch, most obstinate of Monothe-
lites, gave his confession in the Sixth Council in these words :

ii. * We consent as well to the Five Councils, as to Honorius,
358. B! taught of God, to Sergius, Paulus, and Peter :J and again,

* I reject also Maximus, and his impious dogma of division,
which too H^PT

Sergius, and Cyrus, and the other Doctors and Prelates of
the Churches/ always prefixing the name of Honorius.

" But what means that expression of Honorius to Sergius,
(Let your Fraternity teach this with us/ but a declaration of
the Faith to be preached to the people by Sergius ? What
that of the same Honorius, when supporting Cyrus, 'who
preached to those converted from heresy one Operation of
our Lord Jesus Christ V What means this, I repeat, but an
approval of the heresy which Cyrus was preaching, and of
the heretical profession which he was delivering? Thus he
confirms Cyrus, not indeed in the Faith, as he was requested,
but in that very heresy which Cyrus was instilling into men's
minds.

And is so " But these writings of Sergius, Honorius, and Sophronius,
which we have mentioned, are called in the Sixth Council

council, dogmatic or synodical, and under that name are praised or
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condemned by the holy Council after previous examination : SECT.
. . . so that it cannot be doubted that these letters of Ho- -

norius, consulted by the Patriarchs, were considered as an
answer of the Apostolic See."

Bossuet then proceeds to censure what he calls the Vain de-J? £ i-\»

" evasion" of Bellarmine and Baronius, that Honorius had conduct of
thus written out of economy for the sake of peace, until he
should define the matter more exactly, and adds: " Indeed "ine and

. « Baromus.

we are too favourable to the name of Honorius, if we defend
these things, which can only be defended with the worst
results. Where, in fine, is that obscurity in the question,
which required a definition to be put off, whether there are
Two Operations or One in the two Natures of Christ ? With
equal right might Leo the Great have dissembled whether
there were Two Natures or One in Christ, or pronounced that
both were devoid of sense, and by so disgraceful a com-
promise have held peace with Eutyches and Dioscorus. Far
other was the judgment of the Fathers. Wherefore the
Roman Pontiffs, the immediate successors of Honorius,
Severinus, John IV., Theodoras, St. Martin, and others, and
St. Agatho, proscribed with a like sentence those who named
One Operation, and those who declared that silence was to
be kept about Two as well as One.
" " Indeed Martin, the heroic martyr, exposed in the Lateran The La-
Council the secrets of that senseless heresy \ how the Mono- cji unaer
thelites had first preached One Will and One Operation:
presently, to escape condemnation, had suppressed the term demnsPope

Honorius

One and Two alike. After this exposition he and the holy tacitly.
Council condemn the Ecthesis of Heraclius, and the Type of
Constans: distinctly assert Two Wills and Two Operations,
and strike with the same anathema those who state what is

false, and those who suppress what is true.
" Hear the Council itself. The holy Council said, f The Mansi 10.

. 1034. E.

Typus altogether disagrees with the rule of the Catholic
Church, in which certainly that alone which is opposed to
the Faith is ordered to be buried in fitting silence; but not
that which is orthodox to be denied together, or received
together, with its contrary. . . For it is unchristian to sup-
port impiety together with the right Faith, and not to dis-
tinguish good from evil/ This sin Honorius entirely com-
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CHAP. mitted, who declared the expressions of One and Two Wills
VL

to be equally novel, equally senseless, equally removed from
the right Faith.

" This was in the fourth sitting of the Lateran Council
held by Pope St. Martin. In the 18th Canon of the fifth
sitting, Sergius, Pyrrhus, Paulus, Patriarchs of Constanti-
nople, Cyrus of Alexandria, and Theodorus of Pharan, were
condemned for the reason, that they either asserted One

Mansi 10. Operation, or forbad Two and One alike : by which Canon
1158. E. 

who does not see that Honorius was condemned, though his
name was suppressed ? But now let us come to the Acts of"

the Sixth Council."

Two main 1 In the following remarks Bossuet has two main points in
points.

view : first, that the Sixth Council was held after the most
express and accurate definition of the matter it discussed by
Pope St. Martin, and that it deliberated on the letter of
Pope St. Agatho, and the Western Council. Secondly, the

udemnation of Pope Honorius.
I. The As to the first. "The Lateran Council of M
Sixth

Council ) was very ce African and many
held after a

most ex- Oriental Churches sending Legates to it, and agreeing to
press defi-nition of the Faith it set forth: there were besides the subscriptions
the matter
which it of a hundred and twenty-five Bishops who sat in judgment
discussed with him. Then there was an Encyclical letter of the holy
by Pope
Martin, Council sent to all the Faithful of Christ in the whole world.

A very great point must be added, that the holy Pontiff
endured much for that statement, and even crowned his
orthodox Faith with martyrdom.

Yet after that statement, when the whole East was
thrown into confusion by the Emperors, and the Patriarchs
of Constantinople were preaching heresy, and Macarius, too,
Patriarch of Antioch, passed over to that side, it was thought
necessary under Pope St. Donus, and, when he was dead,
under St. Agatho, that the Sixth Ecumenical Council should
be convoked by the Emperor Constantine Pogonatus, and
held at Constantinople.

" Here there meet us first the two letters of Pope Agatho
written to the Emperor, which were to be read in the General
Council, one of Agatho himself and the Apostolic See, the
other in the name of the Western Council which Agatho
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had summoned to Rome. They were therefore read at the SECT.
beginning of the Council in the fourth action. Here ma* T /"

be seen the settled and everywhere acknowledged tradition popeA^a-
of the holy Councils as to the order and manner of deliberat- th.° e*a"* 

f f mined, as

ing. For the letters of St. Agatho are approved in the Sixth those of
^ t jPO

Council precisely after the same order and manner as those
of St. Cyril and St. Leo were approved in the Third and
Fourth Councils." " Paul the imperial secretary said, 'Your
sacred majesty remembers, that George, most holy Arch-
bishop of this heaven-protected royal city, and Macarius
most holy Archbishop of Antioch, and the venerable Bishops
with them, having received at their own request in our
former session copies of the two reports directed to your
sacred majesty by Agatho most holy and blessed Pope of
Elder Rome, and his Council, promised to read them, and
afterwards return a fitting answer/ The most pious Emperor
Constantino said, ' Let George most holy Archbishop of our
heaven-protected royal city, and Macarius most holy Arch-
bishop of Antioch, and the Council under them, declare if
they agree with the sense of the reports sent by Agatho,
most holy Pope of Elder Rome, and the Council under him/
George, most holy Archbishop of Constantinople said, ' My
good Lord, having inspected the full force of the reports
sent to your sacred person by Agatho most holy Pope of
Elder Rome, and the Council with him, and having examined
the books of the holy and approved Fathers, which are kept
in my venerable patriarchal house, I have found all the quo-
tations of the holy and approved Fathers, contained in the
said reports, to be correct, and in no respect disagreeing with
those holy and approved Fathers, and I agree with them,
and so confess and believe/ . . . Sisinnius, Bishop of Hera-
clea, said, e I have found nothing in them disagreeing with
the holy Fathers, and I confess/ &c. Domitius, Bishop of
Prusias, said, (I give his words to shew how little the Pri-
macy involves a monarchy,) * The reports sent by our Father
Agatho, Archbishop of the Apostolic and Chief Throne of
Elder Rome, to the sacred Emperor-I receive and embrace
as the dictation of the Holy Ghost by the mouth of the holy
Peter Chief of the Apostles, and written by the finger of the
aforesaid most blessed Pope Agatho/" &c.
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CHAP. -"To the same effect," says Bossuet, " all speak one
:- 

one, and only after that examination were the letters of St. J f

Agatho and the whole Western Council approved. Agatho
indeed, and the Western Bishops put forth their decrees"

Mansi 11. thus: f We have directed persons from our humility to
294 D

your valour protected of God, which shall offer to you the
report of us all, that is, of all the Bishops in the Northern
or Western Regions, in which too we have summed up the
confession of our Apostolic Faith, yet not as those who wished
to contend about these things as being uncertain, but, being
certain and unchangeable, to set them forth in a brief defi-
nition, suppliantly beseeching you that, by the favour of
your sacred majesty, you would command these same things
to be preached to all, and to have force with all/ " Un-
doubtedly, therefore, so far as in them lay, they defined the
matter. The question was, whether the other Churches
throughout the world would agree, and a matter so great
was only made clear after Episcopal examination. But the
high, magnificent, yet true expressions, which St. Agatho
had used of his See, namely, that resting on the promise
of the Lord it had never turned aside from the path of
truth, and that its Pontiffs, the predecessors of Agatho,
who were charged in the person of Peter to strengthen their
brethren, had ever discharged that office, this the Fathers
of the Council hear and receive. But not the less they
examine the matter: they inquire into the decrees of
Roman Pontiffs, and, after inquiry held, approve Agatho's
decrees, condemn those of Hoiiorius : a certain proof that
they did not understand Agatho's expressions as if it were
necessary to receive without discussion every decree of
Roman Pontiffs even de fide, inasmuch as they are sub-
jected to the supreme and final examination of a General
Council: but as if these expressions taken as a whole, in
their total, hold good in the full and complete succession of
Peter, as we have often said, and in its proper place shalli

say at greater length."
Here it may be remarked, that not every thing which is

received in the Acts of a General Council, is either accepted
or rejected by it: for instance, the fact that certain peti-
tioners addressed St. Leo at the Council of Chalcedon as
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Ecumenical Patriarch, by no means proves that the Council SECT.
warranted that title: nor does a general approval of Pope :-
Agatho's letter involve an approbation of every expressionf
which he had used about his own See.

We proceed to Bossuet's second point. "Whether now H.Con-
the Sixth Council condemned Honorius so severely, the Of PopeTT �

Acts themselves shall speak out. That indeed the Koman b>?"^lus
Pontiffs, successors of Honorius. spared his name, is plain £lxth.fJ r 

. Council.

enough. Likewise John the Fourth, the third after Hono-
rius, excused him, as well as he could, in his apology issued
to the Emperor Constantine, which Maximus, an illustrious
confessor of this age against the Monothelites, praises.
John excused Honorius, because he seemed to have named
One Will in a good sense: but he does not even touch on
the point of his rejecting One and Two equally. But Agatho
attempts to soften down this likewise: for thus he speaks
in the letter to the Emperor which he sent to be read in
the sacred Council, ' From the time that the Prelates ofMansiii.

243. A.
Constantinople have endeavoured to introduce heretical no-
velty into the spotless Church of Christ, my predecessors
have never neglected to exhort them to desist, at least by
keeping silence, from erroneous doctrines, lest from this
they might make a beginning of dissension in the unity of
the Church, by asserting that there was in our one Lord
Jesus Christ One Will and One Operation of Two Natures/
He extenuates, as well as he can, the silence ordered by
Honorius, yet not so as openly to defend Honorius, or to
venture to approve before the Council that the expression
of Two Wills was suppressed by him as much as that
of One.

"But the reasons, why the successors of Honorius before
the Sixth Council spared his memory, were these: first,
that he had in other respects maintained an admirable
Pontificate, and had died in the peace of the Church, and
seemed to have done nothing with bad intention, nor likely
to have been contumacious. Then, in excusing Honorius,
they thought they were supporting the Catholic Faith, by
denying heretics such a patronage. Lastly, there seemed no
necessity to condemn the letters of Honorius in the West,
because, being written to the Easterns, they were scarcely,
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CHAP, or at least very little, known in the West, where there were
'--- then either few or no Monothelites at all.

" When however it was evident that the letters of Honorius

had been spread far and wide in the East, and wonderfully
boasted of by the Monothelites, that many had been seduced
by the majesty of the Pontiff's name, and Macarius of An-
tioch been heard in the eighth action to call on every occa-
sion ' Honorius, taught of God/ his champion and leader, the
Orientals and the Sixth Council decreed that Honorius and

his letters could by no means be passed over in silence.
And so in the twelfth and thirteenth actions those letters

were read, and it was determined in the thirteenth action
that the letters of Honorius, equally as those of Sergius,

Mansi 11. Pyrrhus, and others, should be declared f foreign to the
555! c.' Apostolical decrees, and to the definitions of holy Councils,

and of all approved Fathers, and to follow the false doctrines
of heretics: we therefore utterly reject them, and execrate

. them as soul-destroying. . . . But together with these
(Sergius, Pyrrhus, Peter, and Paul, of Constantinople, and
Cyrus of Alexandria,) we order that Honorius, who was Pope
of ancient Rome, be cast out of the holy Church of God, and
anathematized, because we find by his writings to Sergius,
that he has in all things followed his mind, and confirmed
his impious dogmas/ All which was done without any
opposition on the part of the Legates of the Apostolic See,
nay, with their agreement and consent.

" 
3r did the Fathers regard it, if Honorius had stated

some points well, inasmuch as in dogmatic writings com-
plete and full integrity is required, nor must the possible,
but the obvious, sense be sound: and what is composed by
Pontiffs for the exposition of the common Faith ought to be
understood in no fine-drawn, but in its popular, meaning.

"After passing sentence, the Fathers, according to the
custom of Councils, give an account of what was done to

Mansi ii. Agatho : c We have slain with an anathema, according to your
sentence passed before upon them-Theodoras of Pharan,
Sergius, Honorius, Cyrus, Paul, Pyrrhus, and Peter/ But
you will say, Agatho had written nothing about Honorius :
nay, seemed to wish to defend him at any rate. Certainly,
but
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had condemned others, and expressly proscribed not only SECT,
those who said One Will, but those who said neither One -
nor Two, the Fathers understood that Honorius, their fol-
lower and supporter, had incurred a like sentence : and it
was set to the honour of Agatho, that what they had added
might also seem to be done by his authority.

" Honorius is likewise mentioned in the salutation of the

Emperor with other heretics. ' Anathema to Theodore of Mansi n.
Pharan. Anathema to Sergius and Honorius. Anathema
to Pyrrhus and Paulus. Anathema to Cyrus and Peter.
Anathema to all heretics/

Also in the imperial edict Honorius is marked in
these words: ' Those sacrilegious Priests who governed the Mansi 11.
Churches perversely, such as were, Theodoras formerly Bi-
shop of Pharan; Sergius formerly Bishop of this heaven-
protected royal city; moreover Honorius, formerly Pope of
Elder Rome, supporter of the heresy, and inconsistent with
himself/ " &c.

Pope Leo the Second, successor of Agatho, to whom the Pope St.
Acts of the Council were sent for confirmation, writes back,
" We anathematize alike those inventors of new error, that J? condemna-y u ion,

is, Theodore Bishop of Pharan, Cyrus of Alexandria, Sergius, Mansi n.
Pyrrhus, Paul, Peter, plotters against, rather than Prelates
of the Church of Constantinople; and also Houorius, who
did not illumine this Apostolical Church with the doctrine
of Apostolical tradition, but by a foul betrayal attempted to
subvert its spotless Faith."

The same Pope Leo, writing to the Bishops of Spain an and repeats
account of this Council, says, " They who had fought against
the purity of the Apostolic tradition, being departed, have Bishops
been punished with eternal condemnation, that is, Theodoras King of 

. .

d

of Pharan, Cyrus of Alexandria, Sergius, Pyrrhus, Paul, Mansi'
Peter, of Constantinople, together with Honorius, who did 1052- A-
not, as it became the Apostolical authority, extinguish at its
beginning the flame of heretical doctrine, but by his negli-
gence fanned it."

Pope Leo repeats these expressions in his letter to Ervigius Mansi n.
king of Spain. 1057' B'

The Patriarch Tarasius in his letter to the Roman and
other Patriarchal Sees in the Seventh Council, which is
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CHAP, acknowledged by the Roman Legates, says, "I subject to
~- anathema Cyrus, Sergius, Honorius, Pyrrhus, Paul, and all

Man si 12. , i - /> n jj
1124 E. their followers/

nsi is. The Seventh Council itself in its decretal letter repeats," As
the Sixth Council in Constantinople exclaimed, excommuni- ,is re- r y

by eating: Sergrius. Honorius, Cyrus, Pyrrhus, Macarius."
the Seventh o o ^ > j > +> >

Council; In the Liber Diurnus of the Roman Pontiffs is that pro-
to by the fession of Faith which the Pontiffs elect were wont to make,

5 - in which amon the rest that are condemned with ana-tins in.

the Liber thema Honorius is mentioned, " The same," says Bossuet,
DiUrnUS'

Def.,iih. 7. was read in ancient Roman Breviaries, up to our time, cc J ' -4--D -D'- 4. 4.'
c' 26* in the life of St. Leo the Second. But they suppress, as

far as they can, the Liber Diurnus : they have erased this
from the Roman Breviary. Have they therefore hidden it ?
Truth breaks out from all sides, and these things become so
much the more evident, as they are the more studiously put
out of sight."

It scarcely seems necessary to repeat Bossuet's arguments
against Baronius and Bellarmiue, who, after these docu-
ments had been received without dispute for nine hundred
years, simply assert that they were falsified by the Greeks.
As Bossuet says, " A cause is utterly desperate, which must
be defended by such fictions." We may take Bossuet's con-

ssuet's elusion. " This we find to be certain. Honorius, duly ques-
summing tioned by three Patriarchs de fide, gave the worst answer:

Avas condemned with anathema by the Sixth Council: was
excused by Roman Pontiffs before the supreme sentence of
the Council, after that sentence was condemned with the
same anathema: Bellarmine and Baronius have betaken

themselves to fictions, being unable to defend Honorius
otherwise,"

The act of Now in reading this history I am at once reminded of
St. Augustine's words quoted by me above. He was con-

Popeiio- teD3plating a case *°f f*alse accusation made against four
noriuscor- Popes, But he proceeds to suppose what would have re- **

with the suited, had it been true. " Assuredly of whatever character
1 * f

st? Aujus- were Marcellinus, Marcellus, Sylvester, Melchiades, (Bishops
tme- of Rome,) Mensurius, Cecilianus, (Bishops of Carthage,) and

others against whom they object what they please in behalf
of their dissension, no hurt arises to the Catholic Church
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spread throughout the whole world. If they be innocent, SECT
we in no degree share their crown: if they be guilty, we in 
no degree share their guilt. If they were good, in the 

I.

threshing of the Catholic floor as grain they have been win-
nowed: if they were bad, in the threshing of the Catholic
floor as straw they have been crushed."

As St. Augustine wrote, the Sixth Council acted: when
the case at length occurred, they blotted out of the Church
of God an heretical Roman Bishop, with as little hesitation
as the Bishops of Alexandria or Constantinople, the partners
of his crime. St. Leo II. received their sentence. The next

Ecumenical Council recorded it afresh. The Roman Pontiffs

swore to it before their accession. At length the Roman See
assumed powers greatly enlarged, and prerogatives which
the first Leo or Gregory never even imagined. Then this
fact must be put out of sight. , The struggles of Bellarmine, Result from
and Baronius, and Pagi, and Gamier, and the Ballerini,
tell us what a blow this condemnation gives to the Papal
theory. For whereas all Roman Catholics believe that the letter by 

a

decree of an Ecumenical Council, received by the Pope, is nical Coun-
infallible, and an Ecumenical Council, so received, has con- 

C1'

demned the decretal letter of a Pope as heretical, and ana-
thematized his person, it follows, therefore, nay, it is de fide,
that a Pope, speaking with all the power of his chair, is fal-
lible. In other words, the infallibility of the Church lies
not in any one Bishop, though he be the first in minis-
terial dignity, but in the consent of all. And this bears the
strongest witness to the true and ancient constitution of
the Church set forth in the Seven Ecumenical Councils, and
against the Papal Monarchy.

At the end of the Sixth Council, the Emperor demanded
" If the definition read be consented to bv all the Bishops/1 Mansi n.fin" A

The Council replied. "We all thus believe, we have one 
" *

r * ' Acts of the
Faith. The Council requests the Emperor to confirm their Council
Acts by his subscription. After he had done this, they five patri.
request that exact copies may be sent with his subscription archaISees-
to the five Patriarchal Sees, namely,

"To the Apostolical See of the holy Peter chief of the Mansi n.
082

Apostles, that is, to Agatho most holy Pope of Eider Rome.
" To the most holy See of the Catholic and Apostolic great
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CHAP. Church of Constantinople, that is. to George most holy and
- blessed Patriarch.

"To the Apostolic See of the holy Evangelist Mark, who
is honoured in the great city of the Alexandrians, by the
Monk Peter, most reverend Presbyter and Legate."

" To the See of the great city of Antioch, or Theopolis, by
Theophanes, the venerable and most holy Patriarch.

" To the holy See of the Resurrection of Christ our God,
that is, Jerusalem, Theodorus most reverend Presbyter being
Vicar of that most honourable See, by George, Monk and
Presbyter of Sebaste."

SECT. II.

The Council WE now come to that code of Canons by which the* rr 11

Its purpose. Oriental Church has been governed for eleven hundred and
fifty years. I shall quote such as have a bearing on the

Fieury, liv. Roman controversy. " As the two last General Councils, (in
40 49

553 and in 681,) had not made any Canons, the Orientals
judged it suitable to supply them eleven years after the Sixth
Council, that is to say, the year 692, fifth indiction. For
that purpose the Emperor Justinian convoked a Council, at
which 211 Bishops attended, of whom the principal were the
four Patriarchs, Paul of Constantinople, Peter of Alexandria,
Anastasius of Jerusalem, George of Antioch. Next in the
subscriptions are named John of Justinianopolis, Cyriacus of
Cesarea in Cappadocia, Basil of Gortyna in Crete, who says
that he represents the whole Council of the Roman Church,
as he had said in subscribing the Sixth Council. But it is
certain otherwise that there were in this one Legates of the
holy See, This Council, like the Sixth, assembled in the
dome of the palace called in Latin Trullus, which name it

has kept. It is also named in Latin Quinisextum, in Greek .
Penthecton, as one might say, the fifth-sixth, to mark that
it is only the supplement of the two preceding Councils,

Seethe , , 1 . . -,. ,.
words of though properly it is a distinct one.
isoinsi " ^he intention was to make a body of discipline to serve
11. 934. B. thenceforth for the whole Church, and it was distributed
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into 102 Canons/' "It mostly/' says Gieseler, "issued in SECT.
the form of laws the older Ecclesiastical customs, and repeated -- ' - L. r~v

more ancient Canons. It seems that here, as at Chalcedon, tom. i.

the Greek Bishops had the express purpose to remind of his
limits the Roman Patriarch, lately afresh exalted through
his new victory," viz., that he appeared at the Sixth Coun-
cil to overthrow the Monothelite heresy, much as his pre-
decessor St. Leo, at the Fourth, to condemn its parent the
Eutychean..

This purpose is, I think, unquestionable : it is chiefly Four heads
i ,1 /" /» 11 " i i in which it

conspicuous under the lour following heads. limits the"_

1. The code of Canons and decretal letters which are to

be received. man See-

2. The rules respecting the marriage of Clergy.
3. The rank of the See of Constantinople in relation to

that of Rome.

4. The Roman custom of fasting on Saturday.
The Council begins by acknowledging its maintenance of

the Apostolic Faith, and the Six Ecumenical Councils: and
by condemning by name the errors and persons condemned
by them, among whom Pope Honoring is not forgotten.

The second Canon is very important. It says, " It has Mansi 11.

also seemed good to this holy Council, that the eighty-five The'
Canons, received and ratified by the holy and blessed Fathers code of
before us, but also delivered down to us in the name of the anddecrc-
holy and glorious Apostles, should from this time forth ̂ ahiceh ^e
remain firm arid unshaken for the cure of souls and the to.be ,re"

ceived.

healing of disorders." It then excepts the Clementine con-
stitutions enjoined in those Canons to be received, because
they had been adulterated, and proceeds, " But we set our Mansi 11.
seal likewise upon all the other holy Canons set forth by our
holy and blessed Fathers, that is, the 318 holy God-fearing
Fathers assembled at Nicea, and those at Ancyra, further
those at Neocsesarea, and likewise those at Gangra, and,
besides, those at Antioch in Syria: those too at Laodicea in
Phrygia: and likewise the 150 who assembled in this heaven-
protected royal city: and the 200 who assembled the first
time in the metropolis of the Ephesians, and the 630 holy
and blessed Fathers at Chalcedon. In like manner those of

Sardica, and those of Carthage: those also who again assem-
c c
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CHAR bled in this heaven-protected royal city tinder Nectarius its
VI. Bishop, and Theophilus Archbishop of Alexandria. Like-

wise too the Canons (i. e. the decretal letters) of Dionysius,
formerly Archbishop of the great city of Alexandria; and of
Peter, Archbishop of Alexandria and Martyr; of Gregory
the wonder-worker, Bishop of Neocsesarea; of Athanasius,
Archbishop of Alexandria; of Basil, Archbishop of Caesarea
in Cappadocia; of Gregory, Bishop of Nyssa; of Amphi-
lochius of Iconium; of Timothy, Archbishop of Alexandria;
of Theophilus, Archbishop of the same great city of Alex-
andria; of Cyril, Archbishop of the same Alexandria; of
Gennadius, Patriarch of this heaven-protected royal city.
Moreover the Canon set forth by Cyprian, Archbishop of the
country of the Africans and Martyr, and by the Synod under
him, which has been kept only in the country of the afore-
said Bishops, according to the custom delivered down to
them. And that no one be allowed to transgress or disre-
gard the aforesaid Canons, or to receive others beside them,
supposititiously set forth by certain who have attempted to
make a traffic of the truth. But should any one be convicted
of innovating upon, or attempting to overturn, any of the
afore-mentioned Canons, he shall be subject to receive the
penalty which that Canon imposes, and to be cured by it of
his transgression."

Here then the whole Eastern Church declares the immut-

ability of that whole system of Church government and dis-
cipline which had been sanctioned, as delivered down to it,
by the Council of Chalcedon two hundred and forty years
before: a code of laws which it needs but to read to see its

Decretal utter contrariety with the Papal Idea. But further, while it
letters of
Eastern inserts in that code the Canonical letters of its own great
Primates
inserted: Fathers, current in the East, it excludes the decretal letters
those of of the Popes, from Siricius downwards, which for three
the Popes
excluded. hundred years had been equally current in the West, and

which are quoted by Roman writers to prove the Papacy now,
while those letters of the Eastern Fathers, and the perpetual
references made to them, are put out of sight. Lastly, the
Eastern Church significantly threatens with punishment any
one who attempts to innovate upon any of these Canons.
Any one, interpreted, means the Roman Patriarch. As for
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the Canon of St. Cyprian, quoted in so marked a manner, SECT.
" it is difficult," says Fleury, " to understand what it is, unless
it be the preface of the Council of St. Cyprian, where he says above, p.
that no one pretends to be a Bishop of Bishops, or oblige his
colleagues to obedience by tyrannical fear."

2. The Oriental view about clerical marriage is contained 2. Oriental
in four Canons, which it is necessary to quote at large, clerical

" Since our pious and Christian Emperor has addressed inarnase-
this holy and Ecumenical Council, in order that it might
provide for the purity of those who are in the list of the11-941'2*
Clergy, and who transmit divine things to others, and that marriage
they may be blameless ministrants, and worthy of the sacri- deposition!
fice of the great God, who is both Offering and High-Priest, A

0 ' & & / after ordi-
a sacrifice apprehended by the intelligence: and that it nation, or
might cleanse away the pollutions wherewith these have widow,
been branded by unlawful marriages: now whereas they ofcensure "
the most holy Roman Church purpose to keep the rule of
exact perfection, but those who are under the See of this
heaven-protected and royal city keep that of kindness and
consideration, so blending both together as our fathers have
done, and as the love of God requires, that neither gentle-
ness fall into licence, nor severity into harshness; especially
as the fault of ignorance has reached no small number of
men, we decree, that those who are involved in a second
marriage, and have been slaves to sin up to the fifteenth of
the past month of January, in the past fourth indiction, the
6109th year, and have not resolved to repent of it, be sub-
jected to canonical deposition: but that they who are in-
volved in this disorder of a second marriage, but before our
decree have acknowledged what is fitting, and have cut off

their sin, and have put far from them this strange and ille-
gitimate connection, or they whose wives by second marriage
are already dead, or who have turned to repentance of their
own accord, having learnt continence, and having quickly
forgotten their former iniquities, whether they be Presbyters
or Deacons, these we have determined should cease from all
priestly ministration or exercise, being under punishment
for a certain time, but should retain the honour of their seat
and station, being satisfied with their seat before the laity,
and begging with tears from the Lord that the transgression

c c 2
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CHAP, of their ignorance be pardoned them: for unfitting it were
VI

- that he should bless another who has to tend his own wounds.

But those who have been married to one wife, if she was a
widow, and likewise those who after their ordination have
unlawfully entered into one marriage, that is, Presbyters

N and Deacons, and Sub-deacons, being debarred for some
short time from sacred ministration, and censured, shall be

restored again to their proper rank, never advancing to any
further rank, their unlawful marriage being openly dissolved.
This we decree to hold good only in the case of those that
are involved in the aforesaid faults up to the fifteenth, as
was said, of the month of January, of the fourth indiction,
decreeing from the present time, and renewing the Canon

Apostolical which declares, that he Avho has been joined in two marriages
is. ' after his Baptism, or has had a concubine, cannot be Bishop,

or Priest, or Deacon, or at all on the sacerdotal list; in like
manner, that he who has taken a widow, or a divorced person,
or a mistress, or a servant, or an actress, cannot be Bishop,
or Priest, or Deacon, or at all on the sacerdotal list."

Canon 6. Another Canon says, ft Since it is enjoined in the Aposto-
Canons, (26th,) that, of those who are advanced to the

ofSub-dea- Clericy unmarried, readers and singers alone may marry,
cons, and / . . . . , . -, , <" ,
upwards, we also, maintaining this, decree that irom the present

many ° time Sub-deacon, Deacon, or Presbyter, should on no ac-
afterordi- coun^ after his ordination be allowed to contract marriage.nation. °

But if any one venture to do this, let him be deposed. But
if any one of those advanced to the Clericy desire to con-
tract marriage, let him do this before his ordination to the
Diaconate, Sub-diaconate, or Presbyterate."

Canon 12. "This also has come to our knowledge, that in Africa, and
"ftoPUve -kibya, and other places, the most reverend Bishops do not
with their avoid, even after their consecration, the company of theirwives un~ **

der pain of wives, giving thereby offence and scandal to their people.
ceposition. jjeing very anxious, therefore, to do every thing for the

good of the flocks committed to us, wre have determined that
henceforth such a thing should by no means be: this we say
not to annul or subvert what has been enacted by the Apo-
stles, but out of regard to the salvation and greater advance
of the people, and not to cause blame to the sacerdotal order.
For the holy Apostle says : * Do all for the glory of God : be
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without offence both to Jews and Greeks, and to the Church SECT.
of God: even as I please all men in all things, not seeking --
mine own profit, but the profit of many, that they may be
saved. Be ye followers of me, even as I also am of Christ/
But if any one be caught doing such a thing, let him be
deposed/'

ut since we know that it is maintained as a Canon Canon IB.

in the Church of the Romans that they, who are about Roman,Ca~» 7 non and

to be ordained Deacon or Priest, should declare that thev practice
i i -4.u 4.1, - " /" n " " censured>

no longer keep company with their wives, we, following under pain
the original Canon of Apostolical perfection, and order, de- tion!P°S1"
cree that the lawful marriages of those occupied in holy
things should hold good from the present time, by no means
dissolving their union with their wives, or depriving them of
each other's company at fitting times. So that if any one
be found worthy to be ordained Sub-deacon, or Deacon, or « *

Presbyter, let such an one by no means be prevented from
receiving such rank, living with his lawful wife. Nor in the
time of ordination let him be required to declare, that he
will desist from lawful intercourse with his own wife, that
we may not by this be forced to throw a slight on mar-
riage, ordained by God, and blessed with His own presence,
as the voice of the Gospel cries, 'What God hath joined to-
gether, let not man put asunder:' and the Apostle teaches,
' Marriage is honourable, and the bed undefiled / and,
'Art thou bound to a woman, seek not to be loosed/ But
we know, how also they who assembled at Carthage, out of
regard to seernliness of life in ministrants, declared that Sub-
deacons, handling the holy mysteries, and Deacons, and Pres-_

byters, at proper times should observe continence with their
wives, that we too may equally maintain what has been
handed down by the Apostles, and prevailed from antiquity
itself, knowing that there is a time for every matter, and
especially for fasting and prayer. For it behoves those who
sit beside the altar to be in all things continent at the time
of handling holy things, that they may be able to obtain
what they ask sincerely from God. If any one, therefore,
urged beyond the Apostolical Canons, should venture to debar
any of sacerdotal rank, that is, Presbyters, or Deacons, or
Sub-deacons, of company and union with their lawful wife, let
hin be deposed: and in like manner if any Presbyter or Dea-
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CHAP. Con under pretence of piety expels his own wife, let him be
- excommunicated, and, if he persist, be deposed."

The Canon of Carthage, the 25th of the Codex Ecclesise
Africans, enjoins absolute, not temporary, continence, on

I Bishops, Priests, Deacons, and Sub-deacons, "according to
former statutes."

The above Canons of the Council in Trullo are those by
which the Oriental Church is at present governed, and are
the most indulgent, as to the marriage of Clergy, which are
to be found in the whole Church, up to the sixteenth century.

I quote these Canons here to mark the censure of an
acknowledged Roman Canon, the declaration that it is con-
trary to Apostolic exactitude, and its prohibition for the
future. Again, the "any one" is the Roman Patriarch.

3, Rank of As to the third chief point mentioned above, the 36th.1 £1 /fc ^

Constant!- Canon says, " Renewing the decrees of the 150 holy Fathers
assembled in this heaven-protected royal city, and those of

tionof the the 630 Fathers assembled at Chalcedon, we decree that the
of the 2nd See of Constantinople should enjoy equal privileges with the
and of the See of Elder Rome, and be magnified as it in Ecclesiastical
2ftfl Canon matters, being second after it, next to which let the See ofofChalce- .

don. the great city of the Alexandrians rank, then that of An-
tioch, and then that of Jerusalem/'

Here the famous 28th Canon of Chalcedon is referred to

as part of the decrees of that Council. By which, as well as
by the whole intervening history, we may see the utter un-
truthfulness of the assertion that it was given up through

incompati- the opposition of St. Leo. And of course the utter incom-
bility of "
this with patibility of this Canon with the present Papal Idea is plain
ldea/pa a^ once. It sets clearly before the eyes the enormous and

World-Wide difference between Primacy and Supremacy. It
comes to us on the sanction of two Ecumenical Councils,
and a third intended to be so, and which, though not so,
has remained the living rule of one half of the Church for

1150 years. But further, we have St. Leo's own authority
for saying that the Roman Church in his day knew nothing
of the Canons of the 2nd Ecumenical Council: so that from

381 to 451 the whole East was governed by Canons never
even carried to the Pope; and though St. Leo absolutely
refused to receive, and did all he could to annul, the 28th
Canon of Chalcedon, yet his Legates at that very Council
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found Anatolius in full possession of the second place among SECT.
the Patriarchs, did not attempt to disturb him in it, nay, :-

made it a charge against Dioscorus that he had pushed
Flavian of Constantinople down to the fifth place. In fact,
from the Council of 381 the Patriarch of Constantinople is
found acting as Second Bishop of the Church; he was so
at Chalcedon in 451, he was so at Constantinople in 553,
and again in 681. And he was so in spite of all the Pope
could do against him. A more complete case of refutation
of the Supremacy cannot be well imagined than that in-
volved in the rank given to the Bishop of Constantinople; a
case the stronger in that the Nicene Canons certainly were
on the side of the Popes.

As to the fourth chief point the 55th Canon says, " Since 4. ARo-

we have heard that in the city of the Romans in the holy ordered to~ " ^H.

fast of Lent the fast is kept on the Sabbaths, (i. e. Satur-
days,) contrary to the Ecclesiastical custom delivered down Romeitself-
to us, it hath seemed good to the holy Council that even in
the Church of the Romans that Canon should absolutely hold
good which says, f If any Clerk be found fasting on the holy
Lord's day, or the Sabbath, save the one and single Sabbath,
(holy Saturday,) let him be deposed j but if a layman, severed
from Communion/"

This abrogation of a Roman custom in Rome itself, with
the declaration that it was unapostolical, speaks for itself.

It is said that Papal Legates were present, and signed
these decrees; which if they did, they were very unlike Papal
Legates. Pope Sergius, it is needless to say, would not agree
to them, when they were brought to him, and the Emperor
in vain tried to force him. But, like the decrees of 381, and
the 28th Canon of Chalcedon, in spite of rejection in the
West they became the law of the East, nay, are quoted in
the Seventh Council before the Roman Legates as Canons
of the Sixth Council.

Now this code of laws, the actual living code of the inference
Oriental Church, only sets forth and exhibits very strongly Code ofj "I /"'xv- "«.**" I

what the student of history must observe all along, that -1 Trn!i_c *f W< X 1 LlliU*

while the growing pretensions of Rome, from the first privi-
lege of ordering in certain cases a revision of Episcopal
causes given to that See in the Council of Sardica, in 347,
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CHAP, over and above its inherent Primacy, were looked upon with
:-jealousy, so any attempts to exercise authority over them-

selves never were admitted by the Greeks. If they are
schismatics now, schismatics they have been from the be-
ginning, and St. Basil the Great, St. Chrysostome, and St.
Cyril, the Doctors of the world, are their ringleaders.

SECT. III.

The THE Acts of the last Ecumenical Council assembled in 787

Ecumenical g]*ve the same view of the Constitution of the Universal
Council. Church as the Six preceding: Councils. The relative powerRelative r o r

power of and influence indeed of the two great portions of the Church
the See of

Rome and had much altered. The great advantage accruing to St.
Sees. aiiow Peter's See from being the only Apostolical See of the West
theEcume-js more aT1(j mOre apparent. It told in this way. All themeal Coun- . .
ciis, being Ecumenical Councils were held in the East: there were

lead to a seldom many Western Bishops present, often none, save the
crease'of Legates of the Roman See, who thus represented the whole
power m \\/"est. It had happened that at the First Nicene Councilthe Konian "*- r

See, as re- Pope Silvester, on account of his age, was not present in per-
presenting . II-T -TT -IT- -mi
the whole son, but by his Legates Vitus and Vicentius. The second
West ' 

* 
"

Ecumenical Council ,was a purely Eastern one, at which no
Papal Legates, nor any Western Bishops were present, save
the Bishop of Thessalonica, who was summoned as an Eastern.
Thus at the Council of Ephesus, in 431, the Popes found
two precedents for not appearing in person, as they were
summoned by the Emperor, like other Metropolitans, and
they readily perceived the advantage of sending Legates to
represent them instead, from which it followed that, while
the same respect was paid in the Council itself to their
Legates, as would have been to their own person, when the
Acts of the Council were afterwards brought to them to be
communicated to the whole West, they could confirm them
or not, or confirm a part, and refuse their consent to the
rest. We know from St. Augustine's express words, that
the Eastern Churches did not write to the Western save

through the Bishop of Home. Thus both in the ordinary
intercourse of East and West, and on the extraordinary
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occasions of Councils, the Roman See was more and more SECT.
. . in

regarded as representing the West, itself one half of the - :-
whole Church. And so there was gradually added to the
weight of Rome's original Primacy, and the rank of the
imperial city, the influence of the whole West in repre-
sentation; an influence which, belonging naturally to so
great a number of Bishops and Provinces, came to be asso-
ciated more and more, in process of time, with that particular
See which gave it voice and expression. Nor was this all.
The Roman Legates went forth with express directions from Disadvan-
the Pope: tried and chosen men, but two or three in petition of
number, they could act upon the heterogeneous elements
of an Eastern Council with the decision of unity and the in

son.

force of numbers at once: for the chair of Peter had sup-
plied their instructions, and the West with its many hundred
Bishops spoke in their voice. In the second Council of 381
the Eastern Bishops were full of contentions with each other,
as we learn from St. Gregory's most artless account. At
the third Council John of Antioch with his Bishops was at
daggers drawn with St. Cyril and his, and perhaps would
have succeeded in overthrowing him and saving Nestorius,
but for the power of the whole West thrown into the other
scale. Do not mix yourselves up, said Pope Celestine to his
Legates, with the contentions of the Bishops; if there is a
difficulty, consult Cyril, for he is faithful: you are to judge
of the Bishops' views without entering into dispute. When
the Acts of the Latrocinium of Ephesus, a regularly called
and in all formal respects Ecumenical Council, were brought
to St. Leo by his Legate who had escaped, he saved the
Church, by refusing his assent to them, which was the assent
of the whole West. At the Council of Chalcedon all the four
Eastern Patriarchs were more or less in fault: none of them

according to the strict letter of the Canon could have held O

their Sees. Thus the advantage of Rome, speaking singly,
yet representing the whole West, came out more and more
strongly in contrast with the divisions and rivalries of the
four Eastern Patriarchs. From the Council of Chalcedon

downwards, indeed, the Patriarch of Constantinople took a
very decided lead in the East, yet, with all the influence
which the imperial city gave him, Alexandria, Antioch, and
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CHAP. Jerusalem, remained Apostolical Sees, which his was not,
nor could he ever hope to present a unity in the East to
match and counterbalance the Roman unity in the West.

Practical J must confess a profound admiration for the wisdom and
shewn by skill in government shewn by the long line of Pontiffs during
Bishops in the 460 years which comprise the times of the Ecumenical
tf thime8 Councils. By shewing the capacity for rule they deserved
Seven to rule. More truly by far. and in a far higher subject ^

matter, as the soul is superior to the body, may the words
of the Roman Poet be applied to them, than to the conquer-
ing republic which the Poet had in thought, or the despotic
empire which succeeded him. Surely he prophesied of St.
Peter's See,

Tu regere imperio populos, Romane, memento,
Hse tibi erunt artes, pacisque imponere morem,
Parcere subjectis, et debellare superbos.*

Earthly states have had single conquerors or legislators, a
Charlemagne here, a Philippe Auguste there : in Rome alone
has the spiritual ruler dwelt for ages, smiting the waters of
the flood again and again, with the mantle of Elijah, and
making himself a path through them on the dry land. The
gradual ascent of the Roman See from the Council of Sardica
is to me the most remarkable fact of all history. Once, and
once only, at the Ecumenical Council of 553, was an advan-
tage won over the Papal See. Vigilius, to whom I fear
Gieseler does no wrong in calling him, originally at least, a
creature of the abominable Empress Theodora, was himself
at Constantinople in circumstances of extraordinary diffi-
culty, the West ready to desert him, if he gave up the
three Chapters, and the Council to anathematize him, if he
did not. Yet even then, though pressed in every possible
manner by the Emperor and Council to sit with them, he
refused under one pretext or another. He issued indeed
contradictory decretals, and at last subscribed, with ex-
pressions of contrition, the Council which had censured him,
but he escaped with his life, and, what was more, the life of
the Roman See, preserved, though sorely threatened. At
the Sixth Council of 681 the balance had turned greatly in
favour of Rome. The West was united under it; the great
African Church had long sunk in ruins, and the few sue-
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cessors of Aurelius, Augustine, and their 500 brethren, could SECT.
" " IIT

no longer defend the liberties of Africa against a hand to :-
which they looked for support from the barbarian and
heretic. In the mean1 time, in the East the Sees of Alex-*

andria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, were in captivity to the
infidel, and Constantinople itself shorn of its lustre, as well
by four successive heretical Patriarchs, as by the dangers
which threatened the Empire. But yet more was this the State of
case in 787, when, after a long succession of cruel and perse- at the
cuting Emperors, Irene and Constantine called the last Ecu- theSeventh
menical Council. Scarcely could the three Apostolic Sees of Council.
the East send by stealth, and at peril of their lives from the
Musulman oppressors, two monks to represent them jointly.
Besides, Iconoclast Emperors had made Iconoclast Patriarchs
of Constantinople. Tarasius, just consecrated from a layman,
stood, though orthodox, at great disadvantage before the
West, yet more consolidated under the Popes, whose Patri-
archate had been increased by the conversion of Britain, and
that of Germany under St. Boniface, their most zealous sup-
porter, while their power and influence had been largely
augmented by the rising Carlovingian family. Rome was
on the point of throwing off completely and for ever the
dominion of the Eastern Emperors: she spoke with a con-
sciousness of her strength, as the recognised head of the
West, and with the power of Charlemagne to back her.
Great, then, as was the moral preponderance of the West
in the last Ecumenical Council, it is much to find that the
Acts bear the most indubitable witness to the ancient and

h

Patriarchal constitution of the Church, and that the Spouse
of Christ, so long as her voice was one, acknowledged no
such powers in the Papal See as it now claims under penalty
of excommunication to those who deny them.

The Seventh Ecumenical Council was called by the Em-
peror Constantine and his mother the Empress Irene, to
deliver the Church from the impieties of the Iconoclast
Emperors, and to declare that honour was due to images
and pictures of our Saviour, the holy Mother of God, and
the saints. It met at Nicea the twenty-fourth of Sept., 787.
In the Acts we find repeatedly stated what an Ecumenical An Ecume-
Council is, viz., that it cannot be held without the consent ^ al Coun-one
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CHAP, of the several Patriarchs: so the Emperor to the Council
vi

speaks of his "having in especial care the good order of the ....sanctioned r -, " i
by the holy Churches of God, and purposing to procure by every

12 means the unity of the Priests, of North, South, East and
992. A. "West," and he congratulates the Council that by God's good
Mansi 12. .pleasure Legates were present from all the Patriarchs, "for

that is from the beginning the Synodical law of the Catholic
Church, which from one end of the world to the other hath
received the Gospel/* So in the sixth action it is said of

Mansi 13. the Iconoclast Council held at Constantinople in 754, " How
" * 

was it great and Ecumenical, which the Prelates of the other
Churches neither received nor agreed with, but anathema-
tized? It had not the co-operation of the then Pope of the
Romans, or the Priests about him, neither by his representa-
tives, nor by his encyclical letter, as is the law of Councils.
Nor had it the agreement of the Patriarchs of the East, of
Alexandria, Antioch, and the holy City, or of the Minis-
trants and High-Priests with them." And the Emperor
orders the letter of Adrian, most holy Pope of Elder Rome,
to be read to them according to the law of Councils, and

Mansi 12. the letter of the Oriental Patriarchs, and " bv them you will
1008 B . 

* 
.

know what is the sense of the Catholic Church." So just
afterwards Basil, Bishop of Ancyra, is received on his re-

Mansi 12. peiitance, and expresses himself thus: "I, Basil, Bishop of
Ancyra, purposing to be united to the Catholic Church, to
Adrian most holy Pope of Elder Rome, and to Tarasius most
blessed Patriarch, and to the most holy Apostolic Sees, that
is, of Alexandria, Antioch, and the holy City, and also, to all
orthodox High-Priests and Priests, make this my present
written confession, and offer it to vou who have received them

power from Apostolic authority. And in this I beg pardon
of your Blessedness that is collected together by God," &c.

In the second action, at the Emperor's desire, the letters
of the Pope, and in the third that of the Eastern Patriarchs
is read.

But the letter of the Pope to the Emperor is read in a
very curious way. Instead of being completely translated,
and read, they took the liberty to leave out a good deal
which they did not like, and to alter many expressions so as
to turn aside the plain drift of the Pope. The alterations
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are so remarkable that I must give them, for they shew on SECT.
the one hand a pretension which the Pope wished to es- - - -
tablish, and on the other a resolution equally marked to
reject it. The Pope's own words are, " If you persevere in Mansi 12.
that orthodox Faith in which you have begun, and the sacred ' Lettgr Of

and venerable images be by your means erected again inthep°Pe
0 J J b. totheEm-

those parts, as by the Lord, the Emperor Constantine of perorasit
pious memory, and the blessed Helen, who promulgated the ten. 

"was wnt-

orthodox Faith, and exalted the holy Catholic and Apostolic
Roman Church your spiritual mother, and with the other
orthodox Emperors venerated it as the head- of all Churches,
so will your Clemency, that is protected of God, receive the
name of another Constantine, and another Helen, through
whom at the beginning the holy Catholic and Apostolic
Church derived strength, and like whom your own imperial
fame is spread abroad by triumphs, so as to be brilliant and
deeply fixed in the whole world. But the more, if following
the traditions of the orthodox Faith, you embrace the judg-
ment of the Church of blessed Peter chief of the Apostles,
and, as of old your predecessors the holy Emperors acted,
so you too, venerating it with honour, love with all your
heart his Vicar, and if your sacred majesty follow by pre-
ference their orthodox Faith, according to our holy Roman
Church. May the chief of the Apostles himself, to whom
the power was given by our Lord Gocl to bind and remit
sins in heaven and earth, be often your protector, and
trample all barbarous nations under your feet, and every-
where make you conquerors. For let sacred authority lay
open the marks of his dignity, and how great veneration
ought to be shewn to his, the highest See, by all the faithful
in the world. For the Lord set him who bears the keys of
the kingdom of heaven as chief over all, and by Him is he
honoured with this privilege, by which the keys of the
kingdom of heaven are entrusted to him. He therefore
that was preferred with so exalted an honour was thought
worthy to confess that Faith on which the Church of Christ
is founded. A blessed reward followed that blessed con-

fession, by the preaching of which the holy universal Church
was illumined, and from it the other Churches of God have
derived the proofs of Faith. For the blessed Peter himself,
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CHAP, the chief of the Apostles, who first sat in the Apostolic See,
:- left the chiefship of his Apostolate, and pastoral care, to his

successors, who are to sit in his most holy seat for ever.
And that power of authority, which he received from the
Lord God our Saviour, he too bestowed and delivered by
divine command to the Pontiffs his successors," &c.

Significant The Greek translation, which alone was read and ap-
ofit,as proved by the Council, thus modifies this: "If the ancient
Council. 6 orthodoxy be perfected and restored by your means in those

regions, and the venerable icons be placed in their original
state, you will .be partakers with the Lord Constantine,
Emperor of old, by God's will, and the Empress Helen, who
made conspicuous and confirmed the orthodox Faith, and
exalted still more your holy spiritual mother the Catholic
and Roman Church, and with the orthodox Emperors who
ruled after them, and so your most pious and heaven-pro-
tected name likewise will be set forth as that of another

»

Constantine and another Helen; being renowned and
praised through the whole world, by whom the holy Ca-
tholic and Apostolic Church is restored. And especially
if you follow the tradition of the orthodox Faith of the
Church of the holy Peter and Paul the chief Apostles, and
embrace their Vicar, as the Emperors who reigned before
you of old both honoured their Vicar, and loved him with
all their heart: and if your sacred majesty honour the
Roman most holy Church of the chief Apostles, to whom
(the Apostles) was given power by God the Word Himself
to loose and to bind sins in heaven and earth. For they
will extend their shield over your power, and all barbarous
nations shall be put under your feet: and wherever you go
they will make you conquerors. For the holy and chief
Apostles themselves, who set up the Catholic and orthodox
Faith, have laid it down as a written law that all, who afterr

them are to be successors of their seats, should hold theirf

Faith, and remain in it to the end."

Thus, by the association of St. Paul with St. Peter, calling
them both the chief Apostles, and declaring that power to
bind and remit sins was given to them by God the Word
Himself, the Easterns turned aside that exclusive application
of the passage of Matthew, which from the time of St, Leo
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the Popes most constantly inculcated. For it is much to be SECT.
observed that the fault of the Roman claim is not that it -

assumes powers which were never given, but that it would
restrict to itself what was given to all the Apostles.

But when the Pope went on to censure the election of Th
Tarasius from a layman, and the title of Ecumenical Patriarch
given to him, they would neither read this in the Council,
nor have it put in the Acts, but left out the whole conclusion term. ,\\\ p n i f* T 1 *

of his letter altogether. What he says about this title of all which
Ecumenical is remarkable. ¬-We greatly wondered that in ieaeve out.
your imperial commands, directed for the Patriarch of the marks on

royal city, Tarasius, we find him there called Universal: but *i-* V./ 11 i i 1 \ JL. J 1 V.> t-

we know not whether this was written through ignorance, or opposed to
schism, or the heresy of the wicked. But henceforth we idea.apa
advise your most merciful and imperial majesty, that he be
by no means called Universal in your writings, because it
appears to be contrary to the institutions of the holy Canons,
and the decrees of the traditions of the holy Fathers. For
he never could have ranked second, save for the authority of
our holy Catholic and Apostolic Church, as is plain to all:"
(Pope Adrian apparently forgot the denunciations of St. Leo,
and how Pope Gelasius called the Bishop of Constantinople
a Suffragan of Heraclea, nor has he informed us when the
Roman Church granted what the Eastern Church took from
the date of her own Canon of 381.) "Because if he be
named Universal, above the holy Roman Church which has a
prior rank, which is the head of all the Churches of God, it
is certain that he shews himself as a rebel against the holy
Councils, and a heretic. Because, if he is Universal, he is
recognised to have the Primacy even over the Church of our
See, which appears ridiculous to all faithful Christians:
because in the whole world the chief rank and power was
given to the blessed Apostle Peter by the Redeemer of the
world Himself: and through the same Apostle, whose place
we unworthily hold, the holy Catholic and Apostolic Roman
Church holds the first rank, and the authority of power, now
and for ever; so that if any one, which we believe not, has*

called him, or assents to his being called, Universal, let h m
know that he is estranged from the orthodox Faith, and a
rebel against our holy Catholic and Apostolic Church."
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CAP The rebel, who soonest fell under this ban of the Pope, was
the Deacon and notary Cosmas, who, as soon as the Pope's
letter, thus altered and abbreviated, had been read to the
Council, and acknowledged by his Legates, informed the

Mansi 12 Council that another letter had been sent "from the most

holy Pope of Elder Rome to Tarasius, our most holy and
Ecumenical Patriarch, and as your holy assembly bids, it
shall be done with it also. The holy Council said, ' Let it
be read.'"

I only stop here to remark that the phraseology of the#

Pope himself about the title Universal cannot possibly be
reconciled with a spiritual monarchy, and that the expres-

Headan sion *ad of all the holy Churches," appears from it to
mean the First. It was by using the expression Head, which

See Mr.

Thomp-was originally given with this meaning, in that other and
son's Book infinitely higher meaning in which our Lord is said to bepassim.

of the Body, that the Primacy became a Supremacy, and"

the Vicarius Petri was turned into the sole Vicarius Christi.

The Pope's After the Pope's letter to the Patriarch Tarasius had beenletters con- * ,- * , - " j /* m " -^-L j «4/u "-<-
firmed by read, his Legates inquired of Tarasius, it he agreed with it
andbythe and the other. Tarasius replied that he agreed with and
Council, confirmed them, very carefully limiting his agreement to the

particular matter in hand, of the images or icons, and saying
that the Pope had maintained the ancient tradition of the
Catholic Church, and that he had himself carefully searched
the Scriptures, and been instructed by the teaching of the
Fathers in forming his conclusion.

Thereupon the Legates inquired if the whole Council re-
ceived the letters. They replied that they received them.
On which John, Legate of the Eastern Patriarchs, says,

Mansi 12. " Now is it seasonable to sine; in the Psalmist's words, c Mercy

and Truth have met together, Righteousness and Peace have
kissed each other/ We know that our Lord Jesus Christ is

Mercy and Truth. But the most holy Patriarchs and Pas-
tors of the world are so, and are called so, by participation.
For Mercy and Truth have met together, in that Adrian,
most holy Pope of Elder Rome, and Tarasius most blessed
Patriarch of royal Constantinople, are of one mind and con-
fes on. The several Bishops then in order express their
consent, for which that of Basil of Ancyra may stand as a
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sample. " According to the contents of the letters of the SECT.
most holy Adrian Pope of Elder Rome, and the sense of our 

III.

m >st holy Father and Ecumenical Patriarch, I think, and
hold, and will teach."

This is that synodical examination of the Roman Pontiff's
letter on which Bossuet lavs so much stress, the Council's* *

"definition being not that of the single Roman Pontiff, but Bossuet,1 t f 1*1 **

resting on the consent and authority of the whole Catholic ̂ o. ''
Church." And in giving its decision the Council itself says,
" That the divine tradition of the Catholic Church may be Mansi is.*

ratified by a common decree. : Therefore, having with
diligence searched and considered, and following the inten-
tion of the truth, we take nothing away, we add nothing,

% but we guard without diminution all that is of the Catholic
Church/'

In the third session Constantine, Bishop of Const aiitia, The like
requested, that as the letters of the Roman Bishop had been giveu to
read and approved, so the letters of the Eastern Patriarchs
to Tarasius might be read, "in order that we niav know, if

07 * / Patriarchs. t
the Pope of Elder Rome, and the most holy Ecumenical aiansi 12.
Patriarch Tarasius, who presides over this royal city, are of1110' "
the same mind, and hold the same doctrine, with the Bishops
of the East." The letters were accordingly read and ap-
proved, and the Bishops severally express their consent to
them : in most of these consents, as likewise in the letter
of the Eastern Patriarchs, Tarasius is styled Ecumenical
Patriarch.

And the question before the Council is considered to be Decision of
A 11,1 /» ,1 i i i.i J the Council

terminated by the consonance 01 these several letters and flxedbvthe

the declaration of Tarasius together, aud their joint recep- SJJJJJJ
tion by the Council. " All the holv Council which is assem- Patriarchal

* Sees*

bled by the grace of Christ our true God, and the pious com- Mall*si
rnand of our most serene and orthodox Emperors, receives ll£>1- B*
and agrees to the report made to our orthodox Emperors by
Adrian Pope of Elder Rome, and the paper now read, the
orthodox declaration of the most holy and blessed Ecumeni-
cal Patriarch Tarasius, and the letters sent from the East to
his Blessedness by the High-Priests."

In this Seventh Council reference is several times made to

the Canons of the Council in Trullo, as being those of the
D d



THE COUNCIL OF 869-70 WITNESSES

CHAP. Sixth Ecumenical Council. Tarasius so quotes the twenty
VI "

second in his letter to the Pope. And Honorius is repeat
Mansi 13.

39. E. 219. edly mentioned in the list of the heretics condemned by pre-
B. 472. ,. ^

ceding Councils.

SECT. IV.

The Conn- I AM about to quote the Eighth Council, held in 869-70,
"1 -^ SK ' * i

70 °caiied not as Ecumenical, for it is rejected by the Greeks, and at
the Eighth, the Council of Florence, in the sixth session, after that in
but not 3 y
Ecumen- the fifth session the documents of the Seven Ecumenical

Mansi 31. Councils had been read, Cardinal Julian requested the
652-3. Bishops of Ephesus and Nicea to lend the book of the Eighth

Council. The Bishop of Ephesus replied, "We are not
bound to nnmber among the Ecumenical Councils another
Council which was not approved, but rather rejected. This
Council contains the acts against Photius in the time of
Pope John and Adrian. Another Council was afterwards
celebrated, which restored Photius, and abrogated the former.
. .. Wherefore it is altogether unfitting to produce abrogated

Tacitly Acts." Cardinal Julian rejoined: "I desire to free you from
surrendered '. * - * " i i I-T i
at the this fear, that you be not atraid lest anything be read out
Florence! of the Eighth Council. Yet we ask you to have the book

which we want brought. For we wish to see something in
the Sixth and Seventh Council: and we say nothing of the
Eighth." And the Eighth Council was tacitly surrendered at
the Council of Florence, a concession on the part of the Latins
which perhaps exceeded any made on the side of the Greeks:
for thus all the acts against Photius were silently given up;
and if the Ecumenicity of the Eighth Council, at which Papal
Legates, and those of the three Eastern Patriarchs, and the
Patriarch of Constantinople in person, attended, and which
the Pope confirmed, could not be maintained, much more
the succeeding Western Councils could not be maintained to
be Ecumenical. I know of no concession equal to this made
by the Roman Church during eighteen hundred years; and it
may be considered quite providential, as opening the way to
future union. Accordingly the Council of Florence was O i

called in the first editions of the Council, the Eighth Ecu-
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menical : which Baronius bitterly complains of in his Annals, SECT.
torn. xv. anno 869, No. 64. I suppose the Ultra-montanes, - 

IV.

i " j.i ' A. j_i - i_i_ i j i Mans! 16.
seeing how ruinous this was to their theory, have taken care 516. D.
to alter this since. But they cannot alter the fact that the
Eighth Council of 869 was surrendered at the Council of
Florence, and its Acts passed over in silence.

The Acts then of this Council of 869-70, held at a time illustrates
when the Pope was no longer a subject of the Eastern Em- firms°the
perors, when the three Eastern Patriarchates were reduced P1*6"113OOlloll L 14. *

verv low indeed by the oppression of the Mahometans, and tionofthe ^

in order to restore Ignatius to the See of Constantinople,
and to confirm the deposition of Photius which Pope Nicho-
las with his Council had decreed, held that is under circum-
stances all most favourable to the Roman Pontiff's influence,
yet do most remarkably illustrate and confirm the previous"

constitution of the Church. We do not possess the original
Greek copy of the Acts, but a translation made by Anasta-
sius, Librarian of Rome, in the preface to which, maintain-
ing its Ecumenicity, he says, " Because since Christ has

placed in His Body, which is the Church, so many Patriar-
chal Sees as senses in every one's mortal body, nothing in
truth is wanting to the wholeness of the Church, if all those
Sees be of one will : as nothing is wanting to the body's
motion, if all the five senses are of complete and common
soundness: amongst which Sees as the Roman is pre-emi- Praeceilit.
nent, it is not without reason compared to the sight, which
truly excels all the senses, being more acute than they
are, and having communion with all as none of the others
has/* Now this Idea, that the unity of the Church con-
sists in the union of the Five Patriarchates, runs all through,
and gives tone to, the Acts : a fact much more remark-
able than it would have been four hundred years before
at the Council of Chalcedon, because three of those Sees
had become in fact so powerless. Yet each of the Five are Independ-
considered completely independent and integral members of five Patri-
the Church, in no sense under the dominion or jurisdiction g£cwn
of any other. Thus the Legate of Michel, Patriarch of Alex-
andria. making his appearance only at the ninth session, the the Legate

of Alex-

Roman Legates say that they receive him as such, and ask andria;
the Legates of the Oriental Sees, and the rest of the Bishops,

Dd2
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CHAP, whether thev receive him likewise. Then the Senate inform
vi. *

:- him that eight sessions had taken, place before his arrival,
and ask if he is acquainted with what had passed. lie
assents. They then ask, "Do you then agree to what the
most holy Legates of Elder Rome, and of the Oriental Sees,
have judged?" . He replies, "I agree to every Ecclesiastical
act and disposition of the most holy Legates of Elder Rome,
and of the Oriental Sees." lie then offers to read his writ-

ten judgment, observing that "for the rest I will both say
and do, as by the grace of Christ I shall know what is just,
and holy." The Roman Legates desire his judgment to be

Mansi 16. read, after which the whole Council savs. "The letter read
147-9 .

hath certified us in all things that it agrees with the judg-
ment of the holy Roman Church, and of the Oriental Sees."
And he is counted as if he had been present from the
beginning. ...

The Legates of Antioch and Jerusalem, in the fifth action,
Mansi 16. observe : " You know that in former times it was the Enipe-u

and by the rors w^° convoked Councils, and collected Legates out of- ^

words of the the whole world for the arrangement of such causes: after
Legates of - .__ _ i i " TT "
Antioch whose manner too our pious Emperor has made this Umver-
and Jeru- -\ r^ M 

' 
j. i " i i t i , " i j i " j

saiem. sa* Council, not hidden, nor clandestine, but plain ana open,
that is, the college of the most holy Legates of Elder Home
and of ourselves/' . . . " But since I have been for the last

seven years Syncel of the Church of Jerusalem, I am quite
sure that we have neither received letters from Photius, nor

sent them to him : but likewise you have many times heard
what the most holy Thomas Metropolitan of Tyre has said,
who now too affirms that the See of Antioch has neither

received letters from Photius, nor ever sent any: and much
before have you been informed of the decree of the holy
Roman Church concerning him, and have known what the
most blessed Pope Nicholas has promulgcd, and in like
manner his successor Adrian. But this we have both said

and shewn in our former acts, and therefore I also now say it
before him and in his face, his eyes beholding it, and his
ears hearing it. That is, he is condemned who is not received
by any of the Patriarchal Sees."

On account of this previous condemnation of Photius by
Pope Nicholas, the Papal Legates were for carrying matters
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with a very high hand, and refused to have him heard at all, SECT.
that is, they wished the Pope's decision should terminate the ---
matter, and a general Council not enter into the grounds ofi

it. The Princes said by Bahanes the Patrician, " ' Our sacred Mansittom.1 (* *i f\ fi

Emperors have sent us their servants, who are called the Tho RAm** L / A 1J \^- I 1 ' M I M
Senate, . . to be accurate hearers of these Acts. If therefore iff*?8-

; sire that
you wrish, according to the order of Councils, at the end **
of this holy and universal Council to ask of us our suhscrip- Photinsbv

tions, . . all my brethren and fellow-nobles say to our most rhias 
'

holy Lord the Patriarch, and to the most holy Legates as
well of Elder Rome as of the Oriental Sees, that unless <mt_exami-
we hear both from Photius himself standing before us, and are over-
from his Bishops, and from those, who having been conse-
crated by the most blessed Methodius, and most holy Igna-
tius, have apostatized, so that in our sight their mouths may
be stopped, according to the precepts of Canons and Coun-
cils, our hand shall not write a single letter in that Council.
Let them hear the judgment passed by Elder Rome in our
sight, and if they can make no answer, the world will be
healed by their agreement. But if this be not done, we
know that you do not require us to subscribe at the end of
your Acts, For how can we subscribe in a judgment of this
kind, while they cry out and say, ' Let us hear our deposi-
tion, let us be condemned in our hearing, as justice demands/
and yet they are not heard? This is not just, as we think.
Do therefore what seems good to you. For we, even before
your Holiness came to the heaven-protected city of our
sacred Emperors, held the same opinion, as well respecting
the judgment of the most blessed Pope Nicholas, as its re-
ception by the most holy Pope Adrian, and the establishment
and confirmation of the honoured Priest, the most holy
Lord, our Patriarch. But, after the Legates of the East, we
saw you likewise, and received you as holy Apostles. We
therefore request that these who are sick be healed, and that
we correct those who are not sure of the truth, and raise up
those who are fallen. For unless all these matters be dis-

cussed, men's consciences will not be healed/ Metrophanes,
most beloved of God, Metropolitan of Smyrna, rising said:
' The divine Apostle speaks thus : Despise not prophesysings :
prove all things : hold fast that which is good. Receiving
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CHAP, therefore the most holy Legates of Elder Rome as prophets,
:- we by no means despise them. But, approving the words of

the most illustrious Princes, we find them just and fitting:
and therefore likewise all the Bishops, and this holy Council,
accede to the request of the most noble Princes, that they be
examined and questioned, if they receive them for judges:
and place of satisfaction being allowed them, if they be jus-
tified, that we all willingly receive them, if condemned, that
all acquiesce. Therefore let them now be required to con-
fess by writing, if they admit this holy and Universal Coun-
cil, and its judgment, and let them enter, as is right.' The
most holy Legates of Elder Rome said, 'And are they, whom
you wish to be introduced, ignorant what sentence the holy
Roman Church has passed ?' Bahanes, most noble patri-
cian and president, said; f They are; for not being there, nor
having heard your deed face to face, what certitude do you
wish they should have by hearsay of their own condemna-
tion r Donatus and Stephen, the Bishops most beloved of
God, and Marinus most reverend Deacon of the holy Roman
Church, most holy Legates of Elder Rome, said : ' It is not in

our power to rescind a judgment of the holy Roman Pon-
tiffs : for this is contrary to the laws of the Canons : since
being present there by their own messengers, and remaining
at Rome, they both heard and well knew the sentence pro-
nounced against themselves, and the condemnation against
Photius, and his imposition of hands. But, in order to make
plainer to them the just judgment of the holy Roman Church,
let them enter, and hear read the decrees of the Council, and
the judgment of the most blessed Pope Nicholas, and let them
be more and more assured' The most noble and illustrious

Princes said, 'This is good and excellent; let them hear
the judgment of the most blessed Pope Nicholas in our
sight, and if they have anything to say against it, let them
say it, or, being persuaded, let them acquiesce: but if they
have anything, let them undertake to speak against their own
condemnation : but if they do not undertake this, then what
seems good to the Canons shall be done? " Thus they go on,
the Legates aiming at an unexamined reception of the
Roman judgment: the rest of the Council insisting on their
being heard : and heard they are, though they would not
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acknowledge the competency of the tribunal. Cardinal Cusa SECT.
has dispensed with our assigning the meaning of all this: - 
he has done it for us very plainly. "On this are founded Expia-
those texts of Nicholas, which say that a Pope's sentence can "hfs bv°f
be reconsidered by no one: but if it were unjust, it would be 9ardinalJ J J > Cusa, lib.
reconsidered, and in the case of doubt examined by an Universal 2. de Con-
Council. Whence, in the fourth action of the Eighth Univer- 20. quoted
sal Council, when the Legates of the Apostolic See resisted
the judgment once given by Pope Nicholas being reconsi- o^*01"'1*
dered in the Council, the Princes and Senators obtained it,
who said that they would not subscribe as witnesses, unless
those judged in the Roman Council were admitted to reply
against such judgments. And Metrophanes, Metropolitan
of Smyrna, rose and said, ' Approving the words of the most
noble Princes we find them just and fitting; all the Bishops
and this holy Council agree to this/ Here, by the decree of
an Universal Council, the judgment of Pope Nicholas and
his Council on Photius was again examined and cleared
in an Universal Council, in spite, too, of the Legates of
Elder Rome: from which is apparent the superiority of
an Universal Council to the Pope and his Patriarchal
Council."

At the commencement of the sixth session the same Me-

trophanes rose and said, that God " had made great lights, Mansi 16.82-3

that is, the five Patriarchal heads, for the illumination of xhePatri-
the whole earth, to be set over the day and night, and to archsof theJ J ° s 7 East judge
separate between light and darkness:" and again, " The co-ordinate-
rivers of the flood thereof make glad the city of our God, Roman73 , " v

that is, the holy Church. That river now severs his streams a narau-
into four heads, namely, the most holy Legates of Elder
Rome, and Ignatius, Patriarch of Constantinople, imitator
of God, and the most holv Legates who have come from *

the two Sees of the East:" the Legate of Alexandria not
being yet come. So Elias, Legate of Theodosius, Patriarch
of Jerusalem, says, " The Emperor, knowing that judgment
had been pronounced by Elder Rome for the most holy Igna-
tius, and against Photius, brought back again to his proper
See by a legitimate and just sentence him who had been un-
justly and lawlessly deposed from his own See, and assigned
his proper place according to order to the invader Phctius.
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^ ut, being just and most pious, and wishing the truth to be
- confirmed more perfectly and clearly, he well judged to collect

hither Legates from all the Patriarchates likewise. The Lord
God hath given effect to his good intention, that what is
better and more suited to Ecclesiastical order way be, that is,
by the assembling hither of the most holy Legates of Elder Rome,
and our Humility." ... " For we believe that the Holy Spirit,
who has spoken in the holy Church of the Romans, has also
spoken in our Churches." . . . " But the most holy Legates of
Elder Rome and we, who are the Legates of the other Sees,
annul all these things to-day, by the grace of Jesus Christ,
who hath given to us the power of the High-Priesthood,
justly and fittingly to bind and to loose, since all was done by
violence and compulsion." . . . ff We have therefore declared

our sentence and judgment, before the Emperor beloved of
Christ, and the holy Council."

Mansi 16. The Emperor Basil said to the Photian Bishops, " Lo, youSJ

Where the have heard the sense of the Patriarchs, both of Rome, and
A^-ll" Jerusalem, and Antioch."..."You, holding irregular Councilsr fm L L ̂ jA_>A ^^-^ ^^"^»^ - -"- -- -^f *-^ ^^, P J

there is by the power of the Emperor, alone and by yourselves with-
out the Patriarchal Sees, dared to call them holv, and blushV

not to detract from this one, which is held by all the Patri-
archal Sees, by God's co-operation and grace, who hath
entrusted us with the Empire. Both you, and the whole
world beneath the sun, certainly know, that by the pro-^f

tection of our true God the five Patriarchates of the world

hold the right view, and cannot break the Faith : and there-
fore whatsoever they judge you must receive." .. ." Zachary,
ordained by Photius Bishop of Chalcedon, said, 'The Canon

Princepa is superior both to Pope Nicholas and the other Patriarchs,
est.

and they, who act according to that, do nothing beyond what
they teach. But when they do beyond this Canon, whether
it be Pope Nicholas, or any one else, we acquiesce not/ "

si IG. Again, Bahanes, by the Emperor's order, said to Photius
and his Bishops, "fWhence are you? from heaven, or the
deep, or of the earth on which we live ? And shew at this
hour that, whether any heresy has arisen, or schism sprung
up in any part, any one has held an opinion contrary to the
Four Patriarchs, and been safe, and I hear you. To-day the
Four Patriarchs, rather the Five, utterly condemn you. What
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have you to say to this? Who can help you? Declare/ The SECT.
ishops of Photius said : ( The Canons of the holy Apostles » W A

and the holy Councils/ Eahanes.. said,f Declare what Canon
helps you, and where the Lord hath put the Canons: in
His Churches, or in any other place: and where are the
Churches to-day, and where is the Gospel preached? Is
there any other place beside that which those most holy
Legates hold?'" >fl : "--

Bahanes, again, being sent by the Council to Theodoras,
says, " God hath placed His Church in the Five Patriarchates, Mansi IG.- *

and declared in His Gospels that they shall never utterly 140. E.
fall, because they are the heads of the Church. For that
saying, 'and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it/
meaneth this, when two fall, they run to three: when three
fall, they run to two: but when four perchance have fallen,
one, which remains in Christ our God the Head of all, calls

back again the remaining body of the Church. But now,
as the whole world is in agreement, you have no manner
of excuse."

The Canons of this Council were passed in the presence of canons of
the Roman Legates, a very unusual thing, for they generally
avoided being present at any Canons, in order that their f°r'h the

1-1 T " independ-
Church might not be bound by them. It is remarkable that enceand
they fully confirm the independence of the Five Patriarchs, authorityof
which has appeared so strongly in the above extracts. arc hai Sees.

The Second Canon says, " We decree and ratify all which
has been set forth synoclically and promulged" by the Popes
Nicholas and Adrian respecting the matter of Ignatius and
Photius.

The Tenth, " This holy Universal Council decrees and
appoints that no layman, monk, or clerk, separate himself
from the Communion of his own Patriarch before diligent

examination and Synodical sentence, although he pretend
to know any criminal cause whatsoever against him, nor
refuse to name him at the divine mysteries and offices/1

The Seventeenth, " The holy and Universal first N
Council orders the ancient custom to be observed in Egypt
and the Provinces subordinate to it, so that the Bishop of
Alexandria have authority over all these, saying, 'Because
this custom hath also prevailed in the city of the Romans :'
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CHAP, for which reason this also great and holy Council orders the
- ancient custom to be in all things maintained, as well in Old

and New Rome, as in the See of Antioch, and Jerusalem,

so that their Prelates have authority over all Metropolitans
who are promoted by them, and who receive the confirma-
tion of their Episcopal dignity either by the imposition of
hands, or the giving of the pall, that is, to call them together,
in case of necessity, to Synoclical meetings, or even to restrain
and correct them, when report has perhaps accused them of
any crimes."

The Twenty-first, " Believing that the word of the Lord,
which Christ said to His holy Apostles and Disciples,' Whoso
receiveth you, receiveth Me, and whoso despiseth you, de-
spiseth Me/ was said to all likewise who after them have been
made according to them Supreme Pontiffs and Heads of
Pastors in the Church Catholic, we decree that no worldly
potentate whatsoever should fail in honour to any one of
those who preside over the Patriarchal Sees, or attempt to
move him from his own throne, but count them worthy of
all reverence and honour: first indeed the most holy Pope
of Elder Rome, but next the Patriarch of Constantinople,
then him of Alexandria, and of Antioch, and of Jerusalem:
but that neither any person whatsoever should collect writ-
ings and words against the most holy Pope of Elder Rome,
and put them together under pretence, as it were, of any
reported crimes : which both lately Photius did, and long
ago Dioscorus. But whoever uses such boasting and bold-
ness, as, after the pattern of Photius or Dioscorus, in writing
or without writing to spread any injuries against the See of
Peter, chief of the Apostles, let him receive equal and the
like condemnation with them. But if any one enjoying this
world's power attempts to expel the above-mentioned Pope
of the Apostolic See, or any one of the other Patriarchs, let
him be Anathema. Moreover if an Universal Council be

assembled, and any ambiguity or controversy arise even
about the holy Church of the Romans, it behoves respect-
fully and with fitting reverence to inquire into the proposed
question, and to accept or promote solution of it, or advance
towards it, but not audaciously to issue sentence against the
supreme Pontiffs of Elder Rome."
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The Twenty-sixth orders that any Presbyter or Deacon, SECT.
not acquiescing in the judgment of his own Bishop, may
appeal to the Metropolitan of the Province : who shall call
that Bishop and others of his Council, and confirm or annul
the sentence. So Bishops may appeal from their Metro-
politan " to the Patriarchal Head," who with his Metro-
politans shall pronounce definitive sentence, and without
appeal. ' I

The whole testimony, therefore, of this Council is in Summing
favour of the Patriarchal system, and acknowledging as it Council's
does the Five Patriarchs as so many independent centres of testimony-
jurisdiction, it utterly contradicts and falsifies the Ultra-mon-
tane theory, which, when pressed to its ultimate issue, makes I
the indefectibility and infallibility of the Church to reside in
the single person of the Roman Pontiff. On the other hand
the Council in its encyclical letter speaks of the condemna-
tion of Photius thus : " Wherefore ... as he was disobedient Mansi 16.
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and resisted this holy and Universal Council, we have re-
jected and anathematized him, and severed him from the
whole Catholic and Apostolic Church by the power given unto
us in the Holy Spirit by our first and great High-Priest,
Deliverer, and Saviour of all"

This Council was held six years after Pope Nicholas, in
864, received a copy of the false Decretals, by the aid of
which, disseminating them as authentic letters of the oldest
Popes, he began to beat down the old Metropolitical con-
stitution of the Church in the West, and paved the way for
the rise of a spiritual monarchy in his own Patriarchate, of
which more hereafter.

An allocution of Pope Adrian, in his Council at Rome pbserva-
. -r-ji ,. , i " .1 " /-i "! n A tionofPope

against rhotius, quoted in this Council, says, in reference to Adrian on^H

Photius having excommunicated Pope Nicholas, "We read
indeed that the Roman Pontiff has passed judgment on the of Pope
Prelates of all Churches: but we do not read that any one Mansi IG.
has passed judgment on him : for although Honorius was 

126*A*

anathematized by the Orientals after his death, yet it is to be
observed, that he had been accused of heresy: for which
alone inferiors may resist the motions of their superiors, and
freely reject their bad judgment: although even in that case
it would not have been lawful for any of the Patriarchs, or
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aT17 other Prelate, to pass sentence on him, unless the
authority of the consent of the Pontiff of the said First See
had preceded."

Had Pope Adrian ever heard the " Anathema to thee
Liberius, and again, Anathema, and thrice I say, Anathema,
O Traitor," of St. Hilary? lias not Bossuet shewn that
the Popes succeeding Honoring did all they conld to screen
him before the decree of the Sixth Council, to which thev"

afterwards consented? A late Ultra-montane "evasion"

however, as Bossuet says, makes it desirable to know from
the mouth of a Pope that Honoring was condemned for
heresy itself, and not merely as a favourer of heresy. For
even to this distinction has the subtlety of controversy de-
scended, to save, if possible, the infallibility of a Roman
Pontiff, in so desperate a case.

SECT. V.

The sixth WITH regard to the Sixth and Seventh Councils two very
Council not . L A. "£> ± -j-i-ii T t "
received by important tacts exist, which have a direct bearin on our
Bishotm own Present position as to the Council of Trent, and more-

nodklex- over ver^ c^ear^7 elucidate how little the authority of Bishops
animation, was then thought to depend upon the Pope. " No Spanish
before ~. r r

which they Bishops had been present at the Western Council called
consider it ^7 Agathon, nor were they acquainted with the Sixth Conn-
Ecumeni- 

c? nor iaf ^ey even ^een invited to it. And so Leo IT.^ 
* i

Bonnet, writes to them the letter which we have often mentioned ; at
'"the same time he sends them the decree and termination, -*

of the holy Council with the promise to send also the Acts
of the whole Council, if they would be pleased with them.
Having received all these, under Benedict II. Leo's succes-
sor, and the king Ervigins, they determined that a general
Council of all Spain should be held at Toledo, in order that
these Acts might be approved by all the Councils and Pro-
vinces of the kingdom. They pass a decree in these terms.

Man si 11. < \\re have received the Acts of the Council, and with the
words Acts likewise the invitatory letters of Leo Pontiff of Old

Rome, by which the whole order of the Acts, and the Acts
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of the orders, have been plainly set forth to us. By which SECT.
letter the Prelates of Spain were invited, that the aforesaid :-
decrees of the Council might have force, as supported by
the authority of our power/ Here in plain words the
authority of the Spanish Prelates is required. Afterwards,
* We then determined, for the satisfaction of the Roman

Pontiff, to confirm those tsaid Acts/ And presently, ' That
both Acts may pass through a Synodical examination, and
be ratified by a distinct authority of (Spanish) Councils/
And this it is their "will should be, after, as they say, f they
have been again passed in review by Synodical examination,
or approved by the common judgment of all the Councils/
In fine, f Comparing the aforesaid Acts with the ancient
Councils, we have approved them, . . . and therefore the
Acts of the aforenamed Council are to be venerated by us,
and shall be received and enforced, in so far as they depart
not from the before-mentioned Councils/ (those of Nicea,
Constantinople, Ephesus, and Chalcedoii.) Here is deliber-
ation : here is an exact examination according to a certain
rule, viz., the Faith of the Fathers and the ancient Councils :
and after that examination, not otherwise, the Acts are con-
firmed. "VVliat more can be wanted ?

"You prove too much, they reply, for you subject to the
examination of particular Councils not only the decrees of
the Pontiff, but of Universal Councils. This is easily solved.
No one ever subjected to examination or retractation the
doctrine and faith of Universal Councils which are recog-

nised as such. But the Spanish Fathers by no means recog-
nised as Universal this Council, of which they had neither
heard, nor been invited to it. Hence they never call it an
Universal Council, but say, c The Acts of a Council were

brought to them, in which a great and illustrious multitude
of Pontiffs were assembled at Constantinople, by mediation
of the pious Emperor Constantine/ And if one considers it,
the whole series of Acts will shew, that the Spaniards were
impatient at not having been invited. But also, by so often
repeating the mention of examination they seem to have
provided against any one's imagining that Spain, so large a
part of the Church, was bound by the authority of such
a Council, as being Universal, even though not summoned
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CHAP, to it. But though unwilling to recognise the Council as
VI. 

- Ecumenical, yet none doubted about the sentence of the
Pope had Apostolic See, which they read expressed in the letters both
SvedyitFe" of Agatho and Leo. For Leo expressly called the Sixth
amide- Council as the other Five. Universal, and repeated the ana-clared it to _ 

' * L

be Ecu- themas passed in the Sixth Council, as we have seen above.
Wherefore they subject to examination an even acknow-
ledged decree of the Roman Pontiff De Fide, and approve
it after legitimate cognizance: nor do they fear to say
that it was even confirmed by them. So great an autho-
rity they understood to belong to unity itself, and common
consent/7

Note on Moreover, "the Spanish Bishops brought to Trent this
DefS,Uin>. 8. doctrine which they had received from their Fathers. For,
c- I3< the Italians being very urgent that the Council should issue Cl * f^ b CT J

Bishops at a decree, and declare that the Episcopal authority derived its
of Trent re-origin from the Papal, the Spanish Bishops firmly resisted

being decreed, to whom our Gallic Bishops joined them-
cree, that selves: or rather by the Holy Spirit, who presided over this
the Epi- p J J . ,

seopai au- Council, it was not allowed that this decree should pass,
rived "its " which would have directly contradicted the sacred statutes

of the ancient Councils/'

ib., Def., As to the Seventh Council, the reason whv " the Prelates1*17

3i.' * ' of the Gallican Church resisted its decrees was, not that they
The Gain- doubted about the authority of an Ecumenical Council, but
can Bishops ITT - --ITOJ
very long because they did not recognise as Ecumenical the Second
Ecumen- e Nicene, to which they had not been summoned. Nay, in

fhe t^ie Council of Francfort, assembled out of the Churches of
Council, France and Germany, they reiected it even in the presence
though Y 

J J r

supported of the Legates of the Roman Church, a point which we
Pope's au- should most carefully consider, as it has the strongest bear-
thonty.

"As to the matter indeed itself, the reverence paid to
images, it is not my purpose to defend the opinion of our
ancestors : perceiving, as I do, that they might easily have
agreed with the Nicene Fathers themselves, had they paid
sufficient attention to their decrees, as was afterwards done. . .

"Nor only in the time of the Council of Francfort did
they reject the Second Nicene Council, being nearly igno-
rant of its Acts, but also during the whole reign of Charle-
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magne, and very long afterwards. In the mean time it was SEcf.
a known fact that the Roman Pontiffs had agreed with the :-
Second Nicene Council, and that Adrian had issued a decre-
tal letter on that matter, and sent it to the Council, to which
the Council had assented. The matter was afterwards dis-

cussed in writings on both sides, and books were published
against the Nicene Council, called from Charles Caroline.
Adrian himself answered these in defence of the Nicene

decrees: but not the less our countrymen, together with
Charlemagne, remained firm in their judgment. Nor were
they in the mean time held as heretical or schismatical,
though they differed on a point of the greatest moment,
that is, the interpretation of the precepts of the first table,
because they seemed to inquire into the matter with a
good intention, not to contend with obstinate party spirit.
And Charlemagne lived in the closest union with Adrian I.,
not only as to religious regard, but with a singular and inti-
mate bond of friendship : and during this interval was often
called upon to assist Leo III., and was adorned with the
imperial crown: to such a degree was it an admitted fact,
that what seemed to concern the Faith lav not in the autho-v

rity of the single Roman Pontiff, but in the consent of the
Universal Church.

"The judgment, which had settled in the minds of our
countrymen during the reign of Charlemagne, continued
under Louis the Pious (814-40) 

" And very long afterwards the French retained their judg-
ment. In the mean time, receding as they did from so
many decrees of Roman Pontiffs, they boasted not the less
that they remained in the Communion and Faith of the
Roman Church. So careful were they to separate dubious
decrees, not yet received by common consent, from those
which were certain and tried. Nor did they maintain that
the Roman Church had erred, though it adhered to its Pon-
tiffs, because they believed in the absence of that 'irrevo-
cable obstinacy/ which they feared at the last in Eugenius.
Nor, while they openly dissented, was the authority of the
Second Nicene Council, or of the Roman Pontiffs, who had
decreed the same thing, or even approved the Nicene Coun-
cil, objected to them as infallible: because it was well known
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CHAP, that they had not been summoned, and, what the Nicene
VI. .

" - : - Council itself had laid as a foundation, was received as a
law: 'that the common Faith was to be established by com-
mon consent/ Wherefore the authority of the Seventh^

Council held good at once amongst the Easterns, who agreed
with one another after a thorough inquiry; but gained foot-
ing among our countrymen by the gradual disclosure of
facts, and the consent of the Churches. To such a degree
were our countrymen persuaded, and the llornan Pontiffs
themselves confessed, that it was the tradition of their an-
cestors for definitions of the Faith to hold good by the con-
sent of the Catholic Church."

SECT. VI

So then it appears, that as the letter of St. Cyril was read
and approved in the Third Council, and that of Pope St. Leo
in the Fourth, so that of Pope St. Agathou was read and ap-
proved in the Sixth, and that of Pope Adrian the First in the
Seventh, A.D. 787. But here it may be well to give Bossuet's

ssuet, summary. " This tradition" (i. e. that the supreme autho-
GaL, lib. 7. rity in the Church resides in the consent of the Bishops)
c. 33, (6 we hayg seen t0 come down from the Apostles, and descend
foummary L '
of the teki-to the first Eight General Councils; which Eight General
Ecumenical Councils are the foundation of the whole Christian doctrine

^as and discipline, of which the Church venerates the first Four,
.u ". a-u" i11 St. Gregory's words, no less than the four Gospels. Nor
thonty m , 

° J * L

the Church, is less reverence due to the rest, as, guided by the same
Spirit, they have a like authority. Which Eight Councils,
with a great and unanimous consent, have placed the final
power of giving decisions in nothing else but in the consent
of the Fathers. Of which the Six last have legitimately ex-
amined the sentence of the Roman Pontiff even given upon
Faith, and that with the approval of the Apostolic See, the
question being put in this form, as we read in the Acts
* Are these decrees right or not ?' . . . .

"But we have seen that the judgment of a General
Council never was so reconsidered, but that all immediately
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yielded obedience to it. Nor was a new inquiry ever granted SECT.
to any one after that examination, but punishment threat- - 

VI.

ened. Thus acted Constantine; thus Marcian; thus Celes-
tine; thus Leo; thus all the rest, as we have seen in the
Acts. The Christian world hath acknowledged this to be
certain and indubitable.

"To this we may add the testimony of the admirable
Pope St. Gelasius: <A good and truly Christian Council
once held neither can nor ought to be unsettled by the re-
petition of a new Council/ And again : ( There is no cause

why a good Council should be reconsidered by another
Council, lest the mere reconsideration should detract from
the strength of its decrees/ Thus what has received the

final and certain judgment of the Church, is not to be re-"

considered; for that judgment of the Holy Spirit is reversed,
whenever it is reconsidered by a fresh judgment. But the
judgment put forth by a Roman Pontiff is such, that it has
been reconsidered. It is not therefore that ultimate and

final judgment of the Church.
"Nor is that sentence of Gregory the Great less clear,

who compares the Four General Councils to the four Gospels,
with the reason given ; ' Because being decreed by universal
consent, whoever presumes either to loose what they bind,
or bind what they loose, destroys not them but himself/

" So then our question is terminated by the tradition of
the ancient Councils and Fathers. All should consent to the

power of the Roman Pontiff, as explained according to
the decree of the Council of Florence, after the practice of
General Councils. The vast difference between the judg-
ment of a Council and of a Pontiff is evident, since after
that of the Council no question remains, but only the obe-
dience of the mind brought into captivity; but that of the
Pontiff is upon examination approved, so that, if occasion
be, it may be reversed : - which was to be proved."

Elsewhere he says, " This custom, therefore, and this au- Bossuet,T X rt TA

thority in General Councils, prevailed during eight hundred DJ^JJ^ '
years. For in the First. Second, and Fifth Council no decrees j»4.

it.-ii-ii " j Supreme
of the Apostolic See had preceded, which could be examined : and inhe-
in the Third, Fourth, Sixth, and following Councils, the cer-
tain practice of the Church became evident. I remember,

E e
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CHAP, indeed, that Bellarmine, overcome by the authority of the
VT

- Council's examination, has laid it down that St. Leo's letter,
over the
wr n ITS s of which others have considered in the light of an infallible de-
Popes. cree^ wag on|y Rn instruction, though it both bears upon it

equal authority with the rest, and was received and read exactly
as the rest. We must therefore judge of all equally, that they
were issued by the Roman Pontiffs of their full authority, and
were approved by Councils only after examination." .....
The Councils " put in practice their judgment, and claimed
it not by any one's permission and indulgence, but of their
own right, by no other authority, as we have heard from the
Councils themselves, but that of the Holy Spirit- Nor did4

they therefore .... doubt about the Faith : God forbid : but
whether the Pontiffs themselves were acting in sufficient ac-
cordance with tradition, whether they were truly expressing
the ancient Faith, so that it was the Pontiff's office to set the
lead to the whole Church, and issue the Apostolic sentence.

ut, as Leo himself openly professed, the final, complete,
" and indefectible force was added to the Pontiff's decrees by
means of the Synodical examination, by the consent of the
Fathers and the whole Church. Hence it was, that, after
the decrees of the Pontiff, inquiry was held at least by Ecu-
menical Councils, but after a Council no question, no exami-
nation, ever remained. Thus all the Ecumenical Councils

before it, even to the first ages, supported the Council of
Constance/'

Contradic- Here the real question at issue is, whether the Bishop ofi * /» . i

Ultra-moo. R°me be First Bishop, or Monarch of the Church. Now
tane The- j jiave endeavoured to delineate, from the Fathers and from
ory as set f 

7

forth by Councils, what the true Primacy of the Roman See is.
Bellarmine TTri . . , ~
dcPont What is now required from us to admit as terms of Com-

Bunion is - "That the ordinary jurisdiction of Bishops
descends immediately from the Pope;" " the government of
the Church is monarchical, therefore all authority resides in
one, and from him is derived unto the rest;" "there is a
great difference between the succession to Peter and that to
the rest of the Apostles; for the Roman Pontiff properly
succeeds Peter not as Apostle, but as ordinary Pastor of
the whole Church; and therefore the Roman Pontiff has
jurisdiction from Him from whom Peter had it : but Bishops
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do not properly succeed the Apostles, as the Apostles were SECT.
not ordinary, but extraordinary, and as it were, delegated
Pastors, to whom there is no succession. Bishops, how-
ever, are said to succeed the Apostles, not properly in that
manner in which one Bishop succeeds another, and one
king another, but in another way, which is two-fold. First,
in respect of the holy Order of the Episcopate ; secondly,
from a certain resemblance and proportion : that is, as, when
Christ lived on earth, the twelve Apostles were the first
tinder Christ, then the seventy-two Disciples : so now the
Bishops are first under the Roman Pontiff, after them
Priests, then Deacons, &c. But it is proved that Bishops
succeed to the Apostles so, and not otherwise; for they
have no part of the true Apostolic authority. Apostles could
preach in the whole world, and found Churches .... this
cannot Bishops." . . . . " Bishops succeed to the Apostles
in the same manner as Priests to the seventy- two Disciples."
Again: "But, if the Supreme Pontiff be compared with lb.,lib. i.
the rest of the Bishops, he is deservedly said to possess the
plenitude of power, because the rest have fixed regions over
which they preside, and also a fixed power; but he is set
over the whole Christian world, and possesses, in its com-
pleteness and plenitude, that power which Christ left on
earth for the good of the Church." He proceeds to prove
this by those passages of Scripture : - ' Thou art Peter/ &c. ;
( Feed My sheep/ &c, : which we have seen St. Augustine
explaining as said to St. Peter in the person of the Church,
while he expressly denies that they are said to him merely
as chief Apostle. "These keys not one man but the unity
of the Church received:" "he was not the only one among Agreement4-"* 'l^V* ct

the Disciples who was thought worthy to feed the Lord's sin therein.^"^ T^* 1

sheep," &c. The statement of the Papal Idea by Thomassin i>
comes to the same thing. " In fact Theologians and Canon- Part i. liv.
ists agree, that, the Son of God having rendered His Apostles
depositaries of His plenitude of spiritual power, it follows
thence that their jurisdiction had no other limits but those
of the earth. Bishops have indeed succeeded Apostles, but
they have not received the entire inheritance of this universal
power. It is the sole Apostolic See of Peter which has re-
ceived with the name Apostolic all the succession of the uni-
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CHAP, versal power of the Apostles, and above all of St. Peter, who
vi. ....

-r-1- "was in possession of this with advantages altogether special."ofirA! TIP*
cessitv of What Bellarmine here savs, is, assuredlv, both the true Roman
, . ,

tohutify view, and moreover absolutely necessary to justify that Church
in *he attitude she assumes and the measures she authorizes

her course towards other parts of the Church. And if it be the ancient
Catholic doctrine^ it does justify her. For I must observe
that the Ultra-montane theory of the Papal Monarchy is not
one which the Roman Catholic convert mav either hold orm

reject indifferently. True though it be that the Gallican
view has always been tolerated, however much it has been
disliked by the governing power in the Roman Communion,
yet equally certain it is, that nothing short of the extreme
claim put forth by Bellarmine will either constrain all per-
sons on pain of their salvation to belong to the Communion
of the Roman Pontiff, or bear out that Pontiff in his acts

since the time of Pope Gregory VII. The Primacy, even
developed as it was at the end of eight hundred years, will
do neither the one nor the other: it will neither make it a

clear duty to sacrifice every other consideration to the one
necessity of Communion with Rome, nor will it prove the
right to be on the side of the Roman Pontiff in his dealings
with the Eastern and the English Church. No shield is
broad enough or strong enough to cover him, but the segis
of complete sovereignty belonging to the sole Vicar of Christ.
No authority, short of absolute inerrancy in his single See,
will cut short the difficulties which surround a thoughtful
mind at the disturbed state of the Church, and give a clear
and certain preponderance to the Papal scale. But this
inerrancy of the Papal See, however much it is longed after,
and secretly rested in, by Roman writers, is yet no dogma
of the Roman Communion. The Roman theory, the whole
system of Roman doctrine and discipline, rests upon it
logically, yet has never dared to make it de Fide. Thus a

DubiinRe- Roman writer "is fully satisfied that the infallibility of theview, Io44. » *

Pope, and the consequent duty of implicit and unreserved
submission to his authority, are necessary conclusions from
his Supremacy." When therefore Roman writers, specially
converts, boast, that, if they argue with us on the Ultra-
montane ground, they do more than is necessary, more than
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their position requires, they affect to be generous while they SECT.
are not just. Their cause does require all that its most ex- - '"
travagant defender has ever maintained, namely, that the
infallibility of the Church, when pushed to its ultimate point,
resides in the single person of the Roman Pontiff, and that
he is the source of jurisdiction to every Bishop in the world;
so that, however Catholic the doctrine any Communion holds,
however unimpeachable its Apostolic descent, however right-
ful the circumstances of its case, if it be not in actual Com-
munion with the Roman Pontiff, it does not belong to the
Church of God. The treatment which the Eastern and the

English Church have for hundreds of years received from
the Roman Pontiff, the war of extermination which he has
carried into their territories, the denial of all Christian
membership to them, require no less than this to justify
them. If he is monarch in the Church, they are schis-
matical and heretical bodies, on the ground of their not
being in Communion with him, and of their differing from
him in doctrine : if he is not, the fact of their non-Communion
with him proves neither schism nor heresy in them.

But if there is one part of the Ultra-montane theory Declared
which more than another is contrary to the whole spirit of
"antiquity, and is nullified by every act of the ancient Church, [j||nt0*
it is that claim of being the fountain-head of jurisdiction to century.
the whole Church. Let us hear what even Bossuet says of
it. "One objection of theirs remains to be explained, that Def.,iib.8.

.... cap 11 12.
" Bishops borrow their power and jurisdiction from the Roman '

Pontiff, and therefore, although united with him in any Ecu-
menical Council, can do nothing against the root and source
of their own authority, but are only present as his Coun-
sellors; and that the force of the decree, as well in matters
of Faith as in other matters, lies in the power of the Roman
Pontiff. Which fiction falls of itself to the ground, even from
this, that it was unheard of in the early ages, and began to
be introduced into theology in the thirteenth century ; that is,
after men preferred generally to act upon philosophical reason-
ings, and those very bad, before consulting the Fathers.

" But to this innovation is opposed, first, what is related in
the Acts of the Apostles respecting that Council of Apostles,
which the letter of St. Celestine to the Council of Ephesus, and
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CHAP, the interlocution of the Fifth Ecumenical Council, proved to
"- be as it were repeated and represented in all other Councils.

But if any one say that, in this Council, the Apostles were
not set by Christ to be true judges, but to be the counsellors
of Peter, he is too ridiculous1.

f-Secondly, is opposed that fact which we have proved,
that the decrees and judgments of Roman Pontiffs de Fide
were suspended by the convocation of an Ecumenical
Council, were reconsidered by its authority, and were only
approved and confirmed after examination made and judg-
ment given. Which things undoubtedly prove that they
sat there not as Counsellors of the Pope, but as judges of
Papal decrees.4

" And they must indeed be legitimately called together,
that they may not meet tumultuously; but, when once
called together, they judge by the authority of the Holy
Spirit, not of the Pope; they pronounce anathemas, not by
authority of the Pope, but of Christ; and we have seen this*

so often pressed upon us by the Acts, that we are weary of
repeating it.*

"Add to this that expression of the first Council of *

Aries to St. Sylvester: f Had you judged together with us,
our assembly had exulted with greater joy:' and in the very
heading of the Council to the same Sylvester: ( What we
have decreed with common consent, we signify to your
Charity/ Relying then on this authority of their Priest-
hood, they judge concerning most important matters; that
is, the observation of the Lord's passover, that it may be
kept on one day all over the world: concerning the non-
iteration of Baptism, and the discipline of the Churches.
Instances of this kind occur everywhere. But it is a known
fact, that even by particular Councils, where the Pope pre-
sided, his decrees, even when present, were examined and
confirmed by consent; the Fathers equally with him judged,
decreed, defined, and we have seen this a thousand times
written on the Acts.

i Bossuet is very moderate. St. Paul speaketh, and no one rebukes him:
Chrysostome says, (on Acts, Horn. 33,) James waits and starts not out of his
" James was Bishop in Jerusalem, and place, for he was entrusted with the go-
so speaks last;" and presently, "There vernment." What would St. Chysos-
was no pride in the Church, hut much tome say to Bellarmine's doctrine ?
good order. And see, after Peter,
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"But in a matter so clear, they have only one thing to SECT.
object drawn out of antiquity, the saying of St. Innocent, '--H

* that Peter is the author of the Episcopal name and honour/ Ep.s. In-
And again, f whence the Episcopate itself and all the autho- Op's.Aug.,
rity of that name sprung/ And of St. Leo, 'If He willed 2 

>

that anything should be enjoyed by the other heads (that is, P- 123»
the Apostles) in common with him (Peter), He never gave quoted
save through Peter whatever He denied not to the rest/ ?9Te>p* t f
And elsewhere also, ' that Christ granted to the rest of the S. Leo.G *

Apostles the ministry of preaching on this condition, that Aaniv.
He poured into them, as into the whole body, His gifts from
Peter, as from the head/ Whence also came that expression
of Optatus of Milevi: f For the good of unity, the blessed 0 at"

Peter was thought worthy to be preferred to all the Apo- ""^ra Par" men.

sties, and alone received the keys of the kingdom of heaven
to be imparted to the rest/-and that of Gregory of Nyssa,
f Through Peter He gave to the Bishops the keys of Greg.Nyss.,
heavenly honours/ And that of St. Csesarius of Aries to
Pope Symmachus : ' ' As from the person of the blessed Caesar.Arel.
Apostle Peter the Episcopate takes its beginning, so is it
necessary that by suitable rules of discipline your Holiness
should plainly shew to every Church what they ought to
observe/

" If they push these and such like expressions to the
utmost, they will come to assert that the Apostles were
appointed by Peter, not by Christ, or by Christ through
Peter, but not by Him immediately and in person: as if
any other but Christ called the Apostles, sent them, and
endued them with heavenly power by the infusion of His
Spirit; and Peter and not Christ said: 'Go ye, teach, preach,
baptize, receive, &c., and, As My Father sent Me, even so
send I you/

" I am aware that John of Turrecremata, and a few
others, thinking that the words now quoted of St. Leo and
others cannot be defended by them sufficiently, unless the
Apostles also received their jurisdiction from St. Peter, have
been hurried away even into this folly against the most
manifest truth of the Gospel. Which fiction Bellarmine
himself has confuted.

"But this being the greatest absurdity, it will appear
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CHAP, that merely what follows is the teaching of the Fathers
VI.

- quoted.
sense the "First; the Episcopal authority and jurisdiction is con-
said that tained in the keys, and in the power of binding and loosing,

* which is clear of itself.

from and « Secondly ; it is evident from the Gospel History that
through . , ,
Peter. Peter was the first in whom that power was shewn forth and

appointed. For, although Christ said to all the Apostles,
John 20. 'Receive the Holy Ghost/ and ' whatsoever ve bind/ &c.,99 * *

Matt. 18. (whatsoever ye loose,' &c., yet, what He said to Peter had
18- 

gone before, ' I will give to thee the keys/ &c.
19. "Thirdly; both these two, that is, both what was said to

Peter and what was said to the Apostles, proceed equally
from Christ: for He who said to Peter, f I will give to thee/4

and f Whatsoever thou shalt bind/ said also to the Apostles,
( Receive ye/ and ' Whatsoever ye shall bind/

" Fourthly; that is therefore true which Optatus says of
Peter; f For the good of unity, he alone received the keys of
the kingdom of heaven, to be imparted to the rest/ For, in
truth, these which were given to Peter in Matt, xvi., were
to be imparted afterwards to the Apostles, Matt, xviii. and
John xx., but to be imparted not by Peter, but by Christ,
as is clear. *

"Fifthly; that also is true which Csesarius says, 'The
Episcopate takes its beginning from Peter:' he being the
first in whom, through the ministry of binding and loosing,
the Episcopal power was shewn forth, begun, entrusted.

"Sixthly; hence also is true what Innocent says,-'that
the Episcopate, and all the authority of that name, sprung
from Peter/ because he, first of all, was appointed or set
forth as Bishop.

"Seventhly; for this cause Peter is called by the same
Innocent the author of the Episcopate; not that he insti-
tuted it,-not that the Apostles received the power of bind-
ing and loosing from him,-for the Scriptures everywhere
exclaim against this : but that from him was made the be-
ginning of establishing that power among men, and of ap-
pointing or marking out the Episcopate.

"Eighthly; that the Apostles appointed, ordained, and
consecrated Bishops and Presbyters to govern the Churches
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through the whole world, by the authority not of Peter but SECT.
of Christ: and that this is the source of the Episcopate com 
m V V

" Ninthly; to make this clearer, and that it may be easily
perceived what means that expression, f through Peter/ which
we read in Leo, we must review the tradition of the ancient

Church, drawn from the Scriptures themselves.
" It is plain, then, that when the Lord asked the Apostles,

1 Whom say men that I, the Sou of Man, am?' Peter, the
chief of all, answered in the person of all, ' Thou art the
Christ:' and afterwards Christ said to Peter, thus represent-
ing them, ' I will give to thee/ . . . ' Whatsoever thou shalt

bind :' by which it appears that, in these words not Peter
only, but in Peter, their chief, and answering for all, all the
Apostles and their successors were endued with the Epi-
scopal power and jurisdiction.

"All which Augustine includes when he writes/All being Quoted
asked, Peter alone answered, Thou art Christ, and to hiiiin.117,
is said, I will give to thee, &c., as if he alone received the
power of binding and loosing, the case really being, that
he said that singly for all, and received this together with"

all, as representing unity/ Than which nothing can be
clearer. "

He then quotes passages from St. Cyprian, " St. Au- Doctrine
gustine's guide in this," \vhich I have already brought ; ^an an<P
adding, " In Peter, therefore, singly, Cyprian acknowledges
that all Bishops were instituted; and the Episcopate, as
he everywhere attests, being one in the whole world, was
not without reason instituted in one. And this was done to

establish the £ origin of unity beginning from one/ as the
same Cyprian teaches.

" But most of all does Augustine set forth and inculcate
the common tradition. For, not content with having said
that once in the place above mentioned, he is very full in
setting forth this view of that doctrine. Hence he says,
<Ih Peter was the sacrament of the Church;'" and other
passages which I have already quoted. "Whence, every-
where in his books against the Donatists, he says, 'The
keys are given to Unity/

" The sum then, is this. . The Apostles and Pastors of
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CHAP. Churches being both one and many,-one, in ecclesiastical
!- Communion, as they feed one flock ; many, being distributed

through the whole world, and having allotted to them each
their own part of the one flock; therefore, power was given
to them by a two-fold grant of Christ: first, in that they are
one, and that was done in Peter their chief, bearing thei

figure and the person of unity, to which has reference that
saying in the singular number, (I will give to thee/ and
' Whatsoever thou shalt bind/ &c. : secondly, in that they
are many, in the plural number, to which that has reference,
( Receive ye/ and ' Whatsoever ye shall bind :* but both, per-
sonally and immediately from Christ; since He who said,
* I will give to thee/ as to one, also said, f Receive ye/ as
to many: nevertheless, that saying came first, in which
power is given to all, in that they are one; because Christ
willed that unitv most of all should be recommended inv

His Church.

By this all is made clear; not only Bishops, but also
Apostles, have received the keys and the power fn m
in Peter, and, in their own manner, through Peter, who, in
the name of all, received that for all, as bearing the figure
and the person of all.

Continuity " This tradition descended to posterity. It was compre-
of the Tra-

dition in hended in few words by Christian Drutmar, an eminent
ages. writer of the ninth century, in his exposition of Matthew, at

that very place, f Whatsoever thou shalt bind/ &c. ( This we
rightly believe was granted as well to Peter, as to all the
Apostles, and their successors, who hold the same place in
the Church/ After proving this by the words of the Gos-
pel he adds, ' But that this commission appears to be said
as if to Peter singly, is done, because he spoke for all, and
in him all were answered/

Fathers of " The Fathers of Chalons, following this tradition, towards
a ons* the end of the same century, that is in the year 875, . . .

Mansi 17. thus decree : s By the authority which we in the person of
299 D . .

blessed Peter have received from the Lord Jesus Christ our

High-Priest/ Which we find repeated in so many words in
the year 878, in the confirmation of the same privilege, with
the subscription of Hincmar of Rheims and others.

App., 594. " We read the same in the capitulars of Charlemagne col-
A.
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lected by Ansegisus. 'We order that no one, which God SECT.
forbid, act against Bishops lightly/ that is, without reverence, . 

VI.

' 
or severely/ that is, with contumely, ' which involves the of Chwrle.

danger of all our Empire : that all may recognise the name, magne*

power, vigour, and dignity of the Priesthood, which may be
easily understood by the words of the Lord, in which He
speaks to blessed Peter, whose place Bishops hold, Whatever
thou shalt bind/ &c. Bishops are said to hold the place
of Peter, because, receiving their power in the person of
Peter, they are considered to have the office and place of
Peter, as the Roman Pontiffs themselves act in the office
and place of Peter, and everywhere call themselves Vicars
of Peter, with a power greater than others, but not in truth
more derived from Christ/'

So Archbishop Hincmar savs in his instructions to Arch- Hincmar.

deacons, " The blessed Apostle Peter, whose stead in the Quoted by
Church Bishops discharge/' 3.

"Whence Bishops, who say that they are in the place of2-
Peter, also call themselves everywhere Vicars of Christ, not*
with the same extent as the Roman Pontiffs, but with a
power equally derived from Christ. Hence they excommuni-
cate ' by virtue of the Holy Spirit, upon the authority of the Council of
blessed Apostle Peter/ understanding that what was said can. i. 

'

to Peter was said likewise to themselves. It is irksome to Man«
p. 121. D.

enumerate innumerable such passages, which occur on all anno 892.
sides in reading: from which it is indeed evident, that all
Bishops received from Christ the power which they hold in
the person of Peter representing them all. Nor would you
therefore say that Peter received nothing above the rest,
because he only prefigured the rest, for we must remember
what Augustine said, 'That Peter bore the person of the
Church on account of the Primacy which he held among the
Disciples,' And elsewhere, ( Peter bearing the figure of the
Church, holding the first rank of the Apostolate/ &c., which
he carefully inculcates, and the other Fathers with one
mouth proclaim. For this he had in distinction from others,
that, being the chief of all, he received himself, and trans-
mitted to his successors in principal right that common
deposit of power flowing directly and immediately from
Christ: so that all other Bishops must remember, that as
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CHAP, they were first in Peter's person, as the head of unity, de-
VI' signated, formed, and appointed, so they are to preserve

unity and peace by reverencing and respecting Peter's suc-
cessor :" a duty, I suppose, which can only be suspended
by the successor of Peter assuming to himself the place
of Christ.

SECT. VII.

The «in- HE then shews that this tradition had gone down even to
'ref his own times: "This holy and Apostolic doctrine of the

ceiymg Episcopal jurisdiction and power proceeding immediately
diction from, and instituted by, Christ, the Gallic Church hath mostf +V\ *

Pope. zealously retained." "Therefore, that very late invention,
Lib- ?" that Bishops receive their iurisdiction from the Pope, andcap. 14. r " L

are, as it were, vicars of him, ought to be banished from
Christian schools, as unheard of for twelve centuries.

" How strong and ancient our own view is, the vain
attempts of others shew, and especially of that anonymous
"writer on the Liberties. For, in order to leave no means
of vilifying the Episcopal dignity untouched, he has occu-"

pied the whole of his eighth book with this question, search-
ing on all sides for authors who -follow this degenerate view.
And schoolmen indeed and authors of the latest period he
easily finds, and praises abundance of them, but from anti-
quity he has produced nothing at all save those expressions
about Peter which I have quoted: and all learned men see
how wide of the point these are.

John of " He quotes indeed John of Ravenna, who writes to St.~ _

s Gregory of the Roman Church, c which transmits its rightsf

S.Greg., to the Universal Church/ But these words mean nothing
torn. 2- t ,,,'.,-
P. GG8. E. else, than that the rights of all Churches are also protected

by the authority of the Roman Church, and that all whosed^k

rights are injured recur thither, which is indisputable.
should any one think that these words mean, that the rights
of the Episcopate flow from the Pope, not from Christ, as-
suredly he would suppose that John of Ravenna gives more
to Gregory, than Gregory claims for himself: for he claims
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nothing else for Peter his founder, than that 'the care of SECT.
the whole Church and its Chiefship be committed' to him 

V*L

by Christ: that is, that he rule the whole Church in the iL"L'^
mode that it was ordered by Christ: not surely that he ima- ofSt.Gre-
gine all the rights of the Church to be transmitted from

himself, not from Christ. The same Gregory writes thus of
himself, and the rest of his brethren, the Bishops of the
Churches: 'What therefore do we Bishops say, who have Ibid.,p.

t received the place of honour from the humility of our Lord, 
74 "

and yet imitate the pride of the enemy himself ?' That is,
he numbers himself among the rest, who equally receive from
Christ the place of honour: he pretends not to be one who
assigns all their rights to the rest. Where likewise he writes,
f Surely Peter, the first of the Apostles, is a member of the
holy Universal Church; Paul, Andrew, John, what else are
they but the heads of particular communities/ appointed
surely by Christ, not by Peter, whence he adds, ' And yet
all are members under One Head/ From which Head,
that is, Christ, they derive all their power, not from Peter,
who, though in his own manner the head of all, yet, in
respect of Christ, is a member together with them; and
virtue and authority are given by Christ to all alike, and
though not in an equal degree to all, yet to all in an equal
manner.

"Let them not, therefore, think that they honour the
Roman Pontiff in wishing that Bishops should owe to him,
rather than to Christ, that heavenly jurisdiction which they
exercise. Let them remember Gregory's words: f Nor do I Ibid., 919.
consider that an honour, by which I acknowledge that myI

brethren lose their own : for my honour is the honour of the
Universal Church. . . . Then am I truly honoured, when the
true honour is not denied to each one in his degree/

othing to the purpose is that which the anonymous Groundless
author writes about the Patriarchate of Alexandria and An- tane asser-A "

tioch set up by the Apostle Peter, , . . 
lons*

" He states, that Metropolitan Churches, specially in Gaul,
derived their authority from the Supreme Pontiff. How
does this help his cause ? Paul surely appointed Titus Me-
tropolitan in Crete, and ordered him to place Bishops in the
several Churches. Must Peter have interposed here also ?
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CHAP. Did Peter set up the Sees of Ephesus, Cesarea, Heraclea,
:- and other Primatial Sees in the East, which had a great

number not merely of Bishops, but of Metropolitans, under
them ?

" But for his assertion, that the Episcopate was propagated
through the whole world by Peter alone and his successors,
it is an assertion without proof: as if the other Apostles
did nothing. For his assertion, that the distribution into
Dioceses, and the assigning of a peculiar flock to every Pastor,
was done only by the authority of Peter; that whatever the
rest of the Apostles, even Paul in Crete, did and ordered,
had force through the express, or tacit, consent of Peter
and his successors, this I think more worthy of contempt
than refutation, and wonder that a serious person could give
utterance to it, where learning is so cultivated.

w for his delighting in such reasonings as these,
Bishops are subject to the Pope; Bishops may be deposed
and restored by the Pope, so that, however, he maintain the

m
* V

the bare Orders or Character, therefore it is from the Pope;
Bishops receive an unequal jurisdiction, and one not the
same with that of the Pope; therefore they receive it not
from Christ: as if Christ might not have tempered and
distributed by different measure and manner, and in a
certain order, the honour and power diffused immediately
from himself: this is not worthy even of being mentioned.

_ Dr is the following of a better stamp. 'In a mon-
archy the supreme prince distributes their offices to others,
even though princes, and confers on them jurisdiction/ For
the point to be proved was, that the Ecclesiastical monarchy,

M en-"^^^-"

tirely according to the form of a secular monarchy, which
is most false. This, I say, was the point to be proved by
Scripture and tradition: and not the form of the Christian
commonwealth to be shaped out of one's own imagination,
and by unsubstantial reasonings.

"But far the most absurd is what he presently states, that
f jurisdiction is from him who confers the title:' also that
it is derived from the Apostles and their successors, who
made the distribution into dioceses or parishes, founded
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Churches, established Pastors, assigned a people. For to SECT
whom is it not plain, that countries were divided and per '-
sons appointed by the Apostles and Apostolic men; but
that jurisdiction was conferred by Christ Himself? But if
we make a play of words, and contend that what is by
the instrumentality of men is not immediately from Christ,
then it follows that the Papal jurisdiction is not from Christ.
For the Roman Pontiff is elected by men, is ordained by
men, as much as the rest. But who assigned to him the
Roman Diocese, of which he is the proper Bishop ? From
whom received he this Episcopal jurisdiction ? Was it from
Peter, and from predecessors already taken to heaven? or,
I suppose, from himself as Pope, but not from Christ ?
Away with the dreams of madness: let these groundless
reasonings vanish.

"Bellarmine mentions Pontifical Bulls given for the in-
stitution of Bishops. Nor does he produce anything else :"
(i. e. of weight:) " but he does not remember how modern
and of the last period these are; nor that they do not apply
to the Greeks, nor the other Orientals, whom the" (Roman)
" Catholic Church has so often received without the condition

of their afterwards accepting the Bulls : nay, whom she has
left to their ancient custom.

" Not that I shrink from the expression of Felix III. :
s By whom, that is, the Apostolic See, through the gift of
Christ the dignity of all Priests is strengthened/ not that
it instituted all the Bishops, which is most false; but be-
cause by a sort of privilege it rejected from its Communion
those who were instituted wrongly and contrary to Canoni-
cal rule, while by communicating with them it strength-
ened them.

" As for the objection about the three Patriarchs being con-
firmed by the Apostolic See, who were then to confirm the

mM

and derived from the very origin of Christianity, what has
it to do with us ? it being certain that the Church of Car-
thage, and those of Ephesus, Heraclea, and Cesarea in Cap-
padocia, before they were subjected to the See of Constanti-
nople, and others, enjoyed the right of an absolutely free
ordination. And that this was enjoyed likewise by the
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CHAP. Gallican and Spanish Churches will prove itself to equitable
'-- judges, if they search the ancient Canons of both Churches.

But let them say if these had force, or not.
" We have often seen the election and institution even

of Roman Pontiffs, on the casual arising of any uncertainty,
acknowledged and confirmed by the consent, authority, and
decree, of Councils and Churches, and that many Pontiffs,
intruded, simoniacal, and null, by the confession of Baronius
himself, yet exercised the highest authority; because the
Catholic Church at least with tacit consent approved their
institution and acts, and held them valid. Shall we there-

fore say that the Roman Pontiff's jurisdiction is from the
Church? But I stay longer than is needed on a plain
point. For I am assured that no one who has anv smatter-*" J

ing of antiquity will dissent; and that there never would
have been men, who derived all jurisdiction in the Church
from the Pope's person, had there not also been men,
who, affecting to hold and exercise all powers extraordi-
narily, felt that they must at all costs diminish the power of

ishops."
Bearing of Now it is precisely " this very late invention, unheard of
tion of es~ for twelve centuries," this claim which, according to Bossuet,

' Gregory did not make, but reject, which "he wonders
that any serious person could give utterance to," which (f is
not worthy even of being mentioned." which is ff a dream of "/ o

madness," " a shaping of the Christian commonwealth out
of one's own imagination," which the original rights of the
Oriental Church, such as were not even sought to be*

altered by the Roman, utterly nullified, which "no one who
has a smattering of antiquity" can maintain, this, and no
other, is the very claim which is urged against the Church
of England, and is so set forth at present in all its enormity.
Unless this be true, the position of the Church of England
in itself, supposing her to be clear of heresy, with which at
present I have nothing to do, is impregnable.

Such is the most Catholic interpretation by which Bossuet
sets in harmony with the teaching of all antiquity a few-
expressions, which are all that I have been able to find that
are even capable of being forced into accordance with the
present Papal system, and which, as soon as they are so
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forced, contradict the whole history of Councils, and the SECT
VTT

whole life of the most illustrious Fathers. -

SECT. VIII.

ANOTHER great authority, the Canonist Van Espen, says:
"We must observe, that the Lord Christ, in instituting His Tom, 5.

p 451
Apostles, did not separate from each other Episcopal Order Edit. 1777.
and Episcopal Jurisdiction, but willed that the exercise ,

. , T "'"""'" Episcopal
that spiritual Jurisdiction and power should dwell even pri- Order and
marily in them. 'Receive/ He says, 'the Holy Ghost: as united by
My Father sent Me, even so send I you. Go ye, and teach chnst
all nations : whose sins ye remit, they are remitted to them/

"Which rule the Church subsequently observed in ordain-
ing Bishops, successors of the Apostles : whence even to this
day, in the consecration of a Bishop, the book of the holy
Gospel is delivered to him by the ordainer with this salutary
and necessary warning : f Receive the Gospel, and go, preach I
to the people committed to thee? And the consecrating Pontiff
himself thus prays to God in the Preface, as it runs in the
Roman Pontifical, and also in the Roman Ordinal: < Give Proof from

to him, O Lord, the keys of the kingdom of heaven, that he ordinal.
may use, not boast of, the power which Thou givest to edifi-
cation and not to destruction. Whatsoever he shall bind on

earth, &c. Grant to him, O Lord, the Episcopal chair, for the
ruling of Thy Church, arid people committed to him. Be Thou
to him authority, and power, and strength/ Would it not
in truth be mocking God, if such charges were given at con-
secration in the solemn rite of ordaining, and asked of God
in prayers poured forth and directed with a loud voice to
heaven; and in the mean time neither the Pontiff ordaining,
nor the Bishop to be ordained, should intend to become, or
to do, what is ordered, or to obtain of God what they pray
for? Observe likewise that it is hence not obscurely inferred,
that Bishops receive their Jurisdiction from God Himself, but
not from the Roman Pontiff.

" Moreover, for ten or eleven centuries, the Episcopal This during
Order or Character, and the Episcopal Jurisdiction, or spiri- eleven
tual power and authority to rule the Church of God, were"ltun

doubted.
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CHAP, considered so united, and, so to speak, indivisible, that by
---- the sacred Canons those ordinations were termed null and

void, in which, though the Episcopal Character was im-
pressed, yet, on account of their faultiness, Episcopal Juris-
diction or authority was withdrawn by the Church from
those faultily ordained. So that these Bishops, though truly
ordained, were degraded to the rank of the Laitv, and were" "

not considered Bishops even so far as the name.
"Thus the Fathers of the Nicene Council decreed in their

6th Canon. If any one, they say, be made a Bishop contrary
to the vote of the Metropolitan, the great Council hath
decreed that he should not be a Bishop. Where those holy
Fathers wish these two things to be synonymous, not to
have Episcopal rule or Jurisdiction, and not to be a Bishop.

" Therefore the holy Fathers thought that Episcopal Order
should not be conferred without Jurisdiction, being things
which the Lord Christ seemed to have closely joined together.
Moreover the name itself of Bishop has more a sound of Juris-
diction than of Order : for it signifies, the inspecting, watch-
ing over, caring for, a thing: and thus the holy Fathers
called him one set over, presiding .....

"And this discipline of not separating Order and Juris-
diction even in the eleventh century so prevailed, that
Cardinal Humbert bears witness, that he who had not a
Clergy and people to preside over, was called not a true but
a false Bishop."

Tom. 5. Elsewhere he says, " And thus those places, ' I will give toA &Q A" f\ w * A ' "

The pas- thee the keys/ and 'Feed My sheep/ understood as they
ScffSture ought to be according to the unanimous consent of the holy
do not Fathers, not only do not favour that opinion about the pleni-favour the ' J L . 

r

Papal pien- tude of the Pontiffs power, but utterly destroy it.

power? "For it is well known that, according to the holy Fathers,
and specially St. Augustine, in places innumerable, and par-
ticularly on John, . . . . ' Peter, when he received the keys,

signified the holy Church/ and again . . . . ' The Lord gave
power to Peter, as a type of unity/ So that the Lord spake
not to Peter singly, because He gave to him a greater power
of the keys than to the rest of the Apostles, but in order
that the Church, whose figure, and person, as it were, Peter
was then bearing, might be shewn to be one.
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"And this the holy Fathers well understood from the very SECT.
VIII.

text of the Gospel, for. when the Lord speaks to Peter, He - - -r-"
r * y r * See the

promises to give Him the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and preface-
yet, when He fulfils this promise after the resurrection, He
speaks no longer to Peter singly, but to all the Apostles in
common, and gives the keys, saying, cAs My Father sent
Me/ " &c.

He goes on to prove this from passages of St. Cyprian and
Pope Gelasius which I have already quoted, adding, " The
Roman Pontiff therefore hath not received from Christ that

plenary power, which, though it be parted into streams,
remains for ever in him as the supreme head of the Church
and the fountain of Jurisdiction, but this belongs to the
Church alone, according to St. Cyprian . . ' The Church is

one/ &c. St. Cyprian in express terms . . assigns every-
where the one and only Church as the head, origin, mother,
and source, from which all streams spring: of which
Church he elsewhere pronounces, that she alone holds and Ep. 73.
possesses all the power of her Spouse and Lord."

A little further on he adds : " The sum of what has been Tom. 5.
462

adduced in this section is, that the Lord in promising the statement

keys to Peter, and charging him to feed His sheep, did not of the trueJ * oo r> ^ doctrine,

appoint the supreme Pontiff the source of all Jurisdiction,
whence it is derived to inferior ministers, but the Church

herself, His Spouse, of whom Peter was the figure : that all
Bishops in the person of the Apostles received from Christ
an equal power of feeding the flock, under the authority,
however, of the Church our mother, who, divinely instructed
by her Bridegroom, prescribes to every one the manner and
order of executing his ministry : that therefore, saving the
pre-eminence of the First See, all the Prelates of the Church
are equally the Vicars of Christ, taking care of the whole
flock each according to their own measure, all succeeding
to the Apostles, all being leaders and rams of the flock,
prime members of the Shepherd, High-Priests, Fellow-Priests,
Fellow-Ministers, and Brethren."

Van Espen sets himself to prove at length that the Ultra-
montane Papal Idea is the very thing rejected by St. Gre-
gory, and called by him profane and antichristian.

" They utterly take away and destroy that parity of the Tom. 5.4?
F f 2
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CHAP. Episcopal dignity which was instituted by Christ. For ac-
cording to their principles and maxims there is no longer any

montane appearance of unity in the Episcopate, and in all Bishops,
who, whether the Roman, or of some other place, are in that

e(iua1'
Gregory. " For, if you regard origin, they assert that the Roman

Pontiff in the person of Peter received the fulness of power
of the keys, and original authority ; but that from the Pontiff,
as from an ever-flowing fountain, all Jurisdiction is divided
into streams, and dispensed to all other Bishops, while in
the mean time the plenitude of the power received from
Christ remains in him undiininished. But as to the exercise

of the Episcopal Order and Power, that the rest of the
Bishops had not, nor ever had, authority to institute or or-
dain other Bishops, except by permission of the Roman Pon-
tiff, whose supreme power to set up, confirm, or ordain

ishops through the whole earth has never been called into
doubt. That every Bishop receives from the Pontiff such
and such a, territory and particular diocese, within the
limits of which his power is confined, but that to the Roman
Pontiff alone the whole Church, or the whole flock of Christ,
is committed. That, wherever he goes, he acts as immediate
Pastor of all the faithful, as if he were in his own Church.
That Jurisdiction is assigned and marked out by the supreme
Pontiff to every Bishop : while his own Episcopal authority
cannot be limited even by General Councils. Lastly, that
no Bishop preserves Jurisdiction or pastoral power against
the good pleasure of the Roman Pontiff; that no one with-
out his will can exercise Pontifical rights, but that he
can everywhere, even against the will of Bishops, discharge
the Episcopal function in the diocese of all, either by him-
self, or by others, can suppress or exalt Bishops, as his
reason dictates."

This the Now no reader of history can doubt that the above is
idea: ItT a faithful expression of that one consistent Idea, admirable

}i .aud for its energy and completeness, which began to be set .
forth by the great Pontiff Nicholas I., was systematized by*

Pope Gregory VII., culminated in Pope Innocent III., but,
however attacked and struggled against within the Roman
Communion itself, has remained ever since the real basisf
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and principle of action in the governing power: an Idea SECT.
. . 

or 
vi ir

great, large, magnificent, giving scope to the warmest - -
affections, concentrating in a marvellous unity the efforts
of its adherents, rested in by numberless devoted minds,
defended by the blood of many a true martyr, which has
created the Dominican and Franciscan Orders, and found its
most terrible champion in the Great Company, but of which,
if there be truth in the first eight hundred years of the
Church's history, one thing must be said, that it is founded
on usurpation and falsehood.

Let us consider one or two particulars. a There is no one, it destroys
Van Espen proceeds, "who does not see that according fco
such opinions and views all Prelates throughout the world, EPlsc°Pafce-
not merely as to their Episcopate, that is, setting apart the
adventitious prerogative of the Primacy, are not equal to
the Roman Bishop, but likewise, in comparison of the Ro-
man Pontiff, who is gifted with such a plenitude of Episco-
pal power, vanish into nothing, inasmuch as out of that
brimming ocean they only receive a few- streamlets : whence
Desirant, a friend of my opponents in this matter, who was
rewarded in the city, (i. e. Rome,) did not hesitate to assert
in a thesis, May 11, 1683, concerning the Church and the
Pontiff of the city and the world, that a hundred thousand
assembled Bishops would not equal the authority of the
single Roman Pontiff."

This is no exaggeration, but follows most simply and
logically from the Papal Idea.

N &
drecht, II

ishop may be understood, one, that he who is called Uni- quoted
versal be understood to be sole Bishop of all Christian cities, iarmjne. 

"

so that the rest be not Bishops, but only Vicars of him, who ̂" |
is styled Universal Bishop, and in this sense the name Two senses

A i /» -i i A " i " j_- j £ A.I " of the word
is truly profane, sacrilegious, and antichnstian, ana or tins universalT"l * 1

sense Gregory speaks. . . In another sense he may be called 15lsn°P-
Universal Bishop, who has the cure of the whole Church, but
a general one, so as not to exclude particular Bishops. And
in this sense it is proved that it may be applied to the Roman
Pontiff according to Gregory's mind."

" Now our opponents" (those who hold the statements I
have quoted above, i. e. the real Papal Idea) " set forth the
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CHAP. Roman Pontiff as Universal Bishop in such a sense that all
VI-- 

. the rest, though, so far as name goes, they be called proper
the Papal and ordinary Bishops of each Diocese, yet in reality are no-
quires the thing else but Vicars of the Roman Pontiff.

belongs not to Ordinaries, but to Vicars, to be insti-
be taken, tuted by their principal, in whom dwells the property of the

urisdiction bestowed on them, and its original authority,
so> according to our opponents, all Bishops are the Vicars

cipai. of the Roman Pontiff, who alone possesses original authority
to institute Bishops everywhere in the world. But, accord-
ing to the conclusion of the learned, all Bishops are Vicars
of Christ, and Vicars of the Church, as of her who received
from Christ her husband the property of the keys, and in
whose hands the original authority resides.

2. Depend . "2. In like manner it belongs not to Ordinaries, but to
Principal's Vicars, to depend on the will and disposal of their Principal
disposal. jn ^e exercise of the charge conferred on them. Now all

Bishops, if we believe our opponents, have not only received
the Episcopate from the supreme Pontiff, but depend on
his will and disposal in the exercise of their Episcopal
charge. For according to them no one can duly exercise
Pontifical rights without his pleasure, f whom the Lord
Christ, the Founder of the Church, willed to be on earth His
representative and manager : whose authority/ according to
Vaira, ' is as great as that of Christ, and who is pre-eminent
as Christ, in the whole world and in the whole Church/
As therefore all Bishops are Vicars of Christ, so our oppo-
nents must admit that they are at the same time Vicars of
the supreme Pontiff.

" But, according to the conclusion of the learned, as all"

ishops in the government of their own diocese depend on
Christ, and the Church His Bride, to whose rules and canons
all, even the Roman Bishops, are equally subject; so all are
Vicars of Christ and the Church.

3. Receive "3, It belongs not to Ordinaries, but to Vicars, to be
a derived

Jurisdic- called only to a part of the charge, and to receive a certain
tlon* derived Jurisdiction, while the source itself and plenitude of

power remains with their Principal. But now this is the
very thing which our opponents will have to hold good in the
case of all Bishops, unto whom from the Roman Pontiff, as
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from a perpetual fountain, Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction is de- SECT.
rived and parted into streams, while in the mean time the _ VI1L

plenitude itself of power remains without diminution in that
Supreme Head, Consequently, according to our opponents,
Bishops are mere Vicars of the Roman Pontiff.

On the contrary, according to the proofs in the conclusion
of the learned, since not the Roman Pontiff, but the Church,
is the fountain of all Jurisdiction and spiritual power, all

ishops who receive their authority from that fountain are
Vicars not of the Roman Pontiff, but of the Church.

" 4. It belongs not to Ordinaries, but to Vicars, to be liable 4. Are^^ 1 * T 1 4-

to deposition at the will of their Principal. Since therefore, be deposed
according to the opinion of our opponents, the Roman Pontiff
can suppress Bishops at his pleasure, when he shall see it to
be for the good of the Church, it follows that they are all
Vicars of the Roman Pontiff.

" On the contrary, according to the conclusion of the
learned, all are Vicars of the Church, who alone has the ori-
ginal power of removing them from the Episcopate, so that
not even the supreme Pontiff can do anything against the
rights of his fellow-Bishops, confirmed by the Canons of the
holy Church."

A most striking illustration of the above proof is fur-
nished by the deposition of eighty French Bishops by Pope
Pius VII. in his concordat with Napoleon. They were in
full and undoubted Canonical possession of their Sees : they
were all confessors : but the Pope judged it to be for the good
of the Church that they should within ten days, without re-
monstrance or deliberation, resign their Sees, and successors
be nominated to them by the civil power. He ordered them
to do so, and those who did not were accounted schismatics."

The Pope's Bull runs, "With the advice of many of our seeL' Ab
venerable brethren, the Cardinals of the holy Roman Church, sul Papa
we expressly deprive of force1 every agreement whatsoever o'Sy
the legitimate Archbishops, Bishops, and Chapters of the giosi, &c.

I'oin. 4

respective Churches, and of all other Ordinaries whatsoever; p. 11.
" - V " piipy i Hfc

and we interdict them for ever from all exercise whatsoever J804

of any whatsoever Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ; declaring to i
be of no force whatsoever any of them may attempt ; to the mus*
effect .that those Churches, and their respective dioceses,
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CHAP, whether whole or in part, shall be considered, and shall be.
VI

-- - absolutely free, according to the new limits to be assigned
to them, in order that we may appoint concerning them in
the manner we shall hereafter indicate."

5. Must "5. It belongs not to Ordinaries, but to Vicars, to be
give way to . , , . -^ . . , , . , ,

their Prin- bound to give way to their rrmcipal, when present, in the
Clpa * discharge of the functions of the office entrusted to them.

But our opponents will have it that the Roman Pontiff acts
in the whole world as in his own diocese, whom no Bishop
in his own diocese can refuse without a crime, or anticipate
or hinder him in the exercise of the keys. Therefore they
are mere Vicars of the Roman Pontiff.

6. And to "6. Again, it belongs not to Ordinaries, but to Vicars, to
he dde- 

°m 
be hindered in their charge by another afterwards delegated

gates. ^ their Principal, t Now ,our opponents maintain that
the Roman Pontiff can exercise pastoral acts according to
his pleasure by others, who hold his commission, in the
dioceses of other Bishops, even against their will. It follows
then that all other Bishops are mere Vicars of the Roman
Pontiff. . ;

7. Act in a " 7. Further, according to our opponents, the Universal
properly Church is committed to the Roman Pontiff alone, he is
their own. everywhere immediate Pastor and Ordinary. Therefore, ac-

cording to them, if they would speak candidly and sincerely,
all other Bishops act as in a diocese not their own, and
exercise only a Vicarial power, inasmuch as the same dio-
cese, according to the holy Canons, can by no means receive
more than one immediate and ordinary Bishop. In reality,
therefore, our opponents make all other Bishops Vicars of
the Roman Pontiff: and so, according to the interpretation
which Baronius and Bellarmine give, and their own, of the
term Universal, in the sense in which it is profane and
antichristian, they rush upon that precipice of ruinous pre-
sumption, from which St. Gregory and so many venerable
Pontiffs before and after him recoiled with horror, rejecting
even utterly that very term of ambiguous meaning, lest they"

might seem in any way to detract from the rank of their
fellow-Bishops."
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CHAPTER VII.

SECT. I.

Now there is no doubt that Bellarmine's doctrine is the Beilar-
true logical development of the Papal Theory; it alone has
consistency and completeness: it alone is the adequate ex-true losical

develop-

pressiou of that prodigious power which was allowed to en-mentofthe
throne itself in the Church during the middle ages : it would Theory.
fain account for it and iustifv it. Grant but its postulate, , ,*> 

f * , r * ence of

that the Pope is the sole Vicar of Christ, and all which it re- Bossuet'sVi 1

quires must follow. On the other hand, that school which
ranks Bossuet at its head, and which sought to limit, in
some degree, by the Canons the power of the Roman Pontiff,
and maintained that Bishops were, jure divino, successors of
the Apostles, in a real, not in a fictitious sense, however
well founded in what it maintained on the one side, was
certainly inconsistent. It gave either too much or too little
to the Roman See;-too much, if its own declarations about
the succession of Bishops and the authority of General
Councils be true, and founded in antiquity, as we believe;
too little, if the Pope be indeed the only Vicar of Christ on
earth, and the supreme Ruler of His Church; for then these
maxims put their partisans very nearly into the position of
rebels, and, in truth, brought the Gallican Church to the
brink of a schism, in 1682. However this may be, that
school is extinct; the Ultra-montane theory alone has now
life and vigour in the Roman Church. It seems to absorb
into itself all earnest and self-denying minds, while the other
is left to that treacherous conservatism, which would use the f

Church of Christ as a system of police, for the security of
worldly interests. What the Ultra-montane theory is, we
see from Bellarmine. It proclaims that the government of
the Church is a monarchy, concentrating in one person all
the powers bestowed by Christ upon the Apostles. In this Beiiar-

_ �,. . , -. -i i xi j_ -i. *. j * mine's doc-
the student of history is bound to declare, that it stands in trine con-
point-blank contradiction to the decrees of General Councils trarvtothe
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CHAP, to the sentiments of the Fathers, and to the whole practice of
th church ^ie Church during the times of the Seven Ecumenical Coun-
in the times cils. that is, so long- as the East and West acted together.
oftheSeven

Ecumenical Well may Bossuet ask, " if the infallible authority of the
C1 "1«

Bossuet Roman Pontiff is of force by itself before the consent of the
n?f«&c' Church,-to what purpose was it that Bishops should be" i* O*

cap* 20. summoned from the farthest regions of the earth, at the cost
of such fatigues and expense, and Churches be deprived of
their Pastors, if the whole power resided in the Roman Pon-
tiff? If what he believed or taught was immediately the su- o *

preme and irrevocable law, why did he not himself pronounce
sentence ? Or if he pronounced it, why are Bishops called
together and wearied out, to do again what is already done,
and to pass a judgment on the supreme judgment of the
Church? Whereas this is not done without reason. But

all Christians have imbibed with their very Faith the convic-
tion, that, in important dissensions, the whole Church ought
to be convoked and heard. All therefore understand that

the certain, deliberate, and complete declaration of the truth
is seated not in the Pope alone, but in the Church spread
everywhere/' " This too is certain, that when General Coun-
cils have been holden, the sentence of the Roman Pontiff
has generally preceded them; for undoubtedly Celestine,
Leo, Agatho, Gregory the Second, Adrian the First, had
pronounced sentence, when the Third, Fourth, Sixth, Seventh
Councils were held. What was desired therefore was. not a

Council for the Pontiff about to give judgment, but, after
he had given judgment, the force of a certain and insuper-
able authority."

To which we may add, that, as the above-mentioned
Councils passed judgments in accordance with the previous
sentence of the Roman Bishops, so the Fifth Ecumenical
Council, held against the will of Pope Vigilius, passed a
judgment opposed to his already promulgated: to which
contrary judgment that Pope, admitting his own error,
afterwards consented.

Seethe de- Of course I quote Bellarmine not as an individual, but as. * /» "*" *

the1 French the exponent of the Ultra-montane Idea, the truth of which
1 is necessary to justify the Roman See in its Acts, and ac-^"" ^ ̂tr^r "^^F """ ̂ X

p. 439. cording to which the Roman Communion has been actually
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governed, since the great victory which the Papacy obtained SECT.
over the Episcopate at the Council of Trent. From that 

L 

time, by the cessation of General Western Councils, and by
the increasing secularization and hostility of the European B
governments, more and more power has been accumulated
in the hands of the Pope, until it can no longer be doubted
that the Latin Communion, whatever remnant of the old spirit
be still struggling for existence within it, is become a pure* *"*

monarchy. Yet was this victory not won without a severe
struggle. All through the middle ages, alongside of that
vast development of Papal power, a strong sense of the
Church's original government, and of the supreme authority
belonging to General Councils, was kept alive: and, little
more than a hundred years before the Council of Trent,
it seemed as if the Episcopate would reassert its dormant
rights. The great Council of Constance, esteemed by Ro- The Ultra.
man Catholics Ecumenical, and wanting no authority which w

the Pope's assent and confirmation can give it, has con- forn?allyr 
f . condemned

demned in absolute terms the Ultra-montane Idea: it has by the

declared that the government of the Church is not a mon- Constance.
archy, for that the Bishop of Rome owes obedience, like
every other Bishop, to the decree of his brethren assembled
in a General Council. Every Ultra-montane writer would
erase from the Church's archives a Canon affirming that
great truth, though it be that of a Council which he believes
to be Ecumenical, and knows to have been confirmed by the
Pope. It runs thus :

"In the name of the holy and undivided Trinity, the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. Amen.

"This holy Synod of Constance, making a General Coun-
cil, legitimately assembled in the Holy Ghost, unto the
praise of Almighty God, for the extirpation of the schism

ur

in its head and members, in order to obtain more easily,
securely, and freely, the union and reformation of the
Church of God, orders, defines, decrees, and declares, asP

follows :

" And first it declares, that being itself legitimately assem-
bled in the Holy Ghost, forming a General Council, and re-
presenting the Catholic Church, it holds its power immediately
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CHAP, from Christ^ which power every one of whatsoever rank, or
VII>-. dignity, even though it be the Papal, is bound to obey in these

things which pertain to Faith, and the extirpation of the
aforesaid schism, and the reformation of the aforesaid Church
in its head and members.

"It also declares that every one, of whatsoever condition,
rank, or dignity, even the Papal, who contumaciously de-
spises obedience to the commands, statutes and rules, or
precepts of this sacred Synod, and of whatsoever other
General Council legitimately assembled, on the aforesaid
points, or on what pertains to them, either done, or to be
done, be, unless he repent, subjected to fitting penitence
and duly punished, even by recurring, if need be, to other
lawful remedies,"

Supreme and infallible power is here denied to the Roman
See, and obedience is declared to be due from it to every

General Council. The Ultra-montane Theory says, " The

ordinary jurisdiction of Bishops descends immediately from
the Pope:" "the government of the Church is monarchical,
therefore all authority resides in one, and from him is derived
unto the rest." The Council of Constance decrees that

it "holds its power immediately from Christ, which power
even the Pope is bound to obey:" at least on certain points,
which are the very points at issue. It need hardly be said,
that the Council of Constance expresses in a very modified
form the powers of General Councils; but it is surely in the
highest degree providential, that an absolute condemnation
of the Ultra-montane Theory should have been past by a
purely Western Council in the fifteenth century, and the
ancient government of the Church, as set forth in the Ecu-
menical Councils, been attested so many hundred years after
the full Papal claim had been advanced arid exercised.

Ifweac- As to antiquity, not one fact, but the continuous history
refect the of eight hundred years exhibits this claim of monarchy as
tor°lefthe a mos* monstrous and unfounded usurpation. According
Church to it, as we have seen above, St. Cyprian, St. Firmilian,
during
eight him- St. Hilary of Aries, St. Basil the Great, St. Meletius and

y.ars. -p\^\is.n9 Patriarchs of Antioch, Theophilus and St. Cyril,
Patriarchs of Alexandria, the African Bishops in 426, the
Fathers of Chalcedon in 451, in passing their famous twenty-
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eighth Canon, the Fathers of Ephesus, in passing their eighth, SECT.
the Fathers of Constantinople in 381, in passing their second -
and third Canons, and most of those same Fathers in the
synodal letter addressed the next year to the Pope and the
Western Bishops, the Fathers of Nicea in passing their
sixth, the Fathers of the Fifth Ecumenical Council, first
sitting without the Pope, and then passing a decree against
his, the Fathers of the Council in Trullo, publicly censuring
points of Roman discipline, and the Roman Pontiff by im-
plication, nay, all ancient Councils whatever, in all their form
and mode of proceeding, were the most audacious of rebels.
But what are we to say about the language of St. Gregory ?
Did he then betray those rights of St. Peter, which he held
dearer than his life ? When he wrote to Eulojrius of Alex-

andria, " If your Holiness call me Universal Pope, you deny
that you are yourself what you admit me to be-Universal.
But this God forbid:" are we to receive Thomassin's expla-
nation, that he meant, as Patriarch, he was not Universal,
but, as Pope, he was, all the time ? or that "when he made Thomassin,
such fierce invectives against the quality of Ecumenical Pa- j?*6. 'V* '
triarch, and protested that the Roman Pontiffs had never
taken the title of Universal Bishop, he had only in view the
abuses which might be palliated, and, as it were, authorized
by that universality of power?" or when he says to the same
Patriarch, "in rank you are my brother, in character my
father," was Eulogius at the same time, as Bellarmine will
have it, merely his deputy ? " In the beginning, Peter set De Rom.Tl 1*1 A

up the Patriarch of Alexandria, and of Antioch, who, receiv- c^" 25!
ing authority from the Pontiff (of Rome), presided over
almost all Asia and Africa, and could create Archbishops,
who could afterwards create Bishops." And this, it appears,
is the key which is to be applied to the whole history of the
early Church. Those Bishops, Metropolitans, Exarchs, and
Patriarchs, throughout the East, who had such a convic-
tion of the Apostolic authority residing in themselves as
governors of the Church, who shewed it in every Council
in which they sat, who expressed it so freely in their writings
and letters: St. Augustine, again, in the West, himself a
host, who speaks of a cause decided by the Roman Pontiff
being reheard, of "the wholesome authority of General
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CHAP. Councils," who assents to St. Cyprian's proposition, that
:- "every Bishop can no more be judged by another, than

he himself can judge another," with the single limitation,
" certainly, I imagine, in those questions which have not
yet been thoroughly and completely settled;" who, in a
question of disputed succession, which more than any other
required such a tribunal as the Papal, had it existed, appeals
not to the authority of the Roman See, but to the testimony
of the whole Church spread everywhere, not mentioning that
See pre-eminently; or when he does mention " the See of
Peter, in which Anastasius now sits," mentioning likewise
" the See of James, in which John now sits :"-all these

were nothing more, at the same time, than the Pope's dele-
gates, and received through him their jurisdiction.

Can a claim be true which is driven to shifts such as this

for its maintenance ? Or can the truth of Christianity and
the unity of the Church rest upon a falsehood ? Is infi-

Develop- delity itself in such "a hopeful position," as regards Chris-
' tianity, that it is really come to this, that we must either
receive a plain and manifest usurpation, or be cast out of
the house and kingdom of God? That we must reject the
witness and history of the first eight hundred years of the
Church's life on the one hand, or be plunged into the abyss

The church of infidelity on the other? If it be true that the Pope is
Monarch of the Church, which is the present Papal theory,

that consti- ^e Church of England is in schism. If it be not true,tution of ° *

the Church slie is at least clear of that fatal mark. All that is required
which St. for her position is the maintenance of that Nicene Consti-

be tution, which we have heard St. Leo solemnly declare was
perpetual. ^Q jast j.Q ̂ e en(j Qf f-}ie wori(^ v{z^ that every Province of

the Church be governed by its own Bishops under its own
Metropolitan. And who then but will desire that the suc-
cessor of St. Peter should hold St. Peter's place? Will the
Patriarch of Constantinople, or the Archbishop of Moscow,
or the Primate of Canterbury, so much as think of assum-
ing it ? Be this our answer when we are accused of not
really holding that article of the Creed " one Catholic and

Apostolic Church." Let the Bishop of Rome require of us
that honour and power which he possessed at the Synod of
Chalcedon, that, and not a totally different one under the
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same name, and we shall be in schism when we do not yield SECT.
it. At present we have no farther separated from him than
to fall back on the constitution of the Church of the Martyrs
and the Fathers.

SECT. II.

BUT, it may be said, is the Catholic Church unanimous Circum-
on the one hand, and the Anglican Communion, restricted which led
to one small Province, left alone in her protest on the other
Did not she, whom they would call " the already decrepit rer

power

rebel of three hundred years/* submit from 596 to 1534 to
that very authority which she now denies ? It would be
quite beyond my present limits to trace, as I had first
purposed, the Roman Bishop's power from that point at
which it stood, when St. Gregory sent our Apostle Augustine
into England, to that point which it had reached in the
thirteenth century, and which it strove to maintain in the
sixteenth. I can only now very briefly point out a few of
the steps in that most wonderful rise. The two centuries,
then, which succeeded St. Gregory, were even more favour-
able to this growth than those which went before. While
the confusion and violence of secular governments by thev

breaking in and settlement of the various northern tribes
were greater than ever, - while the ecclesiastical constitution
was all that yet held together the scattered portions of the
shattered Western empire - the single Apostolical See of
the West, whose Bishop was in constant correspondence
with the spiritual rulers of these various countries, whose
voice was ever and anon heard striving to win and soften
into mercy and justice those temporal rulers, would be, as
it were, "a light shining in a dark place." The Bishops,
everywhere miserably afflicted by their own sovereigns, found
a stay and support in one beyond the reach of the feudal
lord's violence. The benefit they thus derived from the
Roman Patriarch was so great, that they would be disposed
to overlook the gradual change which was ensuing in the
relation between themselves and him, the deference which <

was deepening into subjection. Or, if here and there, what
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CHAP. Leo would have called "a presumptuous spirit/* such as
- - '- - Hincmar of Rheims, or our own Grossetete, in after times,

set himself against the stream, it would all be in vain.
However good his cause might be, if he did not yield, he
would be beaten down like St. Hilary of Aries. Moreover,
as the great heresy of Mahomet invaded and hemmed in
three of the Patriarchal Sees of the East, their counterpoise
to the originally great influence of the Roman See was re-
moved. Political separation from the East, and the diffi-
culty of communication, would of themselves greatly tend
to this result. To this must be added the great increase
of power, which the house of Charlemagne, for their own
political purposes, bestowed on the Roman See; it was
worth while building up a popedom for an imperial crown.

Du Pape, De Maistre savs. " The Popes reign since the ninth century
liv. 2. ch. 6- . .
andDis- 'at least." But it is a somewhat naive confession, "The

! " French had the singular honour, one of which they have
not been at all sufficiently proud, of having set up, humanly,
the Catholic Church in the world, by raising its august head
to the rank indispensably due to his divine functions ; and
without which he would only have been a Patriarch of Con-
stantinople, miserable puppet of Christian sultans, and Mu-
sulman autocrats." So that indeed Pope Paul I. wrote to

Quoted by King Pepin and his sons, "If all the hairs of our head were *

de Concor!, made tongues, they would not be able to return you due
§ 3. ' °' ' thanks for your great kindnesses." Just, too, when it was

most difficult to detect imposture, and to refer to the acts
of ancient Councils, that singular counterfeit of the false
Decretals made its appearance, which so wonderfully helped
the Roman Patriarchs in consolidating the manifold struc-
ture of their authority. This, indeed, assailed the Bishops
of the West by their most reverential feelings, and added
to the force of a great present authority, almost always bene-
ficially exercised, the weight of what seemed an Apostolical
tradition.

Vast and But the effect of the false Decretals on the whole subse-

etfbctof the quent history of the Church has been so great and permanent,
Decre" that they well merit a distinct, and somewhat detailed,

consideration. It will be found that, in addition to all the
proofs from the first eight centuries which have been ad-
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duced against the Papal Monarchy, and in illustration of SECT.
that Patriarchal system which in the West it gradually IL
superseded, Roman Catholic theologians have themselves
set forth the very time when this change began to take
place, and the very means by which it was accomplished,
that is, what is now on all sides acknowledged to have been
a fraud.

" Under the second dynasty of our kings," says Arch- De roncor.,
b* i i -AT ff " i " " i i t lib- 7. c. 20, isnop de Marca, " a new canonical jurisprudence began to jntroduc_

be introduced into the Gallican Church as well as into thetionofa
. 11. " new Canon-

Other Provinces of the West, by the invention for that pur- ical juris-
pose of those supposititious letters of the ancient Roman by means
Pontiffs, in which there are a great number of regulations ot thein*
altogether opposed to the statutes of the ancient Canons,
These were edited in a collection of Canons which is com-

monly attributed to Isidore Mercator, which Riculph, Bishop
of Mayence, brought from Spain into Gaul. Hence it has
arisen that a great many places have been quoted in the
Capitulars of the kings out of those false letters.

" It is indeed certain, and altogether beyond doubt, ac-
cording to the judgment of all learned men, and also the
Cardinals Barouius and Bellarmine, that those letters of the
ancient Pontiffs, namely, Clement, Anterus, Euaristus, Teles-
phorus, Callistus, Julius, Damasus, and generally all those
which precede the times of Siricius (384-398) and Inno-
cent, were fabricated by this Isidore. This is inferred not Proofs of */ t-t

only from the barbarous style and ignorance of antiquity, but forgery.
also from the great difference between the discipline of the
ancient Church, and that contained in these letters. Add to
this the authority of Dionysius Exiguus, who has attached to
his collection of Canons the Decretal letters of Roman Pon-

tiffs, but makes no mention of those which are contained in
this collection of Isidore. And although Leo and Gelasius
often praise the letters of their predecessors, they make no
mention of the Isidorian letters." ....

" At the same time came forth a collection of eighty Capi-
_ _ j , of Pop

tules, some say there were only seventy-two, under the name Adrian.
of the Capitules of Pope Adrian, which was given by him to

M This was takeni»-' -^

out of the ancient Canons and genuine letters of Roman
o
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CHAP. Pontiffs, as also out of the laws comprehended in the Theo-
VII

:- dosian Code, or rather out of the breviary of those laws.
ut in tin-so Capitules sometimes not a little is raided to the

ancient Canons, while at other times words of great moment
are omitted, as seemed to conduce to raise the authority of
the Roman Pontiff. But the estimation of these Capitules
was so great, that they are also frequently quoted in the
Capitulars of our kings, and Isidore Mercator has used them
to adorn that collection of apocryphal letters which I have
mentioned."-

Fleury's account somewhat varies here. He says that
Account of " other copies state that it was Enguerran who presented
and itsgery this collection to the Pope, which is more probable, looking
proofs bv a£ the difference there is between it and the code of Canons
.fc leury 44.
22. which Pope Adrian gave to King Charles about ten years

before. The principal difference consists in those extracts
from the false Decretals of Isidore, with which the collection
of Enguerran is filled, and it is the first time we find these
Decretals employed." . . " They bear visible marks of fal-
sity. All are in the same style, which suits the eighth cen-
tury much better than the first three: long and full of
common places, and, as has been discovered in examining
them carefully, full of different passages from St. Leo and St.
Gregory, and other authors posterior to the Popes whose
names they bear. Their dates are almost all false.

" The matter of these letters further shews their forgery.
They speak of Archbishops, Primates, Patriarchs, as if these
titles had been received from the beginning of the Church.
They forbid holding any Council, even Provincial, without
the Pope's permission, and represent appeals to Borne as
ordinary. There are complaints of frequent usurpations of
the temporal goods of Churches. It is a maxim in them
that Bishops fallen into sin may, after having done penance,
exercise their functions as before, contrary to what I have
adduced indifferent places. In fine, the principal subject of
these Decretals is the accusations of Bishops : there is scarcely
one which does not speak of them, and which does not give
rules to make them difficult. Likewise Isidore makes it

plain in his preface that he had this point much at heart.
He there maintains that there were more than twentv Canons
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of the Nicene Council, and speaks of the Sixth Council held SECT
in the year 680, which shews that he cannot be, as some have IL

believed, St. Isidore of Seville.

"Besides the Decretals of the Popes, Isidore's collection
contains the Canons of the Eastern Councils from a version

more ancient than that of Dionysius Exiguus, and several
Canons of Councils of Gaul and Spain. Nevertheless i i

fraud, gross as it was, imposed on the whole Latin Church. foreSht
His false Decretals have passed fo\ hundred«/ r J & *7 - years

dred years, and scarcely have they been given up in the last
century. It is true that there is not now a man mo-
derately instructed in these matters, who does not admit
their falsity. ^^

De Marca proceeds. "We must now inquire thoroughly De Marca,
what new jurisprudence, as to the Canonical iuderments of*sa ov *J r 9 

. Summary
ishops, these two collections introduced. For first, it is of theircontents

there laid down that no Bishop can be judged save in a
Council convoked bv the Supreme Pontiff. ' Let no Bishop, Jls.h°P *°* r "y be judged.
save canonical!? summoned, and in a legitimate Council con- but in a

I-IIA T i \ " " " IT i Council

voked by Apostolical authority at its proper time, be heard convoked
or attacked, as charged with any crimes whatsoever/ For
these are the very words of the third chapter of Adrian's Pontlft-
collection, whence Isidore Mercator copied his under the
name of Pope Julius. But this place of Adrian is praised in
the second addition of Louis the Pious, ch. 12.

" This new jurisprudence is opposed to the Nicene, Antio-
chene, African, and Sardican Canons, and to the letters of
Innocent, Leo, Gregory, and the other Roman Pontiffs, who
decree that the first cognizance of charges against Bishops
be taken by the Provincial Council, which the Metropolitan
shall convoke without the authority of the Roman Pontiff.
The Sardicau Council supplied the opportunity for this new
regulation, because it orders a Bishop to be deposed in a
Council to be assembled by the Pontiff's delegation: but
that is decreed only in the case of an appeal, for revision of
the first judgment. But that Capitule of Adrian was com-
posed for the purpose of devolving the whole authority for
deposing Bishops on the Apostolic See, so that even the first *

cognizance of the cause should be ordered by the Pontiff's
authority, and that what belongs by ordinary right to

Gg2
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CHAR Bishops should only take place by the Pontiff's delegation.
VIL *

:-Yet in the points following that collection does not pass the
limits appointed by the Niceue Council. For in Capitules
5, 9, 12, and 20, it is ordered that the first judgment should
be made by the Bishops of the Province, which is to be put
into execution, if the condemned Bishop does not appeal to
the Apostolic See. But that is copied in the fourth addition
of Louis the Pious, ch. 8, and in the sixth book of the Capitu-
lars, ch. 287, and also in the seventh book, ch. 234, and 275.

2. inno- " Secondly, a vast innovation was attempted as to the
to deposed Bishop deposed, when appealing to the Apostolic See. " For
Bishops. ^jie twentieth Capitule orders him to be judged by the

Supreme Pontiff: 'Let him be judged by the Pontiff of
the Roman See/ Then in the twenty- third it is written,
f Let his sentence hold good/ which is copied in the seventh
book of the Capitulars, ch. 234 and 235, But in that
chapter no slight fraud is committed : namely, that is
turned into a perpetual law which before was only a con-
dition ; while colour for this new regulation was sought for
from the Canon of Sardica, of which however an abbre-
viation only is quoted, and that far wide from the Canon's
meaning. For Adrian I, in the epitome of Canons, which
in the year 773 he sent to Charlemagne, abbreviated the
third Canon of Sardica in these words: 'If the condemned

appeal to the Roman Pontiff, his sentence is to hold good/
And yet that Canon of Sardica, although it assigns the
supreme authority to the Roman Pontiff if the Bishop
appeals, nevertheless appoints it with the intention that he
use that authority only to judge, whether the first sentence
is to be confirmed, or a revision ordered. In which case
he is to send the cause back to a second Council of the

Province, sending likewise a Legate, if he thinks good.
Moreover in Adrian's Capitules this part of the Sardican
Canon is not omitted, that is, the power of decreeing thatf

matters judged in a Council be examined afresh, but it is
there disjoined from the matter treated of, and constitutes
a separate Capitule. For in the forty-second Capitule are
the words of Adrian's abbreviation, taken from the seventh
Sardican Canon, which are also quoted in the Capitulars,
lib. vii, ch. 267.
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"Thirdly, it is ordered that, if perchance the accused SECT.^^^^^^^^^u ^^~ ~

suspect his judges, it shall be at his option whether he
choose his cause to be judged by the Roman Pontiff, or
by the Primate of the Diocese; as is plain from ch. xx. of In^sTtl
this collection, which is quoted in the Capitulars, book vii.. .tan ls sus"

ch. 234. The Sardican Canons, improperly understood, gave
opportunity for this innovation. For the ninth and tenth
permit that the cause of a Metropolitan be judged by the
Primate of the Diocese, that is, the Patriarch, or the See
of Constantinople. And so that collection perverts the
intention of these Canons, in that it orders that Bishops,
by whom the Metropolitan or other Bishops are suspected,
may carry their cause before the Primate of the Diocese,
that is, according to the meaning of that collector, before
the more ancient Metropolitan, or the Roman See. The
rescript likewise of the Emperor Gratian, quoted above in See above,
the eleventh chapter of this book, gave occasion for thisp'
innovation : for in it power is given to an accused Bishop
to appeal to a Council of fifteen Bishops, or to the Roman
Bishop, if he conceives either the Metropolitan, or the other
judges, to be suspected by him. But this law could not
hold good after the reception of the Sardican Canons as
authority, which appointed another rule as to the judgment
of Bishops, and permitted an appeal from sentences of depo-
sition decreed in Councils : whilst on the other hand Gratian's

law forbids any one's appealing from the judgment of a Pro-
vincial Council, who has consented to be judged by it."

Elsewhere he says. " The ancient lurisprudence, confirmed DeConcor.,
lib. 3. c. 5.

by the consent of the universal Church, was succeeded by a Graduai in-
new iurisprudence. which began to be published from the * ..» 1 * o r 

^ of this new

year 836. and by the efforts of Nicholas the First and the jurispru-W W J J' »v

other Roman Pontiffs gradually gained authority by custom the year
through the Provinces of the West. That jurisprudence is
contained in the collection of Isidore." " This one reason ibid., lib. 3.

c 6

persuaded Nicholas the First to maintain to the utmost
those letters, in order more easily to subject the Bishops
immediately to the Roman See. For out of them he es-
tablishes that new rule unknown to the ancient Canons,

namely, that a Bishop, though he has not appealed to the
Roman See, cannot be deposed by a Provincial Council,
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.CHAP, without consulting the Roman Pontiff. These are the
'-- words of Nicholas in his letter to the Bishops of Gaul con-

Efforts of cerning the cause of Rothade Bishop of Soissons : ( Although
cholas I. to he had not appealed to the Apostolic See, yet ought you on
that effect. , , i_ /» ii * A * " ./_ i

no account to put forth your statutes against so many and
such great Decretals, and depose a Bishop without consult-
ing me/ To the same effect he had summed up in the
Roman Council, when he restored Rothade: ' Although had
he never appealed, yet he never ought at all to have been
deposed without our knowledge; because the sacred statutes
and venerable decrees have committed the causes of Bishops,
as the more important matters, to our judgment for deter-
mination/ Those decretal statutes which Nicholas mentions

are to be referred to the letters of Victor, Sixtus, Marcellus,
Two chief Zephyrinus, Julius, and other Pontiffs. By them two points
this new are especially guarded against. First, that no Provincial
dence"" Council terminate the criminal causes of Bishops without

consulting the Roman See. Secondly, that no Council be
called together save by the authority of that See. In these
two heads is contained the chief difference between the old

and new jurisprudence. . Whence it was brought about,
that the dignity of the Metropolitans, and the authority of
Provincial Councils, whose vigour lay in the decreeing of
Canons, or issuing of judgments, was very greatly weak-
ened, and so new sorts of business, which are wont to spring
up daily, were no longer discussed and decided in Gallican
Councils, as was wont according to ancient custom, but in
Roman Councils first, then by the Pontiffs alone : although
the Gallican Bishops refused to renounce altogether the
assembling of Provincial Councils, and the power of passing
Canons. On this matter I have more largely treated in
my dissertation on Councils of Dioceses. It is not there-
fore to be wondered at that the Gallican Church so rigidly
rejected the collection of Isidore, so far as regards those
points, and most constantly asserted the ancient Canons
against the new rules of the Decretals, in its discussion
with Adrian II. and John VIII., after the death of Nicholas,
respecting the judgment of Bishops and the power of Pro-
vincial Councils, as I have shewn in my treatise on the
Canonical Judgment of Bishops.
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"At length, however, it came to this, that the rulers of SECT.
the Gallican Church likewise, together with the rest of the
Bishops, yielded to such great names of ancient Pontiffs : can Bishops
and in the Council of Eheims, convoked by Hugo and
Robert kings of the Franks, in the year 992, they gave as^thef?lse

. ° ' J } J c Decretals,

much weight to the letters of Anacletus, Julius, Damasus, supposing^^ ' ^T-i rt J- \

and other Pontiffs, in the cause of Arnulph, as if they had genuine.
been received into the rank of Canons. For this reason Buychardmakes use

Burchard, Bishop of Worms, in setting forth a new collec-of them-
tion of Canons about the year 1020, augmented it, accord- cbartresm
ing to the judgment of his age, with the letters of the first 110°"
Pontiffs: to which he also added select quotations from
Augustine, Jerome, Gregory, and Isidore. Ivo of Chartres
followed the same plan in that collection of Canons which
he published for the use of the Gallican Church about the
year 1100. But he was superior to Burchard in this, that,
before the promulgation of the Civil Law, (which was brought
about by the zeal of the Countess Mathilda after the death
of Lothaire II.,) he introduced into his collection a great many
transcripts from the Digests, Codex, and Novells; so that
after the pattern of John Scholasticus and Photius, Patri-
archs of Constantinople, he united the Civil with the Canon
Law. The Church indeed in old times had been using the
laws of the Emperors for the regulation of trials, and the
Bishops of the Gauls followed the Theodosian code, as
Hincmar has informed us. But in the West the first col-

lection of both laws is owing to Ivo of Chartres, who also
did not leave out Canons issued in Provincial Councils.

Gratian succeeded, who arranged indeed the body of decrees Gratian's
after a new method, but by his diligence moulded into one 

turn
rs

body the collection both of Dionysius Exiguus, Isidore, about 115°-
and Ivo, which had been broken into parts, and amplified
it bv certain laws, new constitutions of Pontiffs and Coun-* *

cils, and quotations of Fathers, about the year 1150. Gra-
tian's Decree is publicly recited in the Schools, and daily
commented on. But, as the most learned Antonius Augus-
tinus has rightly pointed out, as Gratian's collection was
set forth by private zeal, the testimonies of authors con-
tained in it have no greater authority than they had before.
So that the extracts from Canons and Pontifical Constitutions
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CHAP, have supreme authority among all. But all cannot take
'- what is received from Provincial Councils, or books of the

Fathers.

Docretaisof " Gratian's Decree was followed by five collections of
andofGre- Decretal Letters of Alexander III., Innocent III., and Ho-
goryix. norius UL Then came the last of Gregory IX., of whicli

Matthew Paris speaks: 'At this time Gregory IX., seeing
the tedious prolixity of the Decretals, ordered them to be
elegantly abridged and collected, and solemnly and authen-
tically read and published through the whole world/ After
Gregory, Boniface VIII. published the sixth book of De-
cretals, Clement the Clementine Constitutions, John his
Extravagantes, and some one else the Extravagantes Com-
munes : which are called Extravagantes from being at large
out of Gratian's Decretum. In these volumes are compre-
hended the chapters of the Councils of Lateran, Lyons, and
Vienne, which are scattered under various heads accordingh

to their subject matter.
" It is wont to be asked how it came about that the Canon

Law, which during eight hundred years was contained in
a single volume, and that not very large, grew to such bulk
that it requires strength of arm as well as strength of head
to peruse those volumes, and whether the new jurisprudence
has greatly altered from the old. It is indeed a difficult
question, which would require great length to discuss ac-
cording to its importance. But I will give my judgment

Power briefly, as far as concerns ray present purpose. I have
provincial already stated the chief point, in which the new jurispru-

dence differs from the old, to be, that the supreme power
stowed on which Provincial Councils held in the iudgiug of mostthe Su- m 

J & t>

preme causes was altogether extinguished, and given to the Su-13 , " np '

preme Pontiff alone, and that which belongs to the making
of Canons was so diminished, that the burden of making

constitutions lay on the Pontiff alone, by which he pre-
scribed the form of those matters which were to be dis-

cussed before him. Hence followed a new order of Eccle-

siastical judgments, to establish hearings in the Provinces
by the rescripts of Pontiffs. Whence emanated so many
constitutions about rescripts, delegated judges, the office of
the judge ordinary, dilations, exceptions, sentences, and
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appeals, and, to speak generally, the whole order of judg- SECT.
merits. "

Hear again the Doctor Antonio Pereira, "None of the Tentativa
learned in these days are ignorant that the false Decretals
of Isidore Mercator, introduced in the ninth century, by £"n s_ja~54_ f M

the efforts of Pope Nicholas I., were the beginning of the - 57-
n ji ... j- " T i />. ,i " ^Effects of

ecay or the primitive discipline and of the perversion of the false
the whole hierarchical order in the Church, to the great ^ o
prejudice of the rights of the Episcopacy, and extreme injury to
of the authority of the Provincial Synods ..... From these Gregor 

°

same Decretals arose in a great measure the ' Dictates5 of
St. Gregory VII., of which Baronius speaks in his history, ivo'scoi-

. ... lection

A.D. 1076, xxxi., certain privileges of the Roman Pontiff, taken from
which, as so many Divine rights, that Pope left to us in The latter

writing. It is enough to read through some of them to
°o ° authority

see that they are as false as Fleury and Van Espen, after of the Ca-
r* . 1T^ , Tii*-n A-I T-V i i nonists for
Urervais and J3ossuet, have declared, rrom these Decretals five hun-

also were chiefly formed the collections of Burchard, Bishop cre ̂ ears'
of Worms, and of Ivo of Chartres, in the eleventh century,
and in the twelfth that of Gratianus commonly called De-
cretum. A collection, which, although made with no higher
authority than that of a simple Benedictine monk, however
learned, full of false Decretals and of Councils that never
were held, full of authorities which were but ill understood,
was, owing to the ignorance of the times, and the sanction
given to it by the university of Bologna, raised gradually to
such a pitch of estimation, that for five hundred years the
Canonists drew from this Decretum, as from a Body of Public
Law, or an authentic repository of the Canons of the Church,
almost every citation from the Councils and Fathers to be found Growth of
in their writings. From this Decretum arose the chapter ^ pnn"

Nunc autem/ and from it the celebrated axiom, ' The £ec- Grat.,£ jirt

supreme See shall not be judged by any/ which, as taken Dist. 21.
from the pretended Council of Sinuessa, becomes in the
mouth of the Canonists a dogmatical definition ; hence also
arose the gloss in the Decretals of Gregory IX., /In these Dec. Greg.

TV n ^04

matters whatsoever the Pope wills, his will to him stands
in the place of a reason, nor is there any one who can say
to him, Why doest thou thus?' Moreover from this De- Book i.

tit 7 c 3

cretum proceeded the chapter ' Synodum/ and the chapter
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CHAP. «" Regula Vestra/ taken from the false Decretals of Mar-
cellus L, and Julius L, from which Gratianus infers that

the constitutions of Bishops cannot have the force of laws
Dec. Grat, without the confirmation of the Apostolic See : ' The Synods
Part 1. r

Dist. 17. of Bishops, as appears from what has preceded, are power-
cap 12 . .
foi/64. less to define and enact/ And on this same doctrine, con-

trary to all Ecclesiastical antiquity and to the Council of
Trent itself, the congregation of Cardinals, Interpreters of
the Council, drew up the following resolution in the year
1594. < Decrees made in Provincial Synods may not be
published without the consent of the Roman Pontiff/
Hence, again, proceeded the Chapter, s Qui se scit/ which
is the most ancient document in which [is found] the

Decree. other celebrated principle of the Papal Chair, viz. 'Thef^ 4- T* i f

2. Causa 2. Pope alone possesses the plenitude of power: but others
foiP653 are caUed by him to participate in his care/ From which
Dictum of Fagnanus endeavours to infer, that the Pope alone holds hisQf T

given to power of jurisdiction immediately from Christ, and that the
H° «kP" ot^er Bishops receive it only from the Pope; and others,
wrought that the Pope is ' the Bishop of Bishops/ and c Ordinary
intoaPapal " , 

' 
ij -. - i " ^ " i e * "

axiom \>y ot Urdmanes/ able to exercise his Episcopal junctions in
cretum. every place, as possessing the whole Church for his Dio-

cese." Pereira then goes on to shew that Isidore applied what
he read in the letter of St. Leo, speaking as Patriarch of

Quoted by certain Provinces, to one who was his Vicar or Delegate, to
me above, °
P. 261. the letter of Vigilius speaking as Pope to all the Bishops,

and that then out of Pope Vigilius' letter Gratian made it
a maxim. The letter of Vigilius is in Mansi ix. 33, and
all that part of it which contains this quotation from St.
Leo, is, according to Mansi, of very questionable authen-
ticity, that is, probably put together from different letters,
Constant, in his learned preface to the letters of the Roman

P. 125. Pontiffs, states that this was Isidore's doing. So the fraud
has two stages : St. Leo's words with a particular applica-
tion are given to Vigilius with a general one by Isidore;
and out of Isidore Gratian turns them into an axiom, on
whose ample basis the Papal Monarchy may repose.

The above Constant seems to give the most accurate infor-
mation about these false Decretals. " Isidore collected the

letters of the Pontiffs from Clement to Gregory the Great
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inclusive. All the genuine that he found he either edited SECT.
II.

entire, or interpolated with his own fictions. He invented
-.-JL- ^ ^ , Father

many supposititious ones, so as not to pass over any Prelate Constant's
of the Apostolic See without decrees. So you may truly the°faise°
call his collection a mass of genuine, interpolated, and sup- De°reta!<so 3 L y jr and their

posititious records." Thus he put two genuine letters ofeffcctson
-r-k i ... , -I-* -- discipline.
Damasus among the supposititious ones down to Pope
ricius : but then he mixed not a few spurious with the
genuine ones of that Pope's successors. Nor did he stop
here. " Not content to mix the true with the false, he pol-
luted the true themselves, which is a greater crime, partly
by interpolations, partly by additions or diminutions."
" But it can scarcely be said what ruin he wrought to the
Church by this fraud. By this the sinews of discipline were
thoroughly weakened and broken, the rights of Bishops
thrown into confusion, the laws of trials done away with,
or at least miserably crushed. By this an immense harvest
sprung up of discord, seditions, and law-suits, which fructi-
fied so many centuries to the disgrace of the Church, and
the offence of the faithful."

Fleury quite agrees with this. " Of all these false docu- TroisiemeTV

ments the most pernicious were the Decretals attributed §2.
to the Popes of the first four centuries, which have inflicted Fieury's
an incurable wound on the discipline of the Church, by the to the same
new maxims ivhich they introduced concerning the judg-
ments of the Bishops, and the authority of the Pope."*

"It is undoubted" says Van Espen, "that the Roman And Van
. Espen's

Curia supported this collection of false Decretals with the torn, m.'
utmost zeal, and laboured in order that these decretal let-,' =' £77 x lUIlicC JL * * * "
ters might everywhere be received as authentic, and as
emanating from those early and most holy Pontiffs, and
that the authority claimed in them for the Roman Pon-
tiffs, might be recognised by all."

He then quotes a great Papal advocate, Christian Wolf, to Admission
this effect: " At that time the majesty of the Apostolical 7
See and all Ecclesiastical jurisdiction had been exceedingly
harassed and depressed, in Gaul and Germany by the Franks,
in Spain by the Saracens, in Italy and Illyria by the Lom-
bards and Greeks : and thus to raise these from their depres-
sion some one of the faithful forged, under the name of those
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CHAP, ancient Roman Pontiffs, these Decretal letters." On these
YII> words Van Espen cites the remark of another f learned

Ancient author.' .. " " Truly it is an admirable piety and fidelity to
howaf- father upon the most holy Bishops of the Apostolic See, and
fected by L * L .

the false the noblest martyrs of the Christian religion, a spurious
progeny of letters regarding the government of the whole
Church : to pluck up the statutes of the first and most ex-
cellent General Councils: to lay the surest foundations for
the abolition of ancient Ecclesiastical law, and the introduc-
tion of monarchical sway into the Christian commonwealth:
to eradicate the evangelical discipline instituted by Christ
and observed by His Apostles: to bring about a total con-
fusion and overthrow of all things. For although the story of
the spurious Decretals has now been clearly detected by all

Newprin- learned men, yet the new Decretals of the Pontiffs, which
troduced'by drew their origin from those old supposititious ones, have
them. not keen abolished : and these rest for their chief foundation

on those rotten pseudo-Isidorian trumpetings, in the matter
of legislation, the bestowing of priestly offices, granting of
dispensations, conceding indulgences, in fine, in almost the
whole government of the Church."

"And in truth," goes on Van Espen himself, " many had
already remarked that the primitive discipline of the Church,
preserved during eight centuries at least in the Church, was
broken down, and even abolished, by the authority of these
forged Decretals : and lately Claude Fleury shewed at length,
that in the Greek or Oriental Church even to this day the
ancestral discipline has rather been preserved than in the
Latin, because the Oriental Church has hitherto not received
these Decretals, that is, the Isidorian collection.

(t ut BM iVa-incnts of these Epistlea are Inserted
and there in Gratian's Decretum, in my commentary thereon
I have noted each instance, how by this forgery and reception
of the Decretals the discipline of the Fathers was broken down,
and that moreover the Roman Pontiffs inserted into their own
Decretals, and willed to be taken for law, the new principles
asserted in these Decretals, as if they had been transmitted
to us by Apostolical tradition.

ut the authority of the Apostolic See in judging and
determining the causes of Bishops and other major en causes
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is especially urged in these Decretals, and these are claimed SECT.
to be reserved to the aforesaid See privatively." . 

IL 

The idea contained in this word privatwely is of great
importance in the whole Roman controversy. The mon-
archy has been built Tip not so much by claiming powers
which did not belong to the Roman See, as by restricting to
that See powers which resided in the whole Episcopate.

Th

Decretals was not yet detected, nay, nor even a suspicion fabiish- **"
of such fraud occurred, Roman Pontiffs did not hesitate to!Ven£lty7 the Konian

claim them for the defence and assertion of the authoritv of Pontiffs,
i A A T o " - " " i /» i * and admis-

the Apostolic bee, especially to claim pnvatively for the Apo- sum by
stoHc See authority to judge and depose Bishops. ' These/
says Wolf, e Nicholas I. most warmly defended, and reduced
it to a rule, not permitting any Bishop thenceforward to
be deposed without his previous consent, though he did not
appeal to the Roman See. And so he severely inveighed
against Hincmar Metropolitan of Rheims for having, accord-
ing to the ancient authority of Councils, degraded Rothade
Bishop of Soissons. He maintained that the degradation of
Bishops was one of the majores causae, and so according to
the ancient law of the Church could not be attempted with-
out a previous reference to the Roman See/ " . . .

" While therefore nobody called into doubt the genuine-
ness and authenticity of these Decretals, and, besides, the
Roman Pontiffs most strenuously pressed their authority, and
Bishops moreover frequently used them as true and precious
monuments of antiquity, and willingly accepted them in so far
as they were not contrary to later Canons, it was at length
brought about that the Bishops, yielding to so many names
of primitive Pontiffs and Martyrs, received as if with one
consent their authority, and the discipline contained in
them." ...

" Moreover all the Councils which were celebrated in this

(the tenth) and the succeeding centuries used these Epistles
and the other testimonies set forth in this collection. The

collectors of the Canons themselves, Burchard of Worms,
Ivo of Chartres, and Gratian himself, followed, whose De-
cretum is full of fragments of the Decretal letters, and of %
other things taken from that collection. And when this
Decretum be^an to be publicly lectured on in the schools,
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CHAP. and illustrated by the commentaries of the learned, all
VII.

polemical and scholastic Theologians everywhere, and all in-
terpreters of the Canon Law, for more than four hundred
years, almost to our own time, as with one consent praised the
testimonies of all these in confirmation of the Catholic dog-
mas, and in defence of the Church's discipline, and filled
their books with them, which is too plain to need any setting
forth.33

Vol. 2. §20, Gieseler seems to state correctly the views of the forgers of
Gieseler's
statement the false Decretals themselves: " Their aim in general was
of the
motives directed, by exhortations, instructions, and regulations, com-
which led piled mostly out of the Church literature at hand, to counter-
to the for-

gery. work the oppression and wild state of the Clergy, as like-
wise Ecclesiastical disorders generally, which were the con-
sequence of the political parties and disturbances under the
successors of Charlemagne. lint those, c Decretals of
Isidore have historical importance only through the new
principles of Canon law, by which, giving full form to a
tendency which had earlier arisen in the Church amid the
weakness and want of unity of the civil power, they sought
to make the Church independent of the State, and to give an
absolute point of support to it in the Roman Chair. Exalt-
ation of the Episcopal office, numerous regulations to protect
the clergy, and specially the Bishops, against attack, limita-
tion of the Metropolitans, often very dependent on the civil
power, raising of the Primates to be the chief instruments of
the Popes, and, particularly, extension of the rights of the
Roman Chair, form the chief substance, as to Canon Law, of
these inventions of Isidore. They must have arisen between
829 and 845 in the East of France, and first appeared in
Mayence in the time of the Archbishop Autcarius, 826 - 847,
in a pretended Isidorian collection, which Archbishop Ri-
culph, 786 - 814, was said to have received from Spain.
They were soon spread about in several collections, were
innocently admitted in public transactions, and made use of
under the Popes by Nicholas I., first of all, but as soon as he
came to the knowledge of them in 864, -without opposition
being raised to their authenticity, and they remained in
unvveakened estimation, until the Reformation gave occasion
to the discovery of the cheat. As these false Decretals
formed the ground of Papal omnipotence in the Church, so
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was the Donation of Constantino, somewhat earlier invented, SECT,
but soon taken into them, the first step from which the --
Papacy strove to raise itself even above the State."

In several of these false letters the title " Universalis Ec-

clesia Episcopus," is given to the Pope. But the various
particulars by which they built the Supremacy upon the
Primacy are so lucidly set forth by Fleury, and are of such
importance to my argument, that I cannot refrain from
quoting him at length.

SECT. III.

" THOSE, who have read with some attention the part Fleury,/~\ Jt. * it ~ *

already given of this history, have doubtless remarked a Disc. § i
great difference between the discipline of the first ten and8'11'13"16-

. . . - - Antiquity
that of the three following centuries. It was indeed greatly believed to
weakened from the tenth century, but this was hardly ever -m the De-
but from ignorance, and by actual transgressions,
were condemned immediately that men opened their eves todePartel

from.

recognise them. It was ever a settled point that the Canons
and ancient tradition were to be followed. It is only from
the twelfth century that new foundations have been built on,
and principles unknown to antiquity followed. Even then
antiquity was believed to be followed, while it was departed

from: the evil is come from an error of fact, and from havingA

taken for ancient that which was not so. For in general it
has always been taught in the Church that the tradition of
the first centuries was to be kept to, as well for discipline
as for doctrine. I have spoken of the false Decretals attri-
buted to the Popes of the first three centuries, which are
found in the collection of Isidore Mercator, and which ap-
peared at the end of the eighth century, and I have marked
the proofs which demonstrate their falsity. Here was the
source of the evil : ignorance of history and of criticism
caused these Decretals to be received, and the new princi-
ples they contain to be taken for the doctrine of the purest
antiquity. Bernald, Priest of Constance, writing at the end
of the eleventh century, says on the faith of these Decretals,
that, according to the discipline of the Apostles and their
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CHAP, successors. Bishops ought never or very hardly to be accused,
- : - admitting still that this discipline does not agree with the

Nicene Council. And allowing that this Council has for-

bidden the translations of Bishops, he opposes to it the Popes
Euaristus, Callistus, and Anteros, who permitted them.

Principles (f After the Roman Church had groaned a hundred and
of the De- *� .. J-IT^ i /» i i
cretais car-^ ntty years under many unworthy ropes who profaned the
St. Leo 1^. h°ly See, God, casting a look of kindness on that first of
and his Churches. cave to it Leo IX., whom his virtue has causedsuccessors. .

to be ranked in the number of the Saints, and who was
followed, during the rest of the eleventh century and in all
the ensuing, by many other virtuous Popes, zealous for the
restoration of discipline, as Gregory VII., Urban II., Pascal
II., Eugenius III., Alexander III. But the best intentions
without enlightenment cause great faults, and the faster4

one runs on a dark road, the more frequent and dangerous
are one's falls. These great Popes, finding the authority
of the false Decretals so established that nobody thought
of contesting it any longer, believed themselves obliged in
conscience to maintain the principles there read, persuaded
that it was the pure discipline of the Apostolic times, and
of the golden age of Christianity. But they did not per-
ceive that they contain many principles contrary to those of
genuine antiquity.

Opposition « j^ js saic} jn the fa]se Decretals, that it is not allowableof these t 
*

principles to hold a Council without the order, or at least permission, of
genuine an- the Pope. You, who have read this history, have you seen" " >

w- there anything like it, I do not say in the first three cen-
ing points, turies, but up to the ninth ? I know that the authority ofi. No Conn- ' r J .
cil to be the Pope has always been necessary for General Councils,1 IT -*fl * *

out the and thus is to be understood what the historian Socrates
says, that there is a Canon which forbids the Churches to ^ *

make any rule without the consent of the Bishop of Rome ;
and Sozomen says that the care of all the Churches belongs
to him on account of the rank of his See. But as to Pro-

vincial and ordinary Councils, the Roman correctors of Gra-
tian's Decretum have admitted, that the authority of the
Pope is not necessary for them. In fact is there the least
trace of permission or consent of the Pope in all those
Councils of which Tertullian, St. Cyprian, and Eusebius
make mention, whether about Easter, the reconciliation of
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penitents, or the baptism of heretics? Was there mention SECT.
of the Pope in those three great Councils of Alexandria, ---
which were held on the matter of Arius before the Nicene
Council? Was there mention of him in the Council of Con-

stantinople, convoked by the Emperor Theodosius in 381 ?
And yet the Pope St. Damasus and all the West consented
to its decisions; so that it is counted for the Second Ecu-

menical Council. And I speak not of so many national
Councils held in France, principally under the kings of the
second race, and in Spain under the Gothic kings. When
the Nicene Council ordered two Councils to be held yearly
in each Province, did it suppose that they would send to
Rome to ask permission? And how could one have sent so
frequently thither from the furthest points of Asia or Africa?
The holding of Provincial Councils was counted among the
ordinary practices of religion, just as the celebration of the
holy Sacrifice every Sunday. Nothing but the violence of
persecutions interrupted the course of it; as soon as the

ishops found themselves at liberty, they recurred to it as
the most efficacious means of maintaining discipline. Mean-
while, in consequence of that new principle, scarcely any
Councils have been held from the twelfth century save those
at which Papal Legates have presided, and the custom of
holding Councils has insensibly gone out.

"It is said in the false Decretals that Bishops cannot be 2. Bishops
judged definitively save by the Pope alone, and that priu- judged <ie-/* " -1

ciple is often repeated there. Nevertheless you have seen £nt "*y'
a hundred examples of the contrary j and to take one of the him-
most illustrious, Paul of Samosata, Bishop of Antioch, the
first See of St. Peter, and the third city of the Roman Em-
pire, was judged and deposed by the Bishops of the East and
the neighbouring Provinces, without the participation of the
Pope, whom they contented themselves with informing of it
after it was done, as is seen by their synodal letter; and the See above,
Pope did not complain of it. . Nothing is more frequent in
the first nine centuries than the accusations and depositions
of Bishops : but their trial took place in Provincial Councils,
which were the ordinary tribunal for all Ecclesiastical causes.
One must be absolutely ignorant of the history of the Church,
to imagine that at any time or in any country it has ever impossible.

H h
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CHAP, been impossible to judge a Bishop, without sending to Rome,
:- or causing a commission to come from the Pope.

"Without even knowing the facts it only wants a little
good sense to see that the thing was impossible. From the
fourth century there was a prodigious number of Churches
in Greece, in Asia, in Syria, in Egypt, and in Africa, with-
out speaking besides of the West: and the greater number
of Bishops were poor, and unable to make great journeys:
so that the Emperors defrayed their costs for the Generalm

Councils. How could they have been made come to Rome,
and not only they, but their accusers, and the witnesses, yet
for the most part poorer ? This, however, is what the author
of the false Decretals must have supposed; and the absur-
dity of the supposition has appeared clearly, when the Popes
wished to reduce it to practice. For instance, Gregory VII.,
sincerely persuaded that he alone was the judge competent
for all Bishops, made them come daily from the end of Ger-
many, France, or England. They had to quit their Churches
for whole years, in order to go to Rome at great expense, to
defend themselves against accusers who often did not appear
there : delay was granted upon delay; the Pope gave com-
missions to take information on the spot, and after many
journeys and long procedures he issued his definitive judg-
ment, against which they came back under another ponti-
ficate. Often likewise the Bishop cited to Rome did not
obey, either through incapacity to make the journey by sick-
ness, poverty, or other impediment, or because he felt him-
self guilty : he despised the censures pronounced against
him, and if the Pope chose to give him a successor, he de-
fended himself by force. You have seen examples of this;
and here are the inconveniences of wishing to reduce to
practice what has never been practised, nor practicable.

It is true that, on rare occasions of a manifest oppression
or a crying injustice, Bishops condemned by their Councils
could have recourse to the Pope, as the superior of all
Bishops, and maintainer of the Canons: and this is the
order of the Council of Sardica. But it directs that the

Pope, whether he send a Legate or not, make the cause be
reheard on the spot, because it is easy to impose on a
distant judge. This is what St. Cyprian takes up in speak-
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ing of Basilides, a Spanish Bishop, who, having been de- SECT.
posed in his Province, had obtained from Pope St. Stephen, 

III.

by concealing from him the truth, letters for his restora-
tion, to which the Council of Africa paid no regard. And See above,
some years before, the same St. Cyprian, writing to Popep' 56*
St. Cornelius respecting the schismatic Fortunatus, says these
remarkable words: ' It is a rule among us that every guilty
person be examined on the spot where the crime has been
committed. Those then who are under us must not run

hither and thither, and put disunion between the Bishops ;
let them plead their cause on the spot where they can have
accusers and witnesses/ Thus it is that St. Cyprian s'peaks
to the Pope himself, to whom Fortunatus had carried his See above,OQ

complaints. After all this, recourse to the Pope, permitted
by the Council of Sardica, regarded chiefly extraordinary
matters, and the Bishops of the greatest Sees, as St. Atha-
nasius, St. John Chrysostome, St. Flavian of Constan-See their
tinople, who had no other superior to whom to addresscasesabove
themselves.

" It is further the false Decretals, which have attributed 3. Power to_ «

to the Pope alone the right to translate Bishops from one
See to another. Nevertheless the Council of Sardica and ?®cr£ed tothe rope.
the rest, which have so severely forbidden translations, have
made no exception in favour of the Pope; and when, in
very rare cases, t
evident utility of the Church, it was made by the authority

M W^^

have an illustrious example of this in the person of Eu-
phronius of Colonia, whom St. Basil translated to the See of
Nicopolis. Far from the Pope authorizing translations, the
Roman Church was the most faithful in observing the canons
which forbad them: during nine hundred years we do not
find any Bishop translated to the See of Rome: Formosus
was the first; and this was one of the pretexts for disinter-
ring him after his death. But since the false Decretals have

W
j *

where they were unknown; and the Popes only condemned
them when they were made without their authority, as we
have seen in the letters of Innocent III.

" It is the same with the erection of new Bishoprics : ac-
H
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CHAP, cording to the false Decretals this belongs to the Pope alone :
VII.

according to the ancient discipline it belonged to the Council
A A "U

erection G °f the Province, and there is an express Canon for it in the G
. Councils of Africa. Namel '* it was areed that commu-

liislioprics.

Cod. Ecc. nities, which have never had Bishops of their own, are not to
9s"c*' an' receive them, save it be decreed by a plenary Council of each

Province, and the Primate, and with the consent of him to
* whose diocese the said Church belonged/ And certainly, O ¬/ *

to consider only the progress of religion and the advantage
of the faithful, it was much more reasonable to refer it to
the Bishops of the country, to judge of the cities which had
need of new Bishops, and to choose the proper persons, than
to refer the judgment to the Pope, so distant, and so little
able to inform himself well of it. It is all very well to name
commissioners, and take informations as to utility and in-
utility : these proceedings are never worth ocular inspec-
tion, and knowledge acquired by oneself. So when St. Au-
gustine caused the new See of Fussala to be erected, he did
not send to Rome, he only addressed himself to the Primate
of Numidia : and if the Pope heard about it, it was only on
account of the personal faults of the Bishop Antonius: but
he did not complain that the erection of this Bishopric had
been made without his participation. Nor had St. Remi any
more recourse to the Pope to found the Bishopric of Laon :
but he did it, says Hincmar, by the authority of the Council
of Africa, that is to say, of the Canon I have quoted. The
reason is, that the Decretals, which give this right to the
Pope, were not yet fabricated.

5. The " As to the union or extinction of Bishoprics, I see no
extinction ot^er reason for attributing them to the Pope alone, but
ofBi- certain authorities of St. Gregory alleged by Gratian. But
shopncs. -"".., i ^ -i

he did not observe that Gregory only acted so in the south-
ern part of Italy, of which Rome was the metropolis ; or in
Sicily and the other islands, which depended particularly on
the holy See.

The Metropolitan Sees were rare in/*

£ proportion to the number of Bishoprics, in order that the_j^

tical Sees. Councils might be numerous, for the principal function of
Metropolitans was to preside in them. But since the Popes
have been in possession of the power to found them, they
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Metro- SECT.
politans without necessity, merely to honour certain cities.
The Nicene Council, which doubtless had power to assign
new prerogatives to Churches,, says simply that their pri-
vileges shall be preserved according to ancient custom.

M ^^

archal Churches had already been confirmed by a long pos-
session. The Popes since the eleventh century have not
only made Metropolitans, but even Patriarchs and Primates,
all on the foundation of the false Decretals, that is, of the
first letter attributed to St. Clement, of the second and third
of Pope Anacletus, where it is said that the Apostles and
their successors established Patriarchs and Primates in the

cities, where, according to the civil government, the chief
magistrates lived, and where the pagans had their arch-*

flam ens, a barbarous word only found in these Decretals.
Now you have seen that in the first centuries even the title
of Archbishop was unknown : men said, the Bishop of Rome,
or of Alexandria, as of the least city, and in their letters
they ̂ treated each other as brethren with a perfect equality,
as is seen by the inscription of the letters of St. Cyprian.
In proportion as charity grew cold, titles and ceremonies
increased. The Bishop of Alexandria was the first, as is
believed, who took the name of Archbishop : the Bishop of
Antioch took that of Patriarch, and the name of Primate was
peculiar to Africa. But the author of the false Decretals did
not know so much, and he makes no mention of the title of
Exarch so famous in Asia.

" Nevertheless it was only on the faith of this author that
Gregory VII. established or rather confirmed the Primacy
of Lyons, since he refers in his Bull to the words of them

Decretal of Anacletus. It is on this same foundation that

other Popes have pretended to found so many other Pri-
macies, in France, in Spain, and elsewhere, supposing them
ancient by an error of fact, as I have shewn of each in par-
ticular. These erections being contrary to ancient posses-
sion have produced great contests. You have seen with what
vigour the Bishops of France rejected the Primacy which
John VIII. had given to Ansegisus Archbishop of Sens;
you have seen how they resisted afterwards the Primacy of
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CHAP. Lyons, which a long possession has at length established:
:- and how the Bishops of Spain opposed those of Toledo and

Braga, which have never been well authorized. So it is not
to be imagined that a Bull given without knowledge of the
cause, as that of Calistus II. for the Primacy of Vienne, is
sufficient to change at once the state of Churches, in spite of
the parties interested.

7. Vast ex- "One of the greatest wounds which the false Decretalstension of m 
°

appeals to have inflicted on the discipline of the Church is the having
infinitely extended appeals to the Pope. It appears that the
forger had this point greatly at heart, by the care he has taken
to diffuse through all his work the principle, that not only
every Bishop, but every Priest, and in general every person,
who finds himself harassed, may on every occasion appeal
directly to the Pope. He has made as many as nine Popes
speak on this subject, Anacletus, the first and second Sixtus,
Fabian, Cornelius, Victor, Zephyrinus, Marcellus, and Julius.
But St. Cyprian, who lived in the time of St. Fabian, and St.
Cornelius, not only opposed appeals, he has further shewn
solid reasons for not yielding to them; and in the time of
St. Augustine the Church of Africa did not yet receive them,

See above, as it appears by the letter of the Council held in 426 to Pope '
Celestine. In fine up to the ninth century few examples are
seen of these appeals in virtue of the Council of Sardica,
save, as I have said, on the part of Bishops of the great
Sees, who had no other superiors beside the Pope.

" But, since the false Decretals became known, nothing
but appeals were seen through all the Latin Church. Hinc-
mar, better instructed than the rest in the ancient disci-

pline, vigorously opposed that novelty, maintaining that this
remedy ought not to be granted but to Bishops at the most,

Ivo of not to Priests. You have seen afterwards the complaints of
Chartres "

and s. Ber- Ivo of Chartres, and of St. Bernard, against these abuses,
plorethis. which in their times had already reached their height. They

shewed that this liberty of appealing to the Pope in all
matters, and at every stage of the cause, utterly enervated
discipline: that bad Priests, and other impenitent offenders,
had thereby a sure means to elude correction, or at least to
defer it: that the Pope was often ill-informed, and obliged
to retract the judgments which he had given by surprise: in
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fine, that the Bishops, repelled by the length of the proceed- SECT.
ings, by the expense and the fatigue of journeys, and by so IIL

many other difficulties, lost courage, and endured the dis-
orders they could not hinder. The Popes found even them-
selves incommoded by that liberty of appeal on every occa-
sion, which often retarded the execution of their orders, and
hence comes the clause, notwithstanding appeal, which passed
into a phrase in their Bulls.

" If St. Bernard rose with such vigour against that abuse,
while supposing the necessity of appeals, what would he
not have said had lie known that their use was novel, and
founded on false documents ? How much stronger would he
have spoken against that multitude of business with which
the Pope was burdened? He knew that, according to the
principles of the Gospel, a Bishop and a successor of the
Apostles ought to be disengaged from temporal affairs, to
give his time to prayer and the instruction of the people,
but the authority of custom held him back, and for want of
sufficient acquaintance with antiquity, and of knowing how
the Popes had fallen into that embarrassment of business, he
dared not speak boldly, and advise Eugenius to revert to the
simplicity of the first centuries.

" Nevertheless the description which this holy Doctor has Description
left us of the court of Rome, makes us see, how much this
new jurisprudence of the false Decretals had injured the ̂ fPal Cu~
holy See, under pretence of extending its authority. For
St. Bernard represents to us the consistory of Cardinals as a
parliament, or a sovereign tribunal, occupied with judging
processes from morning to evening; and the Pope who pre-
sided there so overwhelmed with business, that he had
scarcely a moment to breathe : the court of Rome full of ad-
vocates, solicitors, pleaders, einpassioned, artful, and inter-
ested, seeking only to surprise each other, and enrich them-
selves at the expense of others. We form the same notion of
it by the history of the Popes of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries and by their letters, specially those of Innocent
III., where we see so prodigious a detail of the affairs of all
Christendom. These letters alone were a terrible occupa-

tion : for even if the Pope did not compose them himself,
it was at least necessary for him to have account of them
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CHAP, given him, and to take cognizance of the most important
VII 7

- matters. And how could a Pope so occupied find time for
prayer, for the study of the holy Scriptures, for preaching,
and the other essential duties of the Episcopate ? I do not
speak here of the cares which his rank as a temporal prince
gave him : I shall come to that in course.

" I see well that, by extending without measure the autho-
rity of the Pope, it was believed that a great advantage was
gained for him, and his Primacy made to tell the more.

The Pri- One must have been then absolutely ignorant of the history of
S. Leo and the Church, or have supposed that the greatest Popes, as St.
avervgdir ^eo an^ ^t. Gregory, had neglected their rights, and sutfered
tuna foot ^ir dignity to be set at nought. For it is very certain in
this. fact that they never exercised the authority marked in the

Decretals of Isidore. But let us go a little deeper into
things. Had not those holy Popes good reasons to act so?
Had they not higher thoughts and a more perfect knowledge
of religion, than Gregory VII. and Innocent III.? Vulgar
men only seek their private interests : philosophers, who carry
their thoughts further, see by merely natural reason that
in every society the interest of each individual, even of him
who governs, ought to yield to the interests of the whole
society. Now we may not think that Jesus Christ has
established His Church on principles less pure than those
of the pagan philosophers: so He has not proposed to
those who govern His flock faithfully any advantage in this
life, but only an eternal recompense proportioned to their
charity.

" Let us then candidly admit, that the Popes of the five or
six first centuries had reason to consider the advantage of
the Church Universal preferably to that which might appear
serviceable to their person or their See. Let us further
admit, that the advantage of the Church required, that all
matters should be judged on the spot by those who could
do it with the greatest knowledge and facility : that the

ishops, especially their chief, should be turned aside as
little as was possible from their spiritual and essential func-
tions ; and that each one of them should remain fixed in the
Church where God had put him, given up continually to in-
struct and sanctify his people. Can one compare to such real
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goods the sorry advantage of rendering the Pope terrible SECT.
through all the earth; and of causing to come to Rome from ~-
all sides Bishops and Clergy, either through fear of censures,
or for hope of favours ?

" I know that that crowd of Prelates, and other foreigners, Riches
whom divers interests drew to Rome, brought thither great R^mf^V0
riches, and that its people fattened at the expense of all *" abuseA 

^ r of appeals
others : but I am ashamed to mention such an advantage in not to beconsidered

a matter of religion. Was then the Pope established at
Rome to make it rich, or to make it holy ? And did not
St. Gregory fulfil the duty of common Father better, when
by his alms he spread so abundantly through all the Provinces
the immense revenues of the Roman Church? Now those

Popes who made Rome rich did not make it holy: it seems
even that they despaired of being able to do it, according
to the frightful picture St. Bernard has given us of the
Roman people in his day. Nevertheless it was the first duty _
of a Pope, as their Bishop, to labour for their conversion :
and he was more obliged to this, than to judge so many pro-
cesses between foreigners.

" Gratian9 s Decretum completely established and extended The autho-
the authority of the false Decretals, which are found scattered faise Decre-
everyivhere there ; for during more than three centuries no {jjgh^a~
other Canons than those of this collection were known, no b7* 

. tian s De-

others were followed in the schools and tribunals. Gratian cretum,
had even gone beyond these Decretals, to extend the authority went be-
of the Pope, maintaining that he was not subject to the Canons : yond them-
which he says on his own warrant, and without adducing
any proof of authority. Thus was formed in the Latin Church
a confused idea that the power of the Pope was without
limits : that principle once laid down, many corollaries have
been drawn from it beyond the points formally expressed
in the false Decretals : and the new theologians have not suf-
ficiently distinguished these opinions from the essential of the
Catholic Faith, touching the Primacy of the Pope, and the
rules of the ancient discipline.

" Besides what regards the Pope, Gratian has put into his immunity
-rx - - i AI '4- f r»I 1 ot Clerks.
Decretum new principles respecting the immunity 01 uierKfl,
who cannot, as he maintains, be judged by the laity in any
case: and to prove it he cites several articles of the false
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CHAP. Decretals, and the pretended law of Theodosius adopted
by Charlemagne to extend excessively the jurisdiction of
Bishops. He joins to them a maimed citation from a novell
of Justinian, which, when complete, asserts just the reverse.
Nevertheless this constitution so altered was the principal
ground, on which St. Thomas of Canterbury resisted the
king of England with a firmness, which drew upon him
persecution, and at length martyrdom. The principle was
false at the bottom: but it passed for true with the most
skilful Canonists.

"You have just seen into what inconveniences men fell
from having believed in false documents. It became a
custom besides to receive without selection all sorts of nar-

rations, for want of principles to distinguish them; and
thence came so many fabulous legends, so many false mi-
racles, so many visions and frivolous stories, as we see
amongst others in the dialogues of the monk Cesarius.

Popelnno- "The principles cited by Gratian touching the immunity
ewer on this °f Clerks are the foundation of the answer, which Pope In-
to the nocent III. made to the Emperor of Constantinople at theEmperor r r
of Constan-commencement of his pontificate, and from which is drawn

a celebrated Decretal. In this letter the Pope gives forced
explanations to the passages of St. Peter, alleged by the
Emperor to shew, that all Christians without exception ought
to be subject to the temporal power. The Apostle, says he,
spoke thus to excite the faithful to humility: the king is
sovereign, but only of those who receive from him temporal
things, that is to say, the laity : as if the Church had not
also received her temporalities from the secular power. The
Pope continues: that the prince has not received the power
of the sword over all the wicked, but only over those who,
using the sword, are subject to his jurisdiction. By which
he understands still laymen alone, to procure for criminal
Clerks exemption from temporal punishments, that is to
say, impunity. He adds that no one ought to judge the
servant of another, supposing that Clerks are not the servants
of the prince. In fine he cites the allegory of the two great
luminaries which God has placed in the heaven, to signify,
says he, the two great dignities, the pontifical and the royal:
as if in a serious discussion it was allowable to advance as a
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principle an arbitrary allegory, which one has only to deny SECT.
in order to refute. Thus it is that the most formal autho- - IIL

rities of the Scriptures were eluded, in order to support pre-
judices drawn from the false Decretals.

"Now Pope Innocent III. could not address himself worse These
than to a Greek Emperor, in order to set forth these prin-
ciples unknown to antiquity. The Latin princes, ignorant Knonn *?-j.* r y o tlie weeks.

for the most part to the degree that they could not read,
believed in these matters all that the Clerks told them, of
whom they took counsel ; and these Clerks had all studied
in the same schools, and drawn from the same source, the
Decretum of Gratian. Among the Greeks all respectable
persons studied, laymen as well as Clerks; and instructed
themselves in the original books, Scripture, the Fathers,
the ancient Canons; but they were not acquainted with the
false Decretals fabricated in the West and written in Latin :

so they had preserved the ancient discipline on all the points
which I have here marked. You have seen that all their

Bishops, and their Patriarchs even, were judged and often
deposed in Councils : that permission was not asked of the
Pope to assemble them, nor appeal made to him from their
judgments. He was not applied to for the translations of
Bishops, or the founding of Bishoprics: the Canons com-
prised in the ancient code of the Greek Church were followed.
I do not say that this Church was exempt from abuses; I
have marked many on different occasions, and I know that
the Patriarchs of Constantinople had claimed an excessive
authority by the favour of the Emperors, who had even
much encroached on the Ecclesiastical power; but still the
ancient formalities were always outwardly maintained, the
Canons were known and respected.

"You will sav perhaps, one must not be astonished that At the time
. of their

the Greeks did not apply to the Pope, either for appeals, greatest
or for all the rest, since from the time of Photius they
longer recognised him as head of the Church. But
they apply to him before ? And in the times when they were this new
most united with the Roman Church did they observe anything Clp me*
of that which I call the new discipline ? They were not so
heedless as to do it, since the Latins themselves did it not,
and this discipline was yet unknown to all the Church. More-
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CHAP, over, do not deceive yourself in that, the schism of the
- - - Greeks is not so ancient as is commonly believed : I will

shew it in another discourse : but in the mean time I remark

to you, that it scarcely took shape before the taking of Con-
stantinople by the Latins. Besides I do not see that in
the disputes we have had with the Greeks, from the time of
Leo IX., and Michael Cerularius, we have reproached them
with holding Councils without the Pope's permission, and
the rest of the points in question : and I do not see any
more that Gregory VII. and his successors have cited to
Rome Greek Bishops, and treated them as they treated the
Latin : they knew well that they would not have obeyed. . . .

System of " The spiritual power of the Pope having extended itself
arising ' to such a degree by the conclusions drawn from the false_i "

Ofin" Decretals, he was obliged to commit his powers to others:
the Pope's for ^ was impossible that he should ero everywhere, or cause
power r a 

° * 3

drawn from every body to come to him. Hence came the Legations so
Decretals, frequent from the eleventh century. Now the Legates were

of two sorts, Bishops or Abbots of the country, or Cardinals
sent from Rome. Legates taken on the spot were further
different : the one established by a particular commission of
the Pope, the other by the prerogative of their See, and
these called themselves Legati nati, as the Archbishops of
Mayence, and Canterbury, The Legates come from Rome
called themselves Legates a latere, to mark that the Pope
had sent them from his person, and this expression was
drawn from the Council of Sardica.

"The Legati nati did not willingly endure the Pope's
naming others to the prejudice of their privileges, but the
Pope had more confidence in those he had chosen, than in
Prelates with whom he was little acquainted, or who suited
him not. Now amongst those whom he chose, the most favour-
able were they whom he took on the spot, because they were
more capable of judging and ordering with knowledge of the
cause, than foreigners come from a distance. So you have
seen with what urgency Ivo of Chartres begged the Popes
not to send these foreign Legates. They were not received
in England, any more than in France, unless they had been
asked for by the king. The Bishops hardly endured seeing
themselves presided over by foreign Bishops, still less by a
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Cardinal Priest or Deacon, under pretext of his being SECT
Legate, for until then all Bishops took rank before Car-
dinals which were not so.

" But what rendered the Legates a later e more odious was Pride,
their pride, luxury, and avarice. They travelled neither at I
their own expense, nor that of the Pope, but of the country theLegates.
whither they were sent; and they went in great pomp, that
is, with a suite of at least twenty-five horses, for to this the"

third Council of Lateran had limited them. Wherever they
passed, they caused themselves to be treated magnificently
by the Bishops and Abbots, to such a degree that the mon-
asteries were sometimes reduced to sell the sacred vessels of

their Churches to provide for such expenses. You have seen
complaints of this. Nor was this all: they must have pre-
sents made them besides : they received such from the princes
to whom they were directed, and often from the parties to
whom they rendered justice: at least the expeditions were
not gratuitous. In fine the Legations were golden mines
for the Cardinals, and they returned from them generally
laden with riches. You have seen what St. Bernard said

of it, and with what admiration he speaks of a disinterested
Legate.

" The most ordinary result of a Legation was a Council, Legatinef^ " |

which the Legate convoked at the place and time that he he
judged suitable. He presided there, and decided the affairs °f
which appeared, and published certain rules of discipline,
with approbation of the Bishops, who for the most part did
nothing else but applaud : for it does not appear that there
was much deliberation. Thus were insensibly abolished
the Provincial Councils, which each Metropolitan was bound
to hold every year according to the Canons : the dignity of
the Archbishops, overshadowed by that of the Legates, de-
generated into titles and ceremonies, such as having a pall
and a cross borne before them : but they had no longer
authority over their suffragans, and Councils of Legates only
were now seen. Now, to remark it in passing, I doubt not
that frequent Legations have been the source of the dis-
tinguished rank which the Cardinals of the Roman Church
have since held : for each Church had its own, that is to say,
Priests and Deacons attached to certain titles. But as in
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CHAP, these Councils the Cardinal Legates were seen above not
- only Bishops, but Archbishops, Primates, and Patriarchs,

men became accustomed to join to the title of Cardinal the
idea of a dignity which only yielded to that of the Pope.
The state dress of the Cardinals confirms this thought: the
cape and hat were the dress on a journey, which belonged to
the Legates: red was the colour of the Pope, and it was the
better to represent him that the Legates wore it, according
to the remark of a Greek historian.

Diminution " Here however is one of the greatest changes which the
I? discipline of the Church has suffered, the cessation of Pro-

Metropoii- yincial Councils, and the diminution of the authority of thetans. 7 *

Metropolitans. Was then that beautiful order, so wisely es-
tablished from the birth of the Church, and so advantage-
ously practised during eight or ten centuries, to be over-
turned without deliberation, without inquiry, without cog-
nizance of cause ? But what reason could have been alleged
for it? Were foreign Legates, who knew not either the
manners or the language of the country, and who only
sojourned there in passing, more proper than the ordinary
pastors, to judge in differences, and establish discipline ?
And when they had published fine rules in a Council, could
they be assured that these would be observed after their
departure, if the Bishops did not lend their hand to it? Let
us conclude upon this point as upon the rest, the ancient
discipline has not been changed to establish a better. Thus
we do not see that, during the frequent Legations, religion
has been more flourishing.

Desire of f< The Bishops and Metropolitans were so ignorant ofu * v»

and Metro- their rights, that they sought with eagerness for the powers
politans, to of Legates, not considering the advantage of a proper andobtain Le- . 

to ' ** ° 
j

gatine independent, though less, authority, over one more extended,
powers but borrowed 'and precarious. It seemed they could do

nothing any longer by themselves, unless the authority of the
Pope supported them : and the Pope willingly granted them
these favours, which they could have done without, and
which always extended his power. It is the same, in propor-
tion, with the custom, so frequent then, of causing agree-
ments made between Churches, and donations to their profit,
to be confirmed by the Pope: as if these acts would have
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been less valid without the confirmation. Right is assumed SECT.
by favours asked without necessity: and claims are so made -
to reader them necessary 

*' I well feel that it is sad to direct notice to these un- Fatal and

edifying facts: and I fear that those who have more piety
than enlightenment may derive thence occasion of offence. th.e1af?re"° J said abuses.

They will perhaps say, that these facts should have been dis-
sembled in the history, or that, after having reported them,
they ought not to have had attention drawn to them in a
treatise. But truth is the foundation of history : and to sup-
press a part of it is not to recount it truly/' . . . "If these
disorders had in such sense ceased, that no vestige of them any
more remained, perhaps they might have been left buried in
eternal oblivion : but we see only too much their fatal conse-
quences. The heresies which for two (three) hundred years
have been rending the Church, the ignorance and superstition
which reign, in some Catholic countries, the corruption of mo-
rality by the new principles, are but too sensible effects of
them. And is it not useful to know whence evils so great have
come ?

. . . " Can one still, in the light of this century, main-
tain the donation of Constantine and the Decretals of Isi-

dore ? And if these documents cannot be defended, can one

approve the results drawn from them ? Let us then can-
didly admit that Gregory VII. and Innocent III., deceived
by these documents, and the bad reasonings of the theo-
logians of their times, have pushed their authority too far,
and have rendered it odious by stretching it: and let us not
attempt to support excesses, of which we see the causes and
the fatal effects. For at last, whatever one may say, it is
evident that the first centuries furnish us with a greater
number of holy Popes than the last, and that the manners
and discipline of the Roman Church were much purer.
Now it is not credible that the Popes have commenced knowing
their rights, and exercising their power in its full extent, only
since their life has been less edifying, and their especial flock
less well regulated. This reflection supplies a disagreeable
prejudice against the new principles.

"Of all the changes of discipline I see none, which has Rigourexcrciscd

brought the Church into greater disrepute, than the rigour against
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CHAP, exercised against heretics and other excommunicated per-
heretics'- sons." He then shews how utterly this was opposed to
contrary to ailcient practice.ancient r

practice. "I finish these sad reflections by the change introduced
rflndul- ^n^° Penitences. Public penitences were turned into tor-
gences. ments and temporal penalties." . . te It is true that the mul-

titude of indulgences, and the facility of gaining them, were a
great obstacle to the zeal of the most enlightened confessors.
It was difficult to persuade a sinner to fast and discipline
himself, who could buy off this by a trifling alms, or the visit
of a church. For the Bishops of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries granted these indulgences to all sorts of pious
works, as the building of a church, the maintenance of an
hospital, in fact every public work, a bridge, a causeway, the
pavement of a high road. These indulgences were indeed
but a part of the penitence, but if several of them were

Thisaltera 

joined, the whole might be bought off 
I Ion; I ciul by remarking \viiat I. think I havo proved,

tion of the
Church's that the changes, which have happened to the discipline of the
discipline
introduced Church in the last Jive or six hundred years, have not been
by negli- introduced by the authority of Bishops and Councils, to correctgence and
fgnorance. the ancient practice: but by negligence, by ignorance, by error9

founded on false documents, as the Decretals of Isidore, and on
the bad reasonings of the scholastic Doctors. God grant that
we may profit by the favour He has shewn us of being born
in a more enlightened age; and that, if we cannot bring
back the ancient discipline, we may at least know how to
esteem it, revere, and regret it. "

Power at- " The unlimited power," says the justification of Fleury,
tributed to

the Pope " which the Ultra-montanes attribute to the Pope, is at the
by the Ul-
tra-m on- bottom only founded on these maxims, (of the Decretals and
tanes Gratian:) if then it is proved evidently that they are new,
grounded
on the and that they have been unknown to all antiquity, it is
maxims of
the Decre-demonstrated that this power is a chimera, and that it ought
tals and of not to be admitted. It is nevertheless not the less certain
Gratian.

that the Pope has by divine right the Primacy in the Church.
. . . What can we conclude thence, save that this Primacy
ought to be carefully distinguished from that absolute au-
thority, which has been ascribed to the Pope in these last
times." ....
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"All would have been in order in respect to the govern- SECT.
ment of the Church, if things had remained on the footing -"-
on which they were in the first five or six centuries, and so
long as the authority of the Popes was contained in its just
limits. But the false Decretals changed the face of things,O Q f

and made great breaches in the discipline of the Church,
as M. Floury often complains, by the new rights that they'
ascribed to the Popes. . . There are some of these new rights
which have always been contested, but there have been also 4- *

others which have not been: thus one should regard these
latter as acquired to the Pope by custom, and by the conces-
sion of the other Bishops and Princes, until that it please the
Church assembled in General Council to recall things to their

rst state" ' ' .

¬-One cannot believe how much such writers (Ultra-mon- Necessity
tane) injure religion under pretext of wishing to defend it. gu

In fact if the Primacy, which we recognise in the Pope as ̂J^
being of divine right, has nothing real without one's recog- power.
nising that he is sole judge of Bishops, that he alone can
depose them, and that his power is without limits : proved
as it is that these are new principles, invented by the author
of the false Decretals, by Gratian, and by the flatterers who
have gone beyond these first two, it will follow that the Pro-
testants have reason not to recognise this Primacy, and that
one does ill in proposing it to their belief, when they re-
enter the bosom of the Church."

"It is not indeed to be dissembled" says Archbishop deDeConcor-
1 " 1 * i " >

Marca, "that that administration of the Churchy which w cap. 6.

claimed for Bishops bit divine right, has not been taken away Bishop*J 2 J & ' 
.-'.» according

by any Decretals ; although the manner of exercising that to De ,
power according to the circumstance of the times be variously
ordered by various regulations. And therefore should such
Imes arise, that the necessity of ruling the Church compel the which t3 y ** * * have so

bishops to depart from more recent rules, nothing forbids the ceded.
atural and divine right from holding good, omitting those

vrmulas which are prescribed by the new right. For instance,
if a vacancy of the Roman See should be protracted during
-niany years, if the roads should be occupied by hostile arms,

if any other like or graver cases should arise, the Church
i i
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CHAP, must be administered by the Right Divine, or that ancient EC
:- clesiastical Right"

SECT. IV.

Conclusion Now let us only consider the_ V ^-f W

statements these statements. De Marca, and Father Constant, Pereira,

Marc Fleury, and Van Espen are not Protestants, nor had they
Constant, in view the i testification of the English Church. They
Pereira, . ...
Van Espen, concur in stating, and they point to indisputable proofs for

statements, that a great change of principles as to the
government of the Church began in the middle of the ninth
century, and was received by the end of the tenth, by means
of forged documents, the evident intent of which was to

M

had hitherto possessed. They declare that the succeeding
centuries exhibit the application of these principles to a
still greater extent : that, the basis of centralization once laid
down, the building gradually arose upon it. Very remark-
able indeed it is, as Fleury observes, that this monarch-
ical system is strictly limited to the West : the East never
accepted it, and knew nothing of the documents on which
it was built. When the Western Church awoke in the six-

teenth century to the knowledge that those documents were
false, she found herself fettered by the chains which the
custom of five hundred years had bound round every limb.
Yet, de Marca says, she may one day cast them off.

Tom. 5. " Above we have seen," observes Van Espen, ' ' that not
4G2 . .

Summary on^y ̂ e °pinion of our opponents derives no strength fromi*

of theargu- the Gospel, but that the quotations from this rather destroy
incut of _

this book, it. We have now to inquire, whether from the Epistles of
Espen's the Supreme Pontiffs quoted in Gratian's Decretum they
language. can }iave any ground for thinking, that all spiritual juris-

diction dwells in the Roman Pontiff as in an exuberant foun-

tain-head, whence it is parted into streams and derived to
the inferior ministers of the Church, so that the Roman

Pontiff according to his pleasure has committed all the au-
thority which they hold to all Bishops and Pastors, and can
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* freely deprive any one of jurisdiction, as he shall see more SECT
expedient for the government of the Church, and can exercise --r~~

. 
* 

. . . See *T""

it of his own right either personally, or commit it to another rig
to be exercised in his name/ For these are the views of our

opponents, on which the whole matter properly turns. But Bishops,
I reply that such assertions by no means agree with the decrees P^ffp
of the holy Fathers and the primitive discipline of the Church,
and that this plenitude of Papal power, which our adversaries
pretend, was utterly unknown for seven centuries and more:

' during all that time claim it. But
I grant of my own accord that this plenitude of power was
gradually attributed by certain Canonists to the Roman
Pontiff, on the authority of the false Decretals, and specially
of Gratian's Decretum: and that afterwards the Pontiffs

themselves claimed it, as given to them by Christ in the
person of Peter."

The above passage may be taken as a summary of my
whole argument; I did not fall in with it till my own con-
clusion was completely formed.

In another place he says: " It is therefore, I conceive, Tom. 5.

plainly demonstrated, that the pretended plenitude of Pon- Th^ preseilt
tifical power is by no means proved by the modern usage of institution,r » 

... , confirm-

instituting, confirming, and ordaining Bishops: because so ation, and
far from the truth is it that this practice and custom flowed £££
from the original authority of the Roman Pontiff granted to S
him by Christ, that it has been rather introduced contrary the practice

. of the first

to the primitive and constant discipline of eleven centuries, eleven ceu-
supported by no Canons, but in opposition to the ancient unes"
Canons, not without bitter complaints of Catholics, and of
Councils themselves, who had at heart venerable antiquity
and their forefathers' discipline, which had flowed down to
them from a pure source: while at the same time those very
great inconveniences and evils, which accompanied the new
practice, were the utmost grief to them."

The false Decretals, still further carried out by Gratian, The system
11 -r-i 1-1 * j_i i 

ofthefal.se

and the various Extravagantes, would seem 01 themselves Decretals
sufficient to account for the immense difference between that j£
government under which St. Augustine, St. Chrysostome, and j^
St. Cyril lived, and that which is now attempted to be forced govern-
on all Christians at the peril of their salvation. Yet besides church in
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CHAP, these, and those circumstances of Western Europe, (as Gies*
- eler, quoted above, remarks,) which led to their forgery,

our own 

time, and the Popes found in the several monastic orders throughout
uff^- Europe the most unceasing and energetic pioneers of their

tine. power. From the very first there appears to have existed
a desire to exchange the present superintendence of the
local Bishop for the distant authority of the Pope. The
great Orders, indeed, were themselves so many suspensions
of the Episcopal system. With reason do the statues of their
founders adorn the nave of St. Peter's, not only as witnesses
of the Church's exuberant life, but as those whose hands,
more than any others, have helped to rear that colossal
central power, of which that fane is the visible symbol.

Ninth cen- So then in the ninth century, which is the period of tran-
tury period . . « , , . . . ~ , , . « ,
of the sitioii from the legitimate influence and authority ot the

First ^ee anc* ̂e Primacy, as understood and admitted by
Primacy to the Universal Church, to that Papal claim which has gra-
the Papal r 111
claim. dually extended itself over the Western Church, and ab-

sorbed the Western Episcopate into itself, I find the following
various but connected causes working to bring about this
consummation.

Causes se- First, the Episcopate of Popes Gregory II. (715-31) and
vcrally
tending to III. (731-41) prepares the way for a subtraction of alle-

i 'r-du i S^ance fr°rn the Eastern Emperors. At length Pope Stephen
subtraction III (752-7,) seeing that there was no hope of help from the
ofalLi"i- ...

ancet'rom imperial power, invokes the aid of Pepin against Astulphus
the Lombard. After Pepin's victory over the latter, the
Roman Bishop and Nobles confer the Patriciate of their
city on Pepin and his sons : while Pepin on the other hand
confers on the Pope the whole power which the Eastern
Exarchs of Ravenna had enjoyed. Thus for a time the
Frankish Monarchs and the Pope hold the joint Patriciate
of Rome, a dignity which did not absolutely exclude the
paramount authority of the Eastern Emperors. Pope Adrian
I. in the Seventh Council still addressed Constantine and

Irene as his Lords, and was summoned by them to it. But
his successor Leo III. and Charlemagne change their joint
Patriciate into a supreme dominion in 796, Leo being the
first Pontiff who was called our Lord, Dominus Noster, by
the Romans, And when four years later on Christmas-day
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800, the Pope suddenly bestowed on Charlemagne the im- SECT.
perial crown, and entitled him great and pacific Emperor of - ^
the Romans, the very name of allegiance was finally with-
drawn by the Bishops of Rome from Constantinople. Charles
the Bald, declared Emperor by Pope John VIII., crowned 
the benefactions of the Prank sovereigns to the Roman See
in the year 876, by conferring the supreme power over Rome
and its dependent Provinces on the Pontiff alone, so that the
Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenneta writes in 904, that
"the Pope for the time being exercised a supreme and de- vid.De
spotic power over Rome." St. Leo III. therefore, and his 3/^10.*
successors, ceasing to be subjects, and speedily becoming
sovereign princes, naturally assumed a different and higher
tone towards the imperial power at Constantinople from that
always held by their most influential and courageous pre-
decessors, such as St. Leo I., and St. Gregory I., and this
altered relation to the sovereign could hardly fail to affect
the relation to the See of Constantinople, as well as the
other Patriarchal Sees of the East.

ut, secondly, this wonderful increase of temporal au- 2. increasef 4- " 1

thority, as it had sprung out of the spiritual power of the power takta*

See of Rome, so it acted greatly to extend that power. ̂ ̂ ru
Scarcely can one estimate the advantage accruing to Rome supportedJ 

. m 
e ° . by the Car-

from being the sole Apostolic See of the West, a privilege lovingiaa
that was shared in the East by the Sees of Alexandria, their own
Antioch, and Jerusalem, as it was vainly sought after by
Constantinople, which would fain have traced the series
of its Pontiffs from St. Andrew. Thus Pope Gregory II.
wrote in the year 726 to the Emperor Leo: " All the West Mansi 12

. 971 D K

casts its eyes upon our Humility, not that we are such (as A,
St. Martin,) but they put great trust in us, and in that
image which you threaten to pull down and destroy of the
blessed Peter, whom all the kingdoms of the West hold for
a God upon earth. . . . All the West sends in its faith offer-
ings to the holy Chief (of the Apostles.) . . . You ought to
know and be assured that the Chief Priests, who from time .
to time sit in Rome, are a wall of partition between the East
and West, and the arbiters of peace." Such, at the end of
seven centuries, was the time-honoured and legitimate posi-
tion of the lloman Pontiffs. While they still respected the
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CHAP, rights of their brother Bishops, yet had they no spiritualV I *

- peer on a like eminence near them/ Now full ready were
Pepin and Charlemagne to acknowledge in the Bishop of
Rome the supreme spiritual power, which was to be the very
instrument for depositing in their own hands the supreme
temporal dominion. It is hard to say whether they gave or
received most, inasmuch as on their side they added to the
weight of material force an influence vested in the hearts
and consciences of men, while the Pope on his, recognising
an imperial power in the West, delivered himself from the
last remains of subjection to the East, and even while he
enthroned a temporal superior, (for as soon as Pope Leo had

Eginhard, crowned Charlemagne, " he adored him after the manner of
probably B ° *

an eye-wit- the ancient Emperors/') seemed himself yet more exalted,
ness, quoted "..--»- -«." " j r I--LJ j
by De m that this power was received from his hand, and sane-
Marca tioned by his blessing.
3. The Thirdlv, the crowning of Charlemagne and his immediate
right of i i -!-»" i TTI i IT
the Pope successors by the Bishop ot Borne seemed to symbolize, as

were, to all the We this relationship between the two
Emperors. pOwers. For^ inasmuch as the Emperor stood undeniably

at the apex of the Feudal System, and all temporal au-
mv

so when that Emperor was seen receiving his crown ft m
the single hand of the Bishop of Rome, not only was the
temporal seen to be in submission to the spiritual power, but
that Bishop appeared to stand in the like relation to other

ishops as the Emperor to his great vassals. The Mon-
archical Idea gradually expelled the Patriarchal: the Pope
still called the Bishops, he calls them even now, his vener-
able Brethren, but he treated them more and more as sub-
jects, who were to have no will but his., and no law but
obedience.

4. Separa- Fourthly, there was a growing separation of intercourse
tercourse" between the East and West. As the Eastern Emperors lost

dominion of Southern Italy, one great bond of connec-
ami West tion was snapped in twain. The universal disorder of the

time effected the rest. From the earliest ages there had
been jealousy between these two great divisions of the
Church. In truth the East never was minded to receive

theological decisions, much less rules of government, from
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the West. The language of St. Firmilian and St. Diony- SECT.
sius of Alexandria, in the third century, the conduct of the 

IV*

Antiochene Bishops, the very plaints of St. Basil, and still
more the acts of the Second Ecumenical Council in the

fourth century, the demeanour of St. Cyril and his brother beginning.
Patriarchs in the schism which arose out of St. Chrysos-
torae's affair, the passing of the twenty-eighth Canon at Chal-
cedon, the conduct of Acacius, indeed the whole policy of
the See of Constantinople, almost from the time that city
became the imperial capital, the scope of which seems to
have been to wrest the Primacy from Rome, are but indi-
cations of this ill-subdued feeling. As for the fourth cen-
tury, indeed, the numerous great Councils held during the
struggle with Arianism, from 325 to 381, at Antioch, Sar-
dica, Sirnnum, Aries, Milan, Ancyra, Seleucia, Ariminum,
Constantinople, and Alexandria, nay, the express words of
Popes Julius and Liberius, shew how utterly alien to the
principles of Church government then universally received
was the thought of any supremacy lodged singly in the chief
See of the West. But after the Second Nicene Council in

787 no really Ecumenical Council was held, the Eighth not
being received by the East. And in the Councils of the Uncon-

f 11 r\

est, called by themselves, and in fact their Patriarchal poWBr of

Councils, the Popes of course had a decided predominance, *Jie R°man*" "*" -tcitt icircti

being no longer kept in check by the influence of the other in the
West.

Patriarchs. The Council of Chalcedon, more favourable
than any preceding Ecumenical Council, by the admission
of Roman controversialists, to the influence of that See, yet
passed a Canon which altered the original and fundamental
precedency of the Patriarchal Sees against the will of the
First Patriarch: and in whatever terms of compliment it

might address him to win his compliance, its Canon was
ever observed in the East in opposition to his decision : but
in the Councils of the West, called General, which succeeded
the great division of East and West, there was no power
existing to balance the influence of St. Peter's See, or to
prevent deference towards an elder Brother from passing
into obedience towards a Lord: nay, as soon as the Church
was restricted to one Patriarchate, the Patriarchal rela-
tions might themselves lead to the Papal: and the Western
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C H A P Bishops ceased to be Apostles, as the First Bishop assumedVII.

the place of Christ rather than of Peter.
5. The in Fifthly, there is, as observed above, the monastic influence,
fluence of

the great contemporaneously with all this, acting ever in one direction
monastic
orders. to the exaltation of the central See of the West. However

distinct might be the particular aims of the founders and
great Saints of the various religious orders, these associa-
tions, as they were not to be confined to one diocese, but
spread through all, naturally acknoAvledged their head in
him whose supervision extended over all, maintained them-
selves by his authority, and in consequence spread that au-
thority from the very inmost sanctuaries of self-denial and
devotion in the Western Church to its utmost bounds.

When St. Bernard in France wrestled all night in prayer
for a newly founded convent of his order in Portugal, des-
tined in after ages to be the light of that Southern realm,
ho\v could he but regard with reverence the Bishop whose
eye was directed over North and South alike, who " wielded
the pastoral staff with grey-haired might" from the forests
of Norway to the rock of Gibraltar ? How could he but seek
to extend an influence which alone seemed able to control

the highest powers, and reach to the farthest point, of
Christendom. The first exemption of a monastic house from
Episcopal jurisdiction is said to have been granted by Pope
Adeodatus (672-6) to the Abbot of St. Martin of Tours :
and in granting it he stated that such exemption was foreign

De Marca, to the custom of the Roman Church. " So that it was only
de Concor.,
lib. 3. c. 1C. after inspecting the privilege which Crotbert, Bishop of
§4- Tours, had bestowed, and the Gallicaii Bishops had con-

firmed by their subscriptions, that he interposed the au-
thority of the Apostolic See. Thus he did not exempt the
Abbot from the Bishops against their will, but confirmed
by his decree their accordant wishes."

6. Thesys- Lastly, we find all these causes indefinitely strengthenede r * »
tern or tiie * /»ij? i i " i j i " ^
false Deere- by a successiul iraud, which, invented in Germany as a
tais. defence against the oppression of the State, but quickly laid

hold of and improved at Rome, passes into the medieval
mind, becomes its Idea, governs its hierarchy, and moulds
its theology, according to the witness of eminent Roman
Catholic historians, for five hundred years. No disparage-
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merit is it to the great and glorious Saint I have just men- SECT.
tioiied, nor to the Angelic and Seraphic Doctors, nor to the -
master Spirits of medieval times, powerful in doing and in
suffering, keen in thought, patient in execution, cleniers of
self, exalters of God, moulding to the sway of religion the
rude Northern and Western tribes, men, the fruit of whose
labours we enjoy, saints, who have left a long train of light
behind them, not to be extinguished till it melts away into
the second coming of their Lord,-no disparagement to
them, if they were deceived where reference to the elder
records of the Church could no longer be made; no un-
dutifulness in us, if we, with documents before us which

they had not, deny a claim which they in ignorance main-
tained. We but act as they under like circumstances would
have acted. If St. Thomas believed the genuineness of the

documents contained in Gratian's Decretum, how could he
speak of the Papal authority, but as he has spoken ? Had
he known that the authorities there quoted were forgeries,
had he had before him the Canons and Decrees of the Seven

Ecumenical Councils, how could he have come to any other
conclusion than that which forces itself on every mind at
liberty to judge, which evidently has been the conclusion
of great modern writers in the Roman Church herself, who
from their position could only speak half their thought?
nay, the Pere Tranquille says, " The Popes who claimed that Fleury,

__ ODUSC.

authority only did it because they believed these Decretals torn. 4!
were true ; and that their predecessors had enjoyed, from tp? s'l.
the beginning of the Church, the rights which they saw that
these Decretals assigned to them. But in that they were
deceived by an error of fact, not knowing that they were
supposititious documents." We have the whole process by
which the Papal power attained its enormous growth set
forth. I do not see what answer can be made save by sur-
rendering the whole ground of Tradition, i. e. historical
Truth, which the Roman Church has ever claimed, and no-
where more decidedly than at the Council of Trent, and by
taking up in its stead the still shifting treacherous position
of a never-ending Development. But surely what origin-
ated in a fraud, cannot develop, by any intellectual theory*
into a Divine Right.
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CHAP. Here, however, I must draw an important distinction: I
VII.

- must endeavour to shew what I mean by the fraud, and how
How far /" " , , i
their fraud fa* it extends.

Assuredly I do not mean the Primacy of Rome. I find as
macy of a fact a^ £}ie Nicene Council that there were three Primatial
Koine in-

contestable. Sees of the Church, two of them Sees of Peter himself, and
one of his disciple St. Mark, and that, of these three, Rome
again was first in dignity. And the Council of Chalcedon
pointedly recognises the Bishop of Rome as first Bishop of
the world. At the same time, however, it formally erects
Constantinople, which had been merely a suffragan See of
Heraclea, to the second rank in the Church, degrading
thereby the Sees of Alexandria and Antioch to the third and
fourth place. And, besides, in so doing it declares as strongly
as words can speak, that the prerogatives of Rome did not
differ in kind from those it was conferring on Constantinople.

" From the beginning indeed there seems to have been a dif-
ference of view in the East and West as to the principles on
which the hierarchical order of the Church was built, the

M

W So the Fathers at

Chalcedon say: " for the Fathers properly allowed the privi-ra

, leges to the throne of the Elder Rome, because that was the
imperial city." To make this Canon square with indisput-
able facts, I should suppose it not to speak of the Primacy
itself, which the Nicene Council found subsisting, but of
privileges attached to it, which the Church might enlarge or
diminish according to circumstances: for no trace whatever
of the Primacy itself having been granted to the See of
Rome by any Council exists. The Nicene Council found
it first, as Alexandria was second, and Antioch third. If
the above words include the Primacy itself, the words
" allowed" or " granted the privileges" can only mean by
tacit consent: i. e. they would assert that the Primacy is
Ecclesiastical, not Divine.

2. The But as to the two great Scripture promises made to Peter,
promises* the giving of the keys, and the commission to feed the flock
thfgiving °f Christ, there is, as I think I have proved above, a consent
of the keys, of the great Fathers in considering that these promises were
"ndtha . /^i i "
commis- made to Peter in the person of the Church, i. e. as the type
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of the Bishop, or governing power. They did not consider SECT.
them as made to any one Bishop exclusively of the rest. -
St. Leo's language, and that of other Popes his successors, the flock,
stands out in this as opposed to contemporary Fathers, and
generally to the tradition of the East, of which I have noted JJ t
a remarkable proof in the Acts of the Seventh Council : far of «ome.
as that language is itself from the overstrained interpretation
put in later times.

History then teaches us that as a fact the Primacy of Rome Existen
has always existed : and reverence would suggest that what m

has always been admitted bv the Church of Christ. His Bride, t}?e"* ' * mug, but
was intended and foreordered by Him, with whose voice she great vari-

iT>j.i.i- i i -LI j. j_i i ation in the

speaks. JBut the same reasons teach us that the powers and amount of
privileges exercised by the Primacy may differ, and have in ta°chedto"it
fact very largely differed, at various times, and depend on Universal

-i jurisdiction
the consent of the Church, and the concession of other not com-
Bishops. The notion of universal jurisdiction is not at all in it.
involved in the original Primacy : as St. Peter exercised none
over his brother Apostles, but on the contrary was sent by EPisc(>Pal

* * J J appeals
them together with John to the Samaritan converts, and as grantedI *~i - 1

the decree of the Apostolic Council, the type of all that were of Sardica.
to be, ran, " It hath seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to
us," not to Peter. Nay: the See of Rome is the See of
Peter and Paul, and St. Chrysostome at least reverenced it
quite as much for one as for the other. Accordingly the power
of receiving appeals, under particular circumstances, and to
a limited degree, is found to have been first conferred on the
Roman Pontiff by the great Council of Sardica. And on
the inordinate development of this power, the successive
steps of which De Marca has pointed out, the whole present
Papal Supremacy has been built. It cannot therefore be
too strongly impressed on the student of Church history, that
this power itself was the gift of a Council, and that, not
Ecumenical, but whose Canon was afterwards rejected by St.
Aurelius, St. Augustine, and all the Bishops of Africa : " to De

dc Concor

this Council is owed the first origin of the right of the Supreme iib. 7. c.
Pontiff as to the Canonical judgments of Bishops." Nay, the § 6-
discipline of Sardica was even in Gaul received entirely only
in the ninth century, according to Fleury. If then at the
time of the Seventh and last Ecumenical Council we find

the power and influence of the Bishop of Rome practically
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CHAP, much greater than it was at the first, nevertheless, it is the
- same kind of power: it was the same system of discipline which

still prevailed over the Church: the First See was as much
subject to the Canons as the humblest, and indeed bound in
an especial manner, as its greatest occupants tell us, to sec
them fulfilled. And the great increase of power in the
Roman See was paralleled by an almost equal increase
in that of Constantinople, which from a simple suffragan
Bishopric had risen to be the second Patriarchal See, and to
which larger authority in cases of appeal was assigned by
the Council of Chalcedon, than was ever given by any Ecu-
menical Council to the See of Rome.

3. The sys- But, thirdly, it will be clear at once that the system
fotae Deere- introduced by the false Decretals, and based in them on sup-
tais deve- p0sititious documents, led, when it was carried out, to theloped in a * * > 7
complete complete overthrow of this ancient universally received dis-
ofthean- cipline, to the withdrawal of the term Vicar of Christ, and
bl<ine,and" the Idea conveyed by it, from Bishops generally, for the

the sub- exaltation of one : to the substitution in short of a Monarchystitution ot > J

aMonarchyfbr a Primacy, with all the prodigious changes following
for a Pri-

macy. thereon. Had it been allowed to prevail in the East, the
chy, there-" Second, Third, Fourth, and Fifth Patriarchal thrones them-
fore, m selves would have sunk into mere delegations of the imperialcontra-dis- ° r

tinction to central power, and a Cardinal Deacon of the Roman Church,
the Pri- .

macy based as Fleury complains, would take precedence of the Patriarch
Alexandria, whose predecessor presided in his own right

Samts of jn an Ecumenical Council in preference to the Papal Legatesthe middle * r °

ages de- specially sent thither. It is then the Idea of the Pope as
CClVGtl Oil

this point, a Monarch, standing singly in the place of Christ, not in
conjunction with, but in exclusion of, his brethren, which,
following Roman Catholic Theologians, I have stated above
to be based on a fraud; so that the middle ages, their Saints
and Doctors, in the West, received as upon the testimony of
antiquity, what was in truth most opposed to that anti-
quity. We may sympathize with them as Churchmen, we
may reverence them as Saints, without following them in
what was to them, reasoning upon false data, an act of
obedience, but would be to us a shutting of our eyes to the
truth. All that the Word of God, all that the voice of
Ecumenical Councils, through whom He speaks on earth,
all that the ancient tradition of the East and West, both
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with regard to doctrine, and to the due power and prccc- SECT.
IV

dence of the Roman See, declare, let us both hold and teach, -- 
'

nor surrender one iota thereof to the powers of darkness, or
to the fury of a people demanding iniquity, or to the usur-
pations of the State. It is as well to affirm most distinctly The powerA » *» ^

that the Church of England, neither by her articles, nor her mott

Canons, nor her oath imposed at ordination, rejects either den«;d
/ r . ^ie English

the Primacy of the See of Rome, or such powers and privi- Church is
leges as were conceded to that See by Ecumenical Councils, Primacy,
or the universal practice of the Church: but, simply, the "horlty "
power arrogated by that See in defiance of the yet subsisting |"Vl'(l llhu
Canons of those Ecumenical Councils. And it may be added Seven ECU-
that the destruction of the government of each Province by Councils,1 X 1 *

its Metropolitan and his Council, the intolerable thraldom Mwiar

which the system of Legates had introduced, the perpetual
interference with the internal government of every Diocese,
the shameless exertion of spiritual authority to obtain grants
of money, - Annates and Peter's pence, - in fact those vari-
ous acts of tyranny which led the civil power among us to
desire and attempt a separation from the control of the
Papal S^e, all these belonged to the exercise not of the ori-
ginal and proper Primacy, still less of the Patriarchal power,
but of the Supremacy built on the false Decretals. Never,
it may be most confidently said, never would that separation
have taken place, had the Popes of the middle ages been
content with the influence and power exercised by the first
Leo, and the first Gregory. Whatever be the crimes of that
miserable crisis on both sides, this truth at least I see most

clearly : it may be a comfort to those, whom the tale of
sacrilege and confusion, the disorder of all holy things, the
turning of a Catholic hierarchy into a State's police officers,
the tearing down of cloisters, and the pollution of altars,
pierce to the heart. Let us grant all this with sorrow and
confusion of face. It remains that the English Church has
been excommunicated by the Latin for demanding the
privileges which the Church of St. Augustine enjoyed : for
denying a claim which did not begin to be made till eight
centuries had passed away. During all this time history
with its multitudinous and imperishable voice is on our
side,
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CHAP. Even then the Papal structure was so gradually built upon
- the Patriarchal, that no one age could accurately mark where

the one ended and the other began, but all may see the
finished work. It requires no microscopic eye to distin-
guish the authority of St. Leo or St. Gregory from that of
St. Innocent the Third. The poet spake of a phantom what
is true of a great reality:

" Mobilitate viget, viresque acquirit eundo,
*****" + *

Ingrediturque solo, et caput inter nubila condit."

Great That power, for which the heroic and saintly Hildebrand /* 1*11 i * ^ " i
have main, died in exilem, if exile there could be to him who received
illustrated the heathen for his inheritance, and the utmost parts of

eai*th f°r his possession; for which our own St. Anselm,
champion forced against his will to the Primacy, stood unq nailing in
of the liber- ° , . 

10

ties of the the path of the Red King, most furious, if not the worst, of
that savage race, whose demon wrath seemed to justify the
fable of their origin; for which St. Bernard, the last of the
Fathers in age, but equal to the first in glory, wrote and
laboured, and wore himself out with vigils, and wrought
miracles; for which our own St. Thomas shed that noble
blood, which sanctifies yet our primatial Church, an earnest
of restoration and freedom to come: that power, for which
St. Francis, the spouse of holy poverty, so long neglected
since her First Husband ascended up on high, and St.
Dominic

T amoroso drudo

Delia fede Cristiana, il santo atleta,

enigno a* suoi, ed a1 nemici crudo;-Dante, Paradiso, xii. 55.

and one greater yet, the warrior saint, Ignatius, raised their
myriads of every age and of both sexes, armed in that triple
ni ^m

was not worthy;"-that power, to which have borne witness
m tny saintly Bishops, poor in the midst of riches, and

humble in the exercise of more than royal power,-so many
scholars, marvellously learned,-so many, prodigal of labour
and blood, who are now counted among the noble army of
martyrs,-so many holy women, who have hidden themselves
under the robe of the first of all saints, and followed the

m See the account of his death in Bowden's Life.
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Virgin of virgins in their degree; - that power, is, indeed, SECT.
the most wondrous creation which history can record, and ,7 - ~T

T IT n ret they do
one to which I am not ashamed to confess that I should not annul

bow witli unmingled reverence, had not truth a yet stronger monyof the
claim upon me, and did not the voice of the early Church, councils1081
its Fathers, Councils, and Martyrs, the voice of the East ,* * * undivided

and West, so long as it was one, sound distinctly in my church.
ears another language. Still, human and divine, ambition
and Providence, are so mingled there, that I would not utter
a word more than truth requires. I should even be com-
pelled to give up the strongest individual conviction, acknow-
ledging the weakness and liability to err of any private judg-
ment ; acknowledging, moreover, that a single Province of
the Church, if opposed to all the rest, is certain to be in
error, were it not that, besides the voice of antiquity, we
have witnesses the most legitimate, the most time-honoured,
the most unswerving in their testimony, - witnesses who
take away from our opponents their proudest claim, - nay,
a claim which, if real, would be irresistible, - that "of being,
by themselves, the Catholic Church.

SECT. V.

Th

would prove the Church of England to be in schism would
condemn likewise the Eastern and Russian Church. It is not a

the Catholic Church against a revolted Province, as our adver- witness
. -1^1 existing

saries would have us believe ; it is the one Patriarch of the from the
pO]*l I ASfc

West, with part of his Bishops, against the four Patriarchs of times to
the East, with theirs, and that great and, as yet, unbroken jJJJStaa

North, which Constantinople won to the Church.
Faith of old, and which now promises to beat back the tide of
heresy and infidelity from the beleaguered Sees of the East.
On this point of schism, at least, they bear witness with us.
The causes, adverted to above, which were so influential in
exalting the great fabric of Roman power in the West, did
not act upon the East, - nay, acted in the inverse direction.
The See of Constantinople still remains where the Council
of Chalcedon placed it, where the Emperor Justinian recog-
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CHAP, nised it to be, the second See of the world: and it has ever
VII.

:- since refused to admit that Rome was first in any sense in
which itself was not second. This may serve to set in a clear
light the vast difference between the legitimate power of the
First See, and the claim to give jurisdiction to all Bishops,
between the discipline which was once universal in the West,
as well as in the East, and existed there till the introduction
of the false Decretals, on the one hand, and, on the other,
that vast system of centralization, which has been built up in
the West by their assistance, claiming to itself in the con-

. crete a divine right, which at the most could only belong
to the original Primacy, as understood and received by the
Universal Church. The systems, of which these are expres-

Forceof her sions. are in truth antagonistic. Constantinople maintainsi t i " J-

descent, still that constitution of the whole Church which St. Gregory
changed accused its Bishops of undermining. The evil which he
dogmatic foresaw has come from his own successors : " the cause of

Almighty God, the cause of the Universal Church/* the
privileges and rights of Bishops and Priests, as against one
" Universal Pope/* are borne witness to now, as they have
ever been, by the immutable East. Here, at least, are no
sympathies with the heresiarchs of the sixteenth century :
the Synod of Bethlehem has anathematized Luther and
Calvin as decidedly as the Council of Trent. Here was no
Henry the Eighth fixing his supremacy on a reluctant
Church by the axe, the gibbet, the stake, and the laws of
premunire and forfeiture : no State using that Church as a
cat's-paw for three hundred years, and ready now to offer it
up a holocaust to the demon of liberalism. Here is the
ancient Patriarchal system, the thrones of Constantinople,
Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, subsisting still. Here
is the same body of doctrine, the same seven sacraments,

m ^r

sacerdotal system, which Latitudinarian and Evangelical,
statesman and heretic, dread while they hate, as being in-
deed the visible presence of Christ in a fallen world,-the
residence of a spiritual power, which controls and torments
the worldling, while it disproves and falsifies the heretic.
Here is all that the Roman Catholic claims as tokens of the
truth for himself: but there is one thing more, the same
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protest that we make against the monarchical, as distinct SECT.
from the patriarchal, power, the same appeal back to early - -
Councils, and the unambiguous voice of those who cannot
be silenced or corrupted, the Fathers of the Church. In
the Fathers of the undivided Church, the East and the
North and the West, so long severed, meet : we are not
alone, who have with us, on the very point which divides us
from our Mother Church, the still unbroken line of succes-
sors from St. Athanasius and St. Chrvsostome. There isw

no break in the descent or in the doctrine of the Eastern

Churches. There is the same dogmatic, the same hierarch-
ical fabric subsisting now, as when St. Gregory addressed
Anastasius of Antioch, and Eulogius of Alexandria. It may
suit the purposes of unfair Roman controversialists to brand
them as schismatics, and overcome, by calling them a name,
their own most formidable opponents; but history cannot
be so overcome. They have never admitted the Papal sway, She denies,
any more than the Fathers who passed the 28th Canon of has denied,
Chalcedon : they have, indeed, admitted the Roman Pri- the ̂ Io"J y ' narchy, a3
macy, as those same Fathers admitted it j for the very strongly
system for which they are witnesses is not complete with-
out the Bishop of Rome stands at the head of it : the due
honour of Rome is involved in the due honour of Constan-

tinople; and, we may add, the due honour of Canterbury :
the same temper, the same persons, who reject the one,
hate the other. What we say they never have admitted is,
that which has really worked the disunion of the Universal
Church, as St. Gregory foretold it would, the doctrine which
is the centre of the present Papal system, which alone makes
all its parts cohere, and justifies all its acts, and triumphs
over all appeal to argument, and all testimonies of antiquity,
viz., that " the Pope is set over the whole Christian world,

-i - i 2 i i -A. J AT A. quote
and possesses in its completeness and plenitude that power above.
which Christ left on earth for the good of the Church/'
They have never for a moment admitted that the Bishops of
the Universal Church were the Pope's delegates, and re-
ceived their jurisdiction from him. We fight, it must be
admitted, at some disadvantage with our opponents. The
long subjection which our Church yielded to Rome, the
manifold obligations under which we lie to her, the complete

K k
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CHAP, unsettling of the ecclesiastical and doctrinal system in the
VII

1- sixteenth century, the horrible vices of those who effected
the change, the connection with those whose doctrine has
now worked itself out into Socinianism, infidelity, and
anarchy, the inability we have ever since been under of
shaking ourselves completely clear of them, the thoroughly
unsatisfactory position of the State towards us, as a Church,
at present,-all these things are against us,-all these things
tell on the mind which really lives and dwells on antiquity,
and looks to the pure Apostolic Church. Still, though they
weaken, they do not overcome our cause. But from all
these objections the witness of the Eastern Churches is free.

Stands in a They were never subject to Rome, but to their own Patri-
equai po- archs; they derived not their Christianity from her, but she
sition to-
wards from them, as holy Basil said of old : the Priesthood, and
Rome. the pure unbloody Sacrifice, and the power to bind and to

loose, remain undisputed among them : the Eastern mind
cannot conceive a Church without them. They have re-
ceived no reformation from those whose lives were a scandal

to all Christian men: they are not mixed up with the
Lutheran or Calvinistic heresy: nor has Erastianism eaten
out their life. Yet, if we are schismatics, so are they, and
on the same ground. Moreover the Roman Church has
again and again treated with them as parts of the true
Church, It is only in comparatively modern times, that, as
the hope of re-union became fainter, the line of denying
their being members of the One Body has been taken up.
I have seen even so late as the time of Clement the Eighth
a letter of that Pope to the Czar, in which he treats him as

The Rus- already belonging to the Church. Moreover the Easternsian

Church, Church has put forth the best and most convincing sign of
born since 

. Catholicity, life*: to her, since her separation from Rome,
tion, an un-

» This fact does not at all suit fessor of Theological Sciences in the
modern Roman views : so it is denied. Spiritual Academy at St. Petersburgh,
I am indebted to the Rev. W. Palmer, 1846.'
of Magd. Coll., for the unambiguous At p. 394, there is the following note.
testimony of one who produces original " Here we cannot refrain from ex-
and authentic proofs of the fact. It is pressing our astonishment, that Romish
contained in the' History of Christianity writers still persist in repeating their
in Russia, to the time of Vladimir, to antiquated nonsense, that our ancestors
serve as an introduction to the history in the time of Vladimir received from
of the Russian Church, by the Archi- Constantinople their Roman Catholic
mandrite Macarius, Inspector and Pro- faith, and adhered to it during the
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and to this particular attention must be claimed, is due the SECT.
most remarkable conversion of a great nation to the Faith 

V*

impeach-
able note of

whole course of the eleventh century: £99, et Leonis Allatii de perpet. Cons, life in her.
* Comine les Grecs de Constantinople/ Eccles. Orient, et Occident, lib. ii.
says one of the contemporary historians cap. 8.)
of the West, ' etaient unis & 1'Eglise " 2. But to shew that it certainly was
Romaine dans le dixieme siecle, les not the Roman Faith which was then
Russes, qui re?urent d'eux le Christi- introduced among us, or which was
anisme, furent Catholiques au com- maintained during the course of the
mencement de leur conversion ; ils le eleventh century, we may advert to the
demeurerent pendant tout le onzieme following : (a.) the Answer returned by
siecle, ou la foi Chretienne fait chez Vladimir to the" [( German/ 'Latin/
eux des progres encore plus sensibles.1 or] "Papal missionaries, 'go away and
(! ? !) But this is a trifle: they would return; our Fathers received not this
have it that the Russians afterwards from you;' whether we ascribe this
remained Roman Catholics without answer to Vladimir himself, as actually
intermission from the twelfth even made with his own lips, or to the an-
down to the eighteenth century, with nalist, who lived in the eleventh cen-
the exception of some inconsiderable tury ; (b.) The Creed delivered to
intervals, when their metropolitans were Vladimir on his baptism, in which the
schismatics, or suspect of heterodoxy. Holy Ghost is confessed to proceed
* Depuis le douxifcme siecle jusqu'au 'from the Father1 only, and this in-
dix-huitieme les Russes furent gene- junction is expressly given at the same
ralement Catholiques, sauf certains in- time, * But receive not from the Latins
tervalles, on ils eurent des Metropoli- their doctrine ; for their doctrine is per-
tains schismatiquesou suspects.' (His- verse :' and then follow some very se-
toire Univ. de I'Eglise Catholique par vere reflexions on the same, with the
1'Abbe Rohibacher, Paris, 1844, torn, conclusion, ' God keep thee from this!1
xiii. p. 238.) These nonsensical fables (Chron. Lavr., p. 79.) (c.) The Brief
of Leo Allatius, (De perpetua consens. of our second Metropolitan Leontius,
Eccl. Orient, et Occident.,) Schtilling, (A.D. 992-1008,) against the Romans;
(Acta SS. torn. ii. Septembr. de con- TQV on ov 5c? Tf Ae?(T0ai ra
vers. et fide Russorum,) and others, K. T.X. (d.) The answer of the vener-
have long ago been completely refuted, able Theodosius/' [the chief founder of
(ree e. g. Spanheimii de dissensione the Pecherskag at Kieff, A.D. 1004-
Eccles. Orient, et Occident, p. iv. § vii. 1077,] " to the Great Prince IsyaslafF;
torn. ii. opp.,) though the learned fo- ' Of the Varagian [i.e. Latin or Roman]
reigners who refuted them were alto- Faith j in which it is termed, ' an evil

gether unacquainted with our native Faith,' and f an impure law,' (Diet, of
documents, which reach down through Eccl. writers, by the Metropolit. Eu-
the whole succession of centuries, and genius under the name Theodosius.)
utterly explode any such idle theory. (e.) Still earlier, the conversion through
For ourselves, we may here, against the instrumentality of St. Anthony of
the first part of the above-mentioned the Pecherskag, (whose disciple Theo-
theory, make the following remarks: dosius was,) of the renowned Varagian

" 1. That those three Patriarchs of chieftain Shimon, with 3000 of his
Constantinople, Nicholas Chrysoberges, countrymen [Normans] from the Ro-
Sisinnius, and Sergius, who were con- man [' Latin'] to the orthodox Faith.
temporaries with Vladimir, and who (Patericon Pechersk., p. 74-77, and
sent us our first metropolitans, to plant 97.) (f.) The ecclesiastical Canon of
among us the holy Faith, were so far the Metropolitan John IL, (1080
from being in unity with the Pope, 1089,) in which he seems to regard the
that on the contrary they rose up pub- Papists ['Latins'] almost as heathens
licly against him : this the celebrated for their practice of baptising not by
Leo Allatius himself is obliged to ad- immersion but by affusion. (Huss. Me-
mit, in his work above referred to, morab., P. i. p. 86.) (g.) The Instruc-
though writing with quite a contrary tion written to the great prince Vladi-
purpose, and so is Baronius, a chain-* mir Monomachns by the Metropolitan^
)ion of the papal power still more zea- Nicephorus, (A.D. 1104-1121,) ' Of 4 ' ^

ous than Allatius, (Baron. Annal. ad the Latins, how they hare been condemned,
aim. 995. num. 10. Ib. ad aim. 998, and cut off from the Eastern Church.9
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CHAP, which has taken place in the last eight hundred years
'-- Russia with her Bishops, her Clergy, her monasteries, her ^^" -^^"- ^

convents, her Christian people, her ancient discipline, her
completely organized Church system, her whole country
won from Paganism by the preaching of Monks and Mis-
sionary Bishops, is a witness to the Greek Church (which
who shall gainsay ?) that she is a true member of the One
Body. The Patriarch of Constantinople exercised that
charge which the Council of Chalcedon gave him, and or-
dained Bishops among the barbarians, and the Spirit of
God blessed their labours, and the whole North became his
spiritual offspring. Rome cannot shew, since she has been
divided from the East, a conversion on so large a scale, so
complete, so permanent. And on that great mass she has
hitherto made no impression. It is a complete refutation of
her claim to be by herself Catholic, that there exists out
of her Communion that of the Eastern Bishops, a Body of
Apostolic descent and government, with the same doctrinal
system as her own, with the ascetic principle as strongly
developed, with the same claim to miracles,-with all, in
fact, which characterizes a Church; a Body, moreover, so
large, that, supposing the non-existence of the Roman Com-
munion, the promises of God in Scripture to His Church
might be supposed to be fulfilled in that Body0. And this

ody, like ourselves, denies that particular Roman claim,
for which Rome would have us and them to be schismatic.

And it has denied it not merely for three hundred years, but
from the time that it has been advanced. Truly all that was
deficient on our side seems made up by the Greek Church.
And this living and continuous witness of a thousand years a «/
is to be added to that most decisive and unambiguous voice
of the whole undivided ancient Church.

The Church I have, throughout these remarks, considered the Churchp rtl " ̂  j ^ *

One organ- of Christ to be what at the Councils of Nicea, Ephesus, and
Chalcedon, she so manifestly appeared, one organic whole;

Head, the a Body, with One Head, and many members; as St. Gregory God-man.

(Printed in the Memorials of the Rus- ° I owe this observation to the friend
sian Literat of the twelfth century.) above mentioned, who has had great
Enough! to refute the remaining half opportunities of judging about the state
of the lying fable we have no room of the Russian and Eastern Church.
here: iior is it necessary."
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says, Peter, and Paul, and Andrew, and John; a kingdom SECT.
with One Sovereign, and rulers, an Apostolic College ap- -^-

pointed by that Head, with a direct commission from Him-
self. I believe that no other Idea about the Church pre-
vailed up to St. Gregory's time. It follows that all so-called
national Churches, unless they be subordinate to the law of
this kingdom, are so many infringements of the great primary
law of unity, in that they set up a member instead of the
Body. St. Paul, in the 12th chapter of the 1st Epistle to
the Corinthians, has clearly set forth such, and no less, to be Definition
the unity of Christ's Body. And so the Saints have ever 

'
* 

m * Belief of

believed. St. Basil has said very beautifully in words which tlie Saints,
may apply to the whole state of the English Church : " Be

not withheld by this thought that we who inhabit the sea- Testimonyf\f G T? ' 1

coast suffer not with the many, and need not the assistance Ep/208. '" .

of others: so that why should we require Communion with l01?^* * p. oUl. .

others ? For when the Lord divided the islands from the applicable
to the

continent by the sea, he bound the islanders in links of English
love with the inhabitants of the continent. Nothing separ-
ates us from each other, Brethren, if we do not establish
that separation by our own purpose. One is our Lord, one
our Faith, our hope the same. If ye esteem yourselves
the head of the Catholic Church, the head cannot say to the
feet, I have no need of you. Or whether ye rank your-
selves in any other part of the Church's members, ye cannot
say to us who are placed in the same body^ We have no
need of you. For the hands need each other's help : the feet
strengthen each other: the eyes by their agreement enjoy
a clear vision. For our part we confess our own weakness,
and we seek your co-operation. For we know that if ye
be not present in body, yet by the help of your prayers ye
will do us great service in the most dangerous times. But
it is neither seemly before men nor pleasing to God that
you should use expressions, which not even the heathen, that
know not God, use. For even them we hear, though they
may enjoy a country self-sufficient for all its needs, yet for
the sake of the future's uncertainty, welcoming alliance with
each other, and pursuing free intercourse as advantageous.
Shall we then, children of those fathers, whose law it was
that the tokens of Communion should be carried about
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CHAP, in minute characters from one end of the earth to the other,TTTI

"- and that all should be fellow citizens and of the same house-

hold, shall we now cut ourselves off from the world, and
not even be ashamed of our isolation, nor think that the
rending asunder of unity carries loss, nor shudder that upon
us is come that fearful prophecy of the Lord, who said, that
because iniquity shall abound the love of many should wax
cold," Let us without hesitation ascribe all the evils thatf

afflict the Latin, the Greek, and the English Communion to
our want of unity, knowing who has said, " a house that is

divided against itself cannot stand." And above all the
great house of human souls, cemented with the Redeemer's
blood, is built upon the unity of Faith and Love. Certainly
it is a difficulty, that we must admit this essential law to be

The state of at present broken. But I do not think it fair to argue
separation . . . °

provisional against a provisional and temporary state, such as that of the
rary.emp°" Church of England in respect to non-intercourse with other

parts of the Church is confessed to be-which, too, has been
forced upon her-as if it were a normal state, one that we
have chosen, a theory of unity that we put forth over against
the ancient theory, or the present Roman one. Nay, thou-
sands and ten thousands feel, the whole rising mind of
the Church feels, that we are torn "from Faith's ancient
home/'' that we groan within ourselves, waiting until God
in His good time restore a visible unity to His Church, till
the East and the West and the South be one again in the
mind of Christ. Who but must view it as a token of that

future blessing, that public prayers have been offered up in
France and Italy for such a consummation ? Let us begin
to pray for each other, and we must end by being one.
Let us, too, pray that the clouds of error and prejudice, the
intense blind jealousy on one side, the cruel and disingenu-
ous temper on the other, may be subdued by the Spirit of
God, who in some great and blessed Pentecost shall draw
long alienated hearts together, and mould them into a union
closer than has ever been, against an attack the last and
most terrible of the foretold enemy, the tokens of whose
coming are at hand.

ut the Roman Catholic, who seems to escape this dif-

ficulty, and points to his Communion as one organic whole,
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falls into another. Grant that it is one, but it is at the ex- SECT.
peuse of ceasing to be Catholic : it has lost all the East andXlie inter

the North, and part of the West. Thus, in this choice nai state-f 4*\\ *v

between difficulties, it seems the least to suppose that the Church's
unity of Christendom may be for a time suspended, during
which the several parts of Christ's Body retain Communion ,

- . . what might
with the One Head, and thence derive life, though active have
Communion with each other is suspended. A less difficulty,
I say, than to cut off, not merely our own Church, but the
seventy millions of the Eastern Church, having a complete
inward identity with the Roman, from the covenant of sal-
vation, merely because that intercommunion is prevented by
a claim to spiritual monarchy, which was unknown in the
best ages of the Church, and has been resisted ever since
it was set up. If this view be true, we should expect that
the several parts, though living, would yet be languishing,
and far from that healthy vigour which they ought to pos-
sess ; that the Great Head would give manifold warnings of
the injury done to His Body. Now, it is very remarkable
that the circumstances, no less of the Latin than of the
Eastern and the Anglican Church, exactly agree to this ex-
pectation." I need not speak on this point of the second
and third; but I cannot help thinking that they who have
suffered themselves to be driven by fearful scandals out of
our bosom, who have brooded over acknowledged but un-
relieved wants, till the duty of patient long-suffering has
been forgotten, close their eves to the state of France, o / "/
Spain, and Italy, under what they have now learnt to call
by itself the " Catholic" Church. Yet are there tokens
abroad which men of less spiritual discernment might lay
to heart. Does the "obscene rout" of Ronge and Czerski,
bursting forth from the bosom of the Roman Church, awake
no misgiving? Fearful when viewed by Scripture and an-
tiquity, as the state of England is, (an argument which is
now being used against our Communion with such effect
on tender and loving minds,) he must be bold who would
venture to say that the relation of the French Church to the State of
-n i . . .« « i i- France,
French nation m the last century, or its relation even now,
greatly as the present French Church is to be admired and
sympathized with, does not offer as much ground for fearful
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CHAP, apprehension, as much reason to dread, lest the terms on
which victory is promised to the Church over the world
have been essentially broken. I fear there is no doubt that
two-thirds of the French capital are not Christian, in any
sense of the word; and probably the proportion is as great
in the larger towns. How did this state of things arise?
How has nearly the whole intellect of that country become
infidel? From the French Revolution, it will be answered.

But how could that great Satanical outburst have ever taken
place, had the Church of Christ, free from corruption, as
those who have left us believe, and throned in the posses-
sion of sixteen hundred years, with its numberless religious
houses, its unmarried Clergy, and great Episcopate, been
discharging its functions, I do not say aright, but with any
moderate efficiency? Surely the acts of the States General
were as bad as those of Henrv the Eighth: vet its mem-* "

bers were Catholics, in full Communion with the Roman See.
Surely the Ecclesiastical legislation of Napoleon was as un-
catholic as that of a House of Commons; yet it was sanc-
tioned by Concordat with the Pope. But if manifold cor-
ruptions did not unchurch the Gallican Communion in the
last century,-if the mass of a great nation, which the
Church once completely possessed, but has now surrendered
to active unbelief, does not invalidate her claim to be a

pure Communion at present, why are such things alleged
as so fatal a mark against us ? God forbid that one should
mention such things without the deepest sorrow; but when
our troubles, and difficulties, and relations with the State,
and the alienated hearts of our people, and the absence of
external discipline and inward guidance, and the misery of
our divisions, are alleged to prove that we are out of the
pale of the Church, these things ought to be weighed on the
other side. There ought not to be different measures on
different sides of the channel. I forbear to speak of the

State of state of Spain, Portugal, and much of Italy; but I imagine
that the worst deeds of the Reformation were at least paral-i

Italy. leled by what the Church has had to endure there from the
hands of our own children. I believe that our own most

sad corruptions have, too, their counterpart among Churches
in Communion with the Apostolic See.
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But to conclude. As our defence against the charge of SECT.~\T

Schism rests upon the witness of the ancient Church, thus -
fully corroborated by the Eastern Communion, so our whole the ^gliaj of~ _". .".

safety lies in maintaining the clear indubitable doctrine of! in main-
that Church. I have avoided the whole question of doctrine tainill£thew/iolc cfe*

in these remarks, both as leading me into a wider field than posit"of the"

that which I am obliged to traverse so cursorily at present,
and as distinct from the question of Schism, though very
closely connected with it. No one can deny that it is not
sufficient for our safety to repel one single charge: but this
charge "was the most pressing, the most specious, and one
which requires to be disposed of before the mind can with
equanimity enter upon any other. My conclusion is, that
upon the strictest Church principles,-in other words, upon
those principles which all Christendom, in its undivided
state, recognised for eight hundred years, which may be
seen in the Canons and Decrees of the Seven Ecumenical

Councils, and more at large in the actions and writings of
the Fathers, our present position is tenable at least till tli e
convocation of a really Ecumenical Council. The Church of
England has never rejected the Communion of the Western,
and still less that of the Eastern Church : neither has the

Eastern Church pronounced against her. She has only Her claim
ji-i " 1,4. * u " jit T>-I only that of

exercised the right or being governed by her own Bishops Seit-govem-
and Metropolitans. There is, indeed, much peril of her "ent*r 

f 
7 3 r f An alliance

being forced from this, her true position. I cannot conceive with Pro-
any course which would so thoroughly quench the awakened wjn destroy
hopes of the Church's most faithful children, as that her er*
rulers, which I am loth even to imagine, at a crisis like the
present, should seek support, not in the rock of the ancient
Church, in which Andrewes, Laud, and Ken, took refuge of
old,-not in the unbroken tradition of the East and West,
by which, if at all, the Church of Christ must be restored,
not in that gi^eat system which first subdued and then im-
pregnated with fresh life the old Roman Empire, delaying a
fall which nothing could avert, aud which lastly built up out
of those misshapen ruins all the Christian polities of Europe, *

not in that time-honoured and universal fabric of doctrine

to which our own Prayer-book bears witness, but in the
wild, inconsistent, treacherous sympathies of a Protestantism,

Ll
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CHAP, which the history of three hundred years in many various
- countries has proved to he dead to the heart's core. Fare-

well, indeed, to any true defence of the Church of England,
any hope of her being built up once more to an Apostolical
beauty and glory, of recovering her lost discipline and in-
tercommunion with Christendom, if she is by any act of her
rulers, or any decree of her own, to be mixed up with the
followers of Luther, Calvin, or Zuingle: with those who
have neither love, nor unity, nor dogmatic truth, nor Sacra-
ments, nor a visible Church among themselves : who, never
consistent but in the depth of error, and the secret instinct
of heresy, deny regeneration in Baptism, and the gift of the
Holy Spirit in Confirmation and Orders, and the power of
the keys in absolution, and the Lord's Body in the Eucharist.
That is the way of death; who is so mad as to enter on it ?
When Protestantism lies throughout Europe and America a
great disjointed mass, in all the putridity of dissolution,

" Monstrum horrendum, in forme, ingens, cui lumen ademptum"

judicially blinded, so that it cannot perceive Christ dwelling
in His Church, while she grows to the measure of the stature
of the perfect man, and making her members and minis-
ters His organs-who would think of joining to it a living
Church? Have we gone through so much experience in
vain ? Have we seen it develop into Socinianism at Geneva,
and utter unbelief in Germany, and a host of sects in Eng-
land and America, whose name is Legion, and wrho seem to
be agreed in nothing else but in the denial of sacramental
grace, and visible unity; and all this at the last hour, in the
very turning point of our destiny, to seek alliance with those
who have no other point of union but common resistance
to the tabernacle of God among men ? A persuasion that
nothing short of the very existence of the Church of Eng-
land is at stake, that one step into the wrong will fix her
character and her prospects for ever, compels one to say
that certain acts and tendencies of late have struck dismay
into those who desire above all things to love and respect
their spiritual mother. If the Jerusalem Bishopric, the still-
born offspring of an illicit connection,

Cui non risere pareutes,
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be the commencement of a course of amalamation with SECT.
the Lutheran or Calvinistic heresy, who that values the au- -- -
thority of the ancient undivided Church will not feel his

allegiance to our own branch of it fearfully shaken ? " May
that measure utterly fail, and come to nought, and be as
though it had never been/* The time for silence is past.
There is such a thing as " propter vitam vivendi per-
dere causas." It must be said publicly that such a course
will lead infallibly to a schism, which will bury the Church
of England in its ruins. If she is to become a mere lurking- Extreme
place for omnigenous latitudinarianism ; if first principles of
the Faith, such as baptismal regeneration, and priestly abso-
lution, may be indifferently held or denied within her pale,
though, if not God's very truths, they are most fearful blas-
phemies, - the sooner she is swept away the better. There
is no mean between her bein " a wall daubed with untem-

pered mortar," or the city of the living God. I speak as one
who has every thing commonly valuable to man depending
on this decision ; moreover, as a Priest in that Communion,
whose constitution, violently suspended by an Enemy for one
hundred and thirty years, yet requires that every one of her *
acts, which bind her as a whole, should be assented to by
her Priesthood in representation, as well as by her Epi-
scopacy. To suffer it to be an open question, a matter of
doubt, which he who wills may hold, and he who wills may
deny, whether or no grace is attached to the acts of the
Church, whether or no she has the power and presence of
her Lord, whether or no the Body of Christ is really offered
on her altars, is a course as intrinsically dishonest and con-
temptible, as in its effects it must be disastrous. What
house with such a rent in it can stand against the first wind
that blows ? The true position of the Church of England is
far other than this. She claimed of old to maintain the

Faith of the East and West: her security lies in setting it
forth in all its purity, in all its completeness. It is not by
dissembling but by exhibiting the truth in its entire cycle,
that she must prevail: not by enduring a secret and dis-
honest compromise between contradictory principles, but by
maintaining THE FAITH, that she must fix the hearts of her
children, and draw to her those of her opponents. In a
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CHAP negation, in an unreality, no heart can rest. For one rule
VII.

of life, and no more, hath God given, that which His Apo-
stles preached and planted in all lands: and one bosom only
is there in which His children may live in charity and die in
peace, that of the Holy Church Catholic. In the hour of
need 110 other support can we find, but that we belong to
her who is the Bride of her Lord, the Body whose Head is
in heaven, which grows through all times and climes unto
the measure of the stature of the perfect man to be revealed
in eternity. One temple only is there which gathers in its
vast embrace, its long-drawn aisles and central shrine, the
worship of all human hearts : which symbolizes even in its
outward form the life of all living beings, and the hope of
man-the most holy Trinity, and the Cross-God in Him-
self, and God become man, his Saviour, his Food, and his
Reward-the temple of the Church Catholic. Thrice blessed
would he be, who was allowed by the labour of his hands,
the toil of his mind, or the cost of his blood, to restore one
stone which had been displaced in that divine structure.
More blessed yet it were to remove a wall which the Enemy
has been allowed to draw within the divine enclosure, defac-
ing its fair proportions, and obscuring its sacred symbolism:
to join together hearts, which, outwardly divided, feed on
the same eternal verity of God made man, and only require
the knowledge of each other, of their reciprocal aims and"

hopes, to be united in outward confession as iu inward
belief, and to embrace in a never-ending charity.

OXFORD :
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